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2ABSTRACT
This thesis is presented in two Parts: Part I forms 
the full exposition of the mysticism of gamzah Fan^urx, a 
Malay gufx of the 16th century who lived in Barus in North 
Sumatra; Part II contains his three extant prose works 
edited in romanised Malay and translated into English; both 
the edition and the translation are annotated,
A general picture of the spiritual climate of the 
period in which gamzah lived, together with a brief 
biographical sketch attempting to establish his place of 
birth and the span of the period in which he lived - both 
of them problematic questions - is presented in the first 
chapter. Then in the second chapter allegations concerning 
the "heresy" in his ideas levelled against him by Nuru3l-Dln 
al-Rahxrx of Gujerat, who was in Acheh in North Sumatra in 
16375 critically examined, A conclusion that the
allegations were unfounded is submitted. Chapter three deals 
with gamzahfs mystical doctrines in the domains of ontology, 
cosmology and psychology* Similarities with the doctrines 
of Ibnu’l-^Arabx and !Abdu’l-Karxm al~Jxlx are noted* 
Chapters faur and five introduce methodological concepts in 
a modern semantic analysis which is employed to ascertain 
the meanings of important concepts in gamzahls mystical 
system. These concepts - the Divine Will, Being, Existence,
3the Self - are couched in Malay, and comparison with Arabic, 
Greek, Persian and Sanskrit terms with a view to establishing 
equivalents is attempted* In the conclusion gamzah*s 
contributions in Malay classical literature, both in the 
field of poetry as well as that of rational inquiry is 
stated* It is further suggested that gamzah was the first 
man to set down in Malay the §ufl doctrines; that he was the 
first man to produce systematic speculative writing in Malay* 
A theory on the islamization process in the Malay-Indonesian 
Archipelago, in which it is suggested gamzah played an 
important and hitherto undiscovered role, is also presented.
The Appendices contain material already given in 
the table of contents. The most important material there is 
the Index of the Semantic Vocabulary of gamzah!s mystical 
system, which supports everything that has been said with 
reference to the concepts in gamzahfs teachings - in 
particular with concepts explained in Chapters four and five*
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PART I
11
INTRODUCTION
(The aim of this thesis is to give an expository
account, comprehensive and detailed, of the mystical ideas
and teachings of gamzah Pan^url. Although parts of this
Malay §ufl*s ideas and teachings have been commented upon
by several Dutch and British scholars in various ways and
different contexts, their comments have been selective,
brief and extremely limited in scope* Of these comments, one
deserving mention as being above the others is perhaps that
1of Hendrik Kraemer of Amsterdam. But even this account is 
very sketchy, and KraemerTs book is not meant to deal 
exclusively with gamzah!s mystical ideas and teachings, but 
with a general account, as far as North Sumatra is concerned, 
of the mysticism that prevailed there in the first half of
p
the seventeenth century. The subject proposed in this 
thesis has not been attempted before.
The method by which I propose to pursue this subject 
is twofold. In the first instance the usual methods of 
commentary will be applied. The basis from which gamzah fs 
mysticism is deduced will be his three prose works and
1. In his doctoral dissertation presented to the Eaculty of 
Letters and Philosophy, University of Leiden, 1921, 
entitled Een Javaansche Primbon uit de Zestiende Eeuw.
2. See Kraemer, op.citi., piair~^fFrT~S*o^o^Se5^"~o^^ie~' 
contents of gamzaKf's prose works (notes A and 5 below) 
see ibid., pp.3A-A6.
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3selections from his verses. Ihe three prose works are the
lL — r 6
Asraru* 1- ’ArifIn, the Shar abu? 1-1 Ashiqln ? ^  and the Muntahl.
Bo far as I know, these are the only prose works of gamzah
still in the original Malay. 1 also use verses from his
various Shakirs^ dealing with the nature of Unification
(tawgld), Gnosis (ma!rifah) and the Science of the Path
( 1 ilmu* l-*suluk) ; ^ the Bha* ir Perahu^ and the Bha1 ir Dagang^
My method of commentary, in which explanation of the mystic’s
ideas and teachings is largely guided hy comparisons with
similar ideas and teachings found in the writings of earlier
mystics - perhaps even linking them as sources of origin -
is a method that is generally employed in such expositions.
But such a method hy itself cannot necessarily claim
3* My annotated romanized Malay edition of these three prose 
works appears in Chapters VII, VIII and IX. My annotated 
English translation of the works appears in Chapters X,
XI and XII. An annotated romanized Malay edition of the 
writings of gamzah Fansurl, in which is included a large 
selection of his verses and two of his prose works has 
"been presented hy Doorenbos. But for all this see below, 
pp. m o  -aes.
A. Cod. Or. 7291 (I)j Bibliotheca Academiae Lugduno-Batava, 
Leiden, formerly in no.66 of the Snouck Hurgronje 
Collection. Hereafter cited as Asrar.
5. Cod. Or. 2016, Leiden. Another version in Cod. Or. 7291 
(II). Hereafter cited as Sharab.
6. Cod. Or. 7291 (III). Fragment of another version in 
Cod. Or# 1952, Leiden. Hereafter cited as Muntahl.
7. Sha’ir Is the Malayanized form of the Arabic SKITr .
8. no^TSr. 2016; Cod. Or. 3374* Leiden, and Cod7~Or7 3372.
See also Doorenbos, J., De Geschriften van Hamzah Pansoeri, 
(diss.), Leiden, 19333 pp• lS-l'I9• Hereafter cited respect- 
ively as 2016, 3374- and 3372. Doorenbos’ vrork will be 
cited hereafter as Doorenbos.
9. A fragment from 337^ Hereafter cited as Sha’ir Perahu.
10 .A fragment from '3374-* Hereafter cited as Shakir Dagarig.
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guarantee against the commentator^ reading too much into
what the text says, or too little, or inserting his own ideas
in place or absence of those given in the texts. Objectivity
in the interpretation of the texts - and therefore the ideas
is not guaranteed. For this reason I am introducing, as part
11of my method, a general linguistic and semantic approach.
To the best of my knowledge this latter method, in the 
manner in which 1 am applying it here, has not been applied 
before in any study of Malay (Indonesian) mysticism. By 
means of this method of approach it becomes possible to 
discover the conceptual system of gamzahfs mysticism not 
merely as its component parts, but as a whole. Selection of
11. For orientation to this approach, see the following: in 
General Linguistics: Sapir, E©, Language, an introduction 
to the study of speech, New York,’ 194*9; whor f, B .L., 
Language, tfaougKt anT^reality, edited by J.B. Carroll,
New' York - London, lyJS? introduction to Semantics: 
Ullmann, S., Principles of Semantics, Glasgow - Oxford, 
2nd* edition, 1959; Semantics A an introduction to the 
science of meaning, Oxford, 1962; in General Semantics: 
fcorzybski, 7iV,~"Science and sanity, Lakeville, 4-th 
edition, 1958 5 Ogden, (T.k., and Ri chords, I. A., The 
meaning of meaning, London, 1923; Chase, S., Ihe tyranny 
of words,' London, 1938; Henle, P., Language, thought "and 
cuTfure7 Michigan, 1958; in Phi 10sophy of Symbolism: 
Cassirer, E*, The philosophy of symbolic forms, New 
Haven, 1953> 3 VolsVV vo1.1; Language and gytk, translated 
by S, Langer, New York, 194-6;" LongerV 3~., Philosophy in 
a new key, Cambridge, Mass., 1942; Wi11genstein, L., 
Jractatus Logico-philosophicus, translated into English 
W 0 .K. Ogden with an introduction by B. Russell, London, 
1962; Philosophical Investigations, in 2 parts, translated 
by G_.E.MV AnScombe, Oxford, 1963; ln Semantics of the 
Qur’an; Izutsu, I., The structure of the ethical terms in 
the Qur * an, Tokyo, l'9'59; 'ffod and Han We" koran, TokyoT 
1964; in Islamic Semantics':T aI~&hazz£ltY Tahsfut al~> 
Falasifah, translated byJ3„A. Kamali, Lahore, 1958; 
ibu fiushd, Averroes1 Tahafut al-Tahafut, translated by 
. Van den 3ergn, London, 1954.
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key words in the vocabulary of §amzak ls mystical system, and 
analysis of their underlying concepts and relations with one 
another "become a matter of prime importance in such a study 
as this4 With respect to this, there is no systematic method 
of selection of key words* But neither is selection done 
arbitrarily, if Arbitrary* is to imply lack of discrimina­
tion* A selection of key words as intended here must pre­
suppose full knowledge of the language, full comprehension 
of the meaning structure and full participation in the 
linguistic consciousness * In dealing with mystical literature 
such as this, where the author was not only a §ufl, but a 
§ufl poet as well - the best and greatest representative of 
Malay Sufism - it is not sufficient merely to expound its 
concepts and to describe its history* Indeed, one must 
plunge into the depths of its emotional currents, be at one 
with its sentiments, feel one’s way into its symbols. Only 
after having imbued oneself in these can one seek to impart 
a scientific exposition* In this the motto should be not 
merely scholarship, but life as well*
I have referred to selection of key words in the 
vocabulary of gamzahfs mystical system* By vocabulary I mean 
the semantic sense of the term, not a mere gathering together 
of words - unorganized, except perhaps in alphabetical form 
used in dictionaries 5 I mean an organized, systematic gestalt, 
an arrangement in meaningful pattern* In this sense, then, a
vocabulary is not single or homogeneous, but has its own 
sphere of conceptualization, a network interrelated* In 
gamzahfs system the vocabulary employed does not mainly 
consist of new words; they are Malay words that were all 
existing even perhaps in pre-Islamic times. But it will be 
demonstrated that the conceptual network imposed upon these 
already existing words is new and significant. It is part of 
the aim of this thesis to discover how in gamzahfs system the 
vocabularies and sub-vocabularies are used and organized.
This method will show that, since words do not reveal 
the objective reality of the things described, but rather 
concepts of them, what is important is to comprehend the 
meanings of words not standing alone, but within their 
particular fields, Furthermore it will show that meanings of 
words are affected by the whole system. Part of the study is 
to make a distinction between what words in gamzah ls system 
have basic meanings and what have relational meanings. This 
bears a close relationship with the distinction between 
context and semantic field* In gamzah - as we shall see - 
certain words which may be regarded as basic, have acquired 
relational meanings, and as such they became important 
•technical1 terms in his system. One of Ranlrl!s main pitfalls 
in his comprehension of gamzahfs mysticism is precisely 
failure to distinguish the difference between these distinc­
tions. As the results of this method will appear in Chapters
Ill, 17 and 7, I trust that it needs no further elaboration 
here.
I have mentioned my method as being twofold, and 
that in the first instance the method of commentary will be 
applied to primary sources. That these sources are authentic 
is for me beyond doubt0 I suggest three main proofs of their 
authenticity* The first is the fact that Ranlri, gamzah*s 
vehement denouncer, had quoted them, in some cases verbatim, 
in others paraphrased or summarized* The second is the fact 
that the texts reveal the author to have mastery over the 
subject, and this mastery is revealed not in the subject 
matter of the texts, but in the manner the texts present the 
subject matter* In the period contemporaneous with gamzah *~ 
and I would go so far as to suggest that even in the periods 
before and after gamzah - we are unable to find any other 
mystical writing in Malay that can be attributed to any Malay 
mystic, whose style in prose as well as in poetry reaches the 
stature achieved by gamzah. With the exception perhaps of 
Shamsu’l-Dxn of Pasai, mystical writing in Malay, during the 
period following gamzah's, is rigid, awkward, unintelligible 
to the uninitiated as the subject matter is usually couched 
in a language that is forced into an Arabic crucible. These 
indications reveal that the authors of these works were not 
masters, either of their subject matter or of their language. 
But in gamzah*s works the texts reveal a language that flows
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effortlessly, in prose as well as in poetry; a succinct 
demonstration that the author, having instilled into his 
mind and heart the mystical doctrines he learnt in a 
foreign tongue, and having imbued himself completely with 
those doctrines, translated his thoughts into his native 
tongue of which he was a unique master* In the period 
before gamzah, we know of no instances of Malay writings 
such as gamzah1 s; and in the period following that of 
gamzah, the only notable authors who wrote on mysticism 
in good Halay were Shamsu*l~Dln of Pasai, Ranlri and 
1 Abdu* 1-Ra? uf of Singkel. It is true that even in gamzah
there are instances when the language is employed rather 
awkwardly, but it must be pointed out that such instances 
only occur in translations of some Quranic texts, gadxths, 
or passages in Arabic or Persian from some guf£ poets and 
writers on doctrine* Ihese instances are insignificant as 
they are not many* Furthermore, it is understandable that 
this should happen, especially where Quranic texts are 
involved, as even to this day extreme caution is exercised 
in translation, so that the results become literal in an 
exaggerated sense, for fear lest the original meanings be 
lost. The third main proof of the authenticity of the texts, 
which to my mind is the best proof of this kind and the most 
indisputable, is the proof resulting from the semantic 
approach already outlined. Words in a system of this nature 
do not scramble by themselves Munchausen-like to form a
18
semantic vocabulary, to associate purposefully with one 
another in meaningful patterns forming semantic fields of 
their own. Behind the conceptual structure prevailing as a 
whole throughout the system, we cannot help but conclude that 
its author knew exactly what he was writing about and how to 
express it*
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CHAPTER I
Neither the date nor the place of gamzah Fansurl!s
hirth has heen established} and the span of the period in
which he lived and flourished is still a problematic question#
There are no known reaordS} or even chronograms and other
such literary devices that enable us to determine gamzah!s
date of birth# As regards the place where he was born, this
has been discussed by several scholars in the past, and almost
all seem to have taken it for granted that he was born in
Barus, a place situated on the east coast of North Sumatra#
Barus is identical with Fansur, an earlier Arabic name for■ ■* *
the same place, and the fact that Fangurl (of Fansur) is 
part of gamzahfs name has no doubt given rise to the belief 
that he was born there# This question now seems to have been 
a closed matter, and it has never been reopened# Yet it 
seems to me that from gamzah*s own verses there is enough 
indication to make one doubt even this, and to urge one once 
again to review the question of his place of birth as problem­
atic, and to forward a more satisfactory solution* In what 
follows presently, I propose to present this more satisfactory 
solution, and in so doing to try to establish the fact.
In his verses gamzah always refers to himself as
20
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from both Barus and Shahr Nawx in Siam, These two places 
must have been of such significance to gamzah iD-ai he should 
attach himself to them in a manner - it would seem - that his 
readers and posterity might be duly reminded of their import­
ance in his life* He had visited various places more well 
known* in the Middle East* in the Malay Peninsula* in Java - 
including centres of religion and of learning - and yet he 
did not choose to call himself after any of them. In the 
Sharabu* 1- ^ shiqln, gamzah refers to himself as al-Mudunayn 
(of the two cities),*^ which according to Doorenbos might
14-have been a mistake for al-garamayn (of the two holy cities), 
referring to Makkah and Madlnah, both of which gamzah had 
visited# But the fact that gamzah had been to these two holy
12* Shahr Nawx (or Shahr-i-Haw) is the Persian for New Town* 
Formerly known as AyutTIa~, it was founded in 1350* The 
master navigator (mu1 allim) Shihabu?l-Dxn Agmad ibn Majid, 
in his navigational tract ~entitled Bawiyyat al-ikhtigar 
f x 111m al-bibar (dated 14*62), mentioned Shahr Nawx in 
Ihe se’cTtion on sea routes of China* Several other naviga­
tional tracts were written by the master navigator Sulay- 
man bin Agmad al-Mahrl who died before 1553* Two of 
these, the lUmdat al-mahriyyah fl jabt film al-bagriyyah
and the Kitab al-minhaj al-fakhir fl 1 ilm al-bagr al- 
zakhir, contain directions for mariners coasting the" 
HaXay*peninsula and also mention Bhahr Nawx# Until as 
late as 174*0 Shahr Nawx still appeared on early European 
maps under the form Sornau* (See Wheatly, P*, The Golden 
Khersonese, Kuala Lumpur, 1961, pp#233-243)* Shahr
Nawx is also^mentioned in the Mat?la*u* 1-Ba1 dayn of 
!AbduJ1-Razzaq of Samarkand (see Browne, l!*6V, A literary 
history of Persia, Cambridge, 1956, 4- vols*, vo1*111, 
p*398 • Also pp *4*28-4*30 ♦) Hereafter cited as Literary 
history of Persia*
13* See my editIon, last page of the treatise* See also 
7291* p.HO.
14*• Doorenbos» p .204-^ note 60
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cities does not entitle him to adopt the sobriquet of
al-Hararaayn. Doorenbos is clearly incorrect in his conjecture,
for to my mind al-Mudunayn (it should in fact read al-Nadln-
atayn) is correct, referring not to Makkah and Madlnah, but
to Barus and Shahr Hawl, That one should link one!s name to
that of a place is a tradition that is widely known, and the
name of the place thus linked is usually one's birthplace*
Hence Shabistari, Jaml, Baghdadi, Shlrazx, Bis^ami, Jilani -
and a host of others made famous by the §ufxs who were born
there* Obviously then, either Barus or Shahr Nawi is gamzah!s
birthplace. But which?
Barus has been famous for its camphor* In earlier
times the Chinese referred to this place as Pin-su, or
Pan-ts’ut in Cantonese, which form represented the sound
Pans or or Pansur* The mediaeval Arabs and Europe an writers
referred to Pans or or Pansur as Pansur or Pansur* The name*
Barus was used by later writers to distinguish its main
-j /-
product, camphor, from that of Japan* Camphor is a substance 
found in a species of pine-like trees0 The best quality 
resembles crystal, but there are others that are flaky, 
balmy and greasy depending upon the species of the trees and 
the places where they are grown. Usually it is obtained by
15* See Hirth, P. and Rookhill, W.W., Chau Ju Kua on the 
Chinese and Arab trade in the twel'fth' and thlrteenEK 
centuries"', 5t» Petersburg, 1911, pp»193-19^ V also note 1. 
Hereafter cited as Chau Ju Kua*
16. Chau Ju Kua, p*19^» note 1.
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splitting open the heart of the tree.^ It is important to
know something about camphor as such knowledge throws some 
light upon a number of gamzah!s verses where he speaks about 
himself* In the first two lines of a verse he says:
Here he is simply saying that in the "land of the Malays" 
(referring to Sumatra) his dwelling place is in Barus, where 
"camphor [is found] in the wood*" Another verse begins:
revealing the fact that he is originally of Fansur (Barus). 
But note that in both these two verses the words temp at and 
agal merely mean a place of origin; and origin can mean not 
necessarily that he was born there, but that his family came 
from there, that his relatives and his ancestors came from 
Barus, that he himself might not have been born there. But 
it may be argued that in another verse he seems to give the 
impression that he was born in Barus:
famzah Shahr Nawl terlalu hapus, eperti kayu sekalian hangus;
A§alnya Laut tiada berharus,o0 
Menjadi kapur didalam Barus.
gamzah of Shahr-i-Naw is truly effaced. 
Like wood, all burnt to cinders;
His origin is the Ocean without currents, 
He became camphor in Barus.
gamzah Fansurl dinegeri Melayu,
•— 18Tempatnya kapiir didalam kayu •..
gamzah nin agalnya Fansurl
18. 2UIS, p*71.
19.j p*13. 
20* , p*89#
17* Ibid., pp*195-194-> notes 1 and 2
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The first two lines give a striking analogy: the wood or tree 
is like his human existence, possessed of a form (jasad); 
when it hums away in intoxication for love of the One 
( ’ishq.) - like the tree reduced to ashes - it is annihilated 
(f ana *); and just as the camphor is all that now remains of 
the tree, so he regains his spiritual existence in God 
(baqa*). The third line completes the picture: in this state 
of mystical annihilation, he returns to his origin as a drop 
returns to the ocean of Absolute Beingo The last line is 
problematic, for at first sight it seems to mean that gamzah 
was .individualized as external existence (menjadi kapur), 
that is, bornv in Barus* But upon closer scrutiny this notion 
is far from true. What does menjadi kapur mean? The last two 
lines of yet another verse furnish us with a clue:
Hamzah gharlb Unggas QuddusI^
Akan rumahnya Bayt al-Ma'murx,
Kurslnya sekalian kapurl, pn
Dinegeri Fansur I mina’1-ashjarx.
gamzah the stranger is [in reality] the
Holy Bird,
His 1 house1 is the Bayt al-Ma^ur Ci*e. the
heart],
His kursl is all camphor,
In the land of Fansur [extracted] from trees.
Here it is revealed that menjadi kapur means to be in the* 
station of the kursl, and this can mean two things. The first 
meaning is a general one in which kursl means seat. In this 
case all that gamzah is saying is that Barus is the seat of
21* rbid., p#54-«
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his activity, of his whole life. This is the same as saying 
that Barus is his dwelling place. The second meaning has a 
mystical connotation and in order to interpret this a little 
digression is necessary to explain the relevant part of the 
§ufl cosmology. In Islamic eschatology the Kursl is the 
Footstool under the Divine Throne (al~ *Arsh). According to 
Ibnu’1- *ArabI and other Sufis, and to Jill in particular, the 
manner in which God creates His creation is that first the 
creatures are individualized in the Divine Knowledge (^Im) 
in a transcendental manner without any differentiation. They 
are then made to exist synthetically and virtually in the 
^Arsh, and are manifested analytically as potential existents 
in the Kursl. All these individualizations occur spiritually 
and the creatures have not yet received the name "creation11, 
for they are not yet separate, as it were, from the Divine 
Essence (Dhat). The first objective individualization occurs 
in the Highest Pen (al-Qalamu*1-A!la), and here the Creator 
and the creatures become distinguished. The Pen '’imprints" 
the creatures* forms of existence on the Guarded Tablet 
(al-Lawbu * 1 ~Mabfu%) as the mind, so to speak, imprints ideas
07. —
on the soul. v So then, to apply this idea to men.jadi kapur 
didalam Barus, the line does not convey the meaning that
22. !Abdu>l-Karlm al~jlll, Al-Insanu*1-Kamil, 2 vols. in 1, 
Gairo, 1956, vol.II, pp.6-12• See alsoTficholson, R.A., 
Studies in Islamic mysticism, Cambridge, 1921, pp.111-112 
and note on p .112." Jili1 s' work will hereafter be cited
as Ins£nu5l~Kamil. Nicholson*s work will hereafter be
citedasS'tudies
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gamzah was born in Barus, rather - taking the similitude of 
the camphor in the tree - it refers to Ibnu’l-!Arabx1s 
doctrine of original potentialities (isti’dad agll) which 
gamzah endorses# In this casa it means that it was of 
gamzah1s potential nature (i#e# when he was in the state of 
Kursl) to be a Malay of Barus, irrespecti*ve of where he 
would be born* This mystical interpretation fits in well with 
the preceding lines of the verse as it then means that he 
mystically attains to his original state in Barus* But if we 
are to apply a more mundane interpretation, then it would 
even be possible to imagine that gamzah was conceived by his 
mother in Barusi In this case we must accept it as most 
probable that his mother, perhaps together with his father, 
left Barus for a time and gave birth to him elsewhere, 
returning to Barus when he was still an infant. Or having 
been born in the foreign place, gamzah remained in that 
place, returning to Barus after the death of his parents.
Seen in this light, the significance of Shahr Nawl is 
clearly revealed. In the first two lines of this verse:
gamzah nin agalnya Fansurx, _ 04.
Mendapat wujud ditanah Shahr Nawi ..»
gamzah is originally of Fangur,
He acquired his existence in the land of
Shahr-i-Naw •*.
gamzah is telling us that originally he was of Barus, but
that he acquired his existence in Shahr Nawi* The word
24. 5374, p.13.
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existence (wujud), generally speaking, refers either to the 
state of heing, or existing, pertaining to non-beings - in 
which case it exists only in thought; or it refers to Real 
Being, pertaining to the Self-existent Essence of God. In 
the sense in which gamzah uses this word in the above quota­
tion, he is referring to his own existence, not to a mystical 
state, and this means that he acquires his human form and 
qualities. This can mean none other than reference to his 
birth into this world. Two other verses support this 
conclusions
gamzah Shahr Rawi terlalu hapus,
Seperti kayu sekalian hangus; ..♦
This is the first two lines of the verse already quoted in 
connection with the analogy of the camphor in the tree. Row 
if we take aside the expressions terlalu hapus (truly 
effaced) and sekalian hangus (all burnt to cinders), we get 
gamzah Shahr Raw? ... seperti kayu (like wood) .* * emphasising 
the physical gamzah. Bearing this in mind let us move on to
the next verse which begins:
- - - - 25
gamzah Shahr Rawi ^ahirnya Jawi ... ^
gamzah of Shahr-i-Raw is born [also: 'has the
appearance of1] a Malay ...
There is no need to go further. Apart from the fact that he
tells us he was born a Malay, we must not consider it a
mere coincidence that he connects his birth (gahirnya) with
Shahr Rawx by mentioning Shahr Rawi along with zahir. In this
27
and in the quotation immediately preceding it, both referring 
to gamzah as a physical entity (zahirnya Jawi and seperti 
kayu) gamzah, I suggest, purposefully links himself with 
Shahr Nawi and not with Barus - another strong indication 
that he was in fact born in Shahr Nawi*
Having begun this chapter on the question of gamzah!s 
place of birth, it is appropriate that I should now attempt 
to present a worthwhile sketch of gamzahrs life and times, as 
far as it is possible from the scanty bits and pieces of 
information gleaned again solely from his verses* As far as 
I know, whatever information of this sort that exists is 
exceedingly scanty* What I shall attempt here will be full of 
gaps impossible to bridge on account of the absence of 
recorded facts; nevertheless, it is hoped that it will throw 
some light upon several important points hitherto unknown in 
the study of gamzah!s teachings and ideas.
26To begin with, if we are to accept his Sha*ir Dagang 
as part of an early autobiography, such writing being not 
uncommon among Sufi poets,^ then it seems that his parents 
died when he was still young, leaving him in straitened 
circumstances which eventually forced him to lead the wander­
ing life of a trader in many lands* During this period of 
travelling he must have made his acquaintance with gufism
26* Ibid*, pp#18-25* Dagang conveys both meanings of 
^trader1 and 1traveller^.
27* Take, for example, Sa1dl* Literary history of Persia, II, 
pp. 526ff.
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into which he finally became fully initiated. From the life
of a wandering trader il0W passed onto the life of a
wandering mystic learned in the doctrines of the §ufls. He
had travelled in the Middle East and in Java. He had been in
Siam and in Malaya. He tells us that, notwithstanding the
fact that he had journeyed far and wide in quest of God his
travels extended from Makkah to Kudus - he finally discovered
?8God within his self:
gamzah Eanguri didalam Makkah 
Menchari Tuhan di Baytu?l«Kafbah;
D[ar]i Barus ke Kudus terlalupjaayah,
Ikhirnya dapat didalam rumah. ^
famzah Eanguri in Makkahearches for God in the House of the Ka*bah;
Prom Barus to Kudus he wearily goes 
At last he finds [Him] in his house.
gamzah spoke and wrote fluently Malay and apparently also
Arabic and Persian, and perhaps other languages of the
Indonesian Archipelago. Dutch scholars who have touched upon
matters relating to IJ813312^  kave considered the question as to
28. Doorenbos thinks that didalam rumah refers to Bhrus (see 
Doorenbos, p.l), but Is"think his guess is incorrect* In 
this case rumah refers to the self9 and this interpretation 
is more_in"Tine with the^spirit of the verse. Generally 
the §ufis use the word dar (house or mansion) to refer to 
the self. See for example "Sa * du? 1-Din Mahmud Shabistarl!s 
Gulshan~i~Raz (Ihe Mystic Rose Garden), the Persian text, 
with an English translation and_notes, chiefly from the 
commentary of Muhammad bin Ya^ya LahijI, by^E.H. Whinfield 
London, 1880, pp.68 and 76* (The Gulshan-i~Raz will here­
after be cited as Shabistarl. See alsh'TallQu^ l~Lxn Rumi!s 
Mathnawi, edited fromthe oTdest manuscripts available, 
with critical notes, translation, and commentary, by 
R.A. Nicholson, London, 1926 (A Books in 2 vols,), Book IV 
1356* Ihis work will hereafter be cited as Mathnawi.
29* 2016, p.76.
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where he learned his Persian a very puzzling one indeed, for 
as far as is known, there has been no indication to show that 
he had ever been to Persia* In view of his close connection 
with Shahr Nawi, a name which must be regarded as a * witness 
term* reflecting Persian predominance in the Muslim population 
there, the puzzle can now be unravelled* The fact that gamzah 
lived in Shahr Nawl for a considerable period means that 
there was a sizeable Muslim population there* As I have 
suggested above, the Persians predominated in the composition 
of that Muslim population - otherwise why would the place be 
known to the Muslims under a Persian name? Another signifi­
cant fact is the possibility that there existed in Persia a 
town bearing the same name of !New Town1 a In one of the 
verses In the la!rlkh-i-GuzIda, composed In 1350 by a 
Persian historian gamdu3Llah Mustawfl al-Qazvinl, ^  there 
occur these lines:
Chu ma.jdu3 1-Mulk az tag dir Izid 
Shahadat yaft dar sahra Naw Shahr
Biqagdi gahibi Diwan Muhammad
- - _ ^2 Ki dasturi mamalik bud dar dahr
30. An accurate ms* transcribed in 1453 was published in 
facsimile ih“T910 in the E.J.W. G-ibb Memorial Series 
(vol. xiv, 1) followed in 1913 by an abridged English 
translation, with full indices, by E.G. Browne and R.A* 
Nicholson (vol. xiv, 2). Por a summary of its contents, 
see Literary history of Persia, III, pp*90-95*
31. Ibid., pVS7«
32. TBT3., p.30. The text is in Arabic script. The transliter­
ation is mine. Browned English translation on p.31:
Since Majdu3l-Mulk, by God-sent destiny,
A martyr^in Naw Shahr*s plain did die,
By the Sagib-Bxwan Muhammadfs spite,
Who ruled the land with unrestricted might .„*
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Naw Shahr was a town situated not far from Maragha in the 
province of Adharbayjan. As I have noted earlier, Shahr Nawx 
was known to the Persians and one of their historians made 
mention of it along with others as an important trading 
centre * ^  Not only was Shahr Nawx famous to the Muslims 
under a Persian name, hut it was also known among Europeans 
in its Persian form appearing in various europeanized 
versions for until as late as 1740.^ It should not he
surprising, therefore, if gamzah should have learned his
-r 35Persian in Shahr Nawx from the Persians •
The knowledge of Arabic and Persian and his particular 
hent of mind and poetic talents opened for him the threshold 
of gufism in a manner never before - or perhaps even after - 
e:xperienced hy any other Malay* gamzah can with justification, 
boast:
gamzah miskin orang 1ury anx,_
Seperti Isma*xl menjadi qurbanl;
Bukannya 1Ajam! lagi 1 Arab I ~ ^ 55
Senantiasa wagil dengan Yang Baqx.
gamzah the poor is a * naked1 person*
Like Isma1!! he becomes a sacrifice;
He is not a Persian, nor is he an Arab - 
But he is constantly united with the
Enduring One*
33* See above, note 12; Literary history of Persia, III, p#398« 
34* See above, note 12* WheatleyV op»cit*, p.235* note 3*
35* J’or a discussion on Shahr Nawl and ~other significant
matters, see my Note on the opening of relations between 
China and Malacca,' 1405-05* Journal of the Malayan Branch 
of theRoyal Asiatic Society, vol#38, pt*I, 1965? pp*260- 
264# The Journal will hereafter be cited as J,M*B*R.A.S.
36. 3374, p.12;
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In another verse he reveals that he belonged to the
Qadiriyyah Order;
gamzan nin agalnya Bangurl 
Mendapat wujud ditanah Shahr Nawl;
Beroleh khilafat !ilmu yang 1 all _ ™
Daripada *Abdu’l-Qadir Sayyid Jllanl. ^
gamzah is originally of Ban§ur,
He acquired his existence in the land of
Shahr-i-Naw;
He achieved his lofty spiritual knowledge 
Brom *Abdu}l~Qadir Sayyid of Jxlan.
It seems to me that during his travels gamzah visited
Baghdad, the great centre of the Qadiriyyah Order, where
rAbdu? 1-Qadir was and still is regarded as the patron saint*
There he obtained his bay* ah^  and perhaps his ifjazah from
the Shaykh of the Qadirls:
Shaykh al-Bangurx terlalu ,alIJL _
Beroleh khilafat dibenua Baghdadi ... ~
The Shaykh of Bangur is most lofty [in learning]
He attained to his spiritual knowledge in_
the land of Baghdad •••
and he reports that this Shaykh of the Qadirls was also
called TAbdu*l~Qadir after the founder:
gamzah nin !ilmunya gahir,_ ^
ustadhnya Shaykh 1 Abdu’ 1-Qiulii* ...
gamzahls knowledge [learning] is_clearly manifest, 
His teacher was Shaykh !Abdu*l~Qadir .
37. Ibid*, p.13; 2016, p.53.
38. Bor this term see the Encyclopaedia of Islam, edited by 
M* Th. Houtsma , T*¥. Arno Id, R.' "Basset, and R. Hartmann, 
Leiden, 1913-1938, A vols. and supplement, articles
Bay1 a and Idjaza* The Encyclopaedia of Islam will here- 
after be cited as E*I.
39. 2016, p.91.
AO* TbxcL, p*A?.
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But this may not refer to an actual person called 'by that
name who personally taught gamzah; it may well refer to the
founder to whom he is linked through the spiritual geneology.
It has been said in the beginning that gamzah1 s dates
of birth and death are unknown and have not yet been
established* Since there is, as far as I know, no way of
establishing these dates, it would be futile to speculate
upon this question* Furthermore this question is, fortunately,
of no great importance* But it is important at least to
establish the span of period in which he lived and flourished*
It appears to me that he lived and flourished in the period
preceding and during the reign of Sultan ’Ala’u’l-Dxn Ri*ayat
Shah of Acheh (1538-1604), and that he was most likely dead
before 1607* My opinion is based upon a short poem by gamzah
—  4*1entitled Ikat-ikatan T ilmu*1-nisa* * From this poem it is
evident that he was ordered by that Sultan to compose the
poem - or at least he dedicated the poem to the same Sultan:
Hamba mengikat shafir ini 
Dibawah gadrat raja yang, wall .. *
Your slave composed these verses
By the command [literally : presence] of the
saintly king * **
There is no doubt that the "saintly king" referred to in the
last line quoted was lAla*u,l-Dln Ri'ayat Shah, who was known
41* Ibid., pp.95-97. 
42. TEocI., p.97.
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as Shah 'Alam,^  and who in Achehnese tradition was famous
}\ n
■under the title Sayyid al-Mukaimnal; for immediately
following the above lines he says:
Shah !Alam raja yang ^adil,
Raja qu£ub sempurna kamil;
Wall Allah sempurna wagil^,- 
Raja ’arif lagi mukammil* ^
Shah *Slam the just king,
The Pole whose perfection is complete;
The saint of God who is eminently united [with God] , 
The gnostic king, moreover the most excellent,
The last word in the stanza is read mukammil to fit into the
rhyme scheme. The correct form is mukammal and it refers to
Sayyid al-Mukammal, But there is still a puzzle, as in the
same poem Sultan Iskandar Muda, who reigned from 1607 ^o 1636,
M  J |
is also mentioned by his title Mahkota ^lam* This would 
give the impression that gamzah was still alive at least 
during the early part of Iskandar Nudars reign, for the 
prince could assume the title only when he has attained to 
the Sultanate and not before* Such titles were to be used 
posthumously, but it became a tradition for the Sultans to 
assume their respective titles as soon as they were installed 
as Sultan* However, it seems to me that the line of reasoning
4-3* Bee Teuku Iskandar, De Hikaj at At j eh, The Hague, 1959, 
text, pp. 24-3, also p • 192or the book• Hereafter cited 
as gikayat Acheh,
4-4* See Djajahiningrat, R.H., Critisch overzicht van de in 
Naleische werken vervatte gegevens over de gescheidenis 
van het Soeltanaa!t van lit'jeiiT B*K.I*, 65, Leiden, 1911, 
p *2i'3; also gikayatf "Schell, p. 74-*
* 5 *  2016, p*97*
4-6. TblH., p.96.
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accepting that gamzah lived in the early part of Iskandar 
Muda *s reign, by virtue of the fact that the Sultan!s 
posthumous title is mentioned in this poem, is untenable.
Why should gamzah insert Iskandar Muda's royal title when the 
poem was written for Shah ’Zlam? Furthermore, Iskandar Muda, 
at the time the poem was composed, could not have been 
Sultan and could therefore not have used the title. There 
seems to be an anachronism here,, My solution to this puzzle 
is that the reference to Mahkota 1 Klara in the poem is a later 
interpolation. Interpolations of this nature are not unusual 
in Malay works of historical and cultural significance. The 
gikayat Raja-Raja Pasai and the Se.jarah Melayu have been 
subject to interpolations of this nature. Ranlrl's 
Bustanu*l-Salafrln (the author died in 1666) interpolates 
mention of ’Inayat Shah, who reigned in Acheh from 1678 to 
1688.^ gamzah*s poem in question may not be excluded from 
such a possibility in this respect. But a more convincing 
indication that interpolation has occurred is to study care­
fully the problematic stanza itself:
Berkatalah faqlr ga'If yang budiman, 
amat *aja5ib maqam diluar pun; [ada 
ia khabar ditanah Jawa, dari Acheh 
margum Mahkota fKlam dihimpunkan] 
sekalian sharat dinagiarkan kepada 
rasanya yang ni!mat diturunkan ...
47* See Winstedt, R.O.W., A history of classical Malay
literature, J.M.B.R.A.S., vol.31, pt. J, Jiine 1958, p*120.
48. Sol'6f p.95• See also Doorenbos, p.68. For this purpose I 
Fave used Boorenbos1 eFrtibn "of the passage and have not 
altered the form in which it is presented. The square 
brackets are mine. The purpose of my inserting the 
brackets where they are now will shortly become clear.
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It can be seen at once that the whole stanza as it appears
in the form presented is nothing but a jumble of incoherent,
meaningless phrases having neither relation nor relevance,
both in thought and form, to the preceding and succeeding
stanzas and to the poem as a whole. But if the words I have
enclosed in square brackets were to be removed, and the
arrangement of the form slightly rearranged, their meaning,
relevance, and relationship to the whole poem is established:
Berkatalah faqlr_da*lf yang budiman,
Amab *aja*ib maqam diluarpuan;
Sekalian sharaf dinazarkan
Pada rasanya yang ni*mat diturunkan.
In this reading, not only the form but the spirit it conveys
run in conformity with the spirit and tone of the whole poem.
Prom this analysis it may be concluded that - if my judgment
is correct - gamzah Bansurl lived and flourished in the
period preceding and during the reign of Bhah !Xlam, and that
it is unlikely that he lived to witness Iskandar Muda ascend
the throne in 1607*
gamzah !s writings reveal that he had a masterly grasp
of the Arabic and Persian languages apart from his own Malay*
In that too is revealed a marked influence of Mugyl’l-Dln
ibnu’l-!ArabI, from whom he undoubtedly derived much influence.
But influence also from 1 Abdu’ l-Karlm Jill « though he did
not mention Jill - is not lacking. He must also have been
well acquainted, from what is revealed in his writings, with
4-9. The text in fact reads dil-qar puan and not dil-qar pun.
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the thoughts of al-Bis^amx (261/874-)* al-Baghdadx (298/910),
al-gallaj (309/922), al-Ghazzalx (505/1111)5 Mas'udI (515/
1121 or 525/1131)5 'Afc-far (616/1229) 5 Huml (672/1273),
1Iraqi (658/1289), Sa'di (682/1291), Shabistarl (720/1320),
MaghribI (809/14-06), Shah Ex 'matu* l~Lah (834-/14-31), <T&mx
(898/14-92) - and others not as famous* Quotations from each
of these can he found in gamzahfs prose works, and ideas from
each are clothed - and there are good reasons to believe,
for the first time - in the Malay language "in order that
those having no knowledge of Arabic or Persian may under- 
50stand"^ the Divine mysteries* gamzah was not merely trans­
lating what these §ufxs had written, connecting them together 
to form an intelligible whole, for he demonstrated in his 
writings that he had a total grasp of their ideas and put 
them, for the most part, in his own phraseology* (There are 
of course passages which were translated almost literally, 
but even here adds his own modifications to suit his
audience, as one example here will suffice:
Jika seorang orang bertanya: "Jikalau Dhat Allah 
kepada semesta sekalian lengkap, kepada majis 
dapatkah dikatakan lengkap?" Maka jawab: "Seperti 
panas lengkap pada sekalian 'alam, kepada busuk 
pun lengkap, kepada baik pun lengkap, kepada 
jahat pun lengkap, kepada Ka'bah pun lengkap, 
pada rumah berhala pun lengkap - kepada semesta 
sekalian pun lengkap; kepada najis tiada ia akan 
nagis 5 kepada baik tiada ia akan baik; kepada 
jahat tiada ia akan jahatj daripada Ka'bah tiada 
ia beroleh kebajilcan; darxpada rumah berhala
50, Bharab, p«l of the treatise*
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tiada ia 'beroleh. kejahatan. Selang panas lagi 
demikian, is time wa Allah Subganahu wa Tafala,
Suchi daripada segala suchi, dirnana Ia 
akan najis dan busuk?" Maka fahamkan 
olehmu kata ini*
Should someone ask: "If the Essence of Allah 
is all-pervasive and immanent in all things, can 
it be said that it is also immanent in impure and 
foul things?" Then answer: "In the same way 
as the sun's light is all pervasive and sheds itself 
over the impure and the foul, the good and the 
evil, over the Ka'bah and the ido 1-worshipper1 s 
Temple - over everything: without itself being 
affected by the impurity and the foulness, the 
goodness and the evilness of the things it pervades; 
from the Ka'bah it does not gain goodness, from the 
Temple it does not acquire evil; so it is even 
more with respect to Allah Most Exalted^ Who 
is the Purest of the pure. How can the rmpure 
and the foul affect Him?" Comprehend this well.
And this comes from the Lawa?ih, ^  where JamI says:
Although the light of the sun illuminates at 
once the clean and the unclean, yet it undergoes 
no modification in the purity of its light; it 
acquires neither the scent of musk nor the colour 
of the roses, the reproach of the thorn nor the 
disgrace of the rugged rock.
When the sun sheds his light for all to share,
It shines on foul things equally with fair;
Pair things do not augment its radiance*
Nor can foul things its purity impair.^
It is significant that gamzah drew his inspiration 
from the classical §ufis whose ideas were still pure, still 
untainted by degeneration and corruption that were to follow
51. Ibid., pp.13-14*
52. Ilawst’ih fi bayan mal anl ’irfaniyyah, by Nuru’ l-Dln
*AbcLuJ 1-Ragman Jami (898/1492j . See the facsimile of an 
old manuscript and the English translation by Whinfield, 
E.H. and gazvinl, M.M., Royal Asiatic Society, London, 
1906, p.36. Hereafter cited as Lawa*ig.
53* Loc. cit.
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after the period of Jam! in the fifteenth century. In Mamluk 
Egypt the corruption and degeneration in the understanding 
of §ufism had set in gust before the period of the Ottoman 
conquest*^* In Mughul India §ufism gave way to all kinds of 
modifications brought about under the pressure of the 
circumstances; its influential "exponents" sought a recon­
ciliation with the Hindu doctrines and with those of the 
Vedanta, as was advocated, for example, by Dara Shikuh, a son 
of the Emperor Shah Jahan.^ It would seem to me that in 
the higher levels of the metaphysical doctrines of the §ufis 
and those of the Hindu doctrines according to the Vedanta, 
reconciliation was not really a need, as in most cases the 
§ufls and the Vedantic philosophers already saw eye to eye 
in these matters^  The so-called reconciliation sought was 
rather of the type to appease the politicians of the day and 
the masses - at the level not of the speculative doctrines, 
but of the practical ritualistic doctrines. Much asceticism 
and forms of yogis tic exercises became more and more evident 
in the §ufx practices, The exercise of restraining the 
breath, for example, crept into a certain system of Qadiriyyah 
practice which was not a peculiarity of that Order* Dara
54-, See Arberry, A.J., gufisn, London, 1950? p*120 and his 
note 2,
55* See"Majma1 u *l~Bahrayn, by Dara Shikuh; text and transla- 
tion by Mahfuz-ui-Haq, M,, Asiatic Society of Bengal, 
Calcutta, 1929.
56* See Gudnon, K*, Introduction to the study of the Hindu 
doctrines, London, 1945, and Man and his becoming 
according to the Vedanta, London^ 19^ 5*.
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Shikuh himself, who belonged to this Order, engaged assid­
uously in such practice.^ The influence of Indian life in
the Indonesian Archipelago, in court as well as in the
realm of mystical speculation and practice is quite 
well known that it needs no further elaboration* It is 
also well known that in decay §ufism tended to produce 
various forms of charlatanry, and the credulous masses 
confounded these with lofty speculation* A scandalous life, 
impudent actions and unintelligible speech were the means to 
fame, wealth and power. It would not in the least be a 
stretch of the imagination to guess that when gamzah 
returned from his travels and quest for esoteric knowledge 
to the land of his countrymen, he found these very same
abominations rampant in the society of the day* In Acheh in
particular, place names and names of objects bear witness 
to what must have been a democratization* of the §ufl 
doctrines and way of life* The palace of Sultan !Ala*u*l- 
Dxn Ei*ayat Shah (Sayyid al-Mukammal) was called "The Abode 
of the World" (Darn* 1-Dunya) * ^  An old seat of the Kingdom 
was called "The Abode of Perfection" (Darn *1-Kamal)* ^  A 
place in Greater Acheh was called "The Abode of Purity" 
(Daru*l-§afa).^Q A fort was called "The Town of Seclusion"
57* Dara Shikuh; op.cit., introduction, pp.8-9*
58. Sikayat Acheh, ms. pp.164, 174, 181, 185, 229*
59. iEldV, p p . 15, 17, 18, 20, 21, 75, 76, 80, 146.
60. T5T3., pp* 25, 26.
(Kota Khalwat) An island was called "The Island of Mercy"
6P(Pulau Rafrmat). A plain was called "The Plain of Imagina­
tion" (Medan Khayyalr). ^  A hay was called "The Bay of the 
Threshold of Love" (Teluk !lshqldar) The mouth of a
river was called "The Mouth of the Sweetness of Love" (Kuala 
Merdu TIshqI)*^  A river was called "The Abode of Love" 
(Laru* 1- ^ shqiO Another river was called "The River of
Purity" (Wadi al-^afa). ^  Many other places bore mystical 
names - even Sultan ’Ala’u’ 1-Dlnfs flagship was called "The 
Mirror of Purity" (Mir’ atu? 1-^afa"). ^  All these witness 
words reveal much of the spiritual climate of the day* To 
gamzah , who drew deep draughts from the fountains themselves 
- not from the rivulets, whose teachings bear no traces of 
Indian - or even ga^Lraml - influences, what he found every­
where about him of the young and old among the devotees of 
that * spiritual wine1 must have evoked in him supreme 
contempt:
Segala muda dan sopan,
Segala tua berhuban,
^zlatnya berbulan-bulan - 
Menchari Tuhan kedalam hutanI
Segala menqadi "Sufl"^
Segala menjadi "Shawqx",
Segala menjadi "Rulp.1" - 
Gusar dan mas am diatas bumil
61. Ibid., p *146.
62. T 5 T&., pp.140, 141, 143, 145*
63* TETcT., pp. 164, 167, 168, 175, 174, 182, 185, 228, 229* 
64. M 3 . ,  pp. 60, 63.
65* TET3., p.28.
66. pp. 33, 146, 234.
67. TBIH., p.147.
68. TBI3., pp.259, 260, 274.
Segala pandai dan utus, 
Segala lapar dan kurus,
Every young and well-bred,
Every old and white-haired,
Go forth for months in seclusion - 
Searching for God in the wilderness!
Everyone becomes a "§ufl" ,
Everyone becomes a "Passionate Lover", 
Everyone becomes a "Spirit" ,
Going about wrathful and sour-faced!
Everyone is "intelligent" and "wise", 
Everyone is hungry and thin, *. .
gamzah makes fun of those "Seekers" after (Truth whose
peculiar practices undoubtedly betray Indian influence:
Sidang "falib" kedalam hutan,
Pergi 'uzlat berbulan-bulan,
Lari muda datang berhuban - 
Tiada bertemu dengan Tuhan*
Olah riyadat tubuhiya rusak,
Hendak melihat serupa budak,
Nenghela nafas kedalam otak - 
Sup ay a minyaknya jangan orak!
Karamatnya terlalu sangat,
[Suaranya] pun besar amat,
Angan-angannya sekalian larat - 
[Se]makin dapat wa§ilnya bangat!
!Ilmu Allah j angan kan gantung,
Liparu-paru dan balik jantung,
!Ilmu Haqlqat tiadakan sukar - 
Bukan dimat a kaupusar-pusari 
Urat pusat kauputar-putar,
Olehnya itu Hagbubmu gusar! *
Companies of "Seekers" into the wilderness 
Go forth for months in seclusion,
Until the young turned white-haired - 
Still they do not meet with God!
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By ritual exercises their bodies are ruined,
If you would but see them - they resemble
statues -
Drawing the breath into the brain 
So that its oil will not congealI
Their "grace from God" is most extreme,
Their voices too are very loud,
Their fancies engulf all -
The more they succeed the more "united" they
get I
Knowledge of God you must not place 
In the lungs or behind the heart,
Knowledge of the Truth is not really difficult, 
It is not achieved by rolling the eyes I 
You rotate the muscles of the navel - 
That is why your Beloved is wrathfuli
And again:
WujudNya itu suchi dan hening, 
gifatNya elok tiada berbanding,
Bukan dimata, hidung, dan kening n-.
Jangan kau pandang disana pening!'
Indah sekali akan yang berkata_diri,
Da’wanya da’im "Suluki" dan "§ufi";
Tanazzul dan taraqc|i belum diketahui - 
Manakan dapat darwanya tinggi? ^
Tuhan kita itu empunya wu^ jud,
Diubim-ubun dimanakan qu1 ud? .. *
... Diubun-ubun jangan kauchari •.
His Being is pure as limpid water,
His Attributes are beautiful without compeer,
He is not in the eyes, the nose, and the brow - 
DonTt you gaze there growing giddy1
How grand of those who make personal claims,
Who constantly claim to be "Travellers" and
"Sufis";
Of [the meanings of] ’Descent* ana ’Ascent* they
have yet no comprehension, 
How can their claims be worthy?
71. Ibid., p.30.
72. TSIdo, p.42.
73. 222E* P-15.
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Our Lord is the Possessor of Being,
How can He he restricted to the crown of the
head? *.*
... Do not seek Him in the crown of the head! 
Meanwhile, we must imagine that, in this state of affairs, 
the representatives of Orthodoxy1 - the Doctors of Theology 
(fUlama) ~ continued to combat, hy means of authoritative 
writing and polemics, all forms of mysticism that were held 
in suspicion. In the administrative sphere, where official 
opposition against the suspect doctrines could he better 
combated hy practical measures, the Judges (sing. Qadi) were 
constantly vigilant and quick to take action. The Qadi’s 
dominance in these matters can he seen from the implications 
in several of gamzah*s verses.^ In view of the preceding 
quotations from gamzah, one must interpret that antinomian 
and dubious forms of mysticism held sway at that time. This 
being the case, it would follow that even if a true form of 
gufism were to exist or to he propagated then, it would 
still he regarded equally suspect hy the 'orthodox* who had 
been in the habit of encountering pseudo-gufism everywhere. 
Hence we must not he surprised, on the contrary, we must 
understand and sympathize, when many years later we find 
Nuru’l-Dln al-Ranlrl the champion of 'orthodoxy* claiming to 
speak on behalf of true gufism and condemning the gufism of 
gamzah as if it were immersed in Vedantic speculations.^^
74. See below, pp. 43-47.
75* This will he discussed in detail in the next chapter.
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According to my interpretation of the way things happened in 
this conflict of ideas, Ranlrl, by the time he arrived in 
Acheh in 1637? had understood gamzah from what he saw of those 
mystics who claimed, implicitly or explicitly, to be the 
latter!s disciples or followers, who were themselves mistaken 
in their interpretation of their master!s teachings* Of 
course Ranlrl himself had misunderstood gamzah iu many 
important points, and this lack of comprehension on the part 
of gamzah!s "disciples” or ”followers” as well as on Ranxrl's 
part is due largely to the fact that they did not understand 
gamzahfs terms, which were employed as technical terms, and 
which were so employed for the first time in the writing of 
Malay.^ ye must imagine, then, that gamzah in his own 
country confronted not just one formidable opponent in the 
way of his ideas and teachings - the ‘mama* ~ but also 
another perhaps more difficult opponent - those who had 
stolen the §uflfs name, who were now masquerading as true 
guf Is * On the one hand gamzah, as may be gleaned from what I 
have interpreted from his verses, deplored the activities and 
ideas of the pseudo-mystics, and on the other he equally 
deplored the treatment meted out against them by the 
1 orthodox1, for, as we well know, such treatment rather than 
stamp out the cause of the trouble, often perpetuates and 
increases the trouble and makes martyrs out of charlatans*
76. This will be discussed in Chapters IV and V.
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That gamzah deplored the manner in which the ’ orthodox*
handled religious affairs is perfectly clear* In one verse
he exhorts those who would follow the path of true gufism
not to he deterred hy the wrath of the QagI, so that they
might attain to the object of their sublime research:
Jangan kautakutkan gusar QagI, „rp 
Mangkanya dapat da1wamu’ all .•. '
Don’t you be afraid of the wrath of the Judge 
Then can your claim be truly lofty ♦ •.
In one of his verses in which, for the benefit of the public
(1 awamm), he explains the meaning of mystical ’nakedness1
(’uryan) - the stripping off of all sensual passions from the
body^ - he warns them not to extend this meaning to physical
nakedness which the QagI condemns:
Wa 1 aru ajsadakum - jika hendakjkauchari,
Jangan pada ’uryan dihukumkan Qagl. ^
"Strip your bodies naked" - if you want to find
out [the meaning] ,
Don’t understand it as the nakedness condemned
by the Judge.
This verse is also to be interpreted as showing gamzah’s 
contempt for the QagI, who is seen as incapable of under­
standing what mystical nakedness means and who only knows and 
understands physical nakedness. In the same taunting strain 
he tells the QagI, in another verse, that the drink he is 
celebrating is the clear and pure vintage whose intoxicating
77. 2016, p.81.
78. ’CfTT2016, p.70: ... Buangkan wujudmu, charijyang lain,
Inilah ’uryan pada Ahlu’l-Ba^in.
79. 3574-, p.15.
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potency causes the inebriant to be at one with the eternal 
Beloved:
Khabarkan ini pada Mawlana Qajjx:
Shurbat nin hening warnanya safl;
Barang yaftg meminum dia mabok dan gani 
Mendapat Ma^.bub yaug bernama Baql*
Tell this to our master the Judge:
The colour of this pure drink is clear;
Whosoever drinks it is intoxicated and annihilated 
And he wins the Beloved Who is called the
Enduring One*
And to add further insult he goads the Qa$Li to acquaint his
unaccustomed palate with it:
Minuman itu terlalu §afl, _ q-,
Xogyakan shurbat Mawlana Qa$x •.*
This drink is most pure
It ought to be the drink of our master the
Judge * *.
The Qa<j}.I became for IJamzah arL object of ridicule, and the
most biting ridicule, in which, having quoted the Qur*anic
passage about God being nearer to man than his neck veins,
he feigns wonderment at the ill luck of the Qa^I in not
profiting by this Divine proximity:
Sub^anx itulah terlalu 'ajlb,^
Danpada ^.abli^l-warld la qarxb;
Indah sekali Qa^I dan Khajpib - ^ 8 2
Demikian hampir tiada beroleh na§Ibi
"Glory be to mej" - it is such a wonder,
’He is nearer than the jugular veins T •
How amazing that the Judge and the Preacher
[of sermons]
Should be so close - and yet so luckless I
80* 2016, p.75*
81* TBTcU, p*71. 
82. p.14.
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Against the ’Ulama’ gamzah !s polemics revolve, as we
shall see in the succeeding chapters, around the central
argument about the creation of the world* But apart from
this there are verses which reveal that gamzah incites the
people not to practise blind faith in religious matters and
follow without queation what the ^lama’ tell them (taqlxd):
Aho segala kita bernama 'Abldi ^
Sembahyang dan shahadat jangan kautaqlld
0 we all who are called Slaves of Godi 
Bo not pray and make your confession of
faith blindly ...
This verse can be taken in two senses; the first is that
gamzah does not criticize the ^lama5, but warns the people
not to pray and pronounce the confession of faith without
84knowing what the prayers and the confession mean; but the 
second sense is the one I have shown above, in which the 
rUlama* are implicated#^
Apart from the fact that gamzah puts himself in a 
difficult situation by antagonizing two groups of opponents, 
he also seeks to quarrel with yet a third group - the rich 
and the powerful, by which I take it to mean the aristocracy 
including even the Sultan himself* Of the rich and the 
powerful gamzah says that they are not to be trusted with 
true friendship:
83* 2016, p.41.
84. flp. how taqlld is used in ibid*, p#28.
8g. gamzah also directs his attacks against well known fiqh 
books such as the KAtab Magalll and the Kitab Muharrar
(2016, pp.32, 35).™" "
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Jikalau bergaTjabat dengan y&gg kaya 
Akhirnya engkau jadi binasa*
If you make companions of the rich 
In the end you will be destroyed*
and that their Islam is merely nominal:
Igrarnya tiada ditagdlqkannya, go 
Kerana tiada dengan sebaiknya ••• *
Iheir verbal profession of faith is not
accompanied by belief, 
Because they do so not with a pure intention *<
Like a true §ufx, IJamzah denounces the divisions of master
and slave in society as contrary to the teachings of the
Prophet:
Aho segala kamu anak 'aliml _
Jangan berguT^bat jiengan yang jalim;
Kerana Rasulu5 Llah sempurna_£akigo 
Melarangkan kita sekalian khadlrri*
0 you all learned menI
Do not take the unjust as companions;
Por the Messenger of God who
is the perfect Judge 
Has; forbidden us all to be slaves [of the
unjust]•
Ho doubt the orang galim referred to above is aimed at the
master class* At a time when kings and princes held sway
over the lives of the people, it is a man of courage who
would forbid his followers to bow down to them or to curry
their favour:
Aho segala kamu yang menjadi faqlrl 
Jangan bergal^abat dengan raja dan amir;
Kerana Rastilu’ Llah bashlr dan najlr 
Melarangkan kit a saghir dan kabxr* y
86. 322ft, P*19*
87. Loc. oxt.
88. 3316,“ 62.
89. TE15., p.39.
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0 you all who have become poor!
Do not take kings and princes as companions;
Dor the Messenger of God who brings glad tidings
and [preaches] equality 
Has forbidden us divisions into small [low] and
big [high]•
Such is gamzah Dan^url.
Drom this brief sketch about gamzah and his times 
which I have constructed out of the scanty bits and pieces 
of insights based solely upon his verses, many things are 
implied which are of the utmost historical significance in 
the study of gamzahfs ideas and personality. Drom now on we
must see gamzah not as the exponent of the pedestrian brand
-  90of the Wujudiyyah mysticism, J nor of the antinomian brand
to which he has been consigned by those who opposed or
failed to understand him. We must see him instead as a
spiritual reformer; one who exhorts his fellows not to
believe merely in the letter, but to have knowledge and
understanding also of the spirit; to love God truly; to
abandon superstition and to establish reason. His constant
appeal is to the use of the intellect, for man is a noble
creature and must first know himself in order to know his
Creator and his lofty origin, and thence to true faith
culminating in Divine love. He combines in his teachings both
the asceticism and fervent ardour of the early gufxs and the
metaphysics and theosophy that characterize the Sufism of
Ibnu*l-'Arabl. In the light of what has been said we must
90. See note 129.
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interpret the fact that gamzah!s name has "been left out of 
the official chronicles, even during his lifetime, not to 
gamzah *s absence from the land due to his travels, hut rather 
to his antagonism of the three groups mentioned and to his 
resulting unpopularity in the circle of the powers that he. 
gamzah was ignored. Even the gikayat Acheh that records 
contemporaneous events does not make mention of gamzah - it 
were as though he never existed} He became known only post­
humously as his influence, or influence attributed to him, 
made itself left with increasing persistence. Even the 
1 orthodox1 ‘Abdu’l-Ra’uf of Singkel (c. 1620-c. 1695)^" seeks 
eagerly to associate himself with gamzah by publicizing the
Qp
identity of their place of origin' as though to impress 
upon his readers* minds that he too ought to be as popular. 
One must not merely guess that many a pedestrian mystic 
quoted gamzah as though he were his follower, proclaiming 
the high worth of his teachings. It is not surprising if the 
so-called disciples or followers of gamzah whom Ranlrl later 
denounced and condemned were precisely from this group who 
made use of gamzah *s fame and learning by quoting him and
91* Bee E.I. (new edition), London, I960, p.88, article
*Abd al-Ra’uf al-Sinqill.
92. *Abdu’1-Ra?uf in his Malay translation and commentary of 
the Qur’an based on that of al-Bay^awi*s refers to him­
self as a man of Eansur (al-Bansuri)• In a manuscript in 
the Marsden_Collection emphasis is laid on the fact that 
lAbdu’l-Ra,uf was "of the same race as gamzah of Bams"
- cf. Winstedt, R.O., The Malays, a cultural history, 
London, 1956, p*35*
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pretending to comment upon his ideas and teachings. One 
example will suffice to demonstrate my point.
In the Marsden Collection^ there appear several 
passages of anonymous authorship purporting to expound 
certain mystical doctrines. The ones that are relevant in the 
pursuance of my aim quote four of gamzah*s verses in support
04
of what is expounded, ^  thus giving the impression - no 
doubt purposely - not only that the author^ was a follower 
of gamzah, hut that what he expounded is gamzah!s teachings 
and that gamzah himself would have endorsed it. One passage 
begins by explaining the meaning of the well-known Prophetic 
Tradition that "whosoever knows his self knows his Lord", and 
this because "wutjud Tuhannya dengan wunud dirinya ini esa 
tjua" -"the Being of his Lord and the being of his self is 
one and the same’.'^ To know oneself means to know one!s 
inward Self in the state of the "treasure hidden" in God*s 
Knowledge. The formula is that when this inward Self is that 
which is the known (ma1 lum) in God!s Knowledge (!Ilmu) - and 
the known is not separate from His Knowledge - it follows 
that, since His Knowledge is not separate from His Being 
(wujud), the Self (by implication) is not separate from His
93. No. 11648, Library, School of Oriental end African 
Studies, University of London, London. Hereafter cited 
as 11648.
94. 116457 pp.95, 96, 108-119.
95* ffiere might well be more than one author.
96. 11648, p.108.
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97Being:
Phe true significance of knowing one’s self 
is to know one’s self as existing in God’s 
Knowledge, i.e. to know one’s self as an 
object of His Knowledge. When one has 
realized one's self to be the object of 
God’s Knowledge - and the object of God's 
Knowledge is eternally at one with His 
Knowledge and His Knowledge is eternally 
at one with His Being - then one has 
certainly grasped the relationship with 
God and understands one’sQoneness with God, 
the Glorious and Exalted.
Po know what has been explained, and to know that one’s
outward self returns to one’s inward Self - this is to
attain gnosis (ma’rifat) W h e n  it is said that one’s
outward self returns to one's inward Self it means that the
outward self originates in and comes from the inward Self.
But in reality there is no such thing as "coming” and
”returning”* What is meant by ’’coming” is from the overflow
97* Johns has written a doctoral dissertation, submitted to 
the University of London, which deals with an anonymous 
collection of 17th century tracts on Malay §ufism and 
which was subsequently published. (Johns, A.H., Malay 
gufism as illustrated in an anonymous coliection o l 17th 
century •grao‘£s~, JVMVb.S.A.S.V p-b". 2/ 19579 . the
pas sage which. I have summarized and translated above,
and the ones which I am referring to in note 94- 
also included in John’s dissertation (pp*56-57). But 
Johns* work is full of errors of all kinds and must be 
read in conjunction with Professor Dr. G.W.J. Drewes’ 
review of the book, in which some of the errors are 
exposed, which appears in the Bijdragen Pot de Paal-. 
Land- en Volkenkunde, Deel 115,3© AEL, Phe Hague, 1959, 
pp.281-304.
98. See Appendix I, (i). Cf. Asrar, p.53; Insanu’l-Kamil I, 
p.60; Studies p.128.
99. 11648»"ppTlTI-112.
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(limpah) ^ 0 of the Absolute Being (wutjud m a M ) upon this
World of Possibilities (1 alam mumkinat). The Possible Beings
(wutjud mumkinat) that comprise the World of Possibilities
are the Theatre of Manifestation (maghar) of the Truth
(God), Who is the only Being that exists* The existence of
the Many, its manifold attributes and acts, all these are
nothing but the manifestation of the One and Its Attributes
101and Acts which are not distinct from Itself. So far
so good. Then the teachings in the passage conclude:
Whosoever comprehends what has been said, 
he will certainly know that his coming is 
from God and, likewise, his return is to 
Him; and he will certainly know that the 
being (wu.jud) of his outward self is none 
other than the Being of God, in which [His] 
Attribute of Knowledge subsists* [This is 
so because] in His Attribute of Knowledge 
that which is known to Him subsists. Hence 
Man’s outward attributes are none other than 
his inward attributes, his outward acts are 
none other than his inward acts, for indeed 
the outward manifest (menyatakan) his inward 
attributes* This being the case, Man’s being, 
his attributes and his acts are indeed the 
same as the-. Being of God the Glorious and 
Exalted ...
Non sequiturl The argument in all the passages summarized 
and quoted - with the final conclusion formulated in the
100. Limpah means profusion, abundance, bounty, and in this 
case can even mean mercy. But the sense in which it is 
used here seems to me to be the equivalent of Ibnu’l- 
,Arabifs fayd, i.e. overflow.
101. 11648, pp7li3-117» 95* 96.
102. TKlST » pp*117-119. Eor my romanized Malay transcription 
of all the passages treated here, see below Appendix I, 
(iii).
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above quotation - is this: Since mar^s outward self is at 
one with and the same as his inward self because the former 
self is the manifestation of the latter self, and since his 
inward self is that which God knows and that which God knows 
is eternally at one with His Knowledge which is eternally 
at one with God, therefore man!s outward self is the same 
as the Being of God* The anonymous author here, like many 
other "advanced mystic" or "adept" of his day, has not 
succeeded in balancing himself upon the edge of the pantheis­
tic abyss into which 'gamzah did not fall* In the first 
instance, gamzah never advocated the Idea that because man*s 
outward self is the manifestation of his inward self, the 
two are therefore identical. In gamzah the inward self would 
correspond with the higher, spiritual self, and the outward 
self with the lower,, sensual self* The two are never conceived 
as identical* The word nafsahu in man 1 arafa nafsahu ... 
refers to the inward self, and this does not refer in any 
way to sensual qualities:
Hai JalibJ mengetahui man * arafa nafsahu 
bukan mengenal jantung dan paru-paru, _ 
dan bukan mengenal kaki dan tangan. KEa'na 
man 1arafa nafsahu [ifouialah] adanya dengan 
Ada 'Tuliannya e s a Qua ♦ ^
Note that what gamzah speaks of as ada (existence) appears in
an altered form in our author!s version of the same dis­
cussion as wutjud ( b e i n g ) . I t  is also extremely important
103* gamzah in Huntahl, p*117*
104* See above, p* 51 &£d note 96.
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to note that Ranirl, refuting this same passage of gamzah,
105though he quoted verbatim, ^ did not grasp the distinction
gamzah makes between ada and wu.jud which are extremely
important hey words in gamzah !s system* However , I am
reserving my discussion and elucidation of this to its
proper context in another chapter* Suffice it to point out
here that the meanings they convey are by no means identical*
Further, what does gamzah mean by the word diri (self) used
in the context we are discussing?
Erti "mengenal Tuhannya" dan "mengenal dirinya" 
yalnl diri foyatu kanzan makhfiyyan [itu] 
dirinya *,•
The inward, higher spiritual self (diri) is the Self (diri) 
of the Hidden Treasure (kanzan makhfiyyan) in G-od!s Knowledge* 
By the Hidden Treasure is meant the Potentialities of the 
Known (isti!dad ma1 lumat) in God's Knowledge, and the Self 
of the Hidden Treasure is the Predispositions of the Divine 
Essence (shu*un Dhat).^ ^  Uow mants inward, higher spiritual 
self in the sense meant here is not something individualized, 
to which names and attributes are given, it is not a thing
105* Tibyan fl Ha1rifati* 1-^.dyan, God* or* 32911 Leiden, p.98* 
S'or my romani'zed'"'Malay -bransliteration_of passages 
from the above mentioned treatise of Ranxri, in which 
the author claims to e:xpose gamzahls heresies, including 
the passage referred to in this note, see below,
Appendix II* This work will hereafter be cited as 
Tibyan*
106. gamzah in Huntahl, p.Ill* Of* Asrar, p*57»
107* The HiddehTH*easure is also referred to as the Inmost 
Self or Secret (Rahasia : sirr) of the Essence: the 
Divine Consciousness• See note,575 and pp* -ist.
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created as it is not yet separate from the Divine Essence*
But the outward, lower sensual self (also diri) is already
separated from the Divine Essence, it has already come under
the sway of the Creative Word Kun and is therefore a
thing created* The outward self never can he, and is
never mentioned hy gamzah ever to he, the same as the Being
of God, which our anonymous author here asserts* The word
diri as used hy gamzah is also a very important key word in
his conceptual system, and this will he treated in detail,
as I have promised, in a separate chapter together with
other important key words*
A most important point to note is that our anonymous
author, in quoting gamzah to support what he expounded,
109quotes only his poetry, not his prose* y Wow to adduce
authority in support of the high worth of one's teaching hy
"scattering in"a few lines of poetry is a method very highly
susceptihle to false representations as it gives the anonymous
author free rein to insert his own ideas and to claim them
to he the same as what is conveyed in the poems* Only if one
is fully conversant with gamzah's ideas as a whole covering
the entire range of his works can one he entitled to attempt
such a thing* If we hut study gamzah1 s own line-hy-line
110commentary on his fifteen verses, we can see clearly
108* See^ for an example of what I have summarized here,
Asrar, pp*29-30, 34— 57; and Sharab, pp* 15-19*
109. See helow, Appendix I, (i) (iT) *
110* See Asrar, pp.17-20, ff.
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that each line leaves much unsaid and without the help of 
the commentary it would he impossible to reproduce the 
authorfs thoughts conveyed in them* It can he seeh how 
unreliable it is merely to quote poetry - especially this 
kind of poetry* But although our anonymous author quotes 
gamzah*s poetry, I suspect that the entire substance of what 
he expounds is all derived from gamzahfs Muntahr, in which 
the same Prophetic Traditions and Qur’anic passages are
111 Ttreated* In my opinion the Muntahi taken by itself by one
who is uninitiated is not a good representation of gamzah*s
mystical ideas; on the contrary, if not read in conjunction
with his two other prose works already mentioned, it will
certainly convey misleading interpretations and give the
impression that the writer was indeed a heretic* If one reads
through the Muntahi it would give one the Impression that
the treatise was hastily written - ideas on the mystery of
the gnosis of G-od were crammed Into an impossible nutshell.
It were as though the Muntahi was meant for the highly
advanced mystic, the adept, never to be divulged to profane
ears* In fact it was so intended, as the very title "The
H PAdept" (al-Muntahi.) indicates. To give a configuration of 
gamzah!s ideas from this one treatise is - in a certain 
sense - like giving a configuration of Ghazzall*s ideas from
111* Of* Muntahx, passim.
112. Efee We' Tritroduetion to pt.II, below, p* 368.
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the Mishkat al-Anwar» This is precisely what Ranlrl has
done to gamzah. In refuting gamzah, Raniri quoted him almost
entirely from the Muntahi. Rrom the order in which Raniri
quotes gamzah he evidently read the treatise from beginning
to end, methodically putting aside each point from the first
113to the last page. But the Muntahi is a treatise not so 
much of discourse, "but one of quotations, and as such, Raniri, 
in concentrating his refutation upon them is merely leading 
himself to false conclusions, as will he demonstrated in the 
next chapter*
115* See Tibyan, pp.97-101•
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CHAPTER II
IJAMZAH CONTESTED BY ITDRUL’L-DIN AL^RInIrI
Ranlrl's refutation of gamzah's teachings and ideas 
which he considers "heretical" and which he uses as evidence 
for branding gamzah with infidelity is based upon several 
points* These points he has selected in a manner calculated 
to expose and condemn the "heresies" which to him are 
scattered in gamzah!s writings disguised, so to speak, in the 
garb of true gufism. In these points of Ranlrl's criticism, 
we will be able to obtain an idea of the manner in which he 
represents gamzah *s ideas and teachings, as well as the way 
in which - to achieve maximum credence from his audience - he 
couches his attacks. The points may be summarized thus:
a) That gamzah's ideas regarding G-od, the World, Man 
and the relationship between them, in short, Reality, are 
identical - to mention some ~ with those of the Philosophers, 
the Zoroastrians, the Metempsychosists, the Incarnationists, 
the Brahmins*
b) That gamzah*s belief is pantheistic in the sense 
that God's essence is completely immanent in the World; that 
God permeates everything that is seen.
c) That, like the Philosophers, gamzah believes that 
God is Simple Being.
d) That gamzah, like the Qadariyyah and the Mu'tazilah, 
believes the Qur’an to be created.
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e) That, like the Philosophers, gamzah believes in
the eternity of the World,
We shall go over all these points in detail, quoting
Ranlrl at length where he quotes gamzah and comparing the
quotations with the original to evaluate the true worth of
these charges* This is important not only from the point of
view of a critical study of Ranlrl and his ideas, but also
from that of elucidation of gamzah1 s ideas. It will be an apt
introduction to the next chapter in which his mysticism will
be discussed in greater detail. In comparing Ranlrl!s
quotations of gamzah with the original I mean not always
that the quotations are verbatim, for in several instances
Ranlrl does not indicate where he quoted from. But failing
verbatim quotations I have traced and shall present passages
which I am certain, from the point of view of the subject
matter, are the ones referred to by Raniri, Further proof
of this is not necessary here as the matter will become
self-evident as we go along.
Speaking of a sect of the Zoroastrians, Ranlrl says:
114The third sect of the Zoroastrians is 
called the Sumaniyyah.  ^They “worship all 
kinds of light; the sun, the moon, the stars, 
fire and the like* They say that all light
114. For the MajusI, see E.I. article Had.jus,
115- Of. Watt, W.H., Free will and predestination in early 
Tslam, London, lWr'^tTOliT He re aft e r cited as Watt, 
donsult also the relevant sections in Al-Farq bayn 
al-Firaq of al-Baghdadl, translated by' A, HaEkin, 
TeTTCviv, 1955*
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originated from one light [i.e. source] even 
hefore God created creation (i.e. the Throne, 
the Tablet, and the Seven Layers of Heaven).
When God Most Exalted created these things, 
all light became separated from their source; 
that is, it is so only to outward perception, 
for in reality all light is one - and that is 
the Light of God. Such is the belief of
famzah Eangurl^ He says, in the book sraru*1-*ArifIn, that the first light to 
separate from the Essence of God is the 
Light of Muhammad. 116 Prom this saying 
[it is clear that] he tends towards the 
Tanasukhiyyah school. 117 Purthermore, it 
amounts to the same thing as what the 
Falasifah 118 say; that the Truth Most 
Exalted is Simple Monad [or Simple Atom, or 
Simple Being]• And this is also the belief 
of the Wathaniyyah from among the Barahimah, 
and the Samiyyah who inhabit the land of 
Tibet. The same is true also of the gululiyyah, 
who dwell in the land of Halwaniyyah and the 
continent of India. Such is their belief.
Notice how, In the passages quoted, Ranlrl connects §amzah
with the various groups mentioned. In fact these expertly
woven connections are all of them questionable - even false -
except perhaps in the case of the connection with the
Philosophers. But even in this latter case, we should not
be led to believe in the kind of connection Ranlrl creates
for us. What gamzah actually says on the point in dispute is:
Between Knower and known, that is when 
the Light of Muhammad first separates from 
the Essence of God. One expression Is that 
it is called the Relational Spirit; another
116. Asrar, p.41.
117. Sor^this school, see E.I. article Tanasukh.
118. Falasifah i.e. Philosophers, usually* refers to Ibn Sana 
(Avicenna), al-Parabl, al~Kindx and Ibn Rushd (Averroes).
T19* Tibyan, pp. 17-18. For my romanized Malay transcription 
oTuKe text, see Appendix II, (i).
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is the Universal Intellect; another is Light; 
another is the Most Exalted Pen; and another 
is the Tablet •*. Because Knowledge is 
living, it is called Spirit; because by 
Knowledge the things known are manifest it 
is called Light; because Knowledge patterns 
the ideas of the things known it is called 
Intellect; because in Knowledge is inscribed 
the forms, of the things known it is called 
Tablet; because Knowledge becomes lett&gs of 
the things known it is called Pen .* *
How what gamzah Is saying here is the well-known gufl
doctrine which Ibnu’l-*Arabl, Jill and other famous and
sanctified gufls also hold. It is strange that Ranlrl should
single out gamzah and accuse him of "heresy" for holding a
doctrine which he learnt, most of all, from Ibnu’l-^Arabl
and Jill whose names Ranlrl mentions reverently* gamzah does
not distort the teachings of his masters, so that Ranlrl
cannot accuse him of this in order that he may interpret the
teachings of these gufl masters according to his own
* orthodox1 brand* Rather it would seem that it is Ranlrl
who distorts the teachings of the gufl masters to suit his
own ideas# What Ranlrl wants to convey in the passage quoted
is not that part of the point which deals with this particular
aspect of the gufl doctrine (i*e, the idea of rut Muhammad),
but that he wants to focus the attention of his readers on
the point that gamzah, like the Zoroastrians, worships light*
Ranlrl wishes to convey to his readers the notion that the
word 1light* used by gamzah is meant not in the metaphorical,
120* Asrar, p#Al*
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but in the real sense* In fact Ranxrx even resorts to the 
use of the word !fire! (api) so as to make his intention 
clear. In fact from gamzahfs passage quoted, there is no 
implication whatsoever in connection with the Zoroastrian 
belief in the worshipping of light or fire* This word 1 fire* 
he uses again in another passage where he elucidates the 
salient features of the doctrines of the Tanasukhiyyah school 
to which gamzah has already been assigned. Note in this 
passage that the meaning of the word 1 firef is taken in the 
real sense:
They Ci.e* the Tanasukhiyyah school] say 
that all spirits and every single thing are 
parts of God by virtue of His doing and 
creating them all* His doing and the like 
come from [i.e. have their origin in] fire 
and return to it. This _ is the strayed 
opinion of gamzah Fan^urx and Shamsu’l-Lxn 
al-Sumatranx. Some of the Tanasukhiyyah 
say that the Production (takwln) and the 
Producer (mukawwan) , the' Doer (fa*xl) and 
the Thing Done" (mafful), are identical.
Likewise in the opinion of ^gamzah Fangurx 
and Shamsu*l~Lxn al-Sumatranx; they really 
adhere to the true meaning of what the 
Tanasukhiyyah believe: that God in His 
Essence is incarnate (fculul) in every thing 
that is seen. 0
121. Lied 1630. For this mystic see van Nieuwenhuijze, C.A.O., 
Samsu*1-Din van Pasai (diss.) Leiden, 1945*
122. The text reads mukawwin (see Appendix II, (ii)). 
Al~Ash*.arx too seeins to have identified the two. See 
McCarthy, R.J., The theology of al-Asli*arl, Beyrouth, 
1953, p.168. This work contains al~Ash vari1s Kitabu^l- 
Luma1 and Risalatu? l~Istigsani*1-Khawdi f x 1 ilmi * l-l(alam 
(Arabic texts and annotated translations^, and relevant 
Appendices. Hereafter cited as al-Ash1arx.
123. Tibyan, pp.26-27. Appendix II, ITiT.
In this passage, apart from the point mentioned, gamzah is
accused of adhering to the real meaning of what the
Tanasukhiyyah believe; that is, the diffusion and distribution
of the Divine Spirit among the beings of the World# Ranlrl
here accuses gamzah of pantheism# But" what kind of pantheism?
"There is a form of pantheism which, starting from the
assumption that God Is an absolute, infinite and eternal
being, who is the source and ultimate ground of all that is,
was, and will be, gradually assumes a form of acosmism
according to which the Phenomenal World is but a passing
1 P4shadow of the Reality which lies behind it»If Then there 
is another form of pantheism which asserts that the Essence 
of God or the Absolute is completely immanent in the World; 
God, so to speak, exhausts Himself In the World, so that 
transcendence is denied Him# It is to this somewhat crude 
type of pantheism - the extreme type - that Ranxrx refers in 
his accusation of gamzah*s conception of the relationship 
between God and the World# But this accusation is false# Had 
Ranxrx read gamzah carefully and understood what he read, 
then he would know that it is absurd to label gamzah Ts system 
as pantheistic in the sense he means# It has been said that 
in any pantheistic doctrine either God is bound to suffer in 
the sense that He is a fabrication of the human mind - that
124. 'Affxfx, A.E., The mystical philosophy of Huhyid Dxn- 
Ibnul 'Arabx, Cambridge, 1939, p*54# Hereafter cited 
as 1Affxfx.
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only the Phenomenal World is real) or that the Universe 
suffers in the sense that it is mere illusion ~ that God 
alone is the Real Being* gamzah - if we can call this gufl 
system pantheistic1 - certainly holds the latter view, 
although Ranlrl would have us "believe that he holds the 
former* Like Xbnu* 1~1 Arabl, gamzah conceives Reality as 
having both aspects of transcendence (tanzxh) and immanence 
(tasbhlh), and takes care to assert repeatedly that God 
is not everything and all things in the sense of being an 
aggregation of existents, for in the gufx doctrine of 
wagdatu* 1-wutjud, or *Unity of Existence1) there is no such 
thing as "aggregation of existents" as God is the only 
Existent. It must be pointed out that the very label 
pantheism1, used by many western orientalists to describe 
this gufl doctrine, is very m i s l e a d i n g . I f  this doctrine 
can be labelled by a mere word, the word familiar to the 
western mode of thinking that best describes it is perhaps
125. Of. *Affifi, pp.18-24*
126. 2H167 ppT27-50« Eor a romanized transcription of the 
verses, see Appendix V, (ii).
127* Ibe term pantheism* used to describe this gufl doctrine 
is not only misleading, but erroneous. Nicholson has 
given an illuminating account of this in his three 
lectures delivered in the University of London, subse­
quently published as Ihe idea of personality in Sufism, 
Cambridge, 1923 (see pp.21, 22, 27, 31, 52^y3T~See 
also Whinfield's introduction to Shabistarx (p.viii)^ 
and further Burckhardt, I#, An introduction to the gufl 
doctrines, Lahore, 1959 > pp•22-25; and Lings, M ., 
STTIbslenT*saint of the twentieth century, London, 1961, 
pp. 125-126, note 3. Biirckliardt1 s work will hereafter be 
cited as BurcBiardt; Lings* work will hereafter be cited 
as Lines.
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1?8 — *r *rpanentheism. RannnmJs attacks on gamzahfs fpantheism1 is
nothing hut his own fallacy of jumping to conclusions in
identifying what Jamzah means metaphorically with what
gamzah considers to he real* In this way it is the metaphors
that are attacked, and the picture of the real caricatured*
Ranlrl makes mention of gamzah1s hook entitled Muntahi
from which he deduces evidence to denounce the author as
- 129belonging to the false brand of the Wujudiyyah: '
Now I shall expose to you some of the beliefs 
of the false Wujudiyyah, that is, the 
Wujudiyyah ofjjamzah Eangurl and Shamsu*l~
Din al-Sumatranl and all those who follow 
them both* gamzah E&ngurl, in his book called 
Muntahi, in explaining the saying of the 
Prophet: "Man 1 araf a nafsahu faqad * araf a 
rabbahu" "'Whosoever Irnows his self Imows liis 
Lord*’ - says that:
1 *. * the meaning of knowing 
one1 s Lord and knowing one1 s 
self is [this:] that the Self 
of the Hidden Treasure is none 
other than one*s self, and every 
thing is in God*s Knowledge; 
like the seed and the tree; 
the tree resides in its 
completeness within the seed*”
It is clear from this saying of that [false]
Wujudiyyah that the World together with all
128* Nicholson, op»cit*, p«27*
129- Wujudiyyah refers to those who hold the doctrine of
wahdatu*1-wujud, or Unity of Existence* There are two 
groups of the Wujudiyyah* The one is the true (i*e* 
muwafrkidah) Wujudiyyah, and the other the false (i.e* 
deviating or mulbidah) Wujudiyyah* See for this Ranlrl*s 
Uuj fj atu * l-SidSlqL II daf* i * 1-Zindiq , Maxwell Collections, 
texfcno*95> Royal AsTatTc' 'SocTety, London, pp. 9-24« 
Hereafter cited as Iju j ,j ah * A romanized Malay edition 
with critical notes, English translation, and commentary 
of the work is now in print under the auspices of the 
J*M.B.R*A.S*
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its parts actually resides, existing in its 
completeness in the Truth Most Exalted,
The World proceeds from Him like the tree 
proceeding from the seed. Such belief is 
infidelity, ^
Ranlrl1s charge here is formulated in the last sentence - the 
implication being that gamzah holds the World to proceed from 
God out of its own necessity without any act of willing on 
Godfs part. This is the doctrine of the Philosophers which 
al-Ghazzall so vehemently r e j e c t s , I t  will be noticed 
that Ranlrl formulates his refutations on the basis, as he 
so often does, of identifying his victim1s analogies with 
the latter’s conceptions. Here he identifies gamzahfs 
analogy with what gamzah actually conceives. The meaning 
conveyed in this analogy of the seed and the tree is not 
what Ranxrx implies0 What gamzah means to convey is precisely 
the opposite of what the Philosophers believe, for by this 
analogy he is actually revealing what he understands by 
God’s creative will (iradah), Ranxrx has quoted the passage 
from the Muntahi faithfully, although there it serves a 
different context. In that context the hey words ada (to be, 
to exist, existence) and diri (self) plays a very important 
part* But I shall reserve their treatment to Chapter Y, where
130* Tibyan, p,97* See also Muntahi, p*lll; Appendix II, (iii),
ljl. See al-Gazzall’s Tahafut al-ffalasifah, translated by
S,A, Kamali, Lahore, I958, the Third' Discussion, entitled: 
The demonstration of their confusion in saying that God 
Is the agent and maker of the world and that the world 
is His product and act, etc. This work will hereafter 
be cited as Tahafut♦
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these key words and others are discussed. The meaning of the 
analogy of the seed and the tree is to he found not in the 
Muntahi, hut in the Asrar where , speaking of what he under­
stands hy God’s creative will, gamzah says that it is
... Willing the potentialities in His Knowledge 
to he come the World* As the Holy Tradition 
says: ,TI was a hidden treasure and I loved to 
he known” - that is, the World together with 
all its potentialities in His Knowledge is 
related within it [i.e. His Knowledge] as 
the hidden treasure ahout to hring forth 
the things known from within His Knowledge#
Thus it says: ”1 was a hidden treasure and 
I loved to he known.” The treasure [i.e. as 
a whole] is likened to a tree within its 
seed. The seed is the treasure, the tree 
within it is the content of the treasure; 
hidden in its completeness: its roots, 
trunk, branches, houghs, twigs, leaves, 
flowers, fruits - all complete within the 
seed. The seed wants to hring forth the 
growth of the tree within itself on a 
field of vast expanse* The seed says:
”1 was a hidden treasure and I loved to he 
known. ” All this is an allusion to 
[God’s act of] willing, Further, God the 
Most Exalted, says:
Verily His command is, when He 
is in the state of willing a thing, 
to say to^it ”Be thou!” - and it 
becomes. 9
This too-,is an allusion to [God’s act of] 
willing. ^
gamzah1s concept of the iradah need not deter us here as it
is discussed at length in another chapter. Suffice it to say,
however, that it is not the same as what the Philosophers
^
believe.  ^ Ranira then goes on to say:
132. Qur’an, 36:82.
133. Asrar, pp.29-30.
134. Raniri gives an outline of what the Philosophers believe 
-^n Sngjah, pp.7-8;consult in conjunction with the refer­
ence m  note 131#
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Furthermore, be says:
"Do not relate [yourself with]
God as wet cloth with water, for 
cloth is distinct from water# God,
Glorious and Exalted, is far above 
such similitudes I * But if [the relation­
ship is] likened to [that of] the sea 
and its waves, then it is admissible*
You must not let yourself be veiled 
[from Him] by all the forms that 
resemble His Self, for all forms are 
as veils to God# But [you are] together 
with the eternal sea, i#e* that eternal 
sea, when it heaves, it is called by the 
name ‘waves1 - but in reality it 
is the sea, for the waves and the sea 
are not two things, but one and the same#'1 
It is clear from this that the Being (wu.jud) 
of God and the being of the ^creatures are one* 
Such belief is infidelity. ^
This quotation by Ranlrl is not altogether a faithful one,
as in IJamzah a large part of the passage consists of
quotations from other poets:
But you must not see [the relationship 
between God and yourself] as [that which is] 
likened to [the condition of] wet cloth, 
for the cloth is distinct from the water 
that permeates it# God, Glorious and 
Exalted, is most pure from such a similitude#
But if [the relationship is] likened to the 
sea and its waves, then it is admissible# As 
the verse says:
"The sea is the sea, as it was before,
The ‘new1 are waves and rivers;
Let not forms that resemble them veil thee, 
For the shapes they form are but veils."
But [the waves] are together with the eternal 
sea. As the distich says:
The sea is eternal; when it heaves
It Is then called by the name ‘waves' ...
135# Tibyan, pp#97-96; Appendix II, (iv) *
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But its real essence (haqxqatnya) is the 
sea, for sea and waveare not two [entities], 
but one and the same* ^
Nevertheless it must he conceded that Ranxrx has brought out
the spirit conveyed in the passage more or less faithfully*
But Ranlrl ^  conclusion, drawn from this passage - that the
Being of God and that of His creatures are one - is false*
This will be made clear, when we come to discussing the
concept wu.jud in gamzah:s system, in Chapter V* Strangely, in
this passage, Ranlrl passes over the analogy of the wet
cloth which is in fact very significant in throwing light
upon gamzah *s denial of the doctrines of hulul (incarnation)
and ittigad (union) - the very things Ranxrx accuses gamzah
of*15? Ranxrx continues:
Furthermore, he says:
"The analogy is like the sun with 
its light and its heat; their names 
are three, their forms are 
but in reality they are one*"
This belief is like that of the Christians
136* Muntahx, pp*lll-*112*
137* Tibyan, pp.26-27, 100*
136* TiV.Y but in reality they are one*" Ranxrx quotes gamzah 
verbatim here *' I' nave "rendered the above phrase from:
"... [tetapi] haqxqatnya suatu jua*" From the point of 
view of the context of Ranxrx*s passage I have rendered 
haqxqatnya as in reality because this is the meaning he 
chooses "to understand * But if I were translating gamzah,
I would render the phrase: 11«*„ but their real essence
is one *M - which conveys a different sense than what 
Ranxrx imputes* Fada buqlqatnya means in reality, but 
haqxqatnya means~xis" (or^UheirJ real essence*
Ranxrx is guilty of word-twisting herei
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[who believe] that Being is three; the 
first the Being of the Bather, the second 
the Being of the Mother and the third the
Being of the Bon - though three names,
yet they are in reality One Being*
0 all ye who have faithI - see such belief 
and utterances which are downright infidelity, 
like the belief of the Philosophers mentioned 
previously,
That gamzah should employ his kind of analogy involving the 
number three is unfortunate as it allows Ranlrl to pounce 
upon this and to construe and insinuate its identity with 
the doctrine of the Christian Trinity* But it is clear that 
§amzah does not mean such a thing I Furthermore in Ranlrl !s 
attack he himself says that the Christian Trinity involves 
three beings, whereas in gamzah*s analogy the notion of
three beings is entirely excluded - there is only One Being*
Raniri continues:
He says further:
"0 Seeker, to understand [the 
meaning of] 1 whosoever knows 
his self knows his Lord1 is not to 
know the heart and lungs, or the 
limbs* The meaning of 1whosoever 
knows his self knows his Lord* is 
[to know] that his existence and 
the existence of his Lord is one*"
Such belief is infidelity, for it represents 
the Truth Most Exalted as being one (united) 
with [itti&ad] the creatures. Pure is the 
Most HigfcuTruth from such saying of that 
infidel;
Again, Ranlrl has misconstrued Hamzah, and this is due to 
Ranlrl*s misconception of the term ada (to be, exist.
139* Tibyan, p*98. See also Muntahi, p,112; Appendix II, (v) • 
1^0. Tibyan, p#98. See also Muntahi, p.117; Appendix II, (vi).
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existence) used here "by gamzah.. We shall see in Ghapter V
that the relational meaning of this term does not apply to
the existence of creatures, hut rather to the fixed essences 
(al~_
/a1yanu*l~thabitah) which, still in the Divine Knowledge,
are modes or predispositions (shujun) of His Being. The
question of ittilyad, then, does not arise when seen in this
interpretation which is what gamzah means to convey. Ranxrx
goes on to say:
And he says further:
"The analogy is like rain water 
in a plant. The water permeates the 
entire plant. Varied are its taste: 
in lemon, sour; in sugar-cane, sweet; 
in the mumba plant, hitter; each 
conveying Tts own taste. But their 
real essence is water.”
Such a belief is infidelity, for he believes 
that the Truth Most Exalted permeates the^o 
creatures just as water permeates earth.
Pure is the Most Exalted^ Truth from the 
saying of that infidel! ^
As before, Ranxrx here identifies the analogy employed with
the meaning intended, and he charges gamzah with crude
pantheism. But the context in which the passage occurs does
not admit of such a charge. It must be pointed out that
Ranxrx passes silently over the passages preceding the one
he quoted. These passages are in fact meant to explain the
14-1. Eor mumba plant, see Wilkinson, R.J., A Malay-English 
dictionary, Singapore, 1903, p«655* Hereafter cited as 
^xlkinson.
142. Tlxx's x s not true. This point gamzah conclusively denies 
in ajpassage already quoted on pp. 69-70, above.
1^3• Tibyan, pp.98-99* See also Muntahi, p.119; Appendix II, 
( vxx J •'
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meaning of what gamzah means hy "the meaning of 1 whosoever
knows his self knows his Lord1 is [to know] that his existence
144and the existence of his Lord is one". To explain the
meaning of "his existence and the existence of his Lord is
one" gamzah quotes lunayd, 1 Iraqi, Ibnu’l-'Arabl, again
Junayd, the Qur’an - all to the effect that God's existence
is everywhere, and because His existence is everywhere it is
concealed, giving existence to all things. Since we do not
possess real existence, deriving what existence we possess
from God, our existence is in reality God's existence, gamzah
then quotes JamI:
In neighbour, friend, companion, Him we see,
In beggar's rags or robes of royalty;
In Union's cell or in Distraction's haunts, iz,t-
There's none but He - by God, there's none but He. ^
This verse concludes Jaml's Flash XXII, where he says:
The substance of each individual thing may be 
described either as the epiphany of Very Being 
in the 'intelligible world1, according to the 
particular facet whereof such thing is the 
monstrance, or as Very^Being Himself made 
manifest immediately, ' in the same intelligible 
world and according to the same facets.
Consequently, each existing thing is either 
an epiphany of Very Being with the colour 
imparted to its exterior by the particular 
properties of its substance, or the Very Being
144, See^above p*71 (passage preceding the one in question).
14*5 • Lawa’ib, p.38; Huntahi, pp. 118-119•
146. Epiphany of VeryTteing" is Whinfield's rendering of 
ta'a;yyun-i-wu;jud, i.e. the Determination of Absolute 
Being. “
147 • "Very Being Himself made manifest immediately" is
Whinfield' s rendering of wutjud-i-muta 'ayyin, i.e. the
Being of the Determinate CneV Bor notes 1#S and 147? of.
ibid., p*37> notes 4 and 5*
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Himself immediately made manifest with, 
the same colouring.
The real sub stance of everything always 
abides, though concealed in the inner depths 
of the Very Being, while its sensible properties 
are manifest to outward sense. Bor-,i.t is 
impossible that the Divine 1Ideas1 in the 
intelligible world should be susceptible of 
evanescence, as that would involve atheism.
[God is too exalted for such evanescence to 
be ascribed to His 1 Ideas1.]
We are the facets and the modes of Being 
Evolved from Mind - yea, accidents of Being, 
We*re hidden in the cloak of non-existence,
But yet reflected in the glass of Being. 
Consequently, everything is in reality and 
in fact either Being made manifest or an 
accident of Being thus manifested. The manifested 
accident is a quality of the manifested Being, 
and though in idea the quality is different 
from the thing qualified, yet in fact it is 
identical with it. notwithstanding the 
difference in idea, the identity in fact 
justifies the attribution. r J
The substance of all this is clearly embodied in gamzah*s
analogy of the rain water and the plant, the full sense of
which is given not in the Muntahi, but in the Asrar:
Know, thatctby God] creating His creatures 
day and night ^ is meant His effects [athar)~" 
that are called existence (wujpd.) > for they become 
the existence of the creatures 0 Just as in 
the case of earth; without rain how can plants 
grow? The earth is likened to God*s knowledge, 
rain Is existence, the plants are the creatures.
14-8. "Divine Ideas" - Whinfield*s rendering of suwar-i-
*ilmiyyah.
149* TbTcC., pp.37-58 - followed by the verse in gamzah*s 
quotation.
150. Creating His creatures day and night is the third line 
of~the verse: ~ “ _
Chahaya atharHya tiadakan padam,_ 
Memberikan wujud^pada sekalian *alam; 
Menjadikan makhluq siang dan malam,
_ Ila abadi’l-abad tiadakan karam.
Asrar, p.19*
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The earth is, in itself, earth and rain is,
in itself, water* When [they] commingle, the
plants begin to grow. The plants that grow
out of earth and water are determined by
the law of potentiality (isti*dad): some
grow becoming bitter, some sweet, some tart;
some grow becoming green, some red, some
white, some black. Colour and all taste
become according to their original potentialities.
The water remains water, the earth remains earth, 
and the plants grow out of water and earth, but 
their forms and colours are dtermined by their 
potentialities .*.
This analogy is applied to the World: 
originating from existence there come forth 
day and night, the heavens and the earth, 
the Throne (1arsh) and the Footstool (kursi) ^
Heaven and Hell, the believer and the unbeliever, 
the good and the evil - [all] by virtue of 
their respective potentialities. The Essence 
(dhat) of God is most pure* The creatures are 
many and have contraries, because His 
attributes are many, His acts are many,
His effects are many, for the potentialities 
of the creatures are in His attributes.
Works that are^good come from His attribute 
of Beauty (Jamal), works that are evil come 
from His atrrTEute of Majesty (Jalal)*
The origin^of Beauty and Majesty xs from 
Being (wu.jud)» and Being is from Essence.
In realTEy all [come to be] because of Him; 
but for Him this World has no existence, 
for 1there Is none like unto Him.1 ^
That this passage gives the meaning of the one in the Muntahl
there is no doubt. Even the Quranic passage quoted in both
passages are identical. *^^ 5 panxri goes on to say:
151. Throne and Footstool, cf. p. 24, above.
152. Asrar, pp. 52-54.
155* Qur*an, 13:4: ... Yusqa bima*in wa^Lidin wa nufa5Lg.Hu
bafg.aha *ala balg.in fl’l-ukuli*
... they are watered with one water; 
and We make some of them to excel 
others in fruit.
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Furthermore he says:
"I see God in my being through 
His Being* My being is His 
Being. I see through His sight."
Such belief is infidelity* for he makes one 
his being and attributes - both of which are 
produced (badlth) - with the Being 
Attributes of Sod which are eternal. ^
In this passage Ranlrl is not faithful in quoting gamzah.
The sayings Ranlrl attributes to gamzah actually are not
- - 156gamzah's but a quotation from Shah Ni'matu^Llah. ^  Further*
Ranlrl*s version of the Shah Ni'matu'Llah quotation is
corrupt. IJamzah, quoting Shah NI'matu'Llah* says in fact:
"I see God in mycbeing Cor essence] 
with His sight. ^ My being [or essence] 
is His Being Cor Essence] ..."
The meaning underlying this idea is quite clearly orthodox
and asserted by all true §ufls. The fI 1 that 'see' God is
not the 'I* of the creature* that is, the outward self. It
refers to the inward self that 'sees* with the eye of the
inner perception. Hence this fseeing* is referred to as
'seeing* with God's sight. In reality it is God that sees*
and Himself that He sees* for the inward self is none other
than He. This is so because* according to this esoteric
doctrine* the inward self has still not yet received the name
"creation"* for it is not yet separate, as it were* from the
154. libyan, p.99; Appendix II* (viii).
155. C'f. literary history of Persia* III* pp.463*473.
Shah Ni'matu’Llah wrote in Persian, but the quotation 
is in Arabic.
156.Note that Ranlri's quotation is Incorrect: "I see God in 
my being [or essence] through His Being [or Essence]."
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Divine Essence#^ 57 is, in this doctrine, therefore no
question of identifying the fbeing1 of the creatures with
that of God as Ranlrl makes it out to he* In Jaml’s Elash XXV
this very same idea is expressed thus:
Rase the words *this! and *that!; duality 
Denotes estrangement and repugnancy;
In all this fair and faultless universe -.eg
Naught hut one Substance and one Essence see* ^
Now Ranlrl knows Elash XXV very well, for without including
the ahove quatrain he quotes it approvingly in his
Jawahiru5l-!Ulum fl Kashfi ’ 1-Ha1 lum:
And furthermore, Shaykh Nuru’l-Dxn C36]
^hdu’l-Ra^man Jamx (may God sanctify his
secretl), in his treatise Lawa*ih, says:
"The reality of Realities X^ Hia't is, the 
Being of the Truth Most Exalted - is the 
Reality of all things. With regard to His 
Essence, He is One in Himself, and Unique, 
so that plurality cannot enter into Him; 
hut hy His multiple revelations and numerous 
determinations He is [sometimes] presented 
under the form of multiplicity (that is, 
plurality is ascribe&Qonly to His revelations 
and determinations) which are of substantial 
independent entities [bac]a » iq-i~nawhar iyy ah-i- 
mafchu1 ] , and [at other 'txmes j under ~ila.e form 
of accidental_and dependent entities [fr.aqa?iq-i- 
aradiyyah-i^t^hi1ah]» (The Essence of the 
Truth Most Exalted! is then One and there is 
no multiplicity or plurality in It, multi­
plicity and plurality being only in the 
substantial and accidental entities that are 
visible)•
This Unique Essence of God, viewed as 
absolute and void of all determinations and
157* See_above, p* 24 and below, p.iHQ,
158. Lawa’ih, p.41.
159* Hs* Harsden Collection, no.12151? Library, S.O.A.S.
University of London, p*36.
160* Words in brackets are Ranlrl*s comments inserted in 
the text*
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limitations is called the 1 Truth1; and viewed 
in Its aspect of being clothed by multiplicity 
and plurality that are visiblef It is the 
whole created universe# Therefore the universe 
is the outward visible expression of the Truth 
Most exalted (that is, Its theatre of 
manifestation), and the Truth Most Exalted 
is the inner unseen reality of the universe 
(that is, It manifests the universe)*
The universe before it was made manifest to 
outward view was identical with the Truth 
Most Exalted (that is, it was That which is 
known to Him, for Him and in Him); and the 
Truth Most Exalted after the universe was 
made manifest is identical with the universe 
(that is, It manifests the universe)# It 
becomes clear then that in reality the Truth 
Most Exalted alone is the One Real Being 
(and all that which is other than God never 
attains to real being, but are merely meta­
phorical being and [that of a] shadow)*
His manifestation [in the sensible world] 
and His concealment [in the Divine Mind] , 
his priority and His posteriority [in 
point of time], are all merely His relations 
and His aspects. fIt is He Who is the First 
and the Last, the-,Outwardly Manifest and the 
Inwardly Hidden.f
If Ranxrx could approve, as he does in this quotation, that
the Unique Essence, '’viewed in Its aspect of being clothed
by multiplicity and plurality which are visible, is the
whole created universe, "it is inconsistent of him not to
agree with Shah Mimatu’Llah and IJamzah. Despite Ranlrl!s
attempts at interpreting JamI cautiously in his interspersed
comments at crucial points of Jaml’s text, he has not
succeeded in altering Jamifs meaning to that which he
apparently wants to convey* Again, quoting from the Muntahl,
Ranlrl accuses IJamzah of identifying the Creator with the
•^61. Lawa*ih, pp#Al-42. See Appendix III*
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creatures thus:
And furthermore he says, in interpreting 
the words of God; 'Every moment He is in some 
state1 - that it means that "He in His 
manifestation is many and is subject to change, 
for He is the Eirst and the Last, the Outwardly 
Manifest and the Inwardly Hidden* By this it 
means that His Eirstness is unknown, His 
Lastness is endless, His Manifestation is so 
clearly evident to perception and His Hiddenness 
is unknowable* He looks upon Himself through 
Himself, and sees Himself with His Essence,
His Attributes, His Acts and His Effects* 
Although [these are] four in name, in reality 
[they are] one*" Such belief Is infidelity, 
for the Greator^and the creatures are identified 
as being one* ^
Ihis point is explained by IJamzah in at least two places*
In one he says that everywhere in the world His Effects are
manifest* It is these Effects that "give existence" to the 
164world. Everything in the world are predispositions of His
Being* By predispositions TIamzah means states of activity
(kelakuan), so that the passage: TEvery moment He is in some
state1 is interpreted by him to mean that:
All forms are His Eorms, all colours are His 
Colours| all sounds are His Soughs, for 
'there is none like unto Hinu '
Here gamzah is expressing the Idea that God, although
'immanent1 in everything, is nevertheless 'transcendent1
because He Is above limitation and individualization. Ihis
is of course Ibnu'l-'Arabl's concept of 'transcendence*
162. Qur'an, 55:29*
163* libyan, pp.99-100* Bee Muntahl, p.121; Appendix II,(ix).
164. Asrar, pp.52-53*
165* TBiHT, p*59*
166. 'Afflfr, p a19.
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which., according to 'Afflfx's analysis which I quote below,
is fundamentally of two different kinds:
(1) That which belongs to the divine Essence 
per se and a se « the absolute simplicity 
and unity of the One - the state of the
Akadiyyah,
(2) (Transcendence asserted by the intellect, 
which must be always coupled with 
immanence and which may assume the 
following forms;
(a) G-od may be called transcendent in 
the sense of being absolute; or,
(b) He may be called transcendent in 
the sense of being a necessary being, 
self-begotten, self-caused, etc*, in 
contradistinction to the contingent, 
created or caused beings of the Phenomenal 
World; or
(c) He may be called transcendent in the 
sense that He is unknowable and incommunicable 
and beyond reproof* ^
In another place gamzah speaks of the same idea thus:
According to the People of the Path,
G-od is Eternal and Knower* Since He is the 
Knower, the known is in His Knowledge, 
that is to say: we see that the things He 
creates, 'before' or 1after1, are all of 
them from the Known* If such is the case, 
then it is from being that He creates them, 
not from absolute nothingness, for what is 
called 1 existence” is the Being of the 
Predispositions* As God says: 'Every 
moment He is in some state, *0 Seeker, 
because God!s existential condition is 
like a limitless ocean* The World in its 
entirety is like a tiny speck of foam within 
it, and what avails one man to be in 
this tiny speck of foam? That is, it is 
none but as God says: 1 Everything in it 
[i*e* the created Universe] perishes, and 
there remains the Pace of thy^Lord, the 
Lord of Majesty and Bounty*1 0 Seeker I
this world is but a wave, God's existential
167. Ibid*, p.24*
168* Qur’an, 55:26-27*
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condition is the sea; though wave is not the 
same as sea, inqreality it is not distinct 
from the sea.
Ranlrl continues:
And furthermore he says that "outwardly 
man is creature hut in reality he is God,1 f  
This is the beli&f of the Incarnationists 
(I1t1ibadiyy ah ) . '
And furthermore he says that 
"in reality that which is manifested and 
the theatre of manifestation are one and 
the same. "These words reveal the first step 
in knowing and understanding gnosis* The 
highest stage of gnosis is [arrived at when 
the gnostic attains to the final degree of -.np 
Poverty:] that "perfect poverty is God indeed. f  
What does this mean? "As the ocean, its 
waves and the wind; when the wind blows the 
waves appear from the ocean; when the wind 
subsides the waves return to their origin 
[i.e. the ocean]* This is the meaning of 
[the text:] ’return thou to thy origin!1" ^
Such belief is infidelity, for its Oaring 
erroneous is most clearly evident. * ‘
And furthermore he says that the analogy 
between the creature and the Creator is "like 
that of the seed and the tree contained 
within it; although from the point of view 
of outward manifestation they are seen as 
two [entities], their reality is one. For 
this reason Man§ur alAgallaj says: "I am the 
Truth!", and some others say: "I am God!"
-^69* Sharab» p*18*
170* M  in the Muntahl. Hamzah does not say this.
171* Tibyan, p * 100 ; Appendix II, (x) .
172. A saying attributed to Uways al-Qaranl, Cjp. Nuntahl, 
p*125* Reference to Uways is given in FarxduTl~I)In 
’A v a r ’s Tadhlciratu51-Awliya edited in the original 
Persian, wT'BEi preface, 'indices and variants, by R.A, 
Nicholson, in 2 parts, London-Leiden, 1905-19074, 
pp.15-24. The same saying is also quoted by Jami, as we 
will^shortly see.
173* Qur?an, 89:28*
174. Txby^n, p. 100; Appendix II, (x).
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since their unseen reality [essence] is seen 
"by them* Further, the meaning of "when 
poverty is perfect, it is indeed G-od" is 
that there is none like unto poverty*" Such 
belief is infidelity, for [101] its^being 
erroneous is most clearly evident.
But, again, the accusation of error which Ranlrl levels at
gamzah here is unfounded* The falsehood in the charge that
gamzah adheres to the doctrine of incarnation has already
been pointed out**^^ As to §amzah!s contention that "that
which is manifested and the theatre of manifestation are one
and the same," and that "perfect poverty is God indeed^,"
Ranxrx ought not to have hastily condemned this if he did
really represent the standpoint of the true §ufxs (Wujudiyyah
Muwahbidah), for what IJamzah affirms is indeed the view
of all advanced §ufxs* Jamx, in commenting on the view of
the §ufxs on this point, says that:
"When one thing is manifested in another 
the thing manifested is different from the 
thing which is the theatre of the manifestation 
- i.e. the thing manifested is one thing and 
its theatre another* Moreover, that which is
3-75* libyan, p.101; Appendix II, (xi).
176. See aFove, p. 70. !gamzah!s rejection of the doctrine of 
incarnation, is so evident in his mysticism that it is 
surprising how Ranxrx could have been blind to this. 
Moreover, in several Sha1irs gamzah clearly reveals his
rejection of the doctrine:.
Aho segala kita yang ummat RasulI 
Tuntut !ilmu Tanqiqat al-wusul, _
Kerana Tilmu xtu pada Allah qabul,
I ’tiqadmu jangan ittihad dan hulul. (2016, p*67) 
.Again: "Man 1 arafa nafsahu sabda Baginda"'Rasul 
Fa qad rarafa rabbahu" tiada dengan hulul*
~ —  —  (2016, p.52)
177* RaniriTs term, cf. above, note 129#
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manifested in the theatre is the image or form 
of the thing manifested, not its reality or 
essence. But the case of the Very Being, 
the Absolute, is an exception, all whose 
manifestations are identical with the theatres 
wherein they are manifested, and in all such 
theatres He is manifested in His own essence 
... The "Truth", the Very Being, along with 
all His modes, His attributes, connexions and 
relations, which constitute the real existence 
of all beings, is immanentnin the real 
existence of each being." '
"Poverty" in the saying "perfect poverty is God indeed"
means utter self-annihilation; an annihilation of the very-
state of annihilation (fana1 al-fana *), so that there remains
after such "poverty" nothing but God. On this subject too
Jam! would agree with gamzah:
When poor indeed and dead to self thou1 It need 
Ho visions, knowledge, certitude, or creed;
When self has perished naught but Go&^remains,
For "perfect poverty is God indeed."
It is clear that Ranlrl, instead of interpreting £[amzah i11 
the light of the understanding of true Sufis, has underrated 
^amzah and given a crude and vulgar interpretation - no 
doubt prompted, apart from his own lack of understanding of 
the §ufl doctrines, by the living example of those who 
claimed to be ^amzah's disciples, but who themselves have 
vulgarised the original teachings through lack of under­
standing. Finally, concluding his review and criticism of
178. Lawa’ib, p*36. For further elucidation on this point 
see also pp. 35* 37*
179* Ibid., p.10. This verse is also quoted by gamzah in
the'Asrar, p*68; and Muntahl (Javanese translation in 
God. Or. 5176(2), p.8T7J
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]Jamzah!s Muntahx, Ranlrl says;
And he says further that "according to 
the expression of the people of Pasai, if one 
is not kufr, one will not meet with kufu* - 
[that is7T>y kufr] is meant in Malay 
"covered”; [if one is not covered] one will 
not meet with kufu’, that is to say, "equal.” 
The meaning-jOf equal is "nothing higher 
than it,” meaning one becomes as one was 
originally when iajLothe state of "X was a
hidden treasure.” 0 People of Paithl,
consider this heretic (zindxq); he affirms 
of man equality with the Truth Most Exalted, 
that is, man is of the same nature as God. 
Moreover, he knows that from the point of 
view of outward manifestation, such belief 
is erroneous, and yet he still believes in 
this vain belief, saying that such belief is, 
from the point of view of esoteric knowledge, 
true understanding of the doctrine of Divine 
Unity (tawhxd). Such are^his views in the 
book entitied Muntahx. ^
Ranlrl is guilty of misconception here - or is it perhaps
deliberate? Ranlrl says here that gamzah "knows that from
the point of view of outward manifestation (gahir) the
belief that man is God is erroneous.” This statement is,
of course, true, but that gamzah believes that man is God
from the point of view of outward manifestation - in spite
180. Text: pada bahasa Jawl .,» The word Jawx as used by the 
Arabs refers to ’biie Malay peop 1 e in general, and not to 
the Javanese unless specified. With reference to writing, 
Jawl refers to the Malay-Arabic script, and with refer** 
ence to language it refers to the Malay language.
181. Text: tiada lagi diatasnya, ref erring to a nature 
incomparable. In the Qur’an God is referred to as lam 
yaknn lahu kufu*an ahadun (surah 112:4); 1 there is 
none like unto Him1*
182. Muntahx, p.127*
183. libyan, p.101; Appendix II, (xii).
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of the error of such "belief - that is a false accusation.
The fact in what gamzah "believes is that man, from the point
of view of inward hiddenness (haJin) -» and only from this
point of view - is indeed God. The real essence of man, as
of the universe together with all its parts, is God. Shis
doctrine is accepted by all true §ufls, and it is precisely
this that $amzah means in the passage Ranlrl quoted* The
meaning of Imfr there refers to the state of men in his
phenomenal existence. Man is "covered,” so to speak, by the
veils of phenomena and by his sensual nature - his lower
sensual self (nafs)» As such he regards himself as existent
184-other than God. Slavehood and Lordship is still his lot.
But when he has purged away all the impurities that cover 
his true nature he will be at one with his original nature 
(kanzan makhfiyyan: hidden treasure, or buruf 1 aliyat 
lofty letters) as Ideas in the Divine Knowledge. In this 
state there is no distinction between man and God. This is 
the state of the Throne (*Arsh) where man has not yet 
received the name "creation”, for he is then not * separate1, 
as it were, from the Divine Essence (Dhat) It is with 
reference to this being "covered” by phenomena and the 
sensual nature that ^amzah quotes Junayd:
184*. See Asrar, pp. 70-72.
185* See above*, p.24- and references in note 22.
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it..» Wujuduka dhanbun la yuqasu bihi
dhanbun akharu. "
"Thy existence is a sin with which no 
sin can he compared."
There is a play on the word kufr? in that apart from the
meaning "covered” it also means "incomparable sin". The
Sufis including §amzah say that man*s existence as such
constitutes his own "secret polytheism" (shirk al-khafl),
for he has made his own existence to he a veil concealing the
T r u t h . B u t  for this veil, the taint of creation, man would
he at one with God, referred to in ^Camzah's passage in
question as kufu?, and if he were to rend this veil asunder,
he would see that he is one with God and never was Separated*
In the sentence: "If one is not kufr one will not meet with
kufu*»" the mystery of the meaning revolves around the word
"meet". The word "meet" impiies involvement between not one
hut two or more; not unity hut duality or plurality. Hence to
one who Is still "covered" by the veil of his own nature and
existence, union with God is still conceived of in terms of
"meeting"• Such a one Is still In the state of duality in
1 Q O
relationship with God: the Slave and the Lord. If one is 
not "covered" there is then no question of "meeting" with
186. Asrar, p.61; Muntahl, p.118. The above saying is that 
of'Rabi^ah al-1 ASawiyyah; see Lings» pp.137-138.
187* See Asrar, pp.57? 60-62; MuntaKi, pp. 117-119•
188* The entire commentary of four verses in Asrar, pp. 57? 
60-76* deals among others with this theme. See also 
ibid., pp. 77-8.
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God, for as such one is God, This is the meaning of "if one
is not kufr  ^ one will not 'meet1 with kufu*"+ The same idea
is expressed by Ibnu’l-'Arabl, whom gamzah quotes:
1 Al*-ma1 rifatu hijabun bayna » 1-1 arif 
wa*l-mafruf," ^
"Knowledge [i*e* gnosis] is a veil between 
the knower and the known,”
and;
"Law la * 1-mahabbatu la*stamarra*l-wisal»
"Were it not for love, 'union1 would have 
been continuous *"
and again:
"Al~ma1rifatu binabun lahu wa law la
 _  ■' '" i9x
wu.judu* l~kawnayn la gahara?l~!ayn* "
"Gnosis is a veil unto Him, and 
were it notqfor the existence of the 
two worlds ** the Essence would 
certainly be manifest,"
The quotations from JamI, 1 Iraqi, Shibll, 'Ai^ar, Shah
Hi'matu’Llah and others which precede the passage in question
195
in the Muntahx support my interpretation* The quotations from 
Barizx, immediately preceding our problematic passage, lends 
even more support as it conveys an identical meaning with 
what I have interpreted:
189. Ibid*, p*71.
190. IiOC*cit,
191. Muntahx, p *128*
192. The reference here is to Being and Hon-Being, Macrocosm 
and Microcosm*
195. Of* Muntahx, pp*123-127.
"Bar dar dara?l~fana? kardam sun'ud 
Bar bar awardam mar a ru? I numud* "-^4
?I prostrate myself before the Door of the
World of Annihilation,
I raised my head, He showed me His Countenance I"
In my opinion this verse alludes to the episode in ’Atfar’s 
Mantiq al-Iayr, where thirty birds finally succeeded in 
reaching the "Valley of Annihilation" - none other than the 
Par al-Fana’ referred to here* But the birds, by bewailing 
their condition and thinking themselves annihilated, before 
the Door of the Simurgh’s Palace, revealed that they were 
atill conscious of themselves and hence were not entirely 
annihilated* For this reason the Chamberlain, who at a 
propitious moment appeared before them, refused them entry*
The birds had come to "meet" the Bimurgh, and the Chamberlain1 
refusal plunged them into a state of utter hopelessness and 
true annihilation* It was then only, after having tested 
them, that the Chamberlain opened from their gaze the veils 
that concealed the new world beyond* Then they were given to 
understand the true nature of their state* Indeed, Ghazzall’s 
line immediately preceding Barizi's verse in the Nuntahl^ ^
194* Ibid*, p*127« The translation of the second line of 
tide' verse in the text reads; "I raised my head: ’Show 
me, Lord, Thy Countenance I"
195* Fa»l~fana»u 1ani?1-fana? i ghayata?l~fana»: For
annihilation from the very state of annihilation is 
the final goal of annihilation* Loc*cit*
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196clearly points to this interpretation. y
Ranlrlrs allegation that gamzah adheres to the 
thesis of the Philosophers that God is Simple Being3'^ may 
be a reference to §amzahfs idea of God as the attributeless 
Absolute Being which he calls the Dhat or Huwa. However, 
this idea is, for that matter, also that of Ibnu’l^’Arabx, 
Jllx, and other §ufxs."^^ If it is true that Ranxrxfs allega­
tion refers to this idea (which is most likely the case 
although he does not mention it), then the allegation is
— -r POOfalse, for the thesis of the §ufxs on thin point - gamzah
included - is that God in His Essence is unknowable and
independent of all assertions. Ihe Essence is only known to
the Divine Essence. It is in the sense that the Essence, in
its bare abstraction, is beyond all knowledge and relations
201that He is attributeless, and not that it is impossible for
196* I may point out, in passing^ that Voorhoeve, in his
annotation of the text of Ranxrx !s Libyan (Lwee Male is e
Geschriften van Nuruddxn ar-Ranxrl Leiden, 1955) which
I Have quo*beci above, has at tempt ed to give an_ interpre­
tation of gamzah’s passage in question, and Ranxrxfs 
criticism of it, in a manner different from the one I 
suggest.here. But in my opinion, however, Voorhoeve has 
completely missed the point. See Voorhoeve, P., op*cit.,
P. 35.
197* Libyan, p*18. Por the thesis^of the Philosophers that 
God is Simple Being, see Lahafut, pp. 235-34-1,
198. Asrar, p*22*
199- See the Kitab al-ta^rruf li madhhab ahl al-tagawwuf, by
Abu Bakr al-Kalabadhx, a tenth century JSufx of Bukhara. 
English translation of the work by A.J. Arberry: Lhe 
Doctrines of the Sufis, Cambridge, 1935> See p .17 of 
Arberry*s translation, which will hereafter be cited as 
Kalabadhx♦
Kalabadhx, pp. 14-18.
201. Asrar, pp.23-24.
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Him to possess attributes since they would he an augmentation 
of His Essence * lhe argument of the Philosophers that God 
is Simple Being has its hasis in their arguments against the 
attributes and the division into genus and specific differ-
pop _
ence* lhe thesis of the gufls on this point, which is also 
that of giamzah, is not the same as that of the Philosophers, 
for the gufls do not uphold the denial of attributes# Por 
gamzah, as for other gufls, the attributes of God are eternal 
and are never separate from His Essence - not because God 
needs them or does things with them, but because they mean 
the denial of their opposites and of the notion that they 
exist in themselves and subsist through Him# lo some the 
attributes are neither God nor other than God# lo ]Jamzah 
attributes are God - or the Essence (Dhat) is the attributes 
(gifat)#^°^
In the following passage Ranlrl accuses gamzah of 
adhering to Qadarl views# What is interesting to note in this 
passage, as indeed in some others, is the manner in which he 
parades the ’heresies1 of the Qadarls before coming to the 
point: namely their belief that the Qur’an is created, in 
which he also condemns gamzah. In this way it would seem to 
me that he purposely paints the picture of the Qadarls as
202. lahafut, pp. 109-131.
203* Of# Jill' in Studies, pp.90, 95, note 1;Asrar, p.24;
Sharab, pp.19-20. Of. also a1-Ash1arl, pp.16-17, note 16, 
anSTp•19*
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■black as. possible as prelude to associating §amzah with this 
picture - a method which in modern times we know so well as
the 1 smear campaign1:
—  ?04Shahdan. Now the beliefs of the Qadariyyah.
They "say that G-od wills and makes as their own
Cor places the burden of] the actions of His
creatures* Hence the p creatures are the doers of
all [their] actions, ^ although God makes
manifest to them the 1 do's1 and 1 don't1s'. God
in reality then does not, by -virtue of His
will, and His desire, and His decision, and
His power, create the actions of His creatures.
SuOh belief is infidelity, for they affirm
that there is an 1 other? apart from God who
creates acts. Some of them^-re fused to believe
that God has attributes. Some ofpfthem
believe that the Qur’an is created* * Such
beliefs are a rejection of the truth, for as
the Prophet says: "Whosoever believes that the
Qur’an is created, then he is an unbeliever."
Such indeed is the belief of ^amzah Pangurl
in the book entitled Asraru* 1-fSrifin: he says
that the Qur’an which is conveyed "by Gabrie 1
may be regarded as created*
In the same vein he associates gamzah with a sect of the
J ahmiyy ah: ^  ^
The tenth sect of the Jahmiyyah is called 
the Lafjiyyah. They believe and say that the 
one who pronounces and the thing pronounced 
are one and the same. [By this they mean that] 
the Qur’an is God's speech, but the one who 
pronounces * meaning the speech that is read -
204* Of* Watt, pp.32-57? 93-129* an<3- see E.I. article 
Eadariya; al-AshTarl, pp.39? 74— 75*
205* Of."'" pakdry» N., Islamic Occasionalism» London, 1958j 
p .48 *
206. Cf. Watt, p.102.
207* Soc. cil;.
208* SfT Asretr, pp.51-32; Tibyan, pp.70-71; Appendix II,(xiii). 
209* Eor €h e Jahmiyyah, of'.' Watl?, pp.99-104, and see E.I.
article Djahm and Djahmiiya.
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is not God’s speech* This is the belief of 
gamzah Eanfurl’s [brand of] Wujudiyyah* He 
says in the book Asraru* 1- ! Jrifxn that the 
speech of God conveyed by Gabriel may be 
regarded as a thing created. Buch a belief 
is infidelity, for God says: ’We have sent 
down an Arabic Qur’an conveyed by Gabriel 
[and] it is not created*1
But what gamzah actually says on this subject is not really
similar to what Ranlrl reports:
According to the Mu’tazilah and the 
RafigI and the Zindlq, the speech of God 
is created. According to the sharl'ah, 
whosoever says that the speech of God is 
created is an unbeliever - may God preserve 
us from such! God’s speech is as His Essence; 
eternal, together with the accompanying 
seven [attributes]. As for the speech of 
God conveyed by Gabriel to the Prophet 
Mugammad the Messenger of God, which is 
written in pages, it may be said to be 
created for the judgment concerning it is 
that it is already separate - from the point 
of view of expression - from the Essence.
However in reality only God knows •
This passage cannot be regarded as an assertion that the
—  212Qur’an in meaning and conceptual content is created. In
_ pi x
two places he says that the Qur’an as such is not created. ^
Furthermore Ranlrl’s authority for denouncing gamzah as an
210. This is Ranlrl1s translation and interpretation of the 
surah quoted* libyan, p*77; Appendix II, (xiv).
211. Asrar, pp.31-32.
212. Wli'a't gamzah is saying is in fact what the later 
Ash’arxs, in parti cular_al~Maturxdx and his school, 
also maintain. Cf. laftazanx, pp.61-66.
215* 2016. p.56; Asrar, p.47*
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infidel which he bases on the Quranic passage is false, for 
his translation of the text is not correct and his inter­
pretation of it very much stretched to suit his purpose.
What the text of the verse reads is actually:
Qur’anan 1 arabiyyan ghayra dhx 1 iwa.jin la1 allahum 
yattaqun.
An Arabic Qur’an without any crookedness that 
they may guard (against evil).
The whole context of the verses in this section of surah
thirty-nine denotes that the Qur’an is the guiding light,
214 _ _ _
the perfect Book. * Ranxri goes on further to say in his 
accusation that gamzah adheres to the teaching of certain 
sects of the Uahmiyyah, that:
The ninth sect of the Jahmiyyah is called 
the Zanadiqiyyah. They believe and say that 
the World is eternal and is also non-existent, 
whilst God [Who is also eternal] is not non­
existent. This is the belief^of gamzah Rangurl 
and Shamsu’l-Dln al-Sumatranl ana all their 
disciples. Such belief is infidelity, for God 
says: lGod is the Creator of every thing.1
Shahdan. All the Ahlu’l-Sunnah wa’l- 
JamSYalT*agree in saying that whosoever believes 
that the non-existent is a thing then he is an 
unbeliever. They are those who are called the 
Agbabu’ 1-Hayula, meaning those who believe that 
Ehe" Sixe4 Essences are existent beings. ^
Here we have a glaring example of Ranlrl*s distortion of
gamzah1 s concept of the relationship between God and the
Universe, or if not distortion it can only mean his ignorance
214. 39:22, 23» 27, 28. Nowhere is it said that the Qur’an 
as such is "not created".
213«Tibyan9 pp*76-77, Appendix II, (xv).
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of the true nature of gamzah’s teachings* The belief of the
Jahmiyyah to which he refers here, that the World is eternal
and is also non-existent, whilst God is eternal but existent,
is also the belief of certain Philosophers, Ibn Rushd being
PIGone of its famous advocates. But in this belief the 
assertion is that there are two eternal beings - God and the 
Universe. God is eternal, but He is without agent or cause; 
whereas the Universe, being likewise eternal, is with an agent 
and a cause. This is not what gamzah believes. Por gamzah 
there is only one eternal being. This eternal being he 
conceives now as God, now the Universe. He draws no dis­
tinction between the contingent and the necessary* To him 
these distinctions are merely mental, not real, for the 
contingent in reality is the necessary coupled with a non­
existent or subjective relation. The Universe, then is not 
created from nothing, for this would mean, in a sense, that 
it has acquired existence. But that Ranrrx should assert 
that gamzah believes the non-existent to be a thing (shay*),
(al- -and the Pixed Essences /a »yanu* 1-thabitah) to be existent 
beings in the sense the Materialists understand (i.e. as 
substantial reality) is absurd. The term shay* has nowhere 
been used by gamzah in this connection. As for the a^anu*!- 
thabitah,the terms gamzah uses to describe them convey
216. See Hastings’s Encyclopaedia of religion and ethics, 
Hew York, 1 9 5 5 , p .*253“.--- -------------
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meanings which, make it clear to us that he does not conceive
the a 1yanu*l~thabitah in the superficial sense as a kind of
indestructible stuff known to some philosophers as matter
From the philosophical point of view, the most serious charge,
worthy of further attention, in Ranlrl!s points against
gamzah is the charge of belief in the eternity of the World,
and the logical consequence of denying to God His creative
will* Only on the ground that this charge is true can Ranlrl
brand gamzah as a zindlq, for taking into consideration
Ghazzall*s points in his refutation of the Philosophers, he
would have said in this case that only the belief in the
eternity of the World should incur upon its believers the
branding of infidelity and punishment of death because of its
—  PT Rviolent opposition to Islam* In this chapter I have 
attempted to expose the true nature of Ranlrl*s criticisms 
of gamzah !s teachings and his method of attack, and I have 
stated that, on the basis of these findings, they are based 
upon prejudice crowned with ignorance of the true nature of 
gamzah *s mysticism*
In the next two chapters, I shall attempt to explain 
gamzah1s cosmology, his concepts of creation and iradah 
respectively in connection with his alleged belief in the 
eternity of the World and the denial of God!s creative will*
217* Of* below, pp. 136-144. 
218. lahafut, p*249*
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It must be pointed out that from the various quotations from 
gamzah which I have given in this chapter, ideas about 
gamzah1s concept of creation and God!s creative will can he 
formed, as some of the passages quoted touch upon this very 
problem both implicitly and explicitly* But before we go on 
to this, I would like to return to Ranlrl1s point about 
gamzah1s Materialistic pantheism*1 The fundamental issue which 
lies at the bottom of Ranlrl1s distortion or misconception 
is the question of the definition of Being* Let us examine 
what each of them has to say about this.
According to Ranlrl:
Being is essence (dhat)» or the constituent 
determinant of a thing IT*e* quiddity]* This 
essence is at times perceptible to the eyes in 
the form of the external World or Universe, 
and at times not perceptible to the eyes, 
although it is established by the intellect 
(^aql) and by religion (shara1), or through 
mystical revelation or insight (kashf) and
Ranxrx endorses his agreement with the Mutakallimun1 s 
categorization of being into two classes: Necessary Being
he does not appear to accept the Mutakallimiun*s concept in 
toto, for he goes on to give a definition of his own concept 
of being thus:
This Lessence]
220and Contingent Being, or Real Being and Non-Being* But
219* Uutj,jah, p*3; Appendix IV, (i).
220. Ibid* t p.A*
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According to the Mutakallimun, there are 
two categories of being: firstly the Being of 
God, and secondly the being of the Universe 
or World. God's Being is Necessary Being and 
is self-existent, and the being of the World 
is Possible Being; that is, it is created and 
externalized by God from not-being Cor nothing­
ness] ( 1 adam). Furthermore it is dependent 
for its' existence upon God. Thus the two 
[beings] are in reality not identical; this 
is so because the Being of God endures from 
and to all eternity and is the principle of 
creation, whereas the being of the Universe 
is even new and is created. Prom their Ci#e. 
the Mutakallimun] definition it is clear 
that being is two: the one Real Being, and 
the other Metaphorical Being^pMetaphorical 
Being belongs to Real Being.
According to our definition being is one; 
and that is the Essence of God Most Exalted.
The Universe is non-existent and is not 
qualified to be considered as a category of 
being as it is Absolute Nothingness or Pure 
Not-Being ( ' adamu* 1-mahd). Thus when the 
Universe is '* aAamuTma5d, and the Being of 
God is Absolute Being ( wutjud* 1-mahd)» whence 
this, identity of adamu * 1-mab-d and wujudu* 1- 
mahft? In truth the" Universe xs Appearance; 
depending for its existence upon the Being of 
God. It is the theatre of manifestation of 
the One Real Being - the image reflected 
in the allegorical mirror: God's Being is 
likened to the looker into the glass, the 
World is like the form reflected therein.
Thus God's Being and the Universe are neither 
the same nor different, for its identity or 
non-identity would require two entities 
existing per se. So when it is only the 
Being of Goc[ TiEat is existent, and the 
Universe is non-existent, there is then no 
possibility for comparison* That is why we say 
that the Being of God and the Universe is 
one* Even though to outward perception the 
Universe exists, existence cannot be attributed 
to it for in itself it does not possess real 
being.
221. Ibid., p*3; Appendix IV, Cii).
222. tioc. cit., Appendix IV, (iii).
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Ranlrl concludes that the §ufls * concept of being and that 
of the Mutakallimun are in reality identical .^23 means
that since he has already endorsed the Mutakallimun1 s concept, 
he is equally endorsing the §ufls1 concept which he defines 
thus:
The Sufis too based their view upon the 
rational faculties and Tradition, but they 
added to this also mystical revelation or 
insight (kashf), and direct experience (dhawq).
say wi-bh the eyes of the internal 
perception and experienced the existence of 
only One Real Being - and that is Allah - 
Who is imperceptible to the eyes in this World, 
for that which is perceptible [to the eyes] 
does not possess real being as does Allah.
God's Being is Real Being and Absolute, and 
the being of the Universe is metaphorical and 
[a thing] determined; it is the shadow of God's 
Being. Of this shadow existence oannot be 
predicated; nor can absoluteness be attributed 
to this nothingness, for if it exists, then it 
would mean that the Universe is identical 
with God; and if its nothingness were absolute 
then it would mean that the Universe is nothing 
whatsoever. Yet the Universe is perceptible; 
so it is clear that the Universe is a manifesta­
tion of the Being of the Truth Most Exalted.
The relationship between God and the Universe 
then is neither that of identity nor that of 
non-identity, for the Universe is a manifestation 
of, and belongs to God.
Having seen Ranlrl !s version of the Mutakallimun1 s and
§uf Is * concepts of being, and taking note that he endorses
both, it is most inconsistent for him, in his own concept of
being, to assert that the Universe cannot be "considered as a
category of being" on the grounds that it is "Absolute
223* Ibid., pp.6-7.
224. I'fa'i'd., p.6. Appendix IV, (iv).
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nothingness" or "Fare Hot-Being", for such a concept of 
Universe is held neither by the Nutakal1imTm nor by the 
§ufls. The mumkin^l-wujud of the NutakallimSn is not 
equivalent to the 1 adamu* 1-mahd of Ranxrx , for by this they 
mean a being which is logically possible; and for them every­
thing is logically pos&ible except the logically impossible. 
The term is regarded as synonymous with ,1a*izu*l-wu(jud 
(Contingent Being)# Ranxrx1 s meaning of the term 1 adamu91-mahd 
comes under the category of impossible being - that is a 
being that has no existence in any category of being, Ranxrx 
therefore contradicts himself when he says that the World, 
already defined by him as "Pure Hot-Being" is also the 
"theatre of manifestation of the One Real Being#" He does 
not seem to be aware of this contradiction* As for the 
§ufIs * concept of the World, Ranlrl himself says that they 
do not conceive the World to be Pure Hot-Being (* adam 
mutlaq « 1 adamu * l^mahd); it is not absolute nothingness as 
Ranxrx believes, for if its nothingness were absolute, then 
it would not exist at all for Cod to manifest Himself, 
Furthermore Ranxrx says that the being of the World is 
neither identical nor non-identical with that of God* This 
implies that the World somehow exists and is not entirely 
Pure Hot-Being, for if it does not exist (being Pure Hot- 
Being) then even the allusion to its being neither identical 
nor non-identical with God is inapplicable* Thus in spite of
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his emphasis on absolute negation of comparison between God 
and the World, Ranlri in fact makes the comparison.
In the case of §amzah the question of comparison 
does not arise for he draws no distinction between the con­
tingent and the necessary* Ranlri, on the other hand, makes 
a real distinction between God's Being and that of the World, 
whereas for gamzah the distinction which Ranlri considers 
real is merely mental: the being of the World is imaginary 
(wahml); it is in reality God's Being plus a non-existent 
subjective relation* In this sense gamzah's is a truer 
interpretation of the. §ufl concept of the World* Thus he 
says:
Ihe Essence of God and His Being is one;
His Being and the being of the Universe is one 5 
the being of the Universe and the Universe is 
one; the like of which is, as it were, its [i.e. 
the sun's] light; different only in name but 
not in truth. To external perception it is one; 
to the eye of the internal perception it is 
also one* So is the being of the Universe in 
relation to God's Being - it is one; for the 
Universe considered independently does not 
exist* Although outwardly it exists it is 
[nothing] but Appearance and not Reality; like 
the image [reflected] in the mirror, though pre­
possessing form, does not possess real being* ^
A comparison of gamzah's definition of being with that of
Ranlri reveals that there is no real distinction between the
real content of what they conceive as being* Differences
between what they say are those of expression* gumzah as a
§ufi begins his definition or conceives being from the point
225* Asrar, pp*R5,",26#
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of view of the Absolute, whereas Ranlri, whom I consider not 
as a JEiufl hut as a representative of religious officialdom, 
begins his definition from the relative point of view* The 
conclusion arrived at by both is identical: that there is 
only One Real Being* However, Ranlri seems to have interpreted 
gamzah’s conception of the relationship between God and the 
Universe as one which resembles that of the heretical 
Wujudiyyah which he explains thus:
According to the heretical Wujudiyyah, 
being is one; and that is the Being of God*
This Unique Being of God does not exist by 
Itself by which It can be distinguished save 
in relation to the creatures * Hence the 
creatures are God’s Being and the Being of 
God is the being of the creatures. The 
World is then God, and God is the World*
In this way they affirm that the Being of 
God Who is Unique is completely immanent in 
the being of all the creatures^ and they say 
that nothing exists but God*
But what gamzah means when he says that "the Essence of God 
and His Being is one* His Being and the being of the Universe 
is one, etc*" is not that there are two entities existing 
per se identified as one as Ranlri believes* In gamzah’s 
definition, apart from God’s Being which is also that of His 
Essence, all other similar terms such as the ’being1 of the 
Universe, and so forth, are to be taken in the metaphorical 
sense* Hamzah himself gives us his explanation on this point:
According to the ’Ulama’ of the Prescribed 
Law, the judgment concerning the Essence of God 
and His Being is that they are two; [similarly],
226. Uujjah, pp*9-10; Appendix IV, (v).
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the being of Knowledge and Khower are two; 
the being of the Universe and the Universe are 
two; the being of the Universe is different 
from the Being of God* The Essence of God 
and His Being is like the sun and its light; 
although they are one to external and 
internal perception, the judgment is that 
they are two; the sun is different from its 
light#
As to the Universe, the reason why it is 
said that its being is different [from that 
of God], is because the Universe is like the 
moon deriving its light from the sun# This 
is the reason why the 'Ulama' say: "The 
being of the Universe is different from the 
Being of God* Godfs Being and His Essence 
are different *1
The People of the Path say; "If this is the 
case, then God can be referred to as being 
’outside* or *in* [the Universe]; or tnear! the 
Universe or ’far* from it*" To us, the 
Essence of God and His Being is one; His pp, 
Being and the being of the Universe is one ...
In reality the 'Ulama* and the People of 
the Path are in complete agreement with respect 
to the Essence# Although the Essence can be 
expressed in words, in reality expression 
falls short of the truth, for It is not 
'above*, It is not 'below1, It is not 'before1, 
It is not 'after1, It is not to 'the right',
It is not to 'the left', It is not 'far1, It 
is not 'separate1, It is not 'joining1; [It 
is] without 'how* or 'what'; without 'whither' 
[i#e* being at a place], without 'where* [i*e# 
being to a place], without 'now', without a 
'twinkling of an eye1, without 'instant1, 
without 'time'; It does not 'become', nor 
is It 'beaoming'; It is not a 'place* nor 
has It a 'place', as the Messenger of God 
says: "There 'was* only God, no thing ['was'] 
with Him#" Shaykh Junayd al-Baghdadl (God's 
mercy be upon him!) says: "He is now as He 
was then#" God says: 'Glory be to God! Who 
cannot be described*; and God says further: 
'There is no thing like unto Him' [the 
Interpretation of] which means: not one single 
thing which we discuss with our hearts and
227. See above, p*100*
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with our knowledge attains to knowledge of 
Him. Our knowledge is not [of] the Essence;
[it is of] the Existence of the Essence and 
Its Modes. This is why the People of the Patho 
say: ”The Essence and Its Existence is one, 
hut in reality none may reach the Essence. Let 
alone the general masses [of the Faithful], 
even the Saints, Prophets, and Archangels may 
not reach It.
The cardinal point ahout the distinction between the 
heretical and the true Wujudiyyah is, as Ranlri rightly 
explains, that with the former, though they too assert that 
there is only one being which is the Being of God, "this 
Absolute Being of God does not exist by Itself by which It 
can be distinguished save in relation to the creatures.” What 
5 am z ah says in the passage quoted is self-evident in denounc­
ing such a belief. ]Jamzah clearly says that God is Belf- 
subsistent; that He is logically prior to all other beings, 
which means that His existence is not determined by His 
relation to the creatures.
Another important point in connection with this 
problem is the identification of essence and existence as 
one and the same thing. Ranlri says;
It Is clear that_according to the 
definition of the §ufis, existence and real 
essence are, in point of meaning, one and
228. Gf._Ibnu?l-tArabI in fAffifi, pp.1-9*
229• Ssrar, pp.25-27* This passage conveys a striking
resemblance with one found in the opening pages of the 
Kitab * 1-A(iwibah of ’Abdu’Llah al-Balyanx, a younger 
contemporary of ibnu’l-jArabl* This work is also_known 
under the titles of Risalatu* l-Afcadiyyah and Kitabu* 1- 
Alif, and in some manuscripts~Ts ascribed to ithu*l- 
TSrabio An English translation of the work is given 
by H. Weir in the Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society, 
London, 1901.
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the same; and that is the Essence of God*
The meaning of the §ufls' definition of the 
real essence [of a thing] is that: fEssence 
is what makes a thing what it is1 - that is 
- the thing from which a thing ’becomes; and 
this 'thing1 [or essence] is reality* As for 
example, the reality [or essence] cf the pot 
is the wheel, 0 and the reality [or essence] 
of the boat is its maker* According to the 
definition of the Logicians: 'Essence is what 
makes a thing what it is as rationality is 
to man* - that is - the essence of man is 
his rationality* It is evident that the 
meaning of the Logicians' definition [of 
the term essence] is quiddity* The differences 
between the_endeavours of the Mutakallimun 
and the §ufls in their affirmation of God's 
Being and that of the Universe, are differ­
ences in expression, not in meaning; as 
people say 'fifteen' and 'twenty minus five'.
Ihe meaning is identical though the expression 
is not. “
All that Ranlri says here is confused and his conclusion is
false. In the first instance Ranlri makes an effort to
reconcile the Mutakallimun1 s definition of essence with that
of the §ufls by incorporating both, the premises of the
former and the conclusion of the latter, into an amalgam.
Ihe Mutakallimun would in fact define essence thus:
The real essence (al-haqlqatu) of a thing and 
its quiddity (al-m^T^ai;u)' are that which 
constitutes the Identify of a thing (ma 
bihi ’ 1-shai *u huwa huwa), as is exemplified 
by^tKe application oiTljhe term "rational 
(natiq) animal* to man in contrast to the
application of the terms "laughing animal"
and "writing animal"; in which case it is 
possible to conceive of man as not being 
described by the terms "laughing" and "writing", 
inasmuch as they [laughing and writing] are
230* I would have thought, in order to be consistent, that 
the reality of the pot should be the Potter, not the 
wheelJ
^31* Uujjah, pp06-7; Appendix IV, (vi).
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accidents. And it may be said further that 
that which constitutes the identity of a 
thing is, with respect to its being individ­
ualized, it is a certain particular thing 
(huwiyyah), but without re^p^ct to either 
of these it is a quiddity. ^
From this it is clear that according to the Mutakallimun *s
point of view the real essence of the pot is not the potter,
nor that of the boat the maker; but that the real essence of
the pot is the clay which is ultimately reducible to
particles which cannot be further divided, and the real
essence of the boat is the combination of wood and iron and
so fbrth, all of which is also ultimately reducible to their
respective atoms. The Mutakallimun - the later Ashlarls -
conceive the Universe to be a series of accidents created by
God, but their theory of the Uni1verse itself is atomistic,
as the following passage shows:
According to the Ash'arite school of 
thinkers, the, the_world is compounded of 
what they call tjawahir - infinitely small 
parts or atoms which ^cannot be further 
divided. Since the creative activity of 
God is ceaseless the number of the atoms 
cannot be finite* Fresh atoms are coming
252. Bee A commentary on the Greed of Islam, by Sa1 du? 1-Dxn
al-Taftazanl on the Creed of Najmu’1-Din al-Nasafl, 
translated with introduction and notes, by E.E.JElder, 
New York, 1950? P*U* Hereafter cited as TaftaganJ. It 
is interesting to note that Ranlri has translated this 
work into Malay_under the title of Durrat al-Fara*id 
bi Bharh af~!Aqa*id* Of.Winstedt, R.0., X/lListory of 
classical halay literature, J.M.B.R.A.B'77 vol.31,
W *  37'"June' '195^ ? P.T2CT;.
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intro "being every moment, and the universe 
is therefore constantly growing* As the 
Qur’an says: "God adds to His creation 
what He wills*" The essence of the atom is 
independent of its existence* This means 
that existence is a quality imposed upon 
the atom by God* Before receiving this 
quality the atom lies dormant, as it were, 
in the creative energy of God, and its 
existence means nothing more than Divine 
energy become visible. The atom in its 
essence therefore has no magnitude; it has 
its position which does not involve space*
It is by their aggregation that atoms* 
become extended and generate space. ^
It is clear here that the Mutakallimun assert that the atom
in its essential nature is independent of its existence,
although it will remain as such only as long as the accidents
occur* If God ceases to create the accidents, the atoms will
cease to exist as such* From this two propositions arise:
firstly, as a result of the accidents which are perpetually
changed and renewed, nothing has a stable nature; secondly,
atoms exist independently in order that the accidents may
act upon them. The §ufls wholeheartedly accepted the first
proposition, but they violently disagreed, on the other hand,
with the Mutakallimun!s assertion that numerous substances -
atoms - exist independently upon which the accidents depend*
The Mutakallimun have defined an accident as a being which
is not independent and self-existent, but depends for its
existence on other accidents, or on essence or substance. The
253* Iqbal, M., Six lectures on the reconstruction of
religious thought In isTam~,^fjahore,^T^ .also
Taftazanx, p.xxv.
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§uf I s, however, helieve that the Mutakallimun1s theory of 
accidents is contradictory, for while asserting that 
accidents depend upon the atoms in order to occur, they have 
failed, according to the §ufxs, to see that the atoms, which 
they have put into the category of essence, will cease to 
exist if the accidents cease to exist. Thus both are in 
reality interdependent, and since the atoms themselves are 
continuously prevailed upon by the accidents, it can be said 
that there never was a time when the atoms are free of 
accidents, From the point of view of the §ufxs, nothing 
exists per se, other than the One Real Being, underlying all 
existence* According to Jamx, the accidents do not pertain to 
the atoms, but to a "single substance" - the Reality upon 
which depends all existence and which is the cause of all 
existence:
They Ci*e* the Mutakallimun] have not 
grasped the^fact that the universe, together 
with all its parts, is nothing but a number 
of accidents, ever changing and being renewed 
at every breath, and linked together in a 
single substance, and at each instant dis­
appearing and being replaced by a similar 
set. In consequence of this rapid succession, 
the spectator is deceived into the belief 
that the universe is a permanent existence.
The Ash*arls themselves declare this when 
expounding the succession of accidents in 
their substances as involving continuous 
substitution of accidents, in such wise that 
the substances are never left wholly void 
of accidents similar to those which have 
preceded them* ^
254** hawa»ih, p«30; of. ibnu’l-fArabI in Studies, p,15A*
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The ’’single substance” Jam! speaks of is God Who reveals 
Himself, but never during two consecutive moments, in the 
myriad forms of the various grades of being making them 
manifest to the senses* The Truth (al-gaqq)a or God, is not 
to be identified with these variegated forms of phenomena 
that make up the universe of change* It is that all- 
pervasive, all-persistent essence of these myriad grades of 
being. Here then we come to the §ufls* definition of essence. 
Jam! says:
When one defines man as a ”rational 
animal” 5 and animal as a ”growing and sentient 
body, possessed of the faculty of voluntary 
movement”; and body as ”a substance possessing 
three dimensions”; and substance as an ’’entity 
which exists ner se and is not inherent in any 
other subject”*™a5S entity as ”an essence 
possessed of reality and necessary being” - 
all the terms used in this definition come 
under the category of ’’accidents”, except 
this vague essence which is discerned behind 
these terms. For ’’rational” signifies an 
essence endued with reason; ’that which is 
growing” signifies an essence endued with 
the faculty of growth; and so on. ^
JamI goes on to affirm that this vague essence is in fact
the Truth, the Very Being - God*
To return to Ranlri, it should be clear by now that
his assertion that the differences of the Nutakallimua and
that of the §ufls in their affirmation of God*s Being and
that of the Universe are merely those in expression and not
in meaning, is false for there is a real difference in what
235o Lawa*ifr, p.33«
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they mean and conceive; and this real difference has its 
roots in their conception of the nature of the real essence 
of things* But Ranlri ignores - or does he not see? - this 
real distinction between the Mutakallimun' s and §u£lsf point 
of view, for in spite of this he says:
All the §ufls and the MutakallimJti are in 
concerted agreement in asserting that: "The 
world together with all its parts is nothing 
but a series of accidents; and that of which 
they are accidents is God*'1 The meaning of 
'accident1 in their terminology is: "An 
accident [is a thing that] does not endure 
two instants of time*"  ^ The meaning of 
'that upon which the accidents depend' is 
God's Being, Eternal, Beginningless* He is 
the self-subsistent One, and He is the One 
Who gives subsistence to others. Hence the 
World is not fit to be categorized as 'being* - 
it is called 'darkness', 'not-being', 'false', 
'imagination' and 'mirage1; it is nothing but 
a shadow.
When that the World is such - that is 
its existence cannot be categorized as 'being' 
even though it is perceptible - it cannot then 
be an other existent apart from God the Exalted* 
This is the reason why they say that God and the 
Universe is ong-«Ihey do not intend it to mean 
that the World and God are one being and 
identical* This is why they say that God and 
the Universe are neither the same nor different, 
for their identity and non-identity would 
require two entities existingpOgr se. It [i*£, 
the Universe] belongs to God* ^ “
236. Ranlri's note: The accidents change, come in succession,
and disappear* Others like them come and 
replace them at each breath and instant,
Cf* Lawa'ih, p.30*
237* Raniri's note: The reason why the World is not-being
[or not-thing] is because it never becomes 
a real thing at each breath of its 
appearance, but it is a thing insofar 
only as God creates it.
236* Burin ah, pp. 21-22. Appendix IV, (vii).
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From all this ( I )  one cannot help hut come to the 
conclusion that Ranlri is in fact saying the same thing as 
what gamzah has more clearly said* It has revealed to us a 
Ranlri who is in that difficult situation of wanting to he 
hoth a Mutakallim and a §ufl at the same time, and who, 
deceiving himself into the belief that he has. reconciled 
the two, actually pays his respects to and shows due 
reverence for the latter*
Ill
CHARIER III 
gAMZAH’S MEIAEHYSICS ARP TEACHINGS
Since the attack directed against him by Ranlri, 
JJamzah has heen regarded as a false gufx - in fact a 
heretic* (zindxq). But was he what Ranlri would have us 
believe of him? In the preceding chapter, I have attempted 
to demonstrate that Ranlri’s accusations of ’heresy1 against 
gamzah were really not founded upon learned and critical 
analyses of his works; that Ranlri did not represent his 
thoughts and teachings faithfully and truly at all* I have 
also pointed out that the most serious charge that merits 
attention is ultimately focused upon gamzah’s alleged belief 
in the eternity of the world - together with the logical 
consequence of that belief, namely; the question as to 
whether God is the Agent (Ea’il) and Maker (gani1) of the 
world in the sense al-Ghazzall means or the world comes 
into being by virtue of necessity, which would negate the 
idea that God is its Agent and Maker* Another important 
charge closely connected with the one mentioned is that of 
’pantheism1 - a charge to which gufism itself has been
239* See lahafut, chapters I and_II* Bee also corresponding 
chapters "in ibn Rushd’s Tahafut al-Tahafut, translated 
and annotated by S. van den Be'rghl (Averroes ’ lahafut 
al-Tahafut or The Incoherence of the Incoherence, in
2 vois'# London, 195^ -) • T b n fiusb.d*s work (voi.l) hereafter 
cited as lahafut al-lahafut; van den Bergh’s notes 
(vol.II) Hereafter cited as Rotes,
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2 4 0subjected by Western orientalists, # In this chapter I 
propose to give a detailed summary of the salient features 
of gamzah's mysticism - his metaphysics and teachings ~ 
which have a bearing upon the relevant points in question, 
in this case, the relationship between God and the Universe 
or World*
(a) Aspects of Oneness
241According to gamzah when the Throne ( 1 Arsh),
Heaven and Hell, and the entire Universe together with all 
its parts were yet dormant, concealed in non-existence, the 
Essence (Dhat) dwelt in solitude without Names and Attributes, 
signless. This Essence is called Huwa (He), and this is Its 
highest Name.2^  The Name Allah is the all-embracing Name,^^ 
for Allah is the Name in which all Divine Names and Attributes 
are comprised in the same manner as Muhammad is the name of
240, All Western scholars who in some way or other studied
famzah's mysticism have never failed to label it panthe- stic.
241, Of, Ibnu’l-1 Arabl's concepts of !Arsh in JAfflfl,
PP#63* 66, 82, See also above, 257 _
242* Huwa as such corresponds to Jill's aJ-'Ama*; see
Studies, pp*83, 9A-95* For an interpretatuon of al~lAma?, 
see lhld,» p*95> note, 1.
243. gamzaE~says that tEe“"Name Allah is "a step 'lower in 
grade1 than Huwa" (Asrar, p,22), but it is important to 
note that he does not mean by this any humiliation 
applied to Allah, since Allah includes the Essence* What 
gamzah means is^  that HuwaTTs^the secret of Allah; the 
inward aspect of Allatu See Jill's explanation of this. 
Insanu* 1-Kamil, IV p,97. Furthermore gamzah says that 
Huwa is not an Essential Name (ism dhatiyyah), but 
applied only_symbolically as the Essence Cism isharah)• 
Bee also Asrar, p,48.
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a person comprising his other names by which he may be called; 
if he possesses knowledge, he is called knower; if he writes, 
he is called writer; if he trades, he is called trader - and 
so on and so on* Thus Allah, Glorious and Exalted, in virtue 
pf His creating is called Creator (Khaliq.); of His providing
— -V 241\His creatures is called Provider (Raziq) - and so forth*
How when He exists by Himself as Essence, He is 
Necessary Being (wajibu* 1-wujud), for He is Self-Existent 
and is the Cause of all existence* 'Cause* here should not 
be understood in the Philosophers1 sense of the term, rather 
in al-Ghazzalx's sense of the term - as a cause in the special
P/lc;
sense - that is, that brought about by a willing Agent. ^ It
is emphasized that He is Necessary Being because He gives
— 246existence (memberi wujud) to the creatures. Prom gamzah1 s
point of view, the Doctors of Theology (*Ulama*) teach that
God's Being (Existence) and His Essence are two different
entities, just as - according to gamzah - they also assert
that Knowledge and Knower are not identical. Similarly the
Doctors of Theology maintain that the Being of God and the
being of the Universe are not one and the same. They
demonstrate their assertion by employing the metaphor of the
sun and its light which, though to internal and external
244. Asrar, pp.22-23. CJf* Jill in Studies, pp*94ff*
245* Consult Chapter IV.
246. Asrar, pp*25, 51-53*
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perception are one and the same thing, nevertheless remain
two different things in reality, gamzah argues that if this
were so, then it could he said of God that He is ’situated1
in a spatio-temporal system with respect to the Universe -
which is absurd* For gamzah the ’relationship1 between God
and the Universe is merely metaphorical* Since God alone is
the only Reality, how can there be a relationship?^^ But
God is not identical with the Universe, We predicate of Him
transcendence (tanzlh) and immanence (tashblh) in respect
of the predispositions (shu*un) we attribute to His Being.
The Universe is a reflection of the predispositions of His
Being - it is the effects (athar) of His creative activity
(shu*un)♦ Hence it is said that:
That which we perceive, whether outwardly 
or inwardly, all disappear - they are as 
waves* The ocean is not ’separate’ from its 
waves, and the waves are not 'separate1 
from the ocean. In like manner God, Glorious 
and Most Exalted is not 'separate1 from the 
World. But He is neither 'in' the world nor 
'outside' it; neither 'above1 nor 'below' 
it; neither to the 'right' nor to the 'left' 
of it; neither in 'front' of nor 'behind' it; ^ q 
neither 'separate* from nor 'joined* to it ...
gamzah maintains that the endeavours of the Doctors of
Theology to expound the relationship between God and the
Universe in the metaphorical terms they adopt, is fraught
with imperfections and may lead to absurd conclusions, for
24-7. Ibid., pp.25-26. 
24-8. TExuL, p.55.
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analogy cannot reach the Pure Essence. He emphasizes that
the views of the Doctors of Theology with regard to this
problem and those of the People of the Path (Ahlu* 1-Suluk),
24-9to which he subscribes, are in fact identical. J In Itself 
the Essence is transcendent:
The Essence, although It can be conceived 
in terms of symbolical expression is, in Its 
innermost nature, beyond knowledge, for It 
cannot be conceived* Although It is One, 
there is no oneness [to Its Oneness]; and 
although It is Single, there is no singleness 
[to Its Singleness]* We predicate of It 
attributes, essence andpnames merely as 
symbolical expressions * ^
What gamzah means to say is not different from what Ibnu'l-
1 Arab I means when he says:
Sublimity (1 uluww)^1 belongs to God 
alone* The essences (a'yan) of things are in 
themselves non-existent, deriving what 
existence they possess from God, Who is the 
real substance (1ayn) of all that exists.
Plurality consists of relations (nisab), 
which are non-existent things. There is 
really nothing except the Essence, and this 
is sublime (trainscendent) for itself, not in 
relation anything, but we predicate of the 
One Substance a relative sublimity (trains cen- 
dence) in respect of the modes of being 
attributed to^it: hengeowe say *^0(^  thuwa) 
and is not (la huwa). ^
Following Ibnu'l-'Arabl and Jill's more systematic scheme
24-9* Loc* cit*
250* Ibid*, "pp.48-49; also pp * 26-27*
251* Note" the identity in Ibnu'l-'Arabi's Vuluww and
gamzahTs 'aliyy which the latter used as beading for 
the passage just quoted (Asrar, p.4-8).
252. Studies, p.152.
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of the process of "self-diremption"^^ ascribed to the 
Absolute, IJamzah says:
Know that the Innermost Essence of the 
Truth, Glorious and Exalted is called_by the 
People of the Path * indeterminacy * (la ta’ayyun). 
It Is called indeterminacy because our 
intelligence and skill in verbal exposition, 
knowledge (rilm) and gnosis (ma1rifah), are 
unable to reacE It, Let alone~ u r laibwledge 
and gnosis, even the Prophets and the Saints 
are struck with awe of It, Hence the Prophet 
(God bless him and give him peace I) says:
"Glory be to Theel we cannot really know Thee,"
And the Prophet (God bless him and give him 
peacei) says further: "Contemplate upon God’s 
creation, and not upon His Essence." This is 
why the People of the Path call this [Essence] 
indeterminate, meaning; non-manifest*
The first [stage of] determinacy is four­
fold :_Knowle dge ( 1 ilm), Being (wun’ud), Sight 
(shuhud) and Light Tnur). All these four are 
called" the ’first determination1 (ta1 ayyun 
awwal), for by virtue of Knowledge, the Knower 
and' the Known become manifest; by virtue of 
Being, That which causes to be and That which 
becomes are manifest; by virtue of Sight, the 
Seer and the Seen become manifest; by virtue 
of Light, the Illuminator and the Illuminated 
become manifest. All these - the Knower and 
the Known, the Pirst and the Last, the 
Outwardly Manifest and the Inwardly Hidden - 
acquire their dn [the stage of] the first
determination, ^
The Known is called by the People of the 
Path the Eixed Essences (al-a’yanu11-thabitah). 
Some^call it the Reality of" things (al-haqiqatu»1~ 
ashya?), some call it the Cognitive Forms 
Tal-guwaru*1-1ilmiyyah), and others call it 
ttie Relational 5pIrTt "(rub. idafl), All these 
are the ’second determination1 (ta1 ayyun-thanl)»
255* Term used by Iqbal, See Ibqal, M,, The development of 
metaphysics in Persia, London, 1908, ppYl"$b-ly4, 
Hereafter^ci^ed as Iqbal,
254. Of. Lawa’ih, Flash XVI.
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The human spirit (rub insani), the animal
spirit (rub bayawanl) and the vegetal. spirit
(rub nabatI) are the 'third determination’
(ta'ayyun thalith)•
The 'fourth* and * fifth* determinations 
(ta* ayyun rabi* and ta'ayyun Miamis) are 
determinations^ ad inTInitum encompassing the 
realm of physical things^ In its entirety, 
comprising the whole universe and all created 
things [therein]•
Determinations never cease to occur and 
are without limit; hut Knowledge, Being, Sight 
and Light are never separate from them all, 
for without these four the Possessor of these 
determinations would find self-determination 
impossible* This is why the People of the Path 
say that the being of the entire Universe is 
the Being of God* The world *s being, though 
perceived as existing, nevertheless does not 
possess existence for it derives its existence 
from the Determinate Being (wujud muta1 ayyin) *
Our lack of awareness makes us believe that 
the world has being*
The first determination may be called 
both Transcendent One (ahad) or Immanent One 
(wa^id)* When we regard tKe Essence by 
rEseTT It is called abad, but when we regard 
the Essence together wiTEh all^Its Attributes 
and Names then It is called wahid, for al^ ad 
is wahid [insofar as It] suslJaing the Unxverse 
from its beginning to its end* ^
Employing poetic imagery, $amzah compares the Pure Essence,
dwelling signless without Names or Attributes, to the
motionless Ocean of Indeterminacy* The noonday brightness
of human intellect is unable to venture into or fathom
255* Sharab, pp*1^-16* Bor this last paragraph, cf*
ai-Eag'ig al-Yusufiyyah in Ibnu’1-*Arabi * s Eugugu* 1-
gikam, edited by Abu’l-*Ala ’Aflfx, 2 vols* in one,
Cairo, 194-6, p*105* Hereafter cited as Eususu* 1-gikam*
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this Ocean - It is even beyond gnosis. The Pure Essence is 
said to determinate Itself by descents (tanazzulat) which 
It accomplishes in six stages (martabat); journeying from 
and returning to Itself completing a full cycle. The first 
stage of descent, which corresponds to the first determina­
tion, is whereby the Pure Essence becomes individualized, 
as it were, in the fourfold determinacy which comprises 
Knowledge, Being, Sight and Light. This individualization 
is the outward aspect of the Pure Essence and it occurs in 
the plane of abstract oneness (afradiyyah). When the Pure 
Essence or Absolute Being, Who by virtue of Knowledge 
becomes the Knower, gazes upon His own Perfection, the Ocean 
(by way of analogy) heaves and waves appear and begin to 
surge and churn* The waves are not separate from the Ocean 
in much the same manner as the phenomenon i& not separate 
from the noumenon. These waves are the Fixed Essences which 
are contained in the Divine Essence where there is no 
distinction* This stage of the Knower, when God looks upon 
Himself, is the stage of the Fixed Essences and it is the 
second descent (determination) occuring in the plane of 
unity in plurality (wahidiyyah)« The third descent (deter­
mination) is whereby the Fixed Essences are imbued with the 
Relational Spirit. The Relational Spirit, which has already 
been identified with the Fixed Essences, the Reality of 
Things and the Cognitive F o r m s , i s  also sometimes
256. See above, p. 116.
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identified with the Light of Muhammad (nur Kufrainmad), the 
Universal Intellect (al~1aql-al-kalli), the Highest Pen 
(al-qalam al-a'la) or the Guarded Tablet (al-lawh al- 
mafcfuz) .^7 At this stage the Relational Spirit Emerges*, 
as it were, from the Divine Essence - the waves of the 
Ocean subside and evaporate. Here occur particularizations 
into human, animal and vegetal spirits; and the vapours that 
gather in the sky forming clouds are allusions to the Pure 
Potentialities (jsti'dad agli) in the Fixed Essences 
(Relational Spirit) at the point of bursting forth into 
actuality. The fourth and fifth stages of descents (deter­
minations) are the materialization of spirits into the World 
2S8of Matter. ^ These descents, in which stages the Relational 
Spirit (Light of Muhammad) and the Fixed Essences actualize 
their Potentialities through the Divine Command: •Bel1, are 
symbolized in the analogy of the clouds bursting forth into 
rain; and the reaction to the Divine Command by the Rela­
tional Spirit, Fixed Essences and their Potentialities is 
symbolized by the analogy of rain falling upon the earth 
where the drops become water flowing in rivers. It is only 
•then1 - i.e. 'after1 the Divine Command - that the Relational
257* Asrar p.4-1.
258* (THeJreferenee here is to what some §ufxs, particularly 
Jill, call Hayula. Jill explained what hayula is in 
the 57th chapter of his Insanu*1-Kami1,1 or wHich 
Hicholson has partly translated. See Studies, pp.91-92: 
also 99? 106, 123.
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Spirit (Light of Muhammad) 'separates’ from the Divine 
Essence; the Creator becomes distinguished from the creatures 
who now receive the name "creation”. In the same manner as 
the souls become reintegrated in the Spirit, so the rivers 
flow back into the Absolute Ocean which never shrinks or
259grows vaster, though its waves are ever ebbing and flowing# 
Thus the cycle is complete*
The following is my outline of gamzah’s schema of ontological 
descent:
A* The Absolute, the^Innermost or Unique 
Essence (Kuhhi Dhat, Dhat Semata) *
a) Inward aspect: Huwa, the Name alluding 
to the Essence without Attributes.
b) Outward aspect: Allah*/-the sum of all 
Names and AttributesT
B. Absolute Oneness (Ahadiyyat Mutlag)*
a) Inward aspect: Transcendent One^(afyad)
b) Outward aspect: Immanent One (wab.TdT"
[ wab-i diyy ah ]
First descent and fourfold 
determinacy: Knowledge, Being,
Bight, Light. Individualization 
of creatures in the Divine 
Knowledge in a transcendental 
manner without any differentiation.
The Fixed Essences, the Relational 
Spirits, the Reality of Muhammad.
0. Unity in Plurality (wahidiyyah)
a) The Fixed Essencesalso called the 
Relational Spirit, the Reality of 
Things, the Oognitive Forms.
Second descent corresponding to second
259. Op- Eawa’ih, p.51.
260. Asrar, pp.57-58; Sharab, pp.15-17.
261. Hamzah's Allah here must be regarded as identical with 
Jxli's# See Studies, pp.97-98.
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determination and the station of the 
Throne where the creatures synthetically 
and virtually exist.
b) The Fixed Essences (Relational Spirit, 
also called the Light of Muhammad, the 
Highest Pen, the Guarded Tablet).
Third descent (determination) correspond­
ing to the station of the Footstool 
where the creatures are manifested 
analytically asjpotential existents*
(al-a1yanu91-hhari j iyyah)
c) The Highest Peri 'imprints the creatures1 
forms of existence on the Guarded 
Tablet. The Divine Command: fBei!
Creator and creatures become distinguished. 
The Light of Mugammad separates from the 
Divine Essence. Fourth descent 
(determination).
d) Materialization of spirits into the 
World of Matter. Fifth descent 
(determination)•
It appears to me doubtful whether one can say with
definite certainty that gamzah's system is identical with
the Neo-Platonic system of emanations, for there seems to
be some distinction between emanationism and this doctrine
of ontological devolution peculiar to the gufis. Even the
interpreters of Plotinus are vague about the meaning of
Emanation* in Plotinus, and their interpretations are at
variance with one another. In my opinion, it is therefore
merely a conjecture to equate the gufl ta1 ayyun, tanazzul
and taraqql with the Plotinian triad; mone» proodos and 
— 262epistrophe, for in the system of emanations propounded by
262. As Kraemer had done (op.cit», po?^ note 2) . The
terminologies referring tcT the Plotinian triad apparent* 
ly belong to Proclus.
See Zeller, E., Outlines of the history of Greek 
philosophy, London,1950? P • 508 * Hereafter cited as 
Zelleri
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Plotinus and the Neo-Platonists, the emanations emanate in
progressive deterioration* They become worse and worse, so
to speak, as they emanate away from the Source* Further God,
the Source, remains transcendent, as it were, and not present
in the emanations that go down in a descending order; the
higher creating the lower, and the lower reflecting the
26-5being and perfection of the higher.  ^If God were not 
present in the emanations, the latter would then have 
acquired independent existence* The §ufi interpretation of 
the doctrine subscribed to here by gamzah is that the 
Emanations1 do not progressively deteriorate as they 
Emanate1 away from the Source, for God Himself ‘descends1 
with ’them* in a series of descents; and He does so in such 
a manner that we can ascribe to Him neither transcendence 
nor immanence with respect to His Emanations1* In fact 
there are no emanations in gamzahE system, but only 
manifestations (ta.jalliyat)* The ‘descent1 of the Absolute 
is nothing but the various ways in which He manifests
Himself to us in the course of our knowledge of Him, not in
264terms of emanations. Another important distinction which 
seems, to exist between the Plotinian doctrine of emanation
263. See Inge, V.H., The philosophy of Plotinus, London,
1923, 2 vols,, vol. 1, PP« 122-199> especially pp.194- 
199* Hereafter cited as Inge*
264. 1Affxfi, p .61.
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and the §ufl doctrine of manifestation subscribed to here 
by gamzah is that in the doctrine of emanation creation is 
conceived of as a necessity: excluding any voluntary action 
on the part of the Creator, It would follow then that God 
is merely the cause of existence inasmuch as the word
265cause is understood in the Philosophers1 sense of the term*^ 
The Universe is eternal, in the sense that it had no 
temporal beginning and will have no temporal ending. Accord­
ing to #amzah, taking his queue from the §ufls, creation
266presupposes voluntary action on the part of the Creator,
The Universe as such cannot be said to exist eternally with 
God, for it has no existence - it is, to use JamrPs terms,
11A series of accidents, and God!s dynamic activity 
annihilates it after duplicating it and creates another
pro
anew* ]Jamzah agrees with the Doctors of Theology that
the World as such is a thing created and not eternal* This
he says clearly:
Actually the Doctors of Theology and the 
People of the Path agree that the World is 
created; the judgement being that it is
263* The concept of the Divine Will is vague in Plotinus
(see Inge, I, pp.143-145; II, 112-115* There seems to 
be no equivalent in Plotinus of the gufl concept of 
the Creative Will (iradah) and the Creative Word (kun)*
266* Bee3el°w » chapter ITT.
267* l>awa*ih, pp* 30 foil*
268. Asrar, pp. 98, 102.
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something new (hadith), ^ for it comes into
existence (muzahir) by virtue of the Divine 
Gommand: 'Be I * V It mustpj&gt be said that 
[the World] is eternal* '
(b) The world of created things*
When JJamzah says that God!s Being and the Being of
the Universe are one and the same,^^ he means by fbeing!
what all §ufls mean according to their doctrine of Oneness
of Being (wahdatu11 -imtjud) » Aw^adu51-Din Kirmanx, a §ufl
of the thirteenth century, puts this doctrine in a nutshell
when he says:
Absolute Being only wise men call 
Being, and nought save God exists at all*
That which existent but through God became 
Is NOT in truth, but only IB in name. '
’Name* in §ufl terminology may refer either to something
existent or non-existent; in the former case it refers to
the Essence, that is, Pure Being (God) and also to Being
joined* to not-being (the world of created things); in the
latter case it refers to a non-existent entity like Jllx!s
fabulous bird called TAnqa*^^ The Universe per se is a
non-existent entity, and ’name* mentioned in Awl^adu’ 1-Din1 s
269* temporal, events.
270. Asrar, p*35*
271. TbldT, p.25.
272. 5f.TLiterary history of Persia, III, p*141.
273. Cf. Insanu*1-Kamil I, p.21; see also Studies, pp.83,93. 
SXso' mentioned InT5amzah, 2016, p.56;* SlaabTs tari,p »69.
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■verse refers to the Universe as such. The §ufx conception of
the Universe tallied to a certain extent with that of the
Idealists in that the Fixed Essences (al~a1 yanu’ l~thabitah) ,
insofar as they are viewed as reflected in the Universal
Intellect (al-1aqlu1l-kulll), are ideas or archetypes which
Plato compares to real objects, in his parable of the cave,
274-of which only the shadows of the Images are perceived. 1 
The §ufxs also hold the same view as the Ash'arl Mutakallimun, 
whose conception of the Universe is atomistic, but they 
reject the liutakallimun assertion that the atom, in its 
essential nature, Is independent of its existence and there-
QO C
fore does not come under the category of accidents. The
Universe, then, can be viewed under two aspects: as an empty
name when it is considered per se, but when considered as
not-being ‘joined1 to Being, it is no mere delusion having
no objective reality underlying it; it is then the Truth
(al-gaqq), in the aspect of God as Creator, Who ‘clothes'
Himself, so to speak, with the myriad forms of the various
grades of being making them manifest to the senses. Jam!
276speaks of this 'Truth1 as the "single substance", f the
274-. See the Dialogues of Plato, translated by Benjamin
Jowett.* Great books "of the Western World, 7? Chicago, 
1952, the Republic, Book VII. See also Lawa’i^, p*31*
275* See above pp. 104— 108.For an account of Ashi'arx atomism, 
seeJJlajid Fakhry, op.cit., pp.22^ 4-8; Studies, p.154-.
2?6* Lawa*ifc, p.30; of.* above, p. 107.
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substratum whereby the accidents, including the atoms of 
the schola&fic theologians, have their locus* It is 
identical with the "essence" of manifestation, not with the 
manifestation itself This ^ruth1, interpreted as *God* 
may not as such (i.e. Creator) be considered to be the 
1 whole* of God a Now we have used the somewhat paradoxical 
term *whole* not because God is composed of parts, but for 
lack of a better word* To explain we must now digress to 
focus our attention on certain parts of the Hindu doctrines 
according to the Vedanta which, though not necessarily 
identical, may be said to run parallel with the §ufl 
doctrine in question* According to the Maitri Upanishadf ^  
Ishvara is the principle of all the states of manifestation, 
both the gross and the subtle* Now this Ishvara may be 
considered under three principal aspects known as the 
Trimurti: Brahma (with an accent to suggest the masculine 
gender, and without to designate neuter), who is Ishvara 
as the principle of creation; Vishnu, who is Ishvara as the 
life-giving and life-preserving principle; and Shiva, who 
S.ishvara as the principle of transformation. Ishvara in 
itself, as the Universal Being, is unmanifest although it 
works in all the states of manifestation in the aspect of
277. Ibid*, p*33; of. above, p. 108.
278* Sen' ’EadhakrisHnan, S., The principal Upanishads,
London, 1953? p*814; the Maxtrl ^  , 2*
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. In reality Brahma, Vishnu and Shiva are but 
the names or aspects of Ishvara, just as Ishvara itself is 
a name or aspect of Brahma considered as the principle of 
manifestation. Brahma in Itself is neither manifest nor 
unmanifest for It is the principle of both. It is uncondit­
ioned, undetermined and immutable. Considered in Itself It 
is the Principle of all principles and is said to be immanent 
only when viewed under different aspects, otherwise It is 
transcendent with respect to the manifest or the unmanifest.
A passage from the Maitri Upanishad dealing with the nature 
of Brahma shows that Brahma, dwelling in the gross, the 
subtle, the unmanifest and the unconditioned states, is said 
to dwell with one of Its padas ('feet* or 'quarter1) in the
279
first three states, and with three of Its padas in the last.
▼ Vlbf
According to Jill's imagery, the analogy of the relationship 
between the Universe and God is like that of ice submerged 
in water. Now the shape, structure and solidity of the ice 
are, when viewed objectively, non-existent, deriving what 
existence they possess from the water. Although both are 
essentially the same, conditionally, i.e. existentially, 
ice and water are not the same. Neither can it be said, 
though they be the same essentially, that the whole of the 
water is contained in the ice, nor that the essence of the
279# Radhakrishnan, op*cit., pp.857-859; the Maitri 
Upanishad, Ch. VII, ll.
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PRO —whole is contained in the part, The meaning of the §ufl
1Truth** then, without implying any limitation to it, depends 
upon the standpoint from which it is viewed; sometimes it 
is God when viewed as the principle of all the grades of 
being and states of manifestation, like Ishvara; sometimes 
it is God considered as the Absolute, Holy beyond any con­
dition whatever, like Brahma* This is what we mean when we 
say that the *Truth1 may not be considered to be actually 
the whole of God, for like Brahma, it possesses fHames*
(asmav) or aspects that operate incessantly in the whole of 
manifestation;
All gifts soever unto God are due,
Yet special gifts from special "names" ensue;
At every breath one "name" annihilates,
And one creates all outward things anew*
Jamxfs verse reveals that between "every breath", when one
"name annihilates and one creates all outward things anew,"
there is that 1instant1, so to speak, when nothing at all
280* Insanu* 1-Kamil, I, p*46* An English translation of 
the verse in question can be found in Lings, p.* 182#
281# Lawa*ih, p.33.
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2 8 2exists - but God* There is no augmentation of Being at 
the creation of the Universe, since the Universe is in a 
perpetual state of annihilation (this state is referred to 
in gamzah as lenyap; i.e. fana»)« It is alluding to this 
non-existence of the Universe as such that gamzah quotes:
1 God was and there was not any thing with Him*1 and 1 God is 
now as He was then."^^
282. The whole paragraph above is an incorporation of
passages, with and without alteration, from my Some 
aspects of Sufism as understood and practised among 
the Malays , Malays ian Sociological ITe s e ar ch institute, 
Singapore, 1963, pp.10-17* Referring to this same 
doctrine, Martin Lings, in what to my mind Is the most 
lucid and concise interpretation in English, writes: 
Creation, which is subject to time and 
space and non-terrestial modes of duration 
and extent which the human imagination cannot 
grasp, is ’then1 (with reference to both past 
and future) and ’there1, but it is never truly 
’now1 and ’here*. The True Present is the 
prerogative of God Alone, for It is no less 
than the Eternity and Infinity which transcends, 
penetrates and embraces all durations and 
extents, being not only ’before1 all beginnings 
but also 1after’ all ends. In It, that is, 
the Eternal Now and Infinite Here, all that is 
perishable has ’already’ perished, all that is 
liable to extinction has ’already’ been extin­
guished leaving only God, and it is to this 
Divine Residue, the Sole Lord of the Present, 
that the word remaineth refers in the last 
quoted Qoranic verse.” (Lings, pp.121-122)*
The last line of the quotation from' Lings refers to 
the verse: All that is therein [i.e. in the created 
universe] suffereth extinction, and there remainetE
IKe Pace of thy Lord IhTts Majesty and Bounty .
Qur’an 55:26-27)* See also Sharab, p*18; Muntahl,
pp7I2B-129. _  "
283. Asrar, p*26; Muntahl, p.lll.
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(c) Creation and the doctrine of perpetual creation.
It would appear at first glance that gamzah rejects
the doctrine of creatio ex nihilo. According to gamzah, If
the World were created from nothing, it would mean that the
World has Acquired1 existence and exists apart from God.
God, then, would be limited in a spatio-temporal system -
a view which he dismisses as a metaphysical absurdity*
Since all things are from God and must return to Him, it
cannot be - so gamzah argues ~ that God is the nothing they
284are created from. gamzah says that the Doctors of (Theology
conceive the Known and its potentialities to be something
temporal (gadith), created, separated from the Essence,
like a building created by the b u i l d e r . H i s  argument
against the Doctors of Theology is that It would follow that
if He produced them from nothing, they were logically unknown
288to Him ‘before1 He caused them to exist in His Knowledge,
The concept of creatio ex nihilo, as gamzah understands it, 
must logically be involved In a notion of time sequence which 
is unacceptable with respect to God. Jill would say - and 
gamzah would agree with him - that between the not-being of 
things and their existence in His Knowledge, there is no 
time sequence. God knows them as He knows Himself, but He is
284. SeejDelow, pp. 133-135*
285. Asrar, pp.37; see also Tahafut, p.70.
286. Asrar, pp.37? 34-35*
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eternal and they are not*^^ According to gamzah, following 
Ibnu’l-'Arabl, things exist as Ideas in the Mind of God in 
the form of potentialities lying dormant, as it were, in
poo
readiness to leap into life and fulfil the Divine Command. 
When God says *Bei* it is to something that He says this, 
not to nothing. But Ibnu’l-'Arabl's view seems to imply 
that the world is eternal, a view which logically follows 
from the notion that God's creative will is determined by 
the Knower to act as His nature demands; and the nature of 
His Knowledge - at least according to Ibnufl-,ArabI^^ - is 
determined by the objects which He knows. Jill rejects 
Ibnu*1-1Arab I *s view because it could lead to a belief that 
the Divine Knowledge is dependent on what is relative.
In point of fact, however, it must be pointed out that the 
§ufl doctrine, not being a philosophy, views Reality from 
many standpoints which at times appear to be mutually 
contradictory but are in fact complementary; and the apparent 
aonflict in the views of Ibnu’l-*ArabI and Jill on the Divine 
Knowledge is in reality illusory. Indeed, by saying that 
God's Knowledge is determined by the Objects which he knows 
Ibnu’l-*ArabI means by 'objects* not what is relative, for
287• Cf. Insanu51-Kamil, I, p. 82; see also p. 76; Studies, 
p.105^ “ “  "
288. Asrar, p.37*
289* Sharab, p.30; Asrar, p.30.
290. UTTTTudies, pp. 150-151; Iqbal, p.173; 'Afflfl, p.152. 
291• Insanu*1-Kamil, I, p .76.
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the 'objects1 are none other than the Pure Potentialities or 
Possibilities (which gamzah calls the isti'dad agll) con­
tained in the Divine Essence - and these are not something 
distinct from the Essence, hut are in reality identical with 
It, The apparent duality between Knowledge and its object, 
then, does not exist* However, Jill being more systematic 
than Ibnu5l-fArabx, is more careful on the question of the 
relationship between the Knower and the Known, and rejects 
the latter for the reason stated earlier* In gamzah we find 
both the views of Ibnu’l-*ArabI and Jill on this point 
incorporated, but gamzah approaches Jill more than Ibnu*l- 
fArabI here, for if we examine the scheme of ontological 
descent of the Absolute Being as he conceives it, we will 
find that he not only implies but clearly indicates that 
the judgment that God exists in Himself (the stage of la 
ta1 ayyun which he calls Huwa corresponding to Jill's 
al- 'Ama*) is logically prior to the judgment that things 
exist in His Knowledge:
The Essence is Unique, without attributes - 
this is the First* When He gazes upon Himself 
He sees Himself with all His. Predispositions.
At that rinstant' the Seer becomes the Knower, oqp
the Seen becomes the Known, Seeing becomes Knowledge.
In this case, as Jill points out:
•.♦ The former judgment involves the non­
existence of things and the existence of God 
alone. God brought things from not-being into 
being and caused them to exist in His Knowledge,
292* Asrar, p.28.
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then He brought them forth from His Knowledge 
and caused them to exist externally.
From this it should he clear that gamzah*s rejection of the 
doctrine of creatio ex nihilo in the sense he means is not 
an affirmation of the doctrine of the eternity of the World. 
What he means to expose in rejecting that doctrine is the 
error of conceiving the notion of the priority of time, 
instead of logic» in the concept of creation* He is consis­
tent enough in his exposition of the doctrine that God is 
Eternal, that He is at one with His seven principal 
Attributes of Life, Knowledge, Will, Power, Speech, Hearing 
and Sight. Other Attributes such as those of the Creator, 
Provider, and so on, become manifest only at the instance of 
the Divine Command. When God commands the Potentialities of 
the Known (istifdad ma11nmat) to come into being they come 
into being (i.e. actualize as external existence: wujud 
kharijl) in a state of complete perfection, for if they are 
not perfect the implication is that there is some flaw in
God*s Knowledge and that His Creative Activity would then
29 Ahave been in vain. y The Arabic word khalaqa, denoting the 
action of ’creating*, means "assigning to each thing its 
proper measure", and this action, the result of the Divine 
Will (iradat), is governed not by caprice or chaos, but by
293* Cf. Studies, p.1035 Insanu*1-Kamil, I, p .82; see also 
Asrar, p.4-5.
294. Ibid., pp.31, 34; Sharab, Ch.VI.
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2 9 5wisdom and order, In gamzah the word he uses for transla­
ting khalaqa is men.jadikan and he gives this word exactly 
the same meaning as the Arabic so that as a semantic vocabu­
lary in his system, the word becomes a vital concept in the 
understanding of his m e t a p h y s i c s  .^6 There are, then, 
broadly speaking, two categories of creation:
(1) Creation as the 1 drawing forth1 of Possibilities in 
dwelling in the Divine Essence. fBeforef the Possibilities 
are !drawn out1 they are not distinct things in the Divine 
Essence and as such are not existing (maw,jud), for existence 
implies that there already occurs a distinction of Knower 
from Known, which takes place in the first determination.^^ 
It is only with reference to the state of the Divine Essence 
as the Non-Hanifest iae. Indeterminate (la taNyyun) that
the metaphysical meaning of Nothingness1 (Ndum) can be 
298ascribed, J and it is with reference to this action of
creating only can it be said that the Creator creates from
Nothing1. Creation in this sense is not properly speaking 
2991 creation1, for although the Possibilities indwelling in 
the Divine Essence are N o w 1 deployed in a relative mode,
295. Ibid., pp.58-39.
296. W*'1,' below, chapter V.
297* ^e® above, pp. 116-117* _
298. See gamzah1s verses on the Fixed Essences (al-a!yanu*l- 
thabitah) in Appendix V, (i).
299* 1.6*, it is not khalaqa, but Ijad or abraza*
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tlie Creative Word fBeIf has not yet 'been 1 pronouncedf upon 
them and as such they are neither created nor uncreated as 
they are Predispositions (shu’un) of the Divine Essence.
(2) Creation as the actualization of the Possibilities 
(al-a*yanu»1-thabitah) as external existence. The 
Possibilities come under the sway of the Creative Word that 
commands them to come forth 1 externally* into the World of 
Matter when they appear as creatures (sing* makhluq.) both 
spiritually and materially.
G-odfs Mercy (rabmat) first brought the Universe into 
existence from Himself, and in virtue of His Name Host 
Compassionate (al-Rahman) He exists in all things that He 
brought into being:
A1-Rahman is [the Name] by which He first 
bestows itis'Mercy upon the World - that is, 
that He creates all, as God Most Exalted igys: 
Wasi*ta kulla shay * in rahmatan wa * ilman  ^~ - 
•that is-: LO my Lord] Thou embraces^ all things 
in Mercy and Knowledge. Hence Ragman is the 
Lord of Mercy and bestows existence upon the 
Universe together with all its parts. Since 
He gives existence to the Universe together 
with all its parts He is called Rahman.
The Universe - Creation - considered as not-being joined*
to Being^^^ is not an illusion, for as such it is none other
300. Asrar, pp.34— 35; Sharab, p.l8„
301. TTeTT khalaqa. ~ “
302. Cf. above, p.121.
303. Qur’an, 40:7*
304. Asrar, p.40.
305. UTfabove, p. 121.
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than the Effects (athar) of Cod’s Creative Activity (shu’un)
made manifest to the senses; and these Effects are constantly 
306changing, each being annihilated and replaced by a similar 
set much in the same manner as waves are constantly made to
appear and disappear on the ocean’s face by the unseen
forces that work in nature*307 with reference to this
dynamic Creative Activity that gamzah often quotes the 
Quranic passage: Every moment He is in some state [of 
activity]#308 dynamic Creative Activity flows from the 
Divine Names that operate incessantly in the Divine Act of 
Self revelation (tatjallx) .309 Another reference to the
Divine Creative Activity is the allusion to the *Breath’ of
the Nost Compassionate (al~nafas al-Rabman) at each instance 
of which "one Name annihilates and one creates all outward 
things anew#”^*^
(d) The Fixed Essences (al~a’yanu* 1-thabitah)
The Eixed Essences or Prototypes, Archetypes,
Essences of Things have been mentioned under different names 
depending upon the point of view from which they are 
regarded- gamzah also calls them the Reality of Things, the
306- Asrar, p*A9. _
307* TBTdT, p*58; Sharab, pp.18, 20*
308. Qur’an, 55:29,
309. See Sharab, pp.15-19.
310. Cf. Asrar, p*A7*
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Cognitive Forms or Divine 'Ideas1, the Universal Intellect;
and he seems to have identified them with the Relational
Spirit, the Light of Muhammad, the Most Exalted Pen, the
311Guarded Tablet. From one of his verses on the Fixed 
312Essences*' an outline of their nature can he set forth thus:
(1) When 'Seeing1 occurs (implied by the word muqabalah) 
and Seer and 'Seen1 become manifest (in the first determina­
tion) the Fixed Essences are Predispositions in the Divine 
Essence (shu’un dhatiyyah)* They are not to be considered
as Intelligible Being (wujud 'ilmiyyah) for this would imply 
that the Fixed Essences possess a separate existence from 
the Essence.
(2) When intelligible particularization (tafgil 'ilml) 
occurs in the Divine Knowledge, the Fixed Essences are Ideas, 
i.e. formal in nature (suwarl) and does not possess an 
Inspirational attribute (gifat wafcyl). By 'inspiration' my 
guess is that it refers to the Spirit. Ibnu’l-'Arabl in his 
Futufratu* l~Makkiyyah (Makkan Revelations) , discoursing on 
Inspiration, says that when God speaks through inspiration it 
is like a chain on a stone struck by the angels* The analogy 
of iron clashing against stone to produce a spark refers to 
the manifestation of the Holy Spirit (al-rufa. al-qudus) which 
occurs when God's Attributes of Majesty and Beauty clashed
311* See above, pp. 116: 118.
312. 2016*, pp.33-35; Appendix V, (i)*
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and manifested the Holy Spirit.^13 purther, the Qur’an 
reveals that inspiration has content, such as knowledge 
( *ilm) ,^14 wisdom (frikmah), guidance (huda) , healing 
(shifa’),^17 light (nun).^18 It seems clear to me that an 
inspirational attribute implies a spiritual and not ideational 
nature* It follows that in this context the Fixed Essences 
are of the nature of Ideas not yet imbued, as it were, with 
the Relational Spirit.
(3) When the Fixed Essences are the Things Known (ma1 lumat), 
i*e* 'Objects' of the Divine Knowledge, they are Possible 
Quiddities (mahiyyat al~mumkinat) and not impossibilities 
(mustafrllat)0
(4) When they are precedented by something (masbuq.) the 
Fixed Essences are creatures (makhluq.) and not the Beloved 
(ma1 shuq.) * Being precedented implies a 'separate1 existence 
from the Essence (Divine Knowledge) and this can only mean 
that when set against Real Being which logically precedes 
the Fixed Essences, they are then regarded as creatures*
Being preceded may also refer to the objective individualiza­
tion which occurs to the Fixed Essences in the Host Exalted
313* Of* the reference to the origin of the Holy Spirit by
an anonymous Halay commentator in 1164-8, pp #165-167* See 
also Shabistarl, p*44, where the same analogy of fire 
in flintand steel is employed to illustrate the 
spiritual faculty in man.
314.Qur’an, 3:60-61; 2:120, 145*
315* Ibid*, 17:39*
316. TEia., 45:11*
317. TEl5 *, 41:44.
318. ibid., 4:174; 42:52* Op. Asrar, p041.
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Pen where Creator and creatures "become distinguished# On 
this plane which corresponds to the third descent or deter­
mination of Absolute Being the Fixed Essences are regarded, 
insofar as they are the hidden reality of the external world, 
as the Exterior Essences (al-a1 yanu* 1-kharitjiyyah) It is 
now clear why the Fixed Essences considered as creatures are 
not identical with the Beloved for the symbolical expression
1Beloved* refers to the Divine Knowledge (*ilm) in the first
*20determination# ^
(5) When they are referred to as Lofty Letters (buruf
*aliyat) the Fixed Essences represent a Mirror (mir*at) and
they are not to be considered as not-being (’adamiyyat) ♦
Some §ufis, Shabistarl among them, consider not-being to be
the mirror of Absolute B e i n g , a n d  others like JamI
invertes the metaphor and makes Absolute Being the mirror in
322which not-being is reflected#^ There is in fact no contra­
diction here# We must conceive the mirror to be a double- 
faced mirror; the front of the mirror faces, as it were, the 
Divine Names and as such the mirror itself is not-being 
reflecting Absolute Being, and the back of the mirror, facing 
the Exterior Essences, catches the reflection of not-being
319. Cf* 2016, p#27#
320# 37. 71548, pp. 140-14-3.
321# 37. Sbabistarl, p*14#
322# Lawa»ih, p#24*
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and as such the mirror is regarded as Absolute B e i n g * O n
the plane on which the Fixed Essences are regarded as a
Mirror* which corresponds to the third determination* they
are both created as well as uncreated according to the point
of view from which they are regarded* The analogy of the
Fixed Essences as Lofty Letters is found in Ibnu’l-’Arabx*s
3?zl
verse which gamzah quotes*
(6) When the Fixed Essences are considered as inseparable 
(mutalazim) from the Essence they are the World (1 a lam) and 
not not-being (1 adam) * It is obvious that by World is meant 
the Heal World, i.e. the intelligible world apprehended only 
by the Intellect as opposed to the sensible world of 
phenomena apprehended by the senses*
(7) When the Fixed Essences are considered as being first 
manifested in a continuous state (mutalafciq)* they are 
called the Lover (fashiq) and not the Greater (khaliq). The 
continuity mentioned here is a reference to the Pure Act of 
Self-revelation of the Essence to Itself in which the 
Absolute Being sees Himself in one continuous and eternal 
Vision at once as Seer (Knower)* Seeing (Knowledge) and 
Been (Known)* This occurs in the first determination* Now 
we have pointed out earlier that Knowledge corresponds to 
the B e l o v e d , a n d  this is so because the Beloved is the
323* See 11648* pp.240-243.
324* Asrar* pp*36-37; cf* also ibid*, pp*41-42$
Muntahl, p *117«
325* See above* p* 139, (4).
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relational being that relates Love (i#e* the Divine Essence)
to the Lover# Through the Beloved (Knowledge) the forms of
the Fixed Essences are revealed in the Lover# Quoting
‘Iraqis Lam1 at, gamzah says that all three Beloved, Love
and Lover are in fact one and the same/ The Lover is
called such because it lacks existence but yearns for it as
alluded to in the much quoted Holy Tradition: *1 was a hidden
treasure and I desired to be known; so I created creation
327that I might be known*« r Viewed from this standpoint it 
is easy to see how the Fixed Essences are not called Creator, 
for Creator is one of the Names that has its logical descent 
from Love (Beer, Knower)#
(8) When individualization has occurred (termaqsum) in the 
Fixed Essences they are considered as the Known (ma1 lum) and 
not the Non-existent (ma * dum) # By the Non-existent the §ufls 
usually refer to the Innermost Essence in the state of non­
manifestation# The Essence is unconditioned and undetermined 
and even existence or being cannot be predicated of It.528 
The Fixed Essences are referred to here as the Known to show 
that a distinction from the Knower has already occurred in 
the first determination and as such * existence* can be 
predicated of them#
326. Asrar, p#28; Muntahl, p*123. Of# 1164-8, pp#155~160#
327* Of. Asrar, p*29; Sharab, p#2; Muntahl, p.Ill#
328# See Insanu * 1-Kamil, I, pp«21-22; Studies, pp#83,150#
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(9) When the Fixed Essences are first said to be !present!
(fcadir), i.e. when the Creator is distinguished from the
creatures and the creatures are regarded as being present1
before the Creator (the reference here is to the third
determination), they are considered as the passive principle
(facLir: literally the ^oor1; lacking in being, the slave as
opposed to the Lord) and not the active principle (amir; the 
329Lord, ' the One Who orders or commands), the Command in 
this case being the Creative Word *Bei! (kun)«^^
(10) The Fixed Essences, inasmuch as they exist (mawjud) -
i.e. as Ideas in the Divine Knowledge - are to be categorized 
as Contingent Being ( j a? i zu5l-wu.jud) and not as Impossible 
Being (mumtani1 u * 1-wujud), for the impossible cannot come 
into being - even in Godfs Knowledge*
(11) When they are considered as a whole (mutjmall) the Fixed 
Essences are the latent Modes of Being (shu’un thubutl) and 
not of the nature of pure not-being (*adam mab&l) or absolute 
nothingness* They are the Theatre of Manifestation of the
One Heal Being and as such they logically cannot be pure 
not-being which comes under the category of impossible being 
- that is, a being that has no existence in any category of 
being*
329. Of. Qur’an 35:15*
330* <37. above, p. 121; also 2016, p*30. This last note
reference must be understood in conjunction with (7) ia 
pp. 140-141, above*
351* For a discussion on the 1adamu*1-mahd, see above,pp. 96- 
100. gamzah makes mention Eere™"oT“the Muftazilah as 
holding^the view that pure nothingness is an entity.
Cf. Tahafut al-Tahafut, p„61.
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(12) When they are regarded as a Mirror the Fixed Essences 
are Possible Hot-Being (1 adam mumkin) and they are not static 
not-being (radam sakin), i.e. a kind of receptacle for forms 
to exist*  ^ The Fixed Essences have already been represented 
as a Mirror in (5) when they are referred to as Lofty 
Letters* The Mirror has a double face and in the case in 
which they are referred to in (5) we must imagine the Fixed 
Essences as the front of the Mirror which faces the Divine 
Fames wherein the Lofty Letters, which are a symbolic
■z-z:z
allusion to the Predispositions in the Essence, ^  are 
reflected* The Fixed Essences there are represented as 
reflecting Absolute Being and as such that reflection is not 
not-being* But in this case here we must imagine the Fixed 
Essences as the back of the Mirror which faces the Exterior 
Essences* Here they reflect not-being. Conceived as a double- 
faced mirror, it is logically valid to say that the Fixed 
Essences are Being on the one hand and Hot-Being on the 
other, depending again upon the point of view from which 
they are regarded* gamzah goes on to say that Possible Hot- 
Being has its origin in the Hon-Existent (mardum), i*e* the 
Essence in the grade of the non-manifest (la tarayyun), 
inconceivable, ineffable,
332* I am unable to identify what Tadam sakin is although I 
am tempted to see some resemblance with, the Plotinian 
stasis, or most probably byla.
333* CTTTT648, p*145,
334* See above, pp. 134-135*
1 H-tA-mim I f
To sum up, the Pixed Essences are first Pure Possi­
bilities (isti!dad agll) indwelling in the Divine Essence 
and identical with It, They are Predispositions in the 
Essence* When the Essence reveals Itself to Itself In one 
eternal and everlasting manifestation which never repeats 
itself, the Pixed Essences receive this manifestation on 
the plane of unity in plurality (wahidiyyah), I*e, in the 
Divine Knowledge, and there they always abide as Ideas re­
flected in the Universal Intellect#^ 35 themselves - i*e* 
considered as other than the Essence - the Pixed Essences 
are not existing entities; it is only their relative modali­
ties that are manifested in the Universe, and even these, 
when compared to the Pixed Essences themselves, never so 
much as attain to a "smell"^^ of the latter, nor do these 
relative modalities !come out1 (tiada berpindah and tiada 
dipindahkan) i*e# become actually separate from the Pixed 
E s s e n c e s , T h e  complement of the Pixed Essences is the 
Spirit.358
335. Cf. Lawa’itu Flash XXII.
336* Jaml's expression, ibid*, p*35*
337* See the reference to^Ibnu’l-^Arabi1 s verse about the 
Lofty Letters in Asrar, pp*36-37*
336* What has been said about the Pixed Essences would
suffice us to conclude_that Hamzah, in conformity with 
the teachings of the §ufls, never held the belief in 
the eternity of the world as Banlrl holds^him out to 
be. The World is not even the a 1yanu*1-thabitah*
14-5
(e) The Spirit (Nyawa: al-Kuh, and the Soul or Self (Diri; 
al~Nafs).
The Spirit, like the Fixed Essences, has many names 
according to the aapect in which it is envisaged* In the 
saying of the Prophet, it is said that r,the first thing God 
Created is the Spirit*"339 gamzah identifies this Spirit with 
the Light (al~Uur), the Intellect (al~!Aql) 3 ^  and the 
Pen (al-Qalam)3 ^  as each of these is also referred to in 
the same saying of the Prophet as the first thing God 
created. ^ The Spirit is the Divine Consciousness (sirr 
Allah) 3 ^  and pertains to the Divine Knowledge, for it is 
hecause the Divine Knowledge is living that it is called 
Spirit; hecause the Divine Knowledge visualizes the things 
known it is called Light; because the Divine Knowledge 
patterns the ideas of the things known it is called Intellect; 
because the Divine Knowledge is the forms of the things
559* Cf. Asrar, p#41.
54-0. XTso3aHed the First Light (al-Nuru* 1-Awwal) . Cf.
Qur’an, 24:55? Ghazzall's Mishk^t al-Anwar, edilfed. by 
Abu ’ 1- * Ala !AfIfI, Cairo, 1964,' p* 5 ^ * "
Hereafter cited as Mishkat al-Anwar; 2016, p.71*
541. The First Inteliect“ (al-* Aql' al-Awwal)' is' meant here, 
not the Universal Inteliect aT^ TA'qT" al~Kulll) - cf. 
Studies, pp. 116-117 and notes 1-4- on p .117*
542. Jill identifies the First Intellect with the Pen which 
transmits the particulars contained as a whole in the 
Divine Consciousness to the Guarded Tablet (al-Lawh 
al-Mafcfugi). Cf. Insanul-Kamil II, p.10*
345* Asrar, p.41.
344. Of.""'2016, p*75; Asrar, pp.56-57*
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Known it is called Pen* The Divine Knowledge is also called 
the Tablet (al-Lawfc) because it receives the imprints of tbe 
forms of the things k n o w n . I t  is also called the Reality 
or Idea of Muhammad (gaqlqat Muhammad) which in turn is 
called the Light of Muhammad (Fur Muhammad) of which God 
says in the Holy Tradition: Were it not for you I would not 
have created the Heavens. The Spirit is also called by 
gamzah the Relational Spirit (Rub IjLafl), another name for 
Jill’s Holy Spirit (Ruh al-Qudus) . ^ 7
Three different orders of the Spirit can be distin­
guished in gamzah"s system, and this is in keeping with the 
§ufl doctrine of the Spirit particularly as expounded by 
Jlllo But the distinction between the three different orders 
of the Spirit is merely mental, not real. In reality there 
is but one Spirit which viewed In its relation to God is 
uncreated and viewed in its relation to Man is created. The
Spirit referred to under different names mentioned earlier
*548such as Light, Intellect, Pen, etc., and under the guise 
of these different names is created, but created only in the 
special sense, that is, as being derived from the Spirit of
345. The Guarded Tablet corresponds to the Universal Soul 
(al-Nafs al-Kulliyyah). The term fform! used above 
does no't mean Torm rEat limits, it means rather
1formative 1 essence.
346. Of. Asrar, p*42.
347* Hold., p.41; Insanu’1-Kamil II, pp.13-15; 11648, 
ppT~168~174. ' ‘ “ *
348. See above, pp. 116, 118; 145.
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God (Rub Allah), which is uncreated, and not necessarily 
as coining in the ontological level below the Creative Word 
’Bei1* In the saying of the Prophet: "The Spirit is created 
two thousand years before the body,"^^ the word treated1 
means to be made manifest (gahir) , and here gamzah 
identifies the Spirit with the Command (titah: amr) of God: 
al~ruh min amri rabbi - the Spirit is of the Command of 
my Lord* The word min can be interpreted in two ways; it 
either means ’of* or ^rom1* When it is interpreted as ^f* 
it denotes identity as in the case of the Spirit being of 
the same nature as the Command; when it is interpreted as 
Tfromf it denotes proceeding from as in the case of the 
Spirit proceeding from the Command of God^ , In the latter 
sense the Spirit is created, meaning it has come in the 
ontological level below the Creative Word; whereas in the 
former sense the Spirit is uncreated, being in the ontologi­
cal level above the Creative Word*^^^ This is what gamzah 
means when he says that the Spirit is neither creator, i*e. 
uncreated (khaliq) nor creatures, i.e* created (makhluq)«
I have said earlier, in respect of the concept of creation
349. See Qur’an 15:29; 38:72. Of. 2016, pp.73, 87. See 
Appendix IV, (iv), (e).
350. Cf* Asrar, p.35.
351. Eoc, ' ciijV
352. Qur’an 17:85.
353. See_the discussion in Asrar, pp.34-35.
554*. Asrar, pp.3A~35*
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and the doctrine of perpetual creation, that the action of 
creating, insofar as it is denoted by the Arabic words 
abraza and Itjad, and the root word khalaqa as interpreted 
by the §ufls, conveys two possible meanings:
(1) the 1drawing forth* (abraza) of Possibilities 
dwelling without any distinction in the Divine Essence, and 
the production (Ijad) of these Possibilities;
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(2) their actualization as external existence (khalaqa)» 
This cosmogony when transposed to the order of the Spirit 
corresponds in the case of (1) to the 1 drawing forth* or 
manifestation of the Spirit (Relational Spirit: ruh idafi) 
from the Holy Spirit or the Spirit of God (rub- Allah); in 
the case of (2) it corresponds to the projection of the 
manifested Spirit and its particularization into human, 
animal and vegetal spirits* The former in the cosmogonical 
order can be envisaged as logically preceding the latter*
In the case of the Spirit sometimes identified as being of 
the same nature as the Divine Command or Creative Word
(al-Amr) and sometimes as proceeding from the Divine Command,
its being uncreated or created depends upon the point of 
view from which it is envisaged* In this respect it corres­
ponds to the Pixed Essences considered as a double faced 
Mirror explained earlier *^56 kere ^^an, animal and 
vegetal spirits correspond to the exterior essences
355. See above, pp. 134-135o
356, See above, p* 139, (5).
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(al-a * yanu* 1-khari j iyyah) » Both - the spirits and the 
exterior essences - have their ’locus1 as it were in the
Kcrp
third determination. The schema of the Spirit is as 
follows:
A.
The Divine orJEoly Spirit 
(Rug Allah, Rug al-Qudus)
B 01
The Relational Spirit The Creative Word
(Rufa. Iflafi) (al-Amr)
02
The Human, _Animal and Vegetal 
Spirits (Rub InsanI, Rub
gayawanl, Rug Uabatl)•
B and 01 are, in relation to A, ’created1 i.e. 
manifested as ’modes* of the Divine Spirit, 
hut in relation to 02 are uncreated. 02 is 
created; it comes in the ontological level 
helow the Creative Word.
In his verses, gamzah conceives of the Spirit
symbolically as the Luminous Bird (Unggas Nurl), the
White (i.e. Pure) Bird (iJnggas Fingai),^^ the Waked (i.e.
- 3^0
bare of all relations and qualities) Bird (Tayr al-’Bryan), 
and the Unique Pish (Ikan Tunggal).^^ The fish as a symbol 
of the Spirit is not as universal as the bird* The key to 
this symbolism lies in the Arabic word for fish: nun. Run
357* See 2016, p.27; Sharab, p.15.
356. 2016, p.71; Appehdrx'V, (iv)f (d) below.
359* Tbr d., pp.72-73; Appendix V, (iv), (e) below*
360. TT3T5«, pp.68, 70? Appendix V, (iv), £b),(c) below.
361. Ibid., p.86. Appendix V, (iv), (f; below.
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— -362is also an abbreviated letter in the Qur’an, symbolizing
the Divine Knowledge #^ 63 symbolism of fish in Ijjamzah ^
this case must be understood to refer to the Spirit conceived
as the Tablet or Universal Soul.^^" Now the Tablet, which
•365^amzah identifies as another aspect of the Spirit, ^ is 
also generally known among some §ufls including Jill as the 
Universal Soul (al-Nafs al-Kulliyyah),566 jn fact, Jill 
himself employs the same symbolism of fish (But) for the 
Tablet #56? rp^ e tablet or Universal Soul is the Primary 
Substance, necessarily beyond form, corresponding to what 
Jill calls hayula derived from the Greek hyle and understood 
according to the Plotinian concept of Matter. It is the 
complement of the Spirit and is to the Spirit as substance 
is to essence ,569 jn same manner as the Spirit and the 
Fixed Essences, the Soul, which also corresponds to the
562. 68:1.
363* Of. Insanu*1-Kami1, II, p*27*
364. Bee ahoye, no'tes ~342, 345*
365* Asrar, p.41.
366. Insanu’l-Kamil II, p.7*
367* TECTrr'OT:—
368. Jill uses the term Umrnu9 1--Hayula, loc. cit; Inge I, 
pp.128, foil.; see also Plotxhus, The Sx5c*Enneads, 
trans* by S. MacKenna and B.S. Page, University of 
Chicago, 1952, pp«50-57; for an outline of the system 
of Plotinus, see Zeller, pp.293-501; and Windelb.and,W*,
A history of philosophy, New York, 1953, pp*233-235, 237, 
244-256, Hereafter cited as Enneads and Windelband 
respectively.
369* There is a concise and illuminating account of the 
Spirit in Burckhardt, pp.80-85*
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-  5^70Psyche of Plotinus, ^ { can he envisaged at different levels
in the hierarchy of existence, and this can cause one to he
misled into thinking that one §ufl writer contradicts another
or even that different expositions hy the same author are
contradictory when the fact is to the contrary* Viewed in
its true nature, the Soul (Nafs) and Spirit (Rub) are one
and identical with the Essence (Dhat) In the verses:
Every thing is subject to perishing except His Paoe^ ^  and
Every thing in it [i*e* the world of created things] suffers
extinction and there remains the Pace of your lord .
:gamzah, like Ibnu’1-!Arabi and Jill, identifies Pace (wajh)
as Essence (Dhat) .57^ This is so because the Wajh is the
Self (Nafs) or Individuality (Huwiyyah) of the Essence.
It is also described hy IJamzah as the inmost Self (Diri,
370* Por a full account of the Psyche, see Inge I, pp.200 
foil.
371. Cf* Insanu’1-Kamil II, p.14. Hamzah asserts this 
implicitly m  his prose works as well as m  his verses 
relevant to the subject.
372. Qur’an 28:88.
373. Ibid-*, 55:27.
374. On every occasion these two verses occur in the work 
of gamzah; the word wajh is consistently interpreted 
as Dfe^t; Asrar; SharaB;r"Nimtahi; 2016; 3374; 3372; 
passimT
375* Huwa denotes the Essence stripped of all attributes
ancT dwelling in Its Inmost Self indicated by the word 
Huwiyyah. It is also the Inmost Consciousness (sirr) 
of Goa."“This is also referred to by Sufis symbo1lcaTly 
as the Hidden Treasure (kanzan makhfiyyan) and is none 
other than the Self (Nafs, in Hamzah: Diri) of God.
Cf. Asrar, p.22; Sharab, p.2; 2016, 35-37, 53-54,
33-597 "70-71, 82-83; Pfuntahi, p.Ill; Insanu’ 1-Kamil I, 
pp.97-98.
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3-*e* ffTafs9 Huwiyyah) of Man P ^  and inasmuch as the real 
essence of a thing is its ’Self’, existence is constituted 
hy the Self of God.^^
As in the case of §ufls generally, gamzah distin­
guishes sharply between the Soul considered as man’s 
appetitive or sensual ’self* and the Spirit, but the Soul 
regarded as the spiritual self of man is ultimately not dis­
tinct from the Spirit*^® In the Qur’an, man’s sensual self 
is expressed as al-nafsu’ l-ammarah^ ^  (the soul which commands 
to do evil - the carnal soul) and al-nafsu’1-lawwamah^ ^
(the soul which blames itself - the soul aware of its own 
imperfections)* The reproachful (lawwammah) soul is so called 
because it is still engaged in the struggle with the passions* 
After these passions have been vanquished, the soul is at 
peace and in certainty (yaqxn) * In this condition the soul 
is regarded as man’s spiritual self which is expressed in 
the Qur’an as al-naf su ’ 1-mutma ’ innah , and IJamzah calls 
this the soul that has returned to its fount of origin - 
that is, it has become reintegrated in the Spirit#^ 82
576* This refers to the self mentioned in the saying of the 
Prophet: "Whosoever knows his self knows his Lord."
Cf* Muntahl, p.111.
377. Asrar; Sharab (esp* pp.10, 17-18); Muntahl, passim.
378. 25157 pp.39-405 68-73.
379. Qur’an, 12:53.
380. Qur’an, 75:2.
381. Qur’an^ 89:27.
382. MuntaM., pp.125, 128, 130; Asrar, p.57; Qur’an, 89:27- 
28; cf'. RumI, Mathnawi. I, 566.
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§ufl psychology the three souls mentioned are known as (i) 
the animal or sensual; (ii) the intelligential (discursive 
reason); (iii) the transcendental (Universal Intellect) 
respectively#^ 83 Soul is i m m o r t a l a n d  the saying of 
the Prophet: "Die before you die" refers to the vancquishment 
of the first two souls which are 'modes1 of the Soul, in 
relation to which they are unreal, and attainment of the 
third soul to its original and true nature.-' ^
The Spirit includes all the Divine Knowledge con­
cerning created beingsa gamzah also calls it the Reality or 
Idea of Mugammad (gaqlqat Muhammad), which is identical 
with the First Intellect (al-'Aql al-Awwal), the analogue
of the Logos. God says in the Holy Tradition: I created
388Creation for thy sake and thee I created for My sake"^  -
383* Jill says that the soul is mentioned under five names: 
al-naf su * 1-gay waniyyah; al-naf suJ 1-ammarah; al-naf su' 1-
mulhimah; al-naf su? 1-1 awwamah; and al-naf su*1-mutma1 innah
respectively. (Insanu*1-Kamil, II, pp.70~71)*
Sharab, p.17.
The meaning of 'death' in the above saying is synonymous 
with extinction of the self (fana *). In the Muntahi, 
gamzah deals exclusively with’^ hfs theme revolving 
around the saying of the Prophet: "Whosoever knows his 
self knows his Lord." Cf. 2016, pp.53-54-*
Asrar, p.43*
See above, p. 145,notes, 341, 342.
Studies» 122, note 1.
Quoted in the Asrar, p*42.
384.
385.
386.
38?.
388.
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and this means that everything comes into being from the 
Light of Muhammad which comes into being from the Divine 
Essence* Were it not for this Divine Knowledge, God would 
not be outwardly manifest, and were it not for the Knower 
Muhammad as the Logos would not become manifest* trI was a 
prophet when Adam was between water and clay"; 1 Adam is the 
father of the flesh and I am the father of the spirits”; ”1 
am from^^ God and the Faithful are from me”; "I am from God 
and the World is from me”; "I am from the Light of God and 
the World is from my l i g h t M u h a m m a d  as the Logos is the 
first created of God and is the Unique Prototype of all 
created beings. He is the Universal Man (Orang Kamili al- 
Insan al-Kamil) ,^1 gamzah implies that he uses the term 
orang kamil in two different senses; to refer to the Univer­
sal Man as noted above, or to the Perfect Man, that is, the 
saint who has entered fully into the state of extinction 
(fana*) and has gained subsistence in God (baqa*) This
dual meaning attached to the idea of the Universal or Perfect
589* The word ‘from* here and in the Sayings that follow, may 
be also_interpreted as *01*; cf. above, p. 14-7*
590* Cf. Asrar, pp.42-43*
391- Kid;, pp. 4-0-43; 2016, pp.27-28.
392. El 201^7 pp.55, 71, 75779', 81; 3574-, p.12, the word
KamlT refers to one who has attained to^union with God;
However, in ibid., pp.71-*72, the word kamil refers to 
the Uni vers al 'Man • Cf. also ibid., 65-S6’ (Ihe reference 
to Qur’an 55:19-20; 7 5 • 9) and As'rar, pp*40-41. Por an 
explanation of this dual meaning attached to the term 
Insan al-Kamil, see Burckhardt, pp.86-92.
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Man corresponds to Man conceived, as the macrocosm (T alam
kabir) and microcosm ('alam saghlr) respectively*^^ God as
the Absolute realizes Himself in Man whom He created in His
* on
own image, the image of the Merciful, ' and He returns to 
Himself through the medium of Man* The Perfect Man, reflect­
ing and uniting the Divine Attributes, is he in whom God and 
Man become one. ^  Outwardly, then, Man is regarded as a
395* Asrar, p.47# 'Iraqi eloquently sums up Ibnu’l-,ArabI,s 
conception of Man: 'Though Form,1 he said, 'proclaims
me Adam's son, /My true degree a higher place hath won. 
When in the glass of Beauty I behold,
The Universe my image doth enfold:
In Heaven's Sun behold me manifest - 
Each tiny molecule doth me attest 
My Essence true all holy Spirits prove,
And in my Shape all human Forms do move.
Ocean's a drop from my pervading Sea,
Light but a flash of my vast Brilliancy:
From Throne to Garpet, all that is doth seem
Naught but a Mote that rides the sunlit Beam.
When Being's Veil of Attributes is shed,
_My Splendour o'er a lustrous World is spread 
(Lama'at, p.327# The English translation is by A.J. 
Arberry,' Sufism, pp. 102-103)*
394* Sharab, ^7X5=19; Asrar, p.47.
395* g ? T jTl£: "Man is '^ he link between God and Nature.
Every man is a copy of God in His perfection; none is 
without the power to become a perfect man. It is the 
Holy Spirit which witnesses to man's innate perfection, 
the spirit is man's real nature and within him is the
secret shrine of the Divine Spirit. As God has descended
into man, so man must ascend to God, and in the Perfect 
Man - the true saint, the Absolute Being, which has 
descended from its Absoluteness, returns again unto 
itself." (Insanu» 1-Kamil II, p .460386) the translation 
is by Mar gar e t Smith, headings from the mystics of 
Islam, London, 1950, p.I19 (152)* ~
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microcosm, but regarded essentially (i.e. in his inward 
nature as the Universal Man - the Reality or Idea of 
Muhammad) he is the origin and final cause of creation which 
was brought into existence for his sake and through whom 
the purpose of creation is fulfilled. ^
(f) Ihe Divine Attributes and Names 
gamzah, again following Jill and Ibnu5l«!ArabI, 
controverts the view of the Doctors of Iheology that the 
Attributes are neither the Essence nor other than the 
Essence.gamzah maintains that the Attributes are 
ultimately identical with the Essence. It is only out of 
human necessity - for convenience of understanding - that a 
distinction is made between the Attributes and the Essence 
accompanied, as it were, by division and plurality, but in 
reality the Attributes are the Essence manifesting Itself
596. Cf.^above^ pp. 146; 155-154
597* gifatu*Llah laysatfa;yna’l~dhat wa la ghayra siwahu ...
Sharab, P*19; Asrar, p.24; also laftazanl, pp*49,
51-55* It seems that some early §ufls also hold the 
view that the Attributes are neither the Essence nor 
other than the Essence - cf. KalabadhI, ch. VI*
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under the aspect of Externality1 #^ 98 q^ere are seven
principal Attributes whose logical order gamzah gives as
(i) Life; (ii) Knowledge; (iii) Will; (iv) Power; (v) Speech;
(vi) Hearing; (vii) Sight) . ^ 9  It has been pointed out
earlier that gamzah incorporates the views of Ibnu’l-’ArabI
and Jill on the concept of the Divine Knowledge but that in
400^
his exposition he comes closer to Jill than to Ibnu*l- 'Arabl* 
It is also significant that gamzah approaches Jill in his 
concept of God's Power (qudrah). According to Ibnu*l-lArabI 
as reported by Jill* God’s Knowledge is determined by the 
things He knows as,^’*' by way of analogy* the condition of
398* Cf* Asrar* pp. 24* 49 and passim: Sharab* passim; 2016* 
PP.84-&5. Pure being* as such, (writes’ Nicholson 
commenting on Jill)* has neither name nor attribute; 
only when it gradually descends from its absoluteness 
and enters the realm of manifestation* do names and 
attributes appear imprinted on it. The sum of these 
attributes is the -universe, which is "phenomenal" only 
in the sense that it shows reality under the form of 
externality. Although* from this standpoint* the dis­
tinction of essence and attribute must be admitted* 
the two are ultimately one* like water and ice [see 
above* pp. 127,foil* ®-e so-called phenomenal world - 
the world of attributes - is no illusion: it really 
exists as the self-revelation or other self of the 
Absolute. In denying any real difference between 
essence and attribute* Jlli makes Being identical with 
Thought. The world expresses God's idea of Himself ... 
(Studies* p.83).
399* Cl. Asrar* pp.23-24* 27-34-; Sharab, p. 19; for a dis­
cussion on the concept of Divine Knowledge held by^ 
gamzah in relation to those of Ibnu’l-'Arabl and Jill* 
see above* pp.130-133.
400. See^above*_p. 132.
401. Insanu *1-Kamil* I* p.78.
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the sea is determined hy the waves. But gamzah says that the
things He knows exist because of His knowledge of them -
the condition of the waves is determined hy the s e a . ^  God*s
knowledge of things is not derived from the necessity of
their natures - rather it is His knowing them that caused
them to he objects of His Knowledge* The judgment that God
has knowledge of things presupposes His possession of the
power to have knowledge and exercise His Creative Vord upon
the things known, decreeing that every individual thing
40:5should he what its nature required it to he* In saying 
that God decrees every individual thing should he what its 
nature required it to he, gamzah follows Ibnu’l^Arabl, and 
it must he understood that the true nature of every individual 
thing is none other than its Pure Potentiality (pi.: Isti1dad 
asll) dwelling in the Divine Essence* The nature of every 
individual thing is determined hy its predetermined 
capacity or potentiality. If God*s Will and Power must work 
in accordance with this Law of Potentiality, does it not 
therefore imply that Will and Power are really denied Him? 
gamzah*s answer to this problem is an emphatic no* He says 
that, in interpreting the Quranic passage:
4*02. Asrar» pp. 36, 43*
AOJ* Ibid*, p.31; of. Insanu*l~Kamil I, pp.82-83; also 
Studies, pp *101-103 ? 149-1611
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And if Allah please He would certainly 
make you a single nation, hut He causes 
to err whom Hg^pleases and guides whom 
He pleases -
God has the power to will what may seem contrary to the Law
of Potentiality,^^ hut God does not wish to exercise this
406power in order to preserve His Justice and Perfection*
gamzahrs understanding of what the Doctors of Theology mean
when they say that God is All-Powerful is that nothing is
impossible for God to do* To gamzah, the impossible cannot
he done hy God for the simple reason that it is irrational
to affirm such a t h i n g . g a m z a h 1 s stand in the well-known
controversy ahout God*s Attribute of Speech has already been 
408indicated. As to the Attribute of Hearing, gamzah 
maintains, following Ibnu’l-^rabl,^^ that it is closely 
related to Knowing on the authority of the Quranic verse:
404. Qur^an 16:93* _
405. Asrar, pp.45-46; Sharab, pp*20 foil.
406. Sharab, pp.22-23; Ibnu*1-tArabl is of the same opinion - 
see Studies, p.151*
407* In order to give a clearer picture of gamzah!s concept 
of power and will (iradah) »I propose in the next 
chapter to embark upon the subject following a semantic 
approach. This is, I think, important, for by revealing 
the nature of the conceptual structures of the words he 
uses in connection with the gudrah and the iradah, we 
will arrive at knowing exactly what gamzah has in mind, 
without falling into the tantalizing possibility of 
reading our own interpretations into what he says• This 
approach is only a scientific device to confirm what 
we already know,
408, Of. above, pp • Q\ -  9 3  -
409, Hf7 *AffIfI, pp.43-44,
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4*1 0He is the All-Knowing* G-od as the All-Knowing reveals
Himself to Himself and He sees the Pure Potentialities within
Al 1His Knowledge. It is the eternal 1voice1 (suara) or
* speech1 (perkataan) of the Pure Potentialities that is
4-12heard hy God the Knower. Similarly in the verse:
And He giveth you z,17;
Of all that ye ask for ^
the asking refers to the 1asking1 of the Pure Potential!-
414 415ties. Seeing and Speaking is explained in a similar way.
As the seven principal Attributes are ultimately iden­
tical with the Essence, they are eternal. They are the sum 
of all other Attributes which become manifest only at the 
instance of the Divine C o m m a n d . J i l l ’s fourfold division 
of the Divine Natures and Attributes, i.e.:
(1) Attributes of the Essence, eQg. Allah, 
the transcendent One (al-afcad), the 
Immanent One (al-wafcid), the Living One 
(al-fcayy), the Light (al-nur)•
(2) Attributes of Majesty (al~. jalal), i.e. the 
Almighty (al-’azlz), the Irresistable 
(al-qahhar), the One who Subdues (al-mudhill);
4-10. Qur’an 2:157 and passim.
All. the Pure Potentialities are another aspect of Himself - 
i.e. He revealed Himself to Himself in the intelligible 
forms of the Many.
A12. Asrar, p.32.
A13. Qur^an 1A:3A.
A1A. Asrar, pp.32-33*
TbT&T, pp.27-29, 32-33.
A16. TbT5., p.3A.
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(3) Attributes of Perfection (al-kamal), e.g. 
the Compassionate One (al-rabman), the Wise 
0ne (al-haklm), the Pirst (al-awwal) and 
the Last (al-akhir), the Outwardly Manifest 
(al-zahir) and the Inwardly Hidden (al-batin), 
the All-Embracing One (al-muhl^);
(4) Attributes of Beauty (al-jamal), e.g. the 
Knowing One (al~*alln0, the Merciful One 
(al-rahxm), the Creator (Pashioner of the 
Universe: al-bari*), the One who gives 
Strength (al-muTizz), the Gracious One
(al-la-^If ) - ^
AT Ais also evident in gamzah. 3?he Attributes - it has been 
stated earlier - are the Essence manifesting itself under 
the aspect of *externalityf« The Essence, in one or other 
of Its infinite aspects, manifests Itself in the !formf of 
Divine Names, Attributes are therefore Divine Names mani­
fested in the external world* There are two aspects of the 
Divine Names, the one opposed to the other, under the general 
heading of Beauty (jamal) and Majesty (jalal) and governed 
by Perfection (kamal). Each Name produces an effect (athar) 
and all the Names are
.,. in continuous operation, and no
cessation of such operation is possible
for any of them* Thus, when one of the ^ q
contingent substances Cbaqa»iq-i-imkaniyyah], ^
417* Cf. Insanu * 1-Kamil I, p.92.
418* Asrar, pp*38-40, 44-45* 46-48, 59; Sharab, pp.20-23. 
419. the reference here is to the theatre of manifestation 
(maghar) of Absolute Being where He manifests Himself 
in different degrees (sing, mart ab at) * Cf. gamzah^ 
(2016, p,68): Jika kau bacha kullu mau ! alayha fan.
Wa yabaa wajhurab'bika ~fuga faaqiqat
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through the concurrence of the requisite 
conditions, and the absence of opposing 
conditions, becomes capable of receiving 
the Very Being, the mercy of the Compassionate 
One [rafamat-i-rahmaniyyah] takes possession 
of it, and the Very Being is 1 infused*
Cifagat] into it; and the Very Being thus 
'externalized^ through -being 'clothed' with 
the effects [athar] and properties of such 
substances, presents Himself under the ’form* 
of_a particular determination [ta !ayyua-l~ 
khass], and reveals Himself Cmutadallii 
under the guise of this determination* 
Afterwards, by the operation of the 
irresistable Oneness [qahr-i-ahadiyyah] 
which requires the armihHation of all 
determinations and all semblances of 
multiplicity, this same substance is 
stripped of these determinations# At the 
very moment that it is thus stripped, 
this same substance is reclothed with 
another particular determination, resemb­
ling the preceding one, through the opera­
tion of the mercy of the Compassionate 
One# The next moment this determination 
is annihilated by operation of the 
irresistable Oneness and another determination 
is formed by the mercy of the Compassionate 
One; and so on for as long as God wills,
Thus, it never happens that the Very 
Being is revealed for two successive moments 
under the guise of the same determination*
At every moment one universe is annihilatedon 
and another similar to it takes its place#
The Divine Name Most Compassionate (a 1-Ragman), through
which God out of His mercy (rahmat) first brought forth the 
421universe, embraces all things# In the Divine Act of
420, Jamlfs commentary^of Ibnu* 1- *Arabi * s al-Fasq al~
Shu * a ibiyyah (ffugugu* 1-gikam) in the Lawarih 'pp • 5 2-53 • 
The English translation is Toy WhinfieYdT# ITTiave taken 
the liberty to modify the translation a little* Of# 
also above, pp* 116-121, 123*
421# Cf# above, pp* 135-136*
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Self-revelation (tajall.1T) His particularizations (takhglg)
embraces all; the Beautiful as well as the Majestic, good
and evil, the "believer and the unbeliever# Hence Rahman is
also the sum of His Majesty (jalal) in contradistinction
with His Name Most Merciful (al-Rahlm) through which He is
particularized only in all that is Beautiful and good,
ZLpP
particularly in prophets, saints and the righteous*
(g) The meaning of 1extinction (fana’) and its
relation to gnosis (ma^ifah) and freedom (ikhtiyar): 
Generally speaking, fana’ in gamzahfs mysticism 
may be conceived as either metaphysical (macrocosmic) or 
mystical (microcosmic) • Metaphysically the universe as such 
is in a perpetual state of fana’ summed up in the saying:
"God was and there was not anything with Him; He is now as 
He was then"^^ and in the Qur’an: Everything in it Ci#e# 
the universe] perishes and there remains the Race of your 
Lord *. ^ 24 ^ow man aQ suc^ j_s aiSo ± n  a perpetual state of 
fana’ - but he does not realize it due to the veil (hijab) 
of consciousness set up by the carnal self (diri) between 
it and his true Self* The extinction of this consciousness
of the carnal self is the fana’ referred to as mystical
4-22* Asrar, p#40#
4-23* Tb'idV, p*26; Muntahl, p#lll; cf, also above, p, 129*
424-* Qur’an 55:26-27; cf, Sharab, p,18. For an interpretation 
of this verse see~~above, note , 282 above.
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Whether metaphysical or mystical fana9 means "to annihilate 
all that is other than God" (melenyapkan segala ghayr 
Allah) follows from this concept of extinction that
the gufl term 1 union1 (wagl -in gamzah; hertemu) is simply 
a symholical expression (Bharat) whose meaning excludes the
notion of the §u£l in the state of fana9 he coming one with
4-26 — -rGod, Union alludes to the §ufi's realization, when his
illusory self has passed away, that he in his true Self has
been, is and will always continue to he 1 one with1 God - or
427
rather he is God, since God reveals Himself only to Himself, 
The manner in which fana9 comes about is described hy Jill 
thus;
When God desires to reveal Himself to a man 
hy means of any Name or Attribute, He causes 
the man to pass away (fana9) and makes him 
naught and deprives him of his (individual) 
existence; and when the human light is 
extinguished and the creaturely spirit 
passes away, God puts in^the manls body, 
without incarnation (bulul), a spiritual 
substance, which is of ""Sod1 s essence and is 
neither separate from God nor joined to man, 
in exchange for what He deprived him of; 
which substance is named the Holy Spirit 
(rugu91-qudus), And when God puts instead 
of the man a spirit of His own essence,
*^25* Asrar, p,67*
426, r£I37, pp*69,70,78.
427* rEIS,, pp,67-68.
428, The concept of unity without incarnation in the
relationship between God and the World (and Man) is 
clearly emphasized in gamzahls writings, particularly 
for example in Sharab, pp,13-14 (cf, above, p*37).
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the revelation is made to that spirit. God 
is never revealed except to Himself, hut 
we call that Divine spirit "a man" in 
respect of its being instead of the man*
In reality there is neither "slave” nor 
"Lord", since these are correlated terms*
When the "slave” is annulled, the "Lord" 
is necessarily annulled^qand nothing 
remains hut God alone. ^
It can he seen from the ahove passage, which fits 
perfectly with gamzah’s concept of fana *, that fana* is 
very closely connected with ma’rifah (gnosis). In guflsm, 
as is well known, there exists a clear distinction between 
the concepts of ma’ rifah and !ilm (knowledge). Ihe former, 
as can he deduced from the ahove quoted passage, includes 
in its meaning structure the notion of participation in 
God’s knowledge of things, whereas the latter in the human 
context means simply knowledge hy inference. In gamzah 
this clear-cut distinction between gnosis and knowledge is 
vividly stressed in his consistent use of the Malay words 
kenal to translate ma1rifah and tahu to translate Tilm 
throughout his writings. I should also add that in gamzah 
the words kenal and tahu in the mystical context are from 
the semantic point of view transparent words conceptually 
identical with ma’rifah and ’ilm respectively. Ihe ’Object*
429 • Insanu* 1-Kamil I, p.62* The English translation's
By~WichoTsoiTT^tudies, p. 128). Cp. gamzah in Asrar,p.67 
430. It is obvious that In the Divine context ’ilm cannot 
he knowledge hy inference. Gnosis should also he 
understood in the human context, for what for man is 
gnosis is for God Knowledge.
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of gnosis is not really the Allah, conceived as the highest 
manifestation of the Essence, the sum of all Hames and 
Attributes enthroned in the seat of the Absolute; it is 
rather the Allah conceived as the Lord (Al-Rabb) Who is 
worshipped. (Mian).451 The Holy Essence is beyond gnosist52 
A very important concept closely linked with the meaning of 
gnosis is that of nearness to God (qurb * in gamzah: hampir) * 
gamzah distinguishes between four types of nearness:
i) nearness in point of time (zaman): we 
are nearer to Mugammad than to Jesus;
ii) nearness in point of place (makan): we
are nearer to the moon than to the Pleiades;
iii) nearness in respect of qualities (sifat):
Abu Yazld al-Bis^aml was nearer than *Utbah 
and Shaybah to the Prophet in respect of 
his qualities, although 'Utbah and Shaybah 
were nearer to the Prophet in point of 
time and place.
iv) nearness to God.
Phis lasbt type of nearness cannot be described and compre­
hended in the ordinary sense; it is the type of nearness 
that can be known only through g n o s i s . I t  is the nearness
4*31# A typical example in which this doctrine is clearly 
outlined is the often quoted saying of the Prophet:
"Man !arafa nafsahu fa qad <arafa rabbahu"; "Whosoever 
knows his seIf knowsTxis Y7ord7TT 
4-32. Asrar, pp.26-27; Bharab, p,14-. Phis is not necessarily 
cont'radicted by what is said in p.l65> above: "God 
is never revealed except to Himself," for as the 
Prophet said: "Glory to Pheei we cannot really know 
Phee", and ibnu?l-fArabI said: Gnosis is" a veil “between 
the knower and the known*" See also above, note ,4-30*
4-33♦ Por a discussion on the concept of nearness, see the 
chapter on gnosis in the Sharab, pp. 11-14-.
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described in the Qur’an as !a distance of two bow-lengths
_ -N 454or even nearer1 (qaba qawsayni aw adna), ^ alluding to the
first of two visions of the Truth which the Prophet had
during the Night Journey (isra’) .^55 ip^ e g£fls usually
interpret the two bow-lengths to mean two hows whose ends
meet thus forming a circle symbolizing the circle of mystical
union (wag 1: bertemu)» In this sense Nearness1 also means
456the nearness of 'union1*  ^ Since the Essence of God and His 
Knowledge embraces every thing, God is near to all His 
creatures irrespective of whether they are believers or 
infidels, good or evil; but He is particularly near - in the 
mystical sense here meant - only to the prophets, saints and
434* Qur’an 53:9* See also in gamzah's verses 2016, pp.65- 
68, (Appendix 3£ (y)).
435* gamzah's treatise entitled Muntahl deals mainly with
the subject of gnosis* The title of the treatise refers 
to the second vision of the Truth which the Prophet had 
during the Night Journey near the Lote_Tree of the 
Uttermost End (sidrati’ 1-muntaha: Qur’an 53:14— 13). For 
my int e rpr e tat ion of the titie^o f the treatise, see 
below, pp*565-369-A very import ant _ and relevant 
commentary on the Surah of the Qur’an referred to here 
is given in Shaykh Ahmad al-'Alawx's Lubab al-'Ilm fl 
Surat Wa’l-Najm discussed in Lings, pp*l7l-l75•
436. In' "gQl'S, •■p'TS^ Tgamzali says [lltirally] :
TEe people of qaba qawsayn are as in an enclosure 
The string dividing it Li.e. the enclosure] is
not mere thread 
That which spans across [the enclosure] is called
a barrier
Thou must see that the three of them are one.
The circle of the two bow-lengths is also well-known 
in the writings of Shamsu*1-Dxn of Pasai and some 17th 
century tracts on mysticism. Bee also Asrar, p.40.
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4 5 7the righteous among the believers* ^ ( In other words, 
nearness to God cam only be applicable to those who have 
reached the station of mystical poverty (faqr)^^ or slave- 
hood (*ubudiyyah) ,^9 Although it is nowhere explicitly 
stated in gamzah*s writings, it is clearly implicit in them 
all - particularly in the Nuntahl - that he upholds the 
doctrine that the finality of gnosis is attained not in the 
state of complete fana*, but in that in which the individual­
ity still persists - there is still consciousness of self, 
so that the inward eye of the heart (fa*ad) is coordinated 
harmoniously with the outward eye such as the experience the
Prophet had in his second vision near the Lote Tree of the
44°
Uttermost End. Complete fana*, or fana* in the Divine
437. Sharab, pp.13-14. This presence of God In all creation 
and His particular presence in some of his creatures 
only is also manifested in the roles of the Divine 
Names Rahman and Rahim. Bee Asrar, P*4-0*
438. See above, p. S5 *The reference to 'poverty* and 
references in note, H 9  >
439. Ihe *abid is he who has attained to the station of 
al-nafsu*1-mutma*Innah (Qur’an 89:27)> se e above, 
PPTT52TT5TT ---------
440. See above, note 435« Eke concept of gnosis necessarily 
implies the persistence of some kind of consciousness 
of individuality in the man who experiences it (see 
above, note 430^* and seems to me to exclude the notion 
of complete fana*. Whether gnosis is a station (magam) 
or a state (haX)~it is difficult to draw a clear line *
It seems to mark a transition complete from station to 
state. The distinction between station and state has 
been clearly drawn by the early §ufl writers^on doctrine 
such as Abu Na§r al-Sarraj (d. 378/988 - Kitab al-Luma1
fI*1-Tagawwuf, edited by R.A. Nicholson, London, l96^Tand
Abu’l-Qasim al-Qushayrl (d. 465/1072 - Risalah, a 
skeleton analysis of whicE appears in Sufism,pp.74-79*
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Essence, which the Prophet experienced in his first vision,
ia attained only after successive stages of fana* from the
Divine Effects (athar), Actions (af*al), Names (asma*), and
__ N 44-1
Attributes (gifat)* gamzah is here summarizing briefly
Jill1s systematic account of the mystical ascent or return
LU X'?
to the Absolute*
One of the most important concepts closely connected 
with and, from a philosophical point of view, with the
problem of ethics and morality is that of human freedom 
(ikhtiyar)» If man as such and the external world that 
confronts him are viewed metaphysically as being in a 
perpetual state of fana*, then all acts including human 
action are in reality metaphorical* Action implies that it 
proceeds from an agent who wills and has knowledge of the 
thing willed, and this Ghazzalian concept of agent is 
explained thus;
... If we assume an event which is 
based on two facts, the one voluntary and 
the other involuntary, the mind relates the 
act to the voluntary fact. Language expresses 
itself in the same way, for if a man were to 
throw another into the fire and kill him, it 
is the man who would be called his killer, 
not the fire* If, however, the term were 
used in the same sense of the voluntary and 
the non-voluntary, why should the killer be 
related to the voluntary, by language,
441. Asrar, pp*72-73.
442. Asrar, pp*66-75; Insanu*1-Kamil I, pp.56-75; Studies, 
pp.125-130.
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usage, and reason, although, the fire was 
the proximate cause of the killing, and 
the man who threw the other into the fire 
did nothing hut bring man and fire together? 
Since, however, the bringing together is 
a voluntary act and the influence of the 
fire non-voluntary, the man is called a 
killer and the fire only metaphorically 
so* (This proves that the word 1 agent1 is 
used of ofl.fi 7 whose act proceeds from his 
will ...
Now gamzah1s concept of agent and will is similar to what 
al-Ghazzall has explained:
. (Take the example of an ironsmith.
He has with him a piece of iron, a heritage 
from his ancestors* The potentiality of the 
iron is that it/, is suitable for fashioning 
into a keris * He perceives with his 
knowledge thlat the iron is suitable for 
fashioning into a keris and so he forges 
it into a keris * Having forged it into a 
keris, he theiTuses it* After a time he 
stats a person with the keris * The act 
proceeds from the wielder of the keris, 
and not from the keris * From the beginning 
to the end [of the event] the act proceeds 
from the wielder of the keris, not from 
the keris *.* ^
The concept of agent and action held by al-Ghazzall and
gamzah is identical, but al-Ghazzall!s analogy aimed at
refuting the philosophers serves a philosophical context
where man as such is regarded as real and his actions refer
to realities; whereas gamzahfs analogy serves a metaphysical
context where man as such and the external world around him
443* lahafut, p.67; lahafut al-lahafut, p • 95 • 
444* A Malay dagger.
445* Asrar, p*46*
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are in a perpetual state of fana *, and his actions are there­
fore metaphorical* Man, in gamzah1s analogy, is the keris 
whose Action1 does not proceed from will, choice, and 
knowledge of the thing willed* Like the fire!s Action1, 
that of the keris is non-voluntary* God is the wielder of 
the keris, the true Agent of Whom alone can action in the
i\i\ g
true sense of the word be predicated. He xs like the
Khayyamian Player in the chess game of existence, mankind
447the impotent pieces He moves and checks and slays, ' Man is
what he is according to his predetermined capacity as
* 44 8subsisting in God’s Knowledge. In other words, the ground
of determination of the will in man lies in his pure poten­
tiality (pi. istl’dad aglx) which in virtue of its subsisting 
in God!s Knowledge is not distinct from God Himself. Hence 
God - or from man’s point of view his true Self - is the 
Agent of his actions. It follows from this that it is only 
when man’s lower self has been successfully effaced and his 
true Self realized that he can properly speaking be said to 
possess freedom, for he is then his Lord. It is unfortunate 
that many scholars of gufism, particularly the Western 
orientalists, have tended to regard the §ufl account of the 
vexed question of determination and freedom in a rather 
naive manner, posing philosophical problems and exposing
4-4-6. Ibid., pp.45-46.
447. TEI3., pp.76-77.
448. ITdTcL , pp*35-39-
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contradictions out of the formulation of §ufl concepts which 
they themselves have constructed* Having decided that to 
their minds the §ufl solution to the problem is "unsatisfac­
tory" and its "paradoxes more glaring", they would then pose 
the rhetorical queation; "How can moral obligation have a 
place in such a system? Who is morally responsible and before 
whom is anybody responsible when the !judge1 and the ‘judged1 
are one?"^^ They ought to realize that, from the §ufl 
point of view, if they persist in applying philosophical 
concepts which seem to recall Zeno and Epictetus, they would 
never arrive at a "satisfactory" solution to the problem.
In any case, the philosophical glass through which they hope 
to see the Truth inevitably causes them - to use the words 
of RumI - to "see double"; hence, for them the ‘paradoxes1 
are ‘more glaring1* However, speaking from a strictly 
philosophical point of view, it seems to me obvious that 
they are not Kantians, for had they been they would have 
seen that one of the most profound concepts of freedom and 
its relation to morality Western philosophy has ever pro­
duced, formulated in Kant’s second Critique,is perhaps the 
most relevant to the §ufl interpretation to the problem.
Owing to the great importance attached to this problem and
449* ’Afflfl, here (’Afflfl, p.153)? raises the same
objection as that raised by the orientalist I have 
alluded to* His treatment of Ibnu’l-’Arabx seems to me 
irreverant and naive*
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to the need to understand gamzah *s conception of freedom and 
its relation to morality, which is in fact a very sketchy 
summary of Ibnu’l-*fArahI!s and Jill's ideas, I consider it 
worthwhile to give here a brief analytical summary of Kant's 
conception of freedom, if only to point out parallels in the 
§ufl conception of freedom and to show that the 1 solution" 
is not so simple that philosophers could hope for a "satis­
factory" account, unconfused by "glaring paradoxes"*
In Kant, pure reason and practical reason are aspects 
of one and the same reason* Each aspect has its particular 
domain or field of reference* The theoretical use of reason 
concerned with objects of the merely cognitive faculty^^ 
and its practical use deals with the grounds determining the
Zi.51
will* A ckear distinction is drawn between two types of 
will: the empirical and the transcendental, each correspond­
ing to the doctrines of happiness and morality respectively* 
Will and action that are directed to particular objects and 
relations of experience are determined by practical motives 
(practical precepts, maxims)* The transcendental will, that 
is, will viewed in the aspect of pure practical reason, is
450. "The categories as yielding knowledge of things, have 
no kind of application, save only in regard to things 
which may be objects of possible experience*" (Critique 
of pure reason, translated by N.K. Smith, Macmillan,
KnionT'"W6TrP. 162).
4-51 • Critique of practical reason, translated with an intro~ 
duct ion by"L Be ck,'' Liberal Arts Press, New York,
1956, p.15* Hereafter cited as Practical reason*
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not determined by empirical motives, but by itself. This
will must necessarily be directed towards something other
4-52than natural impulses and this ’something* is duty*  ^ The 
good or virtuous action is therefore that which conforms to 
the good will - the will determined by the sense of duty# 
Such a will refers not to actions together with their 
external consequences, rather to disposition* Morality is 
then the disposition conformable to duty* That there is such 
a thing as an a priori command of duty is proven by the very 
nature of the two types of will; the empirical being heter- 
onomous and the transcendental autonomous* Necessity is 
attached to the moral law and it is this quality that makes 
it a command - a categorical imperative .^53 categorical 
imperatives demand of one to act according to maxims that 
can be adapted for a universal legislation for all beings 
who will r a t i o n a l l y . p p 0m this it follows that the self- 
determination of the rational or transcendental will is the 
supreme prerequisite of morality. By self determination is 
meant the power to begin a series of the conditioned, and
4-52. Practical reason, pp.32-33•
4-53* TBia^7pp*18-I57 32-33.
4-54-. IFid., p*30: ... Act that the maxim of your will 
could always hold at the same time as a principle 
establishing universal law. Cf. pp. 30-31.
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455this power, with reference to the will, is called freedom. 
freedom is established not hy theoretical (pure) reason, 
but by a postulate of practical reason. Freedom is possibility 
which in its final form is developed into an object of faith* 
This faith is universally and necessarily valid in the domain 
of the supersensible in the same manner as the principles 
of the understanding are valid in the realm of the sensible 
world. ^ 7  ^ 0  will may be subject to laws of a system of 
nature (as in the case of the empirical), or it may, on the
455* existence of such a power Kant establishes thus:
Since the mere form of a law can be thought 
only by reason and is consequently not an object 
of the senses and therefore does not belong among 
appearances, the conception of this form as the 
determining ground of the will is distinct from 
all determining grounds of events according to 
the law of causality, for these grounds must them­
selves be appearances. Now, as no determining 
ground of the will except the universal legislative 
form can serve as a law for it, such a will must 
be conceived as wholly independent of the natural 
law of appearances in their mutual relations, i.e. 
the law of causality. Such independence is called 
freedom in the strictest, i.e. transcendental, 
sense* Therefore, a will to which only the legis­
lative form of the maxim can serve as a law is a 
free will.
Ibid*, p*28.
4*56. Since theoretical reason is concerned merely with
things which may be objects of possible experience.
Bee above, note 450.
457* It is in connection with this necessary and -universal 
belief that freedom does occur, and must continue to 
occur, that Kant alludes to when he says that the 
reality of freedom is proved by an apodictic law of 
practical reason. (Ibid., p*3).
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other hand, subject a system of nature to it (as in the case 
of the transcendental). In the case of the former, the 
objects must be the cause of the conceptions which determine 
the will, whereas in the case of the latter, the will is the 
cause of the objects,^58 rp0 assert that causality as freedom, 
which pertains to man as noumenon, can be united with 
causality as natural necessity, which pertains to man as an 
existent determined in a spatio-temporal order, is contra­
dictory, for in the case of causality as natural necessity, 
every event and action which occurs at a certain point of 
time is necessary under what preceded it* In this order of 
nature, all actions are never free even if such actions are 
assumed to be independent of any external cause and have 
their determining grounds within one^ self* Hence, causality 
as freedom must never be attributed to man as phenomenon, 
for if it were, it would then be mere subservience to 
haphazard chance, and its concept as causality would contain 
no meaning and would indeed be an impossible one* Since both 
these mutually incompatible concepts are united in one being 
and in the same action of that being, Kant^ solution to the
458. Ibid*, p.46
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problem posed^^ is that the necessity of the causality
determined in a spatio-temporal order lies not within or
without the subject, or that if it lies within the subject
it originates in the instinct or in ideas, for were this so
then one would still have to admit that since instinct and
ideas themselves are part of the spatio-temporal order, all
determinations arising from them would still be under the
4-60inexorable law of natural necessity# Although the acting 
subject as phenomenon is always determined in his actions 
by natural necessity, he at the same time, as noumenon, 
feels that natural necessity does not touch him, and that
^59* Ibid#, p#99* This is the second of the two points of 
weighty criticism levelled against the first Critique 
which Kant sets out to clarify in the second Critique. 
These are:
1) The reality of the categories as applied to 
noumcna, which is denied in theoretical 
knowledge but affirmed in practical;
2) The paradoxical demand to regard one's self, 
as subject to freedom, as noumenon, and yet 
from the point of view of nature to think of 
onefs self as phenomenon in one*s own empirical 
consciousness #
Ibid#, p«6*
4-60# Kant dismisses as illusory the psychological theory of 
motivation as an inner force of the acting rational 
being as such actions, caused by the association of 
ideas, would still imply natural necessity, and they 
therefore exclude the possibility of freedom. It would 
follow that morality is nothing but a contrivance of 
our own deception since morality gives purpose to our 
actions and implies responsibility in actions. The 
sense of responsibility is absent in the psychological 
theory, and this very absence is the indicator of its 
own contradiction, for psychologically the sense of 
responsibility is very real and manifests itself in 
the conscience. Ibid., pp.lOlff# Of* also p#96*
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the laws which determine his existence are legislated by
him through reason# In this existence his will soars freely
unfettered by time, and every changing act of willing or
determination of his existence is felt as a result - an
effect, not a cause - of his causality as a noumenon* Here,
then, he imputes to himself as noumenon the evil actions he
does as phenomenon, for he could have preevnted their
occurrence in spite of the determinations of the past and
of the knowledge that natural necessity had decreed their
coming to pass. He feels himself to be the cause, in his
consciousness as a thing-in-itself, of every action he
does, and the entire past history which determines it, for
it is he as noumenon who moulds his own character and all
its creations# The solution is then to assert that man has
a dual nature, each corresponding to the two types of will
and to noumenon and phenomenon; a denial of this assertion
461would be a self-contradiction of reason itself. But there 
is yet a difficult problem in connection with this idea of
461. The union of causality as freedom with causality as
the mechanism of nature, the first being given through 
the moral law and the latter through natural law, and 
both related to the same subject, man, is impossible 
unless man is conceived by pure consciousness as a 
being in itself in relation to the former, but by 
empirical reason as appearance in realtion to the 
latter# Otherwise, the self-contradiction of reason 
is unavoidable - Ibid., p*6, note 3* The self- contra­
diction of re as on" "Kant speaks oifTiere is further 
explained in the Analytic of Pure Practical Reason#
^ee * PPo97-99*
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freedom in the sense of a natural mechanism to which a 
temporal being is subjected: the connection between God the 
First Cause and man* Since God is the cause of everything 
and man depends upon Him absolutely for his existence, is it 
not true to conclude that man's actions too are therefore 
determined by something outside his power? The crux of the 
matter here again lies in the dichotomy of man's nature, and 
in the nature of the noumenal and phenomenal worlds to which 
it corresponds* Space and time, which are attributes of the 
existence of phenomena and appearances, are not attributes 
of the existence of God or the existence of noumena and 
things-in-thems e Ive s * God is not the cause of man's actions 
in the spatio-*temporal order, nor is He the creator of 
appearances. When we say God is creator, we must mean that 
He is creator of noumena and things~in~themselves. It is the 
thing -in-itself in man that, in his existence as appearance, 
creates his actions. However, it is precisely at this point 
in Kant's conception of freedom that he is at his weakest, 
for in reality he has not really solved the enigma of the 
relationship between God and man, and the extent of man's 
freedom in such a relationship. Indeed, the contradiction in 
Kant's conception of freedom with reference to the realtion- 
ship between God and man becomes apparent when his conception 
of morality, which is closely connected with the concept of 
freedom is summoned forth for scrutiny*
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By means of his conception of the Summum Bonum or
/ i r Q
Highest Good Kant proceeds to hring closer to a firmer 
and more elaborate bond the compulsory relationship between 
the moral and the sensuous worlds* The transcendental will 
or ethical will, which has itself as the determining ground 
of action (categorical imperatives), sets as its end virtue; 
the empirical will or sensuous will, determined by empirical 
motives (hypothetical imperatives), sets as its end happiness* 
The ends of virtue and happiness fit into each of man*s dual 
nature of noumenon and phenomenon respectively* The Highest 
Good in man, or that which man must endeavour to attain, is 
a union of virtue and happiness* The relationship between 
the objects of the ethical and sensuous will (i*e. virtue 
and happiness) is not one of end to means, and it must be 
emphasized that the sensuous will, upon whose principles 
happiness depends, can never be made a condition, no matter 
how indirectly, of the ethical principle, for this would 
annihilate the very idea of morality, The concept of the
462. Ibid., pp*114-117.
465. An antinomy arises in practical reason, similar to the 
conflict between natural necessity and freedom in the 
causation of events in the world found in the antinomy 
of pure speculative reason (ibid*, pp,117-118) but Kant 
resolves this by pointing ouSTTSat man has a dual nature 
and that he, as noumenon, possesses the transcendental 
(ethical) will making it not improbable for that will to 
create a relation with the empirical (sensuous) will 
that causes happiness to be an effect in the phenomenal 
world. But the relation created by the trsncendental 
will is an indirect one; it is one in which the divine 
hand takes part (ibid*, p«119).
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Highest Good presumes that the world of sense alone cannot 
he sufficient to the Highest Good, If man were to have an 
ethical consciousness, then faith must soar beyond the 
empirical realm - and even beyond nature itself - into the 
supersensuous« The Highets Good "is the necessarily highest 
end of a morally determined will and a true object thereof," 
yet this morally determined will (the transcendental will) 
does not in reality have itself as the determining ground of 
action, for in the case of the attainment of the Highest Good 
it has its determining ground in God#^^ The extent of man*s 
freedom is meant, in the strictest sense, the power of the 
will alone to determine itself^"^ then surely in this case 
that is not true. How, then, in the case of the Highest Good, 
can the denial be fully affirmed of the assertion that since 
God is the cause of everything and man depends upon Him 
absolutely for his existence, manfs actions are determined 
by something beyond his power? Alluding to the problem of 
freedom and morality and its connection with the relationship 
between God and man, Kant himself is forced to admit that:
The solution which is given here to the 
difficulty will be said to have so much diffi­
culty in it, however, that it is hardly suscep­
tible of a lucid interpretation. But is any 
other solution, which anyone has attempted or 
may attempt, any easier or more comprehensible?
464, See above, note, 463# 
465# Practical Reason, p,28* 
466# Ibid,, •p.rog; -
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To return now to the §ufxs and to IJamzah. Regarded 
from a strictly §ufx point of view, Kant's difficulty lies 
in his obstinate refusal to "see1 what Shabistarl would say 
"only One," and in his persistence in "seeing double," Kant 
affirms a kind of dualism of noumena on the one hand and 
God on the other, which he so conceives in order to save 
human freedom and explain away the doctrine of morality* For 
the §ufxs, the question of human freedom is a pseudo-problem 
and, so long as the dualism of man as Noumenon1 and God is 
clung to tenaciously, the question can never be "satisfactory 
ily" resolved* Among the Western philosophers, one who would 
approximate the §ufx view in this matter is Spinoza, who 
explains this root of the greatest errors in philosophy as
467lying in our anthropocentric vision of nature and reality* { 
While that there is some semblance of correspondence in 
Kant's concept of appearance (phenomenon) and reality (nou­
menon) with ^amzah's concept of Divine Effects (athar) -
-ence _ ^
that is, external exist/(wujud khari.jx) - and real existence
(wu.jud fcaqxqx) respectively, each corresponding to the two
natures of man, yet the §ufx concept of appearance and
reality would correspond more again with Spinoza's concept
468 — *rof the natura naturata and the natura naturans* The Sufxs
Wiwmiwmmmn mrin^ we i^m^—*w ii ■»ni »*———«*i rnm . r n m n •
467* See his Ethics, translated by W*H. White, revised by 
A*H. StirTxng7 Great Books of the Western World, 1952, 
vol.31? Appendix, Pt.I, pp.369-372.
468* See Spinoza, op * cit», pp*355£oll; prop* 29? p*366.
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would never predicate of the noumena an existence independent 
of God and it follows therefore that for them the Kantian 
transcendental will which has its determining ground in the 
realm of noumena must he attributed to God alone* All action, 
whether in the phenomenal or noumenal worlds, whether result­
ing from the instinct or the so-called will, come to pass 
only through God's Will*^9 true religion, that is,
Islam, is subservience to this Will of God, which can be 
perfectly realized only when man has succeeded in effacing 
his sensual self to gain the higher Selfhood. It would 
follow from this that freedom, as according to Spinoza, is 
knowledge, or rather in the §ufl understanding of it, it is 
gnosis. It has been said earlier that man is what he is 
according to his predetermined capacity as subsisting in 
God's Knowledge and that the ground of determination of the 
will lies in his Pure Potentiality (pi. isti'dad agll) which 
in virtue of its subsisting in God's Knowledge is not dis­
tinct from God Himself. (The Will of God and this Law of 
Potentiality is one and the same reality diversely phrased.
469 • Hamzah in support of this doctrine, quotes Qur'an, 2:186 
4:78; 8:17; 37:96; 48:10; 50:16; etc.; the saying of the 
Prophet that not one single atom moves except by God's 
permission; the injunction of the Prescribed Law that 
good and evil are from God. See, for example, Asrar, 
Sharab, p*22. _ _
470. An interpretation of Qur'an, 3:10. Asrar, p*74.
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A man is good or evil according to whether his Pure Poten­
tiality proceeds from the Divine Attributes of Beauty (namal)
-  471or Majesty (jalal) respectively* { Prom the point of view
of reality, however, there is no such a thing as absolute 
evil since the real nature of every thing is not distinct 
from God, and God is good and inclines to g o o d n e s s . P h e  
question of moral responsibility in this world and of future 
reward and punishment is very closely connected with belief 
in the possibility of human freedom as faith (iman), and 
this faith, apart from assuming that man has the capacity to 
obey or disobey the Divine Command embodied in the religious 
law (sharl1 ah), means also faith in the existence of the 
afterlife as revealed in the religious law. In spite of his 
knowing that this world and the next; possess no real exist­
ence in relation to God, man must still have faith in their 
existence, for this is the basis of morality.
4-71. Sharab, pp.21-22. See also above, pp. 160 - \63,
4-72. Asrar, pp.38, 44—4*5■ Compare with Pumx, Mathnawl II,
25557 2928; IV, 65; I, 3201. -------
473# See Asrar, pp.51-52; Sharab, p*23* It seems to me that 
the connection between freedom and faith in the Kantian 
sense and Kant's philosophy of the 'as if1 (alsob) 
upon which he bases his doctrine of morality7 echoes to 
a certain extent what the §ufxs have in mind# See 
Practical reason, pp.28-42. gamzah does not make a 
clear dis'tTnct'Ibn between the Divine uncreated will 
(mashl*ah), which decrees nothing that does not come to 
pass',' and the Divine command (amr), which is the 
religious law as Ibnu’ 1-1 Arabi”laad done. Disobedience 
to the religious law is what we call 'sin1# The Divine
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will cannot be disobeyed:
In reality tbe Divine will decrees only 
the coming into existence of the act itself 
and is not directed towards the agent in 
whom the act is manifested* That the act 
should not occur is impossible, but in the 
individual who is its locus (i*e*, the 
particular agent) it is sometimes named 
"obedience, to the Divine Command" and some­
times "disobedience to the Divine Command," 
and is followed by praise or blame accordingly* 
(Studies, p*158)
Reward "and punishment in the future life may be 
regarded as effects of obedience or disobedience to 
the Divine Command but the more profound view is that 
God Himself feels the pleasure or pain (op*cit*, p«158 
and note 5)* See also Mathnawl HI, 1362 • iKeTpo wer 
or capacity in man to obey or disobey the Divine 
command has also been discussed from a^theological 
point of view by al~Ash!arI in his Kitab al-Luma1, 
chapter 6 (al-Ash1arl, pp*76-96)* A most' recent study 
on the concept' of belief in Islamic theology: Izutsu,!*, 
The concept of belief in Islamic theology, Tokyo, 1965*
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CHAPTER IV
ffAMZAHT S CONCEPT OP THE DIVINE WILL (IRADAH) AS DEMONSTRATED 
IN HIS APPLICATION OP THE MALAY WORD HENDAK.
Before we embark upon the subject of this chapter, 
it is necessary to make a preliminary analysis of the word 
hendak in order to ascertain the dominant elements in the 
conceptual structure of that word* This preliminary analysis 
is based upon a thorough study of the various contexts in 
which the word hendak appears in its several linguistic 
forms in literary works covering a period from the time of 
gamzah and earlier to that of ^bdu^Llah Munshx and the 
present day, and in the spoken language of today* In that 
part of the period not contemporaneous with modern times, I 
have consulted literary works of varied nature and topic: 
the writings of $amzah, Shamsu’l-Dln of Pasai, Ranxrl, 
’AbduH-Ra’uf of Singkil and some seventeenth century tracts 
on §ufism; the Be jar ah Melayu; Hikayat Acheh, Hikayat Hang 
Tuah; some eighteenth century manuscripts on §ufism from 
Acheh, Riau and Trengganu; the Hikayat Pelayaran series of 
Abdu’Llah; in contemporary times, I have consulted the 
writings of the Angkatan* 4-5 of Indonesia. On the spoken 
language, I have relied on my own knowledge of the language 
as it is spoken in Malaya, with particular reference to 
Johore, and in Indonesia.
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On the hasis of this fsample* study of the meaning 
°£ hendak as it appears in its several linguistic forms in 
literary works of varied nature and topic covering a period 
of five hundred years, I have reasons to come to the conclu­
sion that the word has undergone very little semantic change* 
On the other hand, the word mahu, which hears a close con­
nection in meaning with the word hendak, has undergone 
considerable semantic change. In the early writings, mahu 
appears less than hendak, and generally mostly in the 
negative form preceded by the word of negation tidak. 
further, the verbal noun kemahuan does not occur then. This 
form is in my opinion the product of modern times dominated 
by Western concepts of will as response to man-made or man- 
induced challenges. It is particularly evident in the 
Indonesian we It ans chauung more than in the Malayan and this 
may be attributed to the fact that Indonesia has maintained 
longer cultural contact with the West than has Malaya,
Certain important and relevant methodological concepts that 
I have brought to bear on this study of the conceptual 
structures of hendak and mahu are outlined in the next 
chapter and need not deter us here. In analyzing the meaning 
of the word hendak as it is applied in sentences In various 
ways, the conceptual pictures the mind sees are the models
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IVJIX.of the realities described* f
The word hendak as a verb considered by itself 
without affixes conveys meanings such as to wish,^*^ or to
4-74-. Of* Wittgenstein, L., Iraotatus Logico-philosophicus,
rendered into English Vy C*K. Ogden with an introduction 
by Bertrand Bussell, London, 1962, p. 39, no.212. Bee 
also nos* 2,1, 2.11, 2.13, 2.131? 2.14, 2.141, 2.15? 
2.151, 2.1511, 2.1512, 2.1513, 2.1514, 2.1515, 2.16, 
2.161, 2.17, 2.171, 2.172, 2.173, 2.174, 2.18, 2.181, 
2.182, 2.2, 2.22, 2.221, 2.222, 2.223, 2*224, 3, 5*03; 
see also Wittgenstein!s Philosophical investigations 
.(.in 2 parts), translated "'by' (j.E.M* Ans combe,' Oxford, 
1963, pt.l, para.l39foll. Hereafter cited as Philosoph­
ical investigations. The picture theory of meaning has 
Veen criticized by Baits, E., in Essays in conceptual 
analysis, selected and edited by Antony ¥lew, Eondon, 
1956, chapter III. Baits has, however, misinterpreted 
Wittgenstein and attacked the theory of meaning of 
words. Wittgenstein's theory is that of sentence mean­
ing and not word meaning. See Stenius, E., Wittgenstein1;
1Tractatus1, Oxford, I960, chapter VII, also note T o n
p.T.37* ~
475* E.g. Raja Kida Hindi speaks to his Prime Minister about 
his daughter Shahru’ 1-Bariyyah:
Ketahui olehmu, bahwa aku memanggil engkau 
ini, aku hendak bertanyakan bichara kepadamu: 
bahwa anakloi yang tiada taranya seorangpun anak 
raja-raja pada zaman ini, itulah hendak aku 
persembahkan kepada raja Iskandar.
Literally:
Know that I now summon you to draw near to 
me [because] 1 wish to discuss with you a certain 
question: that my daughter, who has no equal among 
the daughters of the kings of this age, she it is 
whom I wish to present to Alexander.
S e jarah Melayu, ed. T.B. Situmorang and Prof. Dr. A. 
Teeuw, Djakarta, 1958, p.5* This edition of the Sejarah 
Me layu is taken from fAbdu’Llahfs text. According to 
Winstedt (Historians of Southeast Asia, London, 1962, 
p.24), the^ ^  written between the end of
the 15th century a£3"'the "beginning of the 16th century* 
The author apparently knew Sanskrit, Tamil, Persian and
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want ,^76 or to intend or purpose .^77 whatever the meaning
Arabic, some Chinese, Portuguese and Siamese. The 
author was not only a medieval scholar* but also a 
literary artist as well, and one who was familiar with 
his times and cultural environment • Hereafter cited as 
Sejarah He layu.
4*76# Tun Teja asks the ladies of Melaka:
Hendak kemana tuan-tuan sekalian ini?
Literally:’
Where do you all want to go?
Hikayat Hang Tuah, ed."linas Penerbitan Balai Pustaka, 
Djakarta, T§5Sr p •219« This is one of the most important 
and widely read works in Malay literature* It was 
written about the 17th century (an exact date is not 
found), and it tells of the heroic exploits of Hang 
Tuah, the Malay Laksamana (admiral) of Melaka* Most of 
the stories connected with Hang Tuah are quite legend­
ary* According to the Hikayat, Hang Tuah was a contem­
porary of Gajah Mada, the famous Mapatih (chief minister 
of Majapahit (14th century). Hereafter cited as Hang 
Tuah*
477, E.g. Maka kira-kira pukul empat petang keluarlah 
hendak berlayar*
Literally fu"
At about four o1 clock in the evening [we] set 
out intending to sail*
And:
Maka sebantar itu juga datanglah sebuah 
sampan hilir dari sungai, ada tujuh-delapan 
orang-orang raja hendak menyambut perahu saya itu. 
Literally:
At the same time a sampan arrived coming 
downstream from the river with seven or 
eight of the Raja*s men [who came] for the 
purpose of welcoming my boat*
Hikayat Pelayaran Abdullah (Dari Singapura ke Kelantan), 
Press' of the Am. MissVSingapore,_1838, pp#16 and_63 
respectively. The author ‘Abdu’Llah bin ^Abdu*l-Qadir 
MunshI (1796-1854) was of Arab-Indian descent and is 
regarded as the father of modern Malay literature. 
Hereafter cited as Hikayat Abdullah.
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there definitely is a consistent sense of will underlying 
its conceptual structure* It is also clear that the word 
hendak has a limited field of application. In its concrete 
sense it is applicable only to the animate and not to the 
inanimate. Animals too are assumed to possess wish* want* 
intention and purpose* but whenever the word hendak is 
applied to inanimate things* then the meanings it conveys 
are meant to be interpreted metaphorically* That the word 
hendak should have been used to describe inanimate phenomena 
could be interpreted as an indication of its being a witness 
word reflecting the ancient vision of an animistic universe 
of the Malay-speaking peoples. In the realm of the animate* 
a different conceptual pattern is implied in the application 
of the word to human beings compared with its application to 
animals* When used to describe animal behaviour the word 
hendak always impresses upon the mind a mental picture of the 
subject dominating the situation described* A possible ex­
planation of this phenomenon may be that it is the peculiar 
behaviour of the animal visible to the human being who 
describes it as hendak that determines the dominating 
impression of the subject (the animal) upon the mind of the 
human being when he is describing the phenomenon, This 
pattern of the subject dominating the impression in the mind 
is not necessarily always the case in the application of the 
word hendak to describe human behaviour, and in this I think
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lies tlie clue significant in making a distinction - as far 
as It is conveyed in the conceptual structure of the word 
hendak^ ^ - between human and animal will* It has already 
been said that when the word hendak is used to describe 
animal behaviour, the subject described dominates the 
impression in the mind* The same conceptual pattern of the 
subject dominating our mental impression is also present in 
the application of the verb hendakkan (i*e* hendak + akan) 
to describe both human and animal behaviour. The reason why 
this is so seems to me to be the same as that already 
stated: the peculiar visible or discernible behaviour of 
the subject, whether human or animal, determines that the 
subject dominates the mental impression* Hendakkan when 
applied to human beings implies a desire that seems to arise 
out of natural instinctive behaviour rather than will. In 
both these cases of the application of hendak and hendakkan 
to the animal and human worlds, another important point to 
note is that the duration of the experience of hendak or 
hendakkan is discontinuous and, as it were, short* From the 
point of view of Malay linguistic consciousness, the words 
hendak and hendakkan reflect experiences that may not
4-78* I understand here by the concept of meaning nothing 
but a particularization of the mode of seeing or 
experience. On the concept Seeing1, see Philosophical 
investigations, II, XI*
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necessarily be properly conceived as will — they rather
reflect experiences that border upon instinctive behaviour•
It is in the application of the verb hendakkan that,
properly speaking, man approaches animal experience and
behaviour. Such a verb, I have found, has never been applied
to G-od for it is clearly debasing and philosophically absurd.
I have already stated that in its application to human
beings the word hendak may not necessarily impress upon the
mind the subject dominating the situation. In clarifying
the distinction between hendak (SD) and hendak (OD)^^ when
the word is applied as a verb denoting human action, the
following simple example will serve well. Ihe sentence in
English: ’Where are you going?1 is to be translated into
Malay as: ’Engkau hendak kemana?1 which literally conveys
the meaning: ’Where do you want to go?1 or ’Where are you
4*80wanting to go?1 When the situation revealed in the 
sentence is analyzed it will be found that to the analyst 
the object of the action of the one who is asked the question 
is dominant in the mind; it may be the market, a wedding 
party, the school and many other alternatives, vague as they
4-79. (SD) denotes impression of the subject dominating the 
mind; (OD) denotes impression olTTShe ~ob jeot dominating 
the mind. Dor convenience and to avoid awkward 
repetition, these symbols will hereafter be applied 
in the analysis,
4-80. Ihis question where hendak appears is of the same 
category as the one Xh note 476.
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may be* The one who is asked the question is thrust into 
the background* The logical explanation of this phenomenon 
seems to me to be the assumption that the one who is asked 
the question had taken a decision on a particular course of 
action, and further, this implies a capacity to exercise 
choice and knowledge of that for which the action is done*
It is this conceptual element of choice and knowledge that 
is responsible for creating a (OD) impression in the mind, 
for were this not so, there would be no sense in asking the 
question* At the same time, it is also expectation of a 
revelation from the one who is asked the question concerning 
the object of his action that makes the (OD) impression in 
the mind* But of course the same sentence may also produce 
a (SD) impression, depending upon how it is said and upon 
the circumstances preceding the saying of it. If the word 
following hendak (i*e. kemana in this case) is emphasized, 
then it is no longer a simple question but a rhetorical one, 
meaning: ’Where can you go [now]?* implying a kind of 
challenge to one to whom it is directed. It were as though 
the one to whom the question is asked has been forced into 
a situation - natural or artificial ~ where the courses of 
action were extremely limited, and the time to decide which 
course to take short. There is a sense of urgency. Unlike 
the (OD) situation, here a decision is demanded without the 
subject being aware of the situation beforehand; a
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problematic situation is experienced and its solution is 
demanded there and then, Furthermore, the intensity of the 
subjects action is greater than in the (OD) case, and it is 
this expected intensity of action on the part of the subject 
that creates the (SD) pattern in the mental picture of the 
situation* Although in both cases of the application of 
hendak (OD) or (SD) the existence of knowledge and choice is 
presupposed, yet in the latter case both knowledge and choice 
are greatly reduced, revealing a pattern of action based 
more upon instinct rather than will. So far, we have dealt 
with two categories of hendak: the (OD) and (SD) categories, 
There is yet another category which 1 will call the (ED) 
category. By (ED) I mean the application of hendak to both 
the animate and inanimate worlds where the event dominates 
the mental impression of the picture of the situation des­
cribed. My first conclusion in the analysis of hendak (ED) 
is that the (ED) pattern is only found to be absolute in the 
inanimate realm. In the realm of the animate, the (ED) 
pattern may be found* From a philosophical as well as 
semantical point of view, it is important to discover why 
the (ED) pattern is created whenever hendak is applied to 
inanimate objects and in some cases also to the animate, 
since such a discovery would enable us to establish rules 
regarding the application of the word hendak and thereby to 
piece together the elements that make up the conceptual
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structure of that word* In the sentences: 1 Gunung itu hendak 
me letup;1 and fPuhun itu hendak tumbang, 1 hendak is to he 
understood as conveying* in English, the meaning is about to: 
!Ihe mountain (volcano) is about to burst (erupt);1 *The 
three -is about to topple (fall), The dominant impression in 
the mind is not the mountain or the tree, but rather the 
event of bursting or erupting, or of toppling or falling, 
and the imminence of the event. The mountain or tree is not 
only conceived of as the locus of the event, but also the 
recipient of action from outside, Hence the hendak does not 
really belong to the mountain or tree; they merely receive 
and cannot avoid or choose to delay, or cause to start or 
prevent the inexorable force of an external phenomenon. It 
is with reference to this that I mean when I say that when- 
ever hendak is applied to the inanimate, the meanings it 
conveys are metaphorical. The (ED) pattern is not quite 
identical when hendak is applied to the animate, whether 
it be animal or man; and it is important to note that what 
causes this non-identity in conceptual pattern is precisely 
the fact that the metaphorical element is absent in the 
animate, implying the existence of the capacity to start, 
delay, choose to avoid, or prevent the series of events 
that lead to the (ED) pattern of hendak in the animate. In 
respect of the action of the event as being of an external
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nature, it is common to both animate and inanimate hendak 
(ED) • An example of the hendak (ED) animate type can he 
analysed in the sentence: 'Orang itu hendak kena pukul1 (the 
word prang here may he replaced hy kuching: cat): 'That 
person is asking for a heating*1 The word pukul, to heat, 
in the sentence is stressed and we have a hendak (SD) 
pattern* The person's action must he such that he or she 
warrants a heating* The person may he alone hut visihle to 
one who makes the sentence, or the person may he in the 
company of another or others also visihle to the one who 
makes the sentence* But the (SD) pattern is changed to (ED) 
if the word pukul is not stressed, for the picture presented 
cannot possibly show the person and his action alone, as it 
can in the (SD) pattern, hut must necessarily show the 
person in the company of another or others. What changes the 
(SD) pattern to (ED) is the fact that the other person or 
persons in the subject's company is about to heat him in 
consequence of his action or behaviour* But, unlike events 
of this nature in the inanimate worlds, here it is implied 
that the person (or animal) has the capacity, now that the 
event has occurred, to avoid the action that comes from an 
external source or to escape from it.
At this stage it becomes possible to define con­
sistent rules governing the concept hendak considered as a 
verb, and to isolate the various elements that make up its
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conceptual pattern in tlae form of propositions set forth 
below.
1) The verb hendak operates in a field of application 
comprising the animate and the inanimate realms , but when­
ever it is applied to the inanimate realm, its meaning is
to be interpreted as metaphorical, and not concrete, i.e. 
real*
2) In its application in the inanimate realm, the 
conceptual picture it presents impresses upon the mind as 
dominant always the event described and not otherwise,
3) In the (ED) pattern in the inanimate realm, the 
action to which the verb hendak refers comes from an external 
source, and not from the subject, although the subject is
loc^s of the action. In relation to the action, the 
subject is powerless.
4) In the (ED) pattern in the realm of the animate, 
proposition (3) is applicable, but it must be added that the 
subject may indirectly be the cause of the action which 
produces the event. Furthermore, the existence of a capacity 
or power to start, delay, avoid or prevent the series of 
events that lead to the event is implied in the subject.
3) Although hendak conveys the same meaning in its 
application to human beings and animals that comprise the 
realm of the animate, yet for animals alone is the (SD) 
pattern absolute in the same way as the (ED) pattern is
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absolute only for the inanimate* For human beings, the 
picture may present (ED), (SD) or (OD) patterns*
6) The (OD) pattern implies only the action of 
"normal” human beings, i*.e* those in full possession of 
their intellectual faculties*^'1'
7) The application of hendakkan to both human beings 
and animals always produce the (SD) pattern. Hendakkan 
cannot be applied to the inanimate unless metaphorically.
When the enclitic particle lah is used: hendaklah
(verb), then it gives emphasis to hendak and its meanings
48? 48^ 484are it is desired, should,  ^must # In this sense,
481. Human beings such as children, the infirm or feeble­
minded, the insane - in fact all those who can be con­
sidered as not yet or no longer in full possession of 
their intellectual faculties, are not considered in 
this analysis, as it would not in the least alter the 
present conclusion whether or not they are considered* 
482* E*g*: "Adapun anak kit a ini lagi budak, jika ada salah 
dan bebal perbaiki; jika ia jahat hendaklah diantarkan 
kembali kepada kita*" Literally: ulhTs our son is yet a 
child, if he does wrong and is feeble-minded, improve 
him; if he is bad, it is desired that he be sent back 
to us•" Here the Raja Bangfurba entrusts his son Sang 
Jaya Nantaka, who is his heir, to the tutelage of the 
Bendahara and Temenggung* Hikayat Hang Tuah, p*67*
483* E»g*: "Sesungguhnya hendaklali kj?ba pun mengambil ibarat 
daripada hikayat itu adahya*" Literally: "Yerily we too 
should take [heed of] the parable from the story•" The 
story referred to is that of the monkey and the weaver- 
bird* The monkey takes shelter from a storm under the 
weaver-bird1s nest* The weaver-bird reproaches the 
monkey for being lazy not to build his own shelter* The 
monkey gets angry and tears the weaver-bird1 s nest to 
shreds* The parable teaches that It is vain to *throw 
pearls to swine.1 Hikayat Abdul1ah, p*12*
484. E.g. : lle.ngumpat dan rnemu j T hendaklah pikir,
Disxtulah banyak orang yang IJergelinchir * 
Literally: [If you indulge in] malicious gossip and 
praise you must first think,
That is where mary people slip and fall*
Puisi Lama, S. Takdir Alisjahbana, Djakarta, 1954,p.80*
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hendaklah is limited in its field of application only to 
human beings and it presupposes the existence in human 
society of ethical, intellectual and social orders. Hendak 
applied with the addition of the pronominal nya: hendaknya, 
limits the field of application still further and refers 
only to human intellectual activity having to do with logical 
analysis. This is generally found in written language:
"Adapun kata Ahlu’l-Suluk ma’na 1 lu1 mawjud, hendaknya £a£ir 
maka harus dikatakan 1 lu! kerana flur itu isharat kepada 
suatu yang mawjud"^^ "According to the People of the Path, 
'thou1 refers to something existing, it must necessarily be 
present [to God]; for it to be referred to as *thou,* for 
*thou! refers to something existing."
(1 ) Derivatives^^ and their conceptual structures.
Derivatives of hendak are formed by means of 
affixes such as kan, i (suffix), ke, meng (prefix); and 
compound affixes such as ber -f ke (prefix), se + ke (prefix), 
di + ke (prefix) ending with the suffix i. In the case of the 
suffix kan there is no reason to doubt that it originally 
was derived from akan which conveys a variety of meanings 
such as - if applied as a preposition - towards, as for,
485* gamzah commenting on surah 36:82 of the Qur’an in
refuting the ^lama’1s doctrine of creatio ex nihilo. 
Asrar, p*30; also p#70* The word 'luT* = "lathi.
486. !3Tmean by derivatives here hendak as it i"s~ applied 
with its affixes.
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concerning, in order to, about; and - if applied as an
auxiliary - shall, will# The suffix kan as it is applied to
hendak denotes direction towards the object of hendak♦ 
Hendakkan means desire towards or for something# Take the 
following example: nJikalau sungguh tuanhamba hendakkan 
hamba ..." : "If my Lord truly has desire for me ..." which 
can simply be translated as "If you truly love me We
must imagine here one person (whatever the sex may be) saying 
this to another (who may even be of the same sex) • But for 
the sake of convenience let us imagine that it is a woman 
who is saying this to a man who desires or loves her# It may
be possible that only the man is active in his desire or
love for the woman# She is the passive object* She may not 
even love or desire him# The direction of the love or desire 
relationship is then one-way - it is not a mutual relation­
ship#^*^ It is implied that the man's desire for the woman is 
experienced at that time when the woman is in his presence 
(although this is not a necessary condition* for the object
/ i g Q
desired may be absent from the desiring subject)# It is 
further implied that the woman is brought or brings herself 
to the man rather than the man going to her:
i
i
[s] fman") ~ '"""j--------- f^ 1 (woman)---->
t
487# This pattern is of course not always necessarily so# 
488# See for example the case of the Princess of Gunung 
Ledang shown above, p. 2.01.
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A clearer illustration of this conceptual pattern of the verb 
hendakkan can be seen in the Princess of Gunung Ledang!s 
reply to Sultan Mahmud*s representatives who came to convey 
to the princess the Sultan1s proposal of marriage: "Jikalau 
Eaja Melaka hendakkan aku, perbuatkan aku jembatan emas satu, 
dari Melaka datang ke Gunung Ledang ini; "If the
Raja of Melaka has desire for me, [let him] build for me a 
golden bridge and a bridge of silver that span from Melaka 
to Gunung Ledang; The correlate of the verb hendakkan
is the verb kehendaki« In kehendaki, meaning desire towards 
or for something, the object desired is either absent or 
vague to the desiring subject and the prefix i implies in 
the case of this word that the subject looks for the object 
desired (if it is absent) or seeks clarification about the 
object desired (if it is vague):
Cs] — ------   — ----[c]
As an example, take the following words of Sultan Mahmud 
when he addresses his dignitaries: "Jikalau beristeri sama 
anak raja-raja ini, adalah raja-raja lain pun demikian juga; 
yang kit a kehendaki barang yang tiada pada raja-raja lain, 
itulah hendak kita peristeri* Akan sekarang kita hendak 
meminang puteri Gunung Ledang; Laksamana dan Sang Setia kita
489* Sejarah Melayu, p*236
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t i t a h k a n # " I f  I marry a daughter of these Rajas, other
Rajas have the same [choice of wives]; she whom I desire
should he one who is not to he found with other Rajas, such
is the one whom we wish to take to wife* We now wish to ask
for the hand of the Princess of Gunung Ledang; the Laksamana
and Sang Setia we command [to carry out our proposal]#M The
Sultan fs wife is dead and he is planning to marry again# The
object of his desire is the fabulous Princess of Gunung
Ledang# The fact that he speaks of the Princess shows that
he must have contemplated the idea of marrying her for some
time# He is now hoping to win the object of his desire, and
if he were to win her, he would cherish her thereafter# The
desire is continuous0 It goes forth from the subject (Sultan}
to the object (Princess). The Princess1 reply to the official
4-Ql
proposal conveyed by the Sultan*s representatives J makes 
use of the verb hendakkan# She is the passive object# She 
does not, in this case, seem to betray any desire for the 
Sultan ~ she may not even love him# She has to bring herself 
or be brought to the Sultan# In fact she will give herself 
up only if certain conditions are fulfilled# Another import­
ant factor in the conceptual distinction between the verbs 
kehendaki and hendakkan is the distinction in duration# 
Kehendaki conveys the sense of a continuous desire, hoped
4-90 • Ibid* , p * 234- •
4*91 • See above, p . 201 •
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for before achieving the object and cherished after it has 
been achieved* Hendakkan conveys the sense of a desire
/LOO
experienced in a brief span of time, J and although it may 
be rekindled it nevertheless is discontinuous*
When the prefix di is applied to kehendaki, the 
basic conceptual pattern of kehendaki does not undergo any 
change except when dikehendaki is applied in the sense of 
conveying the meaning similar to the passive participle of 
the fourth form of the Arabic verb arada (root: rad Crwd]): 
murad when defining meaning. In this sense, dikehendaki is 
closely connected with hendaknya* An example of the 
manner in which murad is applied can be taken from Ranlri's 
Hu,1,1 ah: "Maka murad daripada ^.aqlqat pada i§£ila£ Ahlu’l-
§ufl itu aiatu: ... "^95 [meaning] intended in the §ufis!
definition of the real essence [of a thing] is: It is
in this sense also that dikehendaki is applied by Kemas 
Hakhru’l-Dln of Palembang in his Malay abridgement of a 
mystical work by Ibn Raslan of Damascus': "Dan adalah ketiga 
itu, dikehendaki dengan kata mereka itu setengah orang yang 
*arif, memandang segala makhluq tiada perbuatan bagi mereka 
itu*"^^ "[The meaning implied in] these three [types of
492. Bee above, p.t9t*
493* E.g. "Patik sekalian sembilan orang ini semuanya patut 
jadi Bendahara, barang siapa yang dikehendaki duli Yang 
Dipertuan itulah jadi Bendahara." "The nine of us here 
are all worthy of becoming Bendarara* Whosoever the Yang 
Dipertuan desires shall become Bendaraha." Bejarah 
Melayu, p*^25T ”
494. See above, p*199«
495 Eage
Kitab Mukhtasar (Leiden, Cod. Or. 1712), p*38*
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fana’], as intended in the sayings of some of the gnostics, 
is to regard all creatures as possessing no act of their 
own*"
Another derivative of hendak that can he classed 
with hendaknya in the sense of having to do with logical 
analysis is menghendaki (this word is always applied with 
the suffix i), meaning requiring, would require, wanting: 
"Maka wujud §aqq Ta'ala dengan !alam berlainan pun tiada dan
bersuatu pun tiada, kerana berlainannya dan bersuatu itu
— 497menghendaki dua wujud mustaqill sendirinya*” "Thus the
Being of the Truth Most Exalted and that of the World are 
neither the same nor different, for its identity or non­
identity would require two entities existing per se*" What 
is important to note in the conceptual pattern of menghendaki 
is the element of 'lacking* inherent in the subject of 
hendak*
With reference to the Divine Will as conceived 
according to the conceptual pattern couched in the concept 
hendak, the most important are kehendak (hendak + prefix 
ke), berkehendak (hendak + compound prefix ber + ke) and 
sekehendak (hendak + compound prefix se + ke). Kehendak 
means wish, will, desire, and it is not applied to animals 
unless metaphorically (the same applies to the other two
497. Bu.1«1ah, p*4*
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words in this class)* The fact that it is not applicable to
animals seems to me to demonstrate that semantically it is
conceived that there exists in man a power or capacity of
willing that does not exist in animals* But before we go on
I wish to point out another use of kehendak which is rather
rare* and this is its use in the sense of murad mentioned 
iloq
earlier. ' Here is an example: "Maka kehendak fay£L pada 
kata Ahlu’Llah itu dua martabat:.. * tA 99 [meaning]
intended by [the term] fayd according to the People of God 
is that it has two grades: ...” In this sense, kehendak
belongs to the same class as dikehendaki^00 and is closely
501 502connected with hendaknya and menghendaki* ^ Kehendak
can also mean purpose: "Perahu dari mana datang ini dan
505siapa nama panglimanya, apa kehendak datang ini?":-'  ^ "Boats 
coming from where are these and what is the name of their 
commander, what is the purpose of this coming?" As I have 
demonstrated in the analysis of the conceptual patterns of 
hendak as it is applied in the animate and inanimate realms,
r-ui— r 'i ^
the consistent occurrence of (ED), (SD) or (OD) patterns in
4-98. See above, p.205*
4-99. 1164-8, p.294-.
500. See "above, p. 205.
501. See above, p.199.
502. See above, p. 204-•
505. Hikayat Hang Tuah, p.382. Strange boats are approaching 
Melaka./ The people sound the alarm and make preparations 
for defense against what they think is an invasion. The 
fleet turns out to be a goodwill mission from India.
The application of kehendak here gives the (OD) pattern 
in the mind*
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definite contexts of the application of hendak with 
reference to man indicates the fact that in man alone is the 
concept of will fully developed, and this concept of will 
includes in its meaning structure the elements of choice 
and knowledge of the object of will* As we proceed with the 
analysis, it will he discovered that this knowledge is in 
turn governed by wisdom. Will in the sense that it is 
volition having its determining ground within itself in the 
manner shown above is denoted in Malay by the word kehendak. 
Of all the derivatives of hendak, kehendak alone is the 
logical word denoting the concept of will* Kehendak may 
produce the (OD) pattern: f,Apa kehendak tuanhamba sekalian 
pintalah pada kita: jikalau apa sekali pun tiada kita 
tahani#"'^!* "Whatever my lords wish, please ask from us: 
even if it be anything, we will not deny you"; or the (SD) 
pattern: "Laksamana tiada, itulah maka berani Hang Jebat 
melakukan berat ringan barang kehendaknya didalam istana 
Baja ini, kerana dilihatnya tiada siapa yang melebihi dia," 
"fhe Laksamana is absent, that is why Hang Jebat dares to 
make heavy or light whatever he desires in the Raja!s 
palace, for he sees that there is none who surpasses him 
[in power]#" In the above passage, the subject is dominant 
in the mind because he is conceived as the doer of whatever
504* Bejarah Melayu, p*213. 
505* ffifeyat~TTang ffuah, p*310*
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Tie desires* There is an implication that his actions are 
determined by a power not governed by wisdom and discretion 
and this is caused "by the word barang (i*e* whatever) which 
immediately precedes kehendak * In fact, whenever the word 
barang or words conveying the same sense as barang precedes 
kehendak as in the example above, the conceptual pattern 
of will and power without wisdom and justice - i*e* tyran­
nical, capricious or despotic power - is always dominant*
The same conceptual pattern is dominant in the structure of 
sekehendak which is synonymous with barang kehendak» though 
the former is more emphatic in stressing unrestricted power# 
Sekehendak always takes the pronominal nya, A very important 
distinction between the conceptual structures of the word 
sekehendak and the word hendak and its other derivatives is 
this emphasis on spontaneous, blind unconscious will conveyed 
sefcehendak which is not conveyed in all other derivatives 
°£ hendak* The following quotation from ‘Abdu’Llah will 
illustrate my point: "Maka adalah diluluskan Allah akan 
seorang mengambil harta seorang dengan tiada relanya? - atau 
seorang mengambil anak isteri seorang dengan kekerasannya?
- atau seorang membunuh akan seorang dengan tiada sebenarnya?
- atau seorang membuat barang sekehendak hatinya atas hamba 
Allah sebab ia raja?"^^: "Would [you think that] it be
506* Hikayat Abdullah, pp*155? 157*
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tolerated "by God for one person to take the wealth of 
another without the other!s consent? - or for one to take 
by force the wife and children of another? - or one killing 
another without just cause? - or one doing whatever his 
heart desires upon a servant of God [simply] 'because he is 
king?’1 Upon his return to Singapore from his voyage to 
Kelantan, 'Abdu’Llah felt very much distressed at what he 
saw in Pahang and Kelantan. In Kelantan the Rajas were then 
fighting among themselves for the throne* •Ahdu’Llah 
particularly “blamed the Rajas for their selfish attitude 
towards life. Their greed knew no hounds with respect to 
consideration for others, and in this respect their behaviour 
was incredibly capricious. The word sekehendak describes the 
character of one to whom it is applied and reveals its true 
meaning. I have already stated that sekehendak is synonymous 
with barang kehendak* The word barang may also be used to 
precede sekehendak, as in the above example, to give further 
emphasis to the randomness of the volitive movement. Indeed, 
it is obvious that the prefix se in sekehendak is an abbre­
viation of the word sebarang, meaning *whatever!. In its 
usage with kehendak, the prefix se implies random desire, 
in which the notion of discretion and wisdom is absent.
The prefix ber conveys the idea of having some 
thing (both tangible or intangible) on or in one, or some 
act (behavioural, volitional, emotional) in one, and in the
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case of the latter, depending upon whether the word to which 
it is prefixed is a one-person relation word (i.e. lari: run) 
or a two-person relation word (i.e. chakapt converse), the 
act may he said to he either reflexive or reciprocal. How 
the word kehendak may he hoth a one-person relation or two- 
person relation word depending upon the actual context: it 
may mean a one-way desire for something tangible or abstract 
as in the following example: "Maka jikalau kiranya raja-raja 
yang bijaksana dan yang bangsawan yang berkehendak keamanan 
dunia akhirat itu "Thus if it is true that the
Rajas who are wise and noble and who have desire for success 
in this world and the next *.."; or it may mean a two-way 
reciprocal desire in the sense of passionate love between 
two persons: ’Mereka berkehendak1 - ’They love (each other)1# 
Further, in the case of berkehendak. apart from the funda­
mental element of ‘having* conveyed in the prefix ber as 
explained above, the ber also denotes a state of activity9 
so that berkehendak can mean having a desire or being in the 
state of desiring, and when it means the latter, there is a 
possibility that the desire is reciprocal attraction occur­
ring between the same level of being (humans).
50?. Ibid. In this case the (OD) pattern is given;
otherwise, the pattern given will be (SD). Bee also 
Kitab Mukhtagar, pp.60-61.
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On the basis of the conclusions drawn in the fore­
going analysis , it is now possible to give diagrammatic 
schemata of hendak, shown below:
FIG# I.
HENDAK
.508
Animate
Inanimate
(ED)
Animals Man
c^d )
(SD) (OD)
HK
HENDAK
HLMan
(SD) -  (L)
HN
(OD)-
MHI m h: 
(M)
KHSKH
KHI
\ \
DKHI DKHI
508. In Figs, I and II, the abbreviations in brackets such 
as (ED), (SD) and (OD) have been explained* In Fig.II, 
the abbreviations in brackets (E) denotes meanings 
pertaining to ethical codes of behaviour; (L) denotes 
meanings pertaining to logical analysis; (M) pertains 
to meaning* Capital letters in both Figs* I and II 
stand for abbreviations of hendak and its derivatives: 
HK = Hendakkan; HL « HendaklaH; ~~BN =* Hendaknya;
MHI « rtenghendaki; KH"« itebendak; SKH Sekehendak;
BKH « HerEeTien5ak; KHI « Keben'Saki; DKHI'T"A~M;fcehendaki * 
Note that'KehenAak is the central concept.
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(°) Conceptual distinction between hendak and mahu.
In order to comprehend completely the meaning 
underlying hendak, it is important that it should he com­
pared and contrasted with another word whose meaning seems 
linguistically to he identical, hut to he in fact not so*
The word mah.u also means want, desire, wish, hut the 
fundamental concept underlying mahu is not - as in the case 
°£ hendak - that of voluntary action arising out of knowledge
and choice: what we call will* On the contrary, the action
in mahu may not he said to he voluntary in the sense that it 
is free from direct outside influence, although the action 
conveyed hy mahu may arise out of knowledge of what is
desired, wished, or wanted* It is not voluntary in the sense
I mean because what is wanted or not wanted in mahu is 
always determined hy a direct proposition* Hence mahu means 
not really want, desire, or wish; rather accept, consent, 
or reject, refuse, whether it he positive or negative as the 
case may he* It implies not will, hut determination; and even 
choice, in mahu is determined hy the direct proposition, and 
hence of a more restricted kind than is the case with hendak* 
What I have stated can he demonstrated in the following 
simple illustration* Supposing I say: "Kuching itu tidak 
mahu makan" - "That cat does not want to eat", it is pre­
supposed that the cat has heen offered food* The cat*s
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action is therefore really determined hy two factors: (i) 
the offer, which starts the cat's action, and (ii) a certain 
physical condition, like for example, not feeling hungry, 
which terminates the cat's action* If I apply the word 
hendak instead of mahu in the ahove sentence, then the 
picture that I must conceive in my mind reveals that the 
food has not heen offered to the cat* The situation con­
ceived would he something like this: the cat is not in the 
picture* I !see* a plate of food in what is to he the 
1 stage1 where the action is to he played* The cat appears 
in the picture and sees the plate of food* He approaches 
and, having sniffed it, turns away and ignores the food* I 
who see this would describe the cat's decision not to take 
the food as !tidak hendak makan'* Although, as I have stated 
earlier,animal will as conceived in the concept of 
hendak borders upon instinct, it can at least he shown that 
in this case, where hendak is applied instead of mahu, the 
cat's action is determined not hy two factors hut hy only 
one factor: a certain physical condition which determines 
the cat's choice (as in (ii) above)* The example I have 
given is the application of mahu in the negative form pre­
ceded hy the word tidak* It is also a fact significant in 
bringing out more vividly the meaning of mahu that mahu is
509* See ahove, pp. 190-19.2*
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found used mainly in the negative form* In its positive 
(affirmative) form* the meaning structure undergoes no 
changes; if I say: "Kuching itu mahu makan" - "That cat wants 
to eat", then it is still presupposed that the cat has "been 
offered food and accepts it. In other words, the word !want! 
translating mahu here means really 'agree1 - the cat agrees 
to my offer (proposition) to eat. ^ 0 Mahu is restricted in 
its field of application in the non-metaphorical sense only 
to the animate realm.
In early Malay writings, mahu was not frequently 
used, and if found appeared mainly in the negative form.
Even in the writings of the comparatively modern 'Abdu’Llah 
MunshI the last remark in the preceding sentence holds true. 
Furthermore, the noun form kemahuan is not found -until only 
in contemporary times and this phenomenon seems to be the 
result of influences stemming from Western concepts of will 
as response to man-made or man-induced challenge s. This
conclusion is not unfounded, especially when we consider the 
meaning underlying the concept of mahUo It is mahu and not 
hendak that has now logically developed into the modern 
Malay concept of human will conceived as initiative to accept
510* For further verification of my conclusion regarding 
mahu, please see examples in Hikayat Abdullah, pp.175
21! 22* JLUy, -LJJL, ± ' ^ 9  JL»; cp. 1DXCL., p.x^ >;
Hikayat Hang Tuah, p.319; BejaraliMelayu, p.305*
511. See above, pp. 187; ZU f eU*
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and overcome challenges generally of an outside nature and 
origin. It can also now he understood why mahu has never 
heen applied to denote Divine Volition, and the absurdity 
of such an application from a philosophical point of view 
is generally recognized though not always comprehended in 
the Malay linguistic consciousness,
(d) gamzah's concept of the Divine Will (iradah)#
One of the most serious charges levelled against 
IJamzah by Ranirl is that of his alleged adherence to the 
belief of the Philosophers in the doctrine of the eternity
of the world* It is one of the most serious charges because
the belief in this doctrine necessarily implies the logical 
conclusion of denying God His Creative Will and Power* This 
belief alone would inevitably entail expulsion from member­
ship of the Muslim Community and rejection of faith in Islam, 
as it violates one of the cardinal doctrines of Islam, 
Ranlrl!s brief summary of the salient points of the 
Philosophers1 belief in the eternity of the world, undoubt*- 
edly paraphrased from Ghazzall*s lahafut, is given thus:
According to the Philosophers, the
Being of God and the World are both eternal,
for [8] it [i*e, the World together with all
its parts] emanates from the Being of God of 
its own accord, and not due to the Will of 
the Iruth Most Exalted, in the same manner as
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the sun*s light emenates^ from the sun*s 
essence. The sun has no power to withhold its 
light; so long as the sun exists its light 
will exist. Hence in the like manner, so long 
as God*s Essence exists so will the World 
exist, neither separate nor existing per se 
apart from the Divine Essence from anato all 
eternity in absolute communion. Furthermore, 
they say that God Most Exalted has no power 
over all [that which emanates from Him] , and 
that He has no power to create anything other 
than and apart from that which has emanated 
from Him. He haSj-nQ power to change the World 
that already is. ^
As I have said in the beginning of this chapter, 
a semantic analysis of the conceptual structures of the 
words hendak and its derivatives must first be carried out 
before an understanding of §amzah*s concepts of the Divine 
Will and Power can be fully realized, for hendak and its 
derivatives comprise the only logical recipient of the above 
concepts acquired in the Malay language. It is not surpris­
ing that it should have been hendak together with its 
derivatives that have been suitably applied to contain, more 
or less transparently, concepts couched in the fourth form 
of the Arabic verb arada, its verbal noun iradah and its 
active and passive participles murld and murad respectively. 
In gamzah, hendak and its derivatives have also been applied 
to mean the Arabic sha * a, and the Persian khwast, the latter
512. Ranlrl's note; The World emanates from the Essence of 
its own free will without being willed into existence 
by God*
513* gutjtjah, pp.7-8. Bee Appendix IV, (viii).
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indeed corresponding to the former* In fact Ibn Sxna,
followed later by Na§xr~i-Khusraw, used khwast as a Persian
- 514philosophical term corresponding to the Arabic iradah»
It Is clear that kehendak as a verbal noun must be treated 
as a philosophical term corresponding to the Arabic iradah 
anc^  3aashx*ah and the Persian khwast, particularly in the 
writings of $amzah. Although, as I have mentioned in the 
preceding chapter, Igamzah does not appear to make any 
clear distinction between mashx9ah and amr which proceeds 
logically from iradah, yet it is quite clear that the word 
kehendak In §amzah logically develops to mean mashx1 ah and 
it is interchangeably applied to mean iradah as well, 
depending upon the context.
In §amzah, the word hendak is used in three 
different ways; to imply an ethical code of behaviour 
(hendaklah); to show necessary logical connection between 
concepts (hendaknya); and to mean will . It is in the last 
mentioned usage that this chapter will deal with henceforth. 
The word hendak is used to mean ^ z m ,^^ a Persian word 
(verbal noun) of Arabic derivation meaning, among other 
possible meanings, settled purpose, firm resolve, determina­
tion to accomplish an undertaking* In the context; In which
514. Bee Boheil M. Afnan*s Philosophical terminology in 
Arabic and Persian, Leiden," 1^64, p.95* Hereafter 
cited as Afnan”.
515* See^above, p.*84*
516* Asrar, pp.28-29*
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it appears in the quotation from MaghribI, it means the 
mystic's firm resolve to set out on a mystical journey, 'Asm 
can also refer to the Divine Purpose, In a commentary on 
Ibnu’l-'Arabl’s verse about the Lofty Letters (huruf 
'aliyat), hendak is used to describe the volitive movement 
(gerak) of the Pure Potentialities in the Divine Knowledge,^ 
A similar use of hendak appears with reference to the Fixed 
Essences (al-a 'yanu’ l~thabitah), In both cases the use of 
hendak refers to the desire for manifestation of the Pure 
Potentialities of the Fixed Essences in the ontological 
order above the Creative Word; "Kuni,T (f,Bein), where no 
distinction is conceived between them and the Essence, In 
surah 16:93 of the Qur’an: Wa law sha’a’Llahu laja’alakum 
ummatan wabidatan ,,. If God so willed He could make you one 
people *., the word sha’a is translated as hendak9 and it 
clearly refers to the Divine Desire (Decree) (mashl’ah) 
determining the creature to be what its nature required it 
to be, There exists a logical connection between hendak as 
sha’a and hendak as gerak referred to above as the volitive 
movement of the Pure Potentialities of the Fixed Essences in 
the Divine Essence*
517• Ibid,, p.37* 
518* Sharab, p,16, 
519* Asrar, p*46.
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520The words dikehendaki  ^ and menghendaki occur 
only once in gamzah's writings; in both cases they refer to 
man. The scarcity of these words in gamzah's system is most 
significant: these words cannot be applied to God for in both 
cases they convey meanings denoting insufficiency in certain 
qualities.^*"
It is also most significant that gamzah denies the 
application of the word sekehendak with reference to the 
Divine Will. This is because he conceives the Divine Will 
to be an act of wisdom and not that of a capricious tyrant, 
gamzah's polemic against the Doctors of Theology on this 
point is why call God just if He "does whatever He desires” 
(berbuat barang sekehendakHya)?^^ The Doctors of Theology 
answer:
The analogy is like one who owns many 
goats; some are slaughtered by him, then 
skinned, then boiled, then roasted and 
pierced with skewers* It is he who owns 
them - [and they are] not the possession of 
other people. If [they are] other people's 
possession [and they] are slaughtered by 
him, then unjust is the verdict [against him]# ^
This answer of the Doctors of Theology is in keeping with
520. This word is used to translate the Persian khwast.
521. Dikehendaki implies that the object desired" is either 
absent or vague to the desiring subject; menghendaki 
implies a need in virtue of what is lacking. See^  
above, pp. 201-204.
522. Sharab, p*20.
523. Ibld.7 p.21.
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„5 2 4 -that of al-Ash'arnv and betrays that their conception of 
sekehendak is that the doing of whatever one pleases is 
justified on the condition that what one does at will one 
does to one!s own. Logically they assert that sekehdaknya 
means the subject doing what he desires to the object which 
belongs to him. Whether the object is a willing or unwilling 
recipient of the subject's action is not discussed. But 
compare this concept of sekehendak with that of 'Abdu’Llah 
in his application of sekehendak when he describes the 
character of the Malay Raj as #525 gr^ ere sekehendak conveys 
the meaning that if a person takes the wealth of another 
without the other's consent, or takes by force the wife and 
children of another, or takes the life of another without 
just cause, then he is committing a wrongful and unjust 
action - but only if he takes without consent, or by force, 
or without just cause. Supposing he takes another's wealth 
with the owner's consent, another's wife and children not by 
force, another person's life with just cause, then the word 
sekehendak will not be applicable to describe his action. 
'Abdu’Llah means, in the passage referred to, that it is not 
good and just even for a king, because he is king, to impose 
upon his people whatever his heart desires. Here is revealed
524. Al-Ash1arl, (Kitab al-Luma'), chapter on 'Discussion 
of the imputation of justice and injustice to G-od', 
especially p.99? para. 170.
525* See above,pp.207-208.
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another element in the conceptual structure of sekehendak 
in addition to what has already heen ex plained*The 
Doctors of Theology conceive that sekehendak means the doing 
of whatever one pleases to one^ own possessions. 1 Ahdu’Llah’s 
passage reveals that if one*s own possessions are the 
willing objects of onels desire, then logically sekehendak 
cannot be applied to one; it is only if the object of one!s 
desire are the unwilling recipients of one!s action that 
sekehendak can be applied to one, for it is the very essence 
of the concept of sekehendak to include within its meaning 
structure the sense of force, of capricious imposition. 
Sekehendak is then the imposition of one!s blind will upon 
the will (kehendak) of others.
From the point of view of semantics, gamzah's 
application of the word sekehendak reveals that he understood 
its meaning far more precisely than the Doctors of Theology. 
Since the fundamental elements in the concept of sekehendak 
are opposed to the idea of justice and knowledge, it is most 
logical that in his system 3Jamzah never applied the word to 
describe either the Divine Power (qudrah), Will (iradah) or 
Desire (mashl*ah) which decrees nothing that does not come 
to pass, for such an application would inevitably convey the 
idea that God is unjust because it would mean that He
526. See above, pp.206-208.
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purposely allows the otherwise unwilling unbelievers to
527disbelieve, punishing them with Hell for their disbelief. ( 
gamzah conceives God to act not as He pleases in the 
sekehendakNya sense, rather God acts in conformity with 
(muwafaqat) the Pure Potentialities (isti'dad agll) in His 
Knowledge, Prom His Attribute of Beauty (jamal) is created 
the believer, from That of His Majesty (jalal) the unbeliever, 
each according to his potential nature* The believer believes 
and the unbeliever disbelieves not because God pleases that 
they be so, but because of their very natures, and because 
of their very natures too each will ultimately return to his 
fount of o r i g i n . T h e  Doctors of Theology, refuting this 
view, would say that if this be the case, then God*s Will 
and Power would merely be empty names, for things come into 
being by virtue of their potential natures and not by virtue 
of the Divine Will and Power*^^ $amzah rejects this refuta­
tion by affirming that God has Will and Power but that His 
Will and Power works in conformity with knowledge of the 
things willed,^0 The things willed are not nothing (as the 
Doctors of Theology who hold the doctrine of creation ex 
nihilo assert), neither are they entities possessed of 
independent existence "apart" from God; they are the Pixed
527* Sharab, pp*20-21.
528* Xbid.7 pp*21-22*
529. TETd*, p.22.
530. Loc. cit.
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Essences (al-a 'yan^u^l-thabitah) , the Pure Potentialities
(isti'dad asll) , the Reality of Things (al-baqlqatu* 1-ashya* ) ,
the Cognitive Forms (al~guwaru*1-1ilmiyyah), or Divine Ideas,
the Universal Intellect (al-1 aqlu* l-kulll) ,531 Were it not
for God's Power bringing them forth from Non-Existence
(ma'dum) they would never exist as such;^^ and unless God
wills their projection to appear as 'temporal* existence
according to what their natures determine, they cannot exist
as 1 temporal* existence* God wills them as *noumena* to
project themselves as 'phenomena* through the Divine Command
(amr) *BeJ*#What * comes forth* as the result of the Divine
Command is what we call creation,  ^or the external world
together with all its parts* What still lie dormant, as it
were, in the Divine Knowledge, ready to leap into 'being* at
His Command, are neither created nor uncreated, for they are
-534-
Modes or Predispositions of the Divine Essence (shu’un Dhat)» 
In this way ^amzah denies both the doctrine of creation ex 
nihilo, and that of the coexistence of the World with God.
God is logically prior to His creation and in this sense 
creation has a *beginning* and comes into being by virtue of 
God's Creative Command. It is this Creative Command that is
531# For an explanation of the Fixed Essences, see above, 
pp. 136 - |t4M.
532. See above, pp *
533* See above, pp.tsa~*2»S«The second of the two categories 
of creation is here meant.
554*. Asrar, pp.34-*t-35*
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God*s Act of willing* When God wills a thing to come into 
being, it Gomes into being complete and perfect, for if it 
does not come into being complete and perfect it would 
logically mean that God still has to make it complete and 
perfect, and this in turn implies that God wills without 
prior knowledge of the thing willed, which is absurd*
It has been said earlier that gamzah denies the 
application of the word sekehendak to denote the Divine Will 
or Volition, and that this is so by virtue of the fact that 
the word conveys a definite meaning of unrestricted, blind 
desire (power, will) which excludes the notion of knowledge, 
justice and wisdom* There are, however, two occasions in 
gamzah's writings where the application of sekehendak and 
barang kehendak (synonymous with sekehendak) occur, and in 
both cases they seem at first glance to denote the Divine 
Will and Desire;
(i) Adagun kepada^Ahlu’l-fUsshaq sekalian
hi jab dan quyud diri akannya. Perbuatan_
itu bukan ia meniyyatkan sekehendak Allah *.. ^
But to the Lovers all these^^ are veils 
and restrictions unto the Self, Action 
that refers to these does not realize 
whatever God desires *.*
535* Ibid*, pp* 31,3A,Cf* Ibn Rushd, Tahafut al-Tahafut,
p. 88,
536* Asrar, p*6^*
537- * These1 refers to clothing, cultivation of land, 
having a family.
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and
(ii) Adapun akan orang Ahlu’1-Suluk,
da’im menyerahkan diri kepada^Tuhannya*
E ar ang ke he ndak luhannya ia radijika 
sakTu atau mi skin, atau,-lain mithalnya 
itu - sekalian ia ra L^i,-^
The People of the Path constantly 
surrender themselves to their Lord#
They consent wholeheartedly to 
whatever their Lordfs desire may he; 
whether it he sickness or poverty or 
other conditions such as these - to all 
these they willingly give their consent#
It can he seen at once from the contexts that the application 
of hoth sekehendak (i) and harang kehendak (ii) does not 
really denote the Divine Will or Desire, rather only meta­
phorically so* The emphases in hoth cases: "whatever God 
desires" and "whatever their Lord's desire" refer not to 
God, hut to the spiritual attitude of the §ufls who have 
reached the stations of 'love1 (mahahhah) and complete 1 trust 
in God* (tawakkul) from which ’satisfaction* (ri&a ) 
develops* In other words, such §ufls have attained to certain 
stations in their mystical journey in which selfishness is 
completely eradicated; in which their spiritual attitude
makes them feel that even if God were to do whatever He
15:59
pleases with them, they would gladly acquiesce
It is very important at this stage to note the
538* Asrar, p*?0«
539* ~ ^2, the same meaning of
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significance of IJamzah’s consistency in translating the
- 540fourth form of the Arabic verb arada as berkehendak. This
is of course consistent with his cosmology# Although
berkehendak is mainly used to translate arada, it is also
- t 541used to translate the active participle of arada; murid,
- 542and the verb sha*a , ^ but only once in each case.
Berkehendak applied here to God’s act of willing is an 
extremely powerful expression. God is conceived as willing 
a thing - that is, the potentiality (pi* isti1 dad) of a 
thing which is still not ’separate1 from the Essence - 
intending what it shall become in such a manner that at His 
Command it ’projects* itself, as it were, and becomes 
’externalized* as part of creation*'^ The thing willed is 
*present! and known to God ’before* His Command acts upon 
it and transforms it into ’external being* * This is bo 
because the thing willed belongs to the Divine Ideas; it is 
a Predisposition or ’Mode’ of God. God the Knower sees 
Himself as the Known with all His ’Modes’ and Predispositions*
540. Asrar, pp.50, 52, 55; Sharab, p.17*
541* Asrar, p*29*
542. Muntahl, p.121. But see b e l o w , ~ : 2 3 0 *
545* Jill defines the Will (iradah) of God as "His particular­
ization (takhsis) of theobjects of His Knowledge by 
existence Twujud.) ^ according to the requirements of His 
knowledge * ""Tnsanu * 1-Kamil, I, p. 80. The English trans­
lation of the defini'bion is by Nicholson, see Studies,
p*102.
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He ‘hears1 the potentialities of the Known desiring to he 
manifested* In this sense, berkehendak denotes a mutual 
relationship as that between lovers. Hence the Holy 
Tradition: *1 was a hidden treasure and I desired to be
5 /1/1
known, so I created creation that I might be known* *^
Furthermore, since berkehendak contains within its meaning
structure the element of love, it must be understood as no
54.5
mere coincidence that ?amzah uses it in the above manner.-' '
But the important concept here is that berkehendak conveys 
the idea that God directs His Will towards ‘something* that 
is known and present to Him; and the thing known and present 
Cbadir) - a Mode of God - reciprocates God*s desire for it 
to come into being by desiring to come into being according 
to its inherent nature, A comparison between Jamzah's trans­
lation and that of ‘Abdu’l-Ra’uf of Singkel*^^ of the same
544-• Asrar, pp*29~30, 32-33* See also above, pp* (.7) ,
545, Jill, enumerating nine phases of Will (iradah), says 
that the last phase is the highest and purest love
(!ishq), See Insanu*1-Kamil, I, pp,80-81, See also 
Studies, pp • 1(35, "So, end note 5 on p*80,
546, !Abdu5 l-Ra’uf £c, 1620-1693) was regarded as one of the 
most eminent §uTIs of Acheh and the rest of the Malay- 
speaking world* But he was more of a religious teacher 
and an ‘Slim rather than a §ufi in the sense §amzah was. 
Though he did not appear to join openly in the polemic 
against $amzah begun by Raniri, he seemed to support 
Raniri’s views. For more about 1 Abdu’l-Ra’uf, see also 
Rinkes, D.A,, Abdoerraoef van Singkel, (diss,;, _ 
Freisland, 1909. i?or a short account’"’about *Abdu*l-Ra’uf 
see E.I*, new ed., Leiden, I960, p,88*
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Quranic passage is most revealing;
Innama amruhu idha arada shay’an
 IT” ”  --- — ---1— fepT"
an yaqula lahu lean fa yakun.x f
gamzah's translation:
Bahwasanya barang titaMya, tatakala 
berkehendak kepada suatu, bahwa^herkata 
baginya; ^adi lul" - menjadi.
!Abdu’l-Ra’uf1 s translation;
Hanya sanya pekerjaanNya, apabila 
dikehendakiNya menjadikan suatu , bahwa 
dikatakan baginya: "Ada engkaul" - maka 
ada suatu itu,^ *
1 Abdu’l-Ra’uf1 s translation of arada as dikehendaki deprives
much of the emphasis on the factitive or causative nature of
the action or will which it denotes. Furthermore, his use of
dikehendaki here reveals his conception of the doctrine of
creation as ex nihilo. In the verb kehendaki» the object
desired is absent or vague to the desiring subject. The i
implies that the object desired is sought after by the
subject. Thus in making use of dikehendaki to translate
arada, 1 Abdu’l-Ra’uf expresses the idea that the thing
54-7. 36:82.
548. Jbsrar, p*30.
549. TEis^is from 1 Abdu’l-Ra’uf *s Malay translation and. 
commentary of the Qur’an based on that of al-Baydawi • I 
am quoting the 4-th ed, published in Cairo in 1901* 
vol*2, p*446, ’Abdu’l-Ra’uffs complete translation of 
the Qur’an into Malay with commentary is, I think, the 
first of its kind to be done in the Malay-speaking 
world.
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willed or desired is not present to God, or that God creates 
from nothing. The implications brought forward by this 
explanation are not only made more plausible, but indeed 
affirmed by virtue of the fact that 1 Abdu’l-Ra’uf translates 
the imperative kun as ada. Now gtetmzah never uses the word 
ada as an imperative, and its usage as such is very rare, 
'Adal1 in this context means 1 exist1’ or rbe*' in the sense 
of coming into being or appearing out of nothing; the word 
conveys the idea very much like that of a magician conjuring 
something to appear out of ’thin air’ where it was not there 
before* §amzah translates the imperative kun as 1jadi1 1 
which means 'be I * in the sense of harmonious becoming* The 
imperative 1jadi!1 implies that the object towards which it 
is directed already exists, but in a latent state, pregnant 
as it were with potentialities which at the Command fBei’ 
proceed to come into being harmoniously. Jadi, then, refers 
to something already existing, whereas ada conveys the 
meaning of making something appear when it was not there 
before* ^ The same goes for the word tit ah by which IJamzah 
translates amr, meaning command* Titah implies the existence
550. Compare further both §amzah and ’Abdu’l-Ra’uf in their 
translation of Qur’an 16;AO where the concepts I have 
analysed reveal the consistent systems in Hamzah and 
’Abdu’l-Ra’uf* See Asrar, p.52, and 'Abdu’l-Ra’uf, 
op*cit», vol.I, p «272•
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of its object, whereas the word pekerjaan "by which 1Abdu’l-
Ra’uf translates amr means work and does not convey the
implication of the prior existence of the object of amr.
In the light of the above analysis, a modern translation of
the same ayat by Mahmud Yunus of Padang^^ clearly reveals
great confusion in that the concepts hendak ada and jadi are
haphazardly applied without consistency or regard for any
systematic doctrine such as that of the creation ex nihilo
(1Abdu’l-Ra’uf) or its opposite Qjamzah);
Hanya urusan (perintah) Allah itu, bila 
la menghendaki mengadakan satu, la berkata:
Jadilah engkaul Lalu terjadilah ia# ^
Menghendaki implies a lack of or need for something,
and it is absurd to conceive God as lacking or needing
something, Mengadakan implies creation from nothing, but the
use of jadi as an imperative, although correct, is not
consistent with mengadakan,
Closely connected with berkehendak, which in
5amzah!s system clearly denotes the iradah rather than the
mashl’ah, is the concept kehendak which denotes the mashl’ah*
Yet the use of berkehendak to refer to the iradah and
kehendak to refer to the mashi’ah is not absolute and
551• lafsir Quran Karim, Mahmud Junus, Djakarta, 1957*
552* Op.clt*, p»575« Por comparison with what is stated 
In note 550, see ibid*, p.224*
555* See above, p, 204.
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mutually excluding in "both cases. In the same manner that
berkehendak on one occasion is used to translate sha’a, so
—  — -  ^  ^
Is kehendak, also on one occasion, used to translate iradah.
But it is important to note that in both cases of the 
exception to the rule berkehendak (sha’a) and kehendak 
(iradah) refer to human desire and will and not to Divine 
Desire and Will. It is reasonable to conclude, therefore, 
that berkehendak and kehendak each logically develops to 
mean the concept of iradah and that of mash!*ah respectively. 
In §amzahfs system, the Divine kehendak is applied to 
translate idhn, gerak,^^ sha * a, 557 khwast All these 
words correspond to sha ’ a and they denote the mash! * ah. The 
Malay word gerak meaning volitive movement, is used to 
translate the word idhn.^^ The Divine uncreated Will 
(mash!*ah) decrees nothing that does not come to pass. Both 
Sood (khayr) and evil (sharr) which are effects of the
554** Muntah!, p. 126.
555• Asrar, p.4-4-; Sharab, p.22.
556. Muntah!, p.120.
557* Asrar, p.4*6.
558* Muntah!, p.122.
559* Ibid., p.120. Ibn 5azm, discussing the creation of
faith (Iman) in his work Al-ffisal fl’l-Milal wa’l-Ahwa
wa*1-Nihal, 2v., Cairo, 1317-1321, pt.IV, pp.138-139,
identifies idhn as Grod*s mash! * ah on the basis of his
interpretation of Surah 10:100. The same identification
is made by al-Bayad! the IJanafl-Maturldl theologian.
Cf. Izutsu, T., The Concept of Belief in Islamic 
TEeology, Tokyo ”
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Divine Names Beauty (jamal) and Majesty (tjalal) are fpresent!
(hadir) to God in the form of Pure Potentialities (isti *dad
aglx) . They are the Objects* of the mashl? ah which is
governed by Perfection (kamal) and Wisdom (hikmat), thus
denoting a kind of equilibrium of qualities in the Divine 
560Nature. Perfection and Wisdom constitute the Law that
governs the mashl* ah and this Law is called the Law of
Potentiality (hukum isti!dad).^^ It is with reference to
'k*ie mashl * ah that IJamzah translates (or rather interprets
according to the §ufx point of view) verse 16:93 of the
Qur’an thus:
Jika bendak menjadikan kamu ummat 
suatu, dapat; tetapi menyesatkan dengan 
kehendakNya, menunjukkan aftj311 YanS 
betul dengan kehendakNya.
560# Asrar, pp*35-40, 44-48; Sharab, pp*17-23•
561* Israr, p*39*
562. TB'rcC*'> p.46:
Wa law sha’a’Llahu latjalalakum ummatan
wabidatan wa lakin yudillu man yasha’u
wa yahdl man yasha’u .
Compare with 'Abdu’l-Ka’uf1 s rendering^
Dan jikalau dikehendaki Allah Ta'ala, 
nischaya dijadikan'' kamu orang^satu agama; 
tetapi disesatkan Allah Ta*ala akan barangsiapa 
yang dikehendakiNya, dan ditimjukNya akan 
barangsiapa yang aikehendakiNya.(op.cit♦, vol.I,
p.2?9)i _ _
and that of Ma^imud_Yunus:
Sekiranya Allah menghendaki, nischaya 
dijadikanNya kamu menjadi satu ummat:
P*230).
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The meaning that 3$amzah wants to convey in his rendering of 
the above-mentioned verse, based upon the concepts under­
lying the key words he uses (hendak, menjadikan, kehendak), 
is this:
If God had wished to create you [who are 
present to Him as objects of His knowledge] 
into a single people [having one faith], He 
would have done so; but He causes you to go 
astray by His Desire (mashl’ah), and He 
causes you to be guided on the right path 
by His Desire (mashl’ah)•
Since the mashl ’ ah is governed by Wisdom and Perfection, it
means therefore that God cannot will what is logically
impossible,  ^and this brings us to another concept - that
of Divine Power or qudrah (kuasa)* Power is defined by
Jill as the bringing of the non-existent into existence
(al-barizatQ or the production from non-existence (I.jad).^6^
In gamzah the same concept of Power is evident* The Essence
gazes upon Itself and sees Itself together with all the
563. Like the Philosophers, to whose views on fhisjpoint 
even al-Ghazzali concedes (see Tahafut al-Tahafut,
pp *328-329)? Hamzah asserts that"God cannot will^what 
is logically impossible* Bee also Tahafut al-Tahafut, 
notes, p. 40: 53#1* Ibnu’1-1Arabi in his PugUsu’j-Hikam 
I"Gairo, 1321, pp*75~76)_comes to the same conclusion in 
his interpretation of Surah 6:14*9: Pa law lahadakum
ajma1in: Had God willed, He would Have guided you all
aright* Bee also Studies, p*151. However^ in contrast 
with the Philosophers, and like al-Ghazzali, IJamzah - 
and for that matter the §ufis - accepts this without 
denying God infinite possibility for exercising His 
Power.
564. Insanu’ 1-Kamil, I, p.82: Pa’ 1-qudratu hiya quwwatu’l- 
barizatu li’ 1-mawjudati mina ’ 1-1 adam ... Wa’ 1-qudratu 
! indana itjadu’ 1-maT dum .. .
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Predispositions within Itself.565 power that gives It
the capacity to see Itself and the Known in Its Knowledge *^^ 
The Act of 'seeing* here corresponds to that of producing 
(Ijad) or bringing forth (barizah) in Jill* The notion that 
God first draws forth existence from the non-existent and 
causes it to be in His Knowledge is denoted in £[amzah by the 
word mengadakan* P r o m  ada, that is from being or existing 
in His Knowledge* God then brings it forth as 'external*
568
existence, and this notion is denoted by the word menpadikan*
565* Asrar, p*28: Apabila la [Phat] menilik DiriNya,
dilihatNya HiriNya dengan sekalian shu’uhNya*
566* Ibid*, p.31: Jikalau tiada Kuasa, manakan dapat
memandang DiriNya pandang ma'lumat yang dalam 'ilmuNya?
567* Mengadakan means to cause to exist* The stem word ada
Implies that the existence caused is from non-existence * 
The word mengadakan occurs in a context describing 
creation (tee above, pp* 134- -135 (1) ), and God in the
act of creation referred to is described as sempurna 
mengadakan* Bee Asrar, p*38; also above, pp* 132. - 133, ? 
an<T below, p* 187 - <
568* Asrar, p*52; Menpadikan makhluq siang dan malam, and
passim* Of. Insanu » 1-Kamil, I, p.83: Thumma abrazaha 
mina»l-'alami*l-'ilmiy ila’l-'alami’l-'aynly biqudratihi 
wa Ipaduhu li * 1-makhluqati Ipadan mina9 1- * adami ila’l-
1ilmi ila9 1-' ayni * « * In Sharab, p*17: Yang tiada itu 
tiada dapat menpadl ada; the word tiada (non­
existent) refers to nihilo in the sense understood by
the upholders of the doctrine of creation ex nihilo, 
and not to the Non-Existent, (ma*dum) referring to the 
Essence* Here Hamzah follows ibnuTl-1 Arabl, whom Jill 
quotes (Insanu’1-Kamil, I, p*82): Inna’Llaha lam
yakhluqu11 -ashya7a mina*1-1 adam♦ See also Studies, p*103 
and consult further' In '"thls cbimection, above, pp. i'bo - 13d ,
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The assertion that God cannot will what is
logically impossible is not an assertion that God is not
All-Powerful# It is an assertion that God's Power is not
capricious, tyrannical or chaotic:
Suatu tamthll lagi seperti seorang raja 
sempurna lengkap dengan kekayaannya# Dapat 
diubahnya kekayaannya; gag ah digadikannya 
kuda, atau kuda digadikannya gag ah; atau 
kambing digadikannya anging, atau anging 
digadikannya kambing. Tetapi ia tiada mahu 
mengubah dia, keranacgjaabila ia mengubaE 
dia binasa kamalnya*-7 ™
Another analogy is,-like the king who is 
complete in p o w e r . [ L e t  ms say that] he 
can effect changes in his power: he can 
transform the elephant into a horse, or the 
horse into an elephant; or the goat into a 
dog, or the dog into a goat* But he does not 
want to effect changes in his power Cin the 
manner described], since if he effects such 
changes, his perfection is destroyed#
What is implied here is that if we discard the notion of a
necessary causal sequence and attribute everything to the
Creator!s caprice, then the configurations of things would
cease to exist in the sense that they would not possess
recognizable natures; knowledge would possess no meaning*
Purthermore, if the Creator transforms elephants into
horses and goats into dogs, then it would mean, unless it
is His caprice, that the Creator has not created something
569* Sharab, pp. 22-23*
570. The word kekayaan, as used by 5aKLzak (literally: 
wealth) seems to me to correspond with the Arabic 
ghana*, and in the context above, it means capability, 
orTeEter, power*
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perfect in the first instance and that what He created is 
in need of perfection - an admission of lack of knowledge 
and wisdom on the Creator*s part.r^ Supposing the king in 
]g[amzahts analogy effects the transformations mentioned; can 
his will in doing so "be properly called will? The passage 
quoted shows that it cannot, for the word mahu implies that 
the king has been challenged to display his power#^ 72 
wills the transformations, then although his will works in 
conformity with his knowledge of the things willed, it is 
not based upon his choice; for here the challenge has 
determined his choice* Furthermore his will, determined by 
the challenge, is not governed by wisdom since what he has 
been challenged to will is logically impossible*
Finally, it is consistent with the cosmological 
and ontological pattern set forth in gamzah's mysticism that 
the key word kehendak, when applied to human will and desire
in relation to the Divine, does not convey a real meaning,
but a metaphorical one, since man as phenomena1 does not 
have himself as the determining ground of his will*^^ Man's
571. Asrar, pp.31, 34, 37, 39; Sharab, p.23.
572* On tlie meaning structure of mahu as distinguished from 
that of hendak, see above, pp. 211-214.In his writings, 
^amzah uses mahu only on two occasions: in the passage
quoted above and in Asrar, p.73*
573. Ibid., pp*76-77; °f»~ above, PP*
ffihe Kitab Mukhtagar (see above, p. 203,note 496) 
which""deals at length about man's dual nature, says: 
"Tiada yang hendak melainkan Allah" - "None wills 
except God" (p.36)•
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kehendak is a veil (kitj,ab) ^ ^since its illusory nature
distracts him from higher Selfhood5 it is will or desire
"belonging to diri, the lower self (nafs) . In the mystical
context, kehendak with reference to man means exactly the
Arabic hawa, as is shown also in $amzah*s translation of
Surah 55:3:
Wa ma yantiqu !ani*l-hawa ».«
Tiada Nabl Allah itUi-bgrkata daripada 
kehendak hatinya
The true object of man’s kehendak is God alone, and in this
case the kehendak refers to man as ’noumena1, the Diri or
higher Self* For God alone to be the Object of man’s
kehendak, it is necessary that complete surrender of the
lower self (diri) to God (tawakkal: menyerahkan diri),
disentanglement (tajrld: tinggal) from the desires of the
lower self, isolation (tafrld; tunggal) in God, and love
574*. Asrar, p* 64.
575* Sharab, pp. 3-4, ’Abdu’l-Ra’uf translates hawa as
hawa nafsu, i.e. the desires of the self (al~nafsu’1-
ammarah). In the Kitab Nukhtagar, hawa is kehendak
yang rendah (or hina), i.e. the lowly passions or 
desires (pp. 72-73)*
( 1 ishq: berati) of God be involved.576
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576, See the last chapter of the Sharab# It seems to me 
that, from a philosophical poxnt'of view, it is not 
altogether irrelevant to compare the two aspects of 
kehendak in man with the Kantian empirical and trans­
cendental will; the former empirically determined and 
setting as its end happiness, and the latter having 
its determining ground within its self and setting as 
its end virtue# The necessarily highest end of the 
transcendental will, however, and its true object, is 
the Highest Good# Up to a certain point there is a 
correspondence between the mystical and the philosophi­
cal standpoint regarding the problem of the nature of 
man and his will; but while the mystic resolves the 
problem by eradicating dualism, the philosopher main­
tains dualism throughout# See above, pp.
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CHAPTER V
KEY WORDS IN HAMZAH »S MYSTICAL SYS TEH
The last chapter has dealt somewhat elaborately
with an exposition of gamzah's concept of the Divine Will
(iradah) following a semantic approach: an analysis revolving
around the conceptual structure of the Malay word hendak»
My task here will he to deal with concepts underlying other
*key* words in 3Jamzah!s mystical system* I understand key
words to he a product of the crystallization of the major
mystical concepts in gamzah's system, and his system is none
other than his weltanschauung - his vision of Cod, Man and
Universe, that is, Reality* The structure of the World of
Being and the major constituents of that World are reflected
and crystallized in the key words* The system, then, is a
kind of ontology# The key words together form what I call
577Hamzah's semantic 'vocabulary** { Por the purpose now at
hand it is not necessary to examine the concepts underlying 
every word in the semantic vocabulary* It will be sufficient 
to examine only the major key words, semantic 'fields* and 
'focus* words in that vocabulary, for since the vocabulary 
is composed of interrelated and interdependent words, those 
words here unexplained can easily explain themselves. But
577* An index of ^amzah's semantic vocabulary, alphabetically 
arranged and semantically classified, is given in 
Appendix VTI*
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first I must explain and clarify the technical terms that 
have *been introduced above, as they are very important 
methodological concepts which prove to he of great utility 
in a study such as outlined in this chapter
By semantic vocabulary, I understand not a mere 
gathering together of words, but a systematic gestalt - an 
arrangement in meaningful pattern. It would appear at first 
that all one has to do is to isolate what to one are import­
ant words as in an ordinary index* The problem is not so 
simple. The words isolated - in this case from gamzah's 
writings - must also be words that are closely interrelated 
and interdependent and derive their meanings from the entire 
system of relations^ The word ada for example, meaning *to 
be1 or Existence1 is a word that has existed in the Malay 
language certainly since before the Islamic or even Hindu 
periods. It is a pure Malay word and its use at least in 
pre-Islamic times seems to have been limited to a particular
57S. Por the methodological concepts, I am greatly indebted 
to Professor Toshihiko Izutsu of Keio University, 
Tokyo, whose course of lectures at the Institute of 
Islamic Studies, McGill University, Montreal, in the 
springs of 1962 and 1963 has been of great benefit to 
me. These lectures have subsequently been expanded and 
published by the Keio Institute of Cultural and Ling­
uistic Studies, Tokyo, 1964 under the title God and 
man in the Koran, Chapters I and II are relevant to 
the present study. Professor Izutsu*s book will 
hereafter be cited as Izutsu,
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category of Toeing ox* existence. But TJamzah's use of it - as 
I will later demonstrate - has given new meanings which 
reveals no mere change in the Malay conception of the nature 
of "being or existence, but a change, at once drastic and 
radical, in the whole conceptual system purporting to give 
a vision of the Universe. The vocabulary, then, has its own 
sphere of conceptualization, a network interrelated. The 
vocabulary is comprised of words that have significance in 
contributing to the overall picture of the author*s vision 
of Reality. These words are like individual pieces of a jig­
saw puzzle; each one contributing a particular aspect of 
the picture as a whole, and doing so only when each is set 
in relation to the others. Within the vocabulary, there are 
what is known as semantic fields or conceptual spheres which 
necessarily overlap with each other being, like the key words 
of which they are comprised, interrelated and interdependent. 
If a semantic field is large enough, it may be called- a sub­
vocabulary. A semantic field is comprised of key words 
clustering around a particular key word, and this key word 
may also be a focus word in that particular semantic field, 
although it may not necessarily be a focus word in other 
semantic fields in the same vocabulary. A key word is called 
a focus word if its semantic field is clearly defined and 
stands out above the others as an important field closely
24-1
connected with the central concept of the entire vocabulary* 
In this sense., the concept of the focus word corresponds to 
the Aristotelian concept of the arche »579 ^  illustration of 
what has been said so far can be given in the following 
example taken from 3Jamzahfs vocabulary where concepts do not 
stand alone, but are interrelated, ordered and systematized 
as gestalten, A group of key words such as hap us, lenyap, 
tiada (meaning fana »; mystical extinction or passing away);
bertemu (meaning wagl: mystical union); berahi (meaning 
1 ishq: mystical love of God); dinding (meaning : veil
separating appearance from reality or phenomena from 
noumena); diri (meaning nafs: the Self); sembah (meaning to 
worship, from the Arabic root xabada) ; Tuhan (meaning rabbi 
Lord); haqjqat^ ^  (meaning reality); kekal (meaning bag a »: 
subsistence in God); nyata (meaning yaqln: certainty 
[achieved through illumination]) — all cluster around the 
semantic field of the key word kenal (meaning ma!rifah: 
gnosis)
579. Izutsu, p.29* This concept is found in Aristotle’s
Metaphysics, Book 1, 983b, 8*, translated into English 
by W ♦ D• Hoss in the Great Books of the Western world 
series, vol*8, University of Chicago, 1952, pp*499-826: 
see pp*501foll* The expression arche is apparently 
first usedT by Anaximander (see Wlnhelband, p*32, note 2)* 
580* The closest Malay equivalent of is derived from
the Malay word benar * But the form keEenaran as a 
translation of the word bayLqat is not found in ^amzah.
He prefers to use the Arabic word, which seems to 
reveal that the word -^as ^  ^ en *been accepted
as a Malay word commonly used*
2 4 2
TUHAN
KEKALsemantic field
ETC
Central key word 
- in this case also 
a focus word __—
BEEAHI
!EBAH
DIRI
The key word kenal in the above example may also be regarded 
as a focus word, as the conoept of gnosis (ma!rifah) is one 
of the most important concepts in gamzah!s system. Be that 
as it may, the key word kenalf in another semantic field* 
may only be one of the key words of relative importance as, 
for example, in the semantic fields of Tuhan (Lord), Diri 
(the Self) and gaqlqat (Reality) which in the above illustra­
tion appear as key words. It clearly shows too that the 
semantic fields of Tuhan, Diri, gaqlqat and Kenal overlap 
each other. In the semantic vocabulary, there is no semantic 
field that stands alone unrelated, as it were, to the other 
semantic fields within it. It is also this interrelation
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that ultimately makes the semantic vocabulary an integrated 
whole. In the above example, the semantic field of kenal, 
apart from overlapping with those of Tuhan, Diri and Baqlqat, 
is also closely related with the semantic field of the focus 
word !alam (the World or Universe) around which cluster the 
key words dinding, JLenyap, tiada, hapus, etc.; the four 
key words being also key words in the semantic field of 
kenal. Each semantic field, then, represents a relatively 
independent conceptual sphere.
Closely connected with the concepts or the semantic 
vocabulary* semantic fields, focus words and key words is 
the concept of Rasic1 and Relational1 meanings. Words do 
not reveal the objective reality of the things described, 
but rather concepts of them.^^" What is important is there­
fore to comprehend the meanings of words not standing alone, 
but within their particular fields since the meanings of 
words are affected by the whole s y s t e m . T o  take a simple 
example from IJamsah, consider the Malay word tit ah which in 
the Malay language means simply a command* This command is 
generally that of a person set up in a position of assumed
581. See Ogden and Richards, The meaning of meaning, London, 
1923? Chapter I.
582. See, for example, in Izutsu, pp.19-20, where the meaning 
of the Arabic word yawm (day) is affected by the Quranic 
eschatological field comprised of the key words qiyamah 
(resurrection), din (Judgement), ba1th (raising), 
b-isab (reckoningj, ’etc.
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divinity and charismatic authority such as a king according 
to the Malay concept of kingship particularly in pre-Islamic 
times* It is directed generally to his subjects who are 
merely human beings* Although the king is as much a human 
being as any other - and we may say that the word titah 
operates in the sphere of the same level of being - there is 
yet a clear hint that the word when given comes from 1 aboveT, 
not merely in the sense of a position or charismatic author­
ity , but a position of divinity as well* The semantic field 
of the word titah taken in its original Malay form, that is, 
its basic meaning, would include such key words as raja 
(king), dewa (god), hamba (slave, i*e* subject), manusia 
(man), durhaka (treason), setia (loyal), kuasa (power), etc* 
In this sense, gamzah^s use of the word titah to translate 
the Arabic amr (command) of the Quranic Allah seems to have 
been a fitting choice as far as the vocabulary of the Malay 
language goes, although it is most important to note that 
when gamzah does so he has already caused an alteration in 
the basic meaning of the word and has given a new meaning to 
it - a relational meaning* The relational meaning of the 
word titah has an entirely different semantic field than its 
basic meaning, and it reveals a drastic change affecting the 
Malay cultural context as adumbrated in the basic meaning 
titah* In its relational meaning, the semantic field of 
the word titah would include such key words as Allah (God),
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manusia (meaning in the Quranic context insan: man), kuasa 
(meaning in the Quranic context qudrah: power), Qur9an, 
pesuruh (in the Quranic context rasul: messenger), nabl 
(prophet), tanzil (sending down [of revelation]), waby 
(revelation), sembahyang (in the Quranic context galat: 
prayers), hamha (in the Quranic context 1ahd; slave [of God], 
etc* It may be noticed that in the semantic fields of basic 
titah and relational titah9 there are key words such as 
manusia, kuasa, hamba, and possibly even pesuruh, and 
sembahyang, which are common to both fields. One may be 
prompted to see in this presence of common words in the two 
semantic fields an overlapping of the two and a direct 
relationship between the one field and the other* But this 
would in fact be illusory as the key words in question would 
also acquire relational meanings in the semantic field of 
relational titah governed, as it were, by the influence of 
the Quranic context which contradicts the Malay cultural 
context reflected and crystallized in the semantic field of 
^as^° 5ti3?thermore, apart from its relational meaning
in the Quranic context, the key word titah in gamzah has 
another relational meaning which may even be regarded as a 
technical term* This relational meaning is derived from the 
mystical context, where titah is identified as the Creative 
Word "Bel" (Kun), as an aspect of the Holy Spirit (rub)♦
This particular mystical context may in turn be subdivided
24-6
into ontological, cosmogonical, cosmological and psychologi­
cal contexts. Here the semantic field of titah includes such 
key words as nyawa (meaning rubs spirit; also meaning nafs: 
soul),^^ diri (meaning nafs: soul), jadi (derived from the 
Arabic root kwn, also from the imperative kun: to he), 
men.jadikan (meaning khalaqa: to create), ada (meaning maw«jud: 
existing), berkehendak (meaning murid: willing), nyata 
(meaning gahir: manifest), nyawa berchampur (meaning rub, 
itjafI: relational spirit), chahaya [Muhammad] (meaning nur 
[Muhammad]: Light [of Muhammad]), khaliq (creator), makhluq 
(created), Dhat (Essence), 1ilmu (knowledge [Divine]), 
maT lum (known), gaqlqat Muhammad (Reality or Idea of 
Muhammad), *Aql ([the First] Intellect), Qalam (Pen), etc.'^* 
It is important, now that I have used the word 
1 context1 in connection with relational meaning, to make a 
distinction between what I understand by context in its 
relation to semantic field* Although the concepts of context 
and semantic field bear a close relationship with one 
another and with the concept of relational meaning, they sire 
by no means identical in meaning* Context is preparatory - 
it precedes the semantic field. Semantic field is the product
585. Usually, however, IJamzah means by nyawa: spirit (rub.) - 
although he once means by it the soul (nafs). The soul 
in hamzah is usually referred to simply as diri or nafs.
584. Consult above, pp. 146-156*
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of
/context. But not all context produces a semantic field* 
Consider, for example, the statement: *There is a piano in 
the kitchen1* Contextually this is admissahle as it describes 
a fact* But 1 piano* and fkitchen* do not produce any semantic 
field. There is no semantic value in their combination, no 
relational meaning. The nature and purpose of the kitchen 
is at variance with those of the piano* But if instead of 
piano we have !knifer, ’pot*, 'spices1, 'oven1, etc*, then 
a semantic field is produced as the objects denoted by those 
words are relational to cooking and general culinary 
activity. The association of words such as in this case 
'knife1, fpot!, 'spices1, 'oven* and the key word 'kitchen* 
is a semantic field.
It will now become clear, with regard to my previous 
references about interpretations of the key words wujud, 
ada, and, diri in §amzahfs mystical system given by Ranirl 
and gamzahfs assumed 'follower* that they have confused 
their interpretations between basic and relational meanings, 
which led to further confusion in contexts and semantic 
fields. In §amzah!s context, all those key words belong to 
semantic fields pertaining to the ontological level above 
the Creative Word Kun, whereas their interpretations have 
effected a transference of semantic fields to those pertaining
585. Bee above, pp. 70 5 72. 81j  8 M -87.
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to the ontological level below the Creative Word. It is 
most important to note that the words that have played such 
a controversial role are not merely key words - they are 
also locus words, not only of individual or particular 
semantic fields, hut of all the semantic fields in gamzahTs 
system.
All the key words in IJamzah's semantic vocabulary 
revolve around three major focus words: wujud, ada, and 
diri, which together form the central concept in his mystical 
system. This central concept is that of the Absolute Being 
(Dhat). Prom a philosophical point of view wujud, denoting 
aa it does an abstract concept of Being, pertains more to 
ontology; ada to cosmology; and diri to psychology, although 
in fact these divisions are never absolute and in the final 
analysis they overlap and merge as a single concept*
1 wu.jlla.^ 86
No word presented itself in the Malay 
language, during the period of cultural change in the history 
of the Malays initiated by the coming of Islam among them, 
as an equivalent of the abstract concept of Being denoted by
586. On the genesis of the word wujud as an abstract
philosophical term approximating the Greek concept of 
being set forth briefly below, I am indebted to Pro­
fessor Izutsu (see Izutsu, pp.71-72), and to Doctor 
Soheil Afnan (op.cit.V pp.29fo11♦)? also to Mile. A.M. 
Goichon!s Philosophie d 1 Avicenne et son influenoe en 
Europe difevale, IParis, 7l951 > chapter II. *
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the Arabic wujud, As a result of this, Malay §u£l writers 
and translators, and writers and translators of other Muslim 
religious and scholastic works, all of which mainly appeared 
in great quantity in the 16th and 17th centuries in the 
Malay Archipelago, have kept the word wujud untranslated, 
and have adopted it into the vocabulary of the Malay 
language# The resemblance between the Arabic and Malay 
languages, with respect to the cultural development having 
to do with a philosophical concept of being, is indeed 
remarkable* When Greek philosophy first made its influence 
felt among the Muslims, they were confronted with the 
problem of formulating a philosophical vocabulary to trans­
late the Greek concepts* One of the major problems was the 
absence in Arabic of the copula; the auxiliary verb !to bef, 
corresponding to the Greek to einai, does not exist in 
Arabic* The translators of the Greek philosophical works 
had chosen the use of the verb watjada, a root word from 
whose passive sense wujida the abstract noun wujud is 
derived*Although the Translators as well as the Muslim 
philosophers were well aware that it was not the exact 
equivalent, the word wujud, as an abstract philosophical 
term, was used and gradually came to be established by the 
Muslim philosophers as the equivalent of the Greek abstract
587* Wajada: to find; wujida: to be found; wujud: being 
TouncTT
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concept of being couched in the Greek to einai* Many words 
offered themselves as candidates to become the Arabic 
equivalent of the Greek to einai, b u t  finally apparently 
only two were considered seriously: wut1ud and kawn (from the 
root kwn [kana]), and the former was preferred for two main 
reasons: (i) that the sense of something 1 being found* 
couched in the concept wujud, implying contingency, conveys 
a close correspondence with the meaning of to einai; (ii) 
that kana conveys more the sense of * be coming* as understood 
according to the Greek g e n e s i s With reference to the 
Malay language, the absence of the copula, as in the case of
the Arabic language, is also a fact: there is no auxiliary
verb *to be1* Although the Muslim thought that presented 
itself to the Malay mind was not always couched in the 
philosophical vocabulary, but rather more in the theological 
vocabulary of the rationalist Mutakallimun^^ and the 
mystical vocabulary of the §ufl metaphysicians, yet the last
588* Al-Farabx mentions such verbs as kana, sara, agbaha,
amsa, galla, but prefers wajada (Afnan, pp*29~30); the 
words hwlyyah, a^reiyyah aimiyyah, kaynunah, ithbat 
and wuqud have been used to translate to einai (ibid*,
p.897T^ — -- ~ —
589. Izutsu, p*71*
590* best examples of works in Malay containing defin­
itive expositions of Mutakallimun concepts are those 
written by Ranxrx* The gutj(jah is__a good example of the 
type of writing stated* See my Hanlrl and the Wujudiyyah 
of 17th Century Acheh, now in print and publislied by 
t’he Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society Malayan Branch5 
Monograph 4915*
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two groups were profoundly influenced by philosophical 
speculations and employed philosophical terminologies in 
their writings. But the absence of an abstract concept of 
Being in the Malay language did not seem to present the 
writers and translators of the philosophical, theological 
and mystical works much difficulty for they simply adopted 
words such as wujud and a great many others as loan words 
into the Malay vocabulary* In the case of the concept wujud, 
two words may be considered as the logical candidates to 
denote it: the words jadi and ada, both of which convey the 
meaning 'to be*. But then tjadi is a verb, and ada is a sub­
stantive; and in any case (jadi, though a verb, cannot convey 
the meaning of wujud or to einai, as the dominant sense in 
the meaning of jadi is ’becoming* rather than ’being*• In 
fact in the writings of gamzah jadi used as an imperative 
translates the Arabic kun; and men jadi conveying the idea 
of 'becoming* translates y akunu; menjadikan, kujadikan and 
yang dijadikan translate khalaqa, khalaqtu, and khalq 
respectively, so that the logical development of jadi is to 
make it the equivalent of the Arabic kawn. In the case of 
the word ada, it takes the function of the Arabic kana, and 
this is manifested in the writings of gamzah. Apart from 
that ada in fact means mawjud, the passive participle of the 
verb wujida, rather than wujud: it means ’existent* rather 
than 'being*, and in this respect jadi also refers to
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591 -existence and not to b e i n g y Because mawtjud as a philo­
sophical terminology was rather confusing in that it con­
tinued to be understood in its basic sense of ‘something 
found1 instead of ‘something that exists* or ‘individual 
substance1 in the Aristotelian sense (to on), the abstract 
noun huwiyyah, meaning ‘heness* or ‘itness* (from the pro- 
notin fruwa meaning rhe' or 'it'), came into use.592 It is 
difficult to state precisely whether ada was also understood 
in the sense of huwiyyah, but some of the uses of ada in 
the writings of Banlrl and especially ^amzah point towards 
huwiyyah, and depending upon actual context, also point 
towards mahiyyah, 'another philosophical term corresponding 
to the Greek to ti en einai meaning ‘that by virtue of 
which a thing has its determinate nature’• It means also
591* Maw.jud itself, as a philosophical terminology became 
problematic as it conveyed the original connotation of 
‘something found* (cf. Izutsu, p.72), hence Ibn Bushd 
(Averroes) pointed out bbe confusion that arose regard­
ing its use (cf* Tahafut al-Tahafut, p.224, and Botes, 
p. 131), The distinction ‘between ,-being* as a substantive 
and ‘being* as a verb is not made clear by Aristotle,
If ‘being*s is taken as a verb as Ibn Slna (Avicenna) 
had done, then the substantive form is an accident of 
the verb form and it means ‘existence1 (see Tahafut 
al-Tahafut, p.179, and Notes, pp.110-111). ~
592, Bee above, note 591; also Afnan, pp.121-124; Goichon, 
op.cit., p*7HT
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quiddity or 1 whatness ♦ 1 The question as to why either 
of the words ada or jadi has not heen applied and accepted 
as the equivalent of the precise and abstract concept of 
being denoted by the word wujud is perhaps because the words 
are far too non-abstract in their connotations and they 
refer generally to material existence. The very fact that 
the words ada, jadi, diri, and even wujud have been the 
source of controversial polemics and misunderstanding which 
resulted in charges of zandaq.a (heresy) and condemnations 
of death reveals beyond doubt that the basic meanings of 
ada, jadi and diri have continued to hold sway in the minds 
of the Malays. The writers and translators of the philosophi­
cal, theological and mystical works, aware of this difficulty
593. Bee ibid., pp.117-121; in the gujjah (p,3) Raniri,
defining being (wujud) says that xt is identical with 
essence (dhat), and that essence in turn means 'the 
constituent determinant (keadaan) of a thing (shay’)*
"by keadaan he also means' the inmost self (5irx)
(see his note on the margin of the page). The term 
diri can also be taken to mean quiddity. Raniri goes 
on to state that this dhat, or keadaan of a thing, or 
diri of a thing, is none other than the being of G-od. 
Jjamzah too identifies diri with ada in some contexts, 
and in some he identifies ada withT 1 ayn. In the writings 
of gamzah, there occur instances in which ada seems to 
have been identified as wujud in the sense of to einai. 
It must be noted that the word ada as used by 
Raniri above and in gamzah's writings has been applied 
in a relational sense. Even to this day, for example, 
keadaan does not mean being, or constituent determinant 
of'a tEing, or the reality or inmost self of a thing, 
but it means !the condition of a thing* or 'state of 
affairs1, With reference to the^above exposition on 
jadi and ada in relation to wujud, please consult the 
relevant references in the Index of semantic vocabulary 
in Appendix VII.
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re gar ding "basic meanings, decided quite logically, though, 
not necessarily conscious of the fact, to use the original 
Arabic words in order to avoid confusion in meaning*
The theologians, the Mu'tazilah, the philosophers - 
in particular Ibn Sxna - and the Mutakallimun have made a 
distinction between possible being (mumkinu? l-wutjud) and 
necessary being (watjibu*l-wutiud). Furthermore, the concept 
of wu,jud including within its meaning the sense of contin­
gency would result in confusion when applied to God's Being* 
It was necessary therefore that God's Being should be con­
ceived as Necessary Being* Al-Ghazzalx revealed the confusion 
that arose among the philosophers resulting from their con­
cept of the Necessary Being and pointed out that God's Being 
should be conceived as Necessary in the "causeless" sense, 
and that the necessity of His Being rests with His Essence 
with which His Being is identical.The §ufxs also affirm
594*. Ibn Bushd credited Ibn Sxna as the first man to bring 
into philosophy the proof of the impossibility of an 
infinite causal series, and this in turn led to the 
logical assumption of the dichotomy of being into 
possible and necessary (cf * Tahafut al-Tahafut, p <>163) • 
See also Arberry, A.J., Avicenna on theology» London,
1951, pp*25-32.
595. Ibn Rushd controverts al-Ghazzalx's statement about
the mistake of the philosophers in their concept of the 
Necessary Being (cf* Tahafut al-Tahafut, p.227; see 
also ibid., pp.1657 154-foil ♦, 170, oil *; and Notes
p. 106*77 For Plotinus' exposition of this problem, see 
Ennead, VTII, 8-11 in MacKenna's translation, op.cit*, 
pp 7545-34-8 •
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as self-evident the dichotomy of being into possible and 
necessary and they further affirm that the Being of G-od is 
identical with His Essence. In IJamzah this is expressed thus:
Our Lord is the Possessor of the Essence 
(Dhat) ♦ (Dhat is to say, [the Essence is]
XJnTque (Semata), without Attributes. According 
to one expression, the Doctors of Theology 
call It Hecessary Being because It is Self- 
Existent and does not exist through another.
For this reason the Doctors of Theology call
It Necessary Being. The People of the Path
say that It is indeed Self-Existent, but It
also gives existence (memberi wujud; to the
World together with all‘ its parts. It is
called [by the People of^the Path] Necessary cqg
Being because Being (wujud) and Essence are one. ^
According to !gamaah, Necessary Being is the Self-subsistent 
Essence considered as attributeless; It is the Reality 
underlying all and giving existence to all; the Absolute 
(Mutlaq); the Plotinian First (Yang Pertama);^^ the Trans­
cendent One (Abad), In fact this Necessary Being is above 
Being and all relations to beings.-^® An important exposi­
tion must be made on one key word that appears in the passage 
quoted above, since this key word has a close semantic 
relation with wujud. This key word is the Malay semata, and 
what I wish to reveal is the remarkable manner in which
596. Asrar, pp.24-25*
597. Tfcdd., p*22; also Windelband, p.244, and the reference 
^"Plotinus in note 595 "above. Plotinus also refers to 
this 1 First* as tlie fOne!, Who precedes all thought 
and being (Ennead VIII, 8, op.cit.» p.546).
598* Of. Asrar, pp.26, 23> 62; Sharab, pp.15, 11-12, 22*
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§amziah imposes upon it a transparent role of being the exact 
equivalent of the Arabic ^ yn. ^  The highly synthetic ’ayn 
means ’eye1, ’fountain’ or Spring1, ’self’, ’origin1, the 
’quintessence1 of a thing. As ’essence1 or ’being1 it 
generally refers in §ufl thought to the Divine Essence. How 
the word mat a also means ’eye1, and - undoubtedly due to the 
semantic influence of the Arabic ’ayn - it came to this day 
to be used also to mean ’spring1: mata air, literally the 
’eye of the water1; the word mata in this case implying the 
meaning ’source1 or ’origin1# But mata to mean ’very essence1, 
’being’, or 1 identity’ - if not found only in gamzah’s 
writings - is certainly perhaps first used with that conno­
tation by IJamzah. The following two are examples among 
several:
/* AT
(a) Al-1 aynu waT^idatun wa’l-^ukmu muhhtalifun ...
Yang semata itu esa juga; bermula, 
hukum jalannya berlain-lain
599* Semata is derived from the word mata. In the form with 
the prefix se, semata is generalTy”Tound in the repeti­
tive form: semata-mata conveying a basic meaning 
synonymous with.1 tanyas' ’only’, ’solely’# Its usage_in 
^amzah's relational 'sense is not found unless in §ufl
writings, and this was most probably through his
influence.
600* In the Bphad-aranyaka Upanishad, IV#4,9, samata means 
identity or equality (Radtakrishnan, op # cit * , p * 275 ) * 
Samata does not seem to be the equivalent of 1 ayn 
as IJamzah ’ s semata is used.
601# Lama1 at, p*541# 
602. Asrar, p*43*
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(b) Ra’aytu rabbi bi ’aynl^0  ^rabbi
Kulihat Tuhanku dengan mata Tuhantaw^^
(a) semata translates Tayn meaning ’essence* or ’being*: 
"The essence (or being) is one, but its ways are many , ..*’ 
The Arabic article al- is often in ^arnzah translated as
CZ.r\f~
yang, as in the case of (a)* In (b) there is a play of 
meaning in the Arabic: the 1ayn is intended to mean both 
’eye’ and ’being’, and this is so according to the mystical 
context#^ 7  oohe Malay mata in (b) is also intended to mean 
both ’eye1 and ’being’* That there is no doubt that in 
IJamzah semata means the ’being’ or ’essence* of something 
and in particular refers to essential nature can further be 
attested by another example:
603# Doorenbos1 reading, ’aynay: ’two eyes^ is based on the 
incorrect texts (Asrar, p*68 and Sharab [God* Or. 7291 
II], p.92). See Doorenbos, pp.164, 186. On the correct 
reading given above, see the original referred to in 
note 604 below.
604. Lama1 at, p*335#
605# Asrar, p#68* Sharab, p.10.
606. Hence yang mengenal, for example, does not mean ’he who 
has gnosisv, but 1gnosis’. The words translate 
al~ma'rifah (see Asrar, p.71: Yang mengenal dinding 
antara ... etc.)
607# An excellent example of the play of meaning in the
usage of the word ’ayn in the mystical context is Shah 
Hi ’matu’Llah* s du bay t*'quoted by IJamzah on p.120 of 
the Muntahl. The first bayt will suffice;
Ra’aytu’Llaha fl ’aynl bi ’aynihi
Va 1aynl ’aynuhu fa’ngur bi ’aynihi •..
I see God in my being with His Sight;
My being is His Being - see with His Sight ♦,.
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(c) Adapun air serupa, sematanya air; 
tanah pun serupa, se mat any a tanah.
As to water, it remains the same, it is 
essentially water; earth too remains the 
same; it is essentially earth*
In the same context, another example - it is important to
note - reveals the close semantic connection "between semata
and sendiri:
(d) Adapun bumi, tanah sendirinya; 
hujan pun air Jua aendirinya *
As to the earth, it is in itself earth; 
rain too is in itself nothing but water.
G?he close semantic connection between diri and ada, and
between ada and *ayn has already been noted; in these
examples that I have quoted, the close semantic connection
between 1 ayn and semata, and between semata and diri is
established, and the conclusion that can be drawn from this
remarkable fact is that semata, ada, diri, and 1ayn are all
together identical with dhat; they all meet in identity in
the concept dhat although their application in different
contexts reveals meanings that are not exactly identical*
Ihis is quite logical, for in different contexts they refer
conceptually to different 'modes' or predispositions inherent
in dhat*
608* Asrar, p.53*
609* Ibid*, p.52*
610* See above, note 593*
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Being (wujud), properly speaking, does not mean 
Essence, if Being is considered as one of the Codes' or 
Predispositions inherent in the Essence* The Unique Essence
is Beyond Being, for the latter is the first determination
611 612 
(ta!ayyun) of the former and one of the four hypostases
613hy which the Unique Essence determines Itself through
all Its stages of determination.614 Through Being as such, 
the Creator conceived as He Who 'draws forth* Possibilities 
from His Essence (Yang Hengadakan) and creation conceived 
as the deployment of the Possibilities in a relative mode 
(yang diadakan)^^ are made manifest (nyata) A clue to
611. The second form of the verb 1 ayn (*ana) from which 'ayn 
is derived* The term t a 1 ayyun is translated by IgamzahT 
as nyata* In view of the identity of 1 ayn with ada, it 
is clear that nyata, whose basic meaning is *to”T5e 
clear* or * clarified*, must be considered as an import­
ant key word in the semantic field of ada. Nyata is all 
the more important because the noun form kenyataan 
translates ta.jalli which in §ufi thought means H5he 
manifestation of 15eing of God in the theatre of mani­
festation (mazhar: the World)*.
612. The term hypostases should not be understood as Person 
in  the sense o f the C h ris tian  th eo lo g ica l connotation. 
As meaning * s ingu lar substance*, a m a te r ia lis t ic  
in te rp re ta t io n  should be avoided* I t  seems to me also  
th a t the fo u rfo ld  f i r s t  determ ination o f the Unique 
Essence here meant can be conceived as arches in  the  
ancient philosophers' sense o f the term (c fT  note 579 
above and also Windelband, p p .51-47), but again without 
m a te r ia lis t ic  connotations•
613. Sharab, p.15.
614. i¥id.T p.16.
615. Consult above, pp. 15H - 135 Ci3*
616. See Sharab, p*15: Kerana Wu^ jud maka Yang Mengadakan 
dan yang diadakan nyata* 'This 'is a very important 
passage in IJamzah's ontological system and it will be 
treated properly in due course.
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the conception of the nature of wujud is given "by §amzah 
on page 52 of the Asrar:
The analogy is like clay (tanah) fashioned 
into drinking vessels, or cooking pots, or 
water jars, or earthen containers^ the clay is 
the original being (agal wujud) of all the 
earthen vessels* WitEouF'TEeclay, how can 
the drinking vessel and the cooking pot acquire 
existence (wujud)? ^ Brom^the point of view of 
external law n (sharx1 ah) ' the being of the 
drinking vessel is other than the being of the 
clay* Prom the point of view of inner reality 
(haqlqat) being refers to [the clay] ; earthen­
ware vessels are without being, the gjgy alone 
[has being] for all the forms (rupa)^  gfS6 
illusory (wahml) and not real (S'aqiql). ~
CL QA
In one of his verses, IJamzah conceives of Being as having 
three planes, each corresponding to the first, second and 
third determinations of the Essence* The first is called 
the plane of undifferentiated unity (wujud jam’I), wherein 
the Relational Spirit (rub i&afi) is manifested, and the 
creatures individualized as a unity without any differentia­
tion - as a 1 general concept’ (ijmall), as it were - in the
616* Here the word agal means, apart from ’original1, also 
’pure1 being or Trrue ’cause' of being*
617* When the term sharl1 ah is used in a context in contrast 
with the term Eaqiqa'tr"as in the above case, it conveys 
the meaning 1exoueric' in contrast with 'esoteric1; 
’appearance1 or ’phenomenon’ in contrast with ’reality’ 
or 'noumenon1, etc*
618. In [gamzah's writings, rupa means either gin?ah: form;
or shakl: shape or the ordinary sense of form, both of 
whicE'Tt translates. Shakl has been used by the Philoso­
phers to translate the Greek morphe (see Afnan, op.cit.,
pp.107-108). In the context aE'ove1 form1 means shakl..
since it refers to the shapes of the earthenware vessels.
619* See also Asrar, pp.43-44*
620. 2016, p.27TT>ee Appendix V, (ii).
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Divine Knowledge. The Idea or Reality of Muhammad (haqlqat 
Muhammad) refers to this plane of existence. The second is 
called the plane of synthetical existence (wu.jud tamyxzx), 
wherein the creatures are "brought into existence synthetic­
ally. Here all spirits are manifested and the Idea or Reality 
of Man (haqiqat insanx) refers to this plane of existence.
Ihe third is called the plane of analytical existence (wu.jud 
mufaggalx), wherein the creatures are made to exist analyti­
cally as potential existence, or 1 exterior essences*
(1 a * yan khar itjiyyah). Being qua Being as understood in
the analogy of the clay and the earthenware vessels, is
Universal Substance; it is the abiding and immutable ‘ground*
622of all existence. Conceived as one of the planes of
Being it is, as it were, a ‘mode* of Being: it is Existence.
In these verses ]Jamzah does not make any references to the
623fourth and fifth determinations of the Essence  ^that 
would correspond to particular planes of Being in the same 
manner the first three did. It is obvious, however, that 
since the fourth and fifth determinations pertain to the
621. Cf. above, pp. 24 s 12.Q - ixi •
622. Expressed also in one of his verses (2016, p*30):
WujudUya itu upama da’irah yang buntar 
Uantiasa tetap, tiada berkisar;
KelakuanFya jua yang bertukar-tukar,
Mengenal Dia terlalu sukar.
623. Ihe Essence goes through five stages of determination. 
Of. Sharab, p.15*
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world of forms, both, psychic and corporeal, they would 
correspond with planes of Being that could be called external 
existence (wutjud kharinl), a term which Raniri has used to
a* o/l
that effect. All the planes of Being mentioned also 
correspond to the schematic stratification or categorization 
(tabaqat) of the mystical worlds (1alam) ranging 1between1 
and including the two opposite domains: the Unseen, i,e. 
Intelligible World (' alam ghayb) and the Phenomenal World 
(1 alam shahadah) .^5 apso quite evident that this
division of Being in its existential modes into the purely
624, Bun.iah* p*3,
625* fBetween* the two opposite domains there 'lie' the
World of Omnipotence (1alam tjabarut) , the world of pure
spirits; the World of Dominion ('alam malakut), the 
world of the soul; the World of Similitude or Analogy 
('alam mithal)^  the world of forms both psychic and 
corporeal," (Transposed upon the planes of Being the 
Worlds of Omnipotence, Dominion and Similitude would 
correspond to the first three planes; the Worlds of 
Similitude and Phenomena would correspond to the last 
two planes. Other terms have been used to denote the 
various mystical worlds such as the World of Unity 
('alam jam1) referring to the World of Omnipotence; the 
World or l?ure Spirits ('alam arwah) and the World of 
Imagination ( 1 alam khiyaiT referring to the World of 
Dominion; the World or Man (1 alam insanl)» the World 
of the Kingdom (1 al am mulkl), ffiie*' WorTcf of Porms ( 'alam 
guwarl), the Physical orCorporeal World (1alam
.jlsmanl) referring to the Phenomenal World, There are 
also terms to denote the natures, or rather aspects, 
of the mystical worlds in their definite classes like, 
for example, the World of Divinity ('alam lahut) and 
the World of Humanity ('alam nasut), referring to the 
worlds in the first three and last two determinations 
respectively. Of, 2016, pp*43, 44, 67, 69, 71, 75*
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intelligible - a combination of the intellectual and the 
spiritual - on the one hand, manifested in the first three 
determinations of the Essence; and the formal manifestation 
as a whole, including both the psychic and the corporeal, 
in the last two of the five determinations on the other 
hand, naturally leads to the logical assumption of the 
dichotomy of Being as Beal (baqiqx) in the case of the
former category, and Illusory (wahml) in the case of the
626 -  latter category. So far, the nature of wujud as understood
627by ^amzah can be represented in the following schema: {
626. The aspects of Being divisible into Beal and Illusory 
would correspond to the aspects of the Essence as 
Divine (Lahut) and human Inasut) respectively. The  
intermediate' stage between 'the Divine and the human 
aspects of the Essence is called in mystical language 
the Barrier (al-barzakh). Of. 2016, pp.44, 66-67? 68;
A srar, pp .40-41 . Cp. Ibnu’ l - 1Arabl*s conception o f
al-barzakh, *Affrfl, pp.74, 82, 91; and of lahut and
nasut, pp. 15-14. Of the assertion of "dualism1 in
al-Hallarps conception of lahut and nasut by Massignon 
and ’ Affifi, see Lings, p.T557*"note y i  
627* The Boman numerals m  the schema represent the five 
stages of determination of the Essence. Compare with 
the schema of the ontological descent of Absolute 
Being on p. \ZO above.
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A Ada . 
D ir i  1 
Semata ) 
1 Ayri j
B
Dhat (Essence)
Wujud
Being Existence
C
II
III
IV
y
Wujud haqxql
(a) Wujud jam1!
(b) Wujud tamylzl
(c) Wujud mufaggall
- , ’i\ [Wujud kharija.] ( Wujud wahm. 
(e) / /
There is, then, only one Being, the rest are existential
£*QQ
modes of the same Being# From the above schema, it is at 
once seen that the existential modes of Being range them­
selves under four and not five classes: (a), (b), (c), and
(d) plus (e)* The reality of each particular class of 
existential mode is relative^^ that which logically 
preceded it; the higher ontological order is considered real
628* In the Greek to einai, as in the Arabic wujud particu­
larly in the mystical context, apart from meaning
1Being1 it also means *Beality* (Cf. Windelband, p#58, 
note 1)«
629* By^relative* is also meant Subjective*. Since there 
is only One Beal Being, the existential modes are - to 
the mystic - as *veils* concealing the One Beality, 
and as the mystic passes on (fanal) from stage to 
stage, the *veils* fall away so that ultimately he is 
veiled only by the One Beality (Dhat)..*
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in relation to the one immediately below it*^30 The four 
classes of existence correspond each to one of the four 
1 veils1 (hitjab) which conceal the Essence: the Divine 
Attributes (gifat (a)); the Divine Names (asma* (b)); the 
Divine Acts (af!al (e)); and the Divine Effects (athar (d) 
plus (e))*^^* The term wutjud, when used with reference to 
the world, means athar (effects):
630* One is tempted to see in this another version of the 
Flotinian theory of emanation, but see above, pp* 
Plotinus in contrast with the relevant §ufl doctrine 
seems to bestow creative powers to his emanations of 
the First, the^Origin, the Good, the One* The separation 
of Soul (Psyche) is, for Plotinus, self-willed, whereas 
for the §ufis "generally it is simply an Act of God* See 
Ali Hassan Abdel-Kaderfs The life, personality and 
writings of al-Junayd, London, tuzac, 1962,'pp*104-116« 
631* !gamzah says:
When one has achieved extinction (fana *) 
from His Effects, and His Acts, and HisTames, and 
His Attributes, then one can be united (bertemu) 
with the Essence; for His Effects are as veils 
unto His Acts; His Acts are as veils unto His 
Names; His Names are as veils unto His Attributes; 
and His Attributes are as veils unto His Essence,
All these Ci.e, Effects, Acts, Names and Attributes] 
are but His Predispositions (kelakuan)•
Asrar, p#72. See also ibid*, p*73* She word kelakuan
in Hamzah translates the Arabic sha>n (pi* shu*un) and 
is described as the keadaan (existential moSeJ^of the 
Essence, The Divine ifames the First (al-Awwal), the
Last (al-£khir), the Outwardly Manifest (al^Zahir),
the Inwardly Hidden (al-Batin) play an important role 
in this fourfold aspect^ of Being* Bee Asrar, pp,28, 52* 
Bhaykh al-VdLawiPs formulations of the doctrine of 
Oneness of Being is most relevant - see Lings, pp.131- 
14-7.
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... His Effects (atharNya) are most 
clearly manifested (nyata) upon the whole world, 
and not hidden, for they [i.e. the Effects] 
exist (wujud) through the Mercy (rafrmat) of the 
Compassionate One (al-Rahman), and give existence 
(wujud) to the entire world. Were it not for 
that existence (wujud) [i.e. the existence of 
Mercy of the Compassionate One],®^ how can 
Effects be derived? Since the effects upon the 
whole world are His Effects, [the world] thereby 
derives existence (wujud) + ^35
Rahman is a Divine Name. Each Divine Name presupposes the
hidden existence of the Quality or Attribute which it
describes in the Divine Essence. Hence before the Essence
can be called by the Name Rahman, the Quality rabmat must
first exist in the Essence, Thus the Name depends upon the
Qualities or Attributes, in the same manner that the Divine
Effects depend upon the Divine Names, for each Divine Name
displays its Effects upon the world through a continuous
series of manifestations (kenyataan: tajalliyat) .^34 The
632. Cf* Asrar, p. 40: ... daripada rabmat Rahman sekalian
beroleh wujud.
633* Ibid., p.$2;'cf. also p.46.
634. HorBe the passages in ibid., p*49:
the world is His Manifestation (kenyataanNya), 
for God, the Glorious and Exalted, Has Essence, 
Attributes, [Names], Acts, and Effects are 
continuously manifest (nyata).
•.. His Effects (bekasNya) flow (lalu) like 
the waters of the river' flowing without" cessa­
tion, without end. „. * Every day He# is in a_ 
State of Activity (kelakuan: sha’n) - [Qur*an
" 55:291.
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existence (wujud) of the world - as the passage above says - 
is the effects (athar) of the Divine manifestations. To 
endow existence (memberi wujud) is synonymous with to bestow
635
Mercy (memberi rabmat)» and this means to create (men.iadikan) . 
It is upon the doctrine of the role of the Divine Attributes 
and Names, and the incessant operation of the latter through 
series of manifestations that the doctrine of perpetual 
creation^^ in §ufx cosmology is based.
The analogy of the clay and the earthenware vessels 
purporting to demonstrate the nature of wujud may be 
considered as static rather than dynamic. But this analogy
635* I*e* khalaqag. Ibid., p.4-0; Adapun al-Rahman pertama 
memberi ra^at^^Bagi semesta sekalian^ falam; ya!nx 
menjadikan semesta sekalian .. Rahman empunya rabmat 
memberikan wujud pada semesta sekalian ^lam ...
See above, p.i2>So It is significant that men.i adikan is 
used instead of mengadakan.
636. Tajdidu*1-khalq bi’1-anfas: renewing of creation at 
each! breath. (The 1 breath1 refers^to the Breath of the 
Compassionate One (nafasu51-Rahman) e Cf. above, pp.vBGr, 
\k\ ~ \62 , " “  “
637* Cf. above, pp. 1*5 0 - _This doctrine is clearly_and 
Briefly outlined in JamI1 s commentary of the ffugusu *1- 
gikam of Ibnu’l-^Arabx, the lawa*lh» See above, pp.toij 
ixb . - 16X 5 -1063 where some relevant passages
from the Lawa*ih are quoted. The atomistic theory of 
the Musii’nTscho 1 astic theologians (al-Ashfarx and the 
Mutakallimun) pertaining to substance (atoms) and 
accidents greatly influenced the §ufx cosmology, though 
the §ufxs modified the theologians1 theory of substance 
(atoms) and classified substance (atoms) as accidents 
along with the others. For the theologians1 theory of 
atoms and accidents, see chapter^! of ffakhry, op.cit., 
Elder1s introduction to Taftazanx gives an outline of
the theory (pp. xxv-xxviT*
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is merely intended to express the essential Unity of things <>
and solely for that purpose the simple static picture is
6B8quite acceptable. In all of ^[amzah's writings that have 
come down to us, many kinds of analogies (sing: 1ibarat; 
mathal) have been employed to describe the concept of One­
ness of Being (wahdatu?l-wutjud), for example: the clay and 
the earthenware vessels; the cotton and the cloth; the sun 
and the reflection (and its light); rain, earth, and plants 
(connected with the concept of the Pure Potentialities
638. The same kind of analogy has been used by Hindu mystics 
who adhere to the doctrine of non-duality (advaita), 
but those who make use of analogies - of any1anaXogy 
for that matter - in their attempt to describe God 
are well aware of the inadequacy of the picture 
presented. Moreover, as Burckliardt says, the very self- 
evident nature of the inadequacy of any analogy pur­
porting to describe God renders the analogy harmless by 
making people understand it merely as a symbolic 
allusion and nothing more* It is true that sometimes 
the analogy employed can have considerable influence 
in determining the conception envisaged, Ihis is 
indeed the case with Plotinus and his analogy_of light 
(of. Windelband, p*24-5)« In the case of the §ufis 
generally, who "uphold the doctrine of Oneness of Being, 
among them Ibnu’l-1 Arabx, 1 Iraqi, Shabistarl, JamI, 
Jill, the analogy that they have favoured most for its 
aptness and conformity with their conception of Being 
seems to be that of the fathomless ocean and the waves 9 
Ihe same conclusion is certainly true for ^amaah. But 
to speak of the determining influence of this analogy 
in their conception of Being is not worthwhile, for 
they and §ufls generally constantly remind themselves, 
in the last analysis, of^such Quranic passages as 
Subbana’hlah !amma yasifun; Laysa kamithlihi shay*, 
etc • which they' “Insert In'rsignlficant places in *BHeir 
writings .
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(ist^dad agll); the wine and the cup (glass); the ocean and 
the waves. They have each "been employed according to the 
context and intention of the discourse. But the analogy 
which has the most persistent influence, whose application 
is again and again resorted to by £[amzah, is the analogy of 
the fathomless ocean and the waves. Indeed, this analogy 
has been the favourite of §ufls generally in their attempt 
to describe their conception of Being, gamzah in the Asrar 
alone occupies himself with at least no less than two of his 
fifteen bayts in elaborating upon this a n a l o g y , O f  all 
the analogies employed, that of the fathomless ocean and
639* Asrar, pp*54-60,
640. One interesting analogy in the Muntahl, p,114, employed 
to interpret the meaning of 1Wheresoever you turn there 
is the Face of God! is that of milk and butter (or 
clarified butter): 1Tamthil seperti susu dan minyak 
sapi; namanya dua, haqlqatnya suatu jua,' Kesudahannya 
susu lenyap [apabila di] putar - minyak jua kekal 
sendirinya,1 'The analogy is like milk and butter; 
their names are two, but their real essence is one. 
Ultimately the milk disappears [when it is] churned - 
butter alone remains*1 This seems to hark back to well- 
known Sanscrit texts, for example, Sri Krishna says to 
Arjuna; 'I am the melted butter1 (Bhagavadglta, IX:16, 
translated with introduction and notes_by"E7j7 Thomas, 
London, 1948, p*74). In the Arjuna Wiwaha, one of the 
most famous poems of Old Javanese' literat"\n?e, the same 
analogy is found in canto 10, stanza 1, the last two 
lines:
sang 3wir agni sakeng tahen kadi minak sakeng
dadhi kita,
sang sakgat metu yan hana wwang amuter tutur
pinahayu.
You are the honoured one with the aspect of
fire that comes
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the waves alone seem the most apt and complete in describing 
the §ufl conception of Being* It alone conveys not only the 
sense of transcendence (tanzlh) and immanence (tashblh)* but 
also a synthesis of both* Moreover, of the amalogies 
employed, it is the only one that evokes in the mind a 
picture that is not static, but dynamic; and this dynamism 
is in perfect conformity with the related concepts of the 
perpetual activity of the Divine Names in a series of mani­
festations (kenyataan); the Predispositions in the Divine 
Essence (kelakuan); and the continuous annihilation (lenyap) 
and rehabilitation (kekal) of the existential modes of Being 
(keadaan) * The ocean is described as fathomless (; amlq) to 
symbolize the unknowable, ineffable Essence (kunhi Dhat) * 
Without the emphasis on the sense of profound depth, how­
ever, the ocean in its totality symbolizes the Essence. The 
active, potential modes or predispositions (keadaan) in the 
ocean symbolize the Predispositions in the Essence (keadaan
out of wood, like butter that comes out of
buttermilk are you, 
the honoured one who clearly appears as soon
as there
are people revolving in their minds the lore,
well attended to*
(Quoted from the romanized edition with Dutch transla­
tion by R* Ng. Poerbatjaraka (Lesya), B.K.I, 82, 1926, 
pp.181-305* The canto and stanza quoted above are on 
P*207; the Dutch translation is on pp#252-263* The 
amended English translation of the canto and stanza 
quoted is by T.G. Th* Pigeaud, and appears in his Java 
in the 14th century, The Hague, 1962, 5 vols., volV4,
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Dhat)# The billows (halun) symbolize the being
( k e a d a a n ) o f  the world, and the waves (ombak) symbolize 
the forms (rupa) of the phenomenal w o r l d . T h e  colour
0 / | / i
(warm) of the waves symbolizes the visible and knowable
qualities. The bubbles of foam (buih) symbolize man.^^
641. It is important to note, as in this case, that keadaan 
is employed as synonymous with kelakuan (shu’uny*
642. By !being* (keadaan) in this context is meant the 
immediate ground of the existence of the world; this 
ground has merely a relative reality,_for the real 
ground of all existence is Being (wujud). Therefore, 
in the sense above, keadaan means Jayn* Bor an example 
in which keadaan means fayn, see Muntahl, p.120:
Kulihat Allah pada keadaanku (1aynl) dengan
penglihatNya;
Bermula: keadaanku itu keadaahfrfya (*aynuhu) #••
See above, note 607* Keadaan, then, is closely con­
nected sematically with! semata. See above, pp.238-241#
6t3* Q ]!* Lawa*ifc, p.31? the first two ruba1 Is on the page;
and p.35? the last ruba11 on the page.
644. In §amzah, warna translates the Arabic lawn and the 
Persian rang. In the latter case, there seems to be 
direct influence from Jam whom Hamzah frequently_ 
quotes. See, for example, Muntahx, pal22; and Lawa*ih, 
p.13? the second ruba1I on ite page. Cf. also Qurran, 
2:138: Wa man aEsanu 'mxna?Llahi gib ghat an: And who can 
dye so well "as Go^T^Q'sTmfJ. “ In fa¥3u 5Llah Yusuf 
AliPs translation (Lahore, 1 vol.), p*56 and notes 
137-138. The Persian rang is from the Sanscrit 
rangga and not varna.
645. TEe form of the IniBEle (man) is twofold: gross (kathlf: 
keras), and subtle (lafrif: lembut or lemah) - cf.
Asrar, pp*77-78* This seems identical with the Vedantic 
da stinc ti on between the sukshma-sharira or llnga-sharira
(subtle form) and the sthula-sharlra (gross form), 
which constitutes the fourth and fifth Envelopes1 
(koshas) of the Self (Purusha or Itma manifesting itself
as jlvatma in the living form of the individual being) •
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Transposed into the order of the Divine Names, the ocean 
symbolizes the Knower (al-1Alim), and the billows, being the 
Effects (athar) of the Name ’Slim, symbolize the known 
(al-ma’lum) The Predispositions in the Essence symbolize
the Divine Name al-Qasim (One Who Distributes, Apportions or 
Allocates), and the waves are the Effects of that Name and 
hence are called al~maqsum (the distributed, apportioned or 
a l l o c a t e d ) T h e  tempest (tufan) symbolizes the Name 
al-ffakim (One Who governs and decides), Whose rule and
See Renfe GuSnon’s Man and his becoming, London, 194-5* 
chapter IX* Relevant references mentioned in Guenon’s 
footnotes may be consulted in Radhakrishnan’s The 
principal Upanishads* Kraemer also holds the same view 
- cf. Kraemer, op.'cit*, p.89*
64-6* The analogy is further developed logically to include 
vapours, clouds, raindrops, rivers, etc. See above, 
pp.104-106. _
64-7* The ’division* or Allocation’ done by al-Qasim
corresponds to creating in the sense of ’drawing forth* 
(mengeluarkan) of the Pure Possibilities (kelengkapan: 
is'ti’dad agllj in the Divine Essence (see above, pp. 134 ~ 
1BS 5 g )♦ The concept of creating, as has
previously been pointed out (above, pp.IBM>; IMS) 
conveys two possible meanings corresponding to 
mengadakan (i.e. mengeluarkan), and mentj adikan - cf. 
above , p.251), and the latter means Turther^assigning 
to each thing its proper measure1 : Maqsum corresponds 
to creation in both the mengadakan ana the men.jadikan 
senses. Moreover, the 1 division' or ’allocation’ is 
done harmoniously as it is governed by Divine wisdom 
(hikmat). Hence the reference to al-Hakim in the 
sentence following implies that tEe”*’governing1 and 
’deciding* is wisely done, for both bakim and hikmat 
are derived from the same root hakama. Cf. Asrar, pp.
38-39.
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decision holds sway over His Predispositions (kelakuan: 
shu^un), and hence the Predispositions in the Divine Essence 
are called al-mahkum (the governed)* The tempest which is 
called al-Hakim also alludes symbolically to the Creative 
Command 1 Be 1 1
Prom the foregoing analysis of HaiQzab-ls concept of 
wujud, a definite conclusion about what wujud denotes in his 
writings can now be established, Wujud denotes three possible 
concepts in §amzah; (i) as the second of the fourfold 
hypostasis of the Essence, it denotes the Universal Substance 
to which JamI refers as the ’Single Substance1,6^  and which 
I have designated simply as Being; (ii) it denotes the 
existential modes of Being, meaning Existence; this Existence 
is dynamic as it is none other than Divine Creative Activity 
(shu’un, ta1 ayyunat, tajalliyat, athar) which is referred to 
as Heal or True Existence (wu.jud taqiql) ;6^° (iii) it denotes 
existence that is metaphorical or illusory (wahmi)• In the 
sub-vocabulary of wujud, the most immediate or major key 
words that cluster around wujud can be diagrammatically
648. Asrar, pp. 54-55; 57-59; 27-79.
649. I•£•: ’ayn wahid. See Lawa*ifc, Plash XXVI.
650* Tt“is Seal or True only1fcecause it is the reality or 
true essence of metaphorical or illusory existence.
When set against Being qua Being, however, it cannot 
be regarded as having independent reality or truth, for 
its reality or true essence in turn is nothing but 
Being*
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651shown thus:
KELENGKAPAN
MENGADAKAN
SEMATA
JADI
ADA
s DIRI
MENJADIKAN SENDIRI
651* Reading clockwise, the Arabic equivalents of the major 
key words in the sub-vocabulary of wujud are as follows
Semata (*Ayn); Keadaan (*Ayn, Shu?un); Mengadakan
(synonymous with Mengeluarkan: abraza-q jad in the sense
of 1 drawing forth1 from lNothing*)j Diadakan (passive
form of mengadakan); Ada ( !Ayn, mawjud, huwiyyah9
mahiyyah); Bekas (Athar); Kelakuan (Shu’un - see
keadaan)5 Sendiri (synonymous with semata: 1Ayn); Diri
( 1 Ayn, Huwiyyah) ; Menjadikan (khalaqa in the sense of
Actualization as external existence1); Pi j adikan
(passive form of men j adikan) ; Men jadi (Kawn); Jadi
(Kun); Nyata (Ta1 ayyun, it also conveys the basic
meaning of mubln); Kenyataan (Tajalll - see nyata);
Kelengkapan (Isti * dad agli); Lengkap (Mu l^IJ - see
Kelengkapan; lengkap is also used synonymously with
panuh or pejal which translates gamad)•
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H  Ada «
In Malay the meaning of ada has a very close semantic 
relationship with the Malay word isi, and this can he 
established by the fact that in the Malay (Austronesian) 
family of languages the two words ada and isi have been 
interchangeably used to mean the same thing, namely: 
existence. For example, in Malay, Toba-batak, Javanese, isi 
means Content* ; in Tagalog isi means Occupation1 (of space 
or place); in Rgaju-Dayak isi means 1 flesh1 or ‘meat* (the
same meaning is also conveyed in Malay); in Hova isi means
65P 6531 existence1;  ^ In Malagasy isy means 1 existence*; ^  and
in Mantra issi means * existence1 *^54 jn Malagasy and
Mantra, the meaning of isi as * existence1 is synonymous
with the Malay ada. The word isi in Malay conveys basically
the meaning * content*. Other meanings such as ‘flesh1,
‘meat1, *to fill* or ‘occupation* of space or place refer to
the basic meaning of ‘content*. An important element in the
conceptual structure of isi in Malay is that the ‘content*
652. Cf, Dempwolff, 0., Vergleichende Lautlehre des Austro- 
ne s i s chen Wo r t s chat zest (in73 vo Is'.) , Berlin, 1934-1108, 
vols. 1, p.49; and 3, p.70.
653* Of. Abinal, R.P., and Malzac, R*P., M c t ionnaire 
Halagache-Frangais, Paris, 1955» p.2^U 
654-• Gf. Borle, H ., An account of the Mantras, a savage 
tribe in the Malay Peninsula, his ce1laneous Papers 
relating to' Indo-China’ and the Indian Archipelago, 
edited by R. Rost, London, 1887, second series, vol.l, 
pp.286-307♦ Bee pp. 303-304. The above mentioned 
account was translated from the litjdschrift (T.B.Gr.) 
vol.X, (1861), pp.413-443*
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meant is of a corporeal, tangible or material nature as 
opposed to the abstract. In the case of ada, it conveys 
basically the meaning 'to be* or 'existing' in the sense of 
the basic Arabic mawtjud; it conveys the sense of some thing 
existing. Another basic meaning of ada in Malay is lto have', 
and in this sense it is closely related semantically with 
one of the meanings conveyed by the Malay prefix ber. ^
But the basic meaning 'to have* is, so to speak, secondary 
to the basic meaning 'to be', since in the final analysis 
the former meaning implies necessarily the existence of the 
latter. The concept of existing conveyed by ada, like that 
of content conveyed by isi, refers to material, tangible or 
corporeal existence0 Bearing in mind the close semantic 
relationship between ada and isi, the word ada considered 
as reflecting the Old Malay vision of being resembles the 
Parmenidean corporeality (to pleon) filling space, i.e.
"the full". This space filling is being; it is all that 'is1, 
and all that 'is' not is empty space (to kenon).^^ Now in
655* See above,pp.208-209*An example of what I intend to
convey here is the usage of ber and ada in the following 
way: ' Orang itu berharta1 and ' ' Orang"’Ttu ada harta' , 
both conveying tbe meaning "That person has wealth'.
But in another example: 1Orang itu berkemeja putih' 
and 'Orang itu ada kerneja putih', the’ meaning is not 
exactly the same, for the former means that the person 
actually has a white shirt on, whereas the latter simply 
says that the person has a wKite shirt.
656. Windelband, p.57* According to Zeller Parmenides1 
concept of to kenon is derived from part of the 
Pythagorean doctrine, namely that which they called 
the 'unlimited1 or apeiron (Zeller, pp.36, 49)*
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Malay the word tiada (tidak + ada : 'no thing1 or !not
existingf) corresponds to the Parmenidean to kenon and to 
657me on, But the resemblance between the Malay ada and the 
Parmenidean to pleon is limited only to the first part of 
the Parmenidean conception of being, and does not resemble 
Parmenides1 philosophical abstractions all the way*
The development towards philosophical abstractions 
in the Malay conception of being or existence, as reflected 
in the Malay language, is first found in the writings of 
$amzah* Indeed, they are the earliest evidence I have come 
across in which the usage of ada reveals a semantic change 
reflecting a new world view - a §ufl world view, which 
though no doubt introduced with the coming of Islam, 
achieved its full definitive and systematic Malay expression 
in them* All subsequent Malay §ufl literature and their 
Javanese versions and equivalents have been profoundly 
influenced by the new meanings :gamzah unfolded in such well 
known words as semata, which has already been treated, and 
ada, tahu and kenal; tj adi, tit ah, diri, etc*
Several different meanings are conveyed, apart from 
the basic meaning of ada defined above, in ]Jamzah!s usage of
657• For Parmenides, non-being, or to me on means, accord­
ingly, to kenon, i*e, empty space« The Malay ada and 
tiada corresponds to the Javanese hana and tanThana 
re spe ctively•
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ada, depending upon actual context* 'The first important 
point to note is that ada in igamziabJs writings generally 
translates the Arabic kana; and this is found consistently 
not only in the form kana, but also in its conjugated forms 
such as kuntu, kuntum, kunna, yakun and takun, with the 
exception of the imperative form kun and the form yakun 
which are translated as jadi and menjadi respectively for 
cosmological reasons I have already explained in several 
places. The usage in Malay literature generally of adapun 
to begin paragraphs or sentences seems definitely to be the 
result of the influence of the Arabic kana, which is also 
used in that way, and the same can be said of the literary 
Malay adalah and adanya. Since there is every reason to 
conclude that the earliest Malay §ufl writings, or for that 
matter, systematic (i*e, rational and intellectual) Malay 
writings of any kind, are those of §amziah,^^^ there seems to 
be no doubt that a great deal of influence in the origin 
of such usage in Malay literature can be traced to gamzah. 
Sometimes, when kana refers to the past, the translation 
ada is preceded by the word dahulu (‘before‘ or ‘was1)* But 
in spite of this ada does not mean kawn, whose equivalent
658. See below, p. 297foil.
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is in fact jadi,^^ "being the 'result1, as it were, of the
660
Creative Kun* Ada in gamzah 1® yang di.jadikan (i*e. kenadian) 
Ada is maw.lud; but maw(jud, as can be seen in the passages 
quoted below, is understood in two different senses: (i) as 
being outwardly manifest (gahir), in which case it refers 
to the phenomenal world, and even then it is not the equrva­
lent of the basic Arabic maw.jud, but rather the relational 
metaphysical mawt~jud which includes within its meaning, when
it refers to the phenomenal world, a world of constant
annihilation and rehabilitation; illusory when viewed in 
the sense of the former, real when viewed in the sense of
the latter; (ii) as being inwardly hidden (batin), in which
case it refers to the permanent and transcendent principle 
underlying (i), i.e* God:
... the meaning conveyed by rto it1 
[i.e * lahu] refers to something existing 
(mawtjud), that is, it is present (ha&ir) [to 
GocCJ* Hence it is admissible [for HimJ" to say 
rto it1, for ‘to it1 is an allusion referring 
to something existing (maw.jud). Were it not 
existing (tiada mawjud), God the Glorious
659• See above, pp*250-252* According to the Hutakallimun 
kawn means 1 coming into being1 [genesis)* It is a 
category of place (*ayn); it is the obtaining of a 
boundary (i*e* of tjawhar : atom) or existence* There 
are four species of kawn: motion, (al-harakah), rest 
(al-sukun), being separated into parts^(al-Tftiraq), 
and an_aggregation of the parts (al-itjtima *} * Cf . 
Taftazanl, pp*28-55*
660* See above, p*251. The word ke jadian is my own, and in 
the sense meant is not found' lH ^ amzah.
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and Most Exalted would not refer to it as 
'to it' ...661
•«. although, outwardly (pada gahirnya) 
it is not existing, inwardly (pada batinnya) 
it is existing (mawjud): it is existing (ada), 
like the ttoee in our analogy; though it 
has not yet emerged from within the seed,
the judgement is that it exists (ada) within
1 662 
the seed - there can he no further doubt.
As to the world, although it is 
existing (maw.jud) it is yet nothing but the 
shadow of the Known [in God's Knowledge].
Whatever the content of the Known, is here 
seen, .
I am the Existent One (airmaw.jud) * seek 
Me and you will find Me *..
In the case of ada understood as the 'outwardly existing1,
it conveys both its basic and relational meanings, but in
the case of ada as the 'inwardly existing* it conveys the
relational meaning, which in turn is understood in two
senses: (i) as individual substance or huwiyyah (the
Aristotelian to on); and (ii) as quiddity or mahiyyah (the
Greek to ti en einai). It must be noted that a study of the
661. £Camzahfs interpretation of Qur*an 36:82
Verily His Gommand is, when He is in the state of 
desiring a thing, to say to it (lahu): !Be thoui1 
and it becomes.
See Asrar, p#30. I have translated the above Quranic 
passage from IJamzah's Malay translation of it. See 
also Sharab» pp.17-18.
662. Ibid.V pp.?0-51» Ihis also alludes to the 'Hidden 
'Treasure 1.
663. Ibid., p.32.
664. Ibi'd.» p*5°. gamzah attributes to the Psalms (al-Zabur)
Ana’l-mawjud fa9£lubnl tajidnl ...
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works of the Muslim Philosophers and Translators reveals
that to ti en einai was not the only Greek equivalent for
mahiyyah. In fact no definite Greek equivalent is found•
It was believed that another word, ma*iyy ah, was an early
form for mahiyyah, and the basis for this belief is that
both forms were used interchangeably by al-Kindi* According
to Mile* Goichon quoting Tahanawi in support of her view,
mahiyyah was coined as a compound of the Arabic words ma
(what) and hiya (it [is], feminine form of huwa) * ^ 5  jn
view of this theory, an important badith quoted by gamzah
indicates ada to mean mahiyyah;
Allahuma arinx* 1-ashyaJa kama hiya*
Ya Tuhanku, perlihatkau padaku sekalian seperti
■a 666ada nya*
Ve know here that ada means mahiyyah not only because the 
words ma hiya is translated as adanya, but also because 
according to the context ma hiya means the real essence 
(haqxqat) of things, gamzah compares 1 seeing things as they 
really are" with knowing the self (diri) through gnosis 
(mengenal), for things as they really are and the self as 
it really is are the same when seen in this way.^^
665* Bee Afnan, pp.117-120*
666. Asrar, p#61*
667* Lo'c * cit * The Malay word gamzah used here is pandang, 
meaning !to see1, used interchangeably by gamzah as 
the equivalent of the Arabic ra’ a and shuhud. Shuhud 
is defined by gamzah as ’*seeing 'the Trufch by means of 
the Truth" : Erti shuhud itulah melihat gaqq dengan 
gaqq (2016, p.4-5)* The Malay words lihat (melihat), 
and tiTIk ~(meni 1 ik) have also been used’ synonymously 
with"15ahdang Tmemandang) • Lihat and tilik is the
4 !!■■■ IMW MIMLlvm*.*  him W t e ........................
equivalent of the Arabic nazara.
® ■ 1 biiw i '■ m
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Therefore ada is synonymous with, diri here, in tlie same
manner as ada understood as mahiyyah. is, in this context
668synonymous with huwiyyah * That ada is synonymous with
diri is very clearly stated in the Muntahi, and as such 
it is identified as the Divine Huwiyyah (Ada) which, 
regarded in relation to the creatures is Absolute (mutlaq):
All forms that can be seen and apprehended 
by the intellect and gnosis are restrictions 
(quyud)*  ^ Since the Essence of God is 
Absolute, It is not to be found in our forms; 
and the forms of the world in its entirety, 
the outwardly manifest and the inwardly 
hidden, are other than the Unique Essence*
That is Absolute, When we cast away all
restrictions with our vision and in our dis­
course, then only can we be united with the 
Absolute, meaning: the Being (Ada, i.e. 
Individuality) Who is Most Pure, beyond form* ^
In this sense too Ada is synonymous with the Essence (Dhat),
often referred to as the Pace of God (watjhu*Llah) as in the
Quranic passages: Pa aynama tuwallu fa thamma wa(jhu*Llah
668. C£, the^Mutakallimun' s definition of the real essence 
Ta^^aglgah) of a thing, in which haqxqah, mahiyyah 
ancT"huwiyyah are the same, iae. 'that which” constitutes 
the identity of a thing'; but viewed in different 
aspects are either a real essence (haqlqah), a certain 
particular thing (huwiyyah), or a quiddity (mahiyyah) * 
Taftazanx, p.11, quoted above, pp.
669* PagelT^:' The meaning of "Man 'arafa nafsahu :
his being (adanya) and the Being of his Lord 
(Ada Tuhannya) Is one.
Ibid», p.llT: She-meaning of knowing one's Lord and 
knowing oneself is this: the Self (Diri) of 
'I was a Hidden Treasure' is his self,
670. I.e. impediments that conceal the Essence making 'union' 
with It impossible.
671. Asrar, p.62.
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(2: 109);^^ and Kullu shay?in halilcun ilia watjhahu (28: 
8 8 ) .6?3
It is now possible to conclude that in gamzah there 
are seven different uses of the word ada in the relational 
sense, each defining a particular concept of Being; and 
yet these particular concepts are at times regarded as 
identical in certain contexts, i.e. the ontological, cosmo­
logical and psychological contexts, all three of which are 
included in the metaphysical (macrocosmic) and mystical 
(microcosmic) d o m a i n s . T h e s e  different uses are:
(1) Ada conveying the concept mawjud, which has already 
"been said as being understood in two different senses:
(i) the outwardly manifest (gahir), i.e. corporeal existence. 
But this corporeal existence must not be understood in the 
sense of the Parmenidean to pleon, which is the meaning of 
ada in its basic sense, conveying the vision of a !block 
universe1 filling space; rather it is a somewhat Heraclitean 
vision of the universe that is conveyed, a dynamic, atomic* 
universe of constant flux; (ii) the inwardly hidden (batin), 
i.e. the Reality underlying (i), and this is necessarily 
beyond form and immutable:
672. Sharab, p. 10; Huntahl, p.114.
€>73* Sharab, p. 17.
674. Bee above, p. 248.
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(2) Ada conveying the concept mahiyyah, which viewed 
from one standpoint is none other than mawjud in (l),(ii); 
it is quiddity, which can sometimes "be the equivalent of 
the Greek to ti einai, the Universal Substance;
(3) Ada conveying the concept huwiyyah, the Aristotelian
to on or Individual Substance; it is also understood as 
meaning the Divine Individuality (Huwiyyah), and as such it 
comes under (7)» below*
Cn t=
(4) Ada conveying the concept nafs v the Soul (nyawa),
which can be regarded as the Universal Soul, corresponding
with the Plotinian psyche, or the Individual Soul or Self* 
Both the Soul or Self are called diri in 5amzah> and they 
resemble mahiyyah and huwiyyah respectively and are closely 
connected with the concept of the Divine Consciousness (sirr: 
rahasia);
(5) Ada conveying the concept of 1ayn, the being or
essence of things which is the immediate ground of existence
of things corresponding with Jaml!s Single Substance (1ayn 
wabid)$
(6) Ada conveying the concept mutlag? the Absolute;
(7) Ada conveying the concept Dhat, the Essence:
675* See above, p*246, note, 583*
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'Everything perishes hut His Essence': 
that is, His Ada, (That forever is (ada); 
that which is’" other than It forever Hls 1 
not (tiada ada), for to the People of the 
Path,"^tHatjwhTch 'is' (ada) becomes existing 
(ada: mawjud), thg£ which 'is' not cannot 
become’ existing* '
Here at last Etamzah identifies ada as the abstract concept 
of Being qua Being (wujud), In the development of the 
assimilation of Muslim philosophical terminologies, the 
relational use of ada In the writings of gamzah is to be 
regarded as the supreme achievement in Malay mystical 
literature. Subsequent Malay §ufl writers and their equiva­
lents among the Javanese have been profoundly influenced by 
the introduction of new philosophical concepts in gamzah*s 
pioneering works, but they never seemed to carry the 
intellectual development further ahead* I will attempt to 
clarify what I believe to be the reasons for this in the 
next chapter*
In the course of my analysis of the concept of wujud, 
I have already touched upon the concept of keadaan in 
various places. There is no need to elaborate any further 
here, as a conclusion can be drawn with regard to keadaan 
in the light of what has been said so far. Keadaan is 
understood In two different senses. The first sense, which 
bears a considerable affinity with the basic sense of
676. Sharab, p*l?.
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Condition* of a thing, or 1 state* of affairs, is that 
which refers to existential condition or mode, and not to 
being or essence, This is why keadaan is very closely con­
nected and often refers to the concepts of kelakuan, i.e. 
the Divine State of Activity; kenyataan, i.e. the Divine 
Manifestations, continuous and never repeating themselves 
(tanalliyat), which is closely related to the concept of the 
Determinations of the Essence (ta* ayyunat)» Bearing in mind 
the proximity between the concepts of keadaan and ta1 ayyunat, 
it is logical that keadaan, in gamzah, also means * ayn, 
i.e. being or essence. This second sense in which keadaan 
is understood can be clearly distinguished from the first 
if it were written as ke"ada1 an as distinct from keadaan.
In one relevant context IJamzah, defining ada, says that 
•.*"what is called ada is the being of His Predispositions 
(wujud shu*unNya) . " By 'being* here is meant Jaml's 
'ayn wafcid as stated in (5).^^ Ke"ada1 an refers to this, 
and even in Ranxrl we find him identifying wujud with Dhat, 
with ke"ada"an, with diri. The distinction between 
keadaan and ke"ada"an seems to be that the former implies 
dynamism and contingency whereas the latter implies 
immutability and necessity.
677* Sharab. p.18: ... yang dinamai ada itu wujud shu’unHya* 
678. See above, p. 284.
679* See above, note, 593.
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One of the most important cosmological concepts in 
gamzah is that of mengadakan, which is inextricably linked 
with the concept of tiada* In order to clarify the former I 
will begin with an analysis of the latter* Tiada in gamzah 
conveys three different meanings* In the cosmological 
context it means ’nothing1 or ’nihil*1. To translate it as 
’non-existence 1 in that context may not necessarily be 
precise for non-existence can imply the possibility of being 
It means, in fact, the Parmenidean to kenon or to me on, 
the non-being which is empty space. This is the basic 
meaning of tiada, and it plays a major role in gamzah’s 
polemics against the Doctors of Theology on the subject of 
creation from nothing. Since ada always implies tiada^ ^  
gamzah never uses ada as an imperative to be the equivalent 
of the Creative Word Kun, for this would mean that what is 
commanded to ’be’ (ada) comes from nothing (tiada)♦ Hence 
gamzah uses jadi as the equivalent of the imperative kun,
680. This is so because the basic meaning of ada denotes
some thing contained in something else, x.e. space or 
place. Before the thing becomes contained in the space 
or place, I.e. before it fills the space, the space or 
place is ’empty’, i.e. the space contains nothing.
Thus before ada can occur tiada is logically necessary. 
It is this basic concept of ada as isi which in the 
Malay linguistic consciousness^brings immediately to 
the mind the picture of something suddenly appearing 
out of nothing when the word ada is used as an 
imperative in the sense pertaining to the doctrine of 
creation mentioned above.
See above, pp. 275-277*
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£°r always implies ada, so that what comes into exist­
ence (tjadi) comes into existence from something existing 
(ada) and not from nothing (tiada)• In the ontological 
context tiada does not mean nothing as it does in the 
cosmological context; it means *non-being*, hut not equiva­
lent with the Parmenidean to me on, for in the ontological 
context what is tiada is at the same time ada, Por example,
the world is ada, yet at the same time tiada, i.e. non-
heing (*adam)• Finally we have tiada in the psychological 
context meaning lenyap or hapus, i.e. fana* or self­
extinction, and hy extinction is not meant *becoming nothing* 
in the sense of being reduced to empty space. It denotes 
entrance into the mystical (microcosmic) domain whereby 
the self that is outwardly manifest lperceivesf its ada as 
such to be in fact tiada, and whereby it 1 apprehends1 the 
external world, from the point of view of the metaphysical
(macrocosmic) domain, to be in reality tiada.
Bearing in mind that ada always implies, or rather,
presupposes tiada, when gamzah uses the term mengadakan he
means *to bring forth* implying that what is brought forth
is brought forth from Nothing, This notion of 1bringing
forth* is in fact confirmed in its definition by his use of
the term menge 1 yarkan (to draw out) as synonymous with 
681mengadakan. But the implication of bringing forth from
681. See Asrar, p*38.
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nothing inherent in the very concept of ada in this case 
does not mean nothing as nihil; it means the Non-Existent,
op
referring to the Unique Essence. gamzah does not anywhere 
use tiada to translate the Non-Existent I mean, hut he 
calls this Non-Existent ma* dum, Mengadakan and 
mengeluarkan in gamzah then means abraza and Itjad respect­
ively in the sense Jill uses those t e r m s . T h e  whole 
outline of the cosmology envisaged in gamzah*s system is 
reflected in these terms, and can be summarized in the 
following formula:
I Ma) dum — > mengadakan + nengeluartam - ada;
II menyadikan (jadi = kun) = menjadi (yakun) = kawn
682* Erithjof Schuon explains clearly what I wish to refer 
to when he says:
G-od is not *in existence* - He is beyond 
Existence - but He can be said to be !not 
inexistent1 if one is concerned to underline 
the evident fact that He is 'real* without 
being * existent1. In no case can It be said 
of G-od that He is * inexistent * ; He Is 1 non­
existent* inasmuch as He does not depend on 
the existential domain, but 1 non-inexistent * 
inasmuch as His transcendence evidently could 
not involve any privation.
(Understanding Islam, translated by D.M. Matheson, 
LoncCon7 1965 * p * 1*5? > note 2).
683. See above, p. 14^ *
684. Bee above, notes, 564 and 568.
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In the sub-vocabulary of ada the most immediate or 
major key words that cluster around ada can be diagrammatic 
ally shown thuss^^
Abraza
Nafs
Dhat
Ada Ayn
Athar
Ba-fin
685* The English and Malay equivalents of the^Arabic major 
key words are, reading clockwise from Dhat (Essence:
Dhat): Huwiyyah (Individual Substance, Individuality:
Ada); Sirr (Inmost Secret* Consciousness; Rahasia);
Nafs (Soul, Self: Nyawa, Diri); Shu’un (Predispositions;
Kelakuan, Keadaan); TAyn (Being, Essence: Semata, Ada);
Tajalliyat (Manifestations: Kenyataan); la1ayyunat
(Determinations); Baftin (Inwardly Hidden; Terbuni);
ffana* (Annihilation, Extinction: Hapus, Denyap) ; Mufrlaq,
(Absolute); Mawjud (Existent: Ada); ?ahir (Outwardly
Manifest: Nyata); 'Adam (Not-Being: Tiada); Athar
(Effects: Bekas); Wujud (Being); Mahiyyah (Quiddity,
Universal Substance: Ada); Khalaqa (Create: Menjadikan);
1jad (Production to Existence: Mengadakan); Abraza 
^Bringing forth to Existence; MengeM'a'rkan) »
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III Diri,
The basic meaning of diri in Malay refers to 
both the -visible being and the human individuality or ego 
of which such attributes pertaining to forms (shapes, i.e. 
rupa), knowable and visible qualities (i.e. fcolours1: 
warm), and names (nama) are predicated* This basic concept 
of diri is found in gamzah in contexts pertaining to fana* 
in the mystical (microcosmic) domain* In other contexts - 
in1 particular the ontological context - diri does not refer 
to the visible human being or to the human individuality or 
ego at all, but rather to the Self (Ada); and this Self is 
none other than the Divine Individuality (Huwiyyah : Ada), 
the Divine Consciousness (Sirr: Rahasia), the Very Essence 
Itself (Dhat). The Self is also spoken of as the Soul (al- 
Nafs), which refers to the Divine Consciousness. The Self 
is the superior fpart! of the human individuality or ego.
It is the transcendent and permanent principle of which the 
ego (diri) is merely one of Its many and different states 
of manifestations. The ego, then, is but a transient and 
contingent modification of the Self, which modification
686
does not effect the Self, for It can never be individualized. 
The Self cannot be other than Itself, which It would be if
686. The ego as such (i.e. diri yang gahir) can never be
identified with the Sel?,n contrary to what our anonymous 
"follower" of §amzah maintains (see above, pp. )f
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It were individualized as an ego,^^* The Self may "be 
envisaged as the Universal Soul (al-nafsu*l-kulliyyah). The 
Self and the Universal Soul understood here are the same 
thing diversely phrased} and they are so phrased so that an 
important distinction may he made of two aspects of the same 
thing. The Universal Soul is the Self when considered in 
relation to the world and all created things, The Self qua 
Self is "beyond relations whatsoever* It is of the concept of 
Diri as the Universal Soul that Hamzah alludes to when he 
says:
• when they cast their vision Outside1 
their selves (dirinya), whatever they see, 
it is their Self1 (larinya)that they see; what­
ever they contemplate 7' it is their Self that 
they contemplate; for to the People of the 
Truth} the world and their Self areggne and 
the same, and not two or three *.* '
*•* the People of the Truth say that all 
creatures are none other than our^Sglf; all 
human "beings are our brothers *.♦ ^
687* Hence gamzah repeatedly says, in the same manner as
true gufis would say, that the Self is only apprehended 
and known by the Self alone; and this happens only 
when the ego has been utterly effaced, for the ego, 
being a creature (makhluq.), is a veil concealing the 
Self from itself, ETgTI
The attribute related (nisbah) of the Truth 
Most Exalted is not the attrTbute related of 
ourselves, and this is so because we see with 
a veiled seeing* As the Message of God (God 
bless him and give him peace!) says: "Whosoever 
knows his self knows his Lord" - and this [i,e* 
knowing] must-be understood as a symbolic 
allusion (isharah)* In reality He is the One Who 
is known and Hte "Is the One Who knows, (Muntahl,p* 116 
Bee further,Asrar, pp*33? 48, 50-51? 55? 57?
Sharab, p.9*
688* Sharab, p,10,
689* to c* bit.
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... for the meaning of ’wheresoever you 
turn there is the^Pace of God* is exceedingly 
clear to them.'- ^ ^
The Universal Soul (Diri) which in the ontological context
is referred to as Ada (i.e. Dhat, Sirr, Nafs and Huwiyyah),
when transposed into the cosmological context is also
designated as Ada, but refers both to the Universal Substance
(Mahiyyah), and to the Individual Substance (Huwiyyah) .^91
692The schema of Diri corresponds with that of the Spirit:
A .
Diri : Dhat, Nafs, Sirr,
B. 0 1*
Ada: Mahiyyah Ada : Huwiyyah
I
0 2 * 
ada : Insan
690. Ibid., p.11*
691* Compare with the section on the Spirit in Chapter III, 
(e)? PP* W 5  -^56 * The distinction between three 
different orders of the Spirit mentioned on p*ilt-6 
above, also applies to the Soul. In order to avoid 
confusion, it must be reminded that the term Huwiyyah 
which is mentioned twice in the above sentence, refers 
in the first case to the Divine Individuality, and in 
the second_case to the Individual Substance (to on). 
^ee TaftazanI, p.11, quoted above,pp. ion - ios.
692. See above-,- p 7 t
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In the sub-vocabulary of diri the most immediate or
major key words that cluster around diri can be diagrammatic-
693* The English and Malay equivalents of the Arabic major 
key words, reading clockwise from Dhat (Essence), are: 
Wujud (Being, Existence); Mahiyyah (Universal Substance: 
Ada); Batin (Inwardly Hidden: lerbuni); Sirr (Divine 
Consciousness: Ada); Latlf (Subtle: Lembut); Rub.
(S p ir i t :  Nyawa) ; Insan (Man: Manusia); Huwiyyah (D ivine  
In d iv id u a lity :  Ada); Huwiyyah (In d iv id u a l Substance: 
Ada); *Ayn (Being, Essence: Ada) ; 1Alam (W orld);
Nafs (Soul, S e lf  : D i r i ) ;  Za h ir  (Outwardly M anifest: 
Nyata) ; Eana* (A n n ih ila tio n . E x tin c tio n : Hapus, Lenyap) ; 
K a th lf (Gross: Kasar; L a t l f  is  also Halus, Lemah) ;
693ally shown thus:-
K a th lf Wujud
Mahiyyah
Zahir
•TIT <
Huwiyyah Ins an
(Abiding: Kekal)
CHAPTER V I 
CONCLUSION
Whosoever is able to understand his books .q.
He i t  is  who knows the sources o f gamzah’ s learn ing^*
According to al-Qushayrl, an eleventh century gufl 
who wrote on the gufl doctrines, the KhurasanI and ’Iraqi 
Sufis disagreed on the concept of riga (satisfaction in God); 
the former, saying that it was a progression from the 
culmination of the station of tawakkul (trust in God), 
declared rifla to be a mystical station (maqam), while the 
latter held to the view that it was a mystical state (hal)^^ 
Although this point of disagreement between early gufls 
centuries before gamzah may be regarded as of relatively 
minor importance, it may yet prove to be of some significance 
to mention that on the basis of this information we are able 
to say that gamzah’s concept of riga agrees with the 
Khurasan! school of Sufis Prom the names of the
694. 2016, p*91; Barangsiapa mendapat mengetahui kitabnya,
Ialah tahu akan a§al ’ilmunya.
695* Al-Risalatu’ 1-Qushayriyyah fI ’ Ilmi*1-Tagawwuf,
accompanied on the margin by notes selected from 
Zakariyya al-An^arl’s commentary, Cairo, 1900, p.105*
See also above, note 440.
696. This conclusion is deduced from gamzah's application 
of the term ragi in his writings, and of his 
interpretation of Qur’an, 89:27:30:
Ta ayyatuha’1-nafsu*l-mufma’innatu irji’I ila
rabbiki radiyatan margiyyah.
0 soul that are at rest, return to your Lord, 
well-pleased, well-pleasing.
Other indications that throw light on gamzah's concept 
of riga are his concepts of tawakkul (menyerahkan diri),
faqlr and 'abld. See e.g. Sharab, pp.6-7, 57; Muntahl, 
pp.T25 foITT; 2016, pp.41-42.
classical gufls whom he quotes In many places throughout
his writings we know that every single one of them were 
famous Persian and Arab gufls, the former predominating.
The only exception to this was Raslml, the famous Turkish 
gurufl poet who was greatly influenced by the teachings 
of al-gallaj. Of significance too is gamzah!s mention of 
’All Abu’l-Wafa, for he was a disciple of the great Arab 
gufl poet ’Umar ibnu’l-Parig, to whom, then, gamzah is linked 
at least spiritually. The names of all the gufls mentioned 
by gamzah belong to the school of gufls well known for their 
adherence to the doctrine of wagdatu*1-wujud (Oneness of 
Being); gufxs whom Ranlrl would refer to as the Muwaggidun. 
According to Ranlrl speaking of the Wujudiyyah:
The Wujudiyyah are of two groups: the 
one, the Wujudiyyah who truly affirm the Unity 
of God (muwaggldah); and the other, the 
Wujudiyyah who deviate from the truth (mulgidah)».. 
The Wujudiyyah who truly affirm the Unity 0J 
God are all the gufls (may God count us from 
among theml), and the Wujudiyyah who deviate 
from the truth are all the Zindlqs (may God 
preserve us from themi)* The reason why the 
Wujudiyyah are called wujudiyyah is because 
in their discourses, utterances and belief, 
they dwell upon the Being (wujud) of God.
Let me now elucidate the beliefs of both 
the groups of the Wujudiyyah in order that I 
may draw a_distinction between them. According 
to the Wujudiyyah who deviate from the truth, 
being is one, and that is the Being of God.
This Unique Being of God does not exist by 
Itself by which It can be distinguished save 
in relation to the creatures. The world is 
then God, and God is the world. In this way 
they affirm that the Being of God Who is
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Unique is completely immanent in the being 
of the creatures, and they say that nothing 
exists but God. Furthermore they believe the 
formula: 1 there is no god but God* to mean:
1there is no being in me save God!s Being.1 
Ihey desire its meaning to be: !there is no 
being in me save Godls Being which is this 
being of mine.  ^ They further say that: *we 
are of the same kind and being as God*. And 
they say further that^-the Essence of God Most 
Exalted can beyknown, * and that His Qualities ^  
and Dimensions' are clearly visible by virtue 
of His external existence in time and space.
Indeed, these are utterances and belief of 
those who are manifestly infidels.'
From the foregoing detailed and comprehensive exposition of 
the mysticism of gamzah, there is overwhelming proof that 
Hamzah belongs to the Wujudiyyah who truly affirm the Unity 
of God in the manner of the classical gufls, and not to the 
deviating group that Reualrl has consigned him. This conclusion 
should now be unanimous and indisputable, and nothing 
further about this is to be said.
gamzah Fan^url must be regarded as the first man to 
set in Malay all the fundamental aspects of the §ufi
697* Italics mine. The reference Ranlrl makes here is to the 
claim that the Self is identical with the human 
individuality or ego, which claim is, of course, 
rejected by true gufis.
698* Ihe word *known? here does not refer to kenal, i.e.
gnosis, but tahu, i.e. discursive knowledge, knowledge 
by inference (text: diketahui)•
699• Ranlrl*s note: I.e. 'by Q u a litie s  (kayfiyyat) is  meant
colour, taste and smell, heat and cold, 
wetness and dryness, and such things 
that are the attributes of bodies.
700* Ranirr1 s note: I.e. by Dimensions (kaipmiyyat) is meant
largeness and smaliness, Iength and 
breadth, depth and weight, and so on.
701. gujjah, pp.9-10o See Appendix IV, (ix).
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doctrines, and his writings must he regarded as the earliest 
of the kind in Malay, and, for that matter, in any other 
languages of the Malaysian Archipelago* I would go so far as 
to suggest that as far as systematic, i.e. logically consis­
tent and intellectual, writing in Malay is concerned the 
suggestion that his writings are the earliest should not he 
taken as covering only the field of Malay mystical literature, 
hut also the field of Malay literature in general: in the 
entire field of Malay literature before gamzah we know of the 
existence of no comparable work, and whatever we know tend 
to suggest that there was in fact none. With regard to 
mystical works we know that mention has been made of earlier 
ones, such as the Durru’ 1-Mangum (String of Pearls) in the 
Senarah Melayu,^^ and Al-Sayfu*1-QafrlT (The Sharp Sword) 
in the Bustanu*l-Salafrln of Eanlrl,^^ but there is enough 
evidence to show that these works were not written in the 
Malay language. When the Durru* 1-Mangum was received in 
Malacca, it was sent to Pasai to be interpreted, not trans­
lated, as the story in the Setjarah Melayu clearly shows.
There are in fact no records whatever that show the evidence 
of Malay mystical works earlier than those of gamzah, and 
this is not all - there are even no records that show the 
possible existence of such works. The argument may be put
702. Chapter XX in !Abdu’Llah!s text.
703* Of* Winstedt, Kt, A History of Classical Malay Litera­
ture , J.M.B.R.A.S.V vol.31?"pt* 3*? 1958, p.113.
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that the fact that there are no known records showing the 
existence of Malay mystical works earlier than gamzah's does 
not necessarily mean that it is a fact no earlier works 
existed* Such argument has thrown many into the stagnancy 
of doubt1 Doubt in itself is permissible particularly in 
historical writing; as prudence it is wisdom* But there are 
two kinds of doubt: reasonable doubt and unreasonable doubt* 
It is the latter kind of doubt that I have referred to as 
stagnant* The argument is not valid because the doubt 
entertained is not supported by reasonable evidence• In fact 
the above argument can be said to be so problematic that 
every known evidence shows it to be unreasonable, for if 
the doubt were indeed reasonable then there wo-old be no 
difficulty in answering the following questions, for example
(i) If earlier works existed, why have they not been 
preserved as other earlier non-mystical works have 
been preserved? G?o simply say that they could have 
been ’’lost” is like invoking the deus ex ma china 
shibboleth of some early theologians.
(ii) In comparison with epic, romantic and semi- 
historical works, would not the mystical works have 
been regarded as more important, particularly in the 
interest of Muslim missionary activity, to preserve?
- like those of gamzah and Shamsu* 1-Dxn, in spite of 
the fact that they have been made into bonfires*
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(iii) Does not the fact that, in spite of some mystical 
works being consigned to the flames, copies of their 
texts have been preserved demonstrate that they were 
important enough to preserve?
(iv) If there have in fact been earlier works, whether 
they were of the "heretical" or "orthodox" category, 
and they were subsequently lost, why have their titles, 
at least, not been recorded by later writers who were 
indeed In the habit of mentioning such titles, like the 
titles of lost works mentioned by Ranlrl?
(v) Why would not the Malays themselves preserve Malay 
works which they could understand better than Arabic 
and Persian? - the Malays who in fact have demonstrated 
well in their subsequent history - indeed right up to 
modern times - how carefully they have preserved such 
works as best they could*
It will be found that the more such questions are put the 
more will it be realized that the only solution for those 
who adhere to the above argument is to maintain that the 
earlier works were completely lost even beyond recall. But 
to maintain such a stand is unreasonable because, apart from 
the fact that from what is known in the history of the Malays 
we find no credible evidence for the possibility of arriving 
at the above solution, to do so would mean to stop further 
historical enquiry into the subject! To those who may use
3 0 1
such, an argument it will *be worth their while to remember 
the apt expression of ]Jamzah: "doubt is a veil concealing 
the Truth"* The truth is that, in this case, there were no 
earlier Malay mystical works, for there can be no reasonable 
doubt to contradict this conclusion* Now let us consider, 
for example, this remarkable statement on the first page of 
the Sharab:
Know that this insignificant one, this 
poor one, §amzah Fani^ uri, wishes to make known 
to you in the Malay language - God willing - 
the way to God, the Glorious, Most Exalted, 
and the gnosis of God, in order that all 
servants of God who do not understand Arabic 
and Persian may discourse upon it.
The fact that §amzah says he writes the book in Malay so 
that those (i,e, Malay Muslims and those who know Malay) 
who do not understand Arabic and Persian may be able to 
discourse upon the subject seems to me to show clearly that 
before §amzah wrote such a book, all known books on the 
subject were written in Arabic and Persian, Furthermore 
this opening statement implies that the Sharab is ^amzah1s 
first complete prose work, and that the Asrar and the 
Muntahl and others - if any - are later ones. This implica­
tion is substantiated by the very content, the subject 
matter of the book itself, which is of an introductory 
nature. It begins with the basic exposition on the nature of 
the Shari1 at (Peligious Law), its distinction and, at the 
same time, identity with (parlqat (the §ufl Path), gaqlqat
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(Truth) and Ma’rifat (Gnosis); a brief summary of the 
doctrines of the la.jalliyat (Divine Manifestations) and the 
gifat (Divine Attributes); and finally concluding with a 
concise exposition on 1 ishq, (love of God) and shukr (thank­
fulness to God)* The exhortation in the preface to find an 
accomplished teachers to seek knowledge and to know true 
religion; the emphasis on the indispensability of the 
Shari1 at, and the warning in the conclusion not to abuse the 
ecstatic utterances of true gufls by pretending to experience 
mystical ecstacy - all these reveal the introductory function 
of the Sharab * ^amzah himself says that the book is a 
summarized form and a concise exposition of the fundamental 
points discussed* In comparison, the Asrar, written somewhat 
on the rough model of Ibnu5l~*ArabI1 s Tartjnman al~Ashwaq,
1Iraqi*s Lama1 at and Jaml!s Lawa?ifc, cannot be considered as 
introductory in nature, except in the sense that it is an 
introduction to his bayts (verses), and the manner in which 
they are to be interpreted and understood* The opening lines 
of the Asrar begin with a hint of controversy centered 
around the concept of creation; it repeats some of the more 
difficult concepts mentioned in the Sharab, such as those 
pertaining to cosmology and ontology, and it concludes again 
with an exhortation not to wander away from the enclosure 
of the Shari1 at* As regards the Muntahl, it is an advanced 
work meant for the adept, and therefore most probably a
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much later product of gamzah's literary efforts*
To return to the suggestion put forward here that the 
Sharab is the earliest hook on gufism in Malay , and the 
earliest complete prose work of gamzah, we must visualize 
the spiritual climate preceding the writing of the Sharah - 
on the hasis of what is implied in the Sharah itself - to 
he most confused and unhealthy. It is only in this context, 
it seems to me, that the following quotation and all its 
implications are to he understood:
.♦.Then Hamzah Fansurr in the land of Acheh 
composed a hook entitled Drink of Lovers 
(Sharabu*1~1Sshlqin)• In it are manifested 
teachings (literally *words!: perkataan) on 
the^doctrine of Oneness of Being Twah&atu?1- 
wu(jud). He made symbolic allusions pertaining 
touEe relationship between God Most Exalted 
and the creatures, such as the analogy of the 
name 'cotton1 and the cloth; and the sun and 
its reflection; and the waves and the ocean; 
and the earthenware vessels and the clay. Then 
this knowledge entered into the breasts of 
the dull-witted, and it became as it were 
poison most venomous, and they refused to letn™, 
go of their hold on it* God alone knows best!'
704. Bee Doorenhos, p*222, note 1, where this passage is
quoted* But In Doorenhos it serves a different purpose. 
The passage runs:
.*«.Kemudian dikarang pula oleh gamzah
Fan^uri didalam negeri Acheh suatu kitab yang
bernama Sharabu*!-1 Ashiqin. Dalamnya gahir
perkataan wagdatuvl-wu;jud. Maka di1 ibaratkannya
Allah Ta!ala dengan makhluq seperti nama kapas
dengan kain; dan seupama matahari dengan bayangn-
yalah; dan upama ombak dengan laut; dan upama
kendi dengan tanah. Maka masuk1 ilmu ini kedalam
dada orang dungu, jadilah ia rachun yang amat
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It must "be noted, as Winstedt has pointed out on the 
authority of the Sejarah Melayu, that the most learned of 
Malacca Malays knew only Arabic grammar and a little juris­
prudence at the end of the fifteenth century 
reasonable to assume that the same could be said of the 
Malays of Acheh, although there - in particular Pasai - the 
interpreters of religion, law and mysticism flourished. But 
who were these interpreters? gamzah^s attacks against certain 
jurists (sing, faqxh) and their works on jurisprudence (fiqh) 
couched in his verses imply that the jurists had been 
interpreting gufism, and that their interpretations were 
not as profound as it would have been had it been done by 
gufxs themselves ye assume therefore that by the
bisa, tiadalah ia mahu melepaskan dia. Wa’Llahu 
a *lami
This quotation serves well to add further proof to my 
point mentioned in several places in this thesis that 
many claimed to be gamzah's "followers” who were in 
fact misrepresenting gamzah*s actual teachings. Hamzah 
reiterates^with much emphasis on what must be understood 
in his Asrar Muntahx and Bha rirs.
705* Winsted:E7™op.crSTT p*112*
706* See 20l6, pp»35~3^; refc well known fiqh books:
Mahallx and"'Bubarrar, see Juynboll, Th.Wc, HandleicLing 
^ot rde keamis van "de Mohammedaansche Wet, Leiden, 1930, 
pp . 9,3*74 ? and 379V Ghaz zaii, it is true, stressed the 
importance and necessity for every good Muslim to study 
jurisprudence, the science of the origins of Muslim 
law (u§ul) and mysticism (lagawwuf), the last being the 
spiritual element that unices the former two into a 
harmonious system. But he was one of very few gufxs who 
harmoniously united within his person not only the three 
accomplishments, but theology and philosophy as well. 
Indeed the jurists in Acheh cannot be compared with him. 
gamzah, it must be emphasized, was not attacking juris­
prudence, but jurists who taught mysticism without 
having a profound grasp of the knowledge. Bee, e.g.
2016, p.32.
time gamzah began writing bis mystical works, there was a 
great need to understand gufism, which cannot be grasped 
simply by understanding Arabic grammar and a little juris­
prudence. The time, then, was "ripe", as it were, for Malay 
expositions on gufism to appear, and the person to do just 
that was available. That there was such a need, there can be 
no doubt. Ranxrx himself many years later was asked by some 
of his "influential friends", presumably in the court of
Acheh, to clarify some of the most fundamental concepts in
- 707gufism in Malay, r f But it is also revealed in the anonymous
passage just quoted that expositions in the indigenous 
language (Malay), particularly when it is the first of its 
kind, and when the words and terminologies used convey 
relational meanings and new concepts, are apt to be mis­
understood, and will not all be understood merely through 
the process of many readings and the impressions of many 
decades, for even in Ranxrx1s time he still had to clarify 
what gamzah had been clarifying, this time through a differ­
ent method of approach - a method of approach more in line 
with that of the scholastic theologians.
In the Bustanu^ 1-Salatin, Ranxrx mentions the 
arrival in Acheh of two pundits from Makkah in 1J82, who 
attempted to define the nature of the Eixed Essences
707. gujjah, p.3#
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(al-a^anu* l~thabitah) ,70Q Qne 0£ l^iese was Abu’l-Khayr
ibnu’ l-]Jajar, the author of Al-Sayfu? 1-Qafri * previously
mentioned, and the other a man of Yaman. Now in one of his
important verses on the same subject of the Fixed Essences,
gamzah writes as though he is refuting someone; contradicting
and even ridiculing certain views on the Fixed Essences that
709must have been discussed before he wrote those verses . J 
In view of Ranxrx fs mention of the debate between the two 
pundits mentioned above, there is every possibility that 
gamzah in his verses on the Fixed Essences is refuting the 
views of Abu* 1-Khayr ibnu9 l-]Jajar in Al-Sayfu* 1-Qati1, or 
the views maintained in the debate between ibnu’l-gajar 
and Muhammad al-Yamanx. If this is true, then that particular 
set of verses is written by IJamzah some time in or shortly 
after 1582.710
708* Cf* Winstedt, op.cit*, pp*112-113♦
709* ^Hl6, pp•33“35* Appendix V, (i)* A full expository
treatment of these verses has been given above, pp* 136-14 
710* It must be noted that Hamzah]s refutation could also 
have been directed agaxnst views put forward by 
Ranirl's -uncle, who was in Acheh between 1580 and 1583 
teaching logic, rhetoric, ethics and jurisprudence, 
and who, dismayed that he could not generate interest 
in these subjects journeyed to Makkah to study fjufism, 
returning to Acheh a few years later to teach mysticism. 
This seems very probable and, moreover, would explain 
considerably Ranirx's chief motive for attacking jgamzah 
the way he did.
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It seems to me, on the hasis of my opinion about 
the Asrar being an introduction to gamzah1s verses and to 
the manner in which they are to be interpreted and understood, 
that the verses as a whole or a large portion of it, particu­
larly those dealing with 1 an exposition of the Science of 
the Path and the Doctrine of Divine Unity" are written
after the Asrar and possibly also after the Muntahl,
Another remarkable thing, aside from the evidence 
in the opening lines of the Sharab suggesting that gamzah1 s 
prose works are the earliest Malay texts on gufism, expound­
ing for the first time the gufl doctrines in systematic and 
definitive expression, is the fact that gamzah1s texts remain 
the best and most lucid texts on the subject. It is indeed 
astonishing that this fact has not been given due notice and 
attention*
7 1 1 * Sha'ir Jawi fl bayan 1 llmi * 1-Suluk wa* l-Tawhld*
712, Itie works of gam z all have "been referred to InT;he past as 
being saturated with Arabic words rendering them unin­
telligible o Anyone who would now study gamzah!s works 
again will agree with me that his Malay is indeed very 
intelligible and closely resembles modern Malay! The so- 
called unintelligibility of expression, for those who 
find it so, in gamzah has for the most part been 
largely due to: (1) not being sufficiently acquainted 
with the religion of Islam, particularly with the 
doctrines of the Sufis; (ii) generalizations based upon 
conclusions drawn from studies of merely lesser works 
in which so-called Arabic influence predominates; (iii) 
the manner in which gamzah!s writings have been presented 
which renders the works well-nigh incomprehensible to 
the layman. The Arabic words found - in them are necess­
ary, for in the event of the introduction of a new 
weItanschauung there will always be the adoption of
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Erom the point of view of Malay literature in 
general, in addition to the introduction of new technical 
terms and concepts in the Malay language having to do with 
philosophy and metaphysics, there is enough evidence that 
gamzah introduced new forms of poetry into the Malay 
language* I am speaking of the ruba1x and the sha'ir. In
the preface to his Asrar q introducing his verses and their
commentaries, gamzah explains:
However, before you meet with one whose
gnosis is perfect, consider these fifteen
bayts* These [fifteen bayts] are [composed 
of J a verse of four lines to each bayt.
Should you fail to comprehend the meaning 
of these fifteen verses, consult their 
commentaries ...
new words and the assimilation of new meanings by old 
words and these are neither "murder1 nor "mutilation"; 
on the contrary, they denote enrichment and the widen­
ing of scope in language. This very same phenomenon of 
the "murder" and "mutilation" of the Malay language - 
this time, in Malaya for example, through the influence 
of English - is taking place again, and the causes must 
be attributed not to English (in modern times) nor to 
Arabic (in earlier times), but to the authors and writers 
whose mastery of their own language and the languages 
they translate - whether it be the words or the ideas - 
and whose mastery of the subjects they write are very 
much in need of improvement. With respect to studies 
pertaining to the influence of Arabic upon Malay, and 
Malay literature, it seems to me that no reliable con­
clusions can be drawn from studies of lesser works 
whose very unintelligibility resulting from awkward 
arrangement of expression reveals that they were the 
works of those who had neither the mastery of the Malay 
and Arabic languages nor the total grasp of the subject 
matter they translated. More benefit could perhaps be 
derived from studies of consistent, intelligent and 
systematic works like those of gamzah, Ranxrx and 
Shamsu’l-Dxn, by means of a semantic method,of analysis 
such as introduced in this thesis.
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It is clear that the term bayt was already 'understood by the 
time gamzah writes his verses in the Asrar, otherwise he 
will obviously have to explain the meaning of bayt* But the 
term bayt, as it must have been understood then* means a 
half verse - a verse of two hemistichs (migra1)* as this was 
and still is the meaning generally understood in Arabic and 
Persian prosody*gamzah  refers to the verses in the Asrar 
as couched In the form of the ruba11* a verse form of 
Persian origin* Yet in fact a ruba1l is composed of two 
bayts* as the Persian name for it shows ? du. bayt, and not 
one foayt as gamzah says* However* gamzah here obviously means 
by ruba1! verses composed of four lines* and thus he says so 
in order not to confuse his readers who were accustomed to 
understand bayt as meaning two hemistichs, which written in 
Malay would correspond to two lines* This definition by 
gamzah of his own bayt to mean a verse of four lines suggest 
that gamzah is introducing something new to his Malay readers* 
gamzah also calls his verses sha*irs * and his sha1irs are in
713* Hence the confusion in Wilkinson’s Dictionary on the
definition of bayt* Ihe many meanings of bayt in Malay 
literature* I suggest* was partly caused by gamzah1s 
unconventional use of it. As is shown above* gamzah 
already defines his bayt as a ruba’l , and this rub a1 i * 
inturn is none other than his sha1 ir.
714. See 2016, p#91:
Asraru’1-’Irifln pun perbuatnya
Ruba* al-Mugaqqiqin nama baytnya*
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fact composed of units of verses of four lines (bayts). The 
rhyme scheme is always AAAA. In the true ruba11 the rhyme 
scheme is generally AABA, although AAAA is permissible. The 
choice of the ruba11 to convey his mystical poems is un­
doubtedly influenced by the works of the Persian gufl poets 
who have been making extensive use of it as Shah Ni'matu’l- 
Llah and JamI, for example , both of whom gamzah quotes. In 
view of the predominantly Persian influence in the writings 
of gamzah; his mysticism, his sources, his verse form - his 
intimate connection with Shakr-i-lTaw, where I have suggested 
he was born, and where Persians predominated among the
715
Muslim population, makes very clear now what was once obscure.
715* Another most interesting evidence connected with Shahr- 
i-Naw is gamzah !s familiarity with_the Ashrafi dinar 
which he uses analogically in Sharab, p. 14-.
The Ashrafi dinar was struck in ‘ftamiuk Egypt by order 
of al-Malik al-Ashraf Barsbay on December 28, 14*25* 1^ 
was of the finest gold and remained throughout the 
century the preferred gold coin in trade.^Its quality 
was so well-established that the word dinar without 
qualifying adjective meant the Ashrafi Ainar, and 
Ashrafa. alternates with dinar in quotations" as the term 
for gold. After the Ashrafi Kad been introduced to 
Persia, the name Ashrafi became the usual term for the 
native Persian gold coin, gamzah’s familiarity with the 
Ashrafi could not have been obtained from Acheh, where 
by gamzah1 s time the Egyptian Ashrafi would presumably 
no longer be known or used in trade. His familiarity 
with the Ashrafi could only have been derived, it would 
seem, from Persians who used Persian Ashrafls in their 
trade at Shahr-i-Naw. This evidence substantiates 
further my point about Persians predominating the Muslim 
population in Shahr-i-Haw (see above, pp. 29-30 )> and. 
reveals that Muslim trade there was most probably in 
the hands of the Persians. Por more information on the
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This study on the mysticism of gamzah Panguri, which 
inevitably involves the study of other writings in Malay on 
gufism; and the discoveries made resulting from close com­
parisons with the concepts and philosophical and mystical 
terminologies of classical gufls, of the Muslim philosophers 
and scholastic theologians, in particular the Mutakallimun, 
supported by the application of methodological concepts in 
a modern semantic analysis, have opened before our vision 
other horizons intimately connected with the historical 
problem of islamization of the Malays and with a more 
accurate cultural assessment of the impact and influence of 
the Islamic we It ans chauung upon that which was radically 
differento Throughout this study we are led to see that 
the fundamental problem was to transform the Malay world 
view into that of Islam, as understood particularly by the 
gufis* This world view centered around the conception of 
being* The whole vista of intellectual and spiritual 
activity which seemed to galvanize the Malays beginning 
perhaps from the fifteenth and carried on through the 
seventeenth centuries can be said to be embodied in the 
works of their greatest intellectual representative: gamzah
Ashrafi dinar, see Popper, V*, Egypt and Syria unde3? 
the Circassian Sultans» Berkeley and Los Angeles, ly57s 
pp *4-9-50* See also fiabino di Borgomale, H*L*, Coins, 
Medals and Seals of the Shahs of Iran, Hertford",1"1945? 
pVH-. 3 ~
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Panguri. In order to visulaize how he fits into this import­
ant phase - perhaps the most important - of the islamization 
process I would like to put forward the general outlines of 
a theory of the islamization process in the Malay-Indonesian 
Archipelago based on every relevant fact and idea stated, 
referred to and implied in this study. Before this can be 
done, however, it is necessary that some coherent background, 
even if only a skeleton survey of the pre-Islamic cultural 
background, pertaining to matters relevant to the conception 
of being, will first have to be attempted.
At the outset I declare my agreement with van Leur 
that Hinduism, as the Malay-Indonesian peoples practised it, 
was merely a superstructure maintained by the ruling group 
above an indifferent community# The Malay-Indonesian 
community's participation in Hinduism was a necessary 
influence from above; the religion was imposed upon the 
community by the authority of the ruling group© The Malay- 
Indonesian society was therefore not a Hinduized society; 
rather the Malay-Indonesian ruling groups were legitimized 
sacrally by an Indian hierocracy*^^^
716. Consult van Leur, J.C., Indonesian Trade and Society,
The Hague, 1955> pp.89-110* The same conclusion can 
be said of the Malay-Indonesian community's participa­
tion in Buddhism, particularly as manifested in Java.
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Both Hinduism and Buddhism have "been clothed in the 
garment of symbolic forms that tend to be more anthropomor­
phic than abstract; and this is true indeed not through any 
lack of profound philosophy, but, it seems to me, to the 
proneness to underline the aesthetical rather than the 
intellectual elements of philosophy in religion# Ibis clearly 
defined characteristic of these great religions happens to 
coincide with what appears to be the dominant natural
ry “I ry
tendency in the Malay-Indonesian world view, * ( for in their 
active, selective assimilation of Hinduism and Buddhism on 
their own initiative, they appear to have Ignored the pro­
fundities of Hindu-Buddhist philosophy and metaphysics in 
favour of what was less complicated and more readily accept­
able to their own world view# What philosophy they took they
717* My* conclusion on the tendency for the Malay-Indonesian 
world view to -underline the aesthetical rather than the 
intellectual elements of philosophy is derived from a 
comparative study of the non^Islamic and Islamic classi­
cal literaturej from general observation and from 
knowledge obtained from works of scholarship on relevant 
subjects# Ihis view seems confirmed by the works of the 
modern Indonesian literatus Butan Takdir Alisjahbana, 
whose more extensive scope, but different method of 
approach is given in his recently published works:
Values as integrating forces in Personality, Society 
and^OuIture, tlniversity of Malaya !Pres s, Kuala Lumpur, 
XffipioY anST'Tndonesia1 s sooial and cultural revolution, 
Oxford University tress', Kuala Lumpur, 1960, chapter 
on 1 The Prolificness of the Arts1.
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transformed into art at the expense of the rational and 
intellectual elements. It is significant, with respect to 
Hinduism, that the religion as was popularly understood 
seemed to have radiated not necessarily from direct Upani- 
shadic sources, hut more from the artistic formulations 
depicted in the Mahabharata and Bhagavad-glta, which in 
comparison with expository works on Vedantic doctrines, have 
heen copiously translated first into Javanese and then from 
the Javanese into M a l a y T h e  original Mahabharata and 
Bhagavad-glta, particularly the latter, are by no means 
merely epical, romantical, or mythological in character - 
but in the translations it was these aspects that were 
emphasized* In Hindu-Javanese and Hindu-Malay literature, it 
would be no exaggeration to say that epics, romances and 
mythologies predominated whatever else there were and 
apparently the number of copies was determined by its 
popularity in court, which usually chose in favour of the 
epics, romances and mythologies* To cite one significant
718* As far as I know there has been no Javanese translation 
of the Upanishads, or even full expository translations 
of the Hindu doctrines according to the Vedanta, in 
spite of centuries of Indian-Hindu influence. Neither 
has there been, as far as I know, any translations of 
works of^Buddhist theology and philosophy in Malay#
The Qur’an, however, has been fully translated with 
commentary in Malay in the second half of the seven­
teenth century.
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example, Prapanca's works, which were mostly of erudition
rather than effusions of the poetical spirit, were criticized
hy the female critics at court so that even his most famous
work, the Nagana Kertagama  ^ has come down to posterity in
719one manuscript* f y Although it may he conceded that Old 
Javanese literature embodied much that was philosophical 
such as, to mention one example out of the few, the Artjuna 
Wiwaha of Mpu Kanwa, written over three centuries before the 
Nagara Kertagama, yet most were in poetic form, as is the 
case with the Ar(juna Wiwaha, lacking exposition and comment­
ary, so that they were not really meant for the general 
720public* Por this latter group, the philosophical-mystical 
world view envisaged by the poets of Old Javanese literature
719* Cf* Pigeaud, T.G-.Th*, Java in the 14th Century, the 
Hague, 1962, (5 vols*), vol.4*, p *"5^ 8•
720* The Arjuna Wiwaha was again meant for th.e court - of 
king Axrlangga« After islamization spiritual refinement 
and knowledge was shared with the people^ the intellect­
ual and rational impetus conveyed by §ufi and Mutakalli- 
ml literature was not only meant for the courts, but 
perhaps more so for the people in general* The existence 
of numerous copies of treatises on metaphysical topics 
expounding a cosmology and ontology that can be traced 
back to well known classical §ufxs, Mutakallimun, 
Palasifah, and further back to Plotinus, Aristotle and 
Plato demonstrate that Islamic-Malay literature was 
neither the preserve of the courts nor determined by 
their values, but was more democratic than the past in 
the selection of its audience and readers* Purthermore 
the above mentioned type of Islamic-Malay literature 
was neither meant nor used in any way for court rituals 
or sacral purposes, but for the consolidation of 
islamization in its process of conversion of the spirit 
which is outlined in the next few pages*
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was glimpsed in the wayangs (theatres); filtered, as it were,
721again through the medium of art,f No doubt the doctrine of 
the Itman as propounded in the Bhagavad-glta was known, and 
made to run through the veins of Hindu-Javanese and Hindu- 
Malay literature, tut it is still to te argued whether there 
was anything really deep, in the sense in which it is under­
stood in the Hindu doctrines* No one can be certain - for 
so far there has been no sure scientific way of ascertaining 
- that the philosophical and mystical elements of Upanishadic 
Hinduism that trickled through the sieve of art into Javanese 
Malay literature before Islam were understood by the Javanese 
Malay interpreters and their public in the same sense in 
which they were understood by the Hindu sages, The doctrine 
of the Itman interpreted as the Brahman "lodged within" the 
individual being was more likely taken in the literal sense - 
particularly by the people in general - for in this sense it 
would be more congenial to the autochthonous world view of 
the Hindu-Javanese-Malay in which animism continued to 
dominate„
721* In The Romance of Amir Hamza in Java (Bingkisan Budi,
Lei’de~™I’95^7 pp'•235-2Wy; T?ErTIgeaud' mate's^is---
interesting remark: "Almost all myths, history, stories 
and tales written in Javanese have been turned, at one 
time or another, into plays for the various kinds of 
theatre or theatrical dancing in which the Javanese 
excel," - p,236*
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The same could be said of Buddhism in its contact 
with the Malay-Indonesian peoples. For many centuries, from 
the sixth to the eleventh centuries, Sumatra seemed to have 
been a great centre of Buddhism and Buddhist philosophy. Yet 
the influence of the Buddhist clergy in Sumatra did not seem 
to have made any impression in the realm of philosophy - but 
again in that of art* It is significant that this artistic 
manifestation should have occurred in Java in the form of 
the great Borobudur, the Chandi Mendut and the Ohandi Sewu 
complex. We are told in the late sixth century of the exist­
ence of one thousand Buddhist monks in Sumatra, where 
Buddhist philosophy and theology flourished; of the venerable 
Atisha, the great reformer of Buddhism in Tibet, who had sat 
at the feet of Dharmakirti, high priest of the Buddhist 
clergy in Sumatra in the early eleventh century. Considering 
the powerful influence of the Sumatran Buddhist clergy in 
being able to produce or train from among them one who would 
rise to the eminence of a reformer in a distant land, it 
seems strange and surprising that Buddhist philosophy did 
not seem to spread its influence in Sumatra itself. Was it 
perhaps that Buddhism, not being a missionary religion 
charged with an expansive missionary movement, was not really 
interested in imparting a new world view to the Sumatrans 
themselves? Or was it that the Buddhist clergy were not 
mainly composed of indigenous people, but of people from
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Bengal who came to Sumatra to find peace and seclusion for 
the purpose of meditation; who regarding Sumatra as a 
retreat shut themselves in their monastery oblivious of the 
outside world around them? We have no firm evidence of the 
Malay language ever being used to convey Buddhist theology 
and philosophy, even in the sense in which the Javanese 
language has been used in connection with Hinduism, Could 
it have been that the Malay language was then not yet 
developed as a medium for philosophical concepts and ideas? 
Neither the Hindu-Malay nor the Buddhist-Malay, as far as 
we know, have produced any thinker or philosopher of note#
Hie reputation spread abroad of the Malay"Indones­
ian peoples - particularly in Java - as being refiners of 
great cultures, who excelled in syncretizing the great pre- 
Islamic religions such as Hinduism and Buddhism, in the 
sense of fusing and blending them, has no firm basis* If 
Kertanagara practised the Siva-Buddha cult and finally 
assumed divinity as a Buddha-Bhairava in 1275* this does not 
necessarily reveal the possibility of fusion between Sivaite 
Hinduism and Mahayana Buddhism# It would simply reveal 
that the king, being ruler of both Hindus and Buddhists, 
would logically unite within his person the divinity 
worshipped by both religious groups in order to enhance his 
charismatic sway over the people* As Rassers and others have 
pointed out, the term !syncretism1 must be regarded with
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some degree of caution in this respect; perhaps parallelism1 
would better describe the fact, and this is clearly brought 
forth in the significance of the story of Gagang-aking 
and Bubukshah*^^
Unlike Hinduism and Buddhism, Islam is traditionally 
linked with the West* It carried on the traditions of Judaism 
and Christianity, and by the time it came to the Malay- 
Indonesian Archipelago, it brought with it also important 
elements of Greek philosophy such as conveyed by Plato, 
Plotinus and the Heo-Platonists* Apart from these elements 
of Greek philosophy it brought with it also its own contribu­
tion to philosophy - the elaborate theory of atoms, accidents
and substance of the Mufta2iilah, al-Ashfarx and the later 
- 72 3Mutakallimun# { ^ The islamization of the Malay-Indonesian
722# Cf. Passers, W*H*, Pan.ii, the culture hero, the Hague, 
T359, pp.65-91. “ “
723* Western scholars, with the exception of perhaps certain 
Western orientalists, have tried to ignore this genuine­
ly Islamic contribution to philosophy, maybe due to 
too much indulgence in Maimonides who reported that 
everything the Muslims, Mu'tazilis and Ash'arls have 
professed concerning these subjects, have been borrowed 
from the Greeks and Syrians (The Guide of the Perplexed, 
Chicago, 1963* l#7lCp*177]) • Haimohi'des * remark is 
rather sweeping and is still a debatable point* While 
it is true that some Greek and Syrian thinkers have 
challenged Aristotelianism, and have held atomistic 
theories of nature, it cannot be said that theirs were 
fully developed into well-defined systems as the elab­
orate Mutakallimun theory was* Furthermore the Muslims 
were not merely Translators of the Greeks, Their phil­
osophy centered around concepts mainly influenced by 
the Quranic world view. This world view is non-Aristot­
elian in nature - it is a world view that Korzybski. 
would perhaps define as "non-elemental" as against the 
"elemental" world view of Aristotelianism,
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Archipelago should therefore not he compared* it seems to
me, with the earlier hinduization, as has been traditionally 
724done. It would be more relevant to compare the islamiza­
tion process with Western elements, and to a certain extent
with the influence of the impact of Islam upon Europe in the
725Middle Ages in the manner Pirenne has shown; f ^ for in 
several respects certain factors were similar, primarily the 
introduction of rational and intellectual elements whose 
profound effect, generally revealed in the language in which 
these elements are couched, was to introduce a world view 
aimed not so much at the conversion of the fbodyr, so to 
speak, but more so the conversion of the spirit. From the 
point of view of cultural history it would also be relevant 
to compare the impact of the Islamic we It ans chauung upon the 
Malay-Indonesian world view, with that of Islam - in particu­
lar the Qur’an - upon the Arabs, their language and the 
revolutionary changes that have been reflected in it as
manifested, for example, in comparative studies of the
- 726Jahiliyyah and Islamic world views. (
724. The best example is Schrieke, B0, Indonesian Sociologi­
cal Studies, the Hague, (2 vols.), X955-19W? see rele­
vant' sections on the penetration of Islam in the 
Archipelago and Appendix II of vol.2.
725. Pirenne, H., Muhammad and Charlemagne, translated by 
B* Miall, LoncConJ 1940"i chapterI, part II.
726. The most lucid accounts and the most recent and new in 
their methodological approach, in my opinion, are the 
comparative studies of Professor T. Izutsu of Keio 
University, Tokyo. For some of his relevant works and 
other relevant references, see above, notes, 11, 578*
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Islam oame to the Malay-Indonesian Archipelago. I 
suggest, not as one identical historical process which 
merely gained momentum throughout several centuries. The 
islamization process, from the evidence we have of religious 
and mystical literature, must be seen, it seems to me, as 
proceeding according to three phases which may briefly and 
generally be clearly distinguished as follows;
(i) the conversion of the Malay-Indonesians in which 
jurisprudence (fiqh) played the major role of interpreting 
the religious law (sharl1 ah). In this first phase of the 
process one can generally say that it was a conversion of 
the rbody! • By conversion of the !bodyf I mean acceptance 
of the religion by strength of faith not necessarily accom­
panied by an understanding of the rational and intellectual 
implications such acceptance entailed. It is possible to 
conceive, therefore, that in this first phase of the islam­
ization process many fundamental concepts connected with the 
central Islamic concept of the Divine Unity were still vague 
in the minds of the Malay-Indonesians; and they were under­
stood in an opaque sense, some of their old concepts over­
lapping and clouding or confusing new ones*
(ii) the continuation of the process described in (i), 
but in this phase the major role of interpreting the relig­
ious law have passed on to mysticism (tagawwuf) and other 
rational and intellectual elements such as dialectics (kalam)
3 2 2
and theology# In this phase §ufism and §ufl writings primar­
ily, and the writings of the Mutakallimun played the dominant 
role, and the aim was the conversion of the spirit# By this 
I mean that the fundamental concepts introduced in the 
Islamic we It ans chauung, some of which were still understood 
in the opaque sense influenced, as it were, *by the old 
we It ans chauung, were expounded and defined so that they
could be understood in both the transparent and semi-
727transparent senses*/ (
(iii) continuation of (i) and the consummation of (ii), 
which has been largely successful# What is important is not 
so much to discover the possibility that the islamization 
process underwent three distinct but not separate phases 
generally from the beginning of the advent of Islam in the 
Malay-Indonesian Archipelago to the present day, for it 
ought to have been obvious that the more mystical philosoph­
ical and theological elements in religion should usually be 
preceded by general acceptance of the religion on the basis 
of faith (I mean by faith both its aspects of irnan and Islam), 
and the external expression of this faith by works (1 amal), 
fortified by a firm foundation of law. What is indeed more
727# In case the meanings of the semantic terminologies I 
have used here, such as opaque, transparent and semi­
transparent, are not self-explanatory, please consult 
relevant explanations in Ullman1s and Izutsu's works 
cited in note, 11 above.
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important is to discover in what periods of history these 
phases hecame noticeable as such, so that a particular 
period can he distinguished from another, for such a dis­
covery would throw considerable light on the history of the 
Islamization of the Malay-Indonesian Archipelago itself. 
Provided we understand - as I have noted above - that the 
phases are not separate in the sense that one ceased at the 
emergence of the other, I suggest that the first phase, 
became more noticeable perhaps from the twelfth century, 
when historical evidence so far imply the existence of large 
numbers of Muslims in the Archipelago and the beginnings of 
Malay Muslim kingdoms, and dominated the process of islamiza­
tion up to the fifteenth century, when the second phase 
noticeably began to take over* CDhe second phase continued 
to dominate the process up to about the end of the eighteenth 
century. The evidence that I wish to marshal in support of 
this theory are mainly derived from a study of the mystical 
and religious literature - the best examples of which are 
the works of IJamzah here presented - since these are to my 
mind the most convincing and indeed the most relevant to 
any study of the process of islamization.
As far as we know, going back from the fifteenth 
century, it was the fifteenth century - the first half of 
the century, to be precise - and the centuries before that, 
that revealed a predominance of works on Muslim Law and the
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high positions occupied by jurists (fuqaha*) in the courts 
of the Malay kingdoms .728 jn period there was hardly
any mention of §ufls at court, or of §ufl works or discus­
sions on mysticism on the scale that was to come* The 
Bikayat Raja-Raja Pasai, the oldest extant Malay chronicle, 
mentions again jurists - Sayyids from Persia - who lived in 
the court of al-Malik al-Jahir in the first half of the 
fourteenth century in the capacity of religious advisors 
to the Sultan and his sons.^^ These were possibly the jurists 
Ibn Ba^ufah mentioned he met when he visited the Sultan’s 
court in 1 3 4 5 - 1 3 4 6 . Although even then Ibn Ba^ufah 
reported that the Sultan was a lover of religious debates 
and discourses, and had himself surrounded by Ulama* and 
ffuqaha5, it is possible to assume that debates on mysticism 
and philosophy centering around the fundamental conception 
of being were not discussed, or if discussed, were not 
conducted in masterly style, as later was to happen. The 
first mention of a serious §ufl work, the Durru*l~Manzum of 
Shaykh Abu Is^aq, a §ufl of Makkah - which has been mentioned
728. Por the extent and nature of these works on Muslim Law, 
see for example, Juynboll*s work cited in note 706. 
above.
729* The Bikayat Raja-Raja Pasai is said to have been written 
between l35& and before 1524. The version I am quoting 
belongs to Raffles Ms. no.67* Catalogue of the R.A.S. 
London, romanized by J.P. Mead in the J.R.A.S.S.B., 
March, 1914, pp.17 foil.
730. See Travels of Ibn Battutah in Asia and Africa, trans­
lated by ' ff.A . RA CrbbLondon, 1929, pp."273""£oTl.
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previously - was during the reign of Sultan Mansur Shah of 
Malacca in 1459* It was after this period that more and more 
emphasis on mysticism became noticeable* But, as IJamzah 
revealed in his verses I mentioned and quoted in several 
places, it was again jurists, or in any case men who were not 
thoroughly grounded In mysticism, who attempted to discuss 
and expound §ufl concepts that increasingly and persistently 
demanded exposition* Pundits arrived from Makkah to debate 
and write about the Pixed Essences, and it is significant to 
note that when Ranirxls uncle arrived in Acheh expecting to 
teach logic, rhetoric, ethics and jurisprudence in 1580 - 
presumably on the assumption of his knowledge of the practice 
in the past - he had to be disappointed, and had speedily 
to acquire knowledge in mysticism in Makkah before he could 
return to meet the popular d e m a n d . P h i s  was the period 
gamzah wrote followed by Shamsu’l-Dxn of Pasai, who - it is 
significant - even became Shaykhu* 1 -I slam of the kingdom of 
Acheh. (This was the period of the first Malay written 
expositions of the §ufx doctrines began by $amzah and carried 
on assiduously by Shamsu*l-Dln and RanxrI. This was the 
period that Ranxrx found fit to translate into Malay - among 
others - the famous Sharh al-fAqa5id al-Nasafiyyah compiled 
by al-laftazanx* Phis was the period of the first complete
731. See above, pp. 505-306*
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Malay translation and commentary of the Qur’an done hy 
1 Abdu’1-Ra Juf of Singkel after al-Bay£.awI1 s famous work*
Ihis was in fact the period of the prolificness of Malay 
writings on §ufism and rational theology* After *Abdu’l- 
Ra’uf, at the beginning of the eighteenth century, this 
prolificness decreased, and although works on §ufism continued 
to he translated, paraphrased and summarized right up to the 
nineteenth century, the second phase of the islamization 
process has passed, for the conversion of the spirit has to 
a considerable extent been accomplished and consolidated*
What X mean when I said that perhaps the most important 
period in the process of islamization was the second phase 
is precisely this: that in the second phase §>ufx metaphysics 
predominated the interpretation and consolidation of Islam; 
that it was through §ufism that the highly intellectual and 
rationalistic religious spirit entered the receptive minds 
of the people, effecting a rise of rationalism and intellect- 
ualism not manifested in pre-Islamic times; that this 
emergence of rationalism and intellectualism can be viewed 
as the powerful spirit that set in motion the process of 
revolutionizing the Malay-Indonesian world view, turning it 
away from a crumbling world of mythology, which can be 
compared with the Greek world in the Olympian era, to the 
world of intelligence, reason and order; that it emphasized 
the belief in a God whose Power is governed by Wisdom, whose
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Creative Will works in accordance with Reason; that it 
emphasized Man as the epitome of Creation, whose very 
essence is rationality which is the connecting link between 
him and Reality; that, finally - to use a pregnant remark - 
it prepared the Malay-Indonesians, in a sense, for the modern 
world to come•
The most remarkable thing during this second phase 
of the islamization process was the emphasis laid on on© 
identical factor throughout, which reveals that this factor 
was regarded as of utmost importance due to its fundamental 
nature - and this is the conception of being* From the time 
immediately preceding that of §amzah up to Ranxrx's time all 
the major debates, discourses and writings we know of 
revolved around this concept* The significance of this seems 
to me clear, in that here we have the first real coming to 
grips with the fundamental problem that must have plagued 
the Malay-Indonesian Muslims since the coming of Islam until 
then: the problem of the relationship between God., Man and 
the World, the solution to which will have been none other 
than the answer to the perplexing question: ’What is being?1* 
That the conception of being was a problem was due to the 
definite existence of conflicting notions about it, and these 
conflicting notions arose because the Malay-Indonesians were 
now Muslims and the old conception of being clashed with the 
new* Such a problem did not apparently exist in Hindu-
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Buddhist times for Hinduism and Buddhism did not demand the 
conversion of the spirit, or perhaps they were interpreted 
in such a manner as to render non-existent the problem of 
the conception of being# As far as Hinduism and Buddhism 
were concerned, the manner in which they were interpreted, 
where the conception of being was concerned, was to identify 
it with their own world view which was basically dominated 
by the notion of corporeality filling space, being ’contained* 
in something# This somewhat Parmenidean conception of being 
was congenial to the animistic notions held by them* for 
even their spirits were indeed in some sense non-abstract, 
subjected as they were to !being contained in’ some thing*
This basic definition, loose as it may be, of the old Malay- 
Indonesian vision of being, seems to me quite accurate; for 
not only is it substantiated by the literature and the 
vestiges of ancient practices we still observe today, but 
more important perhaps, by the testimony of the basic con­
cepts underlying such key words as ada, tiada, isi, diri and 
732jadi# ' ^ It would therefore not be surprising if the Hindu- 
Malay or Javanese were to have understood the concept of 
the Atman as the Brahman "lodged withinTt the individual 
being in the strictly literal sense, for it was in this same 
sense that some Muslim Malays and Javanese understood the
732# See above, chapter V.
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C o n c e p t  of the Self (dlri: n a f s )  a s  t h e  God ' i n 1 M a n . ^ ^
733* On a study of the Javanese Suluk literature see
Zoetmulder, P.J. Pantheisme' en Honisme in de Javaansche 
Soeloek LitteratuSs ('di s s.) , l i f i  j me gen, 193$* Zoetmulder 
mentions that the doctrine of the God in Man, which in 
§ufism is the doctrine^of the sirr, corresponds to the 
Hindu doctrine of the Stman# In" Javanese suluk litera­
ture this doctrine is designated as (a.) rasa (essence, 
taate. etc#); (b) rahasia (secret, mystery): (c) urip 
(life); and (d) suksma (the immaterial soul), witK 
(a) and (b); . (e ) and (d) each running together
(see pp. 420-421)# It^must be noted, it seems to me, 
that if in Javanese §ufi literature it is found that 
terms referring to the Hindu doctrines according to the 
Vedanta have been employed in the correct sense, this 
fact might not necessarily indicate that the doctrine 
of the Atman, for example, was understood in the Hindu 
period in the correct, original sense; for it could 
well have been Islamic influence (through the Sufi 
interpretation of the relevant Hindu doctrines; that 
have contributed such interpretations. It is well known 
that the §ufls on the whole saw eye to eye with^the 
Hindu Sages in these matters* The coming of Islam to 
Java, then, could also be conceived as effecting a 
corrective influence in the interpretation of_the Hindu 
doctrines carried out through the medium of ^ufi liter­
ature* following this very important point, it could 
be conceived as more likely that the !conflictf which 
most scholars on the subject think they see between 
Islam and Javanese Hinduism, as manifested in Javanese 
§ufl writings which - they say - were deliberately and 
consciously made to hark back to the old Hinduism thus 
indicating Javanese resentment towards Islamic encroach­
ment, does not really indicate conflict, but an 
ingenious missionary technique devised to bring the 
Javanese around to the Islamic (§ufl) point of view. 
Ingenious Muslim missionary techniques making use of 
what would be regarded as familiar mediums, closely and 
intimately linked with old concepts and old Weltansch­
auung, seems to have been resorted to by Muslim 
missionaries in Java in the past* One that is a well- 
known fact was Suuan Kalijagafs use of the wayang to 
spread Islam in Java.
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§amzah!s writings, especially his verses, without doubt 
reveal that many have interpreted the doctrine of the Self 
(diri: nafs) in the sense of the indwelling of God in the 
human individuality or ego (diri yang ^ahir) - so that God 
is 1 contained in1 man, or that He 1 fills1 man, a notion 
closely connected with the doctrine of incarnation (hulul) 
condemned toy the ^ufxs.^^ Ranlrl's attacks against the 
Deviating Wujudiyyah centered around the same issue# The 
root of this problem was precisely the opaque manner in which 
the old pre-Islamic Malay-Indonesian conception of toeing as 
couched in the word ada viewed the new Islamic conception of 
toeing. The first time in Malay writings we find ada applied 
relationally to convey transparent and semi-transparent 
meanings in the context of the Islamic conception of toeing 
is In the writings of §amzah.^^ It indicates a conscious
734-. On his verses showing the practice of some people toeing 
influenced toy the old conception of toeing, see above, 
pp • I—14*3 *
Another example from 2016, p. 56:
DhatNya itu tiada berkiri-kanan#
gahirNya da’im tiada toerkesudahan,
Tiada bergifat belakang dan hadapan*
Manakan dap at manzil Nya kau adakan?
His Essense has no 'left* or 1right1,
His toeing manifest is always, without end,
His Nature does not have a ’back' or a ’front*
How can you ascribe existence of place to Him?
Eor the profane type of the doctrine of the Self, see 
above, pp. 51-56.
735* See above, pp. 275-290*
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attempt on IJamzah’s part to include within its basic meaning 
new concepts that would gradually effect the desired semantic 
change according to the influence of the Islamic mystical 
context , hut such a development apparently never took place, 
even though to a certain extent $amzahfs successors used axia 
in their writings in his relational sense# By the time Ranlri 
wrote and after his time we find less and less of the use of 
ada in 3Jamzahfs sense, and the reason for this seems to me 
clearly because ada is a word that would always be susceptible 
of opaque connotation and for this reason it would be danger­
ous to establish its use as a mystical term* particularly 
having to do with Godfs Being* The same kind of problem 
existed in Muslim philosophy in connection with the word 
mawtjud, until finally the philosophers had to introduce a 
new word huwiyyah, so that they could rely on the accuracy 
of what they intend to mean*^^ In the case of Malay mystical 
literature, the word wunud became established to mean being 
in the abstract sense, and it was assimilated and adopted 
into the Malay-Javanese mystical vocabulary* Ihe history of 
the term wu,jud and its intimate connection with Muslim 
philosophical and mystical vocabularies, and its foreign 
(Arabic) origin were sufficient enough to guard it against 
being understood in the same sense as ada, and ada - in spite
736* See above, p* 252.
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of the abstract uses to which it had been put by the §ufis - 
continued to this day to convey the old basic meaning.
One of the most important single cultural phenomenon 
directly caused by the influence of Islamic culture,and 
especially this second phase of the islamization process, 
was the spread and development of the Malay language as a 
vehicle, not only for epic, romantic and historical litera­
ture, but even more so for philosophical discourse. The use 
of Malay as the language of Islamic philosophical literature 
in the Malay-Indonesian Archipelago enriched its vocabulary 
and technical terminology considerably and was one of the 
paramount factors that displaced the hegemony of Javanese#
It is Important to note that the stories in the Mahabharata 
epic and many others of Hindu origin were translated into 
Malay from the Javanese. The latter*s influence on Hindu- 
Malay literature was predominant« But a preponderant number 
of Islamic philosophical writings in Javanese are of Malay 
influence, and there is indeed a large number of Javanese 
translations from the Malay - such as for example some of 
the works of gamzah - whereas there is hardly any from the 
Javanese into Malay. Connected closely with this phenomenon 
another important point is that with the coming of Islam, it 
was the Malay kingdoms as opposed to the Javanese (I.e. 
Sumatra represented by Pasai and Acheh, and the Malay 
Peninsula represented by Malacca) that played the dominant
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role in the spread of Islam and Islamic theology and philos­
ophy (mysticism) in Java and the whole of the Malay-Indonesian 
Archipelago# In the spread of the Malay language used as a 
medium for religious, philosophical and mystical literature, 
there seems to he no doubt that Pasai played the dominant 
role. Such was Pasaifs role even at the height of Malacca*s 
glory, for it appeared to he the custom in Malacca to refer 
the above types of literature to Pasai for authoritative 
interpretation*^^ IJamzah himself, when referring to the 
Malay language, speaks of the language of Pasai; and appar­
ently ,AhduJl-Ra’uf of Singkel, the earliest translator of
738
the Qur’an in Malay, considered good Malay to he Pasai Malay.
As I have indicated earlier, this theory of the 
periodization of the islamization process has an important 
hearing upon any theory of the Islamization of the Malay- 
Indonesian Archipelago. Several theories of the Islamization 
of the Archipelago have been put forward, notably by Schrieke 
and van Leur in their works, cited. Detailed criticism of 
their theories, however, is best done elsewhere, but two 
important points will have to be made here as they are 
directly connected with several points stated in the pre­
ceding pages of this chapter. These points indicate rejection 
737» See Sejarah MelaytU Chapter XX,
738. Por ^amzah rsr re for ence, see Muntahi, p*127; Winstedt 
(op.cit., p.113) notes that rn™aTBatavian manuscript 
of his' Mir* at al-Jullab, ’Abdu’l-Ra’uf in the preface 
states that not beTn'p;'adept at Malay he got the help 
of two experts to write' 'the treatlse in the language 
of Pasai.
of two important and generally accepted notions about the 
Islamization of the Archipelago: the first is Schriekefs 
theory that the intensification of Muslim missionary 
activity was due to a "race" with Christianity at the coming 
of the Portuguese in the sixteenth century; the second is 
the generally accepted idea that India and Indians played 
the major role in bringing Islam to the Archipelago. The 
basis of Schriekefs theory is the observation that consider­
ing the probability that Arab settlements had been established 
on the coastal regions of Sumatra as early as 674- and 876; 
in Java in 1082; in Champa in 1039; in the Malay Peninsula 
in 878 and in 1302, we discern little missionary activity 
when compared with the spread of missionary activity among 
the Muslims at the end of the thirteenth century, which in 
the fourteenth century increased in momentum, dominating the 
entire Archipelago in the fifteenth century* Schrieke con­
cluded that this was due to the coming of the Portuguese who 
brought Christianity along with them* There was a "race" 
with Christianity* Aside from the fact that Muslim missionary 
activity had begun its intensification, almost a century 
before the Portuguese and Christinaity appeared on the scene, 
spreading Islam to many parts of the Archipelago, Malacca, 
which the Portuguese captured in 1511, had long been the 
headquarters for the Muslim missionary invasion of Java*
Hence the saying: fJava was converted in Malacca1. Further­
more, Christian missionary activity « when it came - could 
hardly he said to have constituted a serious rival for a 
"race" to occur* While we concede that the appearance of 
the Portuguese and Christinaity in the Archipelago must have 
had some effect on the historical process of the spread of 
Islam, we maintain that their role had been magnified at the 
expense of other more important factors. Now the second phase 
of the theory of the process of islamization suggested here, 
which was perhaps the most important phase, coincided with 
the period Schrieke observed as the period of intensification 
of Muslim missionary activity. Would not this second phase 
of the islamization process as outlined here and the comple­
mentary role of Malacca as the headquarters for the mission­
ary invasion of Java be more relevant than the Portuguese 
and Christian factor in directly influencing the intensifi­
cation of Muslim missionary activity in the entire Archi­
pelago? On the role of India and Indians in the spread of 
Islam in the Archipelago - this too has been magnified. The 
evidence of written sources such as the religious, legal 
and mystical literature point to the Middle East as the major 
spiritual influence. The sources of those works were either 
Arab or Persian, hardly Indian. Known early missionaries too 
were Arabs and Persians# India was the springboard for the 
Middle-Eastern missionaries, large numbers of which came 
from the ^la^ramawt in South Arabia, as indicated by their
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families who to this day have settled in Sumatra, Malaya 
and Java* Even missionaries who came from India direct, like 
Ranirl, did not reflect the Indian milieu, but rather that 
of the Middle East (of IJa^ramawt in Ranirl1s case)* Mystical 
polemics in India like those of Aljmad Paruql Sirhindl and 
Shah WalIyyu*Llah did not leave traces in the Malay-Indonesiaa 
Archipelago, nor were there any traces in connection with 
Akbar's Drn-i-Ilahl, or other peculiarities of 1Indian Islam1 
found in the Archipelago, which one would generally e:xpect 
to find if indeed Islam had come from India conveyed by 
Indians. Some of the. so-called Indian influences could well 
have been the vestiges of the old contact with India and 
with Hinduism and Buddhism still to be found after Islamiza- 
tion. It would be more correct to maintain that a great 
deal of material Islamic influence came from India without, 
however, concluding that the spiritual Islamic influence also 
came from India* Moreover, on the spiritual aspect the earlie; 
one goes back from the seventeenth century the more definitel; 
one finds that almost all works on religious law, philosophy 
and mysticism were of Arab-Per si an sources and authorship -
739 • It was most likely this type of Indian influence that
I have referred to in p.41, above* But even if the 
Indian influence described there came from Islamic 
India, that would not have made much difference to the 
above contention that the role of India and Indians in 
connection with Islamization of the Archipelago has 
been unduly magnified *
J  J  r?
even if some of them might have heen written in India, Apart 
from the works cf Ranirl, who quotes always non-Indian 
authors and sources, another Indian work known in Acheh at 
the time was Al~Tuhfah al-Mursalah ila?l-HabI "by Fadlu’Llah 
a1-Burhanpur I who, like Ranirl, also did not reflect the 
Indian milieu.
With the exception of Acheh, all other areas in the
Malay-Indonesian Archipelago were converted to Islam during
the second phase of the islamization process in which 
mysticism predominated. Ihis accounts for the notion, among 
others, that §ufls were the disseminators of Islam in the 
Archipelago, and that Acheh, compared with the other areas,
appears more consolidated in Islam® Ihat Acheh appears more
consolidated in Islam particularly in comparison with lava 
seems to me not only hecause it was the first part of the
74-0. Ihe doctrine of the seven grades mentioned in the 
Tu^ Lfah, which was not necessarily developed in this 
T^eaEIse, seems to me to he a ’clarified* version of 
the Sufi doctrine of the stages of determination of 
Absolute Being. In gamzah*s schema of ontological des­
cent the first, second and third determinations are 
uncreated, the third determination having the double 
aspect of heing uncreated or created depending upon the 
point of view from which it is envisaged. In the ffuhfah 
only the first and seoond determinations are uncreated""'
- the rest are created. Ihis simplifies the prohlematic 
third determination, and makes the distinction between 
God and Man more clearly. It is most significant that 
the lubfah should appear in Acheh during the second 
phase o3TT;he islamization process when the consolidation 
of the conversion of the spirit was at hand, for it 
would certainly help clarify the conception of heing 
which was the crux of the problem of conversion of the 
spirit. See further, above, pp0 120-121; 139-14-0(5) 5 
14-3; 260-265.
The Tigifah has been translated into Malay and Javanese.
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Archipelago to receive Islam long before the others, but 
also to experience the dominant role of jurisprudence in the 
first phase of the islamisaticn process* The dominance of 
jurisprudence and jurists in Acheh during the first phase 
does not, however, preclude §ufls from being the dissemina­
tors of Islam from the very beginning and during the first 
phase itself, for the characteristics of the first and early 
propagators of Islam - from what we know in available sources 
- reveal traits peculiar to §ufls*
i
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INTRODUCTION
The only romanized Nalay edition of the known works
of IJamzah Banfurl to be published to date appeared in 1933*
It had been prepared by Johan Doorenbos of Holland as a
doctoral dissertation to satisfy the requirements of the
University of Leiden* The works presented are various
mystical'verses taken from manuscripts in the Leiden
741University Library, and a fragment from van de Wall!s 
742Collection* { Also included in the edition are two prose 
works of ]Jamzah: the Asraru’ 1-1 Srifln and the Sharabu* 1~ 
/Ashiqln (also called Zlnatu* 1-Muwahbidin and Asraru*1- 
!&shiqln) • Both were taken from manuscripts belonging to the 
Snouck Hurgronje Collections*^^
Another version of the Sharabu* 1-f Ashiqln is the 
Banten version found in Cod* Or. 2016, but although Doorenbos 
has made use of this version in conjunction with his work on 
the Bharabu* 1-*Ishiqin in Cod* Or* 7291 (II) j he has not 
given us the full text of this manuscript .7^ edition of 
all these works of §amzah, both the verse and the prose, has 
been briefly annotated.
In fairness to Doorenbos, we must concede that he is 
to be applauded for his painstaking efforts in bringing these
741. 3374, 3372, 2016 and 7291.
742* Io752*
743. 7291 (I) and (II).
744. see further below, pp. 361-3630
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very important works to light* But we must also give due 
criticism.1 ^ Although there is ample evidence to show that 
Boorenbos has availed himself of the knowledge, or assistance 
as the case may he, of scholars such as Hurgronje, Kraemer, 
Kramers, Kinkes, van Ronkel and Brewes - all of whom have 
made their impressions on Indonesian Studies - there is yet 
more evidence to reveal that Doorenhos was not sufficiently 
familiar with the structure of the Malay language in general,
and ^amzah’s individual use of it in particular, to he in a
position to fulfill his task satisfactorily* Ihis judgment 
is hased upon scrutiny of his edition which, in certain 
respects, reveals much to he desired and in others to he 
fraught with telling errors hoth trivial and grave*
With respect to the prose works, it is no mere
exaggeration to say that almost every page needs considerable 
improvement in the arrangement of sentence structure and the 
proper distribution of punctuation symbols - the better to 
bring forth the style and meanings of the texts* With 
respect to the edition of the verses, however, it must be 
conceded that Boorenbos fared better.
In dealing with the edition of works in mystical
745* Brewes, G.W.J., has reviewed Boorenbos' work in the
lijdschrift, part LXXIII, 1933, pp.391-398. The follow­
ing comment" s on Boorenbos1 work are by no means 
exhaustive, and they are based on a different approach 
from that of Brewes.
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literature, particularly when the author himself was a mystic 
and, in the unique case of E^axnzah, was employing his language 
as a medium for philosophical and mystical ideas certainly 
never before employed in that manner and for that purpose, 
one cannot adequately emphasize the need for careful and 
conscientious treatment of the works* Once the sentence 
structure in an edition is not correctly constructed, or the 
punctuation symbols not properly distributed, then the mean­
ing structure collapses; the semantic vocabulary of the 
system of thought no longer presents itself as a coherent 
and consistent configuration* Of this very important point 
IJamzah himself was very much aware, and he took pains to 
caution those who would transcribe or make copies of his 
works (and here X would include editors as well):
Whosoever transcribes Cor make copies of] 
this book,' let him verify them twice or 
thrice so that the letters and the sentences 
may not exceed or fall short [of my intentions]* 
Should they exce&dnor fall short, then the 
meanings perish* '  ‘
Although the errors in Doorenbos1 edition of the
746* Hamzah here refers to his book the Shar abu*l-5shiqln* 
But this warning must surely be intended for his other 
prose works as well*
747* 2016, last page of the Sharab» The Sharab, as I have 
suggested, is the first book I^amzah’^wrd't^ e (see above, 
pp.301,305) and it would be most reasonable for him to 
warn future scribes to copy correctly, since he would 
be very anxious to see that what he says in the book 
is understood the way he intended*
34-3
prose works of §amzah Pangurx may all stem from laok of 
satisfactory knowledge of the language, they can all be 
classified under four distinct categories*
In the first category are errors in simple punctua­
tion which, however, do not necessarily alter the spirit and 
intent of the texts, but which are not in conformity with 
proper Malay* To this category belong errors which I have 
referred to as being found in every page* By virtue of their 
triviality, we may dispense with a detailed exposition of 
these errors, and content ourselves only with examples of 
a few*
On pages 33-34* of the Asrar:
Adapun Allah qadlm dengan ketujuh gifatnya 
tiadakan lenyag bagirnya kerana namanya 
(wa huwa s samx'u-l basiru)*_Lagi firman 
Allah (wa llahu bi ma ta*maluna baglrun) 
ya'ni: barang diperbuat mereka itu A.T. 
melihat, kerana gif at ketujuhnya ini [34*3 
qadlm; bukan T^ ayy ada, *ilmu tiada atau *ilmu 
ada, iradat tiada atau iradat ada, qudrat 
tiada atau qudrat ada, kalam tiada atau kalam 
ada, saml1 tiada atau samxf ada, bagir tiada 
atau suatu dahulu atau suatu kemudian atau 
suatu lama atau suatu baharus tiada demikian 
adanya * ' ^
The correct form should be:
Adapun [apabila] Allah Sublpanahu wa Ta*ala 
qadxm dengan ketujuh §ifatNya, tiadakan lenyap 
BasIrNya, kerana NamaNya wa huwa*l~aamxfu»l-baglr*
74-8* Page number refers to page number in the manuscripts, 
i.e. 7291 (I) and 7291 (II).
74*9* DoorenBos, p.135*
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Lagi firman Allah Subljanahu wa la'ala:
Wa'hlahu bi ma ta'maluna baglr - ya'nl;_Barang 
L sesuata yangj diperhuat mereKa itu Allah 
Ta'ala melihat. - kerana JJifat ketujuhnya ini 
[34] qadim; bukan §ayy ada, 'Ilmu tiada; atau 
'Ilmu ada, Iradat tiada; atau Iradat ada, Qudrat 
tiada; atau Qudrat ada, Kalam tiada; atau 
Kalam ada, Sami1 tiada; atau Sami' ada Baglr 
tiada; atau suatu dahulu atau suatu kemudian; 
atau suatu lama atau suatu "baharu - tiada 
demikina adanya*
On page 47, a passage is presented thus:
Kata ahl as suluk: pada ^.aqlqat semesta 
sekalian makhluqat ya'ni pada 'arsh ^ukumnya 
tiada demikian takhgig tempafcngkan A.I.; jika 
demikian takhglg tempat, . * • ^  dikatakan
jalal sehah perhimpunan-, segala wujud daripada 
ra&matnya qadlm [48]J ?
The correct form is:
Kata Ahlu’l-Suluk [ayat itu] pada Ijtaqlqat 
semesta sekalian makhluqat
ya'ni pada 'arsh ^.ukumnya, [suugguh pun] tiada 
demikian takglg tempat akan Allah 
Ta'ala nt-aika demikian takhglg tempat 
adapun#^ Maka dikatakan Jalal, sebah 
perhimpunan segala wujud daripada 
raljmatKya qadlm#
On page 52:
Fa'lam memberikan^wujud pada sekalian 
•alam, ya'ni; atharnya itu pada sekalian 
'alam terlalu nyata, tiada terbuni, kerana 
ia wujud daripada raljmat Barman lagi 
memberikan wujud akan sekalian 'alam;
750. Here Doorenbos omitted the word adapun, which follows, 
because he could not make head or tail of it if it 
were inserted in its place#
751. Doorenbos, pp#146-147.
752. Jika demikian takhglg tempat adapun, then, simply means
sekalipun ada ditakhslgkan tempat kepadaNya seperti 
demikian.
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tiada wujud. itu, dimanakan beroleh athar 
kerana athar sekalian falam daripada 
atharnya jua, ^aka beroleh wujud seperti 
tanah diperbuat akan dia atau periuk 
atau buyung atau tempat tanah;0i£ulah 
agal wujjud sekalian bajan itu./55
But this should read:
Fa1 lam ~ Memberikan wujud pada sekalian ’alam*
Ya’ni StharNya itu pada sekalia&c^alam^terlalu 
nyata, tiada terbuni, kanana ia'*^ wujud 
daripada raljmat RaTjman, ' ^  lagi memberikan 
wujud akan sekalian 8alam* [Jika] tiada
• mm *f « • * « *  - m  mm _
maka CA&2 beroleh wujud* Seperti tanah diperbuatoco 
kendi,'^ atau periuk^ atau buyung, atau tempat; 
tanah itulah agal wujud sekalian be jana itu*
This is in fact a very important passage, for it contains
a definition of existence and of the essences of things,758
As such, therefore, proper treatment on passages such as
this must be emphasized* On page 66:
Adapun akan makan, sama tiada makan; 
sama duduk dengan orang [sama tiada 
duduk dengan orang] ; sama berkata-[kata] , 
sama diam; sama dalam hut an, sama 
dalam negeri; semesta sekalian tiada ]ji(jab 
padanya* ^
753* Boorenbos, p*150*
754** la refers to AtharDya *
755* la wunucL daripada rahmat Rahman is to be translated as: 
they exist' through the7"Mercy of the Compassionate One* 
736* Doorenbos is mistaken in reading this as akan dia*
The same applies to page 4-3 (Doorenbos* p* K 3  )’•
757* Tempat here means: containers.
758* See above, p. 266*
759* Doorenbos, p.162.
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But this should read:
Adapun akan makan sama* tiada 
makan sama; duduk [dengan orang] 
sama* [tiada duduk] dengan orang sama; 
berkata-[kata] sama* diam sama; 
dalam hut an sama, dalam negeri [sama];
- sekalian [ini] tiada £dgab padanya*
On page 92 of the Sharab:
Adapun ahl al haqlqah . *. nika makan- 
makan dengan dirinya* jika duduk^-duduk 
dengan dirinya* jika tidur-tidur dengan 
dirinya* jika jaga-jaga dengan dirinya* jika 
beroalan-jalan dengan dirinya; 
tiada ia lupa akan dirinya kerana *..
Ihis should read:
Adapun Ahlu5l~]jaqlqah *•• jika
makan* makan dengan dirinya;
jika duduk, duduk dengan dirinya;
jika tidur, tidur dengan dirinya;
jika jaga, jaga dengan dirinya;
jika berjalan* [ber]jalan dengan dirinya
- tiada ia lupa akan dirinya* kerana • ••
On page 102:
Adapun Dhat Allah* lengkap kepada 
jamal pun serta* [lengkap] kepada jalal 
pun serta* kerana jalal dan jamal ^ifatnya 
juga; ada kalanya daripada jamal menjadi 
jalal; ...
Which should read:
Adapun Dhat Allah lengkap; kepada 
Jamal pun serta* kepada Jalal pun serta* 
kerana Jalal dan Jamal §ifatNya juga,
Ada kalanya^daripada Jamal 
menjadi Jalal; ...
760* Ibid** p.186* It is the Sharab in 7291 (II) that is 
referred to here*
761, Ibid.* p.197*
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One more example on pp. 103-104;
Adapun Dhat Allah qadlm, isti'dad makhluqat 
sekalian yang dalam 'ilmunya pun qadlm; 
barang^dijadikan A.IT. muwafaqat_dengan 
isti'dad itu^jua, kerana isti'dad sekalian islam 
daripada jamal, isti'dad kafir daripada jalal,_ 
kerana jamal sehagai la£lf, jalal sehagai qahhar, 
maka dikeluarkan ASWI dengan af ’ alnya_ 
darxpada la $if - *azxz; daripada qahhar - 
dhalxl [104] kerana namanya al MuBizz, al Mudhill, 
maka dimasukkannya mereka itu ke dalam 
shurga dan kedalam neraka dengan isti'dad 
mereka itu jua kerana shurga daripada la^if 
neraka daripada qahhar, maka dipulangkan .
Which should read:
Adapun Dhat Allah qadlm; isti!dad
makhluqat sekalian yang dalam 1 llmuNya
pun^qadlm. Barang dijadikan Allah la'ala
muwafacjat dengan istifdad itu jua. Kerana
istifdad sekalian islam daripada Jamal,
isti'dad kafir daripada Jalal - kerana Jamal
sehagai La£lf, Jalal_sehagai Qahhar -
maka dikeluarkan Allah Subhanahu wa Ta'ala dengan
Af'alNya daripada La£lf, 'Aziz; daripada
Qahhar, Dhalll [104]. Kerana NamaNya
Ali-Mu’izz [dan] Al-Mudhill, maka
dimasukkanNya mereka itu kedalam shurga
dan kedalam neraka dengan isti'dad
mereka itu jua, kerana shurga daripada La^If,
neraka daripada Qahhar. Maka dipulangkan ...
In the second category are errors hoth in present­
ing quotations in Arabic, and in allowing errors in the 
texts themselves to pass uncorrected. It is true that in 
certain cases this class of errors is not grave, hut it 
serves well to reveal either the editor's carelessness or 
lack of knowledge of the materials he handled. It further
762. Ibid., p.198.
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reveals that the editor had no grasp of the meanings of 
individual words* On page 16 of the Asrar, Doorenbos did 
not understand the meaning of the word sechawang^ ^  in the 
sentence: Adapun ini empat sechawang pada sehuah bayt. The 
word chawang is actually chabang, meaning branch, bough, 
fork of road, etc* Chawang (spelled with a w instead of a b) 
is used more frequently in Sundanese, and in a limited sense 
only in Malay. Sechawang as it is used in the above sentence 
would never appear in that construction in modern Malay, 
where the word will be replaced by serangkai, meaning bunch, 
cluster, collection, etc. The sentence, then, in modern 
Malay would be Adapun ini empat serangkai pada sebuah bayt. 
All that §amzah is saying here is simply that his verses of 
fifteen bayts consist of four lines to a bayt. A bayt, 
according to IJamzah's use of the term, is a verse consisting 
of four lines. It is precisely this failing to understand 
the meaning of sechawang that made Doorenbos fail to realize 
that five verses are in fact not part of ^[amzab^s fifteen 
bayts. ( Since IJamzah gives a commentary on each line of 
his fifteen verses, one can be led to discover easily that 
the verses not commented upon do not form part of the whole 
i.e. they do not belong to the Asrar* Doorenbos knew that
763« Ibid., p.120.
764. TEese are the second and third verses on p.17
Doorenbos, p.121), and the last three verses on p.20
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the verses have not heen commented upon,^^ "but he did not
know that they do not belong to the group of fifteen bayts.
Ihese verses have apparently wandered, thanks to the random
hand of the scribe, from elsewhere.Indeed, may one not
say that these too are zwervende verzen?
On page 32 of the Asrar, Doorenbos rendered the
following passage thus:
Apabila bertukar, naqig ^.ukumnya qudrat yang 
sedia itu ya*ni belum sempurna maka hendak 
diperbaiknya sekali lagi jikalau sudah 
dari (?) Sana permai tiada^ ' ... dan . 
sebab inilah maka^padaQhukum sharx!at 
kalam tiada makhluq.'
This should be corrected to:
Apabila bertukar, naqig ^ukimmya
qudrat yang sedia itu; ya!nx belum sempurna
maka hendak diperbaikCijNya sekali lagi.
Jikalau sudah dari sana permai tiada 
harus [diperbaikiNya lagi].
765* Doorenbos, p.l27> note 2.
766. She 'last verse on pT2U belongs to the set on p.79 of 
2016. The verse third from the last on p.20 belongs 
to the set on p. 12 of 5225:* two lines of the
third verse on p.17 belong to the first two lines of 
the second verse on p. 12 of 3574- and the last two lines 
of the same verse on p#17 belong to the last two lines 
of the verse on p. 20. See also for these Doorenbos, 
pp. 124, 4-8, 123? 104, 121, 104, 121, 124 respectively.
767* Doorenbos, p.135? note 3 omits fers which follows. My 
answerers that fr.rs”xs "harus,
768. Doorenbos could not read what follows here. See below 
my note 770.
769. DoorenEos, p.133
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... dan suara kita.??0
Sebab inilah^maka pa da hukum 
sharl!at Kalam tiada makhluq*
On page 36;
Adapun kepada *ulama: ma'lum juga 
menurutkan !ilmu kerana kepada ^ lama 
isti'dad a§li tiada mas.uk bilang; 
apa kebendak falamntimbul seperti rupa 
kehendaknya itu?^
The word ^lam in tbe above sentence is obviously wrong and
should be replaced witb !alim» Furthermore, tbe sentence
should end, in place of tbe question mark, witb a full stop.
On page 48:
Adapun firman A.T. (fa subbana lladhx bi 
yadibi malakutu kulli shay’in wa ilaybi 
turja'una) ya'nl: maka makasuchi Mian 
iaxtu dengan tangan ^.aqxqat sekalian; 
bermula: kepadanya jua pulang. '
Ibis should read:
Adapun firman Allah la’ala:
Fa subbana’1-ladhx bi yadibi malakutu 
kulli shay*in wa ilaybi turjaluna -
7?D. The text reads: swrkit* My reading: suara kita is
relevant and qui/Ee correct. Ibis makes these "three words 
tbe last part of a sentence, and this sentence should 
belong to tbe following paragraph which - as Doorenbos 
rightly pointed out (p. 1339 note 5) - forms part of 
tbe commentary on tbe Kalamu^ElaE. My reason for 
including tbe three words' (dan suara kita) as part of 
tbe discussion on tbe SpeecE o£"'"Goff 'is baaed on tbe 
wo:C(3- suara, meaning in this case [our] voice, which is 
relevant "to tbe discussion mentioned. Bee laftazanx, 
ch.VI on fSpeecb of God1.
771• Doorenbos, p.l37«
772. TBH7TP7147.
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ya'nx: Maka mahasuchi Iuhan - la itu 
dengan tangan[Nya] [memegang] Tjjiaqlqat 
sekalian! Bermula; kepadaNya jua [kamu akan di] 
pulang [kan].
On pages 89-90 of the Sharab:
Adapun kepada haqlqat: jangan mintak 
sekali-kali kerana kepada ahl al ^aqlqah £90] 
rezeqi kita telah tersurat pada lau£i mahfug; 
dan sudah terhahagi yang akan banyak, 
yang akan sedikit ^tiadakan lehih dan 
tiadakan kurang*
Which should read:
Adapun kepada §aqlqat, jangan mintak 
sekali-kali, kerana kepada Ahlu’l-IJaqlqah C90] 
rizqi kita telah tersurat pada Lawft Mahfug;, 
dan sudah terhahagi; yang akan banyak, 
banyak; yang akan sedikit, sedikit; tiadakan 
tebih dan tiadakan kurang*
On page 90:
Lagi seperkara; A*!* tahu akan lapar kita 
dan dahaga kita, kenapa_kita mengadukan 
£.al kepada lain? Oleh ragll akan kenyang 
dan^tiada radi akan lapar, kerana^sabda 
rasul Allah *man lam yar$.a bi qa$a’I wa lam 
yagbir fala bala’I wa lam yashkur 1 ala ni'aml 
fa lyakhruj min taTghi s sama*i_wa min fawq 
al ar$i fa 1 ya^lub rabban siwa’I) ya'ni: 
barang siapa tiada ra^ .1 akan barang r?™, 
kubahagikan dan tiada«§abar atas ku *.. ' 
dan tiada shukur *t  * *
And this should read:
Lagi seperkara, Allah la1ala tahu akan lapar 
dan dahaga kita* Kenapa kita mengadukan
773. Ibid., p.184.
774* The“word which Doorenbos could not read here is ktgk, 
and_this is in fact kutukKu which translates. 
bala*I*
775. Doorenbos, p.184.
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i^al kepada lain? [Be] olah-olah ra$Li akan kenyang 
dan_tiada racji akan lapari Kerana [ini] firman 
Allah [dalam gadlth QudsI?]^ Man^lam yar^ La 
bi qada’I wa lam ya§bir * ala bala’I wa lam 
yashkur *ala ni,aml fa’l-yakhruj min ta^.ti5l- 
sama’i wa min fawqi’l-ar£i fa’l-ya$lub 
rabban siwa’I - ya*nl: Barangsiapa 
tiada ra£Li akan barang Kubahagikan, dan 
tiada sabar atas kutukKu, dan tiada shukur •..
On page 105:
• .. tetapi tiada ia mahu mengubah dia kerana
apabila ia mengubah dia, binasa kamalnya yang
sedia dioleh-oleh belum kamal baharu 
hend^^mengadakan kamalnya dan kebesarannya
This should read:
... Tetapi tiada ia mahu mengubah dia, kerana 
apabila ia mengubah dia binasa kamalnya.
Yang sedia seolah-olah belum kamal-baharu 
hendak mengadakan kamalnya dan kebesarannya jua.
In the third category are errors in and resulting 
from the transcription of certain individual words that are 
in fact key words in IJamzah's system. This is a very import­
ant class of errors, as such errors influence our conception
of the author*s ideas. I have already demonstrated the para­
mount importance of the concept ada in ^amzabis system, and 
of the necessity of understanding its meaning and conceptual
rpryry
structures. ( ( (  Yet it is precisely a lack of understanding 
of this important fact that made Doorenbos transcribe Idam 
for what should in fact read adamu in this important passage 
on page 73 of the Asrar:
776. Ibid., p.200.
777. See~above, pp. 275-290.
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-  maka dapat Adam in i  fana, hendak[nya] : 
maka dapat bertemu dengan Tuhannya*
Ea’ lam tidakkan  dapat Adamu kau hapus, 
y a 'n i:  j ik a  belum fana daripada r ib u  da&o 
ra t us, dimanakan dapat Adam kau hapus?
This conveys the meaning, when translated into English:
- then can Adam he annihilated; the
desired [meaning] is: then he can meet his Lord* 
Know [that hy] ! Adam you cannot annihilate* 
is meant that if Adam is not yet extinct from 
hundreds and thousands, how can he he annihilated?
And this is most certainly not correct! This passage should
in fact read:
- [demikian] dapat adamu ini fana’* Hendak[nya] : 
maka [dia] dapat hertemu dengan Tuhannya*
Ea^am - Tiadakan dapat adamu kau hapus,
Ya*nl jika helum fana7 daripada rihu dan ratus, 
dimanakan dapat adamu hapus?
and the translation in English is:
- [When you are such, then] can your existence
he effaced, 779
The desired meaning is; then he can meet his Lord, 
Know [that hy] You will never he ahle to annihilate 
your existence is meant that if you are not yet 
extinct' from hundreds and thousands, how can 
your existence he annihilated?
The term ada here means existence of self as the lower 
self or ego, not existence of self as the higher Self, The 
subtle distinctions between the various concepts of Exist­
ence and of the Self has already been discussed
77S* Doorenbos, p*169»
779* Be "and Tiis re fe r  no t to  Idam hut to  the one whose 
existence has been e ffaced ,
780. See above, pp* 291-294.
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Finally, in the fourth category are errors in
transcription of individual words, in punctuation and in the
arrangement of sentence structure which are grave in that
they alter the meanings, the spirit and intent, of the texts*
Ve shall deal with this in a somewhat detailed manner* On
pages 23-24 of the Asrar, Doorenbos rendered the following
passage thus:
Fa1 lam dengan ketujuh gif at bersama-sama,^ 
ya'ni: tiada bercherai dengan ketujuh sifatnya; 
sungguh dikata Dhat, Allah yang pertama tetapi 
'ibarat mushkil, ya'ni [24] jadi ia berchgrai 
dengan ketujuh gifatnya, naqig ^ukumnya.
The above passage when translated into English conveys this
meaning:
Know [that hy the line] 'Is One with His seven 
Attributes' is meant that [He] is not separate 
from His seven Attributes; even if [He is] called 
Essence* Allah is the first, but expression 
becomes difficult, that is, [24] He becomes 
separate from His seven attributes «■* then [He is] 
insufficient•
Now the main point of error here is the full stop after the 
wor(^  Pksfo 5 and this changes the meaning* What ^amzah considers 
mushkil here is the allusion to pertama, not to Allah* In 
fact by arranging the sentence in the manner he did,
Doorenbos now makes ^amzah contradict himself in saying that 
Allah is the First* If we but take a glance at a preceding 
passage in which $amzah comments on the meaning of what is
781. Doorenbos, p.126*
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982the First,' then we will see at once that the First is 
the Essence Unique, devoid of Attributes* The symbolic Name 
Huwa is an allusion to this Unique Essence* But Allah is the 
Name of the Essence together with Attributes. It is the sum 
of all Names. Olearly, therefore, to return to the passage 
in que&tion, the First to which ^amzah refers is not Allah 
but Dhat Allah* So, then, the passage should read:
Fa1 lam - Dengan ketu.juh gifat bersama-sama.
Ya*ni tiada bercherai dengan ketujuh gifatNya 
sungguh [pun] dikata Dhat Allah yang Pertama.
Tetapi 1ibarat mushkil; ya*nl [24] dadi la 
bercherai dengan ketujuh gifatNya - naqi§ 
b-ukumnya.
Know [that by the line] Is One with His seven 
Attributes is meant that LHe']' is not separate 
irom His seven Attributes even though it is 
said that the Essence of God is the First. But 
[here] expression becomes difficult; that is,[24]
[if we say that the Essence is the First, it 
conveys the impression as though] He is 
separate from His seven Attributes - and this 
makes Him logically insufficient.
On page 25:
Adapun kepada !ulama sharx*at: wujud Allah
dengan Dhat Allah 
mithl matahari dengan chahayanya; sungguh 
pun esa, pada penglihat mat a dan penglihat 783
hati, dua T^ukumnya; matahari lain, chahayanya lain.
This means:
According to the Doctors of Theology •.•
GocPs Being and His Essence is like the sun
782. See Asrar, p#22; Doorenbos, p.125* 
783* Doorenbos, pp.127-128.
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and its light; though one and the same, to 
outward and inward perception they are two 
[things]: the sun is other than its light.
And this is exactly the opposite of what the *Ulama* say,
for they would never admit that the sun and its light are
one and the same, and that it appears to be two things only
when viewed with the eyes of internal and external perception.
What 3$amzah reports of the lITlama,ls stand on this point is
that to them the sun and its light (God and His Essence) are
in fact two things; they appear to he one only because of an
illusion on our part* The passage should read:
Adapun kepada *Ulama*_shar11 at ... wuQud 
Allah dengan Dhat Allah mithal matahari 
dengan chaha yanya; sungguh pun esa pada 
penglihat mata dan penglihat hati, [pada ^aqlqatnya] 
dua ^ukumnya: matahari lain, chahayanya lain.
According to the Doctors of Theology ... God*s
Being and His Essence is like the sun and its
light; although they appear as one and the same 
[thing] to external and internal perception, they 
are in fact two [things]: the sun is other than 
its light.
Prom this it can he seen how one comma placed after the word
esa can wreak havoc to the meaning intended! In another
passage, it is the omission of a full stop that makes IJamzah
spurn the sharl* at:
Adapun madhhab Hu'tazilah dan_Rafi$I 
dan zindxq, kalam Allah makhluq 
pada hukum sharxTatnya; barangsiapa 
mengauakan kalam Allah makhluq, kafir 
- na*udhubi llahi minhui'
784. P.51; ibid., p.133*
Which in English means:
To the schools of the Mu'tazilah, the 
Rafi<Jx and the Zindxq, God's Speech is 
created according to the sharx1 ah♦ Whosoever 
says that God's Speech is created is an unbeliever 
- may God preserve us from him I
But this should in fact he:
Adapun [kepada] madhhah MuJ^tazilah 
dan Rafi$x dan Zindxq, Kalam Allah 
makhluq. Pada ljukum sharl'atnya, barangsiapa 
mengatakan Kalam Allah makhluq, kafir - 
na'udhu hi’Llahi minhui
To the schools of the Mu'tazilah, the Hafi<jLx and 
the Zindxq, God's Speech is created# According 
to the sharxJah, whosoever says that God's 
Speech is' created is an unbeliever - may God 
preserve us from himi
In another passage, the misplacement of a full stop makes
§amzah demand the impossible of the votaries of the Jarxqat
who are already burdened with injunctions to
•, # mengurangi makan minum dan mengurangi 
tidur dan mengurangi berkata-kata dan jauh 
daripada orang banyak dan daripada 
sekalian perbuatan* Ini (farxqat namgnya, 
tiada lain daripada’ IJaqxqat; ... 7
In English this means:
... lessen food and drink, and sleep, and 
conversation; and to^keep distance from the crowd 
and from all action, ' This is called (Jarxqat, 
[and it isj not' different from §aqxqat; ...
Surely 3$amzah is not advocating that Jarxqat means the
cessation of all action! The full stop should be inserted
785# Ibid*, p.185. 
786. Xtalics mine.
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after the word ini, not before, so that now we get the true 
sense:
*** lessen food and drink, and sleep and 
conversation; and to keep a distance from the 
crowd and from every such action# It is 
called Jarlqat [and it is] not different 
from gaqlqat ,.♦
Consider this passage on page 98:
*. * kerana kepada ahl as suluk: 
yang ada jua, menjadi; ada yang non 
tiada itu, tiada dapat menjadi ada#' '
which means:
for to the People of the lath that which 
exists becomes; the existence of that which is 
non-existent, cannot become existent.
How can that which is non-existent, and cannot ever become
existent, exist! The passage must read:
• * • kerana kepada Ahlu* 1-Suluk 
yang ada jua menjadi ada; yang 
tiada itu tiada dapat menjadi ada#
#*• for to the People of the Path it is only 
that which exists that becomes existent; that 
which is non-existent cannot become existent#
Pinally, there occurs on pages 27-28 this interesting error:
Adapun maka dikatakan ,ilmu pertama 
nyata daripada segala nyata, kerana tatakala 
(la ilaha S.W.I#) menilik dirinya dengan 
filmunya maka jadi tiga, bergelar:' _*ilmu,
*alim, mn^lum; yang menilik bernama *alim, 
yang ditilik bernama ma!lum, tilik-menilik 
bernama !ilmu* Ketiganya esa juga, namanya 
berlain-lainan tetapi kerana filmu juga L28]
787* Doorenbos, pp#193-19^* 
788# (The text has bergelarnya#
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maka !alim dan ma!lum beroleh nama dan beroleh 
kenyabaan, Tuhan pirn gahirlah dengan hambanya, 
hambanya pun jahirlah aengan Tuhannya; sebab 
inilah maka dukatakan filmu pertama nyata 
daripada segala nyata, Kerana Dhat semata 
memandang dirinya, Jalim kelihatan tilmu 
pun kelihatan, ma!lum pun kelihatan, Adapun 
Dhat semata tiada dengan gifat, itulah yang 
pertama ^.ukumnya; apabila ia menilik dirinya, 
dilihatnya dirinya dengan sekalian shu’unnya*
Pada ketiga itu, yang menilik bernama *alim, 
yang ditilik begnama ma!lum, tilik [menilik] 
bernama 1ilmu,' *
Translation:
The reason why Knowledge is said to be 
the first among the manifest is because when 
God the Glorious and Exalted gases upon Himself 
with His Knowledge [He] becomes three, called: 
Knowledge> Knower and Known: the Seer is called 
the Knower;“the Seen is called the Known; Seeing 
is called Knowledge, The three are one and the 
same, but the names are different, for by 
virtue of Knowledge [28] the Knower and the Known 
acquire names and manifestation, the Lord 
becomes apparent to His servants, His servants 
too become apparent to their Lord; this is why 
Knowledge is said to be the Pirst among the 
manifest. Since the Essence is ever contemplating 
Itself, Knower is seen, Knowledge is seen and 
the Known is seen. The Essence is without 
Attributes, that is the first* When It gazes 
upon Itself It sees Itself together with all 
Its Predispositions, Por all the Three, the 
Seer is called Knower, the Seen is' called Known, 
Seeing is called Knowledge,'^
The explanation that §amzah intends here is the reason for
asserting that God!s Knowledge is logically the first among
His Attributes, This reason is based on the postulate that
God in His Essence is ever contemplating Himself, As a
789» Doorenbos, p,130.
790, TTae Italics are mine to indicate the point in question.
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logical result of this, His Knowledge becomes manifest to
Himself and consequently also the Known becomes the content
of His Knowledge, Logically, therefore, there ought first
to be the Knower, then Knowledge, and then the Known (which
is in fact so written in the manuscript) and not, as
Doorenbos has it, Knowledge-Knower-Known. The reason why
Knowledge is the first Attribute is not because the Lord
becomes manifest to His servants vice-versa, which is what
Doorenbos makes out, for the reason for that is precisely
because of Knowledge, The reason why Knowledge is the first
Attribute is because the Essence is ever contemplating Itself,
which produces Knowledge, Furthermore, the word ketiga,
meaning three, in the last sentence of Doorenbos* passage is
erroneous and would even tend to give an impression that the
Divine Being has metamorphosed into a Trinity* This word
should in fact read ketika, meaning 'instant*. The whole
passage should read:
Adapun maka dikatakan 'Ilmu pertama nyata_ 
daripada segala nyata kerana tatakala Allah 
Sub^Lanahu wa Ta'ala menilik DiriNya dengan 
'IlmuNya, maka jadi tiga, bergelarnya: 'Alim,
!Ilmu, Ma'lum. Yang Menilik bernama 'Alim,
Yang Ditilik bernama Ma'lum, Tilik-Menilik 
bernama 'Ilmu, Ketiganya esa juga, namanya 
berlain-lain; tetapi kerana 'Ilmu juga [28] 
maka 'Alim dan MSL'lum beroleh nama dan beroleh 
kenyataan. Tuhan pun gahirlah dengan hambaNya, 
hambaNya pun |iahirlah*dengan Tuhannya, Sebab 
inilah maka dxkatakan 'Ilmu pertama nyata 
daripada segala nyata kerana Dhat Semata 
memandang DiriHya; 'Alim pun kelihatan, 'Ilmu 
pun kelihatan, 'Ma'lum pun kelihatan. Adapun
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Dhat Semata tiada dengan Sifat 5 Itulah Tang 
Pertama hukumnya* Apabila la menilik DiriNya, 
dilihatNya DiriNya dengan segala Shu’unNya.
Pada ketika itu, Yang Menilik bernama ‘Alim,
Yang Ditilik bernama Ma'lum, Tilik£-Menilik] 
bernama 'Ilmu,
The reason why Knowledge is said to be the first 
among the manifest is because when Sod the 
Glorious and Exalted gazes upon Himself with 
His Knowledge, He becomes three [Names];
Knower, Knowledge, Known, The Seer is called 
the Knower, the Seen is called the Known,
Seeing is called Knowledge* All three are in 
fact one and the same, only its names are 
different, for it is by virtue of Knowledge 
that the Knower and the Known acquire names 
and manifestation* The Lord then becomes 
apparent to His servants and His servants then 
become apparent to their Lord*
Because of this^ it is therefore said 
that Knowledge is the first among all that is 
manifest, for the Essence is ever contemplating 
Itself; Knower, Knowledge and Known are seen.
The Essence is Absolute, without Attributes;
That is the First* When It gazes upon Itself 
It sees Itself together with all Its Predisposi­
tions* At that 'instant', the Seer is called 
the Knower, the Seen is called the Known,
Seeing is called Knowledge*
Since what is aimed at here is not a complete and 
detailed review or criticism of Doorenbos1 work, the preceding 
exposition thus far will suffice to prove the validity of 
my judgement regarding the editor's knowledge and under­
standing of the Malay language. Notwithstanding this, there 
is yet one more important criticism that I have to make on
791- Ike word 'this1 here refers not to the preceding
sentence, but to the notion that "it is by virtue of 
Knowledge that the Knower and the Known acquire names 
and manifestation,"
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Doorenbos * edition, and this is witli respeot to his edition 
of the Zlnatu* 1-Muwahhidin (Sharabu* 1-!5shiqin) ,
It has been mentioned at the beginning of this 
introduction that there is another Malay version of the same 
work known as the Banten version (Cod* Or, 2016), (This 
version belonged at one time to the Sultan Abu>1 -Maniasin 
Zaynu?l~! Abidin of Banten (1690-1733) an& the copying of
nopL
this text was completed in November 1704* ^  To the best of 
my knowledge, with the exception of the Acheh version in 
number 66 of Bnouck Hurgronje's collections (God* Or, 7291 
II) ^ 794 no 0ther Malay version of this work exists.
It seems to me strange that in selecting the text 
for his edition, Doorenbos did not choose the Banten text, 
preferring instead the Acheh text. No reason was given for 
this, preference, I remark that it seems strange because the 
Acheh text, in comparison with the Banten text, is by far 
the inferior; and this for two very glaring characteristics, 
Birst, the Acheh text contains more corrupt words and, 
although the script is clear and legible enough, it is often 
beset with faulty diacritical signs, or the lack of these 
signs* Burthermore, the entire text is not vocalized. No 
doubt both diacritical and vowel signs may not necessarily
792, Bee 2016, p,8* Doorenbos also states this (p*3),
793* A,H,™T1T6 = November' 1704,
794* I shall hereafter refer to this version as the Acheh 
text.
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"be a serious consideration-. But I wish, to point out that in 
this case it "becomes important simply "because $amzah has 
specifically emphasized that this should be done by future 
scribes who wish to copy the book'^ - and this is an 
indication that the text has not respected gamzahfs consid­
eration* Consequently - if one may speak on behalf of §amzah 
- he himself would have regarded this text unfavourably* 
Second, and this is more serious - there are many lacunae in 
the Acheh text which can only be filled by the Banten text*
In one case in particular there is a gap of two pages, or 
slightly more, in the Acheh text and this has to be filled 
by the Banten text I The Banten text is therefore far 
superior to the Acheh text. It has far less mistakes In the 
script, the diacritical signs are more correctly given and 
the whole text Is vocalized. In this and in its contents the 
Banten text respects yamzah’s injunction* Since in presenting 
an edition of ^amzah's works one should represent him in his 
best texts, I therefore see no reason why §amzah should be 
denied this right and be presented instead through a patched- 
up inferior text*
In this part of my work, I present an annotated, 
romanized Malay edition of three prose works by JJamzah which
795. See the last page of the Sharab, and see further above, 
p .  242. * * -----
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may well be his only prose w o r k s , T h e s e  are the Asraru*!- 
1 Arif In, the Bharabu*1-1 Sshigin'7^  and the Muntahl.^^
As regards the Asraru’ 1~ T Arif in, the Acheh text, as far as 
I know, is the only one extant. The Banten text of the 
BharabuM-T Ishiq.In - with the exception of the Zinatu* 1- 
Muwahhidln - is also the only one of its kind in Malay, 
There is a fragment of the Muntahl in Malay contained in
oni
fourteen pages of manuscript corresponding to eight pages
BOOof the complete version. The text of the fragment is 
badly written and omits several quotations found in the 
complete version* Apart from this fragment, there are two 
♦Javanese translations of the Muntahl. Of these two,
His verses mention titles of what appear to be other 
prose works written by him: the Miftah al-Asrar (2016, 
p. 28) and the Bayf al-Ri.jal (2 01'6', p ,91) ; and s ome 
verses entitle'# the Ruba' al-MuEaqq.iq.in* However, these 
titles may well refer to works already identified, and 
the Ruba1 al-Mubaqpiqln seems to me beyond doubt to 
refer tcT tTae^verse form of the Fifteen Verses of the 
Asrar:
Asraru? 1-1 Arif In pun perbuatnya
Ruba1 al~MubaqqiqIn nama bay try a,
(2016, p.91; see also Asrar, pp.17-20), In any case, the 
prose works referred to Tn '1 this note have so far not 
been found.
7291 (1)*
2015.
7291 (3).
759I (2;.
CocT7 Or. 1952 (pp. 1-14*).
Of. 7291 (3)? pp.110-118.
God. Or, 5716 (2), pp. 51-100; and Cod, Or. 7736 (1), 
pp.1-78. Hereafter cited as 5716 (2) and 7736(1) 
respectively.
796.
797.
798.
799.
800. 
801. 
802. 
803.
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5716 (2) is the better text* Although the first fourteen 
pages of the text are marred by holes, the text is clear 
and, it would seem, faithfully duplicates the original Malay* 
With the exception of quotations from Arabic and Persian 
sources (not always rendered correctly), the text itself is
Aryi
not vocalized* 7736 (1) contains more textual errors than
5716 (2) * With the exception of twenty-three pages toward
805the end of the manuscript, the text is completely vocalized* ^ 
In addition to the annotated romanized Malay edition 
of the three prose works of gamzah described in the above 
paragraph, I also present an annotated English translation 
of the text of these three works* In attempting to give as 
faithful a translation as possible, I have translated the 
texbs literally* The Muntahl, though the shortest of the 
three, is the least Systematic1, containing, as it were, 
the very essence of gamzah’s mystical teachings set down in 
concentrated form* It seems to me to be the most problematic 
of the three texts and a somewhat clarified explanation on 
two important points regarding the treatise will have to be 
set down here*
JDhe first point is the problem of the title which 
lends itself to two possible translations depending upon the 
reading of the last vowel of the word mlm nun ta* ha* ya*;
804* Of* 7736 (1), pp*l-78 
Ihia*, pp♦55-78 *
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i.e. should it read Hunt aha or Muntahl? The former reading 
means the Uttermost End, referring to the Lote Tree in the 
highest Heaven which Muhammad saw on his Night Journey 
(mi1 ra,j). The Night Journey is of great significance in
§ufism as it was then that the Prophet had two visions of 
the Truth; one with the outward (zahir) eye and one with the 
inward (batin) eye. The vision of the Lote Tree marks the 
highest degree of gnosis (ma!rifah). In his commentary on 
the Chapter of the Star, the Shaykh A^mad al-!AlawI, a §ufl 
of Morocco (d* 1934-) says:
This vision [i.e. the vision of the Lote 
Tree] was with thg^eye of the senses, whereas 
the previous one * had been with the eye of 
the intelligence. Now the genitive after Lote 
Tree is possessive, and what is meant Is the 
Lote Tree of Him at whom all things reach 
end. Verily thy Lord is the Uttermost End.
The Lote rree here^ sxgnffie'tK the whole of 
manifestation which groweth out from its root 
in Him. Thus is it also named the Tree of the 
Universe.
This vision was more excellent than that 
which preceded it in virtue of its union of 
separate elements and its integration of widely 
scattered fragments. Thus He said: Even here is 
the Garden of Ultimate Refuge, meaning 'that 
tKe Lote Tree marketh a finality of Gnosis, and 
that he who attaineth unto this point is enshrouded 
by the Lights of the Divine Presence - nay, the 
whole world is enshrouded, so that he seeth 
naught without seeing therein God. This is 
explained in the words When there enshrouded the
806. See Qur’an 53: 13-18. 
807* See ibid., 53:6-12* 
808. Ibid7T33:4-2.
809# TSTcU, 53:15#
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Lote Tree That which enshroudeth, that is, 
when it was enfolded and covered hy the all- 
enshrouding Lights of the Divinity, so that 
the whole hierarchy of created "beings disappeared, 
the majestic and the lowly, in the manifestation 
of the Lights of the Names and Qualities.
God is the Light of the Heavens and the earth.
It was through the appearance of Tliese, which ignp 
referred to in the words at another revelation, 
that Muhammad attained unto more through the 
vision of the outward eye than through the 
vision of the Heart alone. His outward eye was 
at its vision one with his inward eye, and 
therefore did God praise him with the words 
His eye wavered not, nor did it transgress, 
that is, the outward eye wavered not from what 
the inward eye beheld, nor did it transgress by- 
going beyond the bounds and turning its attention 
away from that wherein the Truth manifested 
Himself unto him, but it kept its gaae upon Him 
in each several thing •.,
Now the Truth is not to be seen by any 
outward eyes whatsoever except there sight be 
inverted and have taken on the function of the 
inward eye, even as the sight of Muhammad's 
outward eye had been inverted and become one 
with his inward eye ... his other-worldly sight 
was united with his earthly sight so that with 
the former he beheld the Inward Aspect of the 
Truth in respect of His Name the Inwardly Hidden, 
and with the latter he beheld the Outward Aspect 
of the Truth in respect of His Name the Outwardly 
Manifest ...
 TEe Heart's vision was hierarchically
nearer to the Truth than was the vision of the 
outward eye, which could never have achieved the 
union of separate elements and the integration 
of widely scattered fragments if the universe 
had not been enshrouded by the all-enshrouding 
Lights of Unification which are lit from the 
tree ofoVheresoQfer ye turn there is the Face 
of God. Whoso attaineth unto This hath reached
810. Ibid., 53:16.
811. TbTd., 24:55.
812. TEIU., 53:13.
813. TSTcI., 53:1?.
814. TUTd., 2:115; see also 24:35; "the 'tree' referred to 
here is the tree of God's Light that is neither of the 
East nor of the West (the tree of wheresoe' er ye turn)' 
meamng~T;he tree of Gnosis.
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an End "beyond which there is no passing, 
and Muhammad's attainment thereunto is indicated 
in the*words Verily he behjld, of all the Signs 
of his Lord, th e G-reatest ye know £rom 'this
last word that "the Sign in question was not of 
the category of created beings nor yet of the 
Manifestations of the Names and Qualities, but 
it can have been no less than the direct vision 
of the Lights of the Holy Essence*
These passages from the Shaykh Ahmad al-^Alawi's commentary
on the verses in the Chapter of the Star may well serve as
an apt summary of IJamzah's Muntahl as that treatise deals
precisely with an exposition on the nature of Gnosis* The
word Muntaha is certainly very relevant to the subject of
the treatise, yet I would not prefer it to the word Muntahx
as befitting its title0 A1-Muntahl means The Adept, and it
appears to be a Persian form derived from the Arabic
m u n t a h a The word muntahx appears once in gamzat^s prose,
and I read the final vowel with an x as the word refers to
a person: Adapun akan orang muntahx *. * i• e. As to the
818 — adept .p.o o In one of his verses rhyming in the vowel x,
819IJamzah refers once to his treatise entitled Muntahx,
8!5* Ibid*, 53:18.
816* Iiubab al~fIlm fx Surat Wa? 1-Najm, pp.8-10. The English 
translation is by Martin Lings;' see Lings, pp.173-175* 
817* See IJujwxrl's Kashfu* l-Map.jub, translated by R.A. 
Nicholson, London, 1911,p*T68. Hereafter cited as 
Kashf'u* 1-Mab jub •
818. ZiHrTp775.
819* 2016, p.91:
Piwayat ini daripada Shaykh al-Eansurx 
Menunjuki kita sekalian mubtadx 
Bukan baharu sekarang tegal kuchari 
Daripada gayfu* 1-Hijal dan Muntahx.
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and one of the Javanese translations gives the title with
QpQ
two dots below the final vowel indicating I* In spite of
the fact that the text of gamzahis prose and verses are
not vocalized, the contents of the treatise in question and
the evidence of what has been demonstrated above establish
beyond doubt that the title should read Muntahl, although
it must be emphasized that muntahx bears a close semantic
relationship with muntaha and the Prophetls Eight Journey*
Indeed, the title muntahl is applied originally to the
Prophet,821
Ihe second point concerns a considerable gap
occurring in the text of the Muntahi* Fortunately, this gap
822can be filled by one of the Javanese translations * Ihe 
Javanese text indicates that the gap covers the space of 
six pages^^ and reveals further that the missing part in 
the Malay text is not one of great importance that throws 
any new light or adds new information on the subject as 
already contained in the text* For this reason, it is 
sufficient merely to give here a gist of what is discussed 
in the gap* The discussion continues from the preceding 
pages of the text on an exposition of the esoteric meaning 
of the saying of the Prophet; "Whosoever knows his self
820. 5716 (2), p.100.
821. OfTTashfu ’ l-Mab.iub, pp .167-168.
822* 5716" 'ost: - —
823* Ibid *, pp * 79-84 *
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knows his Lord.” There follows a quotation in Arabic verse
from an unidentified source:
Wa tabdu bi na! ti^l-’izgi^^ fl kulli magharin 
Wa anta •ala’l-tahqlqi tilka’l-magahiru 
Fa dhalika ^ fan »ayni*l~Khiyabi wa laysa bx
Wa law la hi,i &bu> l~kawni lam yaku gahiran 
Fa lasta bi saql^l^frubbi bal anta sakiru 
Wa f anka hadxthu*l~hubbi yurwa ila*l~wara 
Wa minkaa 1-tan alii mursalun mutawatiru. ^
My literal rendering of this verse is:
By the attribute of Glory You appear in everygxQ
theatre of manifestation,
And You are in truth these manifestations* oxi 
That is so because of the Eye of the Unseen, ^
for I have no veil 
And my sight is to Beauty exposed*
Were it not for the Veil of Existence You would
not be Outwardly Manifest,
You are indeed not the Cupbearer of the Wine of
Love, but the Inebriate.
It is concerning You that the Tale of Love is
told to the world,
And from You are transmitted revelations successive*
824. The text is obscure here. Dr. W. Arafat of the Depart­
ment of the Middle East, School of Oriental and African 
Studies, London University, suggests the reading: Wa 
tabdu banatu* 1-1 izzi ... (see note, 830).
825. ^ext h a s dhaksu ~
826. Text corrupt: nl.
827* Text has: tarflyyun.
828. Text has: lam yakun, but in the jussive mood, the final 
radical is dropped.
829* 3716 (2), p.74.
830. Following Dr. Arafatfs reading, this line would read: 
The Daughters of Glory appear in every theatre
of manifestation.
831* i*e* That is so because it is the Eye of the Unseen 
that sees the truth.
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The meaning intended is that the One Real Being not only
appears in every theatre of manifestation hut that He is
also identical with the theatres in which He is manifested*
The §ufl knows that this is true because of direct experience
(kashf) in that he has passed away and hence he is no longer
obstructed by the veil of self so that he now sees with the
Eye of the Unseen (i.e. G*od) - or rather it is the Unseen
832Who sees Himself through him*  ^ Existence as such is as a
mirror, possessing no real being in itself and hence a veil
unto the Real, but it is nonetheless a mirror reflecting
Real Being and making Him apparent - He is at once Love,
833Lover and Beloved  ^ and hence all Converse of love points
to Him. Up to this point, the D^wan of MaghribI gives
identical thought and meaning:
0 Thou in whose life-giving Race all the Universe
is manifest,
And 0 Thou whose Countenance is apparent in the
Mirror of the Universe I 
Since the Darling of Thy Beauty looked in the Mirror 
And saw the reflection of his face, he became wild
and mad [with love] f 
Every instant Thy Countenance displays the beauty of
its features 
To its own eyes, in a hundred fair vestments*
It looked forth from lovers* eyes
So that it behold Its beauty in the faces of Idols*
Thy Race wrought a Mirror for Its self-display,
And called that Mirror fAdam and Eve*.
832. Cf. Insanu*1-Kami1 I, p,62. Asrar, p .68: Sharab, p .10;
Ra*aytu rabbi bi*ayni rabbi*
833* See the" Lam'1 at T "ox '^Iraqi (Lama1 at, pp#327*330) .
The English." “translation is given by Browne, Literary 
history of Persia, III, pp.133*139*
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He "beheld the Beauty of Ills Face in every face
through him,
Therefore hath he become the Mirror of all the Names.
0 Thou whose Beauty hath shone forth to Thine own eyes. 
And who hast plainly seen Thy Face in Thy own eyes,
Since Thou art at once the Seer and the Seen, there
is none other than Thee ...
The last line of the quotation in the Muntahl refers to the 
doctrine of perpetual creation, which is "based upon the 
well-known verses in the Chapter of the Most Compassionate. ^ 
He who allows his Self to "be veiled, with the resulting 
inability to ‘see1 the Truth with His Sight, is then consid­
ered to have suffered a great loss, as the next quotation 
in the text conveys:
Fa man ayrada 'anka mushahidan siwaka 
fa dhaka’1-1abdu wa’Llahi khasirun. ^
Whosoever turns away from You, being 
a seer only of that which is other than You,
that slave, by God, is lostI
There follows a quotation from Uways al-Qaranl to the effect 
that "When poverty is perfect it is indeed God" (Idha 
tamma’ 1-faqru fa huwa’Llah) 'Poverty' here means complete
fana *, that is, fana* from the very state of fana*; the state 
of the soul reintegrated in the Spirit, described as 'return­
ing' to its original nature (irni'r ila aglihi).^^ The
834. See Literary history of Persia, III, pp.334-335*
835* Qur’an 55:26, 27? 29; see also above, pp.V5o~i36 
836. 57I6 (2), p.80.
837* TBfa., p.81.
838. Loc. cit* The reference here is to the Qur’an 89:28; 
cF7 aEove, pp. 152- 153.
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state is further described in the Persian quotation from
8^Q -  -
the author of the Sawanih , Aljmad al-Ghazalx:
Shakhsi didam nashastah^^ bar khashk zamln^ ^
Nah kufr nah is lam u nah dunya u nah din 
Nah haqq [nah] haqlqat nah tarlqat nah yaqln 
An dar du nihan kira buwad hay Sin?
I saw a man sitting on a barren floor [having]
Neither unbelief nor belief; neither world nor religion 
Neither Truth nor Reality; neither the §ufi path nor
certainty*
Who in the two worlds will have such a way of life?
By the two worlds is meant not only this world and the 
Hereafter, but also the mystical microcosm (f alam gaghir) 
and macrocosm (!alam kablr)* The faqlr is he who has passed 
away from the existence of the two worlds (kawnayn) that are 
veils concealing the Essence If the faqlr is still 
conscious of God as the Lord Who is worshipped, then his 
poverty is not complete as his consciousness betrays that 
the duality between slave and Lord is still maintained by 
him* For this reason, Ba Yazid says:
839* A treatise on Love, the Lover, and the Beloved*
840* Text reads: nashashtah*
841* Text corruptT zalsaynT~
^2. 5716 (2), pp.8T-p*
843* Cf» Ibnu*1-1Arab!: ".*. were it not for the existence 
of the two worlds, the Essence would certainly be 
manifest." (Muntahl, p*128); also Lama1at, Lam1at XX, 
p.3^2: Cal~faqiruj" suwadu* 1» watjhi f i* 1 -darayn - The 
faqrr is' h¥~ who'se f ace is Llackened in both worlds * 
Also cited in Muntahl, p*125#
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Tawbatu’ l~nasi min dhunubihim wa tawbatx
— ------------------ -------- _ —  — ffliTr-----------
min gawli la ilaha illa’Llah.
Repentance of the people is from their sins; my 
repentance is from saying fThere is no god hut God1*
and Shibll says:
Nan !arafa*Llah ma qala*Llah wa man qala 
*Llah ma !arafa9Llah* ^
Whosoever knows God does not say Allah; 
whosoever says Allah does not know God*
This can he compared with the following verses from Nagh-
ribl*s Dlwan where he says:
Cease, 0 my son? from denial and^affirmation 
Talk not of rexcept1 and ■no1!
If they hid thee lay down thy life,
Go* lay down thy life, and talk not I 
Until thou knowest who !I f and *Wef are 
Be silent1 talk not of *1* and *We!I '
When one is still conscious of one*s own existence, one can
never become a complete faqlr for uexistence is a sin with
848which no other sin can he compared*fI After the quotations 
from Ba Yazld and Shibll there follows Jamlfs ruba rI :
Anra ki fana1 shewa u faqr aln ast
Rah kashf u yaqln nah mafrifat nah din ast
844. ^716 (2), p.82*
845. ho^cit*
846. Denial" ‘(nafl, i*e. la: 'no1) and affirmation (ithbat, 
l« e« ill^i ^"except*XT" Maghrib! here refers to "EKe first 
part of "the shahadat: La ilaha illa’Llah: There is no 
god except God*
847. Literarg history of Persia, III, pp,542-543.
848. See A sra r,' p »51; BuhtdTS " p »118; and above, pp. 06-09.
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Raft u z l miyan hamm khuda mand khuda  ------ u.-— — --------   -“m q
Al-faqru idha tamma huwa’hlah in ast*
Whinfieldfs translation of this ruba1I is:
When poor indeed and dead to self thou1 It need 
No visions, knowledge, certitude, or creed;
When self has perished naught hut God remains,
For ’’Perfect poverty is God indeed#” 850
The meaning intended in this ruba11, in the light of the
foregoing exposition, is self-explanatory# The state of the
faqlr who has achieved complete poverty is further vividly
illustrated in the following analogy conveyed in 11raqi’s
verse in the Fourth Lam * at:
Zahar at shams uha^^ fa ghibtu flha
 ,   "" " 1   --T' -I""- ' :  ^  1 A S P
Fa idha ashraqat fa dhaka shuruql * ^
Her sun appeared and I am lost in her;
When she rises, that is also my rising#
"That is also my rising” means my ”going forth” (khuru.ll)^^
from the shell of self to attain to higher Selfhood. For the
§ufl who travels along the path of poverty, he will ultimately
8 ^ 9 * 5176 (2)» p.83« The text is not free from errors. See 
LawS'? p.13 of the Persian text#
850. Lawa’ih, p#10#
851. Textureads shamsun,
852# For ashraqat and shuruql the text has ashrafat and
shurufI# The root sharaqa in this case is more approp­
riate in describing "the r 1 sing of the sun, which is the 
metaphor used in the above verse* See 5176 (2), p#83* 
853* Loc.cit* This word is written on the margin of the
text explaining the intended meaning of the last word 
in the verse - (i#e# shuruql)*
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discover that the final stage of his progress is obstructed 
by the veil of knowledge (both *11m and mafrifah: gnosis).
So, at that point, for him "knowledge is the greatest veil 
(Al- * ilmu hitiabu*1-akbar). He should strive on to achieve
the state described earlier by Ahmad al-Ghazalx,^^ for the 
time fagxr is he to whom there is neither Lord nor slave 
(al-faqxru la rabban lahu wa la *abdan lahu).^^ He is like 
a wave which when the breezes cease to blow subsides and is
lost in the ocean. He is then said to "stand in no need of
God" (al~faqxru la yafotaqu ila*Llah) for he is God - 
or rather he has passed away and there is only God* In a 
narrative attributed to Abu Yazld al-Bis^amx, whose name has 
been closely linked with this concept of f ana?, the same 
spirit is conveyed:
Once He raised me up and stationed me 
before Him, and said to me, !0 Abu Yazld, truly
my creation desire to see thee.1 I said, ’Adorn
me in Thy Unity, and clothe me in Thy Selfhood, 
and raise me up to Thy Oneness, so that when Thy 
creation see me they will say, We have seen Thee: 
and ThoUc-wilt be That, and I shall not be there 
at all. ^
5^4-• Ibid., p. 84. Of. Ibnu* l~f Arabx: "Knowledge [i.e. gnosis: 
marrifah] is a veil between the Knower and the Known."
(Asrar, p.71)« Bee also Muntahx, p.128.
855* Bee' above, p* 373*
856. 5716 (2), p.84. Of. Lama’at, Lam1at XX, p.352; the 
sayings of 'All^ij-Jarirf: "al-faqlru 'indl nan la
qalba lahu wa la rabba lahu," and Junayd: "al~faqiru
la yaftaqara 11a nafsihi wa la ila rabbihi•"
857- 5716 (2), p.84; hamjf.at, Lam’at XX, p.352.
858. Sarraj, op.cit., p.382. The English translation is by 
Arberry in fcuffism, p.55*
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Finally, the last quotation which ends the lacuna comes again
from 1Iraqi1s Lama1at:
Raqqu*l~zut1atiu wa raqati? 1-khamru 
Fa tashabaha wa tashakala ’ 1-amru
Fa ka*annama khamrun wa la qadahu
Wa ka’annama qadahun wa la khamru*8^
The glass is fine and the wine is clear,
Their resemblance is indistinguishable;
As if it were wine without a cup,
And as if it were a cup without wine*
—  —  —  RAOThis same verse appears in Ghazall1s Mishkat al-Anwar and
also, in a Persian version, in the first strophe in one of 
■Iraqi!s tar,ji1 bands „88 ^ Shah Ni fmatu’Llah, in one of his 
verses in his Dr wan, conveys a similar spirit* The meaning 
of the verse speaks for itself.
With this reproduction of the quotations missing 
in the original version of the Muntahl and my interpretation 
of the meanings they convey based upon the little that may 
be gleaned from the sketchy comments in the Javanese text, 
fefttahl that I now present may be regarded as complete.
The system of transliteration of Arabic characters 
that I adopt throughout the edition and the work as a whole 
is as follows:
859* 5716 (2), pp.84-85; Lam1 at V, p.335*
860* Edited by Abu’I-1 Ala !AfIfI, Arabic text (al~Maktabatu*l- 
■Arabiyyah), Cairo, 1964, p<»57°
861* A kind of verse in which the same line recurs at stated 
intervals.
862. Cf. Literary history of Persia, III, p*472.
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(a) Consonants:
(bamzah) t
\ (alif) a
(ba*) b
(ta>) t
(t'ha'') til
(S C.lxm) D
c (&li) b
t (kba’) kb.
(dal) d
t
3 (AhaI) ah
___> (ra1) r
_£> (zay) z
(sin) s
V.. >** (shin) sb
(jP (si^ .) §
($!&) a
(til) t
]b (sii) 2
£ (1 ayn)
i
£ (PMyP;) gb
L > (fa») f
6 (gaff ) q
ci3 (ka£) k
l )
(lam) 1
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_> (2iS)
(nun)
3  (waw) 
(haQ
(3 Czl1)
(*b) hong vowels;
(3 or \ 
3
n «
3
(c) Short vowels: 
/
/
m
n
w
h
7
a
u
a
x
u
(d) Diphthongs: 
________
3
w
3 -----
(©) Others;
w
O
ji
ay
iyy
aw
uww
ah (as in ma!rifah) and at 
(as in ma "rifatu)
al-| or 5I-
3 8 0
Throughout this work the system of romanized Malay 
spelling is not the same as that still officially used hy 
the Government and in Malay schools and textbooks in Malaya*
I am following closely - though not exactly - the system 
adopted hy the Kongres Bahasa dan Persuratan Melayu III 
(Singapore, 1956)* In this system, the pepet sign (v) and 
hyphens (except in oases of repetition of words usually 
denoting plurals and emphases) are dropped out, and the 
spelling is made phonetic* Thus, for example, sa-suatu is 
spelled sesuatu; di-peroleh-nya is spelled diperolehnya - 
and so on*
In both the romanized Malay edition and the English 
translation of the texts, numerals without brackets are my 
notes continued in the usual order from the preceding 
chapters; numerals in square brackets (Cl]) indicate paging 
of the manuscripts; numerals in brackets on the left-hand 
margin of the text indicate numbering of texts and transla­
tion for the purpose of identification; a word or words in 
square brackets (Cone]) denotes conjecture; a letter or 
letters in square brackets (Co]) indicates missing letters*
The archaic forms of spelling of both Malay and Sanscrit 
words occurring in the texts are spelled as they appear in 
the texts * Hence, terbunyi (tersembunyi); menengar (mendengar); 
berajar (belajar); buddi (budi); shiksa (siksa), etc*
Arabic words occurring in the Malay texts, and words of
3 8 1
Arabic origin which, have "become common Malay usage are 
spelled according to the Arabic form following the system 
of transliteration of Arabic characters here adopted* Thus 
words now regarded as part of common Malay usage such as 
kaum, maksud, alam, dunia» are romanized with the addition of 
diacritical signs to indicate their original Arabic deriva­
tion as qawnu maasud* *alam? and dunya.
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CHAPTER VII 
asrSru * Ii-1 JlRIPIIT
karangan
5am a ah. Pamsurx
[Naskhah Leiden, no* 7291 (1)1
[ 16] Bismi? Llahi * l-Bafcmani* 1-Rahim
Al-^amdn 11 * Llahi5l-ladhx^ shara^a o «
gudura’l-1 io?ifxn bi mafatx^i wujudihic  ^
wa zayyana qulubahum ggfei asrardhi ^ 
[wal^nawwara arwa^ahum _ bi ma'arifi 
shuhudihi wa zahhara nufusahum bi 
nuri !ishqihi* Af$alu*l-§alat 
wa akmalu’l-ta^iyat ’ala sayyidina 
Muhammad^sahibi* l-haw&i* 1-mawrud 
wa’l-maqami * l-mu^ammadi ’ l-ma^mud 
wa !ala alihi wa ^a^bihi^ajma'in wa’l- 
Ijamdu li’Llahi rabbi’l^alamxn*
(1) Ketahui, hai segala kamu anak Idam yang Islam, bahwa 
Allah Bubhanahu wa Ta'ala menjadikan kita; daripada tiada
Ofrn AAR
bemama ( diberiNya nama, dan daripada tiada berupa
863* The text has the Malay form of the word wu.jud, i#$*:
ujud, spelled aw,jud* This form of the word is frequently 
found in the text.
864# The text is incorrect: qulubuhum*
865* Text incorrect: asrarihxm*
866* Text here garblecH
867* The text reads: ,.* daripada tiada (diadakannya, dan
daripada tiada) bernama' * , etc. The words I have put
in brackets are to my mind a later interpolation and
do not belong to text, since if read thus then
5amzah*s entire mystical system collapses, and they 
contradict 5amzah!s persistent idea that the world is 
not created ex nihilo* See, for examples, pp*29-31; 
34-38; and Sharab V pp»98-100« The reading of the text 
as I have arranged above seems to me to be correct and 
consistent with Q am zeh*s mystical system* Doorenbos 
explains this apparent contradiction in gamzah's system 
by saying that the contradictory words are homilitic in
3 8 5
8 6 9diberi berupa; lengkap dengan telinga, y dengan bati, dengan 
nyawa, dengan bucLi. Xogya kita cbari Tuban kita itu supaya 
kita kenal dengan ma'rifat kita, atau dengan kbidmat kita 
kepada guru yang sempurna mengenal Dia, supaya jangan taq§Ir 
kita*
(2) Adapun sementaranya belum bertemu dengan yang sempurna 
berma’rifat, pandang pada lima belas bayt* Adapun ini empat 
serbawang pada sebuab bayt* Jika tiada kamu fabam pada bayt 
lima belas bayt ini, libat pada sbarabnya pulang,^7^  kerana 
[pada] sbarabnya itu perkataan ma’rifat Allab [ada] dengan 
nyata dalamnya* Wa’Llabu a* lam I
purpose (see Doorenbos, p.205). But I reject tbis 
explanation as~ tbe bomi 1 itic part of tbe treatise is 
actually tbe beginning written in Arabic* Tbe bomily is 
indeed generally written in tbe beginning in Arabic in 
all sucb treatises* In my opinion, tbe problematic words 
could only be eixplained away as a later interpolation 
by a copyist wbo tbougbt it fit to insert tbe words to 
satisfy tbe ’Ulama’, not realizing, perhaps, tbat in 
doing so be rendered tbe entire system self-contradic­
tory*
868. Text repetitive,
869* Text bas ditelinga*
870* *.. libat pada sbarabnya pulang . *. i.e.: pulang pula
pada sKarannya r 'Pulang:' return, retrace, in tbis context 
it; conveys tbe meaning: consult, look again* I tbink 
tbat tbe use of tbe word pulang in tbis sense is derived 
from tbe Arabic usage of tbe word raja1a, meaning to 
return. See, for example^ tbe^way in wbicb tbis^word is 
applied in tbe Qur’an: Ma tar a fi kbalqi’ 1-rabmani min
tafawutin, fa’rji’i’l-bagara bal tara min futurin*
(67:3). Bee also Qur’an 67:4 wbere tbe way in wbicb 
raja1a is applied supports my opinion*
(3) Sbabdan. Tiada berapa lagi kurangnya. Adapun jikalau 
bertemu dengan kurangnya, digenapi; jika bertemu dengan 
salabnya, diperbenari; jika bertemu dengan penggal pada 
bahasa atau pada ^Lurufnya lebib - kurang, [17] diperbaiki -
872jangan di!aybkan « kerana manusia terbanyak lupa dan lalai, f 
seperti sabda Rasulu’Llab (galla’Llabu ’alaybi wa sallami): 
”Al~insanu murakkabun fala’ 1-nisyan,,f
y a1 nl *
’’Manusia itu terkendaraan atas lupa*” kerana manusia itu 
penub dengan 1aybnya* Melainkan Allab Subbanabu wa Ta!ala 
jua yang tiada ber'aybNyal
(4) Bab pada menyatakan ma’rifat Allah Ta’ala serta
SifatKya^7^  dan Asma’Nya .
Abo segala kita yang menyembah fkan Kama 
Yogya diketabui apa Yang Pertama 
Kerana Tuban kita yang Sedia Lama 0™=
Dengan ketujub §ifat bersama-sama.
871* Tbe use of sbabdan before beginning sentences is very 
common in classical Malay literature* It is most 
probably an abbreviation of sbabida anna; be testifies 
tbat ... Gf. also Wilkinson,
872* Text bas repetitive form: lalai-lalai.
873* Text is incorrect: ^ifatNya.
874. Tbe text is repetitive.
875. Following tbis verse are two verses:
Kunjung-kunjung di bukit yang mabatinggi 
Kolam sebuab dibawahnya 
Wajib insan mengenal diri 
§ifat Allab pada tububnya.
Wurani baqiqat kbatam 
Supaya terang laut yang mabadalam 
Berbenti angin ombak pun padam 
Menjadi sultan kedua falam*
Tbese are wandering verses tbat bave somehow found tbeir 
way bere* For my explanation of tbis, see my Introduction9 
p.54Q» and tbe notes *764-166 - In tbe present ^ edition I am 
excluding sucb wandering verses from tbe main body of tbe text.
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[18] Tuhan kita [itu yang] EmpunyaoDhat 
Awwalnya IJayy pertama bilang_§ifat '
Keduanya 'Ilmu dan Rupa Ma'lumat 
Ketiga Murid *kan sekalian Iradat.
Keempat Qadir^^Ldengan QudratNya tamam 
Kelimanya §ifat ' bernama Kalam 
Keenamnya Sami' dengan AdaNya dawam_
Ketujuhnya Baglr akan £alal dan TjLaram.
Ketujuhnya itu adanya qadlm 
Akan i[s]ti1 dad ['a]lamln sempurna 1Alim 
Kerana §ifat ^  ini dengan^Kamal al-ljaklm 
Bernama Bismi9Llahi51-Ralj.mani91-Ra£lm.
'Ilmu ini gaqlqat Muhammad al-Nabl 
Menurutkan Ma'lum dengan lengkapnya qawl 
Daripada Haqlgatnya itu jahil dan wall qot 
Beroleh i'tibarnya dengan sekalian peri.
Tuhan kita itu empunya Kamaloop 
Didalam 'IlmuNya tiada panah _zawal 
Ragman dalamnya perhimpunan Jalal
[19] Berserta dengan Raljam pada sekalian Jamal*
Tuhan kita itu yang^bernama 'Aliyy 
Dengan sekalian SifatNya_ segantiasa baqi 
'Ala jaml!i?1-1alamln AtharNya jadi_ oqc 
Daripada sittu jihat - sebab inilah khall. ^
876* Text iS; corrupt: sifat *
877* Text has; qadir - A Malay form of spelling; the ya* 
taking the £unction_of the kasrah*
878* Text incorrect: gifat *
879* Text incorrect: slfat*
880* Here follow five Tines in the text which have been
crossed off by the scribe as mistakes* _
881. Following peri are three words: isharat dengan 1ibarat 
which are corrupt, as they are out' oi context in" both, 
this verse and the one immediately following* Probably 
isharat and 'ibarat are alternatives for i 1tibar occur­
ring in the last’ Tine of the verse*
882. I*e. > Minangkabau form of the Malay word pernah*
885* Text: glfatNya*
884. Text incorrect; atharNya* _
885* Text has; sebab ihilan tiada khall. Tiada is not meant.
See the reading in the' commentary on pp. 50-51 of the 
text.
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Ohahya AtharNya tiadakan padam 
Memberikanownoud pada sekalian * alam 
Menqadikan ' makhluq slang dan malam 
Ila [abadi]’1-abad tiada’kan karam.
Tuhan kita itu seperti ba£r al-'amxq 
Ombaknya penuh pada sekalian £arxq 
Laut dan ombak keduanya rafxq 
’Skhir kedalamnya jua ombaknya gharlq.
Lautny a f Slim halunnya Ma1 lum 
Keadaannya_Qasim ombaknya Maqsum 
Jufannya ^akim shu’unnya Ma^kum 
Pada sekalian 'alaraxn inilah rusum.
Jikalau sini kamu®®® tahu akan wujud 
Itulah tempat kagu shuhud
Buangkan rupamu * daripada sekalian quyud 
Supaya dapat kedalam Diri qufud.
[Pada wujud Allah] itulah yogya kau qa’im 
Buangkan rupa dan namamu da’ im 
Nafxkan rasamu daripada makhdum dan khadim 
Supaya sampai kepada *Amal yang Khatim.
892Jika engkau belum tetap seperti b&iu J 
ljukum dua [lagi] khadim dan ratu qqu
Setelah lupa engkau daripada emas dan matu '  
Mangkanya dapat menjadi satu* [20]
886. Text incorrect: atharNya.
887. Text has: Bernama'but Men,jadikan is correct* See the 
reading in’TKe commentary on p. 51  of the text.
888. Text has: kamunya. Cf. commentary on p.60 of the text.
889. Text has: rupanya. Eupamu is the correct reading. See
the commentary on p .62 of the text,
890. The text reads: kedalamnya bersu,1ud. I am following 
the reading in the commentary on p.63* which is the 
correct one, as the commentary begins with an explana­
tion of the meaning of the word qu’ud, and not su,jud*
891. See the commentary on p.65 of the "text•
892. Text is corrupt: nyatanya. See the commentary on p.68
of^the text.
893* Khadim dan ratu: text is corrupt; it has adm dan art.
I  agree with. Professor ran Ronkel's rendering to  
khadim dan ra tu  as being in  conform ity w ith  the meaning 
Intended. See "Doorenbos» pp.123? note 5? and 155? 
note 2*
894. Text has ba tu, but see the commentary on p.70 o f the 
te x t •
foe lum fana’ daripada ribu dan rat usJika'
Tiada’kan dapat adamu kau hapus
Nafxkan rasamu itu daripada kasar dan halus
Supaya dapat barang katamu harus*
5 am z ah ]?an§url sungguh pun Ja ' If 
gaqxqatnya hampirrvgada Dlxat al-Sbarxf 
Sungguh pun Tj.abab ~ rupanya kathxf nnn 
Wagilnya da’im dengan ba^r al~la*J?xf*
Inilah Bayt Lima Belas* Dengarkan pula pada 1 ibarat shara^ .
(5) Aho segala kita [yang] menyembah C ’kan] Nama 
Yogya [diketahui apa Yang Pertama]
Ya'nx Kama Allah Sub^anahu wa Ta*ala, kerana pada ^ukum
sharxfat barangsiapa menguchap la ilaha illa’Llah Mubammadun
895* lext has tjika preceded by ya1 nl*
896* Text has Tjhe plural form orr'SaFbah: habbat, meaning 
beads, granules, pustules, e*g* trivxalxtxes* ffabab 
means blister; in the text:bubble•
897* This is the last of the 15 verses* But there follow in 
the text 5 more wandering verses;
Hamzah^Fan^url orang !uryanx (text^ corrupt; for 
"uxyanx it has yang ghana or ghanx)
Seperti Xsma’xl ^Sdx qurTS&il (uexb corruptikhurban) 
Bukannya lAjamx (text: !Ajlmx) lagi fArabx
Senantiasa fana’ (textj^  fahna: Achehnese form) 
dengan Yang Baqx
IJamzah miskxn, tiadakan kaya
Dimana’kan sampai k< ” Qahhar
Seperti Muhammad (text corrupt: mabrt) Sayyidu’l-
Sampai kepada Jalxl al-Akbar*
§amzah Bangurx terlalu karam
Lidalam laut yang mahadalam
Berhenti angin ombak pun padam
Menjadi Sultan (text corrupt: shlatan) daripada
kedua 'alamo
898# See note 67c* Bee my Introduction, pp* 548^ . and notes 764-
pulang.8^8
(text has Q.ahar 
Anbiya’
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Rasulu’Llab dengan lidabnya Islam T^ukumnya* Pada batinya? ~ 
wa?Llabu a 1 lam I Seperti sabda Nabi (galla’Llabu !alaylii 
wa sallami):
"Man gala la ilaha illa’Llab dakbala*l-jannab."
y a 1 nl:
flBarangsiapa mengucbap la ilaha illa»Llab 
maauk sburga (terlalu mudab)" [21]
Dan lagi sabda Rasulu’Llab (galla*l~Labu 'alaybi wa sallaml):
"Man gala la ilaha illa*Llab kbaligan mukbligan 
dakhala * l-tj annah»"
y a * ni:
uBarangsiapa mengucliap la ilaha illa?Llab dengan 
sucbi batinya masuk sburga."
Babwasanya kerana nama dan [yang] empunya [nama] esa, apabila
nama disebut [maka] serasa [yang] menyebut [dengan yang]
empunya nama* Adapun kepada baqlqat, yogya diketabui [yang]
Empunya Nama maka^^^ sempurna i§lam[mu]• Seperti orang
kebenua Cbina dan menengar nama raja Gbina juga,^^ [sunggub
qoi
pun] tiada berlibatan^ dengan raja Cbina; maka sempurna 
[ia] ke benua Cbina dan raja Cbina pun dilibatnya* nama raja 
Cbina pun didengarnya; keduanya diperolebnya. Sebab itu 
kepada ^aqxqat yogya diketabui dan dikenal[i] NamaNya yang
899 • Naka bere conveys tbe meaning agar, supaya; in order 
tbat9 so tbat*
900. Juga bere conveys tbe meaning pun: also* just (as).
901. Text bas berlibatnya*
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dinamai Allah, kerana firman Allah Ta'ala:
Man kana fl hadhihi a!ma fahuwa fI’1~*akhirati 
a 1 ma wa^^ aflallu sabllan.
ya rnl:
Barangsiapa tiada mengenal Allah disini 
di’akhirat pan tiada dikenal [dan lebih jauh ia
dari jalan yangbenar].
Kerana ini maka kata Ahlu’l-Suluk akan orang [yang] tiada
mengetahui Allah tetapi menyebut Kama Allah dengan ikhla§
hatinya, [ia itu] isiam ^.ukumnya* Ittifaq 'mama* dan Ahlu’l-
Suluk: [akan] orang [yang] mengetahui Allah kha§£ hukumnya;
akan orang [yang] mengenal Allah khagg al-khagg hukumnya,
kerana orang [yang] mengenal Allah *ala daripada [orang
yang] mengetahui Allah* Seperti sabda Basulu’Llah
(galla’Llahu "alayhi wa sallamQ :
"Wa1 bud rabbaka ka’annaka tarahu ..."
ya * nl:
"Sembah Tuhanmu seperti kau lihat Ia ...
(* ibarat ini kepada orang [yang] mengenal 
Allah dapat [22] dikata)*
*.* Fa’ in lam takun tarahu fa9innahu yaraka *"
yalnl:
... Jika tiada engkau melihat Dia, bahwa 
Ia melihat dikau*n
902. Text has kerananya. to convey the meaning oleh kerana* 
903* Text is incorrectF aw.
904. Qur’an, 17:72.
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( ’ ib a ra t in i  kepada orang [yang] mengetahui 
A lla h  dapat d ik a ta )•
Lagi firm an A llah  Ta’a la :
¥ a ! bud rabbaka h a tta  y a*tiyaka* 1 -y aq in *
y a ’n l;
Bembah Tuhanmu hingga memberi dikau  
nyata (y a ’n l ny a t a : tia d a  shakk dalamnya)*
In ila h  ma’na* menyembah Nama’ *
(6 ) Fa ’ l a m -  Yogya d iketahu i apa Yang Pertama.
Ya’n l ta ta k a la  bumi dan la n g it belum ada, ’Arsh dan 
K ursI belum ada, shurga dan neraka belum ada -  semesta 
sekalian  [ ’ alam] pun belum ada, apa jua yang pertama? Ya’n l 
Yang Pertama Dhat Semata, SendiriNya, tia d a  dengan § i f a t ,  dan 
tia d a  dengan Asma’ Nya -  itu la h  Yang Pertama. Adapun Nama Dhat 
i t u  Huwa. Ma’na Huwa i t u  ism u^^ is h a ra tin  kepada Dhat 
tia d a  dengan § ifa t *  Adapun Nama A lla h  rendahnya sepangkat 
daripada Nama Huwa. Tetap i [Nama A llah  ituH  perhimpunan
segala Nama# S ep erti seorang Muhammad namanya; jik a  ia
- 908 909b e r’ ilm u , ’ a lim / namanya; jik a  ia  pandai, utus J namanya;
905. Qur’an, 15:99.
906. lam: Beginning a paragraph, meaning: Know (that by)
• •. followed by the explanation •. * (we mean) ... etc •
907# Text: Ismu.
908. Text incorrect: ’alim.
909. Doorenbos, perhaps on the authority of Wilkinson, reads 
utas - a spelling found in dictionaries. I think utas 
Isnot the correct spelling. In §amzah's verses tETs 
word has appeared in ones rhyming in IB. The correct 
spelling should therefore be utus and not utas (see, 
e*S* i~21§> p.89 - the verse is quoted on p# 4i, above). 
See also T• Iskandar’s article: Utus atau Utas? in 
Bari Bahasa, Majallah Bulanan Dewan Bahasa, (filid IX, 
bllangan^ T  pp®/7~~7&5 Kuald' Lumpur, February, 1965, 
whlcE supports my reading*
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jika ia tahu menyurat, katib namanya; jika ia keniaga, 
shaudagar namanya. Sekalian nama dikawah nama ini dikawah 
nama Muhammad ;juga, kerana ia perhimpunan sekalian [nama
itu] . Akan Nama Allah. Sub£.anahu wa Ta1 a la pun demikian lagi;
910 — —oleNya-7 menjadikan makhluq, Khaliq NamaNya; olehNya memkeri
rizqi akan hamka Nya Raziq NamaNya; olehNya membarikkan^1
•alam? gani1 NamaNya; olehNya menjadikan dengan T^ikmatNya,
Hakim NamaNya. Sekalian Hama ini dikawah Nama Allah jugat
kerana Nama Allah [233 perhimpunan sekalian Nama, T-etapi
Huwa tertinggi daripada Nama Allah sepangkatnya* Adapun Bhat
tinggi pula daripada Nama Huwa itu, Barangsiapa tahu akan
mafnanya ini? tahu [ia] akan Tang Pertama itu,
(7) Fa1 lam - Kerana Tuhan kita yang Sedla Lama.
Ya'nx Qadxm Sedia, tiada dapat di kicharakan
sekian lamanya, Ta!nl Qadlm tiada dengan qadxmnya, Awwal
tiada dengan awwalnya* Sedia Ada; tiada lulus kichara kepada
QadlmNya itu melainkau [kichara] Ahlu’l-Kashf Jua, Adapun
kata Ahlu’l-Kashf QadxmNya itu mithal [suatu] kuah [yang]
huntar; tiada kerhujung dan tiada kerpuhun, tiada permulaan
912dan tiada berkesudahan, dan tiada tengah/ dan tiada tepinya* 
dan tiada hadapan dan tiada kelakangnya, tiada kiri^^ dan
910, OlehNya conveys the meaning: oleh kerana Ia» oleh sekak 
Ia,
911* Original Arabic: kari*.
912, Text: ditengah,
913* Text: dikxrx, ~
5 9 2
qtzl 915
tiada kanan, tiada atasy dan tiada bawahnya, Inxlah
ma!na Qadxm Sedia# Jika ditamthxlkan [seperti] da’Irak pirn
dapat, kerana da’Irak tiada berawwal [dan] tiada berakhxr:
jika awwal, dikatakan akhxr pun dapat; jika akhxr, dikatakan
awwal pun dapat Yogya diketakui Qadxm Allah Sub$.anahu
wa Ta'itla dengan sempurna kenal# Inilah ma’na Qadxm Sedia
Lama, Betapa^^ dapat "bertemu dengan ma'rifat Allah Ta*ala
gika*^^ tiada taku akan QadxmNya Bedia?
(8) Fa1 lam - Dengan ketu,juk gif at bersama-gama*
Yafnx tiada berckerai dengan ketujuh gifatNya, 
sungguh [pun] dikata Dhat Allak yang Pertama, Tetapi 1ibarat 
mushkil; yafnl [2k] jadi la berckerai dengan ketujuh gifatNya 
- naqig ^ukumnya, Adapun kepada 'Liama’ sharx*at, Bifat 
Allah 1 ayn Dhat Allah pun tiada, ghayr Dhat pun tiada# Adapun 
pada kata Ahlu’ 1-Suluk, gif at 1 ayn Dkat# Mithal seorang orang 
kerana 'ilmunya maka bernama 'alim; kerana qudratnya maka 
bernama qadir; kerana iradatnya maka bernama murld, kerana
919
katanya maka bernama mutakallim;^ J kerana penengarnya maka
91k# Text: keatas,
915* Text: Aibawah,
916, In the text, the scribe has crossed off the words 
beginning with: ,,, ,1ika awwal# dikatakan akhxr pun 
dapat ,», etc# due to a mistake, but he corrects them 
as it appears above*
917. Text has: Maka, but the meaning intended is better 
conveyed by Betapa, rhetorical fkow?f*
918# Text has: maka, but what is intended is the meaning 
conveyed by jxka, i#e* if*
919* Text has income ct^form: kalam. Mutakallim is the
active participle of the noun kalam.
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bernama sami1; kerana penglihatnya maka bernama ba$Ir. Adapun 
’ibaratnya juga lain daripada Dhat Agli*^^ Nama §ifat yang 
tujuh itu suatu gayat, kedua !Ilm, ketiga Iradat , 
keempat QucLrat, kelima Kalam, keenam Sam1, ketujuh 
B a g a r . Dhat dengan ketujuh §ifat ini tiada bercherai. 
Adapun §ifat yang lain banyak lagi tiada terhisabkan.
Sekalian [§ifat yang lain itu] dibawah §ifat [yang tujuh]
ini jua, kerana yang tujuh §ifat ini tinggi daripada sekalian
- - 927§ifat itu. Seperti Nama Allah perhimpunan segala' { Nama,
§ifat yang tujuh itu jua perhimpunan segala §ifat. Apabila
tahu akan maTna tujuh §ifat itu, maka dapat mengenal dengan
sempurna kenal jua.
(9) ffa*lam - Tuhan kita yang Empunya Dhat.
Ya!ni Semata, tiada dengan §ifat. Pada suatu
1 ibarat Wa,jibu? 1-Wu.jud dinamai tUlama’, kerana Ia qa’im
dengan SendiriNya, tiada dengan [lain]• Sebab ini maka
dinamai lUlama’ Wa tj ibu? l~Wu(j ud. Maka kata Ahlu’ 1-Suluk [251
sungguh pun Ia qa’im SendiriNya, tetapi la memberi wujud akan
920. Text incorrect: agli.
921. Text
922. Text
923. Text 
924* Text
925* Text 
926. Text
MurTd.
>adir . 
luEaEallim.
Sami1♦
Bagir. Word following baglr in the text: a-namanya, 
is corrup^T
927* Text ambiguous: segala or sekalian. But I prefer segala 
as it is an unqualified judgment. In fact segala is 
used in this context before. See abore, p
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sekalian ’alam. Maka dinamai Wa.jibu’ 1-Wu.jud kerana Wunud
rn I >ia   II n  J m  i V tmmmmm
dengan Dhat esa l^ukumnya, Adapun kepada 'IJlama’ shariat
- - - - - 928Dhat Allah dengan Wujud Allah dua fyukumnya; wujud 'Ilmu'
dengan 'Alim dua ^ukumnya; wujud 'alam dengan 'alam dua 
hukumnya; wujud 'alam lain, Wujud Allah lain* Adapun Wujud 
Allah dengan Dhat Allah mithal matahari dengan chahayanya; 
sungguh pun esa pada penglihat mata dan penglihat hati,
[pada Tjiaqlqatnya] dua ^ukumnya: matahari lain, chahayanya 
lain* Adapun 'alam, maka dikatakan wujudnya lain kerana 'alam 
seperti bulan beroleh chahaya daripada matahari* Sebab inilah 
maka dikatakan 'Ulama wmjud 'alam lain daripada Wujud Allah, 
Wujud Allah dengan Dhat Allah lain* Maka kata Ahlu’1-Suluk 
jika demikian Allah Ta'ala diluar 'alam atau dalam 'alam 
dapat dikata; atau hampir kepada 'alam atau jauh dari­
pada 'alam dapat dikata* Pada kami Dhat Allah dengan Wujud
Allah esa Tjukumnya; Wujud Allah dengan wujud 'alam esa;
- - - 929wujud 'alam dengan 'alam esa ^ukumnya* Seperti chahayanya,
namanya jua lain, pada ^aqjqatnya tiada lain* Pada penglihat
mata esa, pada penglihat hati pun esa, Wujud 'alam pun
demikian lagi dengan Wujud Allah - esa; kerana 'alam tiada
berwujud sendirinya* Sungguh pun pada gahirnya ada ia ber-
wujud, te ta p i wahmx juga, bukan wujud ^Laqxql; s e p e rti bayang-
bayang dalam chermin, [26] rupanya ada ^aqlqatnya tiada*
928* Text has; 'ilmu, which is incorrect*
929• The nya refers to matahari»
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Adapun ittifaq ‘Ulama’ dengan Ahlu’ 1-Suluk pada Dhat; Semata* 
Sungguh pun Dhat dapat di ‘ibaratkan, tetapi tiada lulus pada 
‘ibarat kerana [tiada] diatas akan Dia, tiada dibawah akan 
Dia, tiada dabulu akan Dia, tiada kemudian akan Dia, tiada 
kanan akan Dia, tiada kiri akan Dia, tiada jauh akan Dia, 
tiada hampir akan Dia, tiada diluar akan Dia, tiada didalam 
akan Dia, tiada bercberai akan Dia, tiada bertemu akan Dia - 
tiada dengan betapanya; dan tiada [di]mana dan tiada 
kemana, dan tiada sekarang dan tiada sekejap mata, dan 
tiada ketika dan tiada masa; tiada Ia jadi dan tiada [Ia] 
menjadi, tiada Ia tempat dan tiada Ia bertempat* Seperti 
sabda Rasulu’Llah (galla’Llabu ‘alayhi wa sallami):
"Kana’Llahu wa la shay’a^^ ma‘abu»"
y a 1 nl:
"Dabulu Allab, [dan] tiada suatu sertaNya pun*" 
Kata Sbaykb Junayd Baghdadi (rabmatu’Llahi [ 1 alaybi] I);
"[Huwa]’1-’ana kama kana *"
930* Ilada dengan betapanya is a literal translation of tbe 
Arabic' bilS kayfa, ‘a theological term meaning: without 
‘bow?!. TfHis term came into prominence due to its use 
by Ibn IJanbal, founder of tbe §anball school 
(madbbab), and al-Asb'arl, tbe theologian. See, for 
example', Vensinck, A.J., The Nuslim creed, Cambridge, 
University Press, 1932, pp. 86, 116,190 note 2, 207, 
238# Hereafter cited as Wensinck; and a1-Ash1ari, 
pp*2h, 237* 8ee also below, p* > note \*3ogL 
931* Text incorrect: shay’in*
932* Text incorrect: Baghdad!*
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ya1nl:
n[Ia] sekarang pun seperti dahulu juga."
955 __
Firman Allah. Subganahu wa Ta!ala;
_ - - 934Subhana*Llahi y amma yas if un. ^
yafnl:
Mahasuchi A llah  tia d a  dapat d ip erikan .
Lagi firman^ ^ Allah Ta!ala:
936Lays a kamithlihi shay’un*
ya*nx:
Tiada suatu pun (barang yang kita bicharakan 
dengan hati kita, atau dengan ma'rifat 
kita) sudah-sudah [i.e. sama-sama]«
Malrifat itu bukan Cma*rifat] Dhat, [tetapi] keadaan Dhat
dengan periNya juga. Sebab inilah maka kata Ahlu91-Buluk
Dhat dengan keadaanNya esa. Tetapi yang kuhhxNya* Dhat itu
tiada siapa datang kesana [2?]. dangankan * awamm,^^ wall
dan nabx dan mala’ikatu’l-muqarrabln pun tiada datang kesana.
(10) Fa1 lam - Awwalnya gayy pertama bilang gifat.
YaTnx gayy [ i t u  ia itu ]  Hidup. Maka gayy pertama 
dikatakan kerana jik a  tia d a  gayy sekalian  g ifa t  in i  tia d a  
berkawn. la g in y a ^ ^  firm an A llah  Ta*ala:
933* Text has: Sabda.
93^. Qur’an, 23:92.~
935* Text has: sabda.
93^. Qur’an, 42:11.
93?* Text incorrect: 1awam*
9*56. Laginya conveys tbe "meaning: lagi pula*
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- - - _ qxq
Allahu la ilaha ilia huwa’ l~hayyu* 1-qayyum.
yaf nl:
Bahwa Allah Ta'ala esa, tiada Tuhan 
lain melainkan Ia, Hidup, memegangkan 
sekalian*
Lag! firman [Allah] Ta’ala:
Huwa ’ 1-b.ayyu la ilaha ilia huwa *
ya1nl:
Ia itu Hidup, tiada Tuhan lain 
melainkan Ia jua*
Adapun maka §ayy didahulukan daripada sekalian gif at ya’nl^ *'*’
- seperti seorang orang - jika tiada Tjiayy, mat! hukumnya*
Apabila mati ^ukumnya ’allnr^ pun tiada akan dia, murld pun
— 94 7) q/i/ttiada akan dia, qadir^  ^pun tiada akan dia, mutakallim*^^
pun tiada akan dia, saml* pun tiada akan dia, ba§Ir pun
tiada akan dia* Sebab inilah maka 3Jayy didahuluCkan]
daripada sekalian gifat bersama-sama, Inilah ma’na !]Jayy
pertama bilang §ifat*f^ ^
(11) Fa1 lam - Keduanya tllmu dan Rupa Ma1 lumat *
Ya’nl Tahu, kerana ’Ilmu itu pertama nyata dari­
pada sekalian nyata* Adapun maka dikatakan ’Ilmu pertama
959* Qur’an, 2:255*
940* Qur’an, 40:65*
941* Ya’nl here means oleh sebab*
942* Text incorrect: !ailm* "
943* Text has: qudrat, but qadir is consistent with the 
form here used*
944. Text has: kalam, but mutakalllm is consistent with the 
form here used*
945* Text has: gifatNya*
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nyata daripada segala nyata kerana tatakala Allab. Sub^anahu
wa la'ala menilik DiriNya dengan 'IlmuHya, maka jadi tiga,
bergelarnya: 'Slim, 'Ilmu, Ma'lum* Yang Menilik bernama
'Slim, Yang Ditilik bernama Ma'lum, Tilik-Menilik bernama 
948'Ilmu* Ketiganya esa juga, namanya berlain-lain; tetapi 
kerana 'Ilmu juga [28] 'Slim dan Ma'lum beroleh nama dan 
beroleb kenyataan* luhan pun ^ahirlah dengan hambaNya, 
hambaHya pun gahirlah dengan Tuhannya* Bebab inilah maka 
dikatakan 'Ilmu pertama nyata daripada segala nyata, kerana 
Dhat Semata memandang DiriHya; 'Slim pun kelihatan, 'Ilmu 
pun kelihatan, Ma'lum pun kelihatan# Adapun Dhat Semata 
tiada dengan §ifat; Itulah Yang Pertama Tjfukumnya# Apabila la 
menilik DiriFya, dilihatHyalah DiriHya dengan sekalian 
Shu*un-Hya#9^ *7 Pada ketika itu Yang Menilik bernama 'Slim, 
Yang Ditilik bernama Ma'lum, TilikE-Menilik] bernama 'Ilmu* 
Dhat terbuni dldalam 'Slim dan Ma'lum dan 'Ilmu* Maka 
bergelar Awwal dan Ikhir, Jahir dan Batin; yang menilik
948bernama Awwal, yang ditilik bernama Skhir, yang ditiliky
__ 949 —
bernama gahir, yang menilik^ J bernama Batin# Kerana inilah
-950 _ _
maka firman Allah la'ala:
946# Ihe text is repetitive here*
947* lext incorrect: su*unNya*
948• Text: tilik•
9491 Text has: ditiliklTya, but surely this is incorrect, for 
it is the Se'er (Yang Menilik) who is Hidden (Batin) 
and the Seen (Yang Di"fI'lTE^ HManifest (gahir) *
950* lexts- sabda#
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Huwa * l~awwalu wa * 1-’ akhiru wa* l-gahiru 
wa’l-batinu wa huwa 131101111 shay * in !allm # 951
Ya ' nl:
Ia jua Yang Dahulu, Ia jua Yang Kemudian,
Ia Yang Nyata, Ia lerbunyi; Ia tahu 
pada segala suatu*
Lag! kata Lam1at;952
Ma'shuq [u] 'ishq [u] 'ashiq^-^ harCsih]^ *
yakyast Xn.ja' ^
Chun wag I dar na-guntjad hijran chi kar darad?
ya'nl;
"Yang Diberahikan dan Berahi dan Yang 
Berahi ketiganya esa juga;
Sini apabila bertemu tiada lulus beroherai 
dan dimanakan ada?"
Lagi kata Shaykh Muhammad MaghribI (rafrmatu* Llahi 1 alayhil) :
"Chun 'agm tamasha~i~tjihan kad zi khalwat 
C293 5mad betamasha-i^.jiban 'ayn .jihan shud ..."
y a f ni:
"Tatakala berbichara hendak melihat 'alam daripada
rumah yang sunyi 
Datang melihat rupa 'alam, menjadi semata 'alam..."
951* Qur’an, 57:3*
952. Ihis is the singular form of Lama1 at, referring to
'Iraqi's famous poem. See Literary History of Persia, 
III, pp. 124— 139* Also see below, p. 5^ 9/
953* lext incorrect: 'ashq.
qc.lL ~
^  • Text corrupt: r~la.
955* Text incorrect: Intju.
956. The Malay text is corrupt* See 'Iraqi's Lama'at,
Lam'at III, p.331.
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"Har naqsli ki u khwast badan naqsti baramad
Bushid haman naqsh bad[an] naqsh fiyan shud. ”
"Barang-barang tulis yang dikehendakinya dengan
tulis itu datang 
Tertutup dengan tulis itu juga nyata [ke] lihatan."
Kerana ini maka kata 'All (r adiya*Llahu [ 1 anhuj ] berkata:
"La aVbudu r abb an lam arahu."
ya * nl:
"Tiada kusembah Tuhan jika tiada kulihat*rt 
Lagi kata fAlx (nadiy a? Llahu 1 anhu I ) ;
“Ha ra’aytu shay*an 11a wa ra*aytu*Llah fxhi. "
ya fnx:
"Tiada kulihat suatu melainkan Allah dalanmya."
Inilah ma!na *Ilmu pertama nyata daripada segala nyata.
(12) Pa1lam - Ketiganya Hurxd akan sekalian Iradat.
Ya*nx Hurxd [itu iaitu] Berkehendak kepada isti*dad
Qgy —
yang dalam TIlmuNya k e p a d a * a l a m  ini. Seperti kata 
gadxth Qudsx:
"Kuntu kanzan makhfiyyan fa ahbabtu an u Trafa."
ya * nx:
"Aku perbendaharaan yang terbunyi, 
maka kukasih bahwa aku dikenal."^^
Ya!nx !alam dengan isti*dadnya sekalian yang didalam ^lmuPya
957# Berkehendak kepada istdJdad . kepada falam - the 
la^tthFTkepadsy cohveys^ the 'meaning: s'upaya menj adi.
958* Text has':
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9 5 9itulah maka^^ dinisbatkan dalamnya kepada perbendaharaan
yang terbunyi hendak mengeluarkan ma'lumat dari dalam
’IlmuNya* Maka bersabda: "Kuntu kanzan makhfiyyan [fa
960afrbabtulan u^afa*" Adapun tamthxl^ perbendaharaan itu 
seperti puhun kayu; sipuhun dalam bijinya. Biji itu perben­
daharaan. [30] Puhun kayu yang dalamnya itu isi perbendahar­
aan ? terbunyi dengan lengkapnya: akarnya, dengan batangnya, 
dengan chabangnya, dengan dahannya, dengan rantingnya, dengan 
daunnya, dengan bunganya, dengan buahnya - sekalian lengkap 
didalam biji sebiji itu. Maka biji itu hendak mengeluarkan 
tumbuh puhun kayu itu daripada dirinya ditengah padang yang 
mahaluas. Maka biji itu berkata: "ICuntu kanzan makhfiyyan
fa ahbabtu an u'rafa" - ya’nx sekalian kata ini isharat
- 961 - - -kepada Berkehendak juga* Dan lagi firman^ Allah Ta’ala:
Innama amruhu idha arada shay ’ an an ----------—:r mngg----
yaqula lahu kun fa yakun. y
ya*nl:
Bahwasanya barang titahNya, tatakala 
berkehendak kepada [se]suatu,qbahwakan 
berkata baginya: "Jadi kaui" ^  ^ menjadi.
959* Maka here conveys the meaning: yang di«
960* Text’ incorrect: thamthxl*
961* Text has: sabda*
962* Qur’an 36:S2“*
963• Text has: lu, and Doorenbos renders this command "Jadi 
luin But tEe word lu is highly unlikely. My opinion 
is that the text is corrupt and the word should read 
kau.
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Ini pun isharat kepada Berkehendak juga. Adapun. kata 
Ahlu’l-Suluk ma’na "Hahju" [itu iaitu] mawjud hendak[nya]5 
dan Tjia$Lir hendak[nya] • Maka harus dikatakan^^1" "l[ah]u,r 
kerana ,rl[ah]u" itu isharat^® kepada suatu yang mawjud,
Jika tiada mawjud tiada akan disebut Allah Sub^anahu wa 
Tafala "Itahlu11. Kerana itu maka kata Ahlu’1-Suluk ma’na 
kun ("l[ah]uM) [itu] kata [kepada] ma’lumat didalam 'Ilmu 
Allah [yang] sedia mawjud, Tetapi kepada lUlama? [maflumat 
itu] tiada mawjud, [ia] Tj.adith - baharu datang tatakala la 
pandang~memandang DiriNya, Adapun kata Ahlu?l~Suluk, sungguh 
pun tiada [ia] mawjud pada ^ahirnya, [tetapi] pada ba£innya 
[ia] mawjud: ada, seperti puhun kayu itu juga; [31] sungguh 
pun belum keluar dari dalam biji itu, Tj.ukunm.ya adalah dalam 
biji itu - tiada shakk lagi. Jika tiada demikian, naqi§ 
^ukumnya.
(13) Fa1lam - Keempat Qadir^^ dengan QudratNya tamam.
Ya*nl Kuasa; jika tiada kuasa lemah ^ukumnya. Akan 
Allah Sublj.anahu wa Ta*ala tiada lemah, [Ia] kuasa menjadikan 
dan meminasakan dan menghidupkan dan mematikan; pada mencher- 
aikan dan [mem]pertemukan, pada mengambil dan member! -
967banyak lagi mithalnya yang tiada tersebut. Jikalau tiadaJ (
964, The text has been crossed out and corrected by the 
s cribe. _
965* Text: Isharat.
966, Text corrupt: qadlran.
967* Text repetitive: tiada-tiada.
4-03
968[Ia] kuasa, manakan dapat [Ia] memandang DiriNya pandang' 
ma'lumat yang dalam ■ilmuNya? Inilah yang berqudrat, yang
sedia sertaNya itu. Adapun *alam, sungguh. pun mawjud,
- - - - Q69
bayang-bayang maflumat Apa yang dalam ma!lumat itu'
- - 970sini kelihatan kerana ma!lumat itu terlyukum oleh" Qudrat
yang sedia, tiada dapat ditukariNya lagi. Apabila bertukar,
naqig ^ukumnya Qudrat yang sedia itu; ya*nl belum sempurna
maka hendak diperbaikiNya sekali lagi. Jikalau sudah dari
sana permai, tidak harus [diperbaikiNya sekali lagi]*
(14*) ... dan suara kita.^1 Seba'o inilah maka pada
L^ukum sharl1 at Kalam [Allah] tiada makhluq. Adapun [kepada]
madhhab Mu*tazilah dan Rafi$I dan Zindlq,^^ Kalam Allah
[itu] makhluq. Pada Tgukum sharl*atnya, barangsiapa mengata
[kan] Kalam Allah makhluq, [ia itu] kafir - na'udhu bi’Llahi
minhui Kalam Allah peri Dhat; Qadlm sama-sama dengan sekalian
yang sedia ketujuh itu. Adapun kalam Allah yang dibawa
Jibra’Il kepada NabI Muhammad Rasulu*Llah (galla*Llahu [32]
* alahi wa sallami ), yang tersurat pada mashaf, [itu] dapat
958. Meaning; ... memandang DiriNya serta maflumat yang dalam
*IlmuKya. i.e.: memandang DiriNya dengan pandangan 
kepada ma11 uniat ...
969* lext has: ma*lumat ini.
970. (Text has; terhulrumnya - nya here conveys the meaning: 
o leh.
971• TEIs is the last part_of a sentence belonging to the 
commentary on the Kalamu*Llah. See my Introduction, 
p.350 note 1 7G •
972. lext incorrect: Zindiq.
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dikatakan makhluq. kerana ^ukumnya sudah bercherai dengan Dhat 
pada !ibarat. Adapun kepada Tj-aqlqlnya, wa’Llahu a ’lam 
bi’ l-«gawabl
Qala’Llahu Ta'ala:
Innama qawluna li shay’in idha aradna 
an naqula lahu kun fa yakun»
y a 1 nx:
Bahwa sesungguhnya barang janji Kami 
akan suatu, tatakala kehendak Kami akan 
dia, bahwakan berkata baginya: "Jadi 
kauiM - menjadi.
Ini pun Kata Qadlm dengan kata isharat juga, bukan dengan
lidah dengan suara, Jikalau dengan lidah dan suara, dapat
dikatakan makhluq^ Kerana Allah Sub^anahu wa Ta^la mahasuchi,
KalamKya pun mahasuohi daripada lidah dan suara *974
(15) Fa1 lam - Keenamnya Sami1 dengan AdaNya da warn.
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Ya’nr Henengar. Jika tiada berpenegar tuli 
^ukumnya, Tetapi menengar dengan telinga [itu hanya] ^barat, 
kerana Allah Subljanahu wa la’ala tiada bertelinga seperti 
telinga makhluq * Adapun yang didengarNya sana H suara" 
isti'dad^^ maflumat yang didalam fIlmuNya senantiasa adanya. 
Inilah maka bernama wa huwa’ l-saml * u’ 1-1 allm , kerana
973* Qur’an, 16:40,
974-• lext follows with the word: suohi.
975* lext: Ya1ninya,
976. Repetibionof last part of isti1 dad in textj*
977* laxt incorrect: wahuwa’1-sami1 u' *allm. Qur’an, 2:137; 
5:76; 6:13, 116 5 ’ “8 : 4; 26:220;
29:5, 60; 41:36; 44:6.
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Sami' [dan] 'Alim sedia qadlm sama-sama dengan Dhat, Sungguh 
pun isharat pada sami'a’Llah li man hamidah, [itu hanya] 
Tibarat juga, tiada^® dengan telinga seperti telinga
makhluqat* Qala’Llahu La'ala:
- - - - 079
Wa atakum min kulli ma sa’altumuhu.
ya'nl:
Kuberi akan kamu daripada sekalian yang 
kamu pinta,
Kata Ahlu’l-Suluk pinta ini pinta isti'dad a^ll, bukan pinta 
sekarang, Maka DengarNya Allah Sub^Lanahu wa Ta'ala dengan 
telinga [333 'ibarat daripada'^ ma'lumat yang sedia sertaHya* 
Pinta ma1 lumat pun dengan isharat, memberi ma1 lumat pun 
dengan 'ibarat, Jika tiada demikian, tiada penengar qadlm, 
Apabila tiada penengar qadlm, naqi^ ^ukumnya,
(16) Fa1 lam - Ketujuh Baglr akan halal dan bar am,
Ya'ni Melihat, Jika tiada berpenglihat buta 
^ukumnya, Adapun Allah Subftanahu wa Ta'ala da’im melihat 
DiriNya dan rupa sekalian ma'lumat, $alal dan a^rarn didalam 
ma'lumat itu mawjud, Tetapi [la] melihat tiada dengan mata 
seperti mata pada makhluqat; dengan mata isharat juga dan 
dengan 'ibarat juga, Barangsiapa i'tiqadnya Allah Subljunahu 
wa Ta'ala [itu] melihat dengan mata seperti mata makhluqat,
[ia itu] kafir - na1 udhu bi’-Llahi minhaZ Kerana Allah
97S* Text repetitive, 
979« Qur’an, 14:34,
980, Daripada refers to
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SuhTpanahu wa Ta’ala suchi daripada sekalian makhluqat, 
FenglihatNya pun mahasuchi, Agal perkataan ’IlmuNya pun qadlm, 
ma'lumatNya tiada hercherai dengan ’IlmuKya, Apahila 
ma’lumatNya tiada hercherai dengan ’IlmuNya nischaya [la] 
senantiasa melihat [dia] dengan Penglihat yang qadlm* Jikalau 
ma’lumat yang didalam ’IlmuNya tiada mawjud, tiada ’Ilim 
NamaNya; BagirNya pun lenyap* Adapun [apahila] Allah 
Suh^anahu wa Ta’ala Qadlm dengan ketujuh §ifatNya, tiadakan 
lenyap BaslrNya, kerana NamaNya wa huwa9l~samifu ’l»hagir.
Lagi firman^^ Allah Sub^anahu wa Ta’ala:
Wa’Llahu hi ma ta'maluna hagir.985
ya'ni:
Barang [sesuatu yang] diperhuat mereka itu 
Allah Ta’ala melihat -
kerana §ifat ketujuhnya ini [34] qadlm; hukan IJayat ada ’Ilmu
tiada; atau ’Ilmu ada Iradat tiada; atau Iradat ada Qudrat
tiada; atau Qudrat ada Kalam tiada; atau Kalam ada Sami’
tiada; atau Sami’ ada Bagar tiada; atau suatu dahulu atau
suatu kemudian; atau suatu lama atau suatu haharu - tiada
- - 984demikian adanya. Barangsiapa i'tiqadnya demikian, Jalalat^
^ukumnya*
(17) Fa’ lam - Ketujuhnya inilah adanya qadlm*
Ya’nl dengan ketujuh §ifat yang sudah dikatakan
981* Qur’an, 42:11,
982* Text: sahda*
983. Qur’an, 2:265; 3:152; 8:72; 57:4; 60:3; 64:2.
984. Text incorrect: galalat*
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pada awwal al-kitab ini, inilah qadlm. Adapun §ifat yang 
lain, tatakala qawl ,fkun!tT (fa yakun), maka nyata kelihatan; 
mithal Khaliq^^ dan Kaziq^^ Yuljyx dan Yumxt.^^ Seperti 
§ifat ini banyak lagi yang tiada terperi dan tiada tersebut* 
Adapun * ibarat qawl "kuni" (fayakun) [itu ialah] pertama 
Allah Sub^anahu wa (Ta^la berfirman^^ pada isti’dad ma1 lumat; 
"Jadi kau!" (menjadi). Semesta sekalian dengan sekali "Jadi 
kaui", menjadi, sempurna lengkap. Jikalau dikurangiNya, atau 
ditambahNya, naqi§ ^ukumnya, [ya!nx] tiada sempurna tahu 
akan §ikmatNya$ kerana Allah Sub^anahu wa Ta!ala tiada 
seperti manusia; [iaitu] sudah [selesai] perbuatannya, jika 
belum permai baginya, sekali lagi [diperbuatnya] • Akan Allah 
Sub^Lanahu wa Q?afala tiada demikian £ukumnya$ dengan sekali 
["Jadi] kauj"^^ Ia berbuat permai, tiada dapat di’ay[b]kan 
lagi. Adapun barang yang jadi dibawah qawl "kuni" (fayakun) 
[itu] makhluq pada 1 ibarat, dan barang [yang] jadi diatas 
I qawl "kunlft] (fayakun) Shu’un Dhat dinama[i]nya Ahlu’-Suluk. 
Seperti nyawa; Khaliq [35] pun ia tiada, makhluq pun ia 
tiada, sungguh pun gadxth Nabx (galla*Llahu 'alayhi wa 
sallami):
985# Text incorrect: Khaliq.
986. Text incorrect: KazxqT
987* lexb redundant: dan wa YumxtUo
988. lext: bersabda.
989* lext awkward: dengan sekalia la berbuat ["Jadi]kau|", 
permai .,.
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"Khuliqa ’ l~rufa.u gabla’l-jasadi bi alfayn•"
ya ’nx:
"Jahir nyawa dahulu daripada tubuh dua 
ribu tahun#n
Kata Ahlu’ 1-Suluk nyawa amr Allah itu belum datang kebawah 
qawl "kunl" (fa yakun) c Seperti firman Allah Ta’ala:
Innama amruhu idha arada shay5an an
 -------- -— m w "  ----—
yaqula lahu kun fayakun*
yafnl:
Bahwa sanya barang titahNya, tatakala 
berkehendak akan suatu, bahwakan 
berkata baginya: "Jadi kaui" - menjadi.
Kata Ahlu’l-Suluk titah diatas "Jadi kauj" (menjadi), apabila
diatas "Jadi kaui" (menjadi) Khaliq^'*' pun ia tiada, makhluq
_ QQP _ _ - -
pum ia tiada. Seperti f i r m a n A l l a h  Subljanahu wa Ta’ala:
Wa yas’ alunaka 1 ani * 1-rubi. quli* l~rufci 
min amri rabbi wa ma utitum mina’l^’ilmi 
ilia qalilan*
ya1nl:
Bertanya orang kepada[mu] (Muhammad) 
daripada agal nyawa* Katakan (ya 
Muhammad): yang nyawa daripada titah 
Tuhanku. Bermuda; tiada diberi akan kamu 
filmu melainkan sedikit ( - mana kamu[a]kan 
tahu kepada nyawa?)«
990• Qur’an, 30:82*
991* Text incorrect: Khaliq* 
992# Text: sabda*
993* Qur’an,1 I'7:"85*
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Kerana ini maka kata Alilu’ 1-Suluk Khaliq^^" pirn ia tiada 
makhluq pun ia tiada - kerana [ia] titah Allah Sub^anahu 
wa Ta'ala. Adapun ittifaq ‘mama* dan Ahlu’ 1-Suluk: 'alam 
sekalian makhluq; ^ ukumnya Judith, kerana ia mugahir dihawah 
qawl Ukuni" (fa yakun) «* jangan dikatakan qadlm*
(18) Fa1lam - Akan isti'dad 'alamln sempurna 'Alim*
Yafnl isti'dad [itu iaitu] kelengkapanNya yang 
sedia didalam 1 IlmuNya [yang] terlalu tahu.^-^ Isti'dad 
itulah kelengkapan [36] yang sedia didalam !Ilmu Allah 
Ta'ala* Kata Ahlu'l-Suluk isti'dad tiada berpindah dan tiada 
dipindahkan Allah Subjanahu wa Ta'ala* Yang sedia [itu]
Shu’un Dhat Subjanahu wa Ta'ala - sedia terhantar didalam 
'IlmuNya - kerana, kata Ahlu’l-Suluk, [pada] suatu 'ibarat 
'Ilmu menurutkan Ma'lum* Seperti laut terhantar; ombak juga 
yang pergi-datang, timbul-karam* Tetapi, pada suatu 'ibarat, 
jika tiada laut tiada ombak timbul* Pada ’ibarat ini ombak 
menurutkan laut; ya'nx Ma'lum menurutkan 'Ilmu* ' Adapun 
kepada 'Ulama* Ma'lum juga menurutkan 'Ilmu, kerana pada 
'Ulama5 isti'dad aglx tiada masuk bilang* Apa kehendak 'Slim 
timbul seperti rupa kehendakNya itu. Adapun kata Ahlu'l-Suluk 
isti'dad agll [itu] ada dalam 'IlmuNya,seperti firman^^
Allah Ta'ala:
994* Text incorrect: Khaliq*
995* Yang terlalu tahu is the rendering of 'Alim: Omniscient* 
996* Text Incorrect: ralim*
997* Text: sabda.
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- - - 998Wa ma minna ilia labu maqairmii
ya'nl:
[Tiada suatu pun] barang daripada Kami 
melainkan [ada] baginya tempat [yang di] ketabui,
Lagi kata Ahlu' 1-Suluk isti'dad itu Sbu’un Lbat juga, belum
bercberai dengan Phat, sedia sentosha dalam Dbat pada 1 ibarat
ini. Adapun pada £aqlqat[nya] semata dengan Dbat juga,
seperti kata Sbaykb Mu^yl'l-Dln ibnu'l-*Arabl (radiya9Llahu
!anhul)5
"Kunna burufan 1 aliyatan lam nu[n] qal 
Hut a ? alliqatin bi9l-dari^°° * ala91-qulal ,..
Ya*nl:
"Dabulu ada kami £uruf yang mahatinggi 
tiada dipindabkan, Tergantung dengan 
istananya diatas pucbak gunung •..
... Kuntu ana [anta] flbi wa nabnu 
anta wa anta buwa «..
ya1nl:
.. * Aku engkau dalamnya (ya1 nl dalam 
pu[n]cbak gunung [573 itu) , dan kami 
sekalian engkau, dan engkau Ia .,.
... ffa’l-kullu fl buwa buwa fa's'al 'an 
man wagal,"
•. • Bermula: Sekalian dalam la, la- 
maka bertanyaClab] engkau kepada 
barangsiapa yang wagal,"
Adapun kata Sbaykb Muljyl’l-Dln [ ibnu] ' 1-1 Arab! isbarat kepada
998. Text incorrect: ilia laba maqami ma'lumi# Qur'an 575 164,
999. Text incorrect: bidari.
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isti'dad asll itu juga. Seperti sepuhun kayu dalam bijinya 
sedia ada serta dengan bidi itu, belum berpindab dan tiada 
dipindabkan, kerana belum bercberai dengan bidi itu. Apabila 
bergerak daripada tempatnya bendak keluar, maka berpindab 
namanya dan dipindabkan daripada tempatnya. Pan [demikian 
lagi dengan isti'dad a^ll, apabila bergerak dipindabkan 
daripada tempatnya, dan] 1IlmuNya dan IradatNya dengan 
KalamNya dengan Sami'Nya dengan BagiarNya - sekalian bergerak 
sama-samaj ila abadj'l-abad .3-000 j^epa<^ a luiama5 maf lumat 
dengan isti'dadnya itu £aditb dan berpindab dan dijadikan 
seperti tukang atau utus bendak berbuat rumab. Bicbaranya 
itu dengan isti'dad maTlumatnya. Haka diperbuat sebuab rumab. 
Rumab itu makhluq, rupa rumab yang dalam bicbaranya itu pun 
makhluq; Tjaditb keduanya* Kata Ablu'l-Suluk apabila demikian 
pada Qadlm Allah Sub£.anahu wa Ta'ala tiada dengan 'IlmuNya
lagi - lagi babaru berbicbara bendak menjadikan islam dan
-  1001 -  -  kafir galiljL dan fasiq. Apabila demikian, sungguh pun
Qadlm, tiada dengan IlmuNya, bebal hukumnya; sungguh pun
Raja, tiada dengan tenteranya, lemab ^ukumnya; sungguh pun
1002Berpengetahuan, tiada berkelengkapan, segan £ukumnya$ 
sungguh pun 'Adil, galim ^ukumnya. [38] Apabila [babaru saja] 
bendak berbicbara, bebal ^ukumnya; apabila tiada kekayaan
1000. Text incorrect: ilia bada ilia badinya.
1001. Text has: kafir dan islam; I have reversed the order 
for the sake of consistency.
1002. Segan: To be hesitant - a sluggard. Segan is a defect­
ive attribute and can therefore never be applied to 
God.
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[dan] baharu [saja] hendak mengadakan, faqlr £ukumnya;
apabila berpengetahuan [tetapi] tiada berbuat, segan
£ukumnya; apabila munafiq dan kafir tiada padaKya, maka
dijadikanNya kafir [dan] sudah dijadikanHya kafir maka
dima sukkanNya kedalam neraka, jalim ^.ukumnya, Akan Allah
Sublj.anahu wa Ta'ala tiada demikian. Jikalau ada §ifat
demikian padaNya, naqig ^ukumnya* Barangsiapa i'tiqadnya
demikian £alalat ^ukumnya. Adapun kata Ahlu’1-Suluk, pada
suatu 'ibarat ma'lumat Allah qadlm kerana isti'dad a§lx itu
kelakuan DhatNya juga, dan sekalian periNya juga. Adapun
Jamal kelakuan yang baik, Jalal kelakuan sekalian yang jahat*
Tetapi pada ^.aqlqatnya sekalian baik kerana sekalian itu
periNya dan kelakuanNya juga. Mithal suatu anak panah, jika
lOO^ Stiada betul tiada berguna pada yang empunya;  ^ mata 
1004kawe, jika tiada bengkok tiada beroleh ikan; jarum, jika
tiada betul tiada dapat menjahit. Menjadi jahat [atau baik] 
masing-masing pada gunanya, kerana keduanya daripada Jalal 
dan Jamal juga. Inilah ma'na isti'dad yang sedia,
(19) ffa'lam - Kerana Sifat ini dengan Kamal^^ al~gaklm.
Ya'nl sempurna mengadakan [dengan] §ikmat. ^a&a 
dikatakan sempurna mengadakan [dengan] gikmat kerana utus 
mengenakan semesta sekalian pada tempatnya; ya'nl menge-
1003 * Text repetitive•
1004, I.e,; Achehnese form for mata kail,
1005. Text: kamal. ~
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luarkan ma1lumat daripada 'IlmuNya [dengan] tiada [393
bertukar* A§al langit dijadikanNya langit; asal “b*umi
dijadikanNya [bumi] ; agal 1 arsh dijadikanNya 'arsh; agalnya
kurs! dijadikanNya kirns!; a§al laut dijadikanNya laut; agal
darat dijadikanNya darat - ya'nl menjadikan semesta sekalian
Ini dengan gikmatHya dan dengan gutom1006 Isti'dad yang
sedia itu juga# Maka sempurna [Ia] bernama wa huwa’l-
'az!zu? 1-b.akIm# Jika ditukariNya perbuatanNya yang sedia
ada itu tiada gaklm £ukumnya memangsakan perbuatan yang
sedia itu, kerana perbuatan yang sedia ntu sudab [dari 
1 DORa§alnya] permai* Jika belum sudah atau belum permai,
maka harus diperbaikiNya; "Jadikaii" [yang] dikatakan 
selamanya ini belum permai sekarang hendak [pula] mengubah 
yang sedia# Itu tiada sempurna gaklm ^ukumnya* Olehnya itu 
maka yang baik dihantar kepada baik, yang jahat dihantar 
kepada jahat# Jikalau sekalian 'alam dijadikanNya islam, dan 
kafir tiada dijadikanNya, naqig ^ukumnya; jikalau sekalian 
dijadikanNya kafir, islam tiada dijadikanNya, naqi§ hukumnya; 
jikalau shurga dijadikanNya, neraka tiada dijadikanNya, 
naqig ^.ukumnya; jikalau neraka dijadikanNya, shurga tiada 
dijadikanNya, [naqis h.ukumnya]. Kerana ini semesta sekalian 
dikeluarkanNya daripada isti'dad ma'lumatNya kepada 'alam
1006* Text: hukumnya,
1007• Qur ’an, 14:4.
1008* Text: sudah lagi* Lagi here conveys the meaning:
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dengan sempurnanya, tiada bertukar, kerana NamaNya wa huwa’l- 
1 azizu’ l-baklm* ^ ^ 9
(20) Fa1 lam - Bernama Bismi’Llahi’ 1 -Rahmani? 1 ~RahIm»
Ya'nl kerana §ifat yang termagkur^^ [40] ini maka 
[Ia] "bernama Bismi9Llahi’ l~Rahmani’14Rabim* Adapun suatu 
ma' na, kepada Sharl1 at, Bismi*Llah yaJ nl: Dengan Nama Allah: 
adapun al~Rabman ya'nl: Yang Mahamurah (dalam dunya) ; adapun 
al-Rablm [ya'nl: Yang] Mengasihani (dalam akhirat)* Adapun 
suatu ma'na, kepada gaqlqat, Bismi’Llah [itu] Nama Dhat, 
perhimpunan segala Nama seperti sudah termag; kur; adapun
al-Rafrman [itu] pertama memberi Rafymat hagi semesta sekalian
— ■ —  1011falam - ya'ni menjadikan semesta sekalian,seperti firman
Allah Ta'ala:
Wasi'ta kulla shay’in rabmatan wa 'ilman*^ ^
ya 'nl:
[Wahai Tuhanku,] Kauluaskan [pada] semesta 
sekalian Raljmat dan pengetahuan*
Itulah Ragman empunya Ralpmat memberikan wujud pada semesta
sekalian 'alam* Olehnya memberikan wujud akan semesta
sekalian 'alam maka bernama Ragman. Islam dan kafir,
shurga dan neraka, ^alal dan .^aram, baik dan jahat daripada
1009* Qur’an, 14:4*
1010* Text incorrect: termagkur»
1011* Text: sabda*
1012* Qur ’ an,'240:7 •
1013. Text: kafir dan islam* I have reversed the order for 
the sake " of' ’consistency *
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ra^mat Ragman beroleb wujud. Itulab maka "bernama Raljman. 
Adapun Ra^mm itu ditakbglskan semesta sekalian yang "baik, 
dan ditakbslskan Anbiya? dan Awliya’ dan §ali^.in dan segala 
islam - tiada bercbampur [takbslgnya] . Adapun Ragman 
bercbampur [takbgxgnya] , Kerana ini maka bernama 
Bismi? Llabi* 1-Rahman91 ~Rahxm*
(21) Fa1 lam - TIlmu itu Haqxqat Mubammad al-Nabx*
Tatakala digahirtkan] ketengab padang 
Nyatalab !isbq yang dalam kandang 
Disanalab l u^kum pandang-memandang 
Berabi dan dendam tiada bersedang*
Dua qaws suatu kandang
Barzakb_diantaranya pula [4-1] terbentang 
Harus ra5 xkan ini orang 1 0 1 r
TJpama tamtbxl besi dan pedang. ^
Ya'nx *Ilmu yang melibat ma! lumat itu §aqxqat 
Muhammad (galla*Llabu talaybi wa sallaml). Antara"*^^ fAlim 
dan Ma1 lum itulab a gal Gbabaya Muhammad (galla*Llabu falaybi 
wa sallami) pertama beroberai daripada Dbat* Adapun pada satu 
1 ibarat itulab bernama Rub I&afx; ya!nx Nyawa Bercbampur; 
dan pada suatu "ibarat !Aql al-Kullx namanya, [ya'nx] 
Perbimpunan segala Buddi; dan pada suatu * ibarat Nur namanya, 
ya*nx Cbabaya; [dan] pada suatu 1 ibarat Qalam al-ATla
1014* Text bas: ra* ikab *
1015# I suspect tbat l?Eese two quatrains are also wandering 
quatrains - inserted bere mainly as an embellishment 
to tbe commentary* But see below, p. &o6 for a fuller 
explanation.
1016* Text repetitive.
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namanya, ya'nl Qalam yang Mahatinggi; dan pada suatu ibarat
Lawb namanya, ya'nx Papan tempat Menyurat. Kerana itulah
maka sabda Rasulu?Llah (galla?Llahu 'alayhi wa sallami):
"Awwal ma Khalaqa’Llahu Ta'ala* l~ruh.~^^ 
awwal ma khalaqa* Llahu la * ala?1-nur 
awwal ma khalaqa9Llahu Ta'ala*l-'aql^*^- - - - - 1— — — ^-- tri r~r  iopo
awwal ma Mialaqa* Llahu Ta1 ala*l~qalam. " 
ya'nl maka sebab FabI (galla*Llahu !alaybi wa sallami) 
mengatakan sekalian awwal [itu ialah] kerana !Ilmu hidup 
dinamai Eu^ .; kerana 'Ilmu itu ma1 lumat kelihatan dinamai Fur; 
kerana !Ilmu itu mencbarakan segala ma! lumat dinamainya 'Aql; 
kerana !Ilmu itu tasurat rupa ma'lumat dinamai Law^ i; kerana 
'Ilmu itu menjadi £uruf sekalian ma'lumat dinamai Qalam - 
kerana itulah maka sabda Easulu*Llah (sal la* Llahu 1 alayhi 
wa sallami):
"Awwal ma khalaqa’ l~Lahu la' ala* l~ruh. 
dan awwal ma khalaqa*1-Lahu Pa'ala*l~nur » 
kerana Eu£ dan Fur [42] itulah maka ma'lumat jadi* Seperti 
firman Allah Ta'ala [didalam Jadlth Qudsx];
Law laka lama khalaqtu’ 1-aflak. -^^1
1017* Text;: ... Ta'ala rub*
1018. Text: ... Ta'ala nurl*
1019* Text; ... Ta'ala'aql.
1020. Text: ... Ta'ala qalam.
1021* Text corrupt: ... khalaqtu ala aflak*
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ya *nl:
Jikalau tiada engkau tiadakan Kujadikan 
ketujuh langit dan ketujuh bumi (dan 
semesta sekalian Kujadikan daripada 
Chahaya Muhammad jua).
Jika tiada Chahaya Muhammad itu tiada akan jadi semesta
sekalian* Dan lagi firman Allah. la’ala [didalam ;gadlth
QudsI] :
Khalaqtu2 l~[kulla] 11 ajlika wa khalaqtuka 
li ajll*
y a 1 nl:
Kujadikan semesta sekalian keranamu: 
engkau [Ku] jadi[kan] keranaKu (ya'nx 
semesta sekalian jadi daripada Chahaya 
Muhammad; yang Ohahaya itu jadi daripada 
Dhat Allah).
Jika tiada dengan ’Ilmu itu, Allah Sub^anahu wa la’ala
tiadakan gahir; [dan] tiada ’Slim, [Chahaya] Muhammad tiada
akan #ahir. Seperti sabda Rasulu’Llah (galia2Llahu 1 alayhi
wa sallami);
tfKuntu nabiyyan wa Sdama bayna*l~ma5i 
wa2l^frxn."
ya’nl:
"Ada aku terlebih dahulu sebagai NabI 
tatakala Adam ma&ih lagi diantara 
air dan tanah."
1022. Text is rather awkward:
nAdaku dahulu, dahulu Nabi tatakala itu
Adam lagi antara air dan tanah."
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$adxth i n i  is h a ra t kepada a ir  ju a , * ^ ^  kerana Adam dan
semesta sekalian jadi daripada Chahaya itu jua, Chahaya !Ilmu
itu*^^" Ma'lum, Lagi sabda Rasul’Llah (galla?Llahu 1 alayhi
wa sallaml);
"Adamu abu'l-bashari wa ana 
abu*l~arwab •”
ya1nl:
"Adam bapa segala tubuh [dan] aku^0^  
bapa segala nyawa,” _
(ya'nx yang dikatakan Nabx (galia*Llahu
'alayhi wa sallaml): ’’Awwal ma kbalaqa’L-
—  „  „  „  ■ A O p ?)
lahu la*ala? 1-ruh * • * pada hukumnya nyawa 
itulah Muhammad (galla*Llahu 'alayhi wa 
sallaml), [Lagi sabda Nabi (salia>Llahu 1alayhi 
sallaml): ] "Ana mina*Llahi wa’l~mu?minuna minnl” - 
ya'nl: ”Aku daripada Allah dan segala 
Mu * min [ 43 ] darip adaku •" )
Lagi sabda Nabi (galla»Llahu 'alayhi wa sallaml);
"Ana mina*Llahi wa*l~'alamu minnl,”
ya'nl:
"Aku daripada Allah dan sekalian 'alam 
daripadaku#"
Lagi sabda Nabi (galla*Llahu 'alayhi wa sallaml):
T,Ana min nuri* Llahi wa*l~mu*minuna^ ^ 7  
min nuri•"
1023* See text, pp,57-58*
1024, Text: itu 'ilmu,
1025# Text has: Mi^ ammad,
1026# Text is garbled7 .'>. pada hukumnya pada bukum nyawa ,.» 
etc,
1027* Text has 'alamu, but this is inconsistent with the 
Malay translations#
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ya'nl;
"Aku daripada Ohahaya Allah* Bermuda: 
segala mu’min daripada chahayaku*
Kerana sekalian kata ini maka dikatakan !Ilmu gaqlqat
Muhammad [al-Nabx]•
(22) ffa * lam - Menurutkan Ma'lum dengan lengkap[nya] gawl*
Ya'nl memheri Ohahaya akan Ma'lum# Jika tiada 'Ilmu, 
Ma'lum tiada dapat keluar daripada isti'dad a§lx* Kerana 
itu maka dikatakan menurutkan Ma'lum* Mithal laut; jika 
tiada laut ombak pun tiada akan timbul; demikian lagi rupa 
ma'lumat timbul daripada 'Ilmu* Kerana ini maka pada £ukum 
sharl'at Ma'lum menurutkan 'Ilmu, kerana jika tiada 'Ilmu 
tiada kelihatan ma'lumat* Dan pada suatu 'ibarat mereka itu
sekalian daripada Chahaya Esa itu juga, seperti kata Lam'at;
—  1 OPR"Al-'aynu wahidatun wa»l~hukmu mukhtalifun
wa dhaka s ir ran^~ ^ li ahli *1-' ilmi y ankashi fun * **-^ 31
ya'nl:
"Yang semata itu esa juga* Bermula: jalannya 
berlain-lain* Bermula: acharanya bertukar-tukar,
Dan yang demikian rahasia bagi yang 
mengetahui dan berpengetahuan juga dapat 
me[m]bu[ka]kan dia*"
Ya'nx seperti tanah; dijadikannya berbagai-bagai akan dia;
adakan buyung, adakan periuk - a^alnya tanah sebangsa
1028* Text incorrect: wahidun.
1029* Text incorrect: Tast radical should be written with
an alif in the accusative case*
10J0* Texb” "incorrect: 'ilmu*
1031* Text incorrect: munkasifun. See Lam'at XI, Lama'at,
p.54-!. “ “  ' ”
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^ukumnya* Berbagai-bagai segala bejana*^^ itu beroleh 
[rechana]- dan peri daripada tanali juga, Akan 'alam pun 
demikian [44] lagi; sungguh pun herhagai-hagai agalnya 
daripada Chahaya itu juga*
(23) ffa1 lam - luhan kit a itu yang empunya Kamal,
Ya'ni sempurna dengan semesta sekalian peri* 
Jikalau suatu kurang daripadaKya, tiada sempurna Kamal 
KamaKya* Jikalau islam dijadikannya, kafir tiada dijasikan- 
Kya; atau saliT^ . dijadikanKya, fasiq. tiada di jasikanCNyal ; 
shurga dijadikannya, neraka tiada dijadikanNya; atau baik 
dijadikannya, jahat tiada dijadikannya - tiada [la] Kamal 
^.ukumnya* Kerana ini maka pada Ijukum sharl1 at - 
fKhayrihi wa sharrihi mina’Llahi Ta'ala*1
ya'nx:
fBaik dan jahat daripada Allah la1ala*1 
Barangsiapa tiada membawa xman demikian [ia itu] kafir - 
na'udhu hi*Llahi minhal ffirman Allah la*ala:
Qul kullun min 'indi’Llah•
ya*ni:
Katakan olehmu (ya Muhammad}, _semesta 
sekalian daripada Allah Ta].ala,
Seperti firman Allah Ta'ala:
1032* Text has: bajan, hut this refers to a particular type
of pan, i*e* frying pan* I prefer hejana as this refers 
to any vessel, which is consistent^wrEE^the description 
given in the preceding sentence*
1033* Qur’an, 4:77*
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- - - - l OWWa*Llahu khalaqakum wa ma ta'malun* ^
[ya'nx] :
Bermula: Allah menjadikan kamu dan 
segala perbuatan kamu*
Lagi firman Allah Ta'ala:
Wa la hawla wa la quwwata ilia bi*Llahi*1- 
1 aliyyai ’ l-'agxm.1^
[ya'nx:]
Bermula: Tiada mengeliling^0^  dan tiada 
kuasa melainkan dengan Allah yang 
Mahatinggi dan Mahabesar juga*
Seperti sahda Nabi ( galla’Llahu Alayhi wa sallaml);
tTLa tatharraka dharratun ilia hi idhni’Llaho tT
ya 'nx:
,TTiada hergerak suatu^dharrat jua pun 
melainkan dengan firman Allah - kehendak 
Allah, n
Dalam £aikum shariat, sungguh pun daripada Allah haik dan 
jahat, tetapi Allah Ta'ala rajl kepada yang haik, tiada 
ra$x [45] kepada [yang] jahat, Adapun pada kata ini terlalu 
mushkil, tiada terbichara oleh"^^ Ahlu’l~Suluk kerana Jalal 
pun SifatNya, Jamal pun §ifatNya, betapa maka tiada ra$i 
kepada §ifatNya? Dan adapun jika dibawa kepada isti'dad aglx 
dapat, kerana keduanya ba£Lir^^ disana* Sungguh pun Ia
1054, Qur’an, 57:96,
1055* Qur’an, 18:40*
1056* An example of an extremely literal translation from 
the Arabic: bawl,
1057. T e x b x olehnya^
1058. Text corrupt: hagir0
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mengeluarkan ked.tian.ya disana, tetapi pada yang talk ra£x, 
kepada [yang] jahat tiada ra^x.1^ ^  Tetapi su’al [ini 
su’al] baqx!
(24) Fa1 lam - Didalam 1 IlmuNya itu tiada panah zawal#3’0^  
Ya'nx 'IlmuNya tiada panah hercherai dengan Ma'lumNya# 
Jika hercherai dengan Ma'lumNya* tiada ^ukumnya Kamal, 
kerana ma'lumat kehesaran 'Slim. Jikalau 'Him tiada
berma'lum, hinasa kehesaran 'Slim dan kerajaan 'Slim, kerana
—  —  -r 1041 -rma'lumat itu kehesaran 'Slim dan kekayaan 'Slim, Adapun
_ „ „ „ 104?
pada suatu 'iharat ma'lumat Tgiadith kerana ia daripada
'Ilmu, 'Ilmu daripada IJayat, §ayat daripada Dhat, [Dhat]
dahulu daripada sekalian. Pada Tpukumnya ma'lumat ^adith*
Adapun ikhtilaf pada ikhtiyar, yang pada .^ukxim sharx'at
ikhtiyar akan makhluq, [iaitu menurut l^ukum sharx'at] ada
diheri Allah ikhtiyar akan dia# Jikalau ia herhuat haik,
shurga diperolehnya; jikalau [ia] herhuat jahat neraka
diperolehnya - dengan ikhtiyarnya# Kata Ahlu’l^Suluk,
jikalau demikian khayrihi wa sharrihi mina*Llahi Ta'ala
hinasa# Adapun [pada] kami makhluq tiada herikhtiyar*
Apahila tiada [ia] herwujud tiada[lah ia] herikhtiyar.
Seperti firman Allah:
1059. Text: raflxnya.
1040# Text incorrect: zawal.
1041# The text is corrupFT"
1042. The text is corrupt.
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Wa law sha'a'Llahu lana'alukum ummatan 
[46] wabidatan wa lakin yubillu man yasha'u 
wa yahdi man yashay ^ ^
ya'nl:
Jika hendak menjadikan kamu ummafc^ 
suatu dapat, tetapi menyesatkan 
dengan kehendakNya, menunjukkan jalan 
yang betul dengan kehendakNya*
1045 - -Daripada ^ makhluq tiada berwujud, manakan beroleh ia itu
ikhtiyar? Dengarkan [pula] oleh kamu tamthil kami* Seperti
seorang pandai be si; ada sebuah be si padanya, pusaka daripada
nini moyangnya* Isti'dad besi itu layak akan keris* Maka
dipandangnya dengan 'ilmunya besi itu layak akan keris* Maka
ditempanya keris* Setelah sudah ditempanya maka dipakai[nya] •
[Be]berapa lamanya maka [ia] menikam orang dengan keris itu*
[Perbuatan ini] dengan ikhtiyar^^^ tuan keris, tiada
dengan [ikhtiyar] keris. Daripada awwal datang kepada akhir
ikhtiyar empunya keris jua, tiada ikhtiyar keris* Yang
empunya keris pun [berbuat perbuatan yang] muwafaqat dengan
isti'dad keris (seperti seorang^^^ dikafirkanNya dengan
isti'dad qadlmnya; ikhtiyar Allah SubT^anahu wa Ta'ala
muwafaqat dengan isti'dad itu jua). Seqadar itu dapat
dikatakan ikhtiyar akan makhluq, kerana isti'dad makhluqat
1043* Qur'an, 16:93*
1044. The text is corrupt.
1045* Daripada here conveys the meaning: Oleh kerana*
1046* Text: ikhtiyarnya *
1047* Text garbled: tuan dengan keris*
1048. Text repetitive: tiada tiada.
1049* Text: seorang-crar.go
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didalam *IlmuKya - ya'nx didalam 'Ilmu Allah - tiada panah 
zawal. ^ 50
(25) Fa1 lam - Rafaman dalamnya perhimpunan Jalal«
Ya'nl Ragman* empunya Rah-mat yang dahulu Ctelah
dinyatakan] , ^ 5 1  tatakala memberi wujud^0^  akan semesta
sekalian 'alam dengan Kamal tiada hercherai* Seperti firman
Allah Ta'ala:
AI-Rahman 
1Allama91-Qur ’an 
Khalaqa’1-insan 
1 Allamahu’ I-hay an* -^53
ya'nx:
Ragman itu_/ Yang mengajar [473 Qur^an,
(kalam Allah yang qadxm, dengan isharat)* / 
Khalaqa ’ 1-ins an - ya'nx Menjadikan
insan (dengan Rahmat yang qadxm) /
Maka diajarinya semesta sekalian yang 
kelihatan*
Adapun suatu gadxth lagi sahda Nabx (salla’Llahu 'alayhi 
wa sallaml):
"La tasuhhu’l-riyaha^^ innaha min nafasi*^^
wmmm   mu i  iM iw u w g y y i * *  i m w *  ■ ■ »   ....................m i   ■m w  m ...... ..
U-Rahman.” ^
1050* Text incorrect: zawal*
1051* Bee above, p* 40 of the_text* 
1052* Text has Malay form: utiud* 
1053* Qur’an, 55:1-4.
1054* Text incorrect: riyahi*
1055* Text incorrect: nafsxT 
1056* Of* Lama'at, p* 33^.
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ya *nl:
tf Jangan kamu menyumpah angin^ bahwa- 
sanya ia daripada nafas Ragman."
Isharat disini sedikit [tetapi] ma'nanya banyak. Suatu
ma'napyas ia banyak fa’idahnya. -*-°57 x,agj[ sabda FabI
(galla’hlahu talab.i wa sallamai):
MXima*Llaha khalaqa Adama fala 
surati * 1-Rabman*Tt
ya * nl:
"Bahwasanya Allah Ta^ala menjadikan 
Adam atas rupa Ragman«"
Maka ditakhglgkan"^^ Allah Sub^anahu wa Ta*ala atas Rupa
Ra^ iiaan itu [iaitu] tiada bercherai dengan Nama Allah Ta*ala
(ya*nl Ragman itulah wujud*^^ semesta sekalian falam).
Adapun suatu * ib a ra t, Adam pun suatu !alam la g i;  pada
Shari*at *alam gaghlr, pada §aqlqat *alam kablr. Seperti
firman [Allah] Tafala:
Al-Rabmanu * ala » 1-1 arshi1 stawa«*^60
y af nx:
Ragman diatas *arsh sama.
Barangsiapa tiada fikir akan ayat ini [ ia itu] kufr, 
kerana disini banyak dalll mutashabihat #-**062 Kata Ahlu’l-
1057* Text incorrect: fa’idah.
1058. Text incorrect: ditakhgig akan.
1059* Text in the Malay form: uiud.
1060. Qur’an, 20:5*
1061, Baranpsiapa in text_preceded by ya1nl.
1062* Text' Incorrect: mutashabihat*
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Suluk, [ayat itu] pada baqlqat semesta sekalian makhluqat - 
ya'nx [^.aqlqat semesta sekalian makhluqat itu] pada *arsh
bukumnya, [ sungguh pun] tiada demikian takhgxg^^ tempat
- - - -r 1064akan Allah Ta^la, jika demikian takhgxg tempat adapun*
Maka dikatakan Jalal sehab perhimpunan segala wujud daripada
Ra^matNya qadxm* [48]
(26) Fa1lam - Berserta dengan Rahxm pada sekalian Carnal* 
Yafnl Ra^Im [itu iaitu] ra^mat takhaggus pada 
sekalian Jamal, kerana Jamal §ifat segala perbuatan yang 
baik, khugugan akan Anbiya dan Awliya dan §alifyin dan 
flshiqxn dan ’JLrifxn - banyak lagi mithalnya tiada tersebut* 
Sekalian ini daripada Jamal bukumnya* Adapun firman Allah 
Ta'alSs
Fa subbana’1-ladhx biyadihi malakutu 
kulli shay* in wa ilayhi turna’un.
ya'nx:
Maka mahasuchi fuhan Ia itu dengan 
tangan[Nya] [memegang] haqxqat sekalianI 
Berm.ula; kepadaNya jua Lkamu akan 
di] pulang[kan] •
Lagi firman Allah la'ala:
1066Khalaqtu bi yadayya*
ya*nx:
Ktgadikan [dengan] kedua tanganKu.
1063* Text incorrect: takhgig*
1064. ... jlka demikian takhglg tempat adapxui, i.e. aekalipua
ada ditakhsigkan tempat seperti demikian*
1065. Qur’an 23:89.
1066. Qur’an 38:75*
4-2?
[Kedua tangan itu] ya*ni Qudrat dan Iradat juga, tiada 
seperti tangan makbluq.* Pada suatu !ibarat, kedua tangan itu 
ya*ni Jamal dan Jalal; Jamal mitbal [tangan] kanan, Jalal 
mitbal [tangan] kiri* Sekalian yang baik menjadi dari[pada
yang] kanan, [sekalian] yang jabat menjadi daripada [yang]
- - - - 1067kiri* Adapun jangan dii!tiqadkan Allah Ta'ala bertangan, (
atau berkiri-kanan, kerana Ia mahasuchi daripada bertangan
dan suobi daripada kiri [dan] kanan. Adapun Jamal ^ukumnya
daripada §ifat*^^® Ra^Im,^^ tetapi tiada bercberai dengan
Ragman yang qadlm.
(27) Pa1 lam - Tuban kit a itu bernama
Yafnx Mabatinggi, tiada terl^isabkan dan tiada 
ter1ibaratkan sekian^^ lamanya, sebab kesudaban RamaRya 
Huwa* Adapun guwa itulab maka dikatakan *Aliyy sebab 
[Ia] ismu isbaratin kepada Dbat. Adapun Dbat itu, sunggub 
pun [4-9] dibawa"^^ kepada !ibarat, kepada kunbiRya tiada 
siapa tabu akan [Dia], kerana la tiada dapat di!ibaratkan* 
Sunggub pun Esa, tiada dengan esanya; sunggub pun Tunggal, 
tiada dengan tunggalnya. Barang §ifat, Dbat, Asma’, kita 
nisbatkan kepadaRya *ibarat juga.
1067# Text corrupt; berbangan*
1068. Text incorrect; gifat*
1069. Text incorrect: RaTjIm.
1070. See Qur’an, Surab 87*
1071* Text; sekalian, but sekian appropriate*
1072 • Text corrupt": dibawali.
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(28) Faflam - Dengan sekalian gifatCNya] nantiasa baql, 
Ya'nx nantiasa kekal dengan segala periNya ila 
abadi*l~abad - tiada bercherai dengan §ifat[Nya] • Seperti 
dahulu tiada panah bercherai dengan §i£atNya, kemudian pun 
demikian jua tiada akan bercherai dengan gifatNya. Dahulu 
atau kemudian, atau suatu ada suatu tiada kepadaNya, atau 
§i£at dahulu ada kemudian lenyap, atau dahulu tiada kemudian 
da tang kepadaNya - [semua ini] naqig T^ukumnya* Inilah ma*na 
[dengan sekalian gifatNya] nantiasa baqx.
(29) Fa1 lam - !Ala ,jami1 i * 1-1 alamxn StharNya^^ .jadi,
Ya*nx diatas segala *alam BekasNya lalu; seperti 
air sungai lalu tiada berkeputusan [dan] tiada berkesudahan* 
Seperti Firman Allah la'ala:
Kulla yawmin huwa fx sha?n, ^ ^
ya * nx:
Pada segala hari Ia itu dalam kelakuanNya,
Kata Ahlu’l~Suluk ma'na fhari* [itu] 1 s eke jap mat a, 1 kerana
pada Allah hari tiada, Lagi firman Allah Ta^la:
Allahu nuru51-s amawati wa’l-arii 
 ~ —   - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
mathalu nurihi .,. f '
yafnl:
Allah jua yang menerang ChahayaNya 
ketujuh langit dan ketujuh bumi 
Seperti ChahayaNya ,.*
1073# Text incorrect: atharNya.
10?4, Qur’an, 55:29.
1075. Qur’an, 24:35. Cp. Lama1at, p,338.
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Kata Alilu’ 1-Suluk !alam ini kenyataanNya jug., kerana [Allah]
Sublj.anahu wa Ta'ala dengan DhatNya, dengan §ifatNya, dengan
Af1 alKya, dengan StharHya'^^ nantiasa nyata [50] * Sebab
in i  maka kata Abu Bakr a l-§ id d lq ^ ^ ®  (ra d iy a 9Llahu 1 anliuI) :
"Ma ra *ay tu  shay*an i l i a  wa ra*aytu*L laha  
qablahu, "
ya*nli
"Tiada kulihat suatu melainkan 
kulihat Allah dahulunya0"
Kata !Umar ( ra d iy a * Llahu 1anhuI );
"Ma ra *ay tu  shay’ an i l i a  wa ra»aytu*Llaha  
b a1dahu«"
Cya’nls]
"Tiada kulihat suatu melainkan 
kulihat Allah kemudianCnya]*"
Kata * TJthman (rad iya  ’ Llahu f anhu I ) :
"Ma r a ’ aytu shay’ an i l i a  wa ra* aytu*Llaha  
ma1ahu» "
ya *nl:
"Tiada kulihat suatu melainkan 
kulihat Allah sertanya."
Kata lAlI ( ra d iy a *Llahu 1anhuI ):
"Ma r a ’ aytu shay*an i l i a  wa r a ?aytu*Llaha  
f l h i «"
ya!ni:
"Tiada kulihat suatu melainkan 
kulihat Allah dalamnya<,"
1076* Text incorrect: af1alNya,
1077* Text in c o rre c t: atharKya.
1078* Abu Bakrini’l-Siddlg is written in the text vocalized
 r * i    ...........................  »» m" ■■— »■—.£% *w ith  a nun an Bakrxnr*
4 3 0
Keempatnya fulya ma!rifat mereka itu* kerana firman Allah. 
Ta'ala;
Fa aynama tuwallu fa thamma^^ wanhu’Llah•
y a 1 nl:
Barang kemana kamu hadapkan muka _ 
kamu die ana [watjhu>Llah] (ertinya DhatNya) -
[bukan dimaqgudkan] muka C seperti muka makhluq]; yafnx Dhat
Allah Ta*ala tiada bermuka, DhatNya jua yang lengkap kepada
semesta sekalian. Seperti firman Allah Tafala dalam Zabur:
Ang’l-maw.judu^0^  faHlubnl ta.jxdnl 
fa’in tafcluba siwa?i lam ta.lidni.
ya'nx:
Aku mawjud* yang kamu tuntut kamu peroleh* 
jikalau kamu tuntut lain daripadaKu tiada 
Aku engkau peroleh.
Inilah ItharNya**^^ pada sekalian *alam.
(30) Fa1 lam - Daripada sittu ,iihat, sebab inilah» khalx.
Ya!nx [daripada] enam hadapan khalx. Maka dikatakan 
khall [kerana] jikalau dikatakan diatas, dibawah la; jikalau 
dikatakan dibawah* diatas la; jikalau dikatakan dikiri, 
dikanan Ia; jikalau dikatakan dikanan* dikiri Ia; jikalau 
[51] dikatakan dari hadapan* dari belakang Ia; jikalau
1079* Text_incorrect: fa samma.
1080. Qur’an, 2:115* _
1081. Text Incorrect: mawjudi.
1082* Text Incorrect: tatlub."
1083* Text incorrect; xn E^Ke singular form: atharNya, should
be in the plural.
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dikatakan dari helakang, dari hadapan Ia, kerana hahwa sanya
firman Allah QJa'ala:
Qul huwa’Llahu afrad 
Allahu’1-gamad
Lam yahid wa lam yulad
'  ".......*----  1084
wa lam yakun lahu kufu’an abad*
ya*nl:
Katakan olehmu^ (ya Muhammad) 
bahwasanya Allah Tafala Esa;
Lagi^Tuhan yang penuh (pada suatu 
mafna: pejal; suatu ma’na: lengkap). 
liada beranak dan tiada diperanakkan,
Dan tiada bagiNya sama suatu pun®
Apahila §ifatNya demikian, nisehaya tiada jihat akan Dia*
Dan lagi seperti firman Allah la’ala:
- - _ 108S -<>,* Thalathatin ilia huwa rabi'uhum ywa la
khamsatin ilia huwa sadisuhum
wa la adna min dhalika wa la akthara    --------------
ilia huwa ma’ahum.
ya'nl:
Jikalau orang tiga orang, melainkan I a 
jua yang keempatnya dengan mereka itu, 
bermula: jikalau orang lima orang, melainkan 
la jua yang keenamnya dengan merekaitu; 
tiada kurang, tiada lehih, melainkan I a 
jua serta mereka itu sekalian*
1084. Qur’an, surah 112.
1085* lext^incorrect: rahifuhum* 
1086. Qur’an, 58:7*
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Kata itupun isharat kepada Allah Suh^anahu wa Ta*ala tiada 
benjihat dan tiada bertempat. •Ibarat ini sunggub. pirn 
se dikit , ma*nanya banyak* Wa* Llahu a 1 lam!
(31) Fa*lam - Chahaya ItharNya^^ tiada akan padam*
Ya*nx chahaya BekasNya tiada akan padam. Kerana 
Allah Subljanahu wa Ta'ala bernama [£ahir], gahirNya itu 
dimanakan padam, kerana Ia nantiasa tiada bercherai dengan
§ifatNya? Adapun pada Hari Qiyamah, sungguh pun padam,
  1ORR
tetapi ljukumnya [gahirNya itu] berbunyi jua didalam
ba^InNya, [dan] ba£inNya[pun] berbunyi didalam, giahirHya,
kerana yang dinamai 152] Awwal pun Ia, yang dinamai Akhir
pun Ia, yang dinamai gakir pun Ia, yang dinamai Ba^in pun
- - 1089 - -la - kerana athar J gahirNya didalam ba^inHya tiada padam;
athar ba^inHya didalam ^ahirNya tiada padam; [athar awwalNya
didalam akhirNya tiada padam]; athar akhirNya didalam
awwalHya tiada padam.
(32) Fa*lam - Memberikan wuejud pada sekalian * alam.
Ya*nl ItharNya"1,0^ 0 itu pada sekalian *alam terlalu 
nyata, tiada terbunyi, kerana ia wujud daripada RaTjmat Rahman, 
lagi memberikan wujud akan sekalian *alam* [Jika] tiada 
wujud itu, dimana akan beroleh athar?'L<^ "^L Kerana athar
1087* Text incorrect: atharKya*
1088. I#e., terbunyi *
1089* Text incorrect: athar*
1090* Text incorrect: ’atKarNya.
1091* Text incorrect: athar *
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sekalian ’alam daripada atharNya^^ jua, maka [ia] beroleh
wujud* Seperti tanah; diperbuat kendi, atau periuk, atau
buyung, atau tempat* Tanah itulah agal wujud sekalian 
1095bejana itu* Jika tiada tanah itu, dimana kendi dan 
periuk akan beroleb wugud? Kepada Shari’at wujud kendi lain, 
wujud tanah lain* Adapun kepada gaqlqat wujud itulah [tanah] ; 
sekalian bejana tiada wujud, tanah jua [wujud] • Rupa sekalian 
wahml jua, tiada ^aqlql* Inilah ma’na memberikan wujud 
[pada] sekalian 'alam*
(35) Pa’lam - Mennadikan makhlug siang dan malam*
.  -  - - lOQA -Ya’ni AtharNya  ^ itu yang dinamai wujud kerana
menjadi wujud makhluqat. Seperti bumi; jika tiada hujan
dimanakan tumbuh kayu-kayuan? Adapun bumi ditamthllkan 'Ilmu
Allah; hujan seperti wujud; kayu-kayuan seperti makhluq*
Adapun bumi tanah sendirinya, hujan pun air jua sendirinya.
[53] Setelah berchampur maka ada kayu-kayuan tumbuh* Adapun
1095kayu-kayuan yang tumbuh daripada bumi dan air ^ itu 
[tumbuh] dengan ^.ukum isti'dad jua* Setengah tumbuh menjadi 
pahit, setengah tumbuh men^adi manis, setengah tumbuh 
menjadi kelat, setengah tumbuh menjadi hijau, setengah 
[tumbuh] menjadi merah, setengah tumbuh menjadi putih,
1092* Text incorrect: atharNya*
1093* Text: bajan*
1094-. Text incorrect: atharNya*
1095* Text repetitive: arr-air*
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setengah tumbuh menjadi hitam. Warna dengan sekalian rasa 
[menjadi] dengan [^ukum] isti1dad a§ll juga. Adapun air, 
serupa air sematanya, tanah pun serupa sematanya tanah. Kayu- 
kayuan itu tumbuh daripada air dan tanah juga, tetapi rupanya 
dan warnanya menurut isti1 dadnya jugae Seperti firman Allah 
Ta1 ala:
Yusqa1000 bi ma?in wahidin wa nufaddilu
■ n i T i n f r m  ¥ ■ ! ? ■ >  m  ■ f i n m n n r i i w i »  i ■ ■ ■ ■ m i — i o - n i i i n i  i m  V  *  •  im m + m m m
ba!daha !ala ba!din fi’l-ukul.
ya*nl:
Kami beri air daripada suatu e.ir.
Bermula: kami lebihkan setengahnya 
atas setengahnya dalam rasa segala 
makanan.
Tamthll ini ditamthllkan kepada !alam: agalnya daripada
wujud maka menjadi siang dan malam, langit dan bumi; *arsh
- - 1098dan kursr, shurga dan neraka, islam dan kafir, '  baik dan
jahat - [semua ini] dengan Jiukum isti1 dad dirinya jua. Adapun
Phat Allah amat suchi. Parq makhluqat berbagai-bagai kerana
§ifatNya10°^ -banyak, Af1 alNya1100 banyak, AtharNya1’5"01
banyak, kerana isti1dad sekalian makhluqat didalam §ifatNya
1102 —jua. Perbuatan yang baik daripada §ifat Jamal, perbuatan
1096. Text incorrect: nusqa.
1097. Qur’an, 13:4.
1098. (Text has: kafir dan islam. I have reversed the order 
for consis:Pency;;
1099. Text incorrect: gifatNya.
1100. Text incorrect: af'*alHya.
1101. Text; incorrect: atharl^ya.
1102. Text; incorrect: sTFat,
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yang jahat daripada [§ifat] Jalal, Adapun a§al Jalal*^^ 
dan Jamal daripada Wujud; agal Wujud C54-] daripada Dhat. Pada
£aqxqat[nya] sekalian keranaNya juga, lain daripadaNya tiada
- — « 1104-lulus pada ’alam ini kerana Ia wabdahu la sh.ari.ka lahu.
Inilah ma’na [menjadikan] makhluq siang dan malam,
(34-) Pa! lam^ ^  - Ila abadi’ 1-abad tiadakan karam. ^ ^
Ya’nx kekayaan Allah nantiasa tiada akan lenyap
daripada ma’lumat datang kedunya, dari dunya datang
keakhirat, daripada akhirat datang kepada tiada berkesudahan,
Yang isi shurga pun tiada akan lenyap tiada berkesudahan*
yang isi neraka pun [tiada akan lenyap] tiada berkesudahan#
Seperti firman Allah Ta’ala:
Jaza’uhum ’inda rabbihim jannatu1^0^
’adnin ta.irx min tahtiha’l-anharu—      — "p-T/vs---------
khalidlna fxha abadan.
ya1nx:
Bibalaskan merekaitu (yang islam) 
daripada Tuhan mereka itu: tempatnya 
shurga, lalu dibawahnya sungai, 
masuk mereka itu [ke]dalamnya kekal.
1103. Text_corrupt: .^alal,
1104-, Qur’an, 6:163.
1105. Text corrupt: ’alam,
1106. Text has: padam,
1107. Text incorrect: .jannatin,
1108. Text incorrect: abaci -"'the final alif missing. 
Qur’an, 20:76, 9B7S7
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Lagi firman Allah. la'ala:
Inna*l-ladhlna kafaru wa galamu 
lam yakuni* Llahu liyaghfira lahum 
wa la liyahdiyahum tarlqan ilia tarxqa 
nahannama khalidina fxh.5 abadan,^
yafnl:
Bahwasanya mereka itu yang kafir^dan 
galim tiada diampuni Allah Ia!ala akan 
mereka itu, [dan tiada dipimpin akan mereka 
itu pada suatu jalan]• Melainkan [jalan] 
keneraka, masuk Cke]dalamnya kekal*
Inilah ma'na ila ahadi * 1-ahad tiadakan karam*
(35) ka1 lam - luhan kit a itu seperti Bahr al-tAmIq»
Yafnl Dhat Allah ditamthllkan seperti Laut yang 
— 11 io
Dalam, kerana kunhi Dhat itu tiada mas.uk kepada bichara.
KeadaanNya jua [yang] ditamthllkan seperti Laut yang Amat
Dalam itu* Makasahda Nabl (galla’Llahu *alayhi wa sallaml):
"Subhanaka ma farafnaka bagga 
ma1rifatika.
ya*nx:
,!Mahasuohi [55] Engkaui - tiada 
kukenal Engkau dengan sempurna 
kenal (ya*n I kunhi Dhat itu tiada 
dapat dikenal)*”
1111 -  Kerananya Jua di1 ibaratkan seperti laut yang tiada
berhingga dan tiada berkesudahan. Jika ada akan Dia hingga
1109« Same as in note 1108 above. Qur’an 4:168*
1110. Text incorrect: Dhat.
1111. Meaning: Oleh kerana itu.
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dan kesudahan, atau awwal dan akhir , akan makhluq jua - akan 
Allah Sublaanahu wa Ta'ala tiada §ifatNya demikian*
(36) Fa^am - Qmbaknya penuh pada sekalian tarlq,
Ya*nl pada sekalian jalan, dan dimithalkan omhak ~ 
ombaknya penuh [pada] sekalian jalan* Barang kita lihat, 
gahir atau ba^in, sekaliannya lenyap - ombak juga. Ya'nl 
laut tiada bercherai dengan ombaknya, ombak [pun] tiada 
bercherai dengan laute Demikian lagi Allah Subljanahu wa 
Ta'ala tiada bercherai dengan 'alam; tetapi tiada [la] [di] 
dalam 'alam dan tiada [Ia] diluar *alamv dan tiada [Ia] 
diatas 'alam dan tiada^^ [Ia] dibawah 'alam, dan tiada [Ia] 
[di]kanan 'alam dan tiada [la] dikiri'alam, dan tiada [Ia] 
dihadapan 'alam dan tiada [la] dibelakang 'alam, dan tiada 
[la] bercherai dengan 'alam dan tiada [Ia] bertemu dengan 1 
'alam, dan tiada [Ia] hampir^1'1'^ kepada 'alam [dan tiada la 
jauh daripada 'alanu Seperti kata Lam1 at:
"Darya kuhan chu bar zand maw.il nu
 ^ -----------ITTC'” '-------r - it is
Hawkish khwanand [u] dar baqiqat daryast." p
ya'nl:
"Laut sedia; apabila berpalu menjadi ombak baharu* 
Dikata orang "ombak", tetapi pada £aqlqat laut jua
kerana laut dengan ombak tiadanya bercherai. Dan lagi kata 
sha'ir Lam'at:
1112. Text repetitive: dan tiada. 
1113* Text: dihampir.
1114. Text corrupt: “Vwanad*
1115. Lana*at, Lam'at,,"imT"p*352*
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''Khalawtu1116 ~bl man ahwa111? fa lam yaku1118
ghayruna
- - _ J  TTTT5
¥ a law kana ghayri lam yagibb wunuduha." y
ya1nl:
"Khalwatlah aku dengan [56] kekasihku 
maka tiada kulihat lain daripada aku.
[Jika kulihat lain daripadaku, wujudnya tiada
. . .  ]  tr
Kata Lam1 at:
MRaqqu’l~iz;utia;iu wa r[a] qati’l~khamru 
ffa tashahaha fa tashak ala"^^? l^amru 
ka ka5 annaraa khamr[un] wa la qadahu 
Wa ka * annama qadahlum] wa la khamru."
ya'nl:
1122"Naqsh kacha dan hening minuman 
Maka sebagai keduanya dan serupa ^ukumnya 
Maka seperti minuman [bukan pi&l&,
Dan seperti piala bukan minuman. ]fl
Inilah ma'na ombak-ombaknya penuh pada sekalian -farlq.
(57) Ka'lam - Laut dan ombak keduanya raflq.
Ya'nl laut dan ombak keduanya bertaulan; mithal 
hamba dengan Tuhan, 'ashiq dan ma'shuq. Seperti firman Allah 
Ta1ala:
1116# 'Text corrupt: khalawat»
1117# Text incorrect: abwaya.
1118. Text corrupt: yaEui.
1119. Text incorrect: wujudana. hamafat, Lam1 at, XII, p.342.
1120. Text corrupt: fa taT3ml"»
1121. Lama1 at, ham1 atT, V, p.535#
1122. text has: naqs. But this is meaningless. Obviously 
naqsh: form.
4J9
Inna’l-ladhrna yubayi'unaka innamayi'
q*tt I nr-in ^T.l aVi 23
ya'nl:
yubay1 una ’ Llah
Bahwasanya merekaitu yang berjabat 
tangan dengan dikau, tiada mereka itu 
[berjabat tangan] melainkan Allah 
Ta'ala jua yang menjabat tangan [mereka] 
itu *.*
Yadu’Llahi fawqa aydxhim. ^ *24
ya'nl:
Tangan Allah diatas tangan mereka itu*
Lagi firman Allah Ta'ala;
ffa lam taqtuluhum wa la kinna’Llah 
qatalahum wa ma ramayta idh ramayta
ya * nl;
wa la kinna’ Llaha rama
Tiada [kamu] memunuh mereka itu. Bermula: 
tetapi Allah Ta'ala jua memunuh 
mereka itu. Bermula: tiada engkau 
memuang (panah ya Muhammad),
[apabila kau memuang]
tetapi Allah Ta'ala jua memuang.
Lagi firman Allah Ta'ala:
- 1126 Wa huwa ma'akum aynama kuntum •
ya * nr:
Ia Itu serta kamu barang dimana 
ada kamu.
1123* Qur’an, 48:10. 
1124. Qur’an, 48:10. 
1125* Qur’an, 8:17* 
1126. Qur’an, 57:4.
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Lagi firman Allah Ta'ala:
Wa nafenu aqrabu ilayhi min habli ’ 1-war id • -^^7
ya * nl:
1 *1 op
Kami [terlebih] hampir kepadanya 
daripada urat leher yang keduanya.
Lagi firman Allah Ta'ala [didalam gadxth Qudsx]:
Al-insanu sirrx wa ana sirruhu.
ya'nx:
Yang [573 manusia itu rahasia Aku 
dan Aku pun rahasianya.
Kerana [ini maka] sabda Nabx (galla’Llahu 'alayhi wa sallamj):
uHan 'arafa nafsahu faqad 'arafa rabbahu"«
ya'nl:
"Barangsiapa mengenal dirinya 
bahwasanya mengenal Tuhannya" -
kerana Tuhannya dengan dia tiada bercherai. Seperti laut
dengan ombak itu tiada bercherai, demikian lagi [Tuhan dengan
hambaNya tiada bercherai]. Inilah ma'na laut dan ombak
keduanya rafxq*
(38) ffa'lam - Skhir kedalamnya ,jua ombaknya gharxq.
Ya'nl ombak kedalam laut jua teng[ge]lam. Datangnya 
ombak pun daripada laut, pulangnya pun kepada laut jua.
Inilah ma'na irqi'x ila aglih ~ seperti firman Allah Ta'ala:
1127* Qur’an, 50:16.
1128. Text has; Aku, but the honourific Kami is correct, 
being the translation for nafrnu.
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Irji'i 11a rabbiki raftiyatan^^ mardiyyah• -*--*"50
ya'nl:
Pulang [kamu] kepada Tuhanmu, ra£i kau 
akan dikau.
- 1131 „Adapun Ahlu’l^'Ushshaq mengerti "pulang" ya'ni apabila
[si] 'ashiq tiada melihat dirinya lagi, pulanglah [ia]
kedalam laut - [maka] lautlah l^ukumnya. Jika lagi ia melihat
dirinya, lagi belum pulang dan belum karam ljukumnya. Kepada
madhhab 'Ushshaq [melibat dirinya itu] "mushrik" dikata.
Inilah ma!na akhir kedalamnya jua ombaknya gharlq*
(39) Fa1 lam - Lautnya 'Alim halunnya Ma'lum.
Ya'nl laut yang sudah dikatakan diatas itulah maka 
dinisbatkan kepada 'Slim* supaya dapat tamthll 'Alim dan 
Ma'lum oloh £alib. Kerana yang dinamai laut itu air, apabila 
laut itu timbul bernama'1'^ ^^  halun; apabila naik berhimpun 
diudara bernama awan; apabila [jatuh ber] titik dari udara 
bernama hujan; apabila hilir dibumi [5^3 bernama sungai; 
apabila pulang kelaut laut ^ukumnya. Adapun halun, maka 
ditamthllkan Ma'lum kerana halun daripada laut - tetapi 
tiada lain daripada laut* Demikian lagi 'Alim tiada 
bercherai dengan Ma'lum, Ma'lum tiada bercherai dengan 'Alim. 
Jikalau 'Alim tiada berma'lum, tiada 'Alim; hukumnya tiada
1129. Text incorrect: radiyatan.
1130. Qur'an, 89:28.
1131# Text corrupt: pula.
1132* Text: bernamanya.
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[Ia], menjadikan. Hup a dan warna daripada tiada "be rupa dan
1135
tiada berwarna. Adapun yang tiada berupa dan tiada berwarna 
itulah wujud segala rupa dan segala warna. Yang tiada berupa 
dan tiada berwarna itu ba$in; yang berupa dan berwarna itu 
gsahir. Inilah ma'na lautnya11^  'Him haltumya Ma’lum.
(40) Fa1 lam - Keadaannya Qasim ombaknya Maqsum.
Ya’nl [erti] Qasim [itu iaitu] membagi, Maqsum 
[itu iaitu] yang dibagikanQ Kerana Allah Ta’ala memberikan 
wujud akan semesta sekalian ’alam, maka [Ia] dinamai Qasim* 
Adapun ’alam sekalian, seperti ombak, namanya Maqsum kerana 
ombak [timbul] daripada keadaan"^ ^  laut. Ya’nl keadaan 
Allah Subl^ ’anahu wa Ta’ala bernama Qasim, keadaan sekalian 
’alam [bernama] Maqsum* Laut di*ibaratkan seperti Dhat; 
keadaan laut seperti keadaan Dhat; halun seperti keadaan 
’alam; ombak seperti rupa ’alam. Pada ’ibarat ini laut, 
dengan air, dengan ombak, dengan rupa ombak, dengan warna 
ombak, dengan nama ombak-sekalian [ini] suatu j^ga. Inilah 
ma’na [keadaanya] Qasim ombaknya Maqsum.
(41) Fa’lam - Tu fanny a Hakim» shu’unnya^^ Mafckum.
Ya’nl [59] ‘fufannya tamthll daripada [titah] "KunIn 
(fa yakun) kepada ^uhurlTya dengan §ifatNya dan AsmaNya;
1133* Repetition of the phrase in the text.
1134. Text has: laut itu, but to be consistent with the line 
of the quatrain interpreted, this should read lautnya. 
1135* Text: keadaannya.
1136. Text corrupt: shl’unnya.
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dengan Af1 alNya, dengan ItharNya, dengan 'IlmuNya,
dengan Ma1 lumRya, dengan Samx’Rya, dengan BasxrNya, dengan 
IradatNya, dengan QudratNya, dengan KalamEya, dengan 
QahharNya, dengan JabbarNya, dengan Mu'izzNya, dengan
ll^q _ ,,
MudhillNya, dengan Ra^anDya, dengan RaljnmNya, dengan 
KarxmJTya* Seorang diislamkanRya, seorang dikafirkanNya, 
seorang dikayakanCNya], seorang dimiskxnkanNya, seorang 
nantiasa diberiNya dur[ha]ka, seorang dxberiNya [senantiasa] 
berbuat baik, seorang diberiNya nantiasa berbuat jahat, 
seorang dimasukkahNya kedalam sbnrga, seorang dimasukkanNya 
kedalam neraka, seorang diberiNya berbuat !ibadat banyak 
[lalu] dimasukkanNya kedalam shurga, [seorang diberiNya
1140
berbuat maTsiyat banyak lalu dimasukkanNya kedalam neraka],
seorang daripada islam dikafirkamNya., seorang daripada kafir
— — — — — - 1141diislamkanNya. Inilah mafna [^ufannya gakim] shu’unnya
Ma^kum.
(42) Pa1lam - Pada sekalian 1 alamxn inilah rusum*
Ya*nx pada sekalian 1 alamxn ini ugahari* Daripada
awwalnya datang kepada akhirnya, daripada ba^innya datang
— — 1142kepada ^ahirnya, [sekalian ini] senantiasa shu’uhNya.
1137* Text: incorrect: af1 ajLNya»
1138. Text has: ath^^atharHyaT 
1139* Text incorrectT mxi^llRya»
1140* (This is the logic al sequence following the part of 
the sentence preceding it*
1141. Text corrupt: shx’unnya*
* Text corrupt: shi*unRya«
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Ya'nl kelakuanNya terT^ukum oleti ^ufanNya* [iaitu titahNya*]
kerana 'alam sekalian shu’unNya gua. Erti shu’unNya [iaitu]
kelakuanNya. Sekalian senantiasa shu’unNya* berkisar-kisar
[dan] bergerak - seperti firman Allah Ta'ala;
- - 1145Kulla yawmin huwa fi sha?n . ^
ya'nl;
Pada segala hari la itu dalam kelakuanNya.
Segala rupa* rupaNya; segala warna* warnaNya; segala bunyi*
— -e* 1144binsyiNya* kerana I a wahdahu la shanka lahu. Jikalau [60]
1145
[dikatakan] ada [yang] lain daripadaNya* shirk dengan gulm
1146 - t^ukumnya. Kerana ini maka segala 'Ushshaq yang berma1
rifat sempurna herkata;
1147"Kulihat Tuhanku dengan mata Tuhanku." {
Kata SKaykh Mas'ud (ra^matu»Llahi 1 ala^ hi I):
"Akulah kafir yang sedial"
Kata Sayyid Naslmx:^^*^
"Inni ana’Llah"
ya'nl:
"Bahwasanya aku Tuhani"
Kata Shaykh Junayd Baghdadi1149 (panmatu’Llahi ' alayhi I ) ;
1145* Qur’an, 55*29*
1144, Qur’an, 6:163*
1145* Text; gulm itu,
1146. Text; Kerana ia.
1147* Text: EepaTaT~Kef * Ra’aytu rabbi hi ' ayni rabbi.
1148* Text incorrect. This refers to Nasxmi* the Turkish 
IJurufx poet. See Muntahl, p.115*
1149* Text incorrect; Baghdadi.
l \ /1 gI T y
MLaysa fx jubbatx siwa’Llah"
ya1nl:
"Tiada didalam jubbahku ini lain 
daripada Allah.i"
Kata Sul'fanu’ 1-fArifxn Ba Yaz[xd] BisJami (rafcmatu*Llahi
1alayhi1):
"Subbaox ma a^ama sha’nx •"
ya'nx:
"Mahasuchi aku I (dan) mahabesar 
kelakuankul ”
Banyak lagi Masha*ikh yang berkata [demikian] tiada tersebut. 
Adapun mereka itu sekalian berkata demikian kerana ma’rifat 
mereka itu sempurna* Jangan kita yang tiada berma!rifat 
berkata demikian - jangan kita turut-1urutan, maka"^^ 
dikufrkan pendita, [yang meng^ukumkan demikian] supaya jangan 
segala yang jahil yang tiada berma!rifat mengatakan demikian, 
kerana mafrifat itu terlalu mushkil* Barangsiapa belum 
sempurna berma*rifat dan berahi seperti mereka itu, jika ia 
berkata seperti mereka itu, kafir l^ukumnya, Inilah ma*na 
pada sekalian 1 alamxn inilah rusum*^^
(43) Ba rlam - Jikalau sini kamu tahu akan wujuxU
Ya!nx wujud yang dikata[kan] pada awwalnya kitab 
ini datang^^ kepada akhirnya. Wujud itu yogya diketahui
} } ^ m here conveys_the meaning: gejbingga*
1151* Text corrupt: rasum.
11J2. Datang here, as frequently elsewhere, conveys the 
me anxng: sampaj.
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dengan ma*rifat, kerana wujud itu bukan wujud kita.
Daripada bebal kita jua kita sangka [wujud itu] wujud kita*
Sebab ini [61] maka kata Ahlu’1-Suluk:
kerana kepada Ahlu ’ 1-Suluk wujud wahmlnya itu shirk al-khafx; 
apabila ia mengatakan ,rwujudukari [seolah-olah] qa’im sendir­
inya, [inilah] shirk al~khafl T^ukumnya; [ya'nl] jikalau ia 
[mengatakan seolah-olah sebenarnya ia] berwujud, [maka] ia 
berwujud[lah] ^.ukumnyao Inilah ma'na jikalau sini kamu tahu 
akan wujud*
(44-) Fa*lam - Itulah tempat kamu shuhud*
[i]ni wahml jua; jangan kamu pandang wujud [yang] wahm* 
Wujud yang sedia juga kamu pandang, kerana wujud al-makhlu- 
qat daripada wujudNya. Apabila wujud al-makhluqat daripada 
wujudDya, wujud kita pun wujudDya* Seperti sabda Nabi 
(salla’Llahu talayhi wa sallaml):
1153* Text incorrect: danbun*
1154-* lext incorrect: danbun.
1155* See Kashf al-Mafrjub, p.297*
1156. Nin, i*e* ini*
Wujuduka dhanbun ^  la 
dhanbun [akharu*] 1
su bihi
yafnl:
fAdamu nin"^^ dosa; 
tiada dosa [yang lain] sebagainya* -
Ya'nl shuhud [itu iaitu] pandang* Wujud 'alam
LyL\S^
- t-1157 — —"Allahumma arinx ’ 1-asbya’ a kama biya,"
ya'nx:
"Xa lubanku, perlibatkan padaku 
sekalian seperti adanya*n
Adapun Rasulu’Llab (galla’Llabu 'alaybi wa sallaml) tabu
akan [keadaan] segala asbya’, tetapi [ia] bendak tabu akan
5-aqiqatnya pula* Kerana [keadaan] asbya5 dengan [keadaan]
diri sama jua, apabila [dapat] mengenal [keadaan] diri,
[maka dapat mengenal ^.aqxqat diri] * Seperti firman Allab
la1ala:
Wa idba sa’alaka 'ibadx"^^ 'annx fa’innx - _ CI5.9 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
ya'nl;
Apabila bertanya bambaku kepadaKu, 
babwa Aku [sesunggubnya] bampir*
letapi akan bampirNya itu yogya diketabui* Lagi firman
Allab la'ala:
Wa’Llabu bi kulli sbay’in mubxt •
ya1nl:
Allab la'ala dengan semesta sekalian lengkap*
Lagi kata Sbaykb Junayd (ratimatu* Llabi 1 alaybi I): 
nLawnu’l~ma’i lawnu^^ [62] ina’ibi* '*
1157* hast aria a .
1158* lext^incorrect: 'ibadi*
1159* Qur’an, 2:186*
1160. KepadaKu translates 'annx, bence it means 'concerning
Hep
1161. Qur’an, 41:54.
1162. lext: wa lawnu*
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y a 1nl:
"Varna air warna bejananya jua*"
Sekalian ’ibarat ini dan isharat ini yogya diketahui supaya 
Cber]^La§il ma’rifat Allah Ta’ala* Apabila ^a§il ma’rifat 
Allah Ta’ala, maka dapat memandang pada a§al wujud, [ya’nl 
pada wujud] yang sedia, bukan pada wujud"^^ [yang] wahm* 
Inilah ma’na itulah tempat kamu shuhud*
(45) Ea’lam - Buangkan rupamu daripada sekalian quyud*
Ya’nx erti quyud [itu iaitu] sangkutan* Segala rupa 
yang dapat dilihat dan dapat dibicharakan oleh faql dan 
ma’rifat [itu] sekalian[nya] quyud* Dari kerana Dhat Allah 
mujlaq, tiada [la] pada rupa kita, dan rupa semesta sekalian 
"alam, giahir dan bafin, lain daripada Dhat semata* Itu 
mujlaq ^ukumnya* Apabila kita buangkan sekalian quyud dengan 
penglihat kita dan didalam bichara kita, maka dapat bertemu 
dengan Mu$laq, ertinya: Ada yang mahasuchi daripada rupa*
Adapun pada suatu ma’na, ma’na quyud [itu iaitu] arta dan
kebesaran dan anak-isteri* Ya’ni jikalau [kamu] bearta,
1164jangan lekat hatimu pada arta dan anak isteri, seperti
lirman Allah Ta’ala;
*.*Likay la ta*saw ’ala ma fatakum 
wa la tafrahu bi ma atakum, ^ ^
1163* Text: ujud*
1164* la^ ct^  Satiny a *
1165* Qur5 an, 5?: 23*
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ya1nl:
* * * [Supaya] jangan kamu kerchinta akan 
karang yang luput daripada kamu* dan 
jangan sukachita kamu kepada karang 
yang datang kepada kamu*
Apakila merugi, jangan didukakan [dan] apakila kerlaka,
jangan kamu sukakan; jikalau kesar pun jangan disukakan;
jikalau keok.il pun jangan [63] didukakan; jikalau 1 afiyat
dikeri Allah, jangan disukakan; jikalau sakit dikeri Allah
jangan didukakan - sekalian itu quyud jua* Apakila jauh
daripada quyud maka dapat kertemu dengan Muj?laq. Inilah ma'na
[buangkan rupamu daripada sekalian] quyud*
(4-6) Fa1 lam - Supaya dapat kedalam Diri qu'ud*
Ta*nl qu,;ud [itu iaitu] duduk (kedalam Diri)* Ta!nl
jangan jauh menchari daripada Diri, kerana firman Allah
Ta1ala:
Wa fl anfusikum afala tubgirun.
ya*nl:
Bermula: didalam Diri kamu - tiadakah 
kamu lihat?
Dan lagi sakda Naki (galla*Llahu ?alayhi wa sallaml):
"Man 1 arafa nafsahu fa qad 1 arafa rakkahu*lt
ya1nl:
Barangsiapa mengenal Dirinya maka 
sanya mengenal 'Tuhannya * n
1166* Text has: yogya* But here kepada is appropriate as a 
translationor the Arabic Bi.
1167. Qur’an, 51:21. “
^50
Apabila Tuhannya dikenal, dapat sekalian sama padanya;
memakai sama padanya, [menyimping sama padanya,] kaya sama
padanya dan miskin sama padanya; besar dan kech.il sama
padanya; puji dan chela sama padanya; tiada [ia] herahi akan
shurga dan tiada [ia] takut akan neraka. Adapun faqxr yang
mintak makan, kepada sharl* at Ijalal [^ukumnya] seqadarkan
memberi quwwat sehari itu jua* Jikalau dipintaknya akan
esoknya atau akan lusanya, lj.aram fyukumnyao Adapun kepada
Ahlu’l~Suluk, apahila ia [pergi memintak makan] "shirk1
bukumnya, kerana ia hendak memeliharakan dirinya jua* Jikalau
— 1169demikian [lakunya] helm ia fana’ y daripada dirinya* 
Sekalian kerjanya itu quyud* Seperti firman Allah Ta’ala:
Fa tawakkalu in kuntum mu’minln *
ya!nx:
Maka serahkan diri kamu kepada Allah, 
jikalau ada kamu orang [64] [yang] perchaya.
Adapun jikalau razqi datang sendirinya; itu [yang] dianuger-
ahkan Allah Ta!ala [dan] harus dimakan. Jikalau tiada datang
jangan dicharinya dan jangan dipinta kepada makhluq* Adapun
kepada [Ahlu’l-] 'Ushshaq,1 '^'71 kepada Allah [pun] jangan
memintak, maka dapat keluar daripada quyud* Seperti kata
ham* at:
"Al-faqxru la yafctaju jla’hlah*
1168. Text incorrect: baram*
1169* Text has the AchcEnese form: pahna*
1170* Qur’an, 5:25.
1171# Text_incorrect: *Ussag*
1172. Lamg?at, ham!at, ST7 P*352*
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ya'nx:
"Faqxr itu tiada mu^tij^^ [kepada Allah]*"
[Jika ia mujjLtaj] Tj.ukuni[nya] dua lagi; apabila tiada [ia] 
mu^tij^^ maka dapat menjadi esa* Adapun [perkara] menyimping, 
ittifaq ’Ulama dan Ahlu’l-Suluk [mengatakan ^.ukumnya]
^aram/^^ kerana terbuka ’awratnya# Adapun berbaju haya’^ **^ 
dan berkelubung dan berseluar dan bekeskul dan berkaput dan 
bertanam-tanaman, kepada sharx*at harus; kepada Ahlu’Llah 
dan Ahlu’l-Suluk pun harus, tiada quyud* Adapun kepada 
[Ahlu’l-] ’Ushshaq sekalian £ijab dan quyud Diri akannya*
Perbuatan itu bukan ia meniyyatkan sekehendak Allah kerana
- - 1177kehendaknya itu sekalian £i jab dan quyud. < ( Adapun sembah-
yang far£u, dan puasa far^u, dan memakan [yang] £.alal, dan
meninggal[kan] [yang] ^aram^^^ - sekalian itu bukan quyud,
kerana [itu dengan] kehendak Allah, bukan dengan kehendak
kita; [ya’nx] kerana [itu] amt? Allah* [Akan tetapi] kepada
barangsiapa [yang] ingat akan dingin dan hangat dan kenyang
dan lapar dan telanjang dan berkain - jika ia“^ ^  meninggalkan
sembahyang far£u dan puasa farju, dan jika sediakala ia
  - I  *1 Q / \  - I  "I Q T
memakan [yang] .^aram, fa§i hukumnya* Orang [65] itu
1173* Text incorrect: mukhtaj*
1174-« Text incorrect: mukhtaj *
1175* Text incorrect: fear am~*
1176* Text: bayat*
1177* Text corrupt: quyum*
1178* Text incorrect: bar am*
1179# Text repetitive: ia ia.
1180, Text incorrect: fraram.
1181* Repetition of the phrase in the text: sediakala ia 
memakan [yang] h£u?am» T agi h'dknmnya*
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tiada dapat menjadi wall* Adapun jikalau ia berahi dan mabok
dan ma^ .w - tiada ia tahu akan dirinya - [dan] sembahyang
[far$.u] dan puasa farju ditinggalkannya, tiada mengapa akan
1182
dia, kerana pada TjukumCnya] ia dalam sembahyang yang da’im* 
Jika belum ia mabok dan maljw - [masih] lagi ingat akan 
dirinya - dan sembahyang dan puasa ditinggalkannya, Ijijab 
dan quyud dan fagx ^ukumnya* liada dapat kedalam Diri qufudi
(47) Fa1 lam - Pada wujud Allah itulah yogya kau qa’inu
Ya lni pada wujud^^ Allah itulah yogya kau pandang 
dengan ma*rifat yang sempurna. Jangan lupa pada sembahyang 
dan puasa dan berjalan dan berdiri dan duduk dan berbaring, 
kerana firman Allah Ta*ala ini:
Wa’dhkur rabbaka fx nafsika tadarru!an
  -------   .! >1— . ■ ^ ......... — - .- . » — ------- — *
wakhxfatan wa duna’ 1-jahri mina’l~
qawli bi91-ghuduwwi wa’l-asali wa la
" * ■ ■ ■ ■ » ................ " mw i m m — ^    " T T A C " .  —   
takun mina’l~ghafilxn. ^
ya*nx:
Sebut Tuhanmu didalam dirimu, melemahkan 
diri dan-, dalam hati takut, dan lain daripada 
nyaring 0 [ suara] , dan katagdengan pagi dan 
petang, dan jangan kau jadi ' daripada 
orang yang lupa (ya'nx jangan kamu lupa_ 
pada segala^kelakuan kamu, seperti firman *1300 
Allah la1 ala: wa huwa ma1 akum aynama kuntum •
1182 • lext has: kerana pada b.ukum ia dalam sembahyang dan
diam* But tSxs~ is senseless in the above oonijexb'~Dan 
5x"am at the end of the sentence should read: yang 5a"*im, 
1185* Text corrupt: quyud.
1184. lext incor re ct: kEaf It an •
1185* Qur'an, 7:205.
1186. Text corrupt: baringnya.
1187. Text: jadikan.
1188. Qur’an, 57:4*
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- ya'nl: Ia itu serta kamu barang dimana ada 
kamu* )«
Adapun akan orang [yang] belum kamil dan belum beroleh
ma*rifat yang sempurna, yogya dikurangkan makan dan minum
dan tidur, dan [di]kurangkan berkata-kata, dan [di]kurangkan
[66] duduk dengan orang banyak sementara"^^ belum kamil dan
belum beroleh mafrifat yang sempurna# Adapun akan makan sama,
tiada makan sama; duduk [dengan orang] sama, [tiada duduk]
dengan orang sama; berkata-[kata] sama, diam sama; dalam
H qn
hutan sama, dalam negeri J [sama;] - semesta sekalian [ini] 
tiada £i jab padanya, maka dapat tidur, dan dapat duduk dengan 
orang, dan dapat berkata-kata dengan orang, dan dapat beranak 
dan beristeri;'^'^ jangan lebih [dan] jangan kurang daripada 
perbuatan Nabl Muhammad Rasulu’Llah (galla’Llahu *alayhi wa 
sallamt) * Inilah yang af^al*
(4-8) ffa'lam - Buangkan namamu dan rupamu da’im,
Ya’nx buangkan namamu dan rupamu, kerana engkau 
tiada bernama dan tiada berupa Adapun rupamu itu rupa
bayang - bayang jua, [dan] namamu itu gelar-gelaran jua* 
Daripada gliaflatmu kau sangka engkau bernama dan berupa*
Kata Ahlu’l-Suluk yang bernama itu bukan namamu, [dan] yang 
berupa bukan rupamu* Seyogya dipandang Yang Emptmya Rupa dan
1189. Text; semetaran, or sementaranya*
1190* Text: nenggeri or nangroe: Achehhese form*
1191. Text: beristeri dapat*
1192* Text: bempanya*
4-54
Yang Empunya Nama sup ay a terbuang namamu dan rupamu. Apabila 
terbuang namamu dan rupamu, maka dapat bertemu dengan Yang 
Empunya Nama dan Empunya Hupa. Apabila bertemu dengan [Yang] 
Empunya Nama dan Empunya Hupa, maka dapat bertemu dengan 
Wujud* Apabila bertemu dengan Wujud, maka dapat bertemu 
dengan Dhat. Apabila bertemu dengan Dhat, nama pun terbuang, 
rupa [pun] terbuang.
(4-9) Eaflam - Nafmkan rasamu daripada makhdum dan [67]
khadim.
Ya1ni fanakan dirimu daripada yang menyembah dan 
yang disembah. Apabila ada lagi [yang] menyembah dan yang
disembah [maka masih] menjadi dua, belum menjadi esa
liqx _
^.ukumnya. ^  Seperti kata Ahlu’l-Suluk;
T Man 1 abada? 1-isma duna * 1-ma1 na 
fagad kaiara ...1
yalnl:
!Barangsiapa menyembah nama tiada 
dengan ertinya, maka bahwa sanya 
[telah] kafir[lah ia] ...f
fWa man 1 abada* l-ma^a duna*l~isma 
fahuwa mushrik ...1
ya*nl:
TBarangsiapa menyembah erti tiada 
dengan nama, maka ia itu menduakan .
1193* The text is garbled: Apabila ada lagi menyembah 
mentjadi duanya yang disembah, belum men.jadi esa 
bukumnya.
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1 Wa man 1 abada’ 1-isma wa’l-matna 
fahuwa munafiq ,.. *
ya1nx:
'Barangsiapa menyembah nama dan erti 
(nama), maka ia itu munaf iq, ».. '
*Wa man tar aka31-isma wa’l-ma'na fahuwa 
mu’minun b.aqq.an*1
ya1nx:
'Barangsiapa meninggal[kan] nama dan 
erti (nama), maka ia mu’min yang 
sebenar-benarnya* 1
Adapun fana’ [itu], pada 'ibarat, [ialalx] melenyapkan segala
ghayr Allah* Jika orang fana’ lagi tahu akan fananya, belum
- 1194- -ia fana’ y kerana fana’ itu, pada 'ibarat, [hapus daripada]
ghayr Allah* Apabila belum hapus daripada ghayr Allah, belum 
fana* Tjukumnya; apabila hapus daripada ghayr Allah, nischaya 
[yang] menyembah pun lenyap, yang disembah pun lenyap dari­
pada rasanya - ya'nx mengadi esa, [iaitu] tiada; lenyap 
sekali-kali. Adapun kepada suatu 'ibarat, fana5 [itu] 'shirk’ 
kepada Allah Ta'ala, kerana [si] 'ashiq tiada berwugud. 
Apabila tiada berwugud fana* ^ukumnya, kerana kepada ^.aqxqat 
la Sendirinya, tiada lain. Seperti sabda Babx (galla’Llahu 
'alayhi wa sallaml):
tf'Araftu rabbx bi rabbx.M
ya'ni;
"Kukenal Tuhanku dengan [68] Tuhanku."
1194-* Text: fananya*
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Lagi kata Lamr at;
"La yara’l-Laha ghayra’Llah.* "^-95
ya'nl:
"Tiada [melihat] Allah melainkan Allah*"
Kata Lam1 at:
"Ma 1 arafa ’ 1-Laha ghayra’ Llahi * »^96
ya'nl:
"Tiada mengen^l Allah lain daripada Allah,"
Kata Lam1 at:
"Ra’aytu rabbx bi 'ayni rabbx* t
ya1nl:
"Kulihat Tuhanku dengan mata Tuhanku#"
11QRApabila lain daripada Allah tiada dilihatnya, [maka] 
fana ^ukumnya pada 'ibarat ini* [Perkataan ini] terlalu 
mushkil* Hendaklah diketahui*
(50) Fa1 lam -* Supaya sampax kepada fAmal yang Khatim*
Ya'nx apabila fana’ maka beroleh perbuatan yang 
sedia, Seperti kata Uways al-Qaranx’^'1'^ dalam bahasa Farsi:
':Inra ki fana’ shewa u faqr [a In] ast ,
1195* Lama1at, Lam'at, IV, p ,335•
1196* Ibid*, Lam * at, p. 333*
1197* TBid., VI, p*335.
1198* Text; tiadanya*
1199* Text has: Darwis al-Zu’l-Qarnayn* This is corrupt.
The reading should be Uways al-Qaranl* The last line 
of the quotation supports M s .  T>ee a"bove, note 172,.
1200. Text: xn^aytu*
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ya1nx:
ya rnx:
ya *nx:
ya1nx:
"Mereka yang lenyap daripada permainan 
f aqir . . ♦
N a h ^ ^  kashf [nah] yaqxn^^ nah 
ma1 rif at nab. dan ast * *.
tiada kashf dan tiada^^ yaqxn dan tiada 
ma'rifat dan tiada ugama akan dia*
raft u z± miyan^^ hamln^^ khuda
 -------- ■ 'j .V p O 'S------------------------- --
mand khuda
lenyap ia ditengah-tengah - hanya 
Allah Jua tinggal .„,
al-faqru idha tamma^ ^  
huwa?Llahu [in ast]
apabila sempurna faqir - sudahlah 
ma'rifatnya - [maka] ia itu Allah#1
Inilah lagi sabda Nabx (salla*Llahu ralayhi wa sallaml): 
"Al-faqru fakhri wa bihi iftakharx#
1201. Text: word before nah is corrupt#
1202# Text has *ayn instead of qaf: ya!xn - corrupt#
1203# Text: tjadtSya#
1204. Text: haya#
1205# Text: hamnx.
1206# Text: manad khala#
1207# Text corrupt: InaEa faqxr.
1208# hawa? jh , p#13 oT^EEeFersian text. See above?pp.37^— 575* 
1209# TextT"aftakhirI«
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ya *ni:
"Faqir itu [kemuliaanku dan dengannya] 
kumuliakan. w
1210 —Adapun. kepada shari1 at yang faqir itu tiada malik
dinamai. Adapun kepada Ahlu’l-Suluk yang dinamai faqir [itu]
Ahlu’l«Ma1rifah» Apabila sempurna mafrifatnya - tiada
melihat dirinya lagi - faqirlah ^.ukunmya* Inilah ma*na
[supaya sampai kepada] ,Amal yang Khatim.
(51) Fa1lam - Jika [engkau] 'belum tetap seperti batu#
[691 Ya’ni jangan bergerak; gehirnya pun jangan
bergerak, bafinnya [pun] jangan bergerak. Apabila seperti
-  1211 -  batu maka wagillah ^ukumnya pada 1 ibarat , tetapi kepada
^.aqxqat sedia wagil. Jika ia tiada memuji Allah pada ^ahirnya,
pada ba-finnya [ia] memuji Allah, kerana pada Ahlu’l-Suluk
—  1212 segala ashya* bernyawa dan berbudi dan berma'rifat.
Jikalau ashya5 tiada berma'rifat dimana ia akan memuji Allah?
- kerana firman Allah dalam Qur’an demikian bunyinya:
Tusabbihu lahu’ l~samawatu[ * 1-sab1 u] ... "  --— ■            ■-■■. ■■■ ■. "T'pT%' " '
wa » l~arflu wa man f Ihinna . .»
ya'nl:
Memuji Allah bagiNya isi langit ketujuh[nya] 
dan bumi (ketujuh[nya]) dan barang 
yang dalamnya ...
1210. Yang faqir: the word yang translates the Arabic article 
3.1* #
1211. Text: wasilnya.
1212. Text: ’Eeimarrxfatnya.
1213. Qur ’ anT^TTTPFT
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Wa ’in min shay’in ilia yusabbihu bihamdihi
Tiadakah kamu lihat bahwa Allah Ta’ala 
[itu] bagiNya jua disembah barang 
didalam ketujuh langit dan ketujuh 
bumi dan matahari dan bulan dan 
segala bintang, dan segala bukit dan 
segala puhun kayu-kayuan dan segala 
binatang dan kebanyakan daripada 
manusia?
sekalian anggauta kita menyembah Allah seperti Ijukum [?0] 
dalxl Qur’an ini*
1214* Text incorrect: yafqahu.
1215* Qur’an, 17:44*
1216* Text incorrect: ma. _
121?. Texb_ corrupt: waTT-samawatu.
1218* Qur’an, 22:18*
1219* Text incorrect: ashya.
1220. After this word text' has: sekalian - corrupt.
wa lakin la tafqahuna tasblb-Q-hum
ya’ni:
Bahwa daripada segala sesuatu 
melainkan menguchap tatslbllj. memuji 
Dia, tetapi tiada kamu paham pada 
tasbllj. mereka itu
Lagi firman Allah Ta’ala:
’Alam tara anna’Llaha yasjudu lahu p'TTT...  ■■»".».■». ^..   ■■
man f 1 ’ 1-samawati wa [man fl]’l~ardi
■ ■ ■■ I  ■ H IM  III IWI j  —  . 1.11 m  III - I' l ■ ■■ II ..... .
wa’l-shamsu ' wa’ 1-qamaru wa’l^nujumu
wa’l-jibalu wa’l-shajaru wa’d-dawabbu
■   y—          " """
wa kathlrun mina ’ 1-nas •
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(52) Fa1 lam - IJukum dua lagi : khadim dan ratu* ^ ^
Ya’nx jangan menyembah chahaya seperti embun dan
matahari dan bulan dan bintang, dan seperti rupa budak; dan
-  1222 jangan bermaqam diubun-ubun, atau diantara kening, atau
dipuchak hidung, atau didalam jantung* Bekalian [ini] l^ ijab
kepada DhatNya. Adapun akan orang Ahlu5l-Suluk, da5im [ia]
menyerahkan diri[nya] kepada Tuhannya* Barang kehendak
Tuhannya ia ra§.i; jika sakit, atau miskln, atau lain
mithalnya itu - sekalian ia raji# Adapun kepada Tjnqlqat,
jika lagi *ashiq, ma[!]shuq hendak[nya] ; jika lagi £alib,
1225ma£lub hendak[nya] ; jika lagi menyembah, yang  ^disembah 
hendak[nya] ; jika lagi menyita, yang dichita hendak[nya] ; 
jika lagi memjandang, yang dipandang hendakCnya] * Sekalian 
itu, dengan wujudnya, dua lagi ^ukumnya, belum menjadi esa* 
Apabila fana5 seperti batu, maka esa ^ukumnya - [iaitu] satu 
- seperti tatakala dalam kuntu kanzan, atau seperti buih 
didalam air belum menjadi buih* Pada 1 ibarat ini wa§il 
[T^ukumnya] * Adapun [ke]pada Tj.aqiqat, buih air dengan air 
tiada dua*
(53) Fa1lam - Setelah lupa engkau daripada emas dan matu.
Ya’nl tamthil emas [itu iaitu] Tuhan, dan matu [itu 
iaitu] hamba. Kerana pada penglihat emas lain, matu lain,
1221* See note 893*
1222. Text repetitive*
1225* Text: dan yang*
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namanya pun lain, letapi emas tiada bercberai dengan matu,
[dan matu] tiada bercberai dengan emas. Apabila matu tiada
1224melihat dirinya lagi, nischaya [e]mas semata lagi tinggal.
Apabila emas [713 kelibatan, matu lenyap daripada penglibat
mata.*^^ Apabila matu lenyap, tiada khabar akan dirinya,
dan tiada ia kbabar akan emas. ban orang lenyap itu pun
[demikian] - tiadalab diketabuinya*^^ lagi. Adapun 1 ibarat
ini mushkil; berperlaban-laban memicbarakan dia, jangan
lekas-lekas . Seperti kata Sbaykb MuTjyl5 1-bin ibnu5 I-1 Arab!
(radiya5 Llabu 1anbuI ):
"Al-maTrifatu bijabun bayna’!•»[ 1 arifi wa’l-^Jma^uf»"
Ertinya yafnl:
"Mengenal dinding antara [yang mengenal dan] yang
dikenal.n
Lagi kata Sbaykb Mu^y! 5 1-bxn:
"Law la5 l~mababbatu la5stamarra5l~wigal. "
ya1nl:
"Jika tiada mengasib, niscbaya senantiasa 
wagil" (kerana mengasib dinding antara 
yang dikasib).
Kata ini isbarat kepada fana’ daripada emas dan matu juga. 
Apabila fana5 daripada emas dan matu, maka dapat menjadi 
satu - ya*nx esa.
1224. Lagi bere means masib.
1225* Repetition of tbe TasT: sentence and tbe one preceding 
follows bere in tbe text.
1226. I.e. diketahui olehnya.
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(54-) Fa1 lam - Mangkanya dapat menfjadi satu*
Ya’ni apabila matu fana’ daripada emas dan matu, 
maka matu dan emas menjadi satu. Jika lagi matu tabu akan 
dirinya: "babwa aku tabu,” belum dapat bersuatu. Seperti 
kalub-kalub"^^ terjun kedalam api; jika ia lagi tabu akan 
dirinya: "babwa aku sudab menjadi api," belum bertemu dengan 
api* Apabila bertemu dengan api, menjadi api. Apabila 
menjadi api, lupalab akan api dan l u p a ^ ^  akan dirinya* 
Seperti kata Sbaykb Sa’di (rabmatu*Llabi *alaybiI );
1229
"Ay murgb sabar 1isbq, zi parwanab [72] beyguiuz..*
yafnx:
ya’nl:
ya * nl:
"Hai burung dinibaril berabi pada waktu sagar 
kepada kalub-kaluh pergi berajar • *.
Kan sukbtra jan sbud wa awaz neyamad »., ^ - ^ 0
1 P * 1
Yang sudab tertunu  ^ itu menjadi nyawa 
tiada bunyinya datang •.*
—  T P^O
In mudda ’iyyan dar talabsb bekbabar anand «,.
Segala yang mengaku dalam menuntut dia, 
tiada mereka itu kbabar akan dia .*•
-  —  i i 12545
Kanra ki kbabar sbud kbabarsbban zi neyamad.
1227* !•£• kerub^kerub,
1228* Yext lupanyaT^s^ould read: lupa ia*
1229* 1 bave checked gamzab’s quotation"witb tbe original* 
gamzab’s text bas: beyamad.
1250. gamzab’s text is oorruptT
1251* Text bas: terbuni, but tbis is corrupt as tertunu 
translate s' sffldrfc.
1252* Hamzab’s texF~Ts not clear.
1255* gamzab’s text bas; lib.
1254- * gamzab1 s text bas:
1255* See below, pi>667.
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ya*nl:
Bahwa ia itu yang beroleh. berita, beritanya 
tiada lagi datang*1’
Akan matu pun demikian; apabila ia fana5 didalam emas, akan
emas tiada ia tabu, akan matu pun demikina, tiada ia tabu*
Inilab malna *mangkanya dapat menjadi satu*1
(55) ffa!lam - Jika belum fana5 daripada ribu dan ratus.
Ya!nl rupa makbluqat semesta sekalian [itulab] ribu
dan ratus* [Jika] belum [fana®’ daripada ribu dan ratus,
belum] dapat bertemu dengan Dia - [ya'nl.] bapus* Sunggub pun
semesta sekalian sbu5unNya juga, tetapi jika belum fana5
s[b]u5unNya daripada penglibat, belum dapat bertemu dengan
Dbat* Apabila fana5 daripada StbarNya*^^ dan Af1 alNya*^^
dan AsmaNya dan §ifatNya, maka dapat bertemu dengan Dbat,
kerana JtbarNya"^^ itu dinding af*SlNya; Af!alNya^^^
dinding AsmaNya; AsmaNya dinding §ifatNya; §ifatNya dinding
Dbat. Sekalian ini kelakuanNya jua# Apabila fana5 daripada
sekalian kelakuanNya, maka dapat bertemu dengan Dbat# Adapun
yang A§al, Dbat - Itu Esa; kelakuanNya banyak, ribu dan
ratus* Apabila fana5 daripada ribu dan ratus, maka dapat
bertemu dengan Dia# Seperti kata Ablu5l-Suluk:
'Hl.jabu1^ 1'0’ l-dliati M ’1-gif at [73]
1236. Text incorrect; atbarNya*
1237* Text incorrect: fijilipra.
1238. Text incorrect: a W a r y a*
1239* Text incorrect: TfT^lSya.
1240# In tbe text tbe word” ^ Lijab in tbis quotation is written
bajb# But it is tbe nourTof frajaba that is intended
bere #
4-64*
bi * 1-asma5
hijabu9l~asma9i bi9l~af*al 
bi ,1 abu 9 1 -af1 a 11 bi11—athar 1*
ya1ni:
1Dinding Dhat itu sifat, 
dinding gifat itu asma»n  
dinding asma9 itu af*al, 
dinding af'al itu athar#1
9124-1 
5,124-2
Adapun suatu ma'na fana9 [itu iaitu] tanggal; tanggal 
daripada ribu dan ratus, dan anak-isteri, dan arta dan 
kekayan, dan §ub.bat dan kekasih, dan pakain yang baik dan 
kebesaran dan hendak menjadi Shaykh dan karamat dan kasih 
akan riya dan !ajab daripada ribu dan ratus - [demikian] 
dapat adamu ini fana. Hendak[nya] : maka di[a] dapat bertemu 
dengan Tuhannya*
(56) ffa* lam - Tiadakan [dapat adamu]kau hapus.
dimanakan dapat adamu hapus? - kerana ribarat hapus* [itu 
iaitu] fana9 daripada sekalian *alam dan kebesaran dan
kata ini kepada menuntut ia juga, tiada kepada menahani. 
Sungguh pirn beranak-isteri, sediakala hapus jua* Adapun akan
124-1* Text incorrect: afTal«
124-2* Text has: atharNy a *
124-5* Text repetitive.
1244* Istimewa here conveys the meaning: apalagi.
_  . _  w a M M n M M iiJ W M M W  # «  4 # «w. - m a u M U lM H ia M M ji *•
1245. Text repetitive*
Ya’ni jika belunf^^ fana9 daripada ribu dan ratus,
anak-isteri* Belang [kepada] dirinya lagi hapus, istimewa' 
[kepada] tal£un‘^ ^^ dan kebesaran dan anak-isteri* Tetapi
1244
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orang muntahx* sediakala hapus jua muntahx. Bukan yang hapus 
[itu] junun* atau !uryan, atau tiada makan* atau tiada tidur* 
atau tiada [mandi] junub* atau her champing* atau tiada mahu 
sembahyang# Jikalau diikut [yang] demikian itu* Ijijab 
[Tgukumnya] . Adapun ma*na hapus [itu iaitu] makan sama* tiada 
makan [74-] sama; !uryan sama, berkain sama; shurga sama, 
neraka sama; sungguh pun ia berbuat ’ibadat tetapi tiada ia 
ingin akan shurga dan tiada ia takut akan neraka, ya’nx 
taslxm - seperti firman Allah Ta'ala:
Inna * 1-dina * inda*Llahi * l-lslam«
yafnx:
Bahwa yang agama itu pada Allah 
agama Islam ([ya*nx] menyerahkan 
dirinya)*
Kerana dirinya itu bukan Dirinya* yogyalah diserahkan kepada 
Yang Empunya Diri, maka dapat hapus daripada dirinya#
(57) Eaf lam - Nafxkan dirimu daripada kasar dan halus#
Ya'nx [nafxkan dirimu] daripada badan dan nyawa; 
suatu mafna; daripada baik dan jahat; suatu ma'na: daripada 
kedua ■alam; suatu ma'iia; daripada is lam dan kafir; suatu 
ma^aj daripada gahir dan ba£in*"^^ Bekalian itu yogya 
dinafxkan* maka dapat bertemu dengan Dhat Allah, kerana pada 
sekalian itu bukan Dhat. Apabila hapus menafxkan semesta 
sekalian yang kasar dan halus, maka dapat bertemu dengan
1246. Qur’an* 3:19.
1247. Text: batxn.
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Dhat, kerana Dhat itu terlalu mahasuchi daripada kasar dan
halus. [Tang kasar dan yang halus itu] tiada ^ukumnya suohi.
Barang yang tiada suchi [itu] makhluqat ^ukumnya. Jika "belum
lenyap sekalian makhluqat [dari penglihat] 1 tiada dapat
kelihatan Khaliq. Seperti sabda Rasulu’Llah (galla*Llahu
falayhi wa sallaml):
"giqabu’Llahi sab*Ina alfan^^
~ — — — ------- — -
mina»1-nuri wa sab*3.na alfan 
mina9l-gulumat."
ya'nl;
"Binding antara Allah §ub£.anahu wa 
Ta*ala tujuh puluh ribu dinding daripada 
chahaya [75] dan tujuh puluh ribu dinding 
[daripada] kelam.”
Itulah dinding yang kepada kasar dan kepada halus.
(58) Ba1 lam - Sup ay a dapat barang katamu harus.
Yafnl seperti kata Shaykh Junayd"^^ Baghdadi
(rabmatu * Llahi * alayhi I ) :
"Laysa fi qubbati siwa'*'^ '3" iLlah.
[dan] seperti kata Shaykh Ba Yazld;
"Subbanl ma a Tgama sha5nl"
atau seperti kata Mangur gallag:^^3
ttAna?l»Saq,q,.n
1248. Text inoorreot: alfin.
1249# Text incorrect; alfin.
1250* Text corrupt; Jtmaydx.
1251» Text incorrect: sxwa._
1252* Text incorrect: KEallaj.
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melihat kasar dan halus melainkan Dhat Semata jua, Barang 
kata mereka itu harus# Adapun kita, jika "belum "beroleh 
ma'rifat yang sempurna seperti ma'rifat mereka itu, atau 
belum hapus daripada kasar dan halus, jangan barang kata 
[seperti ini] dikatakan; [nisohaya] khilaf sharl'at, kerana 
jalan sharl'at - sungguh pun parmai*^-^* - terlalu suchi© 
Adapun jalan £aqlqat, sungguh pun hampir, maranya banyak. 
Jangan kita meninggalkan sembahyang dan jangan meninggalkan 
sharl1 at, kerana sharl'at dengan T^aqiqat"^^ esa d^a* Barang' 
siapa belum mabok atau belum ma^w atau belum junun datang 
daripada Allah, jikalau meninggalCkan] sembahyang dan puasa 
dan makan £aram,^^ fasiq dan 'a^ilah mereka itu ^ukumnya.
(59) Fa * lam - gamzah Fangurl^^ sungguh pun da1 If,
1253* Text repetitive*
1254. The meaning intended is not conveyed by this word, The
1256* Text incorrect: .^aram,
1257- Text repetitive©
1258* Following Ya‘nl the text is garbled and corrupt:
. », lnilah"""Stab daripada Igamzah yang berbuat dia
berkatafl Negerinya Barus* Sungguh pun [76] da1if terlalu
Ya'nl ^ [76] sungguh pun £afif, terlalu yaqln,
1259bukan bermain sia-sia; sungguh pun lemah pada semesta
word.jauh is intended
1255. Text: oaalaatnva. 
Allah Ta'ala kepadanya, maka dapat
kathlf* haqlaatCnya] samnai keCuada] Dhat al-Sharif.
— imi i*m 1.11 #  »■ l in > i i 1 ■ 111 in irrirti h i.. in t ji— . m u    .mi—  ir  i'— n mi, «n. wflp»iihina^i ■wm ^hi. ^ w
1259 .Rgub- pun here means
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— 1260 — 1261 sekalian kerjanya, mithal berbuat ' ibadat dan'1' riya^at
dan 'uzlat dan qana'at dan tark al-dunya; dan lemah pada
'ilmunya dan ma'rifatnya. Seperti firman Allah Ta'ala:
Va ma utitum^^ mina*l~!ilmi ilia qalilan.***^ 63
ya'ni:
Tiada Kuberikan kamu daripada filmu 
melainkan sedikit jua*
Manakan dapat mengenal Allah dengan sempurna kenal? Selang
Rasulu’Llah (galla*Llahu falayhi wa sallaml) lagi bersabda
demikian bunyinya:
''Subfranaka ma 1 arafnaka fraqqa 
ma'rifatika."
ya'nl:
"Mahasuchi Engkaui - tiada [ku]kenal 
Engkau sebenar-benar mengenal Dikau*1
1264« istimewa kita, dimana akan datang kepada ma'rifat 
kelebihan? Tetapi seqadar anugeraha Allah Ta'ala jua akan 
kita Ghari dan kita bicharakan, dengan kashf al-kashf, pada 
StharNya^^ dan Af'alFya dan Asma5Nya dan §ifatNya* Adapun 
pada suatu ma'na, C^ tamzah] jLa'xf kerana [ia] tiada berwujud. 
Apabila tiada berwujud, [maka] tiada[lah] bergifat [dan] 
tiada[lah] beraf'al, pa'if[lah] ^ukumnya.
1260. Text has: pada*
1261. Text repetitive•
1262. Text^incorrect: utitum»
126J* Qur?an, 17:85.
1264. Istimewa here means apalagi.
1265. Text" in c o r re c t : atharFya*
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(60) Fa1 lam - Haqlqatnya hampir kepada Dhat al-Sharif,
Xa*ra sungguh pan [ia] Ja'If, haqlqatnya tiada
bercberai dengan Dhat yang Mahamulia, kerana Dhat itulah
- — — 1P66 —[yang] Empunya l^arakat dan sukunat, quTud dan qiyam,
tidur dan jaga, berhenti*^^ dan berjalan; Ia jua yang
menggerak dia maka'*’^ ®  bergerak* Jika tiada Ia menggerak
dia, tiada dapat ]Jamzah bergerak, [773 kerana gam z ah seperti
bayang-bayang jua* Jika tiada yang Empunya bayang-bayang
mengerak dia, dimana dapat gamzah bergerak? Adapun suatu
tamthll lagi mithal [buah] chatur* Agalnya kayu sepuhun jua*
Maka dilarik berbagai-bagai; dinamainya "raja” dan "mentri"
dan Mgajah,T dan Mkuda" dan ’’tXr” dan "baidaq11, Asalnya kayu
sekerat jua cLijadikan banyak* Maka dipermain [buah] chatur
itu: ’’raja" dan "mentri" dan !,gajah,f dan ’’kuda1 dan "tlr"
dan "baidaq1 -namanya jua ada,"^^ haqlqatnya tiada* Tetapi
[ia] hampir kepada orang [yang] melarik dia dan bermain
[dengan] dia, kerana tangan orang itu da’im lekat kepada
[buah] ohatur itu"^^ kerana [buah] chatur itu tiada bergerak
melainkan gerak yang empunya [buah] chatur jua* Ini 1 ah ma!na
[gaqlqatnya] hampir kepada Dhat al-Sharlf*
1266* Text corrupt: qud.
1267# Text corrupt: berhentiya*
1268* Makahere me axis'^ s ehinggaT 
1269* Text: adanya *
1270* Text repetitive beginning from the word kerana*
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(61) Fa1 lam - Sungguh pun habab^^ rupanya kathlf#
Ta’ni ^.abab^^ [itu iaitu] 'buih; rupanya keras
[tetapi] kerana agalnya air hukumnya lembut jua# Apabila 
timbul, menjadi keras ^lukunmyaj kerana pada 1 ibarat [buih] 
lain daripada air - ya’nl air la^xf, buih kathxf# Adapun 
kepada lyuqxqat [buih] tiada lain daripada air# Kerana ini 
maka dikatakan buih kathlf: sebab ia berupa dan bernama lain
daripada air#*^^ Tetapi kepada ^aqxqat tiada ia berupa dan
—  t 1274tiada ia berwujud; dan bernamanya itu wahmx r juga} tiada
.^aqlqx, kerana ia da’im fanaJ didalam air# Adapun qudratnya 
dan iradatnya dan penengarnya dan penglihatnya [78] dan 
budinya [dan] ma’rifatnya yang kita lihat daripadanya, 
[sebenarnya] tiada daripadanya? [akan tetapi] daripada air 
jua# Inilah ma’na sungguh pun ^.abab^^ rupanya kathxf#
(62) Fa1lam - Wagilnya da’im dengan Bahr al-Latlf#
Ya’nx la£xf [itu iaitu] lemah; senantiasa buih
wa§il^*^^ dengan air9 kerana air lembut buih keras# Apabila
buih peohahj kembali kepada air# Sebab ini maka dikatakan 
buih wag.il dengan air# Adapun kepada suatu ’ibarat Ahlu’l- 
Suluk wagil^^7^7 tiada; sungguh pun wagil dikata[kan] [tetapi
1271# Text incorrect: habab#
1272# Text incorrect; babab#
1273* Text repetitive#
1274* Text incorrect: wahmi#
1275* Text incorrect: babab#
1276* Text; wagl.
1277* Text: wagT.
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banya] pada 1 ibarat juga, Adapun kepada ^aqlqat, tiada wa§il 
namanya jika suatu shay5 dengan sbu’unnya* [Yang demikian 
itu] tiada wagil ^ukumnya, Adapun wagil di*ibaratkan supaya 
dapat oleb sekalian 'falib; jika tiada dengan * ibarat, tiada 
sekali[-kali dapat] menyebCut] dia dan mengetabui dan mengenal 
dia# Setelab sempurna yogya mengetabui dan. mengenal dia, dan 
setelab itu yogya mengerjakan kerja sbara^at# Hubaya-bubaya 
jangan keluar daripada kandang sbarl*at, kerana. [sbarl!at 
itu upama] kulit, haqlqat [upama] otak; jika tiada kulit 
binasa otak# Mitbal kelambir sebuab dengan kulitnya, dengan 
tempurungnya, dengan isinya, dengan minyaknya, Yang sbarl*at 
seperti kulit[nya]; yang ^arlqat seperti tempurungnya; yang 
l^aqlqat seperti isinya; yang ma'rifat seperti minyaknya*
Dengan empat itu maka sempurnalab ^ukumnya# Jika sesuatu ini 
kurang daripadanya, tiadalab sempurna lagi; jikalau ditanam 
juga, jika tiada dengan kulitnya, [791 tiadakan tumbub jua 
[dan] akbirnya binasa, Demikian lagi akan orang menuntut 
Allab Sub^anabu wa Ta'ala jangan bercberai dengan sbarlrat 
dan 'farlqat dan ^aqlqat dan ma'rifat maka sempurna* Apabila 
bercberai dengan sbari'at sLalalat^^ ^ukumnya, Jika terbang 
diudara atau berjalan atas air atau memakan api sekalipun -
bubatan dusta dan sesat jalannyal §ukmnnya bukan ia wall,
- „ „ 1279kerana ia karamatnya itu bukan karamat - istidraj { '
1278, Text incorrect: zaliilat.
P im ry, nm
1279* Text incorrect: istidapaj ,
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namanya; ya’nx daripada Shayfan atau daripada Jinn atau 
daripada si^r atau murka Allah Ta’ala akan dia agar supaya 
ghurur dengan karamatnya itu disangkanya wasil ia dengan 
Allah 'Ta’ala* Adapun kepada ’Ulanra’ karamat awliya yang 
memakai sharl’at [itu] daripada anugeraha Allah Ta’ala; 
mu’jizat*3*^0 akan anbiya, karamat*1^ 1 akan*^^ awliya*
Karamat keduanya tiada *ayb dan tiada l^ Ljab* Adapun kepada 
Ahlu’l~Ma*rifah*^^ dan ’Ushshaq karamat [itu] TjdLjab dan 
quyud - dinamai &aydu? 1-rijal, kerana karamat bahayanya 
banyak; tiada berapa orang [yang] salamat* Adapun ’ilmu 
suluk [itu] ’ilmu Nabx Muhammad Rasulu’Llah (galla’Llahu 
’alayhi wa sallami) » Barangsiapa memakai ’ilmu suluk [dan] 
khilaf^^^” ’amalnya daripada ’amal Nabx Muhammad Rasulu’l- 
Lah (galla?Llahu ’alayhi wa sallami), £Lalalat ^.ukuxmya - 
bukan [ia] Ahlu’ 1-Suluk. Tetapi jika ma’rifatnya sempurna - 
kerana ma’rifat itu [ma’rifat] akan Tuhannya: orang itu 
mabok dan maTjiw, tiada lagi ia khabar akan sharx’at [80] dan 
Jarxqat dan ^aqxqat dan ma’rifat - itu tiada mengapa. Segala
[a]mr Allah, kerana orang itu sepex*ti hamba sultan yang 
didalam pagar; barang perbuatannya tiada raja gusar akan dia* 
Adapun akan segala orang yang memakai sharx1 at dan £ariqat
1280. Text: mu’jizat.
1281. Text: k£U?amatT _
1282. Text redundant: akan karamat.
1283. Text: ma’rifatnya. “
1284-. Text incorrect': fchilaf.
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dan. lpaqxqat dan ma'rifat seperti perbuatan Natl Muhammad 
Rasulu'Llah (galla’Llahu 1 alayhi, wa sallami), mereka itu 
seperti mentri da’im mengerjakan amr raja, Sungguh pun jauh 
daripada raja* tetapi ia [terlehih] hesar [pangkatnya] 
daripada orang yang dalam pagar kerana mentri perdana 
khalxfah raja, dan memegang pekerjaan raja jua* Jikalau
tiada karamat kepada gahirnya kita lihat, kepada hafinnya
- 1285 —.karamat ^ ia# Jangan kita sangka sharx'at kechil, kerana
Allah Ta'ala hernama gahir dan Ba£in* Adapun jahirNya itu
sharl1 atNya; ba^inNya [itu] ^aqlqatNya* Kepada 'awamm, farq
sharl1 at daripada ^.aqxqat* Adapun kepada Ahlu’l-Na'rifah*
v  _ 1286 *rsharx'at dengan ^.aqxqat ia juga, Sharx'at herlindung
kepada Tj.aqlq.at 5 ^aqxqat herkandung kepada sharx'at. Apabila
bertemu dengan sharx'at, bertemu dengan £arxqat; apabila
bertemu dengan Jarxqat, bertemu [dengan] ^.aqxqat; apabila
bertemu [dengan] £iaqxqat, bertemu dengan ma'rifat* Wa*Llahu
a'lam bi*l~gawabl lamma*1-kitab*
Wa galia'Llahu 'ala khayri 
khalqihi Mufeammad wa alihi 
wa gafabihi ajma'xn wa ’ l~b.amdu 
li3 Llahi rabbi*1-1alamxn♦
Bahwa ini kitab Asraru'l-'Srifxn fx bayan 'ilmi'1-Suluk
wa*l~lawbid^^ lamma bi'l-khayr* Amin*
1285* In text the word pada precedes karamat *
1286* la juga means sama rsuga, i*£* icTenExcaT.
1287* The complete title of the Asraru*1~'Srifln*
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CHAPTER VIII 
Sharabu51-1 Ashiqin
— m i MiJii i l lMi o giWiiwiM— hhj—w— — — wmitmmm&mAhmhwme*
karangan gamzah Eansuri
[Haskhah Leiden, no*2016]
[1] Bis mi9 Llahi51-rahmani ’ l~rabim 
Al-bamdu li’Llahi rabbi * 1-1 alamln 
wa»1-1 aq ibatu li » 1-muttaqin 
wa*l-salatu wa’l-salamu fala 
rasulihi Mufcammadin wa ’ali. 
alihi wa agbabihi ajma’in*
(1) Ketahui bahwa faqir ga’If gamzah Eanguri hendak 
menyatakan jalan kepada Allah Subganahu wa Ta’ala dan 
ma’rifat Allah dengan bahasa Jawl dalam kitab ini - insha
Allah - supaya segala hamba Allah yang tiada tahu akan
—  l P88bahasa ’Arab dan bahasa Barisi supaya dapat memicharakan
dia*
(2) Adapun kitab ini dinamai Sharabu* 1-’IshiqIn, ya’nl;
1289Mnuman segala orang yang berahi* Supaya J barangsiapa 
hendak meminum minuman orang yang berahi [lihatlah] kedalam 
kitab ini supaya dapat diperolehnya, kerana perkataan orang 
yang berahi [ada] dalam kitab ini* [Akan tetapi perkataan 
ini] dimukhta^arkan juga, tiada dimutawwal,
(3) Adapun ma’rifat Allah terlalu mushkil* Jika tiada guru 
yang sempurna dan murid yang bijakshana, tiada terbicharakan,
1288* The word supaya here seems redundant*
1289* This word'"here also seems redundant*
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kerana ma!rifat Allah, rahasia Rabl (galla’Llahu 'alayhi wa 
sallaml). Tetapi barang kuasa kita yogya kita tuntut, 
seperti sabda RastJlu^Llah (galla’Llahu 'alayhi wa sallaml): 
"Man talaba shay’“an jiddan wajada'
ya1nl:
"Barangsiapa menuntut sesnatu padahal 
disimggiih-sungguhinya, ^ nischaya cLiperolehnya*Tf
Dan sabda Rasulu’Llah (galla’Llahu 1 alayhi wa sallaml):
n!Ealabu*l~tilma'^<^' farldatun Tala kulli
1292muslimin wa muslimatin." '
ya*ni:
"Menuntut *ilmu itu far^Lu^atas segala islam 
laki-laki dan segala islam perempuan."
Dan sabda Rasulu’Llah (galla’Llahu Alayhi wa sallaml);
"Utlubu’l-'^^ !ilma wa law kana bi’1-gin.n
ya'nl:
"Pergi timtut olehmu Tilmu jikalau dibenua 
China sekalipun."
Dan firman Allah Ta'ala:
Wa ma khalaqtu’l-jinna wa’l-insa ilia   """’""         — !—
li ya'budun. ^ [2]
ya1ni:
Tiada Kujadikan jinn dan manuschia 
melainkan bagi menyembah Daku (ya'nl: 
mengenal Daku)•
1290. I ♦ e * Dengan sungguh-sungguh.
1291. Text incorrect: 'ilmi.
1292. Text incorrect: mustTmatin. 
1295* Text incorrect: u^Tubi♦ ' 
1294, Qur’an, 51:56.
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Dan firman Allah Ta'ala pada gadfth QudsI:
Kuntu kanzan makhfiyyan fa abb at u an
u'rafa fa khalagtu’1-khalqa li ^ u'raf.
ya1ni:
1296Dahulu J adalah Aka pada perbenda[ha]raan yang 
terbunyi, maka Kukasih akan dikenal 
Daku, maka Kujadikan segala makhlug supaya 
dikenal Aku.
(4) Kerana ini maka kata Ahlu’l-Suluk Cbahwa] mengenal
Allah [itu] farglu dan menyembah Allah pun far^ Lu segadar 
kuasa kita* Jangan tagslr dan jangan menchari kebesaran
petang - dan [jangan] mashghulkan anak-isteri dan [jangan] 
makan-tidur seperti binatang, kerana manusia itu terlalu 
mulia pada Allah Ta'ala. Yogya kita ketahui kemuliaan diri 
kita. Ya'nl barangsiapa berma'rifat dan berbuat 'ibadat 
banyak, orang itulah mulia pada Allah Ta'ala; barangsiapa 
tiada berma'rifat dan tiada berbuat 'ibadat, orang itulah 
nagi g l^ukumnya *
Seperti firman Allah:
1295* Iji can also be read as likay in this guotation* Of ♦ 
note \ 1 % 0 '
1296. On the margin.
1297* O.uwwat from 7291 » p*82.
1298. Qur’an 7:179*
dunya dan arta banyak - lebih daripada [guwwat]12^  pagi dan
biha
wa lahum a'yunun la yubsiruna biha 
wa lahum adhanun la yasma'una biha 
ula’ika ka’l-an'ami bal hum adallu
  --------------- — - ....  ToeTgr ----
ula’ika humu’1-ghafilun. y
Bermula: bagi mereka itu hati, tiada faham 
mereka itu dalamnya dengan dia; dan bagi mereka 
itu mat a, tiada mereka itu meliliat dengan dia; 
dan bagi mereka itu telinga, tiada mereka itu 
menengar dengan dia, Mereka itulah seperti 
binatang dikita - mereka itu terlalu sesat - 
mereka itulah yang lupa (akan Tuhannya),
(5) Daripada ayat ini jangan kita ghafil, jangan kita 
sangka akan kafir juga*1"^^ ghafil, [Kerana itu]1^00 yogya 
kita kerjakan *£afat, dan menchari ma'rifat kepada guru yang 
sempurna kepada sharl'at dan tarlqat dan ftaqlqat; [3] kerana 
sharl'at seperti pagar, -fariqat seperti rumah, ^.aqlqat 
seperti isi rumah; jika rumah itu tiada berpagar *aqibat[nya] 
isi mab. itu dichuri orange Ya'nl kepada Allah, jika
tiada dengan sharl'at *aqibat[nya] diharu Shay^ah, Seperti
firman^0'1’ Allah Ta’ala:
A lam a’had ilaykum ya ban! Adama an la 
ta'budu?l-shaytana innahu lakum 'aduwwu
■ —  n „  1 Min in w in 1 11 »  ■ 1 gn i n ,          —
^l-mubin,1^02
y a 1 nl:
Tiadak'ah Aku berjanji dengan kamu, hai 
anak Adam, bahwa jangan kamu menyembah 
Shayj;an? Bahwa sesungguhnya ia bagi 
kamu setru terlalu nyata.
(6) [Maka] yogya[lah] kita memagari diri kita supaya kita 
jangan diharu Shayjan, Barangsiapa memagari dirinya dengan 
pagar sharl'at, tiada dapat[ia] diharu Shaytan,
1299* Juga here means saja.
1300, Kerana itu from ?29l9 p*83*
1301. fext' has; sabda,
1302* Qur*an 36:SO,
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A&apun ’barangsiapa keluar daripada kandang sharl1at, nischaya
dapat [ia] diharu Shaytan. Adapun harangsiapa menyangka
sharl1at kechil, atau menchela dia, kafir - na'udhu hi’
Llahi minhaj - kerana shariat tiada bercherai dengan
Jarlqat, £arlqat tiada bercherai dengan fcaqlqat, Tjiaqlqat
tiada bercherai dengan ma’rifat, Seperti kapal sebuah;
sharl’at seperti lunasnya, ^arlqat seperti papan[nya],
^aqlqat seperti isinya, ma’rifat akan labanya, Apabila lunas
dibuangkan, nischaya kapal itu karam; laba pun lenyap, modal
l^O^ -pun lenyap, merugi dikita,  ^ Wa’Llahu a ’lam bi*l~gawabj
1503* pada kita. It is not a mistake for dikata, as it
frequently occurs in the texts, It_seems" to me to be 
an equivalent of the Arabic ’indana.
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Babu’1-awwal fI bay an a1mall’l-sharr1 at
[Bab yang Pertama 1B04-
Pada menyatakan Perbuatan Sharl*at] ^
(7) Ketahui bahwa yang dinamai sharl*at itu sabda1^ ^
NabI (gall’hlahu *alayhi wa sallaml) menyuruh[kan] kita 
berbuat baik, melarangkan [kita] berbuat jahat* Seperti 
sabda NabI (galla’Llahu *alayhi wa sallaml);
"Al-sharl’atu aqwall.1
[ya*nl: ]
"Yang sharl’at [itu] kataku."
Adapun kata Nabl (galla’Llahu ’alayhi wa sallaml) daripada 
Allah juga; seperti dalll Qur’an bukan daripada kehendak 
hatinya berkata, Seperti firman"^^ Allah Ta’ala:
Wa ma yantiqu *ani’l-hawa in 
huwa ilia wafcyun [4] ySt a , ^ ^
ya * nl:
melainkan ia yang diturunkan Allah (Ta’ala 
kepadanya firman,
(8) Adapun NabI (galla’Llahu ’alayhi wa sallaml) 
mengatakan bahwa Allah Sub^anahu wa Ta’ala esa tiada dua} 
dan tiada sebagaiNya, dan tiada bertimbal, dan tiada sekutu 
dan sebangsa, dan tiada serupa, dan tiada berjihat dan
1304. Of. 7291. p«84.
1305* Text has: firman♦
1306, Text has: satda.
1307. Qur’an 53
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tiada bertempat - seperti firman^^^ Allah (Ta'ala:
* 1^09Lays a kamithlihi shay’unc
ya'nx:
Tiada sebagaiNya suatu pun#
[Dan Lagi] firman^"^ Allah Ta'ala:
Subhana’Llahi > amnia yagifPn.1511
ya'nx:
Mahaauohi Allah Ta'ala! - tiada dapat diperikan*
(9) Adapun perkara sharx'at sendirinya, pertama shahadat, 
dan [k&dua] sembahyang far$u, [ketiga] memberi zakat, dan 
[keempat] puasa farju, [kelima] jika ada berzawadah pergi 
naik £ajj. Kelimanya ini sharx'at Babx (galla’Llahu 'alayhi 
wa sallaml), Adapun sharx'at tiga perkara: suatu sharx'at, 
barang dilihatnya tiada dilarang; suatu sharx'at, yang 
disuruhnya, suatu sharx'at, yang diperbuat Nabx (galla’Llahu 
'alayhi wa sallaml)* Seperkara [lagi] yogya kita membawa 
xman akan Nabx (galla’Llahu 'alayhi wa sallaml) bahwa ia 
persuruh Allah Ta'ala* Barang katanya sungguh, barang 
perbuatannya benar*
(10) Barangsiapa i'tiqadnya sabda Basulu’Llah (galla’Llahu 
'alayhi wa sallaml) tiada sungguh atau perbuatannya tiada 
benar, kafir - na'udhu bi’Llahi minha! - kerana Nabx
1308* Text has: sabda*
1309. Qur’an 42:11.
1310. Textjaas: sabda*
1311* Qur’an 6:l50.
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(galla’Llahu !alayhi wa sallaml) dijadikan Allah Subl^anahu
wa Ta'ala lebih daripada makhluq sekalian* Apabila ia lebih
daripada makhluq sekalian, nischaya barang perbuatannya
benar, barang katanya sungguh* Barangsiapa berahi akan Allah,
yogya dituntut perbuatan NabI (galla’Llahu 'alayhi wa sallaml) 
1-512maka  ^ sempurna berahi dan sempurna berma'rifat kerana
1313 _
ia sempurna berahi dan sempurna memakai [!ilmu] suluk* 
Barangsiapa tiada menurut fi'ilnya, ia itu naqis (kekuran- 
gan)"^^" [5] &an sesat ^ukumnya, kerana sharl’at [dan 
■farlqat] dan fcaqlqat pakaian KabI* Apabila kita
tinggalkan suatu daripada tiga itu, naqig ^ukumnya* Jika
■r l'SlfB&aqiqat tiada dengan sharx'at, binasa [T^ukmnnya] • ^
Adapun barangsiapa mengerjakan sembahyang far<jlu, dan puasa 
far$u, dan makan £talal, dan meninggalkan ^aram, dan berkata 
benar, dan tiada laba, dan tiada dengki, dan tiada minum
1317
tuak,  ^ f dan tiada mengupat orang, dan tiada mengadu-ngadu, 
dan tiada zxnat, dan tiada 'uyub,^^ dan tiada riya’, dan 
tiada takabbur - banyak lagi mithalnya ini - ia itu memakai 
sharl1at# Kerana perbuatan itu perbuatan Muhammad Rasulu’Llah
1312* Maka here means: supaya, agar*
1313* TaTrefers to Muhammad*
1314* On the margin of the text (translation of the word
n a q i§ ;.
1315. £fT~?291. p .86.
1316. ST. 7291, p .86.
1317* I.e. arak, Arabic: lcbtamr; cf. 7291. p.86
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(galla’Llahu ’alayhi wa sallaml) yogya kita turut supaya 
dapat kita kedalam £arlqat* kerana -J;arlqat tiada lain 
daripada sharlr at *
(11) Seperti firman*^ ^  Allah. Ta’ala;
Qul in knntum tufcibbuna»LIaha 
fa5t-tabi ’imi yuh-hihkumu?Llah.»^^^
ya1nl:
Katakan [olehnu] (ya Muhammad) jika 
ada kamu mengasihi Allah [maka] turut 
perhuatanku_supaya kamu dikasihi 
Allah. Ta’ala*
Dan firman^^^ Allah Ta’ala;
Ma atakumu* 1-rasulu fakhudhuhu
 1 _ M r 1^22
wa ma nahakum ’anhu fa*1-ntahu*
ya’nl:
Barang [yang] diherikan Rasulu’Llah 
kepada kamu ambil daripadanya.
Bermula: barang yang dilarangkan 
Rasulu’Llah tinggalkan oleh kamu*
Kata Shamsu Tabriz;
” Sharl1 at ra muqaddam daram aknun 
Haqiqat az sharl* at nlst birun *..
ya’nl:
T,Yang shari’at itu kudahulukan sekarang,
Kerana haqiqat dan sharl* at tiada berlainan .•.
1319. Text: sabda*
1320. Qur’anT:'2'9.
1321* Text; sabda* 
1322* Qur,an’3 ’9:V^
Kasi ku dar sharx'at rasikh ayad
— - 1323 -gaqxqat rah “bar way khud  ^  ^ gushayad«"
ya1nx:
Barangsiapa ia itu kepada sharx'at sempurna, 
Datang jalan gaqxqat kepada orang itu 
nischaya memukakan dirinya*"
Adapun perkara sharx'at banyak, mana dapat sekaliannya
disehut? Balam kitab ini isharat [6] mukhtagar juga
tersebut* Barangsiapa berahi akan Allah Ta'ala, yogya
di chari dengan budi pula#^^" Wa’Llahu a'lam bi*l~gawabl
1323* Text: khub*
1324. Text has -the form: pulang.
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Babu? l~thanx fl bayan a'mali’l^tariqat 
[Bab yang Kedua
-,1323Pada menyatakan Perbuatan £ariqat]~^ x
(12) Ketahui bahwa £arlqat itu tiada lain daripada
1j.aqlqat, kerana £arxqat permulaan ^.aqlqat [seperti sharl1 at
„ 1326 — -permulaan £arxqat pun] .  ^ Beperti sabda Rasulu’Llah
(salla’Llahu 'alayhi wa sailami):
"Al-tarlqatu af!alx»"
ya'na:
T,Yang -farxqat itu perbuatanku*"
Adapun permulaan -farxqat [itu] tawbat, seperti tawbat 
nagu^an daripada segala dosa yang iajx, kerana firman^^^ 
Allah Ta'ala;
ya'nl:
Ta ayyuha’1-1adhina amanu tubu ilaYl-Lahi
  'x T 3 '28  ........ .......... .....
tawbatan nasuhan. J
1329 - -Hai segala kamu_ J yang membawa iman, tawbatlah
kamu kepada Allah dengan tawbat nasuhan (ya'nl
setelah sudah tawbat jangan kembali lagi)*
Dan [Lagi] firman*^^0 Allah Ta'ala:
Inna ’ Llaha yuhibbu ’ 1-ttawwabxna
‘----—---- ------ -y— T^XT""
wa yuhibbu’l~mutatahhirxn.
1325. Of. 7291, p.87.
1326. (TT. 7291, p.87.
1327* Text: sabda.
1328. Qur’an“55TB.
1329. Text: mereka - literal translation for second person 
plural.
1350. Text: sabda.
1331. Qur’an"2Y222.
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ya * nl;
Bahwa sesungguhnya Allah Ta'ala kasih akan 
orang [yang] tawbat, dan kasih akan orang 
[yang] menyuchikan diri *
(13) Ban [Jarlqat itu] tarku’l~dunya» ya'nl jangan menaruh 
arta dunya banyak, lebih daripada [untuk] dimakan dan 
diperkain, kerana sabda Rasulu’Llah (g all a ’ Llahu hLayhi wa 
sallamj);
"Tarku’l~dunya ra’su kulli 'ibadatin 
bubbu’ 1-dunya ra’su kulli khati’atixu"
y a1 nl:
"Meninggalkaia dunya kepala segala ‘ibadat 
kasih akan dunya kepala segala kejahatan*"
Ban [lagi] sabda Rasulu’Llah (galla’Llahu Alayhi wa sallaml):
"Run fI’1-dunya ka’annaka gharlbun 
aw 'abiru sabxlin wa fudda nafsaka 
min agfcabi’l~qubur«TI
y a 1 nl:
"Biam dalam dunya engkau seperti dagang, 
atau seperti orang melalui jalan, dan 
jadikan dirimu [seolah-olah engkau] 
daripada orang isi qubur*"
Ban [lagi] sabda Rasulu’Llah (galla’Llahu 'alayhi wa sallaml);
"Man tawakkala 'aia’Llahi kafa." -*-332
ya1nl:
"Barangsiapa menyerahkan dirinya 
kepada Allah padalah*"
1332# Cf. Qur’an 4:80,
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Erti tawakkal [itu ialah] tiada shakk dalamnya, seperti
firman"^ ^  Allah. Ta'ala:
- v 1354Ea tawakkalu in kuntum mu'niinin,
ya’nl?
Serahkan diri kamu [7] pada Allah jika 
ada kamu orang perchaya,
(14) Dan [’farxqat itu] menuntut Allah Ta’ala bersungguh- 
sungguh, dan bersuhbat dengan orang berma’rifat} dan menurut 
firman Allah Ta’ala, dan benchi pada segala [yang] dilarangkan 
Allah Ta’ala, dan sembahyang sunnat, rawatib, dan ta^ajjud, 
dan [sembahyang] $u£La dan nawafil barang kuasa kita, [dan] 
menguohap tasbl^L dan dhikru’Llah dan tilawat al-Qur*an, dan 
puasa ayyamu’l-bx£. - ya’ni puasa tigabelas, empatbelas dan 
limabelas haribulan - dan yawmu* 1-ithnayn dan yawmu? 1 -khamx s 
dan ’Ishura dan bulan Rajab dan bulan Sha’ban [dan bulan 
Dhu’lHJijjah] ,-^35 niengurangi makan-[minum] , dan [meng] 
urangi berkata-kata, dan [meng]urangi tidur, dan jauh dari­
pada orang dan berpada-pada#
(15) Sekalian perbuatan ini $arxqat namanya, tiada lain 
daripada ^.aqxqat* Jangan kamu sangka £arxqat ini kechil, 
kerana ^arlqat pakaian Nabx (galla*Llahu ’alayhi wa sallaml), 
Barangsiapa mungkir daripada shari’at dan Jarxqat, [ia itu) 
kafir - na’udhu bi’Llahi minha I Adapun barangsiapa mengatakan 
sharx’at dan £arxqat jalan yang sebenarnya, tetapi tiada
1333* Textj, sabda, 
1334, Qur ’ an7 5 **23 * 
1335* Of. 7291, p,89.
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kuasa mengerjakan dia, tiada ia kafir; la§x ^ukxmmya 
daripada ia tiada kuasa memakai dia.
(16) Adapun mintak makan, kepada sharx'at, jikalau ada 
padanya [untuk] pagi dan petang, jika pergi mintak l^ aram 
l^ukumny a, kerana sabda Nabx (gall*hlahu ! alayhi wa sallami):
"Nan sa*ala wa 'indahu ma yughnxhi fa 
innama yastakthiru mina’l-nari qalu ya 
rasulu’Llahi wa ma yugbnlhi gala qadru ma 
yaghdxhi wa ya'shlhi*"
ya'nx:
"Barangsiapa memintak, bermula; [dan ada] 
kepadanya barang qadar kayanya, babwa 
sesungguhnya membanyak daripada api 
neraka*" Naka bertanya su]j.bat: "Berapa 
barang qadar kayanya?" Naka sabda Rasulu’Llah: 
"Qadar pagi dan petang*"
(17) Adapun kepada Jarxqat, jika tiada dapat berdiri 
sembahyang far^ lu, maka harus pergi memintak - itu pun jangan 
banyak, seqadarmu [8] sekali makan juga. Jika lebih daripada 
sekali makan, jangan ditaruh; berikan kepada faqxr. Adapun 
kepada Ijjaqiqat, jangan mintak sekali^kali, kerana rizqi kita 
tersurat pada LawTj. al-Na^fuz, dan sudah terbagi; yang banyak, 
banyak; yang sedikit, sedikit - tiadakan lebih dan tiadakan 
kurang.
(18) Lagi seperkara, Allah Ta'ala tahu akan lapar kita dan 
dahaga kita* Kenapa kita mengadu [kan ^al]*^^ kepada lain?
1336. Gf. 7291, p.90
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Seperkara, [se]olah~olah ra$i akan kenyang, tiada ra$Li akan
laparl Kerana [ini] f i r m a A l l a h .  Ta'ala;
Nan lam yarda bigada'I wa lam yagbir 'ala 
bala11 wa lam yashkur fala ni * mat fa' 1-
yakhruj min tahti’l-sama’i fa^l-yatlub
  1 — ■■■" ■ ‘W ..   ......... Y ‘t^ "lT ' A " ™ "*" *lp‘ ■■■“ I— ■'■ n m W M w  *
rabban siwa91.
ya1nl;
Barangsiapa tiada radi kepada bahgianKu, 
dan tiada ia gabar auas kutukKu, dan 
tiada memuji atas ni'matKu, maka keluarlah 
dari bawah lengitKu, maka tuntutlah Tuhan 
yang lain daripadaKul
(19) Kerana ini maka dilarangkan Ahlu’l—gaqxqah mintak.
Adapun kata Ahlu* l~£[aqxqah, jika tawakkalnya sempurna, dan
ra^inya sempurna, dan memandang pada Law£ al-Na^ ifuj: na§ibnya,
jika ia mati lapar, matinya mati shahxd l^ukumnya* Adapun
perkara £ariqat Nu^ammad Rasulu’Llah (galla’Llahu 'alayhi wa
sallaml) banyak lagi tiada tersurat. Wa»Llahu a'lam bi91~
gawabl
1337* Text: sabda.
1338. In 7291. t u90. the plural form is given_; ni' amx. 
1339* I •£. in the Holy Tradition (gadxth Qudsx).
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Babu»l~thalith fx bayan a !maliyl-h.aqlqat 
[Bab yang Ketiga 
Pada menyatakan Perbuatan gaqxqat]
(20) Ketahui bahwa jalan ^aqxqat [itu] jalan Muhammad
Rasulu5Llah (galla*hlahu Alayhi wa sallamI ) ke sudah-sudahan
jalannya. Seperti jjadlth:
"Al-sharxf atu aqwalx 
wa*1-tarxqatu affalx 
wa*l-haqxqatu abwalx.,l
yalnx:
"Yang sharl1at [itu] kataku, 
yang tarxqat itu perbuatanku, 
yang ljaqxqat itu pertingkahku."
Ketiganya itu dipakai Kabx. [9] Barangsiapa memakai ketiganya
ini, maka kamil mukammal namanya.
(21) Adapun a*mal Ahlu5l«^aqxqah, dahulu mengenal Allah 
dengan sempurna kenal hendak[nya]• [Jika] tiada mengenal 
Allah dengan sempurna kenal, tiada dapat memakai Tj.aqxqat 
kerana Ijaqlqat perbuatan mafrifat* Maka apabila berma'rifat, 
dapat mengerjakan ^aqxqat.
. 1341(22) Adapun Ahlu’1-gaqxqah dua bahagi. Sebahagi beranak
beristeri dan berumah dan bertanaman, tetapi tiada hatinya 
lekat kepada tanamannya dan pada anak-isterinya dan [kepada]
1340. Of. 7291i p*90.
1341. IPext has: setengah; 1 have altered to sebahagi for the 
sake of consistency.
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r-umah.Cn.ya] , Apabila hatinya tiada lekat kepada sekalian itu, 
tiada T^ ijab padanya. Sungguh p-un ia beranak beristeri berumah 
bertanaman, jikalau anak-isterinya mati tiada ia berchinta; 
jikalau rumahnya dan tanamannya tertunu tiada ia duka; 
jikalau kerajaan Bulaynan dan [kerajaan] Iskandar diberi 
Allah Ta’ala akan dia pun tiada ia suka, kerana hina dan 
mulia sama padanya; kaya dan mi skin sama padanya; sakit dan 
nyaman sama padanya - tiada ia melihat dirinya, melainkan 
Allah Bub^anahu wa Ta’ala juga [dilihatnya] , kerana kepada 
Ahlu’l-gaqlqah wujud sekalian ’alam wujud Allah; nisohaya 
sekalian daripadaNya*
(23) Adapun Ahlu’l~]jaqlqah sebahagi lagi da’im menyembah 
Allah, dan berahi akan Allah, dan mengenal Allah tunggal-
tunggal; dan mengenal dirinya, dan meniadakan dirinya dan
1342 -mnngesakan  ^ dirinya , dan berkata dengan dirinya dan fana
dalam dirinya dan baqa dengan dirinya dan benohi akan gahir
dirinya dan kasih akan ba£in dirinya, dan menchela dirinya
dan memuji dirinya; jika makan, makan dengan dirinya, jika
duduk, duduk dengan dirinya, jika tidur, tidur [10] dengan
dirinya, jika jaga, jaga dengan dirinya, jika berjalan,
herjalan dengan dirinya - tiada ia lupa akan dirinya, kerana
sabda Hasulu’Llah (galla’Llahu ’alayhi wa sallam•):
1342* In 7291; mengithbatkan, but the sense conveyed is
id e r illo a l7 p T 9 T ;
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"Man Tarafa nafsahu faqad 'arafa rabbahu" •
ya’nl:
"Barangsiapa mengenal dirinya maka 
sesungguhnya mengenal~uEannya•"
(24) Seperkara lagi, tatakala ia memandang diluar dirinya,
1^ 4-5barang dilihatnya dirinya juga dilihatnya; barang 
dipandangnya dirinya juga dipandangnya, kerana kepada 
Ahlu’l~3jaqlqah ’alam dengan dirinya esa juga, tiada dua-tiga# 
Apabila lalam sekalian dengan dirinya esa, nischaya barang 
dilihatnya dirinya juga dilihatnya# Seperti sabda Rasulu’Llah 
(galla’Llahu ’alayhi wa sallaml):
"Ra’aytu rabbi bi ’ayni rabbi»"
y a 1 nl:
"Kulihat Tuhanku dengan mata ra i^mat Tuhanku#"
Kata Lam ’ at:
"La yara’Llaha ghayca1?44>Ll5Tia".
ya’nl:
"Tiada melihat Allah lain daripada Allah#"
Sabda Rasulu’Llah (galla’Llahu ’alayhi wa sallaml):
"Ra’aytu rabbi bi rabbi#"
ya’nl:
"Kulihat Tuhanku dengan Tuhanku#"
1343. The text is corrupt: jika. 
1344# The text is incorrect: ghayru.
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(25) Maka sabda Fab I (galla*Llahu Alayhi wa sallaml) 
demikian kerana semesta sekalian !alam tiada berwujud#
Apabila falam tiada berwujud, tiada berqudrat dan tiada 
beraf'al akan dia# Jika dipalu orang atau dipermaki orang, 
af!al Allah juga dilihatnya, tiada af*al orang yang lain 
dilihatnya; nischaya dirinya, barang dijabatnya, dirinya 
juga dijabatnya, kerana firman^^ Allah Ta'ala:
Pa aynama tuwallu fa thamma wajhu*Llah • *^ 4*6
ya'nl;
Barang kemana kamu hadapkan muka 
kamu disana ada Allah#
(26) Kerana ini maka kata Ahlu’l-^aqlqah sekalian makhluqat 
diri kita juga, sekalian manusia saudara kita# Islam dan 
kafir, kekasih dan setru, bisa dan tawar, [11] shurga dan 
neraka, murka dan ampun, baik dan jahat, kaya dan mi skin, 
puji dan chela, kenyang dan lapar, kechil dan besar, mati 
dan hidup, sakit dan nyaman, benar dan salah - sekalian sama 
padanya, kerana ina1 na aynama tuwallu fa thamma wajhu’Llah 
terlalu nyata padanya# Barangsiapa mendapat ma’na aynama 
tuwallu fa thamma wajhu’Llah tamam* Nischaya barang 
dipandangnya wajhu5Llah juga dilihatnya. Wa'Llahu a*lam
bi*1-gawab1
1545* Text: sabda# 
1346# Qur *an 2:115•
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Babu’l-rabi? fl bayan ma*rifati’Listed. Ta!ala«
[Bab yang Keempat 
Pada menyatakan Ma'rifat Allah. Ta*ala]
(27) Ketahui bahwa sabda Nabl (galla>hlahu Alayhi wa 
sallaml):
"Al-ma!rifatu sirri"
ya1nl:
"Yang ma'rifat itu rahasiaku*"
Ban [lagi] sabda RasuluJLlah (galla’Llahu Alayhi wa sallaml); 
"La tagihhu* 1-galatu ilia bi?l-maTrifah*"
yarnx:
"Tiada §a^ . sembahyang melainkan dengan ma1rifat."
Ketahui bahwa ittifaq sekalian Anbiya’ dan Awliya’ dan
JJukama* dan Ahlu’l-Kalam mengatakan Allah Sub^anahu wa
Ta*ala Esa* tiada dua; Qadlm* tiada mu^idath; Khaliq* tiada
makhluq.; tiada berupa dan tiada berwarna; Kekal* tiada fana’;
dan tiada bercherai dan tiada bertemu; dan tiada putus dan
dan
tiada pesuk; dan [tiada] mithal dan tiada sebangsa/sekutu dan
1347tiada bagaiNya; dan tiada bertempat dan tiada bermasa  ^ ' dan 
tiada akhir - suchi [Ia dari] pada kata inil
(28) Sekalian Ahlu?l«-Suluk dan Ahlu* 1-Kalam dan !UlamaJ 
muwafaqat* tetapi terlebih Ahlu’l-Suluk mengatakan [bahwa la] 
tiada berhingga dan berkesudahan* Ma'na tiada berkesudahan
134*7* Text follows with: dan tiada berwarna - tautology*
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dan tiada berbingga [itu iaitu] tiada atas akan Dia dan tiada 
bawab akan Dia, dan tiada kanan [12] akan Dia dan tiada kiri 
akan Dia, dan tiada badapan akan Dia dan tiada belakang akan 
Dia - ya’nl [la] suatu wujud [yang] tiada berenam jibat* 
Seperti laut yang mabaluas; seperti buab yang keebil [se]biji 
juga* Sebab ini maka kata Ablu’l-Suliak Allab Sublj.anabu wa 
Ta*ala gamad - kepada semesta sekalian *alam ini meliputi. 
Seperti firman"*^8 Allab Ta'ala;
Innabu bikulli sbay’in mubit #
ya’nl:
Babwa sesunggubnya I a itu dengan 
semesta sekalian meliputi*
(29) Maka kata ’m a m a ’ ’IlmuNya juga [yang] meliputi* Maka
kata Ablu’l~Suluk DbatNya pun meliputi, ’ IlmuMya pun meliputi 
semesta sekalian, kerana Ia tiada beroberai dengan ’IlmuNya 
kerana Allab Subljanabu wa Ta’ala tiada seperti manusia dapat 
beroberai dengan filmunya*
(50) Seperkara, Allab Subl^anabu wa Ta’ala bampir kepada
kita dengan DbatFya dan ’Ilmulfya, tetapi terlalu musbkil 
orang mengetabui bampirDya itu. Adapun ma’na bampir empat 
perkara; seperkara bampir kepada zaman; kedua perkara bampir 
kepada makan; ketiga perkara bampir kepada gifat; keempat 
perkara bampir kepada Allab Ta’ala. Tetapi bampir kepada
1348. Text: sabda. 
1349# Qur ’ an^41T54 *
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Allah Ta’ala [ter]lain mushkil mengetahui dia* Adapun hampir 
kepada zaman seperti kata orang: 1Zaman Muhammad (gall*Llahu 
1alayhi wa sallaml) terhampir kepada kita daripada zaman 
’Isa (alayhi91-salami)«**Adapun hampir kepada makan seperti 
kata orang: ’Bulan terhampir kepada kita daripada hintang 
Mushtarl#1 Adapun hampir kepada §ifat seperti kata orang;
’Ba Yazid (r adiya?Llahu 1anhuI ) kepada Rasuluh’Llah (galla* 
Llahu ’alayhi wa sallam]) terhampir daripada ’Utbah^^O dan 
Shayhah ( 1 alayhima* 1-la ’nahI)»’ jikalau Ba Yazid [13] 
terjauh daripada ’Utbah*^^ dan Shayhah pun, kerana Ba Yazid 
(radiya»Llahu 1anhuI ) hampir [kepada Rasulu’Llah] dengan
gifat* Adapun hampir kepada Allah Suh^anahu wa Ta’ala kepada
- — 1352semesta sekalian ’alam tiada demikian, sungguh pirn firman
Allah Ta’ala:
Wa huwa ma’akum aynama kuntum* ***553
ya’ni;
la serta kamu harang dimana [ada] kamu*
Dan [lagi] f i r m a n ^ A l l a h  Ta’ala:
Wa nafrnu aqrahu ilayhi min habli * 1-war id* ***555
ya’ni:
1350* Text incorrectt ’Atabah* 
1351* Text incorrect: TJ^ abaB.’, 
1352* Text: sabda*
1353. Qur * an“"57T^ :•
1354-* Text: sabda*
1355. Qur’an3^Tl6*
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Kami terhampir kepadanya daripada 
urat leher kedua*
Dan [lagi] firman"^ ^  Allah {Ta'ala;
Wa fl anfusikum a fa la tubgirun. ^ ^
ya'nl:
Dalam diri kamu - tiadakah kamu lihat?
(31) Kerana ini maka kata Ahlu’l-Suluk [ma'na] hampir 
kepada Allah {Ta'ala [itu] Anbiya* dan Awliya’ dan §alihln 
dan Mushrikxn^^ dan Kafirln1^ ^  dan 'Ssiyyln1^ ^  sama 
dikit a Ia hampir# Kepada sekalian makhluq sama [la hampir] , 
tetapi far^u hampirNya kepada Ahlu5l-Ma'rifah dan 'Ibid 
terlebih; ya'nl barangsiapa berma'rifat dan banyak berbuat 
'ibadat ia itu hampir ^ukumnya; barangsiapa tiada berma'rifat 
dan berbuat ma'giat ia itu jauh, bukan hampir - jauh seperti 
tamthll dahulu i t u # ^ ^  Kata ini mushkil, orang Ahlu’l-Kashf 
juga mengetahui dia*
(32) Su’al1^ ^  [jika] seorang orang bertanya); "jikalau 
Dhat Allah kepada semesta sekalian lengkap, kepada najis 
dapatkah dikatakan lengkap?" Maka jawab: "Seperti p a n a s ^ ^  
lengkap kepada sekalian 'alam, kepada najis pun lengkap,
1356 » {Text: sabda *
1357. Qur7an~5T':'21 • The text incorrect: yabgirun.
1356* {Text: mushrik*
1359* Text: kafir*
1360. Text: 'agl.
1361. Cf* alcove, pp.12-13 of the text, the reference to 
^IJtbah and Shaybah*
1362. Cf* ITujwirl, Kashf al-Mabjllb, chapter on technical 
terms.
1363* 1*0. chahaya.
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kepada busuk pim lengkap, kepada balk pun lengkap, kepada 
gahat pun lengkap, kepada Ka'bah pun lengkap, kepada rumah 
berhala pun lengkap - kepada sekalian pun sama [lengkap]; 
kepada nagis tiada ia akan nag*is, kepada busuk tiada ia akan 
busuk, kepada baik tiada ia akan baik, kepada gahat tiada 
ia akan g’ahat; daripada KaTbah [14] tiada [ia] beroleh 
kebagikan, daripada rumah berhala tiada ia beroleh kegahatan, 
Selang panas"^^ lagi demikian, is time wa [Allah Sub^anahu 
wa Ta'ala], Suchi daripada segala suchi, dimana la akan 
najis dan busuk?" Ka^afham.1^ ^
(33) Su?al; 1 Jika Dhat Allah kamu kata lengkap kepada 
semesta sekalian makhluqat, siapa yang merasai shiksa neraka, 
siapa yang merasai nifmat shurga?" Jawab: "Seperti emas dan 
A s h r a f i ,  gika ditunu Ashrafi itu, Ashrafi g*uga yang
hangus, emas tiada hangus. Sungguh pun Ashrafi dengan emas 
tiada bercherai seratus kali atau seribu kali diperbuat, 
maka [apabila] ditunu, Ashrafi guga yang hangus, emas baqa’ $ 
manakan hangus dan manakan lenyap? - kerana Ashrafi seperti 
makhluqat, emas seperti Khaliq; makhluq guga yang hangus dan 
binasa*"
Kata itu terlalu mushkil.
1364. Of, note 1363*
1365. 2S917  p*94, has: Maka fahamkan olehmu kata ini; 
i.e. faTafham#
1366* ?e5ct: ^ sliraii.
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1 ^ 6 7Barang orang ( tiada lulus disini, yogya kita bicharakan 
sabda *AlI ibni Abl falib (karrama* Llahu wajhahui) :
"Ma ra*aytu shay* an ilia wa ra* aytu’Llaha flhi »TI
ya1nl:
"liada kulihat sesuatu melainkan 
kulihat Allah didalamnya®T
Dan sahda Rasulu*Llah (galla’Llahu 1 alayhi wa sallaml):
"Man nagara ila shay*in wa lam 
yara’Llaha fihi fa huwa batilun*"
Cya*nl]:
"Barangsiapa memandang kepada 
sesuatu, maka tiada ia melihat 
Allah dalamnya, maka ia itu sia-sia®"
(34) Kerana ini maka kata Ahlu’l-Buluk [bahwa Dhat Allah] 
lengkap [kepada semesta sekalian makhluqat]* Tetapi ittifaq 
!TJlama* dan Ahlu*l~Suluk dan Ahlu’l-Kalam dan ljukama * 
mengatakan kunhi Dhat Allah Sub^anahu wa Talala tiada siapa 
datang kesana, Tetapi 'ibaratNya dapat dikatakan seqadar 
kuasa kita* Wa*Llahu a'lam bi'l~gawabl
-*-567* I*e* : Barangsiapa*
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C 9l~]bari"Ta'ala.
[Bab yang Kelima pada menyatakan^Kenyataan 
Bhat Tuhan yang Mahatinggi] ^
(35) Ketahui bahwa kunhi Bhat gaqq Sub^anahu wa Ta'ala
ini dinamai [15] Ahlu51-Suluk la ta'ayyun. Maka dinamai la
ta1 ayyun kerana budi"^^ dan bichar a, -**370 i^qmu ^an ma'rifat
kita tiada lulus kepadaNya* Jangankan 'ilmu dan ma'rifat kita*
Anbiya’ dan Awliya' pun l^ayran. Olehnya itu maka sabda Kabi
(galla*Llahu 'alayhi wa sallaml):
"Subhanaka ma 'arafnaka haaqa ma1rifatika."
ya'ni:
"[Maha] suchi Mui - tiada kukenal 
sebenar kenal akan Bikau."
Ban sabda Kabi (galk?Llahu 'alayhi wa sallaml):
"Tafakkaru fl khalqi'Llahi1^^1 wa la 
tafakkaru fl dha/ti*Llah»"
ya'nl:
"Kamu fikirkan dalam yang dijadikan 
Allah; bermula: jangan kamu fikirkan 
dalam Bhat Allah*"
Kerana [ini] maka dinamai Ahlu’l^Buluk la ta1 ayyun - ya'ni
ma!na la ta1ayyun [itu iaitu] 'tiada nyata1.
1368. Of. 7291, pp.95-96.
1369. Budi: t'Aql.
M M H M H
3-370. Bichara: Kalam, in the sense of 'diatectic1.
1371* Text has: ala’i’Llahi, but khalqi’Llahi is correct.
Of. 7291. p795T ~
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(36) Adapun pertama ta'ayyun empat bahagi: !Ilmu dan Wugud 
dan Shuhud dan Fur. Ya.TnI yang keempat inilah bernama
ta1 ayynn awwal, kerana daripada !Ilmu maka ’Alim dan Ma’lum 
nyata; kerana Vugud maka Yang Mengadakan dan [Yang] Digadikan 
nyata; kerana Shuhud maka Yang Melihat dan Yang Dilihat
nyata; kerana Chahaya maka Yang Menerangkan dan Yang
1372 1373
Diterangkan nyata* S©kalian itu daripada ta1ayynn awwal
guga; ’Ilmu dan Ma’lum, Awwal dan Skhir, gahir dan Ba£±n
beroleh nama.
(37) Adapun Ma’lum itulah yang dinamai Ahlu’l-Suluk
. - ~ 1 3 7 4  r  n 1375a !yan that it ah* Setengah menamai dia r guwaru[ *1-] f ilmiyyah,
setengah menamai dia^37^ haqiqatu’ l~ashya*, setengah menamai
1377 - - v _ _
dia rub idafi. Sekalian ini dinamai ta* ayyum thani
bukumnya *
Adapnn rub insani dan ru^ . ^tayawanl dan [ru^] 
nabati^37^ ta’ayyun thalith knknmnya*
1372* Text has the order reversed, which is logically 
inconsistent •
1373• Text has: la ta’ayyun, hut this is incorrect according 
to the context. Of* 7291, p*96.
1374-* Text: dinamai *
1375• 7291 has: suwar *ilmiyyah, p. 96*
1376* TexE has: dinamai.
1377* Text: dinamai.
137S. Text incorrect: nabati.
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(38) Adapun ta'ayyun rabl' dan ta'ayyun-khamls ya'nl 
[ta* ayyun] jasmanx kepada semesta sekalian makhluqat ila 
ma la nihayataClahu]^*^ taTayyun jug a namanya *
(39) Tiada ter^isabkan tafayyun itu lagi,^^ tetapi *Ilmu 
dan Wujud dan Shuhud [16] dan Nur tiada bercherai dengan 
sekalian ta1ayyun; kerana jika tiada yang keempatnya itu 
Yang Empunya ta1ayyun tiada dapat ta* ayyun* Kerana itu 
maka kata Ahlu’l-Suluk wujud * alam sekalian Wujud Allah* 
Adapun wujud !alam, sungguh pun kita lihat wujud, tiada 
berwujud* kerana wujudnya daripada Wujud Muta* ayyin*'^^ 
Daripada ghafil*^^ kita juga kita sangka falam berwujud,
(40) Adapun. taf ayyun awwal dinamai abad pun ia, wab-id pun 
ia; apabila kita lainkan Dhat Semata SendiriNya al^ ad NamaNya; 
apabila kita sertakan §ifatNya dan !ibaratNya wa]j±d NamaNya, 
kerana aljad itulah bernama wa^ Lid memegang ’alam sekalian
min awwalihi ila akhirihi* ^
(41) Adapun ta!ayyun awwal ini dimithalkan Ahlu’l-Suluk 
seperti laut* Apabila laut timbul, ombak namanya - ya!nx 
apabila r!lim memandang Dirinya Ha’lum jadi daripadaNya*
1379* 7 2 9 1 , p*97; kepada tiada berkesudahan*
1380* I.e.; tiada lag! terhisabkan tafayyun itu. Lagi means 
here: dapat*
1381* Text incorrect; ta1ayyun*
1382* Text corrupt; yaqil.
1383* 7291? p* 97: daripada pertamanya hingga kesudahannya*
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Apabila laut itu melepas nyawa asap namanya - ya'nl dirinya 
nyawa dengan riJj. i^afl kepada a'yan tbabitab sekalian,
Apabila asap berbimpun diudara awan namanya - ya'nl isti'dad 
adanya a'yan tbabitab berbimpun hendak keluar, Apabila awan 
itu titik daripada udara bug an namanya - yafnl rulj. i^afx 
dengan a 'yan tbabitab keluar dengan qawl "Kunl" (fa yakun) 
berbagai-bagai. Apabila bujan itu bilir dibumi [air namanya; 
apabila air itu bilir dibumi]’*'-''^ sungai namanya - ya'nl 
setelab t v Q i$Lafx dengan isti'dad agll dengan a'yan tbabitab 
"bilir" dibawab [gawl] "Kunl" (fa yakun) "sungai" namanya, 
Apabila sungai itu pulang kelaut, laut l^ukumnya - tetapi 
Laut itu mabasucbi; tiada berlebib dan tiada berkurang* Jika 
keluar sekalian itu,*^^ tiada [173 la kurang; jika masuk 
pun sekalian itu, tiada [Ia] lebib kerana la Bucbi daripada 
segala yang sucbi,
(42) Seperti firman"^^ Allah. Ta'ala:
Kullu sbay’in balikun ilia wajbabu, -*“387
ya'nl:
Semesta sekalian binasa melainkan DbatNya,
Ya'nl AdaHya itu senantiasa ada, yang lain daripada[Nya] itu 
senantiasa tiada ada, kerana kepada Ablu’l-Suluk yang ada
1584. Cf. 7291. p.98.
-*-385* refers to tbe "waves" i.e. tbe World. Tbe analogy
of sea and waves now refers ^o God and His creation, 
1386. (Text; sabda.
1387* Qur5 an^8TB8 •
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juga menjadi ada; yang tiada itu tiada [dapat] -^588 menjadi 
ada* Ya*nl Allah Subhanahu wa Ta!ala Watj ibu 9 l~Wutjud» qa9 im
•  III IWyiil^ lrtB IBM II— ft—>—8— >1—is— !W *
SendiriNya, tiada dengan lain* Ilurnkinu9 l~wuejud qa9im dengan 
Dia. Apabila muinkinu91-wujud qa’im dengan Dia, ^ukumnya 
tiada [ber] wujud* Kata fUlama9 falam ini daripada tiada 
diadakanlTya; sudah diadakanDya maka ditiadakanNya* Kata 
Ahlu9 l-^Suluk jika demikian fasiqlah Allah Ta*ala, atau 
berhingga. Adapun kepada kami yang tiada itu tiada dapat 
menjadi ada; yang ada itu tiada9kan tiada. Ada kepada 
$uwarl juga lenyap, kepada malnawl tiada lenyap* Seperti 
upama yang mati; gahirnya lenyap, kepada ba^innya tiada 
lenyap, seperti firman*^^ Allah Ta!ala:
¥a la taqulu liman yuqtalu fx sabxli’Llahi-----    -t..Tl ^ ------ “  - 1390
amwatun bal abya9un wa lakin la tashTurun*
ya1ni:
Jangan kamu berkata bagi^barangsiapa yang 
terbunuh dalam jalan Allah itu mati dikita 
[bahkan-mereka itu] hidup, tetapi tiada 
[kamu] ^  sekalian menyadar [akan dia]*
(43) Akan semesta sekalian pirn demikian; a^alnya daripada
Allah, pulangnya pun kepada Allah - bukan daripada tiada
- 1392 - - —pulang kepada tiada I Seperti firman Allah Ta*ala:
1388. Of* 7291. p.98.
1389. Text: sabda•
1390. Qur9an '2:154•
1391* Text reading; mereka itu» 
1392* Text: sabda.
Bahwa sesungguhnya, [titahKya] tatakala 
berkehendak [la] kepada sesuata bahwa 
berkata [Ia] baginya: "Jadi engkaui" - 
maka menjadi sekalian [itu]«
Kata Ahlu5l--Suluk ma’na lahu [itu] ada hendak[nya] maka
firman1^"1 Allah Ta*ala lahu, Jika [18] tiada mawjud
tiadakan disebut Allah TaTala lahu,1 -^^ " Seperkara pula1^ ^
kata Ahlu51-Suluk Allah Ta5ala Qadim dan *Slim; apabila Ia
lJlim, Ma^um dalam *IlmuNya ada hendak[nya] * Barang yang
dijadikanKya fdahulu* atau ’kemudiannya1 kita lihat sekalian
daripada Ma*lum itu juga* Jikalau demikian, ^ukumnya daripada
ada juga diadakanNya, bukan daripada tiada maka diadakanKya,
kerana yang dinamai ada itu wujud Shu’unNya juga, Seperti
firman1 Allah Tafala:
Kullu yawmin huwa fl sha5n ,1^ ^
ya * ni:
Kepada segala hari la dalam KelakuanNya juga,
(44) Hai [JalibJ], Keadaan Allah Subhanahu wa Ta'ala 
seperti laut yang tiada berhingga dan tiada berkesudahan;
1393* Qur5an 36:82,
1394, Text: sabda,
1395* Text: pulahg,
1396* Text^ saS'da,
1397* Q,ur5a n ;29* Text incorrect rendering: mereka itu.
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1 alam ini dan semesta sekalian dalam laut itu seperti buih
kech.il sebiji juga* Manusia seorang dalam buih [itu] akan
berapa bahagianya? - yafnx tiada lagi melainkan seperti
firman*^^ Allah Ta*ala:
Kullu man !alayha fan
wa yabqa wa.jhu rabbika
dhu’ l~tj alali wa* 1-ikram, ^ 9 9
ya'nl:
Barang segala yang diatas *alam nin*^^ 
lenyap; bermula: yang kekal Dhat 
Tuhantmu] juga, Yang Empunya Kebesaran 
dan Kemuliaan.
(45) Hai Jalibt, lalam ini seperti ombak, Keadaan Allah 
Ta'ala seperti laut; sungguh pun ombak lain daripada laut* 
kepada ^.aqxqatnya tiada lain daripada laut* Kama gala 
[Hasulu] 5 Llahi Ta1 ala: -^ "^ l
Khalaqa Adama 'ala guratihi
ya'nx:
Bahwa Allah Ta'ala menqadikan Adam 
atas RupaNya*
Kata 'mama* B&a'na] atas rupanya [itu] ya'nl Allah Ta'ala
- 1402 —menjadikan atas rupa Adam* Kata Ahlu’l-Suluk atas Rupa
Yang Menjadikan* Adapun suatu gadith ini tiada terma'nakan
1598* Text: sabda*
1399. Qur’an' "55:26-27.
1400 * I * e • ini • _ __
1401* 7231, p*100, Seperti sabda Rasulu’Llah*
1402* Text has: BerEata*
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oleh [para] pandita* Sabda Rasulu’Llah (galla’Llahu ralayhi 
wa sailamj):
ya*nl:
"Inna’Llahu {Da1 ala [19] khalaqa £dama 
^la gurati* l~ra&man* ”
"Bahwa Allah, la1 ala menjadikan 
Idam atas Rupa Ragman#M
kerana Ragman seperti laut, Jdam seperti buih* Sabda 
Rasulu5LIah (galla’hlahu !alayhi wa sallam1):
"Man arafa nafsahu faqad !arafa rabbahu*"
ya1nx:
,TBarangsiapa mengenal dirinya, 
maka sesungguhnya mengenal Tuhannya*"
^adith ini pun isharat kepada laut dan buih juga# Barangsiapa
tahu akan *ibarat ini, tahu akan tajalliyat Dhat gaqq
Subl^anahu wa Ta'ala. Adapun perkataan tajalliyat banyak
lagi tiada tersuratkan. Sekalian yang sudah dikatakan dalam
kitab ini mukhtagar juga* Barangsiapa berahi akan Allah,
yogya diohari dengan kebaktian pula.^^ Wa*Llahu a1 lam
bi’l~gawabi
1405* Text: pulang*
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Babu* 1-sadls fx bayan sifatiC9Llahi]
Subhanahu wa Ta1 ala.
[Bab yang keenam pada menyatakan
gifat Allah Subganahu wa Ta'ala]
(46) Ketahui bahwa gifat Allah yang qadxm sertaNya tujuh:
- 1404 1405 —suatu gayat, kedua 'Ilm, ^ ketiga Iradah, keempat
1406 ~ . 1409 1408Qudrah kelima Kalam, keenam Sami, { ketujuh Basar.
[Allah itu]*^*^ qadxm dengan gifat yang ketujuh ini* Adapun
jika gifat yang ketujuh ini tiada sertaNya, naqis gukumnya,
141°
kerana kepada Ahlu’l-Suluk gifat ' ayn Dhat, seperti gayat;
- 1411 —Dhat juga yang bernama gayy, seperti 'Ilm; Dhat ouga,
kerana 'Ilmu, maka bernama 'Slim, seperti Iradah; Dhat juga,
kerana Iradat, maka bernama Murxd* Dengan sekalian gifat
- - — - 1412pirn, demikian - ila ma la nihayata lahu# Adapun kata
'Ulama1 gifat 'ayn Dhat pun tiada, ghayr Dhat pun tiada;
seperti kata Imam Ghazzall (radiya > Llahu 1 anhu I ):
"Sifatu’Llahi laysat 1ayna*l-dhati 
wa la ghayra siwahu dha*l~infigali»"
ya1nx:
1404* Text: gayy*
1405* Text: 'Slim*
1406* Text: Qadir*
1407* Text: Bamx'*
1408* Text: Bagxr.
1409* Text: ya1nx *
1410* Text: gayy*
1411* Text: 'Slim*
1412. Of. Asrar, pp*19, 25-24*
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MS ifa t  A llah  tia d a  1ayn Dhat dan 
t ia d a  yang la in  -[2 0 ] daripadaNya 
h e rc h e ra i*"
(4*7) Adapun §ifat gaqq Suh^anahu wa Ta*ala Kamal. Dihawah 
ini Jalal dan Jamal, kerana kenyataan semesta sekalian !alam 
ini dihawah Jalal dan Jamal juga* Ya'nl segala yang haik 
daripada Jamal, segala yang jahat daripada Jalal; kafir 
daripada Jalal, islam daripada Jamal; shurga daripada Jamal, 
neraka daripada Jalal; murka daripada Jalal, ampun daripada 
Jeunal.1^
(4-8) Adapun Dhat lengkap; kepada Jalal pun serta, kepada 
Jamal pun serta, kerana Jalal dan Jamal J^ifatNya juga* Ada 
kalanya daripada Jamal menjadi Jalal; ada kalanya Jalal
mengadi Jamal* Adapun Shayfan dahulu Jamal, kemudian
- 14-14- - -menjadi Jalal* §ifat ini juga yang hertukar* Akan Dhat
Suhhanahu wa Ta'ala mahasuchi daripada hertukar; seperti air
menjadi omhak, omhak juga hertukar-tukar, akan air tiada
hertukar, senantiasa hening dan suchi, tiada herupa dan
tiada herwarna* Sekalian rupa dan sekalian warna daripada
JalalNya dan JamalNya juga*
14-13* Of* Asrar, pp* 38-39? 4-0, 44-4-5.
14-14. Of. Qur’an 2:34-, 7:11-12, 15:31-37? 17:61, 18 and 50,
2U:116* See also the Hathnawi II, pp#356-57; also 
Nicholson's The idea of Personality in gufism, (op.cit.),
pp* 31-33. “  ” ™  ~~
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(4-9) Su*al Ahlu’l-Suluk kepada 'Ulama* : "Islam pun
dijadikan Allah, kafir pirn dijadikan Allah; kerana apa maka
tiada disamakan Allah SubT^anahu wa Ta*ala? Islam diberiNya
Iman dan mafrifat, kafir diberiNya kufr dan shirk; setelah
diberiNya akan mereka itu Iman dan kufr,^1^ maka diberiNya
shurga akan islam, neraka akan kafir - keduanya ila abadi*!- 
_ 1416
abad* Kerana NamaNya fSdil [mengapa maka perbuatanNya itu?]
Maka kata 'IJlama5: "Kerana"^"*^ la berbuat sekehendakNya01
Kata Ahlu’l^uluk: "Jika [la] berbuat sekehendakNya, ^alim
T^ iukumnya, kerana kafir dapat diislamkanKya, ngapa maka
dikafirkanNya, sudah dijadikanNya kafir [21] maka dimasukkan-
Nya kedalam neraka ila abadi * l^abad^ ^  tiada lagi ampun -»
betapa^^*^ maka dikatakan *3x31.1?"
(50) Kata ’mama*: "Seperti seorang orang berkambing
banyak.Setengah disembelihnya, maka dikubaknya, maka dihar- 
1420busnya, maka ditununya, maka dipachaknya - ia juga yang
empunya, bukan benda orang lain. Jika benda orang lain 
disembelihnya maka gialim ^.ukunmya; jika bendanya disembelihnya
1415- Text: kufr dan Iman. I have reversed the order for the 
sake of logical consistency#
1416. Of. 7291, p*105*
1417* !Fext corrupt: kiranya.
1418. Text incorrectV abaal.
1419* Text corrupt: tetepi"‘- due to faulty diacritical 
symbols.
1420. I*e* direbusnya, kor a note on the prefix har see 
Srand^tetter,R•, An Introduction to Indonesian 
Linguistics, translated by 0.0. fiTagden',' R.A.S., 
London, I9I6, pp,172: 52,1*
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tiada galim T^ukumnya," Kata Ahlu ’ 1-Sulufc: "Tbarat kepada
1421 — „ ...kami dengar pula* Adapun. Dhat Allah Qadrn; isti’dad
makhluqat sekalian yang dalam ’IlmuKya [pun] qadlm. Barang
dijadikan Allah Sub^anahu wa Ta'ala muwafagat dengan isti’dad
itu juga* Kerana isti'dad sekalian islam daripada Jamal,
isti'dad. [sekalian] kafir daripada Jalal-kerana Jamal
se[h]agai La^If, Jalal se[h]agai Qahhar - maka dikeluarkan
Allah Suh^anahu wa Ta’ala dengan Af'alNya daripada La£if,
’Aziz; daripada Qahhar, Dhalll*^*^ Kerana NamaHya Al-Mu'izz
[dan] Al-Mudhill, maka dimasukkanlTya mereka itu kedalam
[shurga dan kedalam] neraka dengan [ljiukum] isti’dad mereka
itu kerana shurga daripada La$If, neraka daripada Qahhar,
dipulangkan Allah Ta'ala mereka itu kepada tempatnya
[masing-masing]
(51) Adapun manusia sekalian dan mala’ikat dan jinn yang 
disuruhnya Allah Ta'ala mereka itu berbuat 'ibadat, sunggiih 
pun mereka itu berbuat 'ibadat, [tetapi] tawflq daripadaNya, 
gerak daripadaNya, guwwat daripadaNya, berahi daripadaNya; 
Kerana dilihatNya isti'dad mereka itu daripada islam [dan 
ismi] La^If dan Mu'izz,1^ ^  maka disuruhKya berbuat 'ibadat* 
Setelah mereka itu berbuat 'ibadat maka dimasukkanNya kedalam
14-21* Text: pulang*
1422* Text incorrect: dalll*
1425* Text: mereka ituT
1424* Text: m a 'r i f a t * Of* 72919 p«104*
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shurga, Adapun mereka itu yang kafir, diberiNya quwwat 
berbuat ma!siat, melawani islam, dan kebenchian hatinya 
supaya jangan dapat membawa Iman* Kerana dilihatNya isti*dad 
mereka itu daripada ismi [223 Qahhar dan Mudhill, disurubNya 
berbuat ma^iat, maka dimasukkanNya kedalam neraka, Inilah 
ma'na 'Idil, tiada galim - tiada ditukariNya tempat mereka 
itu,
(52) Sunggub pun sabda Rasul*Llah (galla*Llahu Talayhi
wa sallajnl):
"La tataharraka dharratun p ilia 
bi idhni’Llah,"
y a1 nl;
"Tiada bergerak suatu dharrat pun 
melainkan dengan kehendak Allah juga."
Dan sabda RasuluiLlah (galla?hlahu ^layhi wa sallaml):
nKhayrihi wa sharrihi mina’Llahi Ta'ala*1
yafnl:
"Baik dan jahat daripada Allah Ta'ala*"
Sungguh pun sekalian daripadaNya, tetapi muwafaqat dengan 
isti'dad ma 'lumat yang dalam 'IlmuNya juga, kerana isti'dad 
ma'lumat Shu*un DhatNya berbagai-bagai. Tetapi DhatNya tiada 
berbagai-bagai - mahasuchi daripada sekalian Shu*un dan sekali*
lh25. Text incorrect: tataharraka dharratan0
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1426
Tibarat.n Kata !Ulamas: "Apabila demikian, l^ukumnya [tiada.]
berguna lagi Iradat dan Qudrat, kerana barang jadi [menjadi]
1427
sendirinya, dengan £ukum [isti1dadnya, tiada dengan £ukum]
Iradat dan Qudrat." Kata Ahlu’l-Suluk: Iradat dan Qudrat
r 1428 t- -sedxa ada - senantiasa [adanya] qadxm - tetapi IradatNya
dan QudratNya pun muwafaqat dengan isti!dad ma'lui&at juga,
kerana isti!dad ma!lumat Shu’un DhatNya. Apabila diubahNya
binasa kebesaranNya, kerana kebesaranNya itu KamalNya -
tiada dapat diubahNya lagi. Apabila diubahNya, binasa
KamalNya»
(53) Seperti seorang orang permai rupanya; maka diubahnya 
permainya dengan iradatnya dan qudratnya - ya*nx keningnya 
dibetulkan[nya] 9 atau hidungnya diratakannya, atau bibirnya 
diratakarmya - [semua ini] dengan Jjdkmat juga, Apabila tiada
dengan ^.ikmat, binasa kamalnya• [Suatu] tamthxl lagi seperti
seorang raja sempurna lengkap dengan kekayaannya. Dapat 
diubahnya kekayaannya; gajah dijadikannya kuda, atau kuda 
dijadikannya gajah, atau kambing dijadikannya anting, atau 
anjing dijadikannya kambing. [23] Tetapi tiada ia mahu 
mengubah dia, kerana apabila ia mengubah [dia] binasa 
kamalnya. Yang sadya"^^ [se]olah-olah belum kamal - baru
1426. Of. 72915 p.105 .
1427. p .105 .
1428. TextTaan - but see 7291? p.105 •
1429. I.®,* seEa,
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- 14--30hendak mengadakan kamalnya dan kebesarannya. Fa ifhamI” ^
(54) Adapun far£Lu akan kita membawa Iman kepada Shu’unNya 
dan §ifatNya dan Af^lNya dan isharatNya - seperti shurga 
dan neraka dan shiksa qubur dan 1adhab neraka dan L^isab 
pada Iiari Qiyamat. Sungguh pun [itu semua] tiada berwujud, 
membawa Iman akan sekalian itu [far£u atas sekalian kita. 
Barangsiapa mungkir daripada sekalian itu]*^*^ tempat Jalal
dan Qahhar dan 1adhab diperolehnya, dan [ia] menjadi kafir-
- 1432na!udhu bi’Llahi minhai Adapun barangsiapa membawa ^
Iman akan semesta sekalian itu, islam ^ukumnya; tempat Jamal
dan La£lf dan Mu'izz diperolehnya* Wa *Llahu a 1lam bi91-sawabI
14-30. 7291; Haka fahamkan olehmu perkataan inii, p. 105
14.31. 2291, pTi05;-----“ — ~
1432. On the margin of the text*
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Babu*l~sabi1 fl bayan’l-Hshqi wa * l~shukr
[Bab yang Ketujuh pada menyatakan 
Berahi dan Shukur] ^ ^3
(55) Ketahui bahwa pangkat berahi terlalu tinggi daripada
segala pangkat* kerana berahi tiada dapat diperbuat melainkan
anugeraha Allah Q}afala juga* Adapun 1alamat orang berahi*
tiada takut akan mati* Apabila [takut ia akan mati* tiada
berahi ^ukumnya* kerana] kehendak orang berahi [itu
mati]« Seperti sabda Rasulu’Llah (galla*Llahu 1alayhi wa
sallamj):
"Man mata mina’l-1 ishqi faqad^^ mata shahidan*"
ya'nl:
"Barangsiapa mati daripada berahinya* 
maka bahwa sesungguhnya mati shahld*"
Sabda Rasulu’Llah (galla*Llahu !alayhi wa sallaml):
"Han Tashaq.a wa 'ushiqa fa mata 
mina5!-1 ishqi fa gad mata shahidan*"
ya'nT:
"Barangsiapa berahi dan bersungguh-sungguh 
diberahikannya* maka mati ia daripada 
berahi [itu]* maka bahwa sesungguhnya 
mati shahld*"
Ban kata Ahlu91-Suluk:
14 33. 7291, p*106 .
1434. ^T7291* p. 106 .
14-35* On the margin of the text.
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ITA1-1 ishqu 1 aduwwu* 1~1 aq li . n
ya1nx:
"Yang Berahi itu setru Buddio"^*^
[kerana buddi] hendak hidup* herahi hendak mati; [24-] buddi
hendak menchari arta banyak-banyak, berahi hendak memuangkan
[arta]; buddi hendak menjadi raja dan mentri, berahi hendak
menjadi faqxr; buddi hendak nyaman* berahi hendak sakit;
buddi hendak mulia* berahi hendak hina; buddi hendak
kenyang, berahi hendak lapar; buddi hendak duduk keatas,
berahi hendak duduk kebawah - kerana itu dikatakan Ahlu51-
Suluk: 1Berahi setru Buddi*1 Seperti seorang orang hendak
melawan seratus [orang]; kata Buddi; Jangan dilawan, engkau
seorang lawanmu banyak* manakan dapat kan lawan? Kata Berahi:
- 14-37 -Seorang pun engkau jangan takut! Seperti firman Allah 
Ta’ala:
Idha ja1 a ajaluhum la yasta?khiruna si1 atan
ya fnl:
Apabila datang ajal mereka itu* tiadakan 
dapat mereka itu kemudian seketika 
dan tiadakan [dapat] dahulu mereka itu.
14-36. Budi written in Sanscrit form budd[h]i. Repetition of 
budx xn text.
14-37. Tex£: sabda.
14-38. Q,ur5 an™"7T34-.
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(56) Adapun maka mereka itu hendak mati kerana sahda 
Rasulu’Llah (galla*Llahu 'alayhi wa sallaml):
"Al-mawtu jisru*l~kablbi^'^ ila habiibin •
ya1nx:
"Mati itu iaitu [sebagai titian yang] 
menyampaikan kekasih pada kekasih."
Dan [lagi] sabda Rasulu’Llah (galla*hlahu falayhi wa sallaml)
"Mutu gab la an tamutu."
ya'nl;
"Matikan 9dirimu) sementara belum mati."
—  1 /l/IQ „  „  „
Dan lagi firman Allah Ta'ala:
Qul in kanat lakumu* 1-daru* l^akhiratu
inda’Llahi khalisatan min duni’l-nasi 
—  >1I^ 1
fa tamannu’l~mawta in kuntum gadiqin.
ya'nl:
Katakan (ya Muhammad) jikalau ada 
bagi kamu negeri akhirat kepada Allah 
tertentu tiada bagi segala manusia, maka 
tuntut oleh kamu mati-jikalau ada kamu 
orang yang betul.
(57) Erti mati bukan pergi memunuh diri dengan senjata 
atau dengan rachun [25] ; erti mati menyerahkan diri kepada 
Allah Ta'ala dengan tajrld dan tafrld. Hendak[nya] tajrld 
dan tafrld [itu iaitu] tinggal dan tunggal - ya'nl tinggal 
daripada rumah dan arta kekayaan dan bergul^bat dengan raja
14-59* Text incorrect; jasru? 1-hablbu» 
144-0. Text^ sabda.
1441. Qur’an""^
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dan mentri; adapun ma’na tunggal [itu iaitu] tiada berchampur 
dengan orang, Ya*nl tajrxd [ialah] tinggal daripada dirinya; 
[tafrxd ialah.] tunggal dengan Tuhannya - yafnx menafxkan^^ 
dirinya[dan] mengithbatkan Tuhaimya. Ta'nx ihilah £aqlqat 
la ilaha ilia*Llahu wabdahu la sharlka lahu , [kerana] shirk 
Allah Sub^anahu wa Ta*ala [itu dirinya] .^^3 Apabila ia 
tinggal daripada dirinya, maka tunggal - [ya!nx] apabila ia 
tinggal daripada shirk, maka dapat menjadi tunggal0 [Setelah 
dapat menjadi tunggal] maka *ashiq dan mabok namanya,
kerana orang berahi yang sudah tunggal daripada dirinya, 
akan harimau tiada ia takut - akan [orang] berbuddi takut 
[ia akan harimau] *- akan gajah tiada ia takut, akan ular 
tiada ia takut, akan api tiada ia takut - akan orang^^^ 
berbuddi, ia takut [akan semua ini]0 Kerana itu maka kata 
Ahlu *1-Suluk: 1Buddi s etru Berahi * 1
(58) Adapun akan [orang] berahi tiada la takut akan neraka 
dan tiada ia ingin akan shurga - Allah SendiriHya juga 
kehendalmya. Apabila gxfat yang demikian ada akan dia berahi 
hukumnya, Jika tiada gifat demikian akan dia *ashiq akan nasi 
baru - belum !ashiq akan Allah Ta!alai Ya*nx selang 
nyawanya lagi tiada dikhabarkannya, manakan ingat ia kepada 
arta dan nasi?
1442* Text, has: melainkan*
1443. Of. 7291, p7roS"T~“"
1444. or. p «108 •
1445* On the margin of the text*
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(59) Adapun akan orang berahi yang tiada dapat menaruh
rabasiaCnya] - seperti kata Mawlana Rum:
"Man khuda ami man khuda ami    —  ---
man khuda ami"
y a1 nl:
"Aku Allah 1 Alai Allah I Aku Allahi"
V )
Katanya itu kata mabok, bukan hawa nafsunya# Dan [seperti 
kata] Shaykh [26] Mansur [al-gallaj] mengatakan "Ana*l-»Baqq I fi 
itu pun [demikian] * Jangan kita menurut katanya [kerana 
kita tiada maghlubu’l-^al]* Tetapi jika kita berahi dan
mabok - tiada tertaruh rahasia kita lagi - barang kata dika- 
takan, tiada berdosa* Pa ifhaml^2^
(60) Adapun kitab ini tujuh bab diperbuat Darwlsh IJamzali 
Permainan Orang Berahi supaya jangan sukar hamba Allah 
menchari filmu? kerana dalam kitab ini !ilmu dan ,amal baik 
termadhkur #
(61) Tiada berapa lagi kurangnya* Tetapi barangsiapa 
menyamakan dia, yogya digaljkan dua-tiga kali supaya [jangan]
lebih-kurang ^.uruf^urufnya [dan kalxmatnya* Apabila lebih
„ 144Qkurang, binasa maTnanya]# '
Wa*Llahu a 1lam bi*l~sawabi 
Tamm al«Kitab*
1446* Text has: khuda iml
14-47 * Of, 72915“ ^TO’^ T
1448, 7291 has 7 Maka fahamkanlah olehmuj
1449* W T ? 2 9 1 * p p r T O 9 ^ 0 T ~   -- -
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*Alamat tammat menyarat kitab ini pada balan Hajab, pada 
sembilan hari daripadanya, waqta Ju^a, hari llialathah 
3Ji jrata’ 1-B'abI (galla’Llahu falaylii wa sallaml) Seriba 
Seratus Enam Belas tahun berjalan. Wa1Llahu a * lam bi *1~ 
gawabl
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CHAPTER II
Al-Muntahl
karangan 
§amzah Pan^uri 
[Naskhah Leiden no* 7291 (111)]
[110] Bismi *Llahi9 l~rafrmani9Ibrahim.
Al~kamdu li’Llahi rabbi91-*1 alamln
- - 14-50wa?l-galatn 1ala rasuli[hi] Mukammadin
wa alibi ajma'In.
(1) Ketahui olehmu, bai Jalib^"'^ babwa sabda Rasulu’Llah
(galla’Llahu *alayhi wa sallami):
14-52 - -"Man nazara ita shay’in wa lam yara* ^ nlaba
i iii« i« phh hi f m n i  *tlW*ili*iwi— —  — — t w Hb— >f— T f r l > — IttTT— r T ~ «—
fibi fa bnwa batilun.1
ya1ni:
"Barangsiapa menilik kepada suatu, jika 
tiada dilibatnya Allah dalamnya, maka ia 
itu sia-sia." [111]
14-50. Text has duplication of Muhammad.
14-51. Text has duplication of Talib.
14-52. Text has ya ra ya, but in tbe jussive mood tbe final 
ya is dropped hence text should read ya ra.
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Kata 'All (radiya *LIaim 1anhu1):
1 ’Nii [ra]’aytu shay’an ilia wa ra’aytu’LIaha 
[fxhi] *"
yaf nx:
"Tiada kulihat suatu melainkan kulihat 
Allah. dalaInnya.,
Sabda Nabx (gall’Llahu 1 alayhi wa sallamj) ;
"Han 1arafa nafsahu fa qad 1arafa rabbahu."
ya1nx:
"Barangsiapa mengenal dirinya maka sanya
mengenal Tuhannya."
(2) Erti mengenal Tuhannya dan mengenal dirinya ya*nx:
Diri kuntu kanzan makhfiyyan [itu] dirinya, dan seme[s]ta
sekalian dalam !Ilmu Allah. Seperti sebiji dan puhun;
puhunnya dalam sebiji itu, sungguh pun tiada kelihatan,
1 AS-5tetapi hukumnya ada dalam biji itu. Kata Shaykh
JunCay]d (rafliya’Llahu ? a.nhuI):
"Kana’Llahu wa lam yakun na 1 uhu shay’un 
[Huwa9 ] 1-ana kama kana.
ya1nx:
"Ada Allah dan tiada ada sertaNya suatu pun. 
[Ia] sekarang ini seperti AdaXTya dahulu itu jua."
1455. Gp. RanirI in Libyan, p. 97* 
14-54*. Gf. Lama1 at, Lam* at II, p. 530*
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Kerana ini maka sabda 'All (radiya * LI aim 1 anhu I ) :
''Ma ra’aytu shay’an ilia wa ra’gytu’hlaha 
flhi.
(3) Tetapi jangan melihat seperti kain basah kerana 
kain lain* airnya lain. Allah Subfr.irahu wa Ta'ala 
mahasuchi daripada demikian itu tamthilnyai Tetapi 
jika ditamthilkan seperti laut dan ombak, harus - 
seperti kata sha'ir:
Pa’l-bafrru bafrrun 'ala ma kana fi qidamin
-  1455 _  _
inna » l~frawaditha ^  amwajun wa anharu
la yafr.(jibannalca ^56 as[h]kalun tushakiluha
•r “ 1457 - 1458'an man tashakkala fxha fahiya y ( astaru.
ya1nl:
"Yang laut itu laut jua pada sediapertamanya 
Maka yang baharu itu ombaknya dan sungainya 
Jangan mend[ind]ing[i] dikau [112] segala
rupa yang menyerupai dirinya 
Kerana dengan segala rupa itu dinding daripadanya."
1455* Text has kaf instead of waw.
1456. The Persian text reads la yu* tjibannaka* but the
version jjamzah qotes fits better in tbe content of
this poem.
1457* The text is corrupt; naha.
1458. Gf. hama1 at, ham'at III* p. 352. See also Asrar,
p. 50.
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Tetapi [ombak] berserta dengan laut qadlm. Seperti 
[kata] migra1
CDarya kuban chu bar zand mawt~jl nu
—  „ __ l/l 00
Maw.jish khwanand u dar haqlqat daryast]
[ya’nl:]
’’Laut itu qadim; apabila berpalu, babaru 
ombak namanya dikata.
Tetapi pada Tpnqxqatnya laut jua"
Kerana laut dan onbak csa tiada dueu 
Seperti firman Allah Ta'ala:
Wa’Llahu bi kulli shay’in mub.lt*
ya1nl:
Bahwa Allah Ta'ala dengan suatu meliput.
Sabda Rasulu’Llah (galla’Llahu 'alayhi wa sallaml):
”Ana mina’Llahi wa’1-1alamu minnl.”
ya’nl:
"Aku daripada Allah; sekalian ' alam daripadaku.’’ 
Seperti matahari dengan chahayanya dengan panasnya; 
namanya tiga haqiqatnya suatu jua. Seperti isharat
1459« In Arabic prosody, a migra' is half a bayt
(verse). See Nicholson, Literary history of the 
Arabs, Cambridge, 1953? pT“~7^? and Literary 
history of Persia, II, pp. 24-25*
1460. Missing in the Malay text. Cf. Asrar, p. 55* 
Lama'at, Lam’at III, p. 332.
1461. Qur’an 41:54, but the Qur’an reads: Ala innahu
instead of Wa’Llahu.
5 2 4
Ra sulu’LIah (galla’Llahu 1alayhi wa sallarnI):
"Nan 1 araf a nafsahu fa gad ’araf a rabbahu. "
yaf nl:
"Barangsiapa mengenal dirinya maka sanya 
mengenal Tuhannya."
(4) Adapun dirinya itu, sungguh [pun] beroleh nama 
dan rupa jua, ftaqiqatnya rupanya dan namanya tiada. 
Seperti bayang-bayang dalam chermin; rupanya d[an] 
namanya ada [^.aqiqatnya tiada] . Seperti sabda Nab!
(salla’Llahu 1 alaytii wa sallaml ) :
"Al~mu’minu mir ’at u ’ 1-mu * mini. "
ya1 nl:
"Yang Nu’min itu cbermin samanya mu’min."
•*. - 1 46 PErtinya ya'm Nama Allah Nu’min. Maka hambaNya
yang khags pun namanya mu’min. Jika demikian, sama-sama
dengan Tuhannya, kerana hamba tiada bercherai dengan
Tuhannya, dan Tuhan pun tiada bercherai dengan hambaNya.
(5) Seperti firman Allah Ta'ala:
Wa huwa ma'akum aynama kuntum. -^ "63
yaf nl:
Ia itu serta kamu barang dimana ada kamu.
1462. Cf. Qur’an 59:23; also Lama1at, Lama'at VII, 
p. 357»
1463* Qur’an 57:4.
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DanCllJ] lag! firman Allah. Ta'ala:
Thalathatin ilia huwa rabi'uhum wa la 
khamsatin ilia huwa sadisuhum 
wa la adna min dhalika wa la akthara ilia 
huwa ma1 ahum*
y a1 nl:
Jika orangtlga, melainkan la jua keempatnya 
dengan mereka itu; dan jika ada lima, 
melainkan la keenamCnya] dengan mereka itu; 
dan tiada lehih dan tiada kurang daripada 
demikian itu melainkan la jua serta mereka itu. 
Seperti firman Allah:
Wa nahnu aqrabu ilaylii min babli * l~»warld. ^ *^5
ya1nl:
K a m i ^ ^  [terlebih] hampir kepadanya daripada 
urat lehernya yang kedua.
(6) Dengarkan,1467 hai JalibI - wa huwa ma1akum tiada 
diluar dan tiada Cdi] dalam, dan tiada diatas dan tiada 
diatas dan tiada dibawah, dan tiada dikiri dan tiada
1464. Our an 58:7*
5
1465• Qur’an 50:15 *
1466. Text incorrect: Aku for na^nu.
1467. Text corrupt: Dengankan.
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dikanan - [la khall]^"^ daripada enam pihak. Seperti 
firman Allah Ta'ala:
Wa huwa’1-awwalu wa’l-akhiru wa’l-gahiru
-  1469wa’1-hatin -
ya1ni:
la itu jua yang Dahulu dan la jua yang 
Kemudian dan la jua yang Nyata dan la 
jua yang Terbuni 
[Lagi] pun tamthil seperti puhun kayu sepuhun. Namanya 
limau atau lain daripada limau. Daunnya lain, dahannya
lain, hung any a lain, buahnya lain, akarnya lain. Pada
-r 1470fyaqlqatnya sekalian itu limau jua. Bungguh pun (
namanya dan rupanya dan warnanya berbagai, Tj.aqlqat[nya]
esa jua. Jikalau demikian, hendaklah segala 'Arif
mengenal Allah Ta'ala seperti [isharat] Rasulu’Llah
(galla’Llahu 'alayhi wa sallaml):
1 *arafa nafsahu fa qad"^^ !arafa^~^^
1468. Cf. Asrar, pp. 50-51•
1469. Qur’an 5?:3*
1470. Text has: punnya.
1471. Text has duplication of man.
1472. Text corrupt: qadh.
1473* Text incorrect: 'arafa.
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r abb aim" - 
seperti yang tersebut dahulu itu.
(7) Sebermula. Sabda Rasulu’Llah itu [114] dengan 
diisharatkan jua. Sungguh pun pada Shari'at rupanya 
berbagai-bagai pada gaq3qat esa jua. Seperti kata 
sha'ir Lam1 at:
[ "Yarl daram ki jism u jan surat ust 
Chi jism u chi jan jumlah jihan gurat ust
Har surat khub u ma'na paklzah
- _ _ _ _ _ 1474
4 Kandar nagr man ayad an gurat ust.]
ya1nl:
"Bahwa ada kekasihku, tubuh dan nyawa
rupanya jua,
Apa tubuh, apa nyawa? - sekalian 'alam pun
rupanya jua;
Segala rupa yang baik dan erti yang suchi 
itu pun rupanya jua,
1475Segala barang yang datang kepada penglihatku 
itu pun rupanya jua."
1474 This ruba'I is not found in the Malay text. It
comes from Lam1at VIII, Lama1 at, p. 538. I would 
like to acknowledge Professor A .J. Arberry of 
Pembroke College, Cambridge, for his help in 
identifying this quatrain.
1475. Text has penglihatmu.
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Seperti firman [Allah] Ta’ala:
- „ _ 14-76Fa aynama tuwallu fa thamma wajhu’Llah.
ya' ni:
Barang kemana mukamu kan hadapkan, maka 
disana ada Dhat Allah.
Tamthll seperti susu dan minyak sapi; namanya dua, 
Jjiaqiqatnya suatu jua. Kesudahannya susu lenyap
(8) Sekali-kali tiada bertukar, seperti sahda Rasulu’- 
LIah (galla’llahu 'alayhi wa sallaml):
Seperti mengetahui ru^ i dengan badan; mu^If pada badan 
pun tiada, dalam badan pun tiada, luar badan pun 
tiada. Demikian lagi Tuhan; pada sekalian 'alam pun 
tiada, dalam 'alam pun tiada, diluar 'alam pun tiada. 
Seperti permata chinchin dengan chahayanya; dalam
1476. Qur’an 2:109*
1477* Text reads: susu lenyap, putar pun lenyap 
but this makes no sense.
[apabila di] putar minyak jua kekal sendirinya.
"Nan 'arafa nafsahu bi’l-fana’i
'arafa rabbahu bi’l-baqa’."
ya'nl:
"Barangsiapa mengenal di.rinya [dengan] 
fana’nya, bahwa sanya mengenal Tuhan yang 
baqa’lah dan serta Tuhannya."
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permata pom tiada chahayanya, diluar permata pan 
tiada chahayanya.
(9) Kerana ini maka kata 'All (rafliya* LIahu !anhuI ):
IfNa ra’aytu shay*an ilia wa ra*aytu’hlaha flhi.1
y a1 nl;
"Tiada kulihat suatu melainkan [1153 kulihat 
Allah dalamnya.
Naka Manpur^^^ gallaj1^ ^  pun berkata daripada sangat 
herahi ini mengatakan:
"Ana? 1-jgagq "
ya1 nl:
"Akulah yang Sebenarnyal"
Naka kata [Ba] Xazld pun mengatakan demikian:
"SubhanI ma a'gama sha’ni. "
ya1nl:
"Naha suchi aku, dan siapa hesar sebagaikul"
Naka Shaykh Jun[ay]d Baghdadi pun mengatakan:
,TLaysa fl jubbatl siwa’Llah.1
ya *nl:
"Tiada didalam jubbahku ini melainkan Allah!1
1473. Text duplicates Mansur. 
14-79. Text corrupt:
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Dan Sayyid Nasimi^^ pun mengatakan:
" InnI ana’ Llah. "
(  Ty a1 m :
"Bahwa akulah Allah!"
-  1-1481  - rDan Mas'udi pun mengatakan dengan hahasa Parsx:
"Anchih haman dhat hud 
baz haman dhat shud."
ya'nl:
"Dhat Allah yang Qadlm
_ 1482itulah dhatku sekarang.
Dan kata Mawlana Rum:
"'Alam nin belum, adaku adalah
Adam pun belum, adaku adalah
t 1483Suatu pun belum, adaku berahikan qadrmku jua"
Dan kata Sultama’ 1-!Ashiqln^"^* Shaykh 'All Abu’l-Wafa?
1480. Text incorrect: HasimI. This refers to the
Turkish ^urufi poet who was skinned alive in 
Aleppo in 1417-8. He was very much influenced 
by al-gallaj and went about crying: "I am God!"
See Gibb, History of Ottoman poetry, I,
London, 1900, pp. 53^3887^------
1481. Mas'ud i Sa'di Salman, a Persian poet (d, 1131)• 
See Literary history of Persia, II, pp. 324-326; 
298.
1482. Text duplicates sekarang.
1483. I have not been able to trace the original.
1484. Text has: Shultanu*!-'Asiqln.
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"Kullu* l-wutjudi wujuduhu la tushrikanna bihi *l~mJ£LatL 
Fa idha nag, art a lahu bihi fa’sjud hunaka fa la aunafc. M 
ya'ni:
"Segala [wujud itu] ^ ^ w u j u d N y a ^ ^  jangan kau 
sekutukan dengan yang baik;
Apabila kau lihatNya bagiNya dengan dia, maka 
sujudlah engkau sana tiada berdosha."
Maka kata kitaCb] G-ulshan:
"Hai segala islami jika kau ketahui bahwa 
berhala apa,
Kau ketahui olehmu hahwa yang jalan itu 
pada menyembah berhala dikata*
Jika segala kafir daripada berhalanya itu 
dalalnya,
Ngapa maka [116] pada agamanya itu jadi sesatj^^
(10) Bebab demikianlah maka Bhaykh 'Aynu’l-Qti^ ob menyembah 
anjing mengatakan: "Hadha rabbi” - ya'ni: t(Inilah
1485. Of. 1952, p. 9.
1486. Text has the Malay rendering of wujud: ujud.
This occurs several times in the text.
1487- Text corrupto refers to the Gulistan of Sa'di 
(d. 1291). The book is a collecbio’n of anec­
dotes. See Literary history of Persia, II, pp. 
525-532.
1488. The Persian text is missing in the Malay text and 
unintelligible in the Javanese. This comes from 
the Gulshan-i-Paz. See Shabistari, p. 51 of the
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TuhankuJ" - kerana anting tiada dilihatnya, hanya 
dilihatnya Tuhannya jua dilihatnya. Beperti orang 
melihat kepada chermin; muka jua yang dilihatnya, 
chermin gha’ib daripada penglihatnya kerana 'alam ini 
pada penglihatnya seperti tayang jua - rupanya ada 
l^aqlqatnya tiada. Nisbat kepada §aqq Ta'ala tiada 
nisbat kepada kita adalah kerana kita memandang dengan 
£ijab. Seperti sabda Basulu’Llah (galla’Llahu 'alayhi 
wa sallaml):
"Han 'arafa nafsahu faqad 'arafa rabbahu" 
dengan isharatkan jua. Pada ^.aqlqatnya dikenal pun la, 
mengenal pun la*
(11) Seperti sabda Rasulu’Llah (gall’Llahu 1alayhi 
wa sallaml):
"Man 'arafa*Llaha tala lisanuhu".
ya'nl:
"Barangsiapa mengenal Allah lanjuti lidahnya." 
Pada tatakala mulanya mengetahui man 'arafa nafsahu, 
setelah sampai kepada fa qad 'arafa rabbahu maka 
SendiriRya. Malm sabda pula NabI Allah:
"Man 'arafa’Llaha kalla lisanu[hu]."
ya'nl:
"Barangsiapa mengenal Allah kululah lidahnya." 
ertinya: tempat berkata tiada lagi lulus.
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(12) Seperti kata Shaykh Mu|y.yi ’ 1-Din !ArabI (qaddasa*-
Llahu sirrahul) itu pun isharat kepada "man 1arafa
nafsahu faqad 1 arafa rabbahu" jua* Sha^r:
nAl~haqqu 1 aynu ?l-khalqi in kunta dh a ^ ^
r ayni"
-1490Wa’l-khalqu 1aynu’l-baqqi in kunta dha
* aqli
-1491 . -r -Fa in kunta dha y *aynin wa !aqlin fima
tara
Fa huwa faynu shay•’in wahidin fihi illpU
~ ~ -----------------------—  — — wi-s^ ilriT^ 2
[1173 ya'ni kata Mu&yi’1-Din sebenarnya itu keadaan
hambaNya:
"Jika ada engkau orang bermata, bermula: 
hamba itu kenyataan Tuhan,
Jika ada engkau orang berbudi maka barang 
segala kau lihat ini keadaanHya;
[Ban jika ada engkau orang bermata dan berbudi, 
dalam sesuatu yang kau lihat]
Segala suatu itu dalamHya [melainkan] dengan 
segala rupa*u
1489* Text corrupt: da.
1490. Text corrupt: da.
1491. Text corrupt: da.
1492. I am unable to trace this verse. It probably
came from the Diwan of Ibnu’1-'Arabx.
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Seperti firman Allah. Ta'ala:
Wa huwa ma'akum aynama kimtum0
la itu serta kamu barang dimana ada kamu.
Lagi perka[taa]nnya Shaykh Mxiliyi’1-Din ibn ’Arabi(shi!r)
Maka sekalian dalam Itu la, maka bertanyalah 
engkau kepada barangsiapa yang wa§al."
(13) Hai TalibJ - mengetahui "Man ’arafa nafsahu bukan
1493. Qur’an 57:4.
1494. Quoted in the Asrar, pp. 36-37•
1495. Preceding Aku the text has: engkau dan.
"Kunna b.uruf[an] 'aliyatin lam nu[n]qa 
muta'aliqatin bi’d-dari ’ala’l-qulal
" * | - | II Ifln iHTi i  uli > f iT^nTiiirM i l iM    Til ■ . muiiii   ■ iu m i nn—  11 — i w w w — iiJ B l—
kuntu ana[anta] flhi wa nahnu anta [wa anta] 
huwa fa’l-kullu fl huwa huwa fa’s’al 'an man
wagal
ya1nl:
"Kamilah huruf yang mahatinggi yang tia[da]
berpindah
Dan yang tergantung dengan istananya diatas
puchak gunung.
Aku"^^ engkau dalamnya dan [kami engkau dan]
engkau la
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1496mengenal jantung dan paru-paru, dan bukan mengenal y 
kaki dan tangan. Ma'na "Man 1 arafa nafsahun : adanya
dengan Ada Tuhannya esa jua. Seperti kata Shaykh.
CJunayd] Baghda[di] (rahmatu’Llahi 1alayhiI ): 
nLawnu*l-ma»i lawnu ina’ihi.
ya1nl:
"Varna air warna bejonanya."
Dan seperti kata shafir Lam1 ati
"Laqad hat ant a ^ ^  fa l a m ^ ^  ta ghar li dhi
bagari
Wa'1' ^  kayfa yudraku man bi*l-fayni mustatiru*^^
ya1nx:
"Sungguhnya telah terbunilah Engkau maka 
tiada dapat dilihat oleh segala mata ;
Maka hetapa dilihat oleh segala mata [118]*^^
kerana la terdinding dengan adaNya?"
1496o Mengenal duplicated in the text.
1497* The text is corrupt. This passage is also quoted 
in the Asrar, pp. 61-62. In the Kitah al-Luma* 
of Abu Na^r al-Sarraj (p. 36), this passage is 
attributed to Abu Yazxd al-Bis£amx and not to 
Junayd.
1498. Text incorrect: bafrnanta.
1499* Text corrupt*
1500. Text has: fakayfa.
1501. Text has: muntatirun. Lama * at, Lam1 at XIII, p. 34-3*
1502. Maka betapa dilihat oleh segala mata duplicated 
in texFI
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Lagi kata Shaykh ’ 1-Din:
-rl503t!In rufctu bi -fcaidbihi lam yanqadi safari
In tji’tu [ila] hadrihi1-^^ wahishta fl
hacLrl
La ana [a]rahu wa la yanfakku min hagarl 
Wa fl damlrl wa la yalqahu fi Tumrl.
ya1nl:
"Jika pergilah aku memmtut Lia, tiadalah
berkesudahan tuntutku
Jika datang aku ke^adratNya, la liar
daripadaku
Tiada aku melihat Dia, la tiada jauh 
daripada penglihatku
Bermula: la ada dalamku dan tiada aku
hertemu pada se 'umurku.1 
Inilah maka kata Shaykh Jun[ay]d (rahmatu*LIahi !alayhiI): 
"Wuquduka dhanbun la yuqasu hihi dhanbun
CakharuJ . "15°5
ya1nl:
"Adamu ini dosha, tiada dosha sebagainya."
1505. Text corrupt: saqarl.
1504. Text corrupt: hagrihi»
1505• Quoted hy gujwlri in the Kashi al-Mahtjub. See 
Asrar, p. 61*
(14-) Barangkala engkau pun suatu wujud, gaqq [Ta'ala] 
pun suatu wujud, sharlka lahu datang kerana 3Jaq.q 
Sub^ .anah.u wa Ta'ala wahdahu la sharlka lahu^ ^  - 
ertinya ya'nl: tiada sekutu bagiNya; ertinya tiada 
wujud lain hanya wujud £taqq Ta'ala jua* Seperti 
laut dan ombak* Seperti firman Allah Ta'ala:
Pa ayaama tuwallu fa thamma wanhu'Llqh^ ^
ya'nl:
[Barang kemana mukamu kau hadapkan, maka 
disana ada] Dhat Allah*
Dan kata Mawlana 1 Ab du ’ 1 -Ragman Jam! (rahmatu’Llahu 
'alayhiI ):
Bayt: : Ham sayah u ham[ni]shln u ham rahu hamah ust
[Dardalaq gada u [dar] a£las shahi hamah u s t ^ ^  
Par anchuman farq nihan [kDhanah u jam'
[hamah ust]
1506* Qur’an 6:165*
1507. Qur’an 2:109*
1508. The second line of the verse is missing in^the 
Malay text* This verse comes from the Lawa’ifr*
But in Whinefield and Qazvinl's edition and trans- 
lation, the Persian text does not show this verse. 
5716(2), p. 70 gives the verse in full*
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Bi’Llahi hamah. ust thumma bi’Llahi hamah
ust,"15°9
ya1 nl:
Sekampung sekedudukan sekejalanan^^
sekaliannya itu [la] jua;
1511Pada telekung  ^ segala minta makan dan 
pada a£las segala raja-raja itu pun [1191 
la jua;
Pada segala perhimpunan dan percheraian dan 
rumah yang terbuni dan yang berhimpun itu 
pun la jua,
Demi Allah sekaliannya la jua! Maka demi 
Allah sekaliannya la jua!"
(15) Tamthll seperti biji sebiji, dalamnya puhun kayu 
sepuhun dengan selengkapnya. Agalnya biji itu jua; 
setelah menjadi kayu biji sebiji itu gha’ib » kayu jua 
kelihatan. Warnanya berbagai-bagai, rasanya berbagai, 
[tetapi] agalnya sebiji itu jua. Seperti firman Allah
1509. See English translation of the text, p.75*9 ,below.
1510. The text is garbled. Sekejalanan is meant as it 
is the literal trans1ation of the Persian ham rahu 
fellow traveller, occurring in the first line of 
JamI1s verse.
1511. Text corrupt. This word translates the Persian
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Ta1ala:
-1512 - -* * * Yusqa  ^ bi ma’in wafridin wa nufaddilu
ba!daha *ala ba ’din fi’l-ukuli.^513
y af nl:
..• Kami tuangkan dengan suatu air dan 
Kami lebihkan setengab at as setengabnya 
pada rasa makanan.
Tamtbil seperti air bujan dalam sebuab tanaman. Air 
i[tu] jua yang lengkap pada sekalian dan berbagai- 
bagai rasanya, Pada limau masam, padatebu manis,
pada mambu pabit; masing-masing membawa rasanya.
-*■ 1514Tetapi daqiqatnya air itu jua pada sekalian itu. ^
1 5 1 5  -rSuatu lagi y ytamtbll seperti matabari dengan panas. 
Jikalau panas kepada bunga, atau kepada cbendana, 
tiada ia beroleb babu daripada bunga, Jikalau najis 
pun demikian lagi.^^ Jangan sbakk disini kerana 
sbakk ini itulab £ijab.
(16) Kerana [atas] ma^bar Jalal dan atas majbar Jamal
1512. Text incorrect: nusqa.
1513 • Qur’an 13:4-.
1514-. See Asrar, pp. 52-55• 
1515* Text duplicates lagi.
1516. See Sbarab, p. 13(32).
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t ia d a  [ la ]  berchera i, maka Kamal HamaHya. Hama a l -  
Mu* izz"^"^  tia d a  berchera i, Hama a l-L a ^ If  [dan] al~  
Qahhar tia d a  berchera i. Dan sh irk  pun magtaarHya
ju a . S ep erti kata Shah H i'm atu ’L la h ^ ^ ^  ( qaddasa*- 
Llahu s ir ra h u I ) :
[120] "Ra’ aytu1^ 0 ? L I aha f l  faynl h i  "aynihi
-r 1521Wa faym. 'aynuhu  ^ f a ’ngur huTayn ih i
H a b lb l^ ^  'inda1^ ^  ghayrl ghayru 'ayn l
ya1nl:
"Kulihat A llah  padakeadaanku dengan p e n g li-  
hatHya;
1525Bermula: keadaanku i t u  KeadaanHya, maka ^
1517. Text corrupt*
1518. See Sharab, pp. 20~23.
1519. Sayyid Hi'matu’Llah of Kirman (d* 1431). Bee 
Literary history of Persia, III, pp. 463-473.
1520. Text incorrect: Wa ra’aytu.
1521. Text incorrect: wa 1aynihi.
1522. Text incorrect: Hubbl. The Persian edition
has a printing error: the h of hablbl Is printed
as mim.
1523. Text incorrect: 1indi.
1524. Prom the Du Bayti (Hurf Ya), _See Kulliyyat i 
Divan i ShaHHi",fmatuTLlaE^Wall, Persian text, 
ecCl Ma^unud 1Ilmi, Tigran, 1333/1954, p. 604,
1525. Maka duplicated in text.
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tilik kepadaNya dengan tilik daripadaKya. 
Kekasihku,^526 pa(ia segapa lain daripadaku, 
lain daripada adaku,
Bermula: padaku AdaNya itu dengan keadaanku
suatu jua."
Ini 1 ah gifat "Man 1 arafa nafsahu faqad 1 arafa rabbahu" 
itu pun permulaan jua.
(17) Sebermula. Firman^^^^ Allah Ta’ala:
Wa’Llahu Khalaqakum wa ma ta'maiun. ^ ^
yaf nl:
Bahwa Allah Ta’ala menjadikan kamu dan 
barang perbuatan kamu.
Dan lagi firman Allah Ta’ala:
Ma min dabbatin ilia huwa akhidhun 
bi nagiyatiha inna rabbi *ala giratin 
mustaqlm. ^ 2 9
ya1nl:
Tiada siapa dapat membawa melainkan la jua
1526. Text corrupt; Kekasih kasihku. Kekasihku is 
the correct translation of Habibi.
1527* Text duplicates firman.
1528. Qur’an 37:94-.
1529. Qur’an 11:56.
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1530menghela ^  rambut dahinya. Bahwa Tuhanku 
Esa galanNya sebenarnya itupun.
Ban lagi sabda NabI (palla’Llahu 1alayhi wa sallamj): 
"La bawla wa la quwwata ilia bi’Llahi 
’1-1aliyyi’I-1aglm."1531
ya1nl:
"Tiada mengeliling"^^’ 1533 ^an tiada 
quwwat seorang melainkan dengan kuasa Allah 
yang Mahatinggi dan Mahabesar."
Ban lagi sabda NabI (galla’hlahu 1alayhi wa sallami):
-  1534 -"La tatafcarraka dharratun ilia bi
idhni ’ LI ah.1
y a1 nl:
"Tiada bergerak suatu dharrat pun melainkan 
dengan gerak Allah Ta'ala."
[Ban lagi sabda NabI (galla’Llahu 'alayhi wa sallaml):
1530. Text corrupt.
1531* Qur’an 18:40.
1532. This is an incorrect translation. It seems that 
the translation given here is of the preposition 
bawla: around. The noun bawl means power; hence
tEecorrect translation should be kuasa.
1533 ♦ See note \&Q % *
1534. Text incorrect: dharnatun.
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’’Khayrihi wa sharrihi mina’Llahi Ta’ala.,T
ya1nl:
"Baik dan jahatnya daripada Allah Ta’ala*” 
Beperti firman Allah [121] Ta’ala:
Wa ma tasha’una ilia A n jjmsha’a’hlah.~^^
ya’nx:
Ban tiada berkehendak mereka itu seorang 
jua pun melainkan dengan [kehendak] Allah jua,
(18) Sekalian dalll^^ dan hadxth ini isharat kepada 
man ’arafa nafsahu fa qad ’arafa rabbahu jua* Lain 
daripadanya tiada. Ban kata Shaykh Mulgyx’l-»Bxn ibnu’l- 
'Arab! (qaddasa’Lahu sirra ruhihi’I-'azxzl):
Shi’r:
’’Baramun 1 ala’ 1- ’ ushshaqi'*'^^ an yashhada’ ^
1-siwa
Idha kana wajhu’1-baqqi [bi’l~nuri] ^  ^
sha’sha1 a
Ma dha aqulu wa anta wafrduka lam yaku
1535. Qur’an 76* 30 s SU £9-
1536. Text reads incorrectly: dalxl.
1537* Text corrupt: Ussaqi.
1536. Text corrupt: yashhxda.
1539. Of. 5716(2), p. 74.
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Abadun siwaka fa ma siwaka fa ka’l~haba."
"Telah ^aramlah atas segala yang berahi 
bahwakan memandang lain daripadaNya 
Apabila ada keadaan Allah denganchahyaNya 
gilang-gemilang
Barang segala yang kukata dan bahwa Engkau 
jua Esa, tiada lain
Suatu pun daripadaMu maka sekarang barang 
lain daripadaMu itu seperti haba adanya.4
Pada segala hari la itu dalam kelakuanEya.
(19) Ya’nl pada guhurNya berbagai-bagai [akan tetapi
ya1nl:
Seperti firman Allah Ta'ala:
^  „  15Z1OKullu yawmin huwa fx sha’n. ^
ya1ni:
Dhat tiada berbagai-bagai]154*1 ^an tiada berubah, 
kerana la -
Huwa’l-awwalu wa’l-'akhiru wa’l-
%ahiru wa’
ya'nl:
154-0. Qur’an 55:29.
1541. See 5716(2), p. 75 
154-2. Qur’an 57:3.
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la yang Pertama dan la yang Kemudian 
dan la Nyata dan la Terbuni - 
AwwalKya tiada ketahuan,1^ ^  ’akhirNya tiada berkesudahan 
jahirNya amat terbxmi^"^^ dengan baJinlTya tiada kedapatan
memandang diriNya dengan diriNya, melihat diriNya
— - - 154*5[dengan] DhatNya dengan §ifatKya dengan ’Af’alNya  ^ '
dengan StharFya. Sungguh pun namanya empat pada
^aqlqatnya esa, Seperti kata Shaykh [122] Mu^yl’1-Din: 
"Tajalll hi dhatihi fl dhatihi. "
y a 1 nl:
"Meimnjukkan AdaNya hagi AdaNya"
*
Lagi kata Imam Muhammad Gazzali (ratoatu’Llahi 1alayhiI):
1 Jfl- 'alam azust^^7 he .ust balki hamah ust .,,1
y a ' nl:
"’Alam ini daripadaKya dengan Dialah-tetapi- 
sekaliannya la."
Diikut dari Klmiya-i-Sa1 adat: -^ 4-8
154-5. Text: ketahui.
154-4-. Text repetitive.
154-5- Text incorrect:
154-6. Text: AtharalTya.
154-7- Text: ust. Of. 5716(2), p. 76.
154-8. Text: Kama-i-Sa 1 adat.
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"Guft1^ 9 Ba Yazid: '¥u.iudtina minhu
wa quwwamuna bihi la far gun baynl
-r - - - 1550wa bayna rabbi ilia bihadha*1-martabatayn." "
ya1nl:
,rWujud. kami daripadaNya dan quwwat 
kami dengan Dia. 'Tiada bedha antaraku 
dan antara Tuhahku melainkan dengan 
d m  mart ab at *
Inilah 1ibarat "man 1arafa nafsahu fa qad 1arafa
■wiwitiiLiwn putii ’■ mivi^ i i in—nl—miw-iw f»w iimi i iniMia—1«— i—— —
rabbahu.”
(20) Sebermula. Allah Sub^.anahu wa Ta'ala tiada
bertempat dan tiada bermithal. Apa akan tempat
[apabila] lain daripadalTya tiada? Mana tempat, mana
mithal, [mana] warna? I-Iamba pun demikian lagi hendak[nya]
jangan bertempat, jangan bermithal, jangan berjihat 
1551enam, ^  kerana gifat hamba Tuhannya: hendakCnya]
maka datang kepada
"Idha tamma?l~faq,ru^^ fa huwa’Llahu
154-9. corrupt: kepintu - obviously guft is meant
1550. Of. Lama1 at, Lam1 at XVII, p . 348.
1551* See Asrar, pp. 51-52*
1552. Text corrupt: atamma*1-faqiru.
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1 jjhuhU ^ ^ J - 4 - j j j :  •1 ^
ya1nl:
"Apabila senrpurnalab faqlr maka 
ia itu Allah, dan bidupnya dengan 
hidup Allah.,"
Seperti kata Mawlana 1Abdu’1-Harman JamI (rabmatu’Llabi 
Alayhi!):
[Bas hi rangxst yarl dilkbwah ay dil
Qani1 nasbawl barangi na gab ay dil
Agal In bamab rang aba azan blranglst
Man afrsanu sibgbatan mina’Llahi ay dil] .3-554-
[ya 'nl: ]
"Kepada kekasih yang tiada berwarna itu
kau kehendak, liai bati;
Jangan kau padamkan kepada warna
mudab-mudaban9 bai bati;
Babwa segala warna daripada tiada
berwarna datangnya, bai bati,
'Barangsiapa mengambil warna daripada
Allah itulab terlebib baik,1 bai bati?"
(21) Ta'nl [123] yang a^alnya itu tiada berwarna dan
1553* Gf♦ Lama*at, p. 352.
1554-. See below, note, iQou
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tiada berupa. Segala rupa yang dapat dilihat dan dapat 
dibicharakan, sekalian makhluq jua pada 'ibarat. 
Barangsiapa menyembah makhluq, ia itu musbrik; seperti 
menyembala orang-orang mat! dan manl dan jantung dan 
paru-paru - sekalian itu berhala jua ^ukumnya. Bara­
ngsiapa menyembah berhala, ia itu kafir - na'udhubi*- 
Llahi minhaI Wa’Llahu a 1lam!
(22) Jika demikian ngapa memandang seperti ombak dan
laut juga dapat? Seperti sha'ir:
nFa ^wwil 'alayhi la siwahu
fa’aynama tuwallu fa thamma wajhu
*Llahi lays a mubarqa'an. "] *^55 
1-556
(25) C1 Baqqu’l-zujaju wa raqqti* 1-khamru
Fatashabaha wa tashakula*l~amru 
Fa ka’annama khamrun wa la qadahu 
Fa ka’annama qadahun wa la khamru. "-*-557
ya * ni:
1555- Eke Malay text is incomplete. Of. 5716(2), p. 79*
1556. There is a considerable lacuna in the text here.
Of* 5716(2), pp. 79-84. See also above, pp. 569-577°
1557- Not in the text, but see 5716(2), pp. 84-85#
See also Lama1 at, ham1at 7y~p. 555*
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[Naqshkacha dan hening*^^] minuiI1an 
Maka setup a keduanya dan sebagai pekerjaannya 
Maka sanya minuman tiada dengan piala 
Dan bahwa piala tiada dengan minuman•
Yafnl warna kacha dan warna minuman esa jua; warna 
minuman dan kacha pun sebagai jua, tiada dapat dilainkan. 
Seperti kata Lam1 at:
nAl-* aynu wafrfflafcun wa*l-hukmu mukhtalifun 
Wa dhaka sirran -*-559 ahli’l-^ilmi
yankashifun. "**-560
y a 1 nl:
,!A$alnya suatu jua warnanya berbagai-bagai 
Hahasia ini bagi orang yang tahu jua dapat 
memakai dia.n 
[Seperti kata mi^ra*:
f>Ma!shuq u^shq. u ’ashiq har sih yakyast Inja 
Chun wagl dar na-gunjad hijran chi kar
darad]1551
1558- See Asrar, p. 56.
1559. Text corrupt; shirrun.
1560. Text incorrect: yankasifun. Lama * at, the XI 
Lam1at, p . 341.
1561. Of. Asrar, p. 28.
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ya'nl]:1562
"Berabi dan yang berabi dan yang diberabikan 
itu ketiganya esa jua,
Sini, apabila pertemuan tiada lulus, 
percberaian dimanakan ada?"
(24) Kenapa dikata kerana gifat bertemu dan bercherai 
dua? Hendak[nya] pada ’Slim, ^.aqlqat tiada dua. 
Seperti ombak dan laut esa jua, pada jabirnya jua dua, 
tetaCpi] bertemu pu[n] tiada bercberai pun tiada; 
didalampu[n] tiada [124] diluar pun tiada.
Sembab Grbawtb: "Mana kebaktian
lerlebib kepadaMu ya Tubanku?"
Birman Allab Ta^la: Sembabyang
yang tiada dalamnya suatu pun lain 
daripadaKu, dan yang menyembab 
gba’ib.
1562. Not in tbe text. See 5716(2), fol. 69r-69v and 
Lama1 at, Lam1 at III, p. 531*
1563. Text incorrect: siwanl.
Qala * l~gbawtbu*l~a *
galatin afflalu !indaka ya rabbi?
Qala?Llabu la 'ala: galatu*l-ladbl
- T  _  _  .^156^ 5 - plays a fiba siwa’i ^ wa?1-mugalii
gba’ibun 1anba.
ya1nr:
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Nyatalah [daripada ini bahwa yang] disembah pun la 
jua, yang menyembah pan ghqq. Seperti kata Masha’-
MM a ^ ^  ’arafa’Llahu illa’Llah 
ma ya1 lamu’Llahu ilia’blah 
ma yara’Llahu illa’Llah."
ya1nl:
,!Tiada mengenal Allah hanya Allah, 
tiada mengetahui Allah hanya Allah, 
tiada melihat Allah hanya Allah.*
Dan seperti kata Mawlana 'Abdu’l-Ragman Jamx:
Hamchunln^^wagil nash[as]tah pesh yarl 
mxkunad an~^^ hatjr nalahai zar ta shnwad 
mahjub u mabrum az wasl waqif an bar rantj 
u malal. **-568
ya'nl:
1564-. Text incorrect: ma shaykh.
1565. Text has man.
1566. Text has hu janln, but see 5716(2) p* 87.
1567* Rrom 5718(2), p. 87; text incomplete,
1568. Text has malat, or perhaps mala’at. 5716(2)
p. 87 has" malal, which seems to be the correct 
reading.
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"Orang yang wagul itu seperti orang dud.uk
[kesal] ;  ^ y taulannya dicheriterakannya
daripada percheraiannya dan serunya dan
tangisnya, sehingga jadi T^ urum daripada
wagal; terhenti [ollehnya daripada percherai- 
annya dan
daripada penuh dengan dukach.it any a.1 
Ban seperti kata Shibll: hendakCnya] sha'ir:
''Ana kaj.afdafun yaskunu fl*l»llmi
In hiya [fahat] mala*at aqaha
wa in sakatat1^ 1 ma tat mina’l-gharami. "^572
ya1nl:
"Akulah seperti katak diam dal am laut; 
jika kubukakan mulutku niscbaya dipenubi 
air;
jika aku diam niscbaya matilab aku dalam 
perchintaanku.,T [125]
(25) Isharat daripada Shaykh Safdu’l-Dln: *^73 Jjika
1569. Text: kisi or lesi (?). As a translation for tbe 
Persian pesb it should surely be dihadapan.
1570. Text; corrupt.
1571* Text: sale ana t.
1572. Bee KalabadhI, p. 139; Lama'at, Lam1 at XXVIII,
p. 361. Pop tbe correct reading of tbe text, 
see above, p.77£*
1573. Text: Ba*adu*1-Dxn (i.e. Sbabistarl).
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lagi dituntut tiada diperoleh; [jika lagi] dipandang 
tiada dilihat,1 kerana fi'il kita itu seperti angin 
dilaut. Jika berhenti angin maka ombak pule,n g kepada 
agalnya. Seperti firman Allah Ta'ala:
Ya ayyatuha’l-nafsu’l-mutma’ innatu itjrifI 
ila rabbiki radliyatan mar j-iyyatan fa’dkhull 
fx 'ibadl wa’dkhull .jannatl. **-574
ya *nl:
Hai segala kamu bernyawa mujma ’ innah J 
pulanglah kamu kepada Tuhan kamu ra$Li 
kamu akan Dia dan radi la akan kamu.
Maka masuklah shurgaKu, hai hamba-hambaKul 
Ertinya datangnya pun daripada laut, pulangnya pirn 
kepada laut jua.
Jannatu’l-zahidlna^^ hurun wa qusurun 
Jannatu’1~'ashiqlna fi mafcalli kuntu 
kanzan makhfiyyan -
ya * nl:
- 1S76Shurga orang zahid anak bidyadari 
dan maligai,
1574. Qur’an 98:27-30.
1575. Text incorrect: zahidin.
1576. Text corrupt: zahig.
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Shurga otrang] berabi kepada perbendaraan 
yang berbuni.
(26) Sanalab tempat diam segala ’Asbiqlnl Berabikan 
shurga pun tiada, dengan neraka pun tiada takut ia; 
kerana [pada] orang berabi yang wagal ,jannat itulab 
yang dikatakan [dalam ayat] fa*dkbull fl 1ibadl 
wa’dkbull jannatl. ^ 1^  Pulanglab ia kepada tempat 
kuntu kanzan makbfiyyan. Dan seperti kata Ablu’Llab;
’’Man ’arafa’Llabu fa buwa musbrikun.’
ya1nl:
’’Barangsiapa mengenal [Allah] maka ia itu 
musbrik.u 
Itupun ia:"^^
”A1 faqlru la yahtaju^^ ila’Llabi. "1580
Itupun ia:
-r -r - 1681"Al-faqiru suwadu|l-wa.jfci fx/l-torayni.»
ya1nl:
’’Yang faqlr itu hit am mukanya pada kedua negeri.”
1577. See above, note 1574-.
1578. Ibis translates walabu aycLan.
1579. Text bas: yakbta.ru.
1580. Lama1 at, Lam ’at XX', p. 552.
1581. Loc. cit.
Itupun ia: sha'ir:
V n a ’l-gharlqu [126] bibabri ma lahu tana fun 
ghibtu f Ihi 1 ani* 1-windani wa ’ 1- 1 adam. M
ya 'ni:
’’Aku telah karamlah pada laut yang tiada 
bersisi,
Maka lenyaplah aku dalamnya; daripada "ada,! 
dan "tiadart pun aku tiadalah tahu* "
Itupun ia: sha1ir:
"RaddadtanI bayna’l-maniyyati wa’l»muna 
wa ,j ama11 ani bayna’ 1- 1 inayat i wa * 1 - 1 ina 
wa akhadhta nl[minnl] li dhatika^^ fa*-
rtaqltu
limustawa la ant a flhi wa la^^^ ana. ”
ya1nl:
"Kembalilah aku daripada menuntut dan yang 
dituntut •
Dan berhimpunlah aku antara yang mengarunia 
dan [yang] dikarunia,
Dan kembalilah daripada aku bagi adaMu 
suatulah tiga*
1582. Text: lidhalika; lidhatika from 5718(2), p. 91* 
15B3. Text: wa ilia; wala from 5713(2), loo. oit.
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1584Tiada Engkau dalamnya dan tiada aku.u ^
Lagi kata Sbaykb 'A^ar (rajLiya* Llabu 1 anhuI ) :
CBaz ba'de dar tamasba £&rab 
tan farudandi farigb az talab]
y a 1 nl;
"Daripadanya kembalilab setengab 
daripada melibat tamasba tepuk dan tari: 
Nyawanya pun diberi selesailab ia daripada 
tuntut.T!
Itupun ia:
[Bayt: waraq sbuql wa qalam basbkun siyabi 
zir dam dbar kas bamln din [u] qiggati 'isbq 
ust ki dar daftar nab ml gun j ad.
ya'nl]:
Qar£as pun ditunukan dan qalam pun 
dipatabkan dan da'wat pun ditumpabkan
dan nafas pun dibelakan.
Inilab qiggab ragam*^^^ orang berabi hahwa
1584, Text: tiada aku dalamnya dan tiada engkau.
But see tbe Arabic,
1585* Erom 5716(2), p. 91. Tbe Malay text bas only tbe 
Malay urans1at ion,
1586. From 5716(2), p. 92. Not in tbe Malay text.
1587* I.e. din: ugama: 1 religion' in tbe sense of 
( r el i^ious ) Si'spo s it ion: ragam.
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dalam daftar tiada lulus.
Ini pun ia:
Kata bayt Bhaykh Ki 'matu’Llah:
[Jalab afdat iradat wa bila wutjud bi.iab ast 
Wijdan muhal namnayi waqrub wa khiyal
-  -  -  1*588Budur ghurur nafsah du dur du dur. ^
ya'nl];
luntut pun setru dan kehendak pun sia-sia 
dan wujud pun jadi dinding tiada dapat 
diperoleh menghendaki damping dan 
chita yang segala ghurur nafs pun
menjauhkan.
(27) Ini lab. kesudahan sekaliani Ini lab. yang dikatakans 
"Fa*1-fana'u 'ani'l-fana’i ghayata’l-fana.1 [127]
- - 158QInilah yang dikatakan 1 alam lahut pun dapat,  ^ y dan 
dikatakan wa§al pun dapat dikatakan pun dapat
dikatakan. Inilah kata Shah 'All Barizi^^ dCalam 
bahasa] Fa[r]si:
T>Bar dar dara’l-fana’ i kardam su.jud
1588. 5716(2), p. 92.
1589. Dapat duplicated in the text.
1590. 'All ibn Muhammad al-Barizl, see Kalabadhi, p. 12.
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Sar bar awardam mar a ru’i numud.,T
ya'nls
’’Kepada pintu degeri yang fana’ sujudlah aku 
Kubukakanlah kepalaku pertunjukkanlah 
mukaMu kepadakul”
Kata orang Pasai: 'Jika tiada kupho, tiada bertemu
dengan kufu' - ya'nl kupho pada bahasa Jawi ’tertutup': 
jika tiada tertutup, tiada bertemu dengan kufu' - 
ya'ni C'pada'].1^ ^  Erti pada [itu] tiada lagi lulus 
ia itu: ya'nl menjadi seperti dahulu tatakala dalam
kuntu kanzan makhfiyyan, serta dengan Tuhannya. Seperti 
biji dalam puhun kayu; sungguh pun gahirCnya] 
tiada kelihatan l^aqiqatnya esa jua* Sebab inilah 
Mansur [al-gallaj] mengatakan: "Ana
setengah mengatakan: [ ”InnI]-^9A ?Llah] " ; kerana
adanya ini tiadalah dilihatnya lagi.
(28) Inilah ertinya:
Idha tamma’l-faqru fahuwa’hlah.
ertinya:
1591• The words mara ru’I are from 5718(20) p. 93* 
Text has: mara racTI.
1592. Cf. above, p. 84- and note 183*
1593* Text repeats the word didalam after kayu.
1594. 5716(2), p. 94.
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Yang faqir tiada suatu pun akan baginya*
Maka firman Allah Ta’ala dalam yadith Qudsi: 
Nawmu*l~faqlru nawmi 
ukulu’l-faqiru ukuli 
wa sharabu71■faqiru sharabi.
ya1nl:
Tidur faqir itu tidurKu, dan 
makan faqir itu makanKu, dan 
minum [faqir] itu minumKu.
Dan lagi firman Allah Ta'ala:
Al-insanu sirri wa ani a] sirruhu 
wa sifatu[hu]. [128]
ya1ni:
Yang manushia rahasiaKu dan 
Aku rahasianya dan gifatnya.
Kata Uways al-Qarani"^^:
ya *nx:
l!Al~faqiru bayatuhu hi hayati’Llahi 
wa 'Ishuhu hi fIshil[ ’LIah] . "
"Yang faqxr itu hidupnya dengan hidup 
Allah, dan sukanya dengan kesukaan 
Allah.n
1595* Of. above note 172* Text has: TJwaysh,
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Seperti kata Masha’ikh hendak[nya]:
"Man farafa’Llaha fa huwa mushrikun
wa man 1arafa nafsahu fahuwa kafirun."
ya1nl:
"Barangsiapa mengenal Allah maka ia itu 
menyekutukan, dan "barangsiapa mengenal 
dirinya maka ia itu kafir."
Seperti kata Shaykh MuljLyx’l-Dln ibn 'Arabl:
"Al-ma1rifatu frijifrun lahu wa law 
1 a wutjuda’1 -kawnayni la gahara71- 1 aynu. n
y a1 nl:
"Yang ma'rifat itu dinding; bermula: 
baginya jika tiadalah wujud kedua ’alam 
ni s chaya nyat alah AdaNya."
(29) Kerana tuntut dan ma'rifat dan f ishq dan ma^Labbat, 
sekaliannya itu, pada i'tibar, gif at hamba dua; 
jikalau sekalian itu tiadalah padanya, maka lenyaplah 
ia, Kerana dhatnya dan gifatnya nisbat kepada Allah 
Sub^ianahu wa Ta'ala jua, Jikalau barangkala tiadalah 
ia, maka gifat hamba, seperti gifat ombak, pulang kepada
laut. Inilah ma'na irjifx ila aglihi^ ^^ [dan ma'na
- - - _ _ T 1597
inna li’hlahi wa inna ilayhi radi'un - ya'm:]
1596. Qur’an 89:28.
1597* Qur’an 2:156. Not in the text but in 5716(2), 
p. 96.
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Bahwa kami daripada Allah dan kepadaHya kami pulang;
- - - 1598dan ma’na kullu shay’in halikun ilia waqhahu ini
pun ia; dan ma'na kullu man ’alayha fanin wa yabqa
wajhu rabhika dhu’l-jalali wa’l-ikram1^ ^  - ya’nl:
Segala sesuatu atas !alam ini lenyap, dan kekal Dhat
Tuhanmu [129] yang empunya kebesaranNya dan kemuliaanDya
- ini pun ia.
(30) Sebermula jikalau ada lagi rasanya dan chitanya 
dan ladhdhatnya, sifat dua lagi; seperti mushahadah 
pun dua lagi T^ukumnya. Dan jika lagi shah id, shuhud 
pun.[ada] hendak[nya]; seperti rasa, yang dirasa dan 
merasa pun hendak[nya]; seperti menyita dan dichita 
hendak[nya]. Sekalian gifat itu pada i ’tibar lagi 
dua jua, Seperti ombak pada onbaknya laut pada lautnya
» belum mana dilaut. [Apahila ombak dan laut sudah
1601 — — menjadi satu] muqabalah pun tiadalah, mushahadah
pun tiadalah* Inilah 'ibarat idha tamma’l-faqru
fa huwa’Llah, dan ’ibarat al-faqiru la yubtaqu ila’Llah.
Ma’na[nya] hanya fana’ dengan fana jua. Tetapi jika
1593. Qur’an 28:88.
1599. Qur’an 55:26-27.
1600. In 5716(2) this word is translated as sawiji,
P. w .
1601. 5716(2), loc. cit.
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akan fana’nya itupun - j l l z a  diketahuinya - belum 'bertemu
*1 cir\ q
dengan fana’, kerana ia lagi ingat akan fana’nya.
Itu lagi gifat dua tinggal padanya.
(31) Seperti kata Shaykh rA£$ar:
^ahi^Q^ wigali dost kaae rljygan T-604-
nadld
-t* -160S — -An kas ki. diddh har du ^ tjihan dar miyan
nadld."
ya1 ni:
"Jalan orang berahi yang wasil pada 
Kekasihnya itu, akan orang itu suatu pun 
tiadalah dilihatnya;
Segala orang yang melihat dia itu, kedua 
•alam itu pun tiadalah dilihatnya pada 
antara itu."
Lagi kata Shaykh 'AJ'far (rakmatu’hlahi T alayliil ) :
MTu [mabash]^^ aglan [kamal In [150] ast
u has
1602. See above note
1603* Text: rahl; 3716(2), p. 98 reads as above.
1604-. Text; radi kan; see 3716(2), p. 98.
1605* Text: har dun; see 3716(2), loc. cit.
1606. From 3716(2), p. 99*
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Tu du ru  kam shor w i^a l In  Cast] u b a s ] . ^ ^
ya 'ml:
[Jangan ada semata-mata, 
inilah saja kamal;
Jangan bermuka dua, inilah sebenar wigal11]. - 
kerana erti wagil bukan dua.
Yafnl barangkala shakk dan yaqln tiadalah padanya,
wasillah. Namanya 1 ilmu’l-yaqln, ya'nl mengetahui
dengan yaqln dan 'aynu’l-yaqln, [ya'nl] melihat
dengan yaqln; dan ^.aqqu’l-yaqln, [ya!nl] sebenar yaqlni^*^
yaqln adanya dengan ada Tuhannya esa juga. Asalnya pun
esa, pulangCnya] pun kepada esa jua - ya'nl irtjifI ila
*| £L“I (~\
agl i h i , dan in i la h  ma'na idhatamma’ l- fa q ru  fa
huwa’L la h . Wa’ hlahu a 1lam b i ’ l - sawab1 
lammat a l-k ita b  [al-musamma 
b i ’ l-m un tah l] . Ami n I
1607. Loo, cit,
1608. Text: harap (?).
1609. Text: hadap (?). See 5716(2), p. 99.
1610. Qur’an 89:28.
1611. 5716(2), p. 100o
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CHAPTER X
The Secrets of the Gnostics 
by
TJamzah FangnrI 
[Leiden Text no 7291 (1)3
[16] Bismi ’ Llahi ’ 1-Ra^inani ’ 1-Ra£lm. 
Al-lp.amdu li’Llahi ’1-1 adhl shara^a 
gudura51-*arifln bi mafatltyi wujudihi 
wa zayyana qulubahum bi asrdrihi [wa] 
nawwara arwaTj.ah.im bi ma'arifi shuhudihi 
wa jahhara nufusahum "bi nuri 'ishqihi. 
Af^alu’1-salat wa akmalu’l-ta^iyat fala 
sayyidina Muhammad ga^ibi’1-^ -aw^ li 
’1-mawrud wa’l-maqami’l-muT^ammadi 
’l-ma^mud wa fala alihi wa ga^bihi 
a jam* In wa’l-lgamdu li’Llahi 
rabbi91-1 alamln.
In the name of God, the Most Compassionate, 
the Most Merciful.
Praise be to God,
Who expands the breasts of the gnostics 
With the Keys of His Existence;
And adorns their hearts 
With His Secrets;
And illumines their spirits 
With the Knowledge of His Vision;
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And purifies their souls 
With the Light of His Love,
The most excellent of blessings
And the most perfect of salutations be
Upon our lord Muhammad,
Lord of the Basin of Drink^1^ and 
Of the Lauded Station,^^-5 
And upon his House 
And his Companions all.
Praise be to Cod,
The Lord of the Worlds.
f \ "u* 1614(1) Enow, 0 sons of Adam who are Muslims, that God
the Glorious and Exalted creates us; from being name-
less,^^ He bestows upon us names; and from being
formless, He fashions for us a form complete with ears,
heart, soul and intellect. It is incumbent upon us to
seek our Lord in order that we may know [Him] with our
gnosis, or through our service to a
1612. The Basin of the Prophet is one of the eschato- 
logical stations in Muslim eschatology, based 
on the Qur’an (108:1), See further E.I., article 
Sawd; al-Ash'arl, pp. 160, 244; Wensinck, pp.
1^57 23T|f7;'~555, 268, 274. ™~
1615. The Lauded Station is the station promised by
God to Muhammad. See e.g. Hicholson in Studies, 
p. 156; Insanu*1-Kamil II, pp. 51-58*
1614. Throughout this study the word Allah is trans­
lated as God.
1615. See note 867
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*1 / * !  /”
teacher who has perfect gnosis of Him, so that 
we may not fall short [of our duty]*
(2) However, before you meet with one whose gnosis 
is perfect, consider these fifteen bayts. These 
[fifteen bayts] are [composed of] a verse of four 
lines to each bayt.*^^ Should you fail to comprehend 
[the meaning of] these fifteen verses, consult their 
commentaries, for in the commentaries are made manifest 
discourses on the gnosis of God. But God knows best I
(3) Shahdan. ^ ^  There is nothing amiss [in this 
book], nevertheless, should you find inadequacies, 
complete them; should you find errors, correct them; 
should you meet with mutilations in the language, or 
in the letters - more or less [1?] - improve them 
[and] do not scorn [the work], for man is beset with
1616o I.e. a^Spiritual Guide, a Shaykh, or a Murshid 
"CPr. Pin;. This is a prerequisite to entrance 
into iTTarlqah. There is a tradition that the 
seeker must not travel alone - if he has no 
spiritual guide the Devil is his guide. See 
Humi, Mathnawi, VI, 4*94* •
1617. It Is incorrect to consider a bayt a couplet.
It is more properly speaking a verse. In the 
way in which Ijtamzah uses the term here he obvi­
ously means a verse composed of four lines to a 
bayt. See further Browne, Literary history of 
Persia, vol. II, pp. 24~25f]TI
1618. See note 871
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forgetfulness and carelessness. As the Messenger 
of Gof (God "bless him and give him peace]) says: 
,TAl-insanu murakkabun ' ala*I-nisyan» "
that is:
"Man is c o m p o s e d ' * ' ^ 9  0£ forgetfulness" -
for man is replete with imperfections. Only God the
Glorious and Exalted is free from imperfections]
(4) On an exposition of the gnosis of God Most
Exalted, His Attributes and His Names.
0 we all who worship the Name I
It is incumbent to know what is First;
For our Lord Who is Eternal
1620Is One with His seven Attributes,
[18] Our Lord is the Possessor of the
Essence.
The first of His Attributes is ’Living',
The second is 'Knowledge and the Forms of
the Known,1
The third is 'Willing' all [acts of] the Will.
The fourth is 'Powerful,' with a Power
Absolute,
Fifth is the Attribute called 'Speech'
Sixth is 'Hearing', with His Existence
endures
1619* The Malay translation: terkendaraan atas for
murakkabun 1ala is literal.
1620. Two wandering quatrains follow. See note 875
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The seventh is 1Seeing' the permitted and
forhidden0
The existence of these seven Attributes is
Eternal•
Of the Universal Potentialities He is Omniscient 
In virtue of these Attributes, with Wise
Perfection,
He is called 'Host Compassionate' and
'Host Merciful.'
Knowledge is the Reality of Muhammad the
Prophet,
Pursuing the Known with Its Omniscience;
From that Reality the sinner and the saint 
Derive their forms in all manner of ways*
Our Lord is the Possessor of Perfection 
Within His Knowledge never vanishing 
In the 'Host Compassionate* is the sum of
Majesty
[191 And upon all Beauty the 'Host Merciful'
holds sway.
Our Lord is He Who is called Exalted 
With all His Attributes forever abiding 
Upon the Universe entire His effects take
form
From the six directions - hence He is Alone1621
The light of His Effects will never die out 
Giving existence to the Universe entire
1621* IChall: alone, free from the limiting nature of
dimension*
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Creating creation day and night
Forever and ever it will never cease *
Our Lord is like/fathomless Ocean
Whose waves are rolling in every direction
Ocean and waves are both intimate
At last to its depths the waves will sink.
The Ocean is Knower its currents the Known 
Its Condition is Qasim its waves are Maqsum. 
Its tempest is * governing5 its dispositions
are 'governed*.
Upon the entire Universe it is these that
are featured.
If you really know [the meaning of] existence 
It is where you effect true vision 
Cast off your form from all restrictions 
In order that you/a§Tde in your Self,
Upon God's Existence you must subsist.
Cast off your form and your name constantly 
Annihilate your consciousness from Lordship
and slavehood.
In order that you may achieve the Act that
is Final, 
if you are not yet firm as a stone 
Duality is still your lot: slave and Lord
When you are no longer conscious of gold
r, . 1622and com,
Then indeed you can become one.
1622. See below, note 1753
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If you are yet not extinct from hundreds
and thousands 
You will never he ahle to annihilate your
existence
Make yourself extinct from the gross and
the subtle 
In order that whatever you say becomes
permissible*
Jamzah Fanguri, tliougH he is insignificant
His Reality is close to the Noble Essence 
Though but a bubble whose form is gross 
His union is constant in the Sea of the
Subtle.
These are the fifteen verses. Now look again and 
listen to their commentaries.
It is incumbent [to know what is Eirst] ».*
That is to say, [by ’name' is meant] the Name of
God the Glorious and Exalted, for according to the
Prescribed Law (sharl1 at) whosoever says: * There is
no god but God and Muhammad is the Messenger of God1
with his tongue, he is a Muslim. But in his heart? -
God alone knows besti As the Prophet (God bless him
and give him peaceJ) says:
"Man gala la ilaha illa’Llahu 
dakhala * 1 ~ j annah."
that is:
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"Whosoever utters: 'There is no god hut God'
enters into Paradise (with much ease)." [21]
Furthermore the Messenger of God (God bless him and
give him peace!) says:
"Man gala la ilaha illa*hlahu 
kiialisan mukhligan dakhala’1-jannah. "
that is:
"Whosoever utters: 'There is no god but God'
with a pure heart enters into Paradise*"
It is by virtue of the reason that the name and [the] 
possessor of [the name] is one and the same, when the 
name is mentioned the one who mentions it and the 
possessor of the name mentioned feel at one with each 
other. Prom the point of view of reality it is incum­
bent to know the Possessor of the Name in order that 
[your] islam may be complete. It is just like a 
person who goes to Ghina and hears the name of the 
Emperor of Ghina; although he does not meet the Emperor 
in person, [his] visiting Ghina is complete in all 
respects and [it were as though] he sees the Emperor,
He hears the Emperor's name [mentioned] - and both 
[seeing and hearing] are accomplished by him, Por 
this reason, from the standpoint of reality, it is 
incumbent to know and have gnosis of the Name of Him 
who is called Allah, for God the Exalted says:
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Man kana fl hadhihi a'ma fahuwa ^  ” ™’™ ———  ^ 1S23
fi’1-’akhirati a'ma wa ajLallu sabllan.
that is:
Whosoever is blind in this (world) he will 
be blind in the Hereafter, [and further away 
from the path].
Hence the People of the Path (Ahlu’1-Suluk) ^ ^  say,
concerning a person who does not know God but who
mentions His Name with a pure heart, that that person
is a Muslim. The Doctors of Theology (*Ulama*) and
the People of the Path are agreed [on this point]:
that a person who knows God is among the elect; a
person who has gnosis of God is among the super-elect,
for the person who has gnosis of God is higher [in
rank] than the person who knows Him. As the Messenger
of God (God bless him and give him peace!): says:
t!Wa 'bud rabbaka ka’annaka tarahu .
1623. Qur’an 17:72. Bee also Qur’an 57:13*
1624. ^Eamzah interprets this verse as:
Whosoever does not know God in this world 
will not know Him in the Hereafter.
By 'know1 gamzah means gnosis: Kenal.
1625* Literally: People of the Way, i.e. the mystical
path. See for the distinction between salikun 
ailci mn.jadhib, Frithjof Shuon's account,' op. cTt., 
PP• £6-27,^note 2 o
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that is:
1 Worship your Lord as if you see Him * *.
(this can he applied with reference to 
the person who has gnosis of God) [22]
... Fa’in lam takun tarahu fa ’innahu yaraka."
that is:
... [for] if you do not see Him, He sees you." 
(this can he applied with reference to the 
person who knows God).
Further God the Exalted says:
Wa1 hud rahhaka fcatta ya’tiyaka*1-yaqln.-^27
that is:
Serve your Lord until there comes to you certainty, 
(i.e. [hy] certainty [is meant]: that which is
devoid of doubt)*
This is the meaning of 1... worship the Name 1.
(6) Fa1lam - It is incumbent to know what is first.
That is to say, when the earth and the heavens,
the Throne and the Footstool, Heaven and Hell, were
all yet non-existent - when the Universe together
with all its parts was yet non-existent - what was the
First [Existent]? The First was the Essence Unique,
1626. C£. Lama1 at XIII, p. 342-34-3.
1627. Qur’an 15:99. Of. Lama’at, p. 357-
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Self-Subsistent, without Attributes and Names - That 
was the First. The Name of the Essence is He. The 
meaning [conveyed] by [the Name] He serves as a symbolic 
allusion to the Name of the Essence without Attributes. 
The Name Allah is one degree below the rank of the Name 
He. But [the Name Allah] is the sum of all Names.*^^8 
As in the case of one who is named Muhammad, if he has 
learning, he is called learned; if he is clever, he is 
called intelligent; if he trades, he is called trader. 
All names that come under these names are contained 
in the name Muhammad, for Muhammad is the sum of all 
these names. In the same manner the Name Allah 
Glorious and Exalted is the sum of all Names: by
virtue of His creating the creatures He is called 
Creator; by virtue of His providing His creatures,
He is called Provider; by virtue of His fashioning 
the Universe, He is called Maker; by virtue of His 
creating with wisdom, He is called Vise. All these 
Names are contained in the Name Allah, for Allah [23]
1628. Cf. Shabistarl:
Each creature has its being 
From the One Name,
From which it comes forth,
And to which it returns.
With praises unending.
Lederer, F., The Secret PlOSq Garden, London,
1920, p. 72. “  —  -
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is the stun of all Names. But [the Name] He is higher 
in rank than the Name Allah, and [likewise] the Essence 
is higher in rank than the Name He. Whosoever comprehends 
the meaning of this, he will comprehend the meaning of 
’The First1.
(7) •Fa1 lam - For our Lord Who is Eternal.
That is to say, [He] is Eternal, and His Eternity 
is timeless and impossible to discourse upon. That is,
[He] is Eternal without eternity, [He is] First without 
firstness, [He is] Eternally Existing. Discourse upon 
His Eternity is futile except for the discourse of the 
People of Bevelation (Ahlu’l-Kashf). According to the 
People of Revelation His Eternity may be likened to a 
round fruit neither bounded by sides nor having a tree; 
neither having a beginning nor having an end; neither 
having a centre nor having sides; neither having a 
front nor having a back; neither having a left to it 
nor having a right to it; neither having an above nor 
having a below. This is what is meant by Eternal. It 
is also possible to liken [His Eternity] to a circle, 
for the circle has neither beginning nor end: if it
is said that it has a beginning, then it can also be 
said that it has an end; if it is said that it has an
end, then it can likewise be said that it has a ' beginning.
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It is incumbent to comprehend the Eternity of God the 
Glorious and Exalted with perfect gnosis. This is the 
meaning of ’Eternal*• How can we achieve gnosis of 
God Most Exalted if wo do not comprehend His timeless 
and spaceless Eternity?
(8) Ea’lam - Is One with His seven Attributes.
That is to say,[He] is not separate from His 
seven Attributes, even though it is said that the 
Essence of Godtis The First. But [here] expression
becomes difficult; that is, [24] [if we say that the 
Essence is The First, it conveys the impression as 
though] It is separate from Its seven Attributes - 
and this makes Him logically insufficient. According 
to the Doctors of Theology, God’s Attributes are 
neither His Very Essence nor other than His Essence. 
According to the People of the Path, the Attributes 
are His Very Essence. The analogy is that of a person 
who, by virtue of his knowledge, is called knowing; 
by virtue of his power, is called powerful, by virtue 
of his will, is called willing; by virtue of his 
speech is called speaking; by virtue of his hearing, 
is called hearing; by virtue of his sight is called
1629. See above, p. 22 of the text.
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seeing. It is only expression that makes [the 
attributes] 'other1 than the Pure Essence. The names 
of the seven Attributes are first, 'Life'; second, 
'Knowledge1; third, 'Will'; fourth, 'Power1; fifth, 
'Speech1; sixth, 'Hearing1; seventh, 'Sight*. The 
Essence and these seven Attributes are never separate. 
There are other Attributes without number, but [all 
those other Attributes] are contained in the seven 
Attributes, for these seven Attributes are higher 
in rank than those other Attributes. Just as the 
Name Allah is the sum of all names, so the seven 
Attributes are the sum of all Attributes. When [you] 
have comprehended the meaning of these seven Attributes, 
then [you] may know [Him] with perfect knowledge.
(9) Pa'lam - Our Lord is the Possessor of the
Essence.
That is to say, the [Essence is] Unique, without 
Attributes. According to one expression the Doctors 
of Theology call It Necessary Being because It is 
Self-Existent and does not exist through another.
Por this reason the Doctors of Theology ce.ll It 
Necessary Being. The People of the Path say [253 
that It is indeed Self-Existent, but It also gives 
existence to the World together with all its parts.
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It is called Necessary Being because Being and Essence 
are one and the same. According to the Doctors of 
Theology, the judgment concerning the Essence of God 
and His Being is that they are two; [similarly] the 
Being of Knowledge and the Knower are two; the being 
of the Universe and the Universe are two; the being 
of the Universe is different from the Being of God.
God!s Being and His Essence are like the sun and its 
light; although they appear as one and the same 
[thing] to external and internal perception) they are 
in fact two things: the sun is other than its light.
As to the Universe, the reason why it is said that its 
being is different [from the Being of God] is because 
the universe is like the moon deriving its light from 
the sun. This is the reason why the Doctors of Theology 
say that th being of the Universe is different from 
the Being of God, and that God's Being and His Essence 
are different [entitites]. The People of the Path 
say that if this is the case, then God can be referred 
to as being 'outside' or 'in' [the Universe]; or 'near' 
the Universe or 'far' from it. To us, the Essence 
of God and His Being is one; His Being and the being 
of the Universe is one; the being of the Universe and
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the Universe is one, the like of which is, as it 
1630were, its  ^ light; different only in name but not 
in truth* To external perception it is one; to the 
eye of the internal perception it is also one. So 
is the being of the Universe in delation* to the 
Being of God - it is one; for the Universe considered 
independently does not exist. Although outwardly it 
exists it is nothing but Appearance and not Reality; 
like the image [reflected] in the mirror, [263 though 
possessing form, does not possess real being. However, 
the Doctors of Theology and the People of the Path 
are in complete agreement with respect to the Essence: 
that It is Unique. Although the [concept of the]
Essence can be expressed in words in reality expression 
falls short of the truth, for It is not * above', It 
is not 'below', It is not 'before', It is not 'after',
It is not to 'the right'. It is not to 'the left',
It is not 'far', It is not 'near', It is not 'outside1, 
It ia nor 'in', It is not 'separate', It is not 'joined* 
- It is without 'how' ;1&31 without 'where* [i.e.
being at a place], It is without 'where' [i.e. being
1630. I.e. the sun's.
1631. I.e. the bila kayfa of the theologians. Bee 
above, note 930
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to a place], It is without 'now', It is without a
1 twinkling of an eye’, without ’instant’, without
’time’; It does not ‘become*, nor is It 'becoming',
It is not a 'place', nor has it a 'place*. As the
Messenger of God (God bless him and give him peace I) 
says:
"Kana ’Llahti wa la shay ’ a ma'ahu. "
that is:
"There 'was' only God and no thing 'was' 
with Him."
Shaykh Junayd Baghdadi (God's mercy be upon Him!) says 
"[Huwa]* 1-ana kama kana."
that is:
"[He] 'is' now as He 'was' then."
God Most Exalted says:
Subhana’Llahi 'amma yaglfun. ^ ^
that is:
Glory be to God! Who cannot be described.
God Most Exalted says further:
1633Laysa kamithlihi shay’un. v
that is:
1632. Qur’an, 23:92.
1633. Qur’an, 4-2:11.
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[There is none like unto Him,
The interpretation of which means:]
Not one single thing which we discuss 
with our hearts and with our gnosis 
attains to knowledge of Him.
Our knowledge is not [of] the Essence; [it is of]
the Similitudes of the Essence and Its Modes of Being.
This is why the People of the Path say that the Essence
and Its Existence is one. But in Its true nature
none may reach the Essence, [27] lot alone the general
masses [of the Eaithful], even the Saints, Prophets
and Archangels may not reach It.
(10) Fa'lam - The first of His Attributes is
' L i l i a s ' •
That is to say, Bayy means 'Living'. The reason 
why 'Living' is first mentioned is because if [He] 
is not Living, all the other Attributes will not come 
into being. Furthermore God Most Exalted says:
Allahu la ilaha ilia huwa’l-hayyu    I 5 5 z r       ^
’l-qayyun.
that is:
God! There is no god but He, the Living, 
the Sustainer (of all).
1634-. Qur’an, 2:255*
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God Most Exalted says further:
Huwa’l-frayyu la ilaha ilia huwa•-**^ 5
that is:
He is the Living (God) there is no god 
but He o
The reason why ‘Living1 is considered to be [logically] 
prior to all [other] Attributes is because - in the 
same maimer as a person - if he is not living then 
he is dead. If he is considered as dead, then he 
cannot be 'knowing*, 'willing', 'powerful', 'speaking', 
'hearing1, 'seeing'. Hence 'Living* is considered 
[locigally] prior to all the Attributes which exist 
together [with God]* This is what is meant by ''Living' 
is the first Attribute.'
(11) Pa*lam - The second is 'Knowledge* and the
'Porms of the Known.'
That is to say, [He is] Knowing, for Knowledge 
is the first among the manifest. The reason why 
Knowledge is said to be the first among the manifest 
is because when God the Glorious and Exalted gazes 
upon Himself with His Knowledge He becomes three 
[Names]: Knower, Knowledge, and Known. The Seer
1835. Qur’an, 40:65
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is called the Knower, the Seen is called the Known, 
Seeing is called Knowledge* All three are in fact 
one and the same, only its names are different, for it 
is hy virtue of Knowledge [28] that the Knower and the 
Known acquire names and manifestation. The Lord then 
becomes apparent to His servants, and His servants 
then become apparent to their Lord. Because of this"^^ 
it is therefore said that Knowledge is the first among 
all that is manifest, for the Essence is ever con­
templating Itself; Knower, Knowledge and Known are 
seen. The Essence is Absolute, Unique, without Attri­
butes; That is the First.-^57 yhGn xt gazes upon 
Itself, It sees Itself together with all Its Predis­
positions. At that ‘instant1, the Seer is called the 
Knower, the Seen is called the Known, Seeing is called 
Knowledge. The Essence is concealed within Knower,
Known and Knowledge. Hence [God] is called the First 
and the Last, the Outwardly Manifest and the Inwardly 
Hidden; the Seer is called the First, the Seen is 
called the Last, the Seen is called the Outwardly 
Manifest, the Seer is called the Inwardly Hidden.
1636. See above, note 791*
1637• See above, pp. 22-23 of the text.
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For this reason God Most Exalted says:
Huwa’ 1 - awwalu wa’1 ~ akhi ru 
wa’1-gahiru wa’l-batinu wa huwa 
bi kulli shay’in fallm7^  "
that is:
He is the First, He is the Last, He is the 
Outwardly Manifest, He is the Inwardly 
Hidden, and He is Knower of all things.
Further the Lama’at says:
"Ma’shuqCu] ’ishq[u] ’ashiq har sih yakyast
In tja
Chun wagl dar na-gun.jad hi .Iran chi kar
that is:
’The Beloved, Love and Lover are all 
one and the same,
When 'union’ is not there, what business 
is there for separation?
Further Shaykh Muhammad MaghribI (God's mercy be upon
him!) says:
"Chun 1azm tamasha-i-jihan kad zi khalwat 
[29] Xmad betamasha-i-jihan 'ayn tjihan shud »."
that is:
1638, Qur’an 57:5-
1639* Lana1 at, Lam’at III, p. 351.
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"When he resolved to examine the world, 
coning from the house of seclusion,
He went forth and 'became the very essence 
of the world ••."
"Har naqsh hi u khwast badan naqsh baramad 
Pushid haman naqsh hadCan] naqsh 1 iyjn shad.1
that is:
"Whatever painting that is desired "by him 
came in that form,
[And he] covered [himself] in the painting 
which became clearly apparent."
This is why 'All (may God he well-pleased with him!)
says:
"La a'budu rabban lam arahu."
that is:
"I worship not God if I do not 'see1 [Him]."
'All (may God be well pleased with him!) says further:
"Ma ra’aytu shay'an ilia wa ra’aytu 
’hiaha flhi*"
that is:
"I see nothing but that I 'see' God within it." 
This is the meaning of 'Knowledge is the first among 
the manifest1.
(12) Pa1lam - The third is Willing all [acts of]
the Will.
That is to say, by Willing is meant Willing the
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Potentialities in His Knowledge to 1)0 00116 the World,
As the Holy Tradition says:
Kuntu kanzan makhfiyyan fa afrbabtu 
an u 1raf .,,
that is:
I was a hidden treasure and I desired 
to he known ,,.
That is: the World together with all its potentialities
in His Knowledge is related within it [i.e* His Know­
ledge] as the hidden treasure about to bring forth 
the things known in His Knowledge. It then says:
!I was a hidden treasure and I desired 
to be known.‘
The treasure [i.e. as a whole] is likened to a tree
within its seed. The seed is the treasure, [30] the
tree within it is the content of the treasure; hidden
in its conpleteness: its roots, trunk, branches,
boughs, twigs, leaves, flowers, fruits - all complete
within that single seed. The seed desires to bring
forth the growth of the tree within itself on a
field of vast expanse. The seed says:
'I was a hidden treasure and I desired to 
be known.1
All this is an allusion to [God's Act of] willing. 
Purthor God Most Exalted says:
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Innana amruhu idha arada
’™~ I Z” ” _ 164-0shay’an yaq.ula lahu k\m fa yakun.
that is:
Verily His command is, when He is in
the state of desiring a thing, to say to it
'Be thou!* - and it becomes*
This too is an allusion to [God's Act of] willing.
The People of the Path say that the meaning con­
veyed by the words 'to it' refers to something existing, 
that is, it is present [to God]. Hence it is admissible 
[for Him] to say 'to it', for 'to it' is an allusion
[referring to] something existing. Were it not
existing, God the Glorious and Exalted would not 
refer to it as 'to it'. This is why the People of 
the Path say that the meaning conveyed by the [Command] 
"Be!" (to it) is a command [directed towards] the 
known that is ever existing in God's Knowledge. But 
to the Doctors of Theology the known is non-existing 
[in His Knowledge], it is something produced - 
[something] newly conceived at the 'moment' when He 
contemplates Himself. However, the People of the 
Path say that although outwardly the known is not 
existing [in God's knowledge] inwardly it is existing;
164-0. Qur’an 36:82.
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it is existing like the tree in our analogy [existing 
within the seed] [51] ; though it has not emerged fron 
within the seed, the judgment is that it exists within 
the seed - there can he no further doubt. If this is 
not the case [with God] then [His Nature] is logically 
deficient.
(13) ffa1lam - The fourth is 'Powerful1 with a
Power Absolute.
That is to say, [He is] Powerful, for if He is 
not Powerful then, logically, He would be impotent,
But [- far from it! -] God the Glorious and Exalted 
is not impotent. He has the Power to create and destroy, 
to cause to live and to cause to die, to sever and to 
join, to take and to give - there are many more examples 
impossible to mention. If He is not Powerful, how can 
He contemplate Himself contemplating the Known within 
His Knowledge? This is [accomplished by none but]
He who possesses Power that is eternally with Him.
As to the world, though It is a thing existing,
r* 1641it is [in reality] only the shadow of the known.
Whatever is in the known is 'here* seen, for the known
is determined by the eternal Power, and [their natures]
1641. Cj>. hawa’ ih , p. 47.
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cannot be altered by Him. If [their natures] are
altered, then [the nature of] that eternal Power is
logically inperfect, that is, [whatever He causes to
be cones into being in a] still inperfect state and
requires once again His inprovenent. If [it is]
1642already perfect fron 'there* it is inadmissible
[that it should be once again improved upon by Him].
(14) ... and our v o i c e . ( T h i s  is the reason why 
according to the Prescribed Law, the Speech [of G-od] 
is not created. According to the schools of the 
Mu'tazilah,1^ ^  the Rafi$I^4-5 an^ zindlq^^ 
God's Speech is created.^^7 But according to the 
Prescribed Law whosoever says that God's Speech is 
created is an unbeliever - may God preserve us from 
suchi God's Speech is as the Essence; It is eternal,
1642. 'There' here refers to the archetypal state.
1645. See above p. 550 , and note 770.
1644. See E.I*, article Mu1tazila; Taftazanl, p. 8, 
note 10, 59£*9 82.
1645. See E.I. article RawafigL.
1646. See E.I. article Zindite, and Lextfis, B. Studia
Islamica, vol. 1,' i$55• Further, see also ny 
Ranlri""and the Wujudiyyali of 17th Century Acheh, 
JTHTb . R . L. ST7'”^o no g ra ph ‘”4^T5T™^PPeu c iix  I lT
1647. For this argument see al-Ash'arl, pp. 20-52.
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together with the seven [Attributes]. But the Speech 
of God that is conveyed by Gabriel to the Prophet 
Muhammad, the Messenger of God ( God bless [52] him 
and give him peace!); that is written on pages, this 
can be said to be created, for the judgment concerning 
it is that it has become separated, from the point 
of view of expression, from the Essence. In its real 
sense, God alone knows best! God Most Exalted says: 
Innama qawluna li shay5in idha
*^*1aradna an naqula lahu kun fa yakun.
that is:
Verily Our command to a thing is, when 
We desire it, to say to it 'Be thou!' - 
and it becomes.
This [Command] too is an Eternal Speech conveyed not
by tongue and voice, but by allusion. If it is conveyed
by tongue and voice, then it can be said to be created.
Since God the Glorious and Exalted is Most Pure, so
is His Speech Most Pure from tongue and voice!
(15) Ea'lam - The sixth is 'Hearing', with His
Existence endures.
That is to say, [He is] Hearing, for if He is
without Hearing then He Is deaf. But He hears with
1648. Qur5 an 16:40.
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the ears of symbolical expression, for God the Glorious 
and Exalted has no ears like the ears of creatures.
That which He hears ’there1 is the ’voice1 Cor ’sound’] 
of the Potentialities of the Known that are ever 
existing in His Knowledge, Eor this reason He is 
called: (He is) ’Hearing* and ’Knowing’ for
Hearing and Knowing are eternal, together with the 
Essence. Although it is said that: ’God hears him
who praises Him', that is only an expression, and it 
does not refer to hearing with ears like the ears of 
creatures. God Most Exalted says:
Wa atakum nin kulli ma sa’altumuhu.-^50
that is:
We give you all that which you ask.
According to the People of the Path, this asking is 
the ’asking’ of the Pure Potentialities, and not 
asking in [our] present state of being. Hence God 
the Glorious and Exalted hears the known, which is 
co-existent with Him, with the ears [53] of - allegory. 
The known, likewise, ’ask1 symbolically, and ’giving’
164-9. Qur’an, 2:137; 5:76; 6:13, 116; 8:61; 10:65; 
12:3^; 21:4; 26:220; 29:5,60; 41:36; 44:6.
1650. Qur’an, 14:34;
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to the known is also symbolical . If this is not the 
case, then [His] Hearing is not eternal, and if [His] 
Hearing is not eternal, then [logically He is] imper­
fect.
(16) Fa*lam - The seventh is 'Seeing1 the permitted
and forbidden.
That is to say [He is] 'Seeing1, for if He is not 
fSeeing* then He is blind. God the Glorious and 
Exalted is eternally seeing Himself and the forms 
of the known. The permitted and the forbidden in 
the known are [seen by Him as] existing. But He sees 
not with eyes like the eyes of creatures; He sees 
with the eyes of allegory and symbolic expression. 
Whosoever believes that God the Glorious and Exalted 
sees with eyes like the eyes of creatures, he is an 
unbeliever - may God preserve us from such! As God 
the Glorious and Exalted is Most Pure from all the 
[qualities of] creatures, His Sight is also Most Pure. 
The primordial Speech in His Knowledge is eternal; 
the known to Him are never separate from His Knowledge. 
When the known to Him are never separate from His 
Knowledge, He is then ever seeing [them] with an 
Eternal Vision. If the known within His Knowledge 
are not existing, the Name Knower cannot be applied
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to Him, [and bonce] His Seeing too will be void.
Since God the Glorious and Exalted is Eternal together 
with His seven Attributes, His Seeing can never be 
void for He is called: (He is) Hearing and Seeing.*^51
Furthermore God the Glorious and Exalted says:
Wa’hlahu bima ta‘maluna baslr. ^ ^
that is:
God is seeing in whatever they do - 
for [His] seven Attributes are [34*] Eternal; and 
not that there is Living without Knowledge; or Knowledge 
without Will; or Will without Power; or Power without 
Speech; or Speech without Hearing; or Hearing without 
Sight; or one is prior and one is recent - such is 
not the case. Whosoever believes in this manner, 
then he is in error,
(1?) Pa‘lam - The existence of these seven
Attributes is Eternal 
That is to say, [God,] with the seven Attributes 
already mentioned in the beginning of this book, these 
are Eternal. As to the other Attributes, they appear
1651- Qur’an, 4-2:11. The close relationship between 
Knowledge, Hearing and Sight is interpreted 
according to Ibnu’l-’Arabi’s interpretation. 
See Affifi, pp. 43-4-4-,
1652. Qur’an, 2:265; 3:152; 8:72; 57:4-; 60:3; 64:2.
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at the instance of the Command: Bel (and it "becomes); 
such as Creator and Provider, Giver of Life and Giver 
of Death. Attributes such as these are many beyond 
description and mention. The allusion to the Command; 
Bel (and it becomes) is that this is God's first 
Command to the Potentialities of the Known. Everything, 
with one 'Be thou5' cones into being, complete and 
perfect. Should He lessen or increase [their per­
fection] then [His Knowledge] is logically imperfect; 
that is to say, [it were as though] He has no perfect 
knowledge of His own Wisdom, for God the Glorious 
and Exaltod is not like Man, who, having completed 
the making of a thing, would refashion it if it were 
not perfect. ^ 5 3  This is not so with God the Glorious 
and Exalted; with one ['Be] thouI ' He causes a thing 
to be, [and it comes into being,] perfect beyond 
reproof. Those things that come 'under' the sway 
of the Creative Word 'Be thouI' (and it becomes) 
are, from the point of view of expression, created; 
and those things that are 'above' the Creative Word 
'Be thouI' (and it becomes) are called by the People 
of the Path Predispositions of the Divine Essence.
1655* Cf. Ibn Rushd, Tahafut al-Tahafut, p. 88.
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Such, is, for example, the case of the spirit: it is
neither uncreated [353 uor created, though indeed the 
Prophet (nay God bless hin and give hin peace i) says 
in the Tradition:
nKhuliqa*l~ruhu qabla’l-(iasadi bi alfayn.Tt
that is:
1654"The spirit is made manifest  ^ two 
thousand years before the body."
The People of the Path say that the spirit that is
the Command of God (amr Allah) has not yet come under
the sway of the Creative Word ’Be thoul' (and it
becomes). As God Most Exalted says:
Innaraa amruhu idha arada shay’an 
an yaqula lahu kun fa yakun. ^
that is:
Verily His Command, when He wills a thing, 
is to say to it ’Be thoul* - and it becomes*
According to the People of the Path [those things
that are] above the Command ’Be thoul’ (and it becomes),
1654. Hanzah’s rendering of khuliqa here is not literal. 
This is deliberatoly done as the root word 
khalaqa is one of the important key words in 
lixs cosno 1 ogy. For an explanation of this, 
see above, pp. 147-148*
1655* Qur’an 36:82.
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when [they are] above the Command fBe thoul ‘ (and it
becomes), are neither uncreated nor created. Ls God,
Glorious and Exalted says:
Wa yas’Iunaka *ani’l-ruhi quli’l-ruhu 
min amri rabbi wama utltum mina’l-*ilmi 
ilia galllan. ^
that is:
Lind] they ask thee (Muhammad) about the 
spirit. Say (0 Muhammad): The spirit is
of the command of my Lord, and you are given 
nought of knowledge but a little ( - how 
then can you know about the spirit?)•
For this reason the People of the Path say that [it]
is neither -uncreated nor created, for [it] is of the
Command of God, Glorious and Most Exalted. The Doctors
of Theology and the People of the Path agree that the
World together with all its parts is created - that
it is new [i.e. produced], for it comes into outward
manifestation by virtue of the Creative Word *Be thou!1
(and it becomes). It must not be said that the World
is eternal.
1656. Qur’an 17:35.
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(18) Pa* lari - Of the Universal Potentialities
He is Omniscient.
That is to say, by Potentialities [is meant]
His Predispositions that are ever residing in His 
All-Embracing Knowledge. The Potentialities are the 
Predispositions [36] that for ever abide in the 
Knowledge of God Most Exalted. According to the 
People of the Path, the Potentialities never ’move1 
[from their original 1position* in the Divine Know­
ledge] , and are not moved by God the Glorious and 
Most Exalted.*^57 £ilat which for ever abide [in 
the Divine Knowledge] are the Predispositions of the 
Essence Glorious and Most Exalted - and They are ever 
abiding in His Knowledge for, according to an analogy 
of the People of the Path, Knowledge pursues the 
Known. It is likened to a vast Ocean - it is the Waves 
that cone and go, appear and subside. But according 
to another analogy, without the Ocean the Waves will 
not appear. According to this analogy the Waves 
follow the Ocean, that is, the Known follow Knowledge, 
According to the Doctors of Theology, the Known follow 
Knowledge for, to the Doctors of Theology, the Pure
1637* Of. Jaml, Lawa*ifr, p. 47.
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Potentialities do not count [as already existing in 
the Divine Knowledge] * Whatever the Knower desires 
appears in the form of that which He desires* According 
to the People of the Path, the Pure Potentialities 
exist in His Knowledge. As God Most Exalted says:
Wa ma minna ilia lahu maqamun ma’lum. ^
    M U m . M M l l l . I W W l l O W i M l . — . . W  nillhl»MWI.>>lMIII..MI»BiyHlllWI»iflWWP«W
that is:
[And thereis none] of us but has a known place. 
Further, the People of the Path say that the Potent­
ialities are the Predispositions of the Essence and
are not yet * separate' from the Essence. They are, 
according to this analogy, ever dwelling in the
Essence. In reality [they are] indeed identical
with the Essence, as Shaykh Muhyl’1-Din ibnu’1-'ArabI 
(God be well pleased with him!) says:
"Kunna hurufan "aliyatjn lam nu[n]qal 
Muta'alliqatin bi’1-dari *ala’l-qulal ...
mrnr ii r in k i'it iiW i rwii mi i • i>rTu mi mu m i i >■ T1.11111 ■■ w . i  11 m—iw iiiw iiiim i.i. ■umi 1 ^ inmmwri iirn~irrr~Tl~~rni 1 in rr irrwrmn ~rmr 1
that is:
"We were Lofty Letters unmoved,
Attached to our Abode in the Mountain Peak ...
Kuntu ana [ant a] fihi wa nahnu ant a wa 
anta huwa ...
1658. Qur’an 37:164
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that is:
I was you within it (that is, within the 
Mountain [37] Peak), and we all were you, 
and you were Ho ..*
Pa’l-kullu fi huwa huwa fa’s’al 'an man
wagal."
that is:
Everything/In'Ho is He' ask of those in
union."
What Shaykh Mu^yl*1-Din ibnu’l-*ArabI says is an
allusion to the Pure Potentialities. The analogy
is likened to a tree within its seed always existing
together with the seed, and it has not moved [from
moved
the seed], or is/Lfrom it], for it is not yet 'separate* 
from the seed. When it moves from its position 
wishing to cone out, it is something that has shifted 
from its place and is referred to as being moved from 
its place. [Similarly, in the case of the Pure 
Potentialities, when They move, They are moved from 
Their original position], and His Knowledge and His 
Will and His Speech and His Hearing and His Sight 
all move together - forever and ever. To the Doctors 
of Theology, the things known and their Potentialities 
are something new [i.e. temporal events, produced] 
and they move [from their original place], and are
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created in a fashion somewhat similar to [the act of] 
a carpenter wishing to build a house. He plans 
according to the potentialities of the things known 
to bin [in his knowledge] .*^59 then builds the 
house. The house is a thing created, the form of 
the house in his mind is also a thing created: both
of them are something new [i.e. temporal events, 
produced]. The People of the Path say that if this 
were true, the Eternity of G-od the Glorious and Most 
Exalted is void of His Knowledge. It were as.though 
He plans to create the believer and the unbeliever, 
the righteous and the sinful, on the 'spur of the 
moment'. If this be the case, then though Eternal,
His Eternity is void of His Knowledge, and this means 
that He is ignorant; though King, yet He is without 
His Armies and this means that He is weak; and even 
though He has Knowledge, yet He is without Ideas 
(i.e. Potentialities), and this means that He is 
dull-witted;^^ though Just, He is yet unjust. [38]
1659* Of. Ibn Eushd, Tahafut al-Tahafut, pp. 77-78;
^0; 98-100; and Notes7"pp7"35~T75.1.) $ 64- (90.1.)
1660. The word I have translated as 'dull-witted'
here is segan (See above, note 1002 )• Began 
seems tolie^o be almost identical with unois.
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If He plans and wills on the 'spur of the nonent! } 
it means that Ho is ignorant; if He possesses no 
Bounty, and on the * sptir of the moment* only wishes 
to produce it, then it means that He is poor; if He 
has Knowledge [but] does not create, then He is hesitant; 
if He does not already have within Him [i.e. as Poten­
tialities in His Knowledge] the hypocrite and the un­
believer, and He causes one to become an unbeliever, 
and having caused one to become an unbeliever He 
then casts him into hell, then He is unjust, God the 
Glorious and Most Exalted is not like that. If such 
qualities are present in Him, then His Nature is 
deficient. Whosoever holds such belief is in error. 
According to an analogy of the People of the Path 
the things known to God are eternal, for the Pure 
Potentialities are indeed the Predispositions of 
His Essence and they all are Descriptions of none 
but Him. Ihe Divine Beauty includes Predispositions 
of all that which is good, and the Divine Majesty 
includes Predispositions of all that which is evil.
But in reality all is good, for all is identical
1661with Him and are His Predispositions. The analogy
1661. Cf. Mathnawl, IV, 65*
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is like that of an arrow; if it is not correctly made 
it is of no use to the owner; a fishing hook; if it 
is not crooked no fish can bu caught; a needle; if 
it is not correctly fashioned, it cannot be used for 
s e w i n g . E a c h  becomes evil [or good] according 
to its use, for both are from the Divine Majesty 
and Beauty. This is the meaning of the 'Eternal 
Potentialities'.
(19) Fa*lam - In virtue of these Attributes,
with Wise Perfection.
That is to say, [He is] Perfect in creating 
[with] Wisdom. [He is] said to be Perfect in creating 
[with] Wisdom because He is Wise in as singing every­
thing according to its own nature, and this means 
that He draws forth the things known in His Knowledge 
without [39] [causing them to] change [their respective 
natures]. Prom the original nature of sky, He creates 
the sky; from the original nature of earth, He creates 
the earth; from the original nature of Throne, He 
creates the Throne; from the original nature of 
Footstool, He creates the Footstool; from the original 
nature of sea, He creates the sea; from the original
1662. Of, Ibid., Ill, 1362; II, 2535-
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nature of land, He creates the land - that is to say,
He creates all these things with His Wisdori and according 
to the Law of the Sternal Potentialities. Therefore 
it is fitting that He should have Nanes such as: 
wa huwa’l-1azlzu’l-kaklrr^ ^  - He is the Mighty, 
the Wise. If He changes the respective natures of 
His creation which already exist [as Potentialities 
in His Knowledge], He is then not Wise - to subject 
to caprice [His own] creation which is preexisting 
[in His Knowledge] - for that which is preexisting 
[in His Knowledge] is, according to its nature, already 
perfect. If [His creation is] not conplete, or not 
perfect, then He should inprove it, [and this means 
that] the fBe thou!’ He has been saying since has 
not yet been perfect and that He wishes to alter it 
only now. Such [action] is not [ascribable to] 
perfect Wisdom. For this reason the [potentially] 
good is assigned to good and the [potentially] evil 
is assigned to evil. Should He cause the whole World 
to be created believing without causing some to be 
created unbelieving, then He is lacking [in Wisdom]; 
should He create all to be unbeliever without creating
1663* Qur’an, 14:4.
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also believer, then He is lacking [in Visdon]; should
He create Heaven without also creating Hell, then He
is lacking [in Wisdom and Power]; and should He create
Hell without also creating Heaven, [then Ho is lacking 
1664in Wisdom]. Hence he brings forth with perfection
everything to the World from the Potentialities of the 
things known to Him without causing any change [in 
their original natures] as His Names are: wa huwa’l-
1 azlzu3l-haklm^ ^  - He is the Mighty, the Wise,
(20) Pa1lam - He is called ‘Most Compassionate1
and 1Most Merciful1,
That is to say, by virtue of His Attributes 
already mentioned, [40] He is called (Bismi’Llahi) 
a k gaf e .  g-lr-Sa^ in. An interpretation of this 
according to the Law (sharl'at) is that Bismi’Llah 
means: In the Name of God, A1-Rahman means: the
Compassionate (in this World). A1-Rahim [means: 
the] Ever Merciful (in the Hereafter), An inter­
pretation according to the Iruth (haqlqat) is that 
(Bismi) Allah is the Name of the Essence, the sum
1664, Of, Mathnawl, I, 3201. 
166J, Qur’an, 14:4.
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1666of all Names as already mentioned before. Al-
Rahman is [the Name] by which He first bestows His 
Mercy upon the World - that is, that He creates all,
As God Most Exalted says:
Wasilta hull a shay’in rahmatan wa 'ilman.
that is:
[0 my Lord] Thou embracest all things in 
Mercy‘and Knowledge.
Hence Rahman is the Lord of Mercy and bestows existence
upon the World together with all its parts. Since
He gives existence to the World together with all
its parts He is called Rahman. The believer and the
unbeliever, Heaven and Hell, the permitted and the
forbidden, good and evil - [all] derive their existence
from the Mercy of the Compassionate One* Hence He is
called Compassionate, Rahim is particularized
exclusively only in all that which is good: in the
Prophets, Saints, the righteous and all believers.
[In Its particularization Rahim] does not mingle
[with all that which is evil], whereas Rahman mingles,
in Its particularization, [with all in general, the
1666, Bee above, pp. 22-25 of the text.
1667. Qur’Sn 40:7.
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good as well as the evil] * This is why He is called
(Bismi?LIah) al Rahman, a1-Rahim.
(21) Fa*lam - Knowledge is the Reality of Muhammad
the Prophet.1888
When to the Field’s Centre [that Reality]
is made manifest,
Love that was imprisoned is made manifest;
, There [the Lover and the Beloved] gaze at
Each Other 
With passion and desire unassauged.
1669Two bows y - one Enclosure;
Between Them a Barrier [4-1] spreads ,-*-670 
One should envisage in this
The analogy of steel and the sword1 s blade18*'71 
That is to say, the Knowledge that sees the things
known is the Reality of Muhammad (nay God bless him
and give him peace!). Between the Knower and the
Known - that is when the Light of Muhammad (may God
bless him and give him peace!) first ’separates* from
the Divine Essence* According to one expression It
1668* See above, pp* 153-154*•
1669* See Qur’an 53:9; also 2016, pp. 65-68.
1670. Bee Qur’an 55:20; also 2016, pp. 65-68.
1671. See above, p.A15 > note 1015*
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is called the Relational iSpirit; and according to
another It is called the Universal Intellect; and
according to another It is called Light; and according
to another It is called the Most Exalted Pen; and
according to another It is called Tablet. Hence the
Messenger of God (may God bless him and give him
peace!) says:
"Awwal na khalaqa’Llahu ta1ala’l-rufci 
awwal na khalaqa’Llahu ta'ala^l-nur 
awwal ma khalaqa’Llahu ta'ala’l-*aql 
awwal ma khalaqa*Llahu ta* ala’l-qalam."
w p m .  i j w M W H w — i w w M M i i n i i i m i n  m i  W i M i i i w w m m w w i i w i i w w w i — — i— ■—  nm
that is:
["In the beginning God created the Spirit;
In the beginning God created the Light;
In the beginning God created the Intellect;
In the beginning God created the Pen."]*^^
The reason why the Prophet (may God bless him and give
him peace!) says that all these are prior [to all
other creations is this:] that because Knowledge is
living, It is called Spirit; because by Knowledge
the things known are manifest, It is called Light;
because Knowledge patterns the Forms of the things
known, It is called Intellect; because in Knowledge
1672. The translation in square brackets is not found 
in the manuscript. Of. Insanu?1-Kami1 II, pp.
8-9; 27 foil.
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is inscribed the Forms of the things known, It is
called Tablet; because Knowledge becones Letters of
the things known, It is called P e n , ^ ^  This is the
reason why the Messenger of God (nay God bless him
and give bin peace i) says:
1 Awwal na khalaqa’Llahu ta’ala’l-rub. "
["In the beginning God created the Spirit"]
and "Awwal na khalaqa’Llahu tafala*l~nur ..."
["In the beginning God created the Light •*•"]
for it is because of the Spirit and the Light [423
that the things known exist. As God Most Exalted
says [in the Holy Tradition]:
Law laka lana khalaqtu’l-aflaka.
that is:
But for thee I would not have created 
the seven celestial bodies and the seven 
terrestrial bodies (and I created all from 
the Light of Muhammad).
Without the Light of Mul^annad the World together with
all its parts would not have existed. Furthermore,
God Most Exalted says [in the Holy Tradition]:
IQialaqtu’l-kulla li ajlika wa khalaqtuka
li ajli.
1675* See above, p. 24.
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that is:
I created Creation for thy sake, Thee I 
create for My sake (that is to say, Creation 
cane into being from the Light of Muhammad; 
that Light cane into being fron the Divine 
Essence).
But for that Knowledge, God the Glorious and Most
Exalted would not have been outwardly manifest [and]
without the Khower [the Light of] Muhammad would not
have been outwardly manifest* As the Messenger of
God (nay God bless him and give him peacei) says:
nKuntu nabiyyan wa Adana bayna’l-ma’i wa*l-
tin."
that is:
"I was a prophet whilst Adam was yet between 
water and clay.1*
This Tradition is an allusion to water, £or j^cLan
and the entire Creation came into being from that
Light* The Light of that Knowledge is the Known*
Further, the Messenger of God (nay God bless him and
give him peaceJ) says:
"Adamu abu’l-bashari wa ana abu* l~arwabi.,r
that is:
167A. Bee text, pp, 57-58* below; and para. (22)
innodiately following* Of. Insanu’ 1 "Kamil II, 
p. 28: ^The First Intellect is likened to" the 
sun, Universal Intellect to water irradiated 
by sunbeams, and ordinary intellect to the 
light reflected fron the water upon a wall*
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"Adan is the father of all nen and I 
an the father of all spirits1 (that is, 
what is said by the Prophet (nay God 
bless hin and give hin peace!) as:
1 Awwal na khalaqa’Llahu ta1 ala11-rub" - 
nIn the beginning God created the Spirit .. •1 
is that the spirit is Muhammad (nay God 
bless hin and give hin peace!)
[Purther, the Prophet (nay God bless hin and give
hin peace!) says:3^^^
"Ana nina*hlahi wa*l~nu»minuna ninnl . "
that is:
"I an fron God, and all the Paithful [43] 
are fron ne."
Further, the Prophet (nay God bless hin and give hin 
peace!) says:
mu’minuna
"Ana min nuri'Llahi wa*l- / nin nurx*"
that is:
"I an fron God's Light and all the Paithful 
are fron ny Light."
Pron those sayings are derived [our] view that 'Know­
ledge is the Reality of Hu^annad [the Prophet]'*
1675* The words in square brackets are not found in 
the text*
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(22) ffa1 lam - Pursuing^ ^  the Known with. His
OnnisGience.
That is to say, [Knowledge] gives Light to the 
Known# Without Knowledge, the Known cannot cone forth 
fron the Pure Potentialities [i.e. become actualized 
as external existence]. This is why it is said that 
[Knowledge] pursues the Known. Take the sea as an 
example; without it the waves will not appear. In 
like manner the forms of the things known appear 
out of Knowledge. This is why according to the Law, 
the Known follows^^ Knowledge, for without Knowledge 
the things known will not be visible [to God]. 
According to one analogy, they all derive their origin 
from that One Light. As the Lam1at says:
1676. The Malay word used here is menurutkan, and I 
translate this as 1pursuing1 here because 
gamzah moans by it *to follow in the active 
sense1. This translation is supported by the 
interpretation. In fact, gamzah also uses 
menurutkan to translate the Arabic murld: 
willing, see above, p. 36 of the text.
1677* In this case, although menurutkan is also used, 
the meaning intended is clearly and simply 
*to follow passively', 'to be dependent upon 
that which is follox\red! , as the text indicates.
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Al-’aynu wahidatun wa*l~hukun nukhtalifun
1678Wa dhaka sirran li ahli’l-'
that is:
The essence is one, the ways are nany;
And this secret is revealed to the people 
of Knowledge.
It is as it were clay: the clay is fashioned into
many objects, such as water vessels and cooking pots,
but [all these objects] derive their essential origin
fron clay. Ho natter how varied all these vessels
take their fern and description, they all derive
their origin fron clay. In such wise the World [44],
though in forn multiple, derives its origin fron that
Light.
(23) Fa1lan - Our Lord is the Possessor of
Perfection.
That is to say, [He is] Perfect in every way.
If there is something lacking in Hin, then He is not 
called Perfect. If He creates the believer and does 
not create the unbeliever; or He creates the righteous
1678. See Ibrahxn ibn Shahriyar (Fahkr al-Lm) called 
Hulla 'Iraqi, Kulliyyat, Persian text, ed. with 
annotation by Sa'xcLHaTxsi, Tihran, 1335/1958, 
p. 341, the 9th Lam1at♦ Hereafter and already 
cited as Lana1 at" Se"e also Hunt ah i, p. 123*
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and does not create the sinful; or He creates Heaven 
and does not create Hell; or He creates good and 
does not create evil - [Ho] is then not Perfect,
This is why according to the Law:
Khayrihi wa sharrihi mina’Llahi tafala.
that is:
Good and evil are fron God Most Exalted, 
Whosoever does not have faith in this is an unbeliever 
nay God preserve us fron such} God Most Exalted says:
Qul kullun nin ^indi’Llah, ^ ^
that is:
Say (0 Mul a^nriad): Everything is fron God
Most Exalted,
As God Most Exalted says:
~ - - 1680Wa’Llahu khalaqakun wa na tatnalun.
[that is:]
And God created you and what you make.
Further God Most Exalted says:
Wa la hawla wa la quwwata ilia hi’Llahi’l-    —  ---
*a gan.
1679. Qur’an A:78.
1680. Qur’an 37:96.
1681. Qur’an 18:AO.
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CtTiat is 3
T (CQO
There is no Majesty " and there is no 
Might save in God, the Glorious the Great,
As the Prophet (nay God hless hin and give him peaceJ)
says:
"La tataharraka dharratun ilia bi idhni’Llah.lf
that is:
MNot one single atom moves except by God's 
permission.n
According to the Law, although good and evil are 
fron God, yet God Most Exalted wills [and approves] 
only good, and does not will [4-5] and approve evil.
The meaning of these words is most recondite, and it 
cannot be conceived by the People of the Path, for 
since Divine Majesty is His Attribute and Divine 
Beauty is His Attribute, how can He not will and 
approve His Attributes? But if we consider this in 
respect of the Pure Potentialities, then it is 
possible [to grasp the idea], for both of then [i.e. 
Divine Majesty and Divine Beauty] are present [to Him] 
there. Although He causes both of then to come
1682, The Malay translation of here is very
literal: mongelilingi Bulf nengeliling, meaning
'encircling1' does’indeed conveythe sense of 
all-encircling might that ganasah wants to express.
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forth, there, Ho wills and approves only good, and He 
does not will and approve evil. But this is an eternal 
question!
(24*) Pa*lam - Within His Knowledge never vanishing.
That is to say, His Knowledge is never 'separate* 
fron That which He Knows. If [His Knowledge] is 
separate fron That which He Knows, then He is not 
Perfect, for the things known reflect the quality of 
greatness in the Knower. If the Knower is devoid of 
the Known, then the greatness and sovereignty of the 
Knower is destroyed, for the things known reflect the 
greatness and sovereignty of the Knower. According 
to one point of view the things known are new [i.e. 
produced, temporal events] as they are derived from 
Knowledge; and Knowledge is derived from [His Attribute 
of] Life; and Life is derived from the Essence; [the 
Essence] is 'prior* [in point of logic] to all else.
The judgment concerning the things known, then, is 
that they are new [i.e. produced events]. However, 
[between the People of the Path and the Doctors of 
Theology] there is disagreement concerning freedom 
of choice, which according to the Law refers to freedom 
of choice of the creatures, [that is, according to 
the Law,] that the creatures are given by God freedom
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of choice. If ho does good he will achieve Heaven;
if he does evil he will acquire Hell - both through
his own freedon of choice. The People of the Path
say that if this were so* then [the doctrine that]
khayrihi wa sharihi mina’hlahi Ia!ala ~ good and
evil are from God Most Exalted - is destroyed.
According to us the creatures have no freedom of
choice. Since they possess no being whatever, they
accordingly possess no freedom of choice. As God
Most Exalted says:
Wa law sha’a’Llahu la.ja'alakun umnatan 
[46] wafridatan wa lakin yu&illu man yasha’u 
wa yahdl man yasha’u ...
that is:
And if God please, He would make you 
a single nation, but He leaves in error 
whom He pleases and guides whom He pleases
Since the creatures possess no being how can they
have freedon of choice? Listen to our analogy.
Take the example of an ironsnith. He has with him
a piece of iron, a heritage from his ancestors.
The potentiality of the iron is that it is suitable
1683. Qur’an 16:93«
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1 6 8 4for fashioning into a koris. He perceives with
his knowledge that the iron is suitable for fashioning 
into a keris, and so he forges it into a keris*
Having forged it into a keris, he then uses it. After 
a while he stabs a person with the keris. [The act] 
proceeds fron the wielder of the keris, and not from 
the keris. Fron the beginning to the end [of the 
event] the act proceeds from the wielder of the 
keris. The lord of the keris in fact acts in accord­
ance with the potentialities of the keris (just as 
a person is caused by Hin to bo an unbeliever according 
to his eternal potentiality, so the act of God the 
Glorious and Most Exalted works in conformity with 
that potentiality). To that extent only can we 
attribute freedon of choice to the creature, for 
the potentialities of the creatures abide in His 
Knowledge - that is, they abide in God’s Knowledge, 
never vanishing.
(25) Fa’lan - In the ’Most Compassionate1 is
the sun of Divine Majesty.
That is to say, Rafrnan, [i.e. the Compassionate 
One] Who is the Lord of Mercy mentioned
1684. A Malay dagger.
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before^^ when giving existence to the World together
with all its parts is not !separate* fron the Divine 
Perfection, As God Most Exalted says:
The Gonpassionate One
Who taught [4-7] the Qur’an (God*s
Eternal Speech through symbolic expression).
He created nan (by His Eternal Mercy),
Taught hin all that which is evident.
There is also a Saying of the Prophet (nay God bless 
him and give hin peace!):
l,Do not revile the wind; verily it is of 
the Breath of the Compassionate One.”
The allusion referred to in this [saying] nay have 
only few indications, but the meanings are many. 
One meaning is that it [i,e. the wind] has many
Al-Rabman 
1A11ana’1-Qur’an
1A11 anahu51 -b ay 1
that is:
innahu min
naf as i ’ 1 ~Rabman, n
that is:
1685. Bee below, p* 40 of the text,
1686. Qur’an 55:1-4'.
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beneficial qualities* Further, the Prophet (nay
God bless hin and give hin peace!) says:
"Inna*Llaha khalaqa adama 1 al ji­
ff ur at i ’1-Rahnan•"
that is:
"Verily God created Adan in the inage 
of the Compassionate One."
God the Glorious, Most Exalted is particularized in
the Porn of the Compassionate One because Rahman is
not Separate* fron the Name of God Most Exalted
(that is, Rahman is the Being of the World). According
to one analogy, Adan is also a World; according to the
Law he is the nicrocosn, according to the Truth he is
the macrocosm. As God Most Exalted says:
Al-Rahmanu *ala’l~farshi9 stawa.
that is:
The Compassionate One is established 
on the Throne (of Power).
Whosoever does not ponder over this Qur’anic verse
is [immersed in] infidelity, for therein are many
hidden indications. According to the People of tho
Path, [the verse refers] to the Reality of all creatures
1687. Q.ur’an 20:5*
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- that is, [the Reality of all creatures] is established 
on the Throne, although in fact the particularization 
of location is not applicable to God Most Exalted, 
even if such a particularization is nade. Hence 
Majesty is attributed to Hin because the sun of all 
existence is derived fron His Eternal Mercy, [48]
(26) Fa1lan “■ A nd upon all Beauty the 'Most
Merciful1 holds sway,
That is to say, Rafclm is Divino Mercy particu­
larized in all aspects of Beauty, for Beauty is the 
Attribute of all that is good, [and It is particularized] 
especially in Prophets, Saints, the Righteous, the 
Lovers and the Gnostics - and nany more examples 
impossible to mention. All these are derived fron 
Divine Beauty, As fox* the saying of God Most Exalted:
Fa subhana’l-ladhx Liyadihi malakutu 
Kulli shay’in wa Ilayhi turja'un.1(558
that is:
Bo glory be tc Him in Whose hand is the 
Reality*^89 Qf  a-Q things! And to Hin 
you will be returned,
and the saying of God Most Exalted:
1688, Qur’an 36:83,
1689• IJanzah interprets malakutu literally: kingdom,
to mean the b.aqlqaFT reality, of all things.
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. ». Kh.alaq.tu biyadayya. -^90
that is:
, X croatod [with] both ray hands .
[by both His hands] is noant Power and Will, and not 
hands like the hands of the creature. According to 
one expression by His two hands is noant Beauty and 
Majesty; Beauty is likened to the right [hand] and 
Majesty is likened to the left [hand]. All that is 
good comes into being from the right [hand; all] 
that is evil cones into being fron the loft [hand].
It must not be believed that God Most Exalted has 
hands, or has a right and a left, for He is far most 
pure above having hands and having a right and a left. 
Divine Beauty is from tho Attributes of the All- 
Merciful, but It is not ’separate* fron the Eternal, 
Compassionate One.
(27) Ea1lam - Our Lord is Ho Who is called Exalted.
That is to say, [by Most High is meant] lofty 
beyond calculation, beyond temporal measure, for His 
highest Name is ’He1. The reason why 'He* is said 
to bo Most High is because [He] is the Symbolic Name 
of the Essence. The Essence, although [49] It can
1690. Qur’an 38:75*
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be conceived ± n terns of symbolical expression is, 
in Its Innernost Nature, beyond knowledge, for It 
cannot be conceived. Although It is One, there is 
no oneness [to Its Oneness], and although It is Single, 
there is no singleness [to Its Singleness]. We 
predicate of It Attributes, Essence, and Nanes nerely 
as symbolical expressions.
(28) Fa * lan - With all His Attributes forever
abiding.
That is to say, He is ever at one with His 
Attributes, forever and ever, without being Separate* 
from [His] Attributes. In the same manner that 
before' He was never 'separate' from His Attributes, 
so 'after' [He] will never be 'separate* from His 
Attributes. 'Before* or 'after', or one was [with 
Hin] and one is not with Hin, or one Attribute was 
there 'before1 and is gone 'after', or 'before' [one 
Attribute] was not [with Hin] and 'after* [It] is 
with Hin - all these belong to [the category of] 
imperfection.-^^l the meaning of ['With
all His Attributes] forever enduring*.
1691• 'Before* and 'After* here refer to the states 
of the Essence conceived as indeterminate and 
determinate respectively, They nay also refer 
to "pre-creation” and "post-creation"•
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(29) Fa1lan - Upon the Universe ontiro His
effects take form.
That is to say, npon the entire Universe His Effects 
flow, like the waters of the river flowing without
cessation, without end. As God Host Exalted says:
-r - 1692Kulla yawmin huwa fx sha’nin. '
that is:
Every day He is in sone state (of Activity).
The People of the Path say that by 'day' [is neant]
169-5‘the twinkling of an eye1, for there is no such
a thing as ‘day1 with rospect to God. Further God
Host Exalted says:
Allahu nuru’l-sanawati wa’l-arfli 
mathalu nurihi ... ^
that is:
God is the Light of the heavens and the earth. 
The similitude of His Light ...
The People of the Path say that this world is His
Hanifestation, for God the Glorious and Exalted,
His Essence, His Attributes, [His Names,] His Acts
1692. Qur’an 55:29* 
1693* See Qur’an 54*: 50* 
1694** Qur ’an 24-: 3 5 •
6 2 4
and His Effects arc continuously nanifost C 50]*
Eor this reason Ebu Bakr al~§iddlq (nay God "be well
pleased with him!) says:
"Ma ra'aytu shay*an ilia wa ra?aytu»Llaha 
qablahu. "
that is:
!,I see nothing except that I see God before 
it."
'Umar (may God be well pleased with him!) says:
"Ma ra’aytu shay * an ilia wa ra’aytu* Llaha 
ba1dahu."
[that is:]
"I see nothing except that I see God after 
it."
'Uthman (may God be well pleased with him!) says:
"Ma. ra'aytu shay'an ilia wa ra?aytu*Llaha 
ma'ahu."
that is:
"I see nothing except that I see God with 
it."
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'All (may God be well pleased with hini) says:
"Ha ra’aytu shay*an ilia wa ra}aytu’Llaha 
flhi."
that is:
"I see nothing except that I see God in it*" 
These four were uppermost in their gnosis, for God 
Most Exalted says:
ffa aynama tuwallu fa thamma wa.jhu’Llah* -**695
that is:
Wheresover you turn there is [the Eace of 
God] (meaning: His Essence)*
By face [is not meant the face of the creatures;]
that is, the Essence of God Most Exalted is without
a face - it is His
1695. Qur’an 2:115.
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Essence? that embraces all* hs God Most Exalted
says in the Book of Psalms:
fjaa*l~mawjudu fa* tlubnl tajidnl
fa* in i^ atluba siwa’I lan tljidnl*-*“^ 96
that is:
nI an the Existent One, seek Me and yon 
will find Me;
If you ;seek other than Me, you will not 
find Me*
This is His Effects upon the entire Universe*
(30) Fa1lan - From six directions, for this
reason, He is Alone.
That is to say, He is not restricted to the six 
directions. It is said that He is free, [because] 
if it is said that He is above, He is also below,
if it is said that He is below, He is also above;
if it is said that He is on the right, He is also
on the left; if it is said that He is on the left,
He is also on the right; if it C513 is said that He 
is in front, He is also behind; if it is said that 
He is behind, He is also in front, for indeed God 
Most Exalted says:
1696. I have not been able to trace this.
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Qul huwa’Llahu ahad
LI1ahu’I-§anad
Lan yalid wa lan yulad
1697Wa lan yakun lahu kufu’an ahad* *"
■'■ I 'III   m n w  ■■IIiIMWIPIIMIIBIIIIU W . W I T M W W — w — w m wi— i h m i i h  w b m m m .
that is;
Say (0 Mu^annad): He is God, One.
(Further) He is the Lord Who 1 fills’ all
another noaning;
’crams into’ all; another neaning: All-
Embracing [in His Eternal Plenitude)
He begets not, nor is He begotten;
And there is none like unto Hin.
Since such are His Attributes, no spatial categories
can be ascribed to Hin, And as God Host Exalted
says further:
Thaiathatin ilia huwa rabi'uhun 
khansatin ilia huwa sadisuhun
wa la adna nin dhalika wa la akthara
 Z — ~— -----T6~9?T----  —ilia huwa na’ahun# w w
that is:
[There is no counsel between] three people 
but He is the fourth of then, nor between 
five people but He is the sixth of then, nor 
between less than that or nore but He is 
with then .*.
These words are an allusion to God the Glorious and
1697. Qur’an 112: 1-4.
1698. Qur’an 58:7.
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Most Exalted 'being free from spatial categories.
This analogy, though [sceningly] not much, contains 
nuch meaning. But God alone knows best!
(31) Ea' lan - The Light of His Effects will never
die out.
That is to say, the Light of His Imprints will 
never die out. Since God, Glorious and Most Exalted 
is called [Outwardly Manifest], how can His Outward 
Manifestation die out [i.e. cease to be], seeing that 
He is forever not 'separate1 from His Attributes?
On the Lay of Resurrection, although His Outward 
Manifestation will cease to be, [as far as the present 
Theatre of Manifestation is concerned], His Outward 
Manifestation is nevertheless concealed in His Inward 
Hiddenness, and His Inward Hiddenness is concealed 
in His Outward Manifestation, for He it is Who is 
called [52] the First, He it is Who is called the Last; 
He it is Who is called the Outwardly Manifest, and 
He it is Who is called the Inwardly Hidden; and this 
is so because the Effects of His Outward Manifestation 
in His Inward Hiddenness do not die out, the Effects 
of His Inward Hiddennoss in His Outward Manifestation 
do not die out; [the Effects of His Firstness in 
His Lastness do not die out,] the Effects of His
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Lastaioss in His Pirstness do not die out.
(32) Fa*lan - Giving existence to the Universe
entire.
That is to say, His Effects are nost clearly 
nanifested upon the whole world, and not hidden, 
for they exist through the Mercy of the Conpassionate 
One, and give existence to the entire World. Were 
it not for that existence [i.e. the existence of 
Mercy of the Conpassionate One], how can Effects he 
derived? Since the effects upon the whole World are 
His Effects, [the World] thereby derives existence.
The analogy is, as it were, clay fashioned into 
drinking vessels, or cooking pots, or water jars, 
or earthen containers; the clay is the original being 
of all the earthen vessels, Were it not for the 
clay, how can the drinking vessel and the cooking 
pot acquire existence? Eron the point of view of 
external Law,"^^ the being of the drinking vessel 
is other than the being of the clay. Eron the point 
of view of inner Reality being refers to [the clay]; 
earthen ware vessels are without being, the clay alone 
[has being] for all the forns are illusory and not real.
1699* See above, note 617.
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This is the meaning of 'Giving existence to the 
entire Universe 1
(33) lallan - Creating., creation day and night.
That is to say, it is His Effects that are called
'existence', for [They] hecone the existence of the
creatures* The analogy is, as it were, earth; without
rain how can plants grow? The earth is likened to
God's Knowledge, rain is existence, the plants are
the creatures. The earth is in itself earth, and
the rain is in itself water [533* When they commingle,
the plants begin to grow. The plants that grow out
of earth and water are determined by the Law of
Potentiality: some grow becoming bitter, some sweet,
some tart; some grow becoming green, some red, some
white, some black. Colours and all taste [cone into
being] according to the Law of the Pure Potentialities.
The water is in itself water, the earth is in itself
earth. The plants grow out of earth and water, but
their forms and colours [cone into being] in accordance
with their potentialities. As God Most Exalted says:
Yusqa bi na’in waliidin wa nufadj-ilu 
ba'daha 'ala ba'din fi’l-ukuli.
1700. See above, p. 260.
1701. Qur’an 13:4.
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that is:
... they are watered with one water; 
and We make some of them to excell 
others (in taste) in food.
This analogy is applied to the World: originating
from existence there come forth day and night, the 
heavens and the earth, the Throne and the Footstool, 
Heaven and Hell, the believer and the unbeliever, 
good and evil - [all] by virtue of their respective 
potentialities. The Essence of G-od is Most Pure.
The creatures are many and have contraries because 
His Attributes are many, [His Names are many,] His 
Acts are many, His Effects are many, and the poten­
tialities of all creatures are in His Attributes.
Works that are good come from the Attributes of 
Divine Beauty, works that are evil come from the 
[Attributes of] Divine Majesty. The origin of Divine 
Majesty and Divine Beauty is from Being; the origin 
of Being [54-3 is from the Essence. In reality all 
[come to be] because of Him; other than He, this
World has no existence whatever for He is One, withopt 
1 *70?partner. ( This is the meaning of ['Creating]
1702. Qur’an 6:163.
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creation day and night1.
(34) Pa1lam - Porover and ever it will never
cease.
That is to say, God’s Plenitude and Self-Suffi­
ciency will never cease [to he reflected] in the 
things known, [from their archetypal state] to this 
world; from this world to the hereafter; from the 
hereafter to Eternity. The dwellers of Paradise will 
never cease to he, perpetually; the inhabitants of 
Hell too [will never cease to he,] perpetually. As 
God Most Exalted says:
Jaza’uhum !inda rabbihim tjannatu 'adnin 
tajri min tahtiha’l-anharu khalidlna flha 
abadan.T7S7
that is:
(Those who believe,) their reward is with
their Lord:
170hGardens of perpetuity' ( beneath which 
rivers flow, abiding therein forever.
God Most Exalted says further:
1703* Qur’an 98:8*
1704. t^ainzah has for jannatu *adnin a loose translation 
tempatnya shurga: i.e. their Abode is Paradise.
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Inna’l~ladhlna kafa.ru wa zalamu lam 
yakuni’Llahu liyaghfira lab.tun wa la 
liyahdiyahum tariqan ilia tarlga tjahannama 
khalidlna flha dbadan. ^^^
that is:
Verily those who disbelieve and act unjustly, 
God will never forgive them, nor guide 
them to a path.
Except the path of hell, to abide in it 
forever,
This is the meaning of 'Forever and ever it will never 
cease.1
(35) Fa1lam - Our Lord is like a Fathomless Ocean,
Ihat is to say, God's Essence is likened to a 
Deep Ocean, for the Innermost Essence cannot enter 
into conception. It is only Its Predispositions that 
are likened to this Fathomless Ocean, Hence the 
Prophet (may God bless him and give him peace 1) says: 
"Subhanaka ma 'arafna ka haqqa ma'rifatika."
that is:
Glory be to C551 Thee, we do not know lh.ee 
with true knowledge of Thee!"
(that is, the Innermost Essence cannot be 
known),
1703, Qur’an 4:168-169.
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For this reason [the Innermost Essence] is likened 
to an Ocean that is Boundless and Fathomless. If 
It has limits and has depth, or has a beginning and
an end, then it is something created; but with respect
to God, Glorious and Most Exalted, such things are 
not among His Attributes.
(36) Fa/ lam - Whose waves are rolling in every
direction.
That is to say, [its waves are rolling] in every 
direction. That which we perceive, whether outwardly 
or inwardly, all disappear - they are as waves. The
Ocean is not 'separate' from its waves, and the waves
too are not 'separate' from the ocean. In like 
manner God, Glorious and Most Exalted is not 'separate* 
from the World. But [He] is neither 'in' the World 
nor 'outside* it; neither 'above* nor 'below* it; 
neither to the 'right' nor to the 'left1 of it; neither 
in 'front' of nor 'behind' it; neither 'separate' 
from nor 'joined' to it; neither 'near* to nor 'far' 
from it. As the Lam'at says:
barzand mawju naw 
Maw.jish khwanand [u] dar haqlqat daryast ... "
1706. Lama'at, Lam'at III, p. 332.
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that is:
"The see. is always the samo, when it heaves,
then it becomes waves.
People say "waves," but in reality it is
the sea ...”
for sea and waves arc not ‘separate*.
Ehs Lam*at says further:
"Khalawtu bi man ahwa fa lam yaku ghayruna 
Wa law kana ghayri lam yasihh wutjuduha .
that is:
"I went in seclusion with [56] my beloved 
and there is none but us;
[And if there is other than me, then her 
existence is inadmissible ♦ ..]**
The Lam*at says:
"Haqqu’l-zuiaiu wa raqati*l~khamru
M m w m w w  1. nil' n r i- m i  a n -  tt Y m i  in m  ir TMi-irifc-.n>r*.irwnm-i m  i i»i~»rrtrr-ir»Triirfrn~~T>m— r~r-ir~^-J~^rt~~rr~
Pa tashabaha fa tashaku3a»l~amru
Pa ka’annama khamrun wa la gadahu” “ "“ “ — . - 1708
Wa ka’annama qadahun via la khamru.
that is:
The glass is fine and the wine is clear, 
Their resemblance is indistinguishable;
As if it were wine without a cup,
1707- Lam1 at, Lam1 at XII, p. 54*2.
1708. Lama * at, Lam* at V, p. 535*
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1709And as if it wore a cup without wine, ' y 
This is the meaning of 'Whoso waves are rolling in 
every direction'.
(37) Fa'lam - Ocean and Waves are both intimate.
That is to say, the ocean and the waves are hoth 
in intimate companionship, such as, for example, slave 
and Lord, lover and Beloved, As God Most Exalted says:
Inna* 1-1 adhina yubayi1 unalca innama 
* LIaha •.«
that is:
1709. Qp» Junayd's famous saying: "Lawnu*1-ma?i
Tawnu ina’ihi" - "The colour of the water is 
the colour of the vessel containing it."
Also Shall Nif matu’Llah:
Know that the Named is one and the Names
a hundred thousand,
That Being is one, but its aspects are a
hundred thousand.
Its Form is the Glass, and its Meaning
the Wine,
Although both are one substance in your
eyes.
Perceive in two one unit and two units;
Search it out well for I have told you a
good bit.
(Literary history of Persia, HI, p. 472).
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Verily those who swear allegiancc^^ to 
thoe they do biit swear allegiance to God ...
Yadu’Llahi fawqa arydilaim.^"^
that is:
The hand of God is above their hands.
God Host Exalted says further:
Palarn taqtuluhum wa lakinna’Llaha 
qatalahum wa ma ramayta idh ramayta 
wa lakinna’Llaha rama^ ^ ^
that is:
So [you] slew them not* but God slew them, 
and thou smotest not (with thine arrow 0 
Hu^ tainmad) [when thou didst smite (the enemy)] , 
but God smote him.
God Host Exalted says further:
1710. gamzah has, for 1 swear allegiance1, berjabat 
tangan: clasp (their) hands. In the Sufi
Sr&ers it is part of the practise for the dis­
ciple to take the bay1 ah from his Spiritual 
Guide, after a certaxn"period of training and 
study, and this takes the form of the clasping 
of the hand of the Shaykh by the murld as an 
oath of allegiance "EcThim. The practise has 
its origin in the practise of the Prophet as 
revealed in this Qur’anic verse. See for
bay1 ah E.I. article Bai^. Cf. the continuation 
of this verse quotedHSy Ijtamzah.
1711. Qur’an 48:10.
1712. Qur’an 8:17-
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-  1'715Wa huwa ma' akum aynana Inin tun. ( '
that is;
He is with you wherever you are.
God Most Exalted says further:
Wa nafanu aqrabu ilayhi min frabli * 1-warid• ^-7-^ *
that is:
And We are nearer to him than his neck veins. 
God Most Exalted says further [in the Holy Tradition] : 
Al-insanu sirri wa ana sirruhu.
that is:
[57] Man is My secret and I am his Secret.
Por this reason the Prophet (may God hless him and 
give him peace]) says:
MMan 'arafa nafsahu faqad 'arafa rahhahu.M
that is:
"Whosoever knows his Self knows his Lord” - 
for he and his Lord are not 'separate1. In the same 
manner as the sea and the waves are not 'separate', 
so [the Lord and His slave are not 1 separate*]. This 
is the meaning of 'the 'Ocean and Waves are Loth 
intimate1.
1713- Qur’an 57:4--
1714- ♦ Qur ’ an 50:16.
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(33) Fa1lan - At last to its depths the Waves
will sink.
That is to say, the waves subside into the 
Ocean. The waves come from the ocean, and their return, 
too, is to the ocean. This is the meaning of [the 
text]: irni'I ila aglihi - return thou to thy origin -
as said by God Most Exalted:
that is:
... return [thou] to thy Lord well pleased, 
well pleasing.
The Lovers understand 'return1 to mean that when the
lover sees his self no more, he 1 returns' to the
depths of the ocean and 'becomes1 the ocean. If he
still sees his self, then he is still not returning
and he is not yet 'drowned1. In the opinion of Lovers
[the state of still seeing their selves] is called
"polytheism". This is the meaning of 'At last to its
depths the Waves will sink1,
(39) Fa ' lam - The Ocean is Knower, its currents
That is to say, the ocean already mentioned above
» *  * Irji'I ila rabbiki
the Known.
1715* Qur’an 89:28
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is allegorically likened to the Knower in order that 
the analogy of the Knower and the Known nay he grasped 
by the seeker* Since what is called ’ocean* is [in 
fact] water, when the ocean heaves it is called 
’currents1; when [the water vapours] rise and gather 
in the atmosphere they are called 'clouds1; when [the 
clouds burst and] fall in drops from the atmosphere 
they are called 'rain'; when [the rains] flow on the 
earth [58] they are called 'rivers'; when [the rivers] 
return to the ocean they are the ocean- The currents 
are likened to the Known because currents come from 
the ocean, but they are not distinct from the ocean.
In like manner the Knower is not 'separate' from the 
Known, and the Known not 'separate' from the Knower.
If Knower is without Known, then logically He is not 
Knower, [and it follows, therefore, that] He cannot 
create, Korms and colours come from what Is formless 
and colourless. That which has 110 form and no colour 
is the Being of all forms and colours. That which 
has no form, and no colour is the inwardly hidden; 
that which has form and colour is the outwardly manifest. 
This is the meaning of 'The Ocean is Knower, its 
currents the Known.
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(40) Ea * lam - Its condition is Qasim, its waves
are Nagsum.
That is to say, [the meaning] of ^asim is One 
Who Divides; Maqsun are the ones divided. Since God 
Most Exalted bestows existence upon the Universe 
together with all its parts, [He] is called One Who 
Apportions. The World in its entirety is like the 
waves; its name is the Apportioned, for the waves 
[appear] out of the existential modes of the ocean.
The Existential Modes of God Glorious and Most Exalted 
are called that of One Who Apportions, the existential 
modes of the entire Universe [are called] that of the 
Apportioned. The ocean is likened to the Divine 
Essence; the existential modes of the ocean are like 
the Existential Modes of the Divine Essence; the 
currents are like the existential modes of the World; 
the waves are like the forms of the World. According 
to this analogy, the ocean, the water, the waves, 
the forms of the waves, the colours of the waves, 
the names of the waves arc all one. This is the meaning 
of 'Its condition is Qasim, its wavos are Maqsun.1
(41) Fa*lam - Its tempest is governing1, its
dispositions are 'governed1.
LLUHI J. JlJIirrf If I'lT—   ..
That is to say [59] its tempest is an analogy
m 2
referring to [His Command] 'Bel' to His Manifestations, 
and His Attributes, and His Names, and His Acts, and 
His Effects, and His Knowledge, and His Known, and 
His Hearing, and His Bight, and His Will, and His 
Power, and His Speech, and His Irresistability, and 
His Omnipotence, and His Strength in giving succour 
and His Might in rendering humble, and His Compassion, 
and His Infinite Mercy, and His Munificence. One He 
causes to believe; one He causes to disbelieve; one 
He causes to be rich; one He causes to be poor; one 
He allows always to transgress; one He allows always 
to do good; one He allows always to do evil; one He 
causes to enter Heaven; one He causes to enter Hell; 
one He allows to do many devotional acts and then 
causes him to enter Heaven; [one He allows to commit 
many sins and then He causes him to enter Hell]; 
one from the believers He causes to disbelieve; one 
from the unbelievers He causes to believe. This is 
the meaning of ['Its tempest is 'governing'] its 
dispositions arc 'governed*
1716. Eor paras (40) and (41) above see the inter­
pretation above, pp. 270-273*
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(42) Faflam - Upon the entire Universe it is
these that are featured.
That is to say, upon the entire Universe His 
Predispositions are featured. Prom its beginning to 
its end, from its inner concealment to its external 
manifestation - [all these] are hut His Predispositions. 
His Predispositions are governed by His Tempest [i.e.
His Creative Command,] for the entire World is His 
Predispositions. The meaning of His "Predispositions1’ 
is His ’Existential Modes”. Everything is forever 
His Predispositions, d y n a m i c , a s  God Most Exalted 
says:
Kullh yawmin huwa fl sha’n . ^ ^
[that is:]
Every day He is in some sate [of Activity] •
All forms are His Forms, all colours His Colours, 
all sounds His Bounds for He is One, without partner 
(wafr&ahu la sharlka lahu) If [60] it is said
that there is an ’other* apart from Him, then that 
would be polytheism and darkness. For this reason 
all the Lovers who have perfect gnosis say:
1717* The text reads literally: ’’rotating [and]
moving”, conveying dynanisn•
1718* Qur’an 55:29.
1719. Qur’an 6:163.
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"I see my Lord with the Eye [of my Lord]
Shaykh Mas’ud'1'^'1' (God’s Mercy ho upon himj) says:
1722!rI have always been an unbeliever I " {
Sayyid Naslmi says:
"Inni ana’Llahu."
that is:
"Verily I am God!"
Shaykh Junayd BaghcSdl (God’s Mercy be upon himJ) says: 
"Laysa fl jubbatl siwa’Llah."
that is:
"There is nothing in my cloak save God 11 
The Sultan of the Gnostics Ba Yazld Bis^anl (God’s 
Mercy be upon him!) says:
"subfranl ma a 1gama sha*nl."
that is:
"Glory be to me, how great is my stateJ" 
There are many more Shaykhs - impossible to mention 
thorn all - who say [such things]* They all say such 
things because their gnosis is perfect* We who are
1720* Of* Sharab, p. 10 and notes 604 ,60 7 r Also
1721. Has^ud-i-Sa1dl Salman could be meant hero.
Of. Literary history of Persia, II, pp* 324-526.
1722. TEis fsT"welldlmown §uf 1 denxal of self. To 
believe implies affirmation of duality of believer 
and believed.
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without gnosis must not say such things - wo must 
not imitate [their utterances] to the point that the 
pundits would declare infidelity upon us - [and they 
declare such charges] in order that all those who 
are ignorant, who have no gnosis, will not say such 
things, for gnosis is most recondite. Whosoever has 
not yet attained to perfect gnosis and love such as 
those [Shaykhs], if they say such things as they 
[i.e. the Shaykhs] say, he is an unbeliever. This 
is the meaning of 'Upon the entire Universe, it is 
these that are featured1.
(4*3) ffa1 lam - If you really know [the meaning
of] existence.
That is to say, 'Existence1 which is referred 
to from the beginning of this book right to its end. 
That Existence must be known through gnosis, for that 
Existence is not our existence. Because of our 
ignorance we imagine [that Existence] to be our 
existence. It is for this reason that [61] the 
People of the Path say:
Wujuduka dhanbun la yuqasu
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—  1725bihi dlianbun [akharu] .
that is:
Your existence is a sin with which 
no other sin can ho compared -
for to the People of the.Path his illusionary existence
is * secret polytheism*; when he says "your existence"
[it were as though] he [to whom existence is predicated]
is self-subsistent, and this is indeed secret poly-
theism: [hy this is meant that] if he [affirms that
he really] exists, then he [considers himself to ]
possess existence. This is the meaning of *If you
really know [the moaning] of existence*.
(4-4*) Pa1 lam - It is where you effect true vision.
1724That is to say, by vision is meant "to see". (
The existence of this World is but illusory, and you 
must not cast your sight upon illusory existence.
You must see only the Existence that always is, for 
the existence of the creatures is derived from His
1725. Prom a verse quoted by Junayd^
*Idlia qultu ma adhnabtu qalat mu jib a tan 
bayatuka dhanbun~ia yuqasu bihi ahanbun akharu.*
Bee Kashf al-riabjub , p»"'297*1 See also Tadhki'rat
al-Awliya*7 p. 102. Note 186 above. In this 
wujudis synonymous with bnyat and this is 
significant in 5amza -^,s USG 'fcupn here.
1724. Pandang, see above, note 667*
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Existence* Secins that the existence of the creatures 
is derived from His Existence, our existence is His 
Existence, As the Prophet (nay God bless hin and 
give hin peace I) says:
"Allahumma arinl’l~asliya’a kama hiya,tl
that is:
n0 my Lord, reveal to my sight all things 
as they are,"
Now the Messenger of God (may God bless him and give 
him peace!) knows of [the existence of] all things, 
but [he] wishes further to know of the reality of 
their existence. As [the existence of] things and 
[the existence of] the self are identical, when you 
are able to know [the existence of] the self [you will 
be able to know the reality of the self], As God 
Most Exalted says:
Vaidlia s a ’ alaka 'ibadl 1 annl fa’innx qarlb• ^ ^
r ^ T n m m i n m i i w u r - . i i f m B i i i i r n f J W i H i i i i i L n i L i w n  i i m i i  .i m i i  ii ■ h u b  ji u i u m i l i h m u b i  iuiiibuijii u i h i  i h i  jii ■ iiimiil   ' i ■ r ‘ri - r Tt l  ~ ~ T —
that is:
And when My servants [ask thee] concerning 
Me surely I am nigh.
But of His nearness, that must be understood. Further
God Most Exalted says:
1725. Qur’an 2:186,
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Wa’Llahu bi lml li shay’in nulilt* *^26
that is:
God surely encompasses all things 
Further Shaykh Junayd (nay God's mercy be upon hinj) 
says:
"Lawnu’l-ma* i lawnu [62] ina’ihi. "-^27
that is:
"The colour of the water is the colour of 
the vessel containing it."
All these expressions and symbolic allusions must 
be understood in order that gnosis of God Most Exalted 
may be achieved. When you have achieved the gnosis 
of God Most Exalted, then you will be able to see 
the Original and True Existence, [that is, Existence] 
that always is, not illusory existence. This is the 
meaning of 'It is where you effect true vision*.
(4-5) Fa1 lam - Cast off your form from all
restrictions.
That is to say, the meaning of quyud is 'res­
trictions' . All forms that can be seen and apprehended 
by the intellect and gnosis are restrictions. Since
1726. Qur’an 4-1^ 54-.
1727. Cf. Lama1 at, Lan1 at V, p. 354-.
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the Essence of God is Absolute, It is not to be 
1 found1 in our forms; and the forms of the World 
in its entirety, the outwardly manifest and inwardly 
hidden, are 'other* than the Unique Essence. That 
is Absolute. When we cast away all restrictions 
with our vision and in our conception, then only 
can we be 'united* with the Absolute, meaning: the
Being Who is Host Pure, beyond form.1^ ^  One inter­
pretation of 'restrictions' is that it means worldly 
wealth and greatness and wife and childi'eu* That is 
to say, 'if you are wealthy do not let your heart 
cling to worldly wealth and wife and children, as 
God Host Exalted says:
... Likay la ta’saw *ala ma fatakum
_ — — r    v t p Q -
wa la tafrahu bi ma atakum
that is:
... [in order that] you may not grieve 
for what has escaped you, nor be exultant 
at what He has given you.
When you are suffering a loss, do not grieve on account
of it; when you enjoy abundance, do not rejoice on
account of it, even if it should be great, you must
1728. See above, p. 282.
1729. Qur’an 57:23.
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not rejoice on account of it; and should it "be insig­
nificant, you must not [65] grieve on account of it; 
should God bestow upon you health and well-being, do 
not rejoice in it; should God inflict upon you sickness, 
do not grieve - all these are but restrictions* When 
you are far from restrictions, then you will be 
’united1 with the Absolute* This is the meaning of 
[’Oast off your form from all] restrictions’.
(4*6) ffaMam - In order that you may abide in
your Self*
That is to say, the meaning of qu1ud is to 
abide (in the Self ). This means that you must not 
seek [God] further than within your Self, for God 
Host Exalted says:
Wa fl anfusikum a fa la tubgirun* ^ ^
that is:
And in your Self - do you not see? 
furthermore the Prophet (may God bless him and give 
him peace2) says:
"Han ’arafa nafsahu fa qad 'arafa rabbahu•u
that is:
"Whosoever knows his Self knows his Lord*1
1730. Qur’an 51:21.
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When one’s Lord is thus known, then one will be able 
to be indifferent to all else; whether being clothed 
[or naked], it is the same to him; whether being rich 
or poor, it is the same to him; whether being great 
or insgnificant, it is the same to him; whether 
being praised or scorned, it is the same to him; 
he does not desire heaven nor does he fear hell.
As for the poor who begs for food, according to the 
Prescribed Law that is lawful inasmuch as it is suff­
icient to give him strength for a day or two. But 
if he begs [for food to last him] for the morrow and
the day after that, then that is 'polytheism1, for
1751[in doing so] he desires to preserve his self. ( ^
If he behaves in this manner, then he is not yet 
extinct from his self. All such actions of his are 
restrictions. As God Most Exalted says:
Pa tawakkalu in kuntum mu’minln.
that is:
Surrender yourselves to God, if ye be [64] 
faithful.
However, should sustenance come by itself, that is, 
what is bestowed upon him by God Most Exalted,then
1751. See above, pp. 57 of the text, para. (38); and 
61 para. (43%
1732. Qur’an 5:23.
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this should be eaten* If [sustenance] does not come, 
do not seek it nor beg from creatures. To the Lovers, 
one should not even ask of God, so that then only can 
one be released from restrictions* As the Lam1at says:
"Al-faqiru. la yabta.ju ila’Llah. »-L733
that is:
"The poor does not stand in need of God.”
[If he stands in need of God], then he is still in 
the state of duality [i.e. of slave and Lord]; but 
if he does not stand in need [of God] then he is 
able to become one [with God]. As regards [the matter 
of] going about naked, the Doctors of Theology and 
the People of the Path agree in saying that it is 
unlawful as the private parts are exposed. Being 
clothed modestly and cloaked and trousered and being 
equipped with a beggar's bowl, and sandalled and having 
cultivation - those according to the Prescribed Law 
are permissible, and according to the People of the 
Path are also permissible as they are not restrictions. 
But to the Lovers all these are veils and restrictions 
upon the Self. Matters that refer to these things 
are matters that do not realize (meniyyatkan) whatever
1733. Lama'at, Lam'at XX, p. 552.
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God desires, as one's desires are all of them veils 
and restrictions. However, the prescribed prayers 
and fasting, and eating of what is lawful and refrai­
ning from what is unlawful - all these are not restri­
ctions, because these are in accordance with God's 
desire and not with our desire; that is to say, 
because these are God's Commandments. But whosoever 
is conscious of cold and warmth, and being well fed 
and hungry, and being naked and clothed - if he leaves 
off the prescribed prayers and fasting, if he con­
stantly eats of what is unlawful, the judgment is that 
he is disobedient [i.e. sinful]. Such a person [65] 
will not be able to become a saint. However, if he 
is passionate in his love [of God] and is intoxicated 
and effaced - he is not conscious of his self - end 
he leaves off the prescribed prayers and fasting, no 
blame is upon him, for the judgment concerning such a 
case is that he is in a state of constant prayer.
But if he is not yet intoxicated and effaced - still 
conscious of his self - and he leaves off the prescribed 
prayers and fasting, then his doings are veils [con­
cealing the right path], and they are restrictions, 
and sinful. [He] cannot abide within his Self!
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(47) Fa1 lara - Upon God’s Existence you must
subsist,
That is to say, upon God’s Existence only
must you cast your vision with perfect gnosis. Do
not he heedless of prayer and fasting, and walking
and standing and sitting and reclining, God Most
Exalted says this:
Wa’dhkur rabbaka fl nafsika tadarru'an 
wa khlfatan wa duna’l~(jahri mina’l-qawli 
bi’l~ghuduwwi wa’l-agalx wa la takun 
mina ’ 1-ghaf illn.
that is:
And mention [i,e. remember] thy Lord within 
thyself humbly and fearing, and in a 
voice not loud, in the morning and the 
evening, and be thou not of the heedless 
(that is to say, do not be heedless of all
your behaviour, as God Most Exalted says:
-  173SWa huwa ma1akum aynama kuntum (^  - that is:
And He is with you wherever you may be).
Of those who have not yet become perfect and have not 
yet achieved true gnosis, it is better for them that 
eat and drink and sleep be lessened, conversation 
must be lessened, sitting [66] in congregations must
1734. Qur’an 7:205.
1735. Qur’an 57:4,
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be lessened - in the course of their not yet being 
perfect and achieving true gnosis. As to whether 
to eat or not to eat; to sit with people or not to 
sit with people; to converse or to be silent; to seek 
the wilderness or the city - all these are not veils 
to them. Seeing that all these are not veils to 
them, they can then sleep, and they can sit with 
people, and they can converse with people, and they 
can have wife and children; neither more nor less 
than the doings of the Prophet Muhammad, the Messenger 
of G-od (may God bless him and give him peacej)*
This is indeed what is best.
(48) Pa * lam - Cast off your name and your form
constantly.
That is to say, cast off your name and your form, 
for you possess no name and form. Tour form is but 
the form of a shadow, and your name is but an appell­
ation. Because of your unawareness you imagine that 
you possess name and form. The People of the Path 
say that that which possesses the Name is not your 
name, and that which possesses the Form is not your 
form. It is incumbent upon you to fix your vision 
upon the Possessor of the Form and the Possessor of 
the Fame in order that your name and form may be
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cast away. When your name and your form arc cast 
away, tlien you will be able to be ’united1 with the 
Possessor of the Name and the Possessor of the Form*
When you are ’united' with the Possessor of the Name 
and the Possessor of the Form, then you will be able 
to be ’united' with Being* When you are 'united' 
with Being, then you will be able to be 'united' 
with the Essence, When you are 'united'*^36 
the Essence, name and form are both cast off.
(4*9) Fa' lam - Annihilate your consciousness from
Lordship [673 and slavehood*
That is to say, annihilate your self from [con­
sciousness in] the worshipper and the Worshipped.
If the worshipper and the Worshipped still exist 
[in your consciousness] then you ax^ e still in [the 
state of] duality and have not yet become one [with 
God], As the People of the Path say:
'Man 1abada’l-isma duna’l-ma'na faqad kafara *.*
that is:
'Whosoever worships the name without the 
meaning, then he has become an infidel ..•
1756. The word bertemu: to meet (active sense)
actually translates the Arabic wasil*
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Wa nan 1 ab a&a * 1 -na* na duna ’ I - i s ma f ahuwa
mushrikun *.,
that is:
And whosoever worships the meaning without 
the name, then he is a polytheist ,
Wa man 1 abada’l-isma wa?l~ma*na 
fahuwa nunafiqun ...
that is:
And whosoever worships the name and the 
meaning, then he is a hypocrite .,*
Wa man taraka’l-isma wa,l-M*na fahuwa 
mu’minum haqqan. *
that is:
And whosoever casts away the name and the
meaning, then he is a true believer.*
Extinction is, from the point of view of expression,
to annihilate all that which is ’other1 than God.
If a person is extinct and yet is conscious of his
own extinction, he is not yet extinct, for extinction
is, from the point of view of expression, [to be
177:7
extinct from] that which is 'other* than God. { J {
If one is not yet extinct from that which is ’other* 
than God, one has not yet [arrived at] extinction.
1757. Cf. Mishkat al-Anwar, pp., 57~-58*
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When one is extinct from that which is 1 other1 than 
Gocl, then assuredly the worshipper and the Worshipped 
are annihilated from his consciousness - that is to 
say, he becomes one [with God] - he becomes non- 
existent^^ - he is entirely annihilated. One 
expression is that 'extinction' is 'polytheism1 with 
respect to God Most Exalted, for the lover has no 
existence. Seeing that he has no existence, he is 
then [perpetually in] extinction, for in reality He 
alone is, without any 'other1. As the Prophet (may 
God bless him and give him peaceJ) says:
"'Araftu rabbi bi rabbi."
that is:
"I know my Lord through [68] my Lord," 
Purther the Lam'at says:
"La yara’Llaha ghayra*Llah. ” -^739
that is:
"None sees God but God."
The Lam'at says:
Ma 'arafa?Llaha ghayra’Llah.
that is:
1738. I.e. tiada. See above, pp. 237-288.
1739. Lama1 at", Lam' at IV, p. 553*
174-0. Lama'at, loc.cit.
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"None knows God but God."
The Lam1 at says:
"Ra’aytu rabbi bi *ayni rabbi * "^741
That is:
"I see my Lord with the Eye of my Lord."^^ 
When he no longer sees that which is other than God, 
he is then, according to this expression, extinct. 
[These words] are most recondite. It is desired 
that they be understood.
(50) Pa1lam - In order that you may achieve the
Act that is .Final*
That is to say, when you are extinct, then you 
achieve the act that always is. As IJways al-Qaranl*^^ 
says in the Persian language:
"Anra ki fana shewa faqraEIn] ast ...
that is:
"They who are extinct in the manner of
poverty ...
"Rah kashf Eu] yaqln nah mar'rifat nah
din ast •.•
1741. Lama1 at, Lam* at VI, p. 335.
1742. I.e. "1 see my Lord with the Eye [i.e. Essence] 
of my Lord." There is a play of meaning on 
the word *ayn.
1?43. Por Uways see Tadhkiratu*1-Awliya* II, pp. 15 foil.
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that is:
Are without insight, ancl certainty, without 
gnosis and without religion ...
Raft u zi miyan hamln khuda mand khuda
that is:
They are annihilated in the midst of this 
state [i.e. God] - only God remains ...
— _ _ i niiiL
Al~faqru idha tamma huwa*hlah in ast. {
that is:
When poverty is perfect (i.e. their gnosis 
is accomplished) it is indeed God.n
Here is another saving of the Prophet (may God "bless
him and give him peace!):
"Al-faqru fakhrl wa bihi aftakhiru".
that is:
"Poverty is my pride and in it I take pride." 
According to the Prescribed Law, poverty means ’not 
possessing’ [worldly possessions]. According to the 
People of the Path poverty refers to the People of 
Gnosis. When such a one is perfect in his gnosis - 
no longer seeing his self - he is called ’poor’.
This is the meaning of [’In order that you may achieve] 
the Act that is Pinal’.
174*4. See above,pp. 83; 375-375.
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(51) ffa1 Ian - If you aro yet not firm as a stone«
[693 That is to say, not to move; whether it he 
outwardly or inwardly, not to move. When you are 
firm as a stone, then you are *united* from the point 
of view of expression, hut in reality you are always 
united* If outwardly it [i.e. the stone] does not 
praise God, inwardly it praises God, for to the People 
of the Path, all things possess spirit and intellect 
and gnosis. If things have no gnosis, how can they 
praise God? - for such is the word of God in the 
Qur’an:
Tusahhihu lahu’l~samawatu[»1-sab*u] wa’l- 
ardu wa man fI hinaa ♦. .
that is:
The seven heavens and the earth
and. those in then declare His glory ...
Wa ’in min shay’in ilia yusabbihu bihamdihi 
wa lakin la tafqahuna tasblfrahum.1'^ 1'7
that is:
1745. This seems to_refer to a passage in Qur’an 
17 J 501 Qul kunu hi;] ar at an wa hadldan. But 
see further™Qur * an 17744; 22:18.
1746. Qur’an 17:44.
1747* Loc. cit.
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And there is not a single thing hut glorifies 
Him with His praise, hut you do not \mder- 
stand their glorification.
Further God Most Exalted says:
’Alan tara aima’Llaha yastjudu lahu man 
fl’l-samawati wa nan fi’l-ardi wa’l-shamsu 
wa’l-gamaru wa’l-nunumu wa’l-.jibalu 
wa’l-sha.jaru wa’l-dawwabbu wa kathlrun 
mina * 1-nas.
that is:
Beest thou not to God makes submission 
whosoever is in the earth, and the sun and 
the moon and the stars, and the mountains 
and the trees, and the animals and many 
of the people?
All things glorify and praise and make submission 
to God* When we are firm as a stone, then all our 
members make submission to God, as is [70] demonstra­
ted in the Qur’an.
(52) Fa1lam - Duality is still your lot: Slave
and Lord.
That is to say, do not worship light; such as
1748. Qur’an 22:18*
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1749the dew, f y and the sun and the moon and the stars; 
and [do not worship images] such as idols *^^50 
do not dwell in the station of the crown of the head, 
or "between the eyebrows, or on the tip of the nose, 
or in the [physical] heart.^751 these are veils
that conceal His Essence. The People of the Path 
constantly surrender themselves to their Lord. They 
consent wholeheartedly to whatever their Lord's 
desire may be, whether it be sickness or poverty 
or any other thing as the case nay be - to all such 
things they willingly give their consent. Prom the 
point of view of the Truth, if there is still lover, 
then the Beloved is still required; if there is still 
seeker, the Bought is still required; if there is
174*9* Bew - embun. Probably mestika embun; petrified 
dew, is meant here; i.e. a talisman purporting 
to be made of petrified dew, which in reality 
is a snail globe of very limpid glass. Super­
natural and miraculous powers are attributed 
to it such as, for example, the power to bring 
the dead to life. See Wilkinson, articles 
embun and mestika.
1750. hup a b udak ~ 1iterally: the figure of a child.
ProbafcXy the word budak (child) refers to small 
figures kept in houses or roadside 'niches"1 
or 'chapels' such as is common in Hindu-Buddhist 
practice,
1751* The reference here is to yogistic practice.
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still worshipper, the Worshipped is still required; 
■if there is still thought, ( J the Object thought 
is yet required; if there is still vision, the Object 
visualized is still required. All these and one's 
[individual] existence still imply duality not yet 
become unity. When you have passed away and become 
firm as a stone, then you are united - that is, one 
- as when you were in [the state of] '1 was a hidden 
treasure1, or as a bubble in the water .before it 
became bubble. According to this expression it is 
'union1. But from the point of view of reality, 
the water's bubble and the water are not two 
[entities].
(53) Fa'lam - When you are no longer conscious
of gold and coin.1^ ^  
That is to say, the analogy of gold refers to 
the Lord and coin refers to the slave, for to outward 
perception gold is other than coin and their names
1752. Chita: thought, concentration. , feeling, will, 
gee "Wilkinson.
1753* The word I have translated as coin here is natu, 
which is a variant of nutu. It means measure 
of the purity of gold,"wETch invaribly refers 
to the gold coin, or at any rate to currency, 
since the purity of gold is measured in terms 
of currency. JJamzah himself means this. See 
Sharab, p. 14-, gara. (33)» where gold is compared 
with the Ashrafi coin.
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are not the sane, But gold is not separate fron 
coin [and coin] is not separate fron gold. Vhon 
the coin no longer sees itself, surely only gold 
remains. When gold C713 is seen, the coin disappears 
to outward perception. When the coin disappears, it 
is unconscio'gLS of ’its self' and ’it' is unconscious 
of gold. Similarly in the case of one who is annihi­
lated - he no longer knows [of his own annihilation]. 
This expression is most recondite; discourse upon 
it slowly and do not be hasty. As Shaykh Mu^Lyl’l- 
Dln ibnu’l-1Arab! (may God be well pleased with himl) 
says:
”Al-na’rifatu hitjabun bayna’l[-arif wa’l~] 
ma1ruf.”
the meaning is:
’’Gnosis is a veil between [the knower and] the 
known.”
Shaykh Nuhyl’l-Dln says further:
’’Law la^l-nahnbbatu la’stamarra’l-wigal. ”
that is:
’’Had it not been for love, indeed union 
would endure” (for love is a veil between the 
[lover and the] Beloved).
These words are merely a symbolic allusion referring
to extinction from gold and coin. When you are extinct
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from gold and coin, then you arc able to become united 
that is, one.
(54) Fa1lam - Then indeed you can become one.
That is to say, when the coin is extinct from 
gold and coin, then the coin and gold become one.
If the coin still knows itself: "that I know”, then
it cannot yet become one. Like the moth plunging 
into fire, if it still knows itself: "that I have
become fire", then it is not yet united with fire.
When it unites with fire it becomes fire. When it 
becomes fire, it will forget fire and it will forget 
its self.^^1" As Shaykh Sa'di (God's mercy be upon 
him!) says:
sahar 'ishq zi parwanah [72]
beyamuz ♦.,
1754. £tanzah is here referring to 'Attar's famous
story of the moths when illustrating his eluci­
dation of the Seventh Valley - the Valley of 
Extinction - in his Mantlqu*1-ffayr (See C.S. 
Nott's English translation from* the French of 
Garcin de Tassy, The^conference^of the birds,
by a desire to unite with the candle. One set 
off and, having seen the candle, reported what 
ho saw. Then another went and touched the flame 
with the tip of his wings. Finally a third 
went and plunged himself into the flame and 
became one with the flame. These three degrees 
of knowledge correspond with 1ilnu*1-yaqln, 
'aynu’l-yaqin and kaqqu’l-yaqin respectively.
Sa' diHTverse which* anzah quotes immediately 
after also refers to this story of the moths.
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that is:
that is:
that is:
that is:
”0 bird of dawn! to love the dawn go and 
learn from the moth * *•
Kan sukhtra tjan shud wa awaz neyamad ...
That is burnt to spirit without a sound ...
In muddalyyan dar talabsh bi khabar anand ..»
They who claim to seek it have no knowledge 
of it .. .
Kanra kih khabar shud khabarshban zi    •—     -
neyamad.” (^
1755* Muglity ibn_1 Abdi’Llah_(Musharrifu*l-Dxn) called 
Sa’di Shirazi, Gulistan, with marginal notes by 
Muhammad HadI 'Xli (pp.' 4-65-6 missing), Persian 
text, [Lucknow? n.d.], p. 8. The verse was 
first translated by E.B. Eastwick, Gulistan of 
Saf dx, Hertford, 1852, p. 6:
0 bird of morn] love of the moth be taught; 
Consumed it dies nor utters e’en a cry] 
Pretended searchers] of this true love naught 
Know ye, - who knows tell not their mystery. 
R.A. Nicholson, in his Translations of Eastern 
poetry and prose, Cambridge, 1922, p. I5&, 
translated tlie sane verse thus:
0 nightingale, learn of the moth to love,
That shrivels in the flame without a sigh. 
They know not Thee, whom they pretend it of, 
Who knows indeed, knows naught eternally.
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Who has knowledge of it, his knowledge 
is ever naughted.
It is the same with respect to the coin; when it is
annihilated in gold, it knows naught of gold, and
similarly, of coin too it knows naught. This is the
meaning of ’Then indeed you can become one*.
(55) Fa’lam - If you are yot not extinct from
hundreds and thousands.
That is to say, the forms of all creatures 
are referred to as hundreds and thousands, [If] you 
are not yet [extinct from hundreds and thousands, 
you will not yet] be united with Him - [that is] to 
be extinct. Although all are in fact His Predispo­
sitions, yot if His Predispositions are not yet extinct 
fron your vision, you will not yet be united with the 
Essence. When you are extinct from His Effects and 
His Acts and His Names and His Attributes, then you 
will be united with the Essence, for His Effects are 
a veil concealing His Acts; His Acts are a veil 
concealing His Names; His Names are a veil concealing 
His Attributes; His Attributes are a veil concealing 
the Essence. All these are His Predispositions. When 
you are extinct from His Predispositions, you will 
be united with the Essence. The Original [Being]
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is the Essence - That is One; Its Predispositions are
many: hundreds and thousands. When you are extinct
from hundreds and thousands, you will he united with
Him, As the People of the Path say:
"Hijahu’l-dhati hi*1-gifat 1731 
hijabu’l-gifati bi’I-asma* 
hijabu’l -asma’x bx^l—af*al 
h-itiahu^  1-af* all bi*l-athar. f
that is:
!The Attributes are a veil concealing the
Essence;
The Names are a veil concealing the
Attributes;
The Acts are a veil concealing the Names;
The Effects are a veil concealing the Acts,1
1 n cif.
One meaning of extinction is disentanglement; 
disentanglement from hundreds and thousands, and wife 
and children, and wealth and power,^757 an& companions 
and beloved, and fine apparel and greatness, and the 
desire to become Shaykh and saint, and the love of 
hypocrisy, and the wonder at hundreds and thousands - 
[when you are such, then] can your existence be effaced. 
The desired meaning is that then only can one achieve
1756. Tinggal is tajrxd. Bee Sharab, p. 25- 
1757- Kekayaan = power. Bee above,1 note 570*
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union with one's Lord,
(56) Fa1Ian - You will never be able to annihilate
[your existence]*
That is to say, if you are not yet extinct fron 
hundreds and thousands* how can your existence be 
annihilated? - for the expression 'annihilated1 means 
extinction from the entire world and greatness and 
wife and children. Since even [to] his very self 
he should be extinct, the more so [to] the world 
and greatness and wife and children. But these 
expressions do enjoin the quest for them [i.e. the 
world, etc.], and do not enjoin their denial. Even 
though one has wife and children one should be con­
stantly in the state of extinction. As for the Adepts, 
they are perpetually in extinction. He who is extinct 
is not [one who is in a state of] madness, or who 
goes about naked, or who does not eat, or does not 
sleep, or does not perform the major ritual [ablution]-j-758 
or goes about in rags, or refuses to perform prayers.
If such [manner of behaviour] is followed, then it 
is a veil [concealing God], The meaning of extinction 
[to him who is extinct is this: whether to eat or
1753* See E.I., art. Djanaba.
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not to eat C74-] it is the sane to hin; to he naked 
or to be clothed is the sane to hin; heaven and hell 
is the sane to hin; although he performs acts of 
devotion yet he does not desire heaven, nor is afraid 
of hell, that is to say, [he submits with] utter 
submission - as God Most Exalted says:
Inna’l-dlna 1 inda’hlahi ’l-islam.“^ ^
that is:
The religion with God is Islam ([that is:] 
to submit oneself).
Since his self is not his Self, it is incumbent that
he surrender his self to the Possessor of Self so
that he nay be extinct fron his self.
(57) ffa1lan - Make yourself extinct from the
gross and the subtle.
That is to say, [make yourself] extinct from
body and spirit; another meaning: from good and evil;
another meaning; from both worlds; another meaning:
fron belief and unbelief; another meaning: fron the
outward and the inward. All these must be made extinct
[fron yourself] in order that you may be united with
the Essence of God, for the Essence is not to be
1759* Qur’an 3:18.
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found in all these. When you are annihilated and are 
extinct fron the gross and the subtle, then you will 
he able to unite with the Essence, for the Essence 
is Most Pure fron the gross and the subtle. [The 
gross and the subtle] are not pure. Things which 
are not pure are creatures. If all creatures are 
not yet extinct [fron your vision], the Creator cannot 
be seen [in your vision]. As the Messenger of God 
(nay God bless hin and give hin peace!) says: 
"gijabu’Llahi sab'ina alfan mina’l-nuri 
wa s ab 1 Ina al f an mina»1 - gulmat, " 
that is:
"Veils concealing God, Glorious and Exalted, 
are seventy thousand out of light [753 &ud 
seventy thousand [out of] darkness.
These are the veils that are in the gross and the subtle.
(56) Faflan - In order that whatever you say
becomes permissible.
That is to say, as Shaykh Junayd Baghdadi (Godfs
1760. For the 'Veils' Tradition and an exposition
of the symbolism of the seventy thousand veils, 
see al-Ghazzall’s Mishkat al-Anwar, tr. W.H.T. 
Gardner, Ashraf, Lahore, 1'952, pp. 76ff. and
157-175• —
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mercy be upon him!) says:
"Laysa fl jubbati siwa9Llah"~^^
[and] as Shaykh Ba Yazld says:
"Subhanl na a'gama sha’nl" ^ ^  
or as Mansur gallaj says;
"Ana’1-Baqq1,1765 
for their gnosis was perfect. They see not the gross 
and the subtle, but only the Unique Essence. What 
they utter is permissible. As for us, if we have 
not yet attained to perfect gnosis such as their 
gnosis, or have not yet become extinct from the gross 
and the subtle, we must not utter such utterances 
[for assuredly] our observance of the Law will then
1764be in error, for the path of the Law - though devxous f 
- is most pure. However, the path of the Truth, 
though direct, has many dangers. We must not leave 
off prayer and we must not abandon the Law, for the 
Law and the Truth are one and the sane. Those who
1761. I.e.: "There is nothing in ny cloak other 
Than God!"
1762. I.e.: "Glory be to me, how great is ny condition!"
1763* I.e.: "I am the Creative Truth!"
1764. See above, note rS.SH-**
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1765are { not yet intoxicated, or not yet effaced, 
or whom ecstacy from God has not yet possessed, if 
they leave off prayer and fasting and eat what is 
unlawful, are deviators [from the Law] and are sinful.
(59) Faj. lam - ffamzah Fangurl, though he is
ins i gni fi c ant.
That is to say [76], though insignificant, yet 
he is most certain [in what he says]; not indulging 
in vain talk, even if"^^ he is feeble in all his 
acts, such as performing devotions, and religious 
exercises, and seclusion, and practising frugality, 
and abnegation of the world; or he is feeble in 
his knowledge and gnosis. As God Most Exalted says: 
Wa ma utltum mina’l-1ilmi ilia qalllan.
that is:
I give you aught of knowledge but a little. 
How can he know God with perfect gnosis? Even in 
the case of the Messenger of God (may God bless him 
and give him peace!) he says:
1765* Barangsiapa can be translated as: Whosoever
IsTVTTbut’ here I use the plural form to 
qualify mereka at the end of the sentence.
1766. Sungguh pun = walau pun. See text and note 1259* 
1767* Qur’an lyfS5•
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"Subhanaka ma 1 arafnaka haq,qa ma1 rifatika. M
that is:
"Glory be to Theel we know Thee not with 
true gnosis" -
what more with us, how can gnosis which excels his 
come upon us? However, to the extent that our capa­
cities permit, which God through His Grace bestows 
upon us, we will strive to seek and to conceive, 
by means of super-illumination, knowledge of His Effects 
and His Acts and His Names and His Attributes. According 
to another meaning, [gamzah] is insignificant because 
he possesses no existence. Since he possesses no 
existence, he is then devoid of attributes and acts.
This is being insignificant.
(60) Fa1lam - His Reality is close to the Noble
Essence.
That is to say, even though he is insignificant, 
his Reality is not separate from the Noble Essence, 
for it is that Essence that is the Author'*'of 
[his] motion and tranquility, of [his] sitting and 
standing, of [his] sleep and wakefulness, of [his] 
halting and walking; it is He that causes gamzah to
1768. Yang Empunya corresponds to the Arabic $aliib: 
possessor, lord, author, etc.
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move so that he can move. Had He not caused him to
move, $amzah cannot move, [773 for IJamzah is hut a
shadow. Had the Possessor of the shadow not caused 
him to move, how can $amzah move? Another analogy 
is the similitude of the chess [pieces]. The wood 
originates from one tree. Then it is carved into 
many pieces and is called "king" and "minister"^^ 
and "elephant1 ^770 and ffsteedt,^ ^'*‘ and f1 fortress 
and "pawn1 - only in name they exist, not in reality.
But they are close to the person who carves them
and who plays with them, for the hand of that person 
is perpetually in contact with the chess [pieces], 
and the chess pieces do not move except with the 
movement of the player. This is the meaning of 'His 
reality is close to the Hoble Essence1.
1769* I.e.: queen in the European game of chess.
1770. T.e.: bishop.
1771* 1•£•: knight.
1772. The persian word tlr is used here, basically
meaning 'arrow'. "TE also means power or strength 
and could be conceived therefore as a fortress 
which in our modern game of chess is the castle 
or rook. I do not think tlr is a mistake for 
tayr, to refer to the fabulous giant bird known 
as the Roc; i.e. the rook (from Persian: rukh).
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(61) Fa'lam - Though hut a bubble whose form is
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gross.
That is to say, by habab is meant a bubble; its 
form is gross, but because it has its origin in water 
it is in fact subtle. When it emerges on the surface 
it becomes gross, for from the point of view of 
metaphorical expression, [bubble] is distinct from 
water - that is, water is subtle, bubble is gross. 
Prom the point of view of reality, [bubble] is not 
distinct from water. For this reason it is said 
that the bubble is gross: because it has a form
and a name other than water. But in reality it has 
no form and it has no existence, and its having a 
name is simply imaginary, not real, for it is per­
petually effaced in water. As to his power and his 
will and his hearing and his sight [?8] and his 
intelligence and his gnosis that we see in him,
[in reality] these are not from him, [but - in the 
same manner of the bubble -] from the water. This 
is the meaning of 'Though but a bubble whose form 
is gross.1
(62) Fa'lam - His union is constant in the Sea
of the Subtle.
That is to say, by lafrlf is meant the subtle;
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the bubble is constantly in the state of union with 
water, for water is subtle and the bubble gross.
When the bubble bursts, it returns to water, For 
this reason it is said that the bubble is in the state 
of union with water. According to one expression of 
the People of the Path, there is no such thing as 
’ union1; though union is expressed, [it is only] 
metaphorically so. From the point of view of reality, 
a state is not called 1union1 if it exists between 
a thing and its dispositions* [Such a state is] 
not ’union1« Union is expressed metaphorically so 
that seekers of knowledge may grasp [the meaning 
intended]; were it not for metaphorical expressions 
it would be impossible to describe and understand 
and know it. After you have fulfilled the necessary 
requirements, it is incumbent upon you to understand 
and know it [i.e. union], and after that it is incum­
bent upon you to perform the works required by the 
Law. Beware that you must not stray outside the 
enclosure of the Law, for [the Law is like] the outer 
covering, the Truth [is like] the brain; without the 
outer covering the brain is destroyed. The illustration 
is like a coconut with its husk and its shell and its 
flesh and its oil. The Law is like its husk; the Way
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is like its shell; the Truth is like its flesh;
Gnosis is like its oil. By virtue of these four 
the coconut is complete in all respects. If one of 
them is lacking in it, then it is no longer whole; 
even if it is planted, without its husk, [793 it 
will never grow and will ultimately he destroyed.^^73 
In such wise must the seeker after God Most Glorious 
and Exalted not be separated from the Law and the 
Way and the Truth and Gnosis so that he be perfect.
If he is separated from the Law, he goes astray.
Even if he should fly in the air, or walk on water, 
or eat fire - it is nothing but fraudulent magic, 
and his path is erroneous. He is not a saint, for 
in his case his 'miracles' are not miracles - they 
are called guile; that is to say, the art of persuasion 
originating from Satan, or from the genie, or from 
magic, or the wrath of God, Most Exalted, which descends 
upon him in order that by his 'miracles' he may be 
led to self-deception, thinking that he is united 
with God Most Exalted. According to the Doctors of 
Theology the miracles of the saints who practise 
the Law are from the grace of God Most Exalted;
1773* Compare Shabistarx, p. 36 and note 3*
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they are called mu1 tjizat when worked by prophets, 
karamat when worked by saints. Both kinds of miracles 
are not imperfections, nor are they a veil [unto God]* 
However, to the People of Gnosis and to Lovers miracles 
are a veil and they are restrictions [unto God] - 
they are called 1 menstruation in man' (hayd al-ri.jal) ^ ^  
for miracles have many dangers and few people escape*
The science of the path is the science of the Prophet 
Muhammad the Messenger of God (may God bless him and 
give him peace!)• Whosoever practises the science 
of the path and is in error in his works with respect 
to the works of the Prophet Muhammad the Messenger 
of God (may God bless him and give him peace!), he 
has gone astray - he is not of the People of the 
Path. But if his gnosis is perfect - for gnosis 
is [gnosis] of his Lord: that person being intoxi­
cated and effaced, no longer conscious of the Law 
[80] and the Way and the Truth and Gnosis - then no
1774. Literally this means !menstruation in the male1. 
The allusion here is clear enough* In the same 
manner as husbands regard wives who are in a 
state of menstruation as impure and avoid sexual 
union during that period, so God regards miracles 
as 'impure' and avoid mystical union with men 
who perform them. Hence on this analogy miracles 
are 'menstruation'.
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blame is upon him [if be errs]. [To bim] everything 
is God’s Command, for tbat person is like tbe Sul 'fan’s 
slave who is [detained] within a fenced enclosure; 
whatever be does tbe Sultan will not be displeased 
at bim. Asfor those people who practise tbe Law and 
tbe Way and tbe Truth and Gnosis in tbe manner tbe 
Prophet Mufctammad tbe Messenger of God (may God bless 
bim and give bim peace!) bad done, they are like a 
minister who constantly carries out tbe King’s 
command. Though distant from tbe King, be is yet 
[much] greater [in rank] than tbe person in tbe 
fenced enclosure, for tbe minister is tbe vicegerent 
of tbe King and bolds tbe King's office. If we see 
in bim outwardly no miracles, inwardly be has miracles. 
We must not think tbat tbe Law is insignificant, for 
God Most Exalted is called both tbe Outwardly Manifest 
and tbe Inwardly Hidden* His Outward Manifestation 
is His Law; bis Inward Hiddenness is His Truth. To 
tbe generality of tbe people there is a distinction 
between tbe Law and tbe Truth. To tbe People of 
Gnosis, tbe Law and tbe Truth are identical. Tbe 
Law is protected in tbe Truth, tbe Truth is embodied 
in tbe Law. When you are at one with tbe Law, you 
are at one with tbe Way; when you are at one with
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the Way, you are at one [with] the Truth; when you 
are at one [with] the Truth, you are at one with 
Gnosis. But God knows bestl The hook is completed#
And may God praise
His most excellent creation, Muhammad,
And his followers 
And Companions allI 
Praise be to God,
The Lord of the Worlds,
This book, the Secrets of the Gnostics on an exposition
1775of the Science of the Path and of Divine Unity, 
is completed in good order# Amenl
1775* The full title of the Asrar.
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CHAPTER XI.
The Drink of Lovers 
by
5 am z ah Pan^url 
[Leiden text 110 2016]
[Preface]
[1] In the Uame of God, the Infinitely 
Good,^^ the Ever Merciful.
Praise he to God
The Lord of the Worlds,
And ample recompense he
Upon those who are God-fearing;
And salutations and blessings be 
Upon His Messenger Muhammad,
And upon his House 
And Companions all.
(1) Know that this insignificant one, this poor one,
IJamzah Fansuri, wishes to make known [to you] in the
Malay language - God willing - the way to God the
Glorious and Most Exalted, and the gnosis of God in
order that all servants of God who do not understand
1776. The metaphysical meaning is here given in
translating al-Rahman, but !the Compassionate1 
is equally acceptabTe. See Schuon, op. cit. 
p. 61 and note.
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Arabic and Persian may discourse upon it.
(2) This book is called Sharabu91- 1IshiqIn, that is: 
The Prink of Lovers. Whosoever wishes to quaff the 
drink of those who are enamoured [of God] may consult 
this book in order that he may achieve [the Object
of his desire], for herein are the utterances of 
lovers [of God], However, [in this book the discourse] 
is summarised, and not given at length.
(3) The gnosis of God is extremely recondite.
Without a teacher"^^ who is perfect and a disciple 
who is wise, gnosis of God can never be apprehended 
as it is the secret of the Prophet (may God bloss 
him and give him peace!). Nevertheless we must 
strive as far as our powers permit [to attain to 
gnosis], for as the Messenger of God (may God bless 
him and give him peace!) says:
"Man talaba shay’an jiddan wajada"
that is:
"Whosoever seeks a thing with the utmost 
endeavour will find it."
The Messenger of God (may God bless him and give him
peace!) says further:
1777. $amzah translates Shaykh or Pxr (spiritual 
guide) as guru. Cf. text.
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1'lalabiil-1 ilma farldatun * ala kulli 
muslimin wa muslimatin."
that is:
"The quest for knowledge is incumbent 
upon every Muslim, male and female.”
The Messenger of God (may God bless him and give
him peace!) says further:
"TJIplubu’l-1 ilma wa law kana bi’l-gln"
that is:
"Seek knowledge even if it be in Ghina."
And God the Exalted says:
Wa ma khalaqtu’l-jinna wa’ 1 -insa 
ilia liya'budun.1" 8 [2]
that is:
I have not created the jinn and men 
except in order that they worship Me 
(i.e. know1^ ^  Me).
And God the Exalted says further in the Holy
Tradition:
1776. Qur’an 51:56.
1779« By ’know1 here IJamzah means Gnosis (mengenal).
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Kuntu knnzan makhfiyyan fa afrbabtu an 
u ’rafa fa khalaqtu9l~khalqa li u ’rafa 0 ^-780
that is
I was a hidden treasure and I desired to be 
known, so I created creation in order to be 
known.
W  For this reason the People of the Path say that 
to know God - as far as our powers permit - is as 
incumbent upon us as it is to worship Him. Ve must 
not fall short [of our religious duty] , and we must 
not pursue worldly power and wealth in excess of 
what is necessary to maintain our physical strength 
during the day and night, and [we must not] let 
wife and children distract us beyond measure, nor 
must we eat and sleep like beasts, for man is to God
[a] most lofty [creature] ,“*-781 y fo o s o e v e T possesses 
gnosis and performs many devotional acts, that person 
is to God [a] lofty [creature]; but whosoever possesses 
no gnosis and does not perform devotional acts, that
1780. This Holy Tradition is well known among Sufis. 
See, for example, the Divani Shams i~Ta.br iz, 
tr, by B.A* Nicholson, Cambridge, lS98,","pp. 
207-208.
1781. Of. an English translation of^eight sections 
of al-Ghazzall1s Klmiya~i~Sa1adat by C. Field, 
London, 1910^ pp♦*l9~d7. Hereafter cited as 
Kimiya-i-Sa1adat.
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person is an incomplete [Muslim]. As God says:
Lahum qulubtin la yafqahuna biha 
wa lahum a ’yunum la yubsiruna biha 
wa lahum adhanun la yasma'una biha 
ula’ika ka’l~an!aini bal hum adallu 
ula’ika humu’ 1-ghafilun0 ^  ^
that is:
They have hearts wherewith they understand 
not; and they have eyes wherewith they see 
not; and they have ears wherewith they hear 
not. They are as cattle; nay, they are 
more astray* These are the heedless ones 
(towards their Lord).
(5) We must not he heedless of this Qur’anic verse, 
and must not think that only the unbelievers are the 
heedless ones* Hence we must perform [our devotional 
acts] faithfully and we must seek [to attain] gnosis 
from a teacher who is perfect in [his observance of] 
the Law and the Way, and [who is accomplished in his 
knowledge of] the Truth; [3] for the Law is like a 
fence, the Way is like a house, the Truth is like 
the content of the house; if the house is not fenced 
its consequence will be that people will steal the 
content of the House. The meaning is, with respect
1782* Qur’an 7:179.
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to [the journey towards] God, that if [the journey] 
is not undertaken in conjunction with the Law, [we] 
will he confused by the devil. As God the Exalted 
says:
A lam a1 had ilaykum ya banl Idama 
an la ta ^ udu’l-shaytana innahu lakum 
1 aduwwu? 1 ~mub In . 1
that is:
Did I not charge you, 0 children of Sdam, 
that you serve not the devil? Surely he 
is your open enemy.
(6) Thus it is necessary for us to fence ourselves 
so that we may not be confused by the devil* Whoso­
ever fences himself with the fence of the Law, he 
cannot be confused by the devil. But he who strays 
outside the enclosure of the Law must assuredly be 
confused by the devil. Whosoever thinks that the 
Law is insignificant, or scorns it, he becomes an 
■unbeliever - God preserve us from suchi - for the 
Law is not distinct from the Way, the Way is not 
distinct from the Truth, and the Truth is not distinct 
from Gnosis. The analogy is that of a ship; the Law 
is its keel, the Way its planks, the Truth to mer-
1783. Ibid., 36:60.
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chandise, Gnosis its gain. When tlie 
away, the ship will surely sink, its 
will perish, and so will its capital 
this is a loss. But God knows best!
keel is cast 
merchandise 
investment, and
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Babu’l-awwal fi ~baya.ii a'mali’l-sharl’at.^
Chapter one
IWIIMyp|lll|1MfllM»IWi« Bim I —  I III 111|»|| trn
On ail exposition of the Works of the Law,
(7) Know that that which is called the Law is 
[composed of] the sayings of the Prophet (may God 
bless him and give him peace!) enjoining us to do 
good and forbidding us to do evil.*^®^ As the 
Prophet (may God bless him and give him peace!) says: 
"Al~sharl’ atu aqwali. "
that is:
"The Law is my sayings."
The words of the Prophet (may God bless him and give
him peace!) are in reality from God, [and the proof
of this is] the same as the Qur’anic proof that the
Qur’an is not [a compilation] of utterances coming
from his own heart’s desire. As God the Exalted says:
Wa ma yantiqu ’ani’l-hawa in 
huwa ilia wahyun [A] yuha.^ -7^ 5
that is:
Nor does he (the Prophet ~ may God bless 
him and give him peace!) speak out of desire
1784, Cf* Qur’an 9:71*
!785. Ibid. 53:3-4-.
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It is naught hut revelation that is revealed
(8) The Prophet (nay God bless him and give him 
peace!) says that God the Glorious and Exalted is 
one and not two; that there is none like Him; that 
[He] has no equal, nor partner; that there is no 
genus, nor form that can he compared with Him; that 
[He] is without dimension, nor is [He] subject to 
dimensions and that [He] has neither a place to he in, 
nor is there a place in which [He] is - as God the 
Exalted says:
Laysa kamithlihi shay’urn.**-786
that is:
There is none like unto Him*
God the Exalted says further:
Subhana[hu wa ta'ala]1^ ^  amma yagifun.1
that is:
Glory he to God, exalted is He ahove what 
they ascribe (to Him).
(9) The Law in particular relates firstly to the 
confession of the faith, [secondly] to the prescribed 
prayers, [thirdly] to the tithe, [fourthly] to the
1786. Qur’an 42:11.
1787. 2016 has Subhana’Llah.
1788. M 3 , ,  6: TOT •"237927“
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prescribed fasting, [fifthly] if one is amply provided, 
to the performance of the pilgrimage. All these five 
[pillars of faith] are the Law of the Prophet (may 
God bless him and give him peace!). The Law [in 
general] relates to three things: that which He
approves; that which He enjoins; the acts of the 
Prophet (may God bless him and give him peace!).
Another injunction [of the Law] is that we must have 
faith in the Prophet (may God bless him and give him 
peace!), in that he is the Messenger of God the 
Exalted. Whatever he said is true, whatever he did 
is right.
(10) Whosoever believes that the words of the Messenger 
of God (may God bless him and give him peace!) are 
false, or that his acts are not right, he is an 
unbeliever - God preserve us from such! - for God 
the Exalted created the Prophet (may God bless him 
and give him peace!) making him excel [His] other 
creatures. As he excels all creatures his acts must 
assuredly be right and his words true. Whosoever 
loves God must follow the manner of acting of the 
Prophet (nay God bless him and give him peace!) in 
order that his love and gnosis may be perfect, for
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1789lie ' was perfect in his love and in his observance 
of the science of the Way. Whosoever does not follow 
his acts is deficient [in his faith] [5] and is gone 
astray [from the right path], for the Law, the Way 
and the Truth are the adornment of the Prophet. If 
we neglect any one of the three, then [we are] 
incomplete [in our faith]. If the Truth is pursued 
not in conjunction with the Law, then we shall perish. 
Whosoever performs the prescribed prayers and the 
prescribed fasting, and eats of what is lawful and 
refrains from what is unlawful, and who speaks the 
truth and is not consumed with greed, and who is not 
envious and does not drink intoxicants, and who does 
not slander people and shuns backbiting, and who 
does not commit adultery, and who is not immersed 
in vice, and who is not hypocritical and arrogant - 
and many more such as these- he clothes himself in 
[the garment of] the Law. As this is the manner of 
acting of Muhammad the Messenger of God (may God 
bless him and give him peacej), wo must follow 
[his example] in order that we may be accomplished 
in the Way, for the Way is none other than the Law.
1789« ‘the Prophet.
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(11) As God the Exalted says:
Qul in hunt urn tugibbuna ’ LI aha
fa *1-ttabi1 uni yubbibkumu’Llah.17^0
that is:
Say (0 Mul^ anmad) ; If you love Allah 
follow me: (in order that) Allah will
love you,
God the Exalted says further:
Ma atakunu*l~rasulu fa khudhuhu 
wa ma nahakun *anhu fa’l-ntahu.*^ 791
that is:
[And] whatever the Messenger gives you, 
accept it, and whatever he forbids you, 
abstain therefrom,
Shamsu (Tabriz says:1^ ^
"Shari’at ra nuqaddam daran aknun 
gaq.Iq.at az sharl*at nlst birun ..."
that is:
"I put the Law before me now,
As the (Truth and the Law are not distinct .. »"
1790. Qur’in, 5:29.
1791. Ibid., 59:7.
1792. Sor 'Shamsu Tabriz, see Dlvani Shamsi Tabriz, 
op. cit., Introduction. Also Browne, Literary 
his to ry o f' Per s‘Ia~,~ vol". II, pp. 515-525 _I am 
unable bo t race'these couplets in the Divan.
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"KasI ku dar sharl ' at rasikh avad
ldiud gu;t rah bar way kh s .il793
that is:
"Whosoever is perfect in his observance 
of the Law,
The Truth, revealing itself, will 
assuredly come to him"
The Law covers many things, [and, such being the 
case,] how can all of them be [adequately] mentioned? 
In this book only its salient points are [6] summa­
rized, Whosoever loves God, he must also seek [to 
know] God through the intelligence* God alone knows 
best i
1793. Gp. gujwlrl:
"The Law without the Truth is ostentation, 
and the Truth without the Law is hypocrisy. 
Their mutual relation may be compared to 
that of the body and spirit: when the spirit
departs from the body, the living body 
becomes a corpse, and the spirit vanishes 
like wind. The Muslim profession of faith 
includes both: the words, 'There is no
god but Allah' are the Truth, and the words, 
'Muhammad is the Apostle of Allah,' are 
the Law; and anyone who denies the Truth 
is an infidel, and any one who rejects the 
Law is a heretic."
Quoted in the Mystics of Islam, London, 1965>
by RoA. Nicholson, See Kashfu’l-
Mafrjub, pp. 583-584-.
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Babu’l-thanl fi bayan a'nali’l-tarlqat
Chapter Two
On an exposition of the Works of the Way*
(12) Know that the Way is none other than the Truth, 
for the Way is the starting point of the Truth [just 
as the Law is the starting point of the Way]. As 
the Messenger of God (may God bless him and give 
him peace!) says:
"Al-tnrlqatu af'all"
that is:
"The Way is my acts."
The starting point in [the observance of] the Way
is repentance such as sincere repentance of past
sins, for God the Exalted says:
Ya ayyuh&’l-ladhlna amanu tubu ila’Llahi «_ TiYfiZV —
tawbatan nasuhan. ( '
that is:
0 you who believe, turn to Allah with 
sincere repentance (that is after having 
repented [we] must not return [to commit 
the sane sins again]).
God the Exalted says further:
1794-. Qur’an, 66:8
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Inna’LIaha yufcibbu’t~tawwablna 
wa yuhibbu? 1 -nutatahhirln. ‘^ ^
that is:
Surely Allah loves those who turn 
much to Him, and He loves those 
who purify themselves.
(13) [The Way] also [entails] renunciation of the
world. By this is meant that we must not hoard worldly
wealth more than what is necessary to maintain us in
food and clothing, for the Messenger of God (may God
bless him and give him peace!) says:
"larlm’l-dunya ra’su kulli 'ibadatin 
hubbu’1-dunya ra’su kulli khati? atin."
that is:
"Renunciation of the world is the fount of
all devotion, love of the world is the fount
of all sin."
The Messenger of God (may God bless him and give him
peace!) says further:
"Hun fl*1-dunya ka’annaka gharlbun 
aw ’abiru sabilin wa ’udda nafsaka 
min ashabi’1-qubur.M
that is:
1795. Ibid., 2:222.
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"Consider yourself in tlais world as though 
you were a stranger, or one who is passing 
a stage in his travels, and count yourself 
from amongst the occupants of the grave.1’
The Messenger of God (may God hi ess him and give him 
peace!) says further:
that is:
"Whosoever trusts in God has met all 
requirements."
By ’trust* is meant having no doubt in the [help of
Him Who is] trusted, as God the Exalted says:
that is;
Trust [7] (in God) if ye be believers.
(14) [The Way] also [entails] a sincere quest for 
God, companionship of gnostics, obedience to God's 
commandments, abhorrence of all that is forbidden by 
God, [the performance of] the customary (sunnoh )
"Man tawakkala 'ala’Llahi kafa."’1'^^
Pa tawakkalu in kuntum mu’minln
1796. Ibid.,
1797. T5TH.,
33:3; 48; 4:80 
5:23.
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prayers,-*-?98 ^ie fixed (rawatib) prayers,-^ -799 ^ie
Q A A  _ _
night prayers (taliajjud) , w the forenoon ($u&.a)
1 QA*| "I Q A A
prayers and the supererogatory (nawafil) prayers,
[each] as our powers permit; the constant glorification 
and remembrance of God and the reading of the Qur’an; 
fasting on the days of the white night - that
is on the thirteenth, fourteenth and fifteenth day 
of each month ~ and on Mondays, Thursdays and the 
day of 1 Sshura, and in the months of Hajab,^^ 
ShadbanlSOG pjqu?l-.gjt-jtjah;-^ 7^ the lessening of 
eat and drink [generally], and of converse with people 
and sleep, the withdrawal from people's company and 
contentment with oneself*
(15) All these acts are of the Way and are not distinct 
from the Truth* You must not think that the Way is 
insignificant, for the Way is the adornment of the 
Prophet (may God bless him and give him peace!)•
1798, 1799? 1800, 1801, 1802, 1803* Bee Ghazzall's 
work on worship in Oalverley, E.E., Worship in 
Islam, (Cairo), London 1957? consul t__ index 
respectively. Also the articles galat and 
sawn in the E.I.
1804* 10th Mul^ arran, see 33*1*
1805* 27th Hajab, the Hi 1raj, see E.I.
1806* E.I., article sawn.
1807 • Loc. cit*
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Whosoever goes astray fron the Law and the Way, he 
is an unbeliever - God preserve us fron such! However, 
whosoever affirms that the Law and the Way are the 
right path, but fails to observe their performance, 
he is not an unbeliever, but rather due to his failure 
to observe their performance - he is one who is 
disobedient.
(16) Regarding begging for food, according to the
Law, if one has enough [food] to sustain one during
the morning and evening and, in spite of that, one
goes begging, then th a t is  unlaw ful, fo r  the Prophet
(may God bless him and give him peace]) says:
"Man sa’ala wa 'indahu na yughnlhi fa innama 
yastaktliiru nina’l-nari qalu ya rasulu’Llahi 
wa na yughnlhi gala qadru na yaghdihi wa 
ya1shlhi.M
that is:
"Whosoever begs whilst he has with him 
sufficient provision increases the fires 
of Hello" (The Companions) asked: 'How
much is sufficient provision?1 The Prophet 
answered: 'As much as what you can afford
for morning and evening."
(17) According to the Way, if one [is weakened to the 
extent that one] is unable to stand during the pre­
scribed prayers, then it is permissible to beg for
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food - but evon in tliis case one must not take no re 
than what is sufficient [8] for only one meal. If 
one obtains more than what is sufficient for one 
meal, one must not keep the food, but mud: give it 
away to the poor. However, according to the Truth, 
we must not, under any circumstances, beg for food, 
for our sustenance (daily broad) is written on the 
Guarded Tablet and is already apportioned [each 
according to his lot]: those whose portion is
abundance will have plenty, those whose portion is 
meagre will have little » [in each case] neither more 
nor less.
(18) Furthermore another point is that God is cognisant 
of our hunger and thirst, this being the case why 
should we complain to others? Another point is that 
it were as though we consent only to being well fed 
and not to being hungry, [and this is ungratefulness 
on our part] - hence God the Exalted says:
Man lam yarda biqada’I wa lam yashir fala
W i l l  ■ H— — I| H wrm a—  ^  — awWjBtlTltpni *  M M M M i i n M m H W a M M M H V i M a H t H M  ■  t H H H I H N M I M M M n H f M i
bala’I wa lam yashkur 1ala nifmatl fa*l- 
yakhruj nin tahti sama’I fa’l-yatlub rabban
ii im f il* iik !<!■! t\mm * m,. m i|ii  ..............................................  iwVwMl -W ■mnn it   u,mi.«i«u—*———»* * -r loOosiwa i.
that is:
1808. See above, note 1359°
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Whosoever is  not content with. My decrees, 
and is  not p a tie n t in  My t r i a ls ,  
and sends not praise fo r My bounties, 
then le t  him get out from under My skies 
and seek a Lord other than Mei
(19) For this reason the People of the Truth forbid 
begging. According to the People of the Truth, if 
one's trust in God is complete, and one's consent 
[to God's decrees] wholehearted, viewing one's fate 
as being [already written] on the Guarded Tablet, 
if one dies of hunger, then one would have died a 
martyr. The details of the Way of Muhammad the 
Messenger of God (may God bless him and give him 
peace!) are many, and it is impossible to write on 
all of them. But God knows best!
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Babu* I~thalith fl bayan a'mali*l~haqlqat.
Chapter Three 
On an exposition of the Works of the Truth.
(20) Know that the path of Truth is the final path
[trodden hy] Muhammad the Messenger of G-od (may God
bless him and give him peaceJ), As the gadxth [says]
"Al-sharl1atu aqwali 
wa?l-tarlqatu af'all 
wa’l-haqlqatu ahwali.1
m w  •  w^irVTM      m m #*
that is:
"The Law is my sayings, 
the Way is my acts, 
the Truth is my states."
All these three are practised by the Prophet. [93
whosoever adorns himself with these three, then he
is [a] perfect [man].
(21) The first [step] in the works of the People of 
the Truth is to endeavour to achieve gnosis. If one 
fails to attain to gnosis then one cannot practise 
the Truth, for the Truth is the result of gnosis.
If one has gnosis, one can practise the Truth.
(22) The People of the Truth are of two groups. The 
first group marry and have children, houses and 
cultivation; but their hearts are not preoccupied
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with their cultivation, their wives and children, 
and their houses. When their hearts are not pre­
occupied with all these, then to them these [worldly 
necessities] are not veils [obstructing the Truth 
from their view] . Even though they have wives and 
children, houses and cultivation, should their wives 
and children die, they would not be grieved by their 
loss; should their houses and cultivation go up in 
flames, they would not be unhappy; should God bestow 
upon them the kingdoms of Solomon and Alexander, 
they would not rejoice; for lowliness and loftiness 
are to them the same, wealth and poverty are to them 
the same, illness and health are to them the same - 
they no longer see their selves, only God the Glorious 
and Exalted alone is seen by them, for to the People 
of the Truth the being of the world is God’s Being; 
everything is indeed from Him.
(23) The other group of the People of the Truth 
constantly worship God and are consumed with love 
of God and gnosis of God in His Essential Unity; 
and [they constantly] know their Self and annihilate 
their selves, and affirm the oneness of their Self 
[with God], and converse with their Self, and are 
annihilated in their Self, and subsist in their Self,
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and they abhor the outward manifestation of their 
Self, and love the inward hiddenness of their Self, 
and scorn their selves, and praise their Self; if 
they eat, they eat with their Self; if they sit, 
they sit with their Self; if they sleep, the sleep
[10] with their Self; if they wake, they wake with 
their Self; if they walk, they walk with their Self - 
they never forget their Self, for as the Messenger 
of God (may God bless him and give him peace!) says:
"Man farafa nafsahu faqad 1arafa rabbahu."
that is:
"Whosoever knows his Self knows his Lord."
(24) Another point is that when they cast their vision 
'outside' their selves, whatever they see, it is their 
Self that they see; whatever they contemplate, it is 
their Self that they contemplate; for to the People 
of the Truth the world and their Self are one and 
the same, and not two or three. When the world in 
its entirety and their Self are one and the same, 
whatever they see, it is surely their Self that they 
see. As the Messenger of God (may God bless him 
and give him. peace!) says:
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"Ra'aytu rabbi b i 'ayni rabbi
That is:
"I see my Lord with the Eye of (the Mercy 
of) my Lord."
The Lam' a t says:
"La y a ra ’Llaha ghayra’L la h .
th a t i s :
"None sees God but God."
The Messenger of God (may God bless him and give him 
peace!) says:
"Ra’aytu rabbi bi rabbi."
that is:
" I  see God through God."
(25) The Prophet (may God bless him and give him peace!) 
says such things because the world together with all 
its parts has no [real] existence. When the world 
has no [real] existence is possesses no power and 
nor act of its own. If they [i.e. the People of the 
Truth] are beaten or reviled at by people, they see 
only [that these are] God's Acts and not the acts of 
people. In regard to themselves, therefore, whatever 
they grasp, it is their Self that they grasp, for
1809* Of. Lama1 a t , Lam' a t V I, p. 355•
1810. Lama * a t , Lam'at IV , p. 333.
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as God the Exalted says:
Fa aynama tuwallu fa thamma wajhu’Llahi.
that is:
"I 0*1 o
Wheresoever ye turn there is the face 
of God.
(26) For this reason the People of the Truth say that 
all creatures are none other than our Self; all human 
beings are our brothers. Belief and unbelief, the 
beloved and the foe, the venomous and the clean,
[11] Heaven and Hell, wrath and mercy, good and evil, 
wealth and poverty, praise and scorn, being well-fed 
and hungry, insignificance and greatness, death and 
life, illness and health, right and wrong - all 
[these] are the same to them, for the meaning of: 
wheresoever ye turn there is the Face of God has 
become extremely clear to them. Whosoever comprehends 
the meaning of wheresoever ye turn there is the Face 
of God has achieved completeness [in his gnosis], 
and whatever he sees, the fFace of God* will be That 
which he sees. But God knows best!
1811. Qur’an, 2:115*
1812. Face is the literal translation of watjh. 
gamzah uses the word ada to translate watjh. 
The important concept of ada has already been 
discussed in Chapter V.
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Bab’ l - r a b i*  f l  bayan n a1 r i f a t i  ’L la h i T a ’a la .
Chapter Four
On an exposition o f the Gnosis of G-od Host E xa lted .
(27) Know that the Prophet (may God bless him and give 
him peace!) says:
"Al~ma1 r i f a t u  s i r r i . "
that is:
!lGnosis is  my secre t."
The Nessenger o f God (may God bless him and give him 
peace!) says fu rth e r:
"La ta gihhu * l~ ga la tu  i l i a  b i* l~ m a ’ r i f a h . M
th a t i s :
"Prayer is  not v a lid  except w ith  knowledge."
Know th a t a l l  the Prophets, S ain ts, Philosophers and
Scholastic Theologians are a l l  in  concerted agreement
saying th a t God is  One, and not two; S tern a l and not 
1815new;  ^ Creator and not creation; formless and 
colourless; Subsisting and not perish ing; [Ho is ]  
not separate from [a th ing] nor jo ined to [a  th in g ] ; 
[He is ]  not severed from [a th ing] nor in term ingled  
[w ith  a th in g ] ; there is  no s im ilitu d e  [th a t can be
1S13. Mufcdath , i . e .  something produced, hence ’new1.
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applied to Him], there is no like nor rival nor partner
[unto Him]; there is no location [applicable to Him],
He is not subject to time and He is without [beginning
or] end ~ Pure is He from such expressions I
(28) All the People of the Path, Scholastic Theologians
and Doctors of Theology are in agreement [on these
points), but the People of the Path exceed [what
they affirm] by further asserting that He is boundless
and limitless [i.e. Infinite]. By boundless and
limitless is meant that neither ' above1 nor !belowf
can be applied to Him; neither 1right* [12] nor
'left' can be applied to Him; neither ’front nor
'behind* can be applied to Him - that is to say, He
is a Being Who is without six directions. [His
Infinity] is like an ocean of vast expanse, like one
tiny fnit [i.e. round object]. For this reason the
People of the Path say that God the Glorious and
Exalted is Self Sufficient in His Eternal Plenitude 
✓ \1814(samad) - All-Embracing. As God Most Exalted says:
1814. Samad also means, as an epithet of God, Lord,
Eternal, Everlasting. But the root word gamada 
conveys also the meaning: to close, plug, stopper.
Hence IJamzah uses the Malay word pejal.
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Innahu “bi kulli shriy’in m ifr.lt, ® ^ 5
that is:
Verily He embraces all things*
(29) The Doctors of Theology say that ["by All-
Embracing] is meant His Knowledge only that is All- 
Embracing. But the People of the Path say that both
His Essence and His Knowledge is All-Embracing, as
He is not separate from His Knowledge, for God the 
Glorious and Exalted is not like a human being, who 
can be separated from his knowledge.
(30) Furthermore, God the Glorious and Exalted is, 
in virtue of His Essence and His Knowledge, near to 
us, but as to the nature of His nearness, it is too 
recondite for people to comprehend. There are four 
meanings applicable to nearness: the first is 
nearness with respect to time; the second is nearness 
with respect to place; the third is nearness with 
respect to attributes (or qualities); the fourth
is nearness with respect to God Most Exalted. But 
[as mentioned before] nearness with respect to God 
is extremely difficult to comprehend. The nature of 
nearness with respect to tine is, as people say:
1815. Qur’an 41:54.
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'The period of Mubannad (may God "bless dim and give 
dim peace!) is nearer to us tdan tde period of Jesus 
(peace "be upon dim} ) 1 . l'he nature of nearness witd 
respect to place is, as people say: !Tde moon is
nearer to us tdan tde Pleiades.’ Tde nature of nearness 
witd respect to attributes (or qualities) is, as 
people say: 'Ba Yazld (God be well pleased witd dim!)
is nearer to tde Messenger of God (may God bless dim 
and give dim peace!) tdan !Utbad and Sdaybad (curses 
be upon them!)'; even tdougd Ba Yazld [13] is furtder 
[from tde Prophet witd respect to time] tdan 'Utbad 
and Sdaybad, for Ba Yazld is nearer tde Prophet in 
virtue of dis qualities. But tde nearness of God to 
tde world together witd all its parts is not similar 
[to these], even tdougd it is true that God Most 
Exalted says:
Wa duwa ma* alrum aynama kuntum. ^ ^
that is:
He is witd you wherever you are.
God tde Exalted says furtder:
Wa nabnu aqrabu ilaydi min fcabli ?l~warid.-*-817
1816. Ibid., 57:4.
1817. Ibid., 50:16
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that is:
And We are nearer to hin than his neck veins* 
God the Exalted says further:
Wa fi anfusikum a fa la tubsirun.
that is:
[And] in your selves - do you not see?
(31) Eor this reason the People of the Path say that 
nearness to God applies equally to Prophets, Saints 
and the Pious [as well as] to Polytheists, Unbelievers 
and the Disobedient. He is near to all creatures, 
but His nearness is conferred exclusively upon the 
People of Gnosis and upon His Adorer; that is, 
whosoever possesses gnosis and performs much devo­
tional service he is ’near1 to God; whosoever 
possesses no gnosis and commits sins, he is 1 far1
from God, [he is] not near - far, like the example
1 8P0given before. But expression is difficult here,
only the People of Revelation comprehend what has 
been said*
(32) Question (should someone ask): "If the Essence
of Allah is all-pervasive and immanent in all things,
1818. Ibid., 51:21.
1819• I.e. Worshipper. Bee above p. 168 and note 4-39*
1820. UfT above pp. 12-13 of the text.
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can it be said that It is also immanent in impure 
and foul things?" Then answer: "In the same way
as [the sun's] light is all-pervasive and sheds itself 
over the impure and the foul , the good and the evil, 
over the Kabah and the idol-worshipper1s Temple - 
over everything; without itself being affected by 
the impurity and the foulness, the goodness and the 
evilness of the things it pervades; from the Karbah
[14] it does not gain goodness, from the Temple it 
does not acquire evil; so it is even more with respect 
to God the Glorious and Exalted, Who is the Purest 
of the pure. How can the impure and the foul affect 
Him?" Comprehend this well.^^
(33) Question: "If you say that the Essence of God
pervades all creatures, who experiences the tortures 
of Hell and who experiences the delights of Paradise?" 
Answer: "Just as in the case of gold and the Ashrafi
coin; if the coin is burnt, the coin alone is burnt
*1 Q p p
away, not the gold. Even though gold and coin
1821. Cf. JamI, hawa*ih, p. 36, also above, p. 37*
1822. ^hrow pure gold into the fire;
If it contains no alloy, what is there to burn?" - 
Shabistarl.
Cf. P. Lederer's Secret Rose Garden, op. cit. 
p. 42. Also see Lama * at, Lam * at' X , p. 340.
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are not separate from one another, no matter; if they
are refashioned a hundred or a thousand times, yet
when they are burnt the coin alone is burnt [and
annihilated], the gold remains subsistent; how, then,
can it be burnt and annihilated? - for the coin is
like the creatures, gold is the Creator; only the
creatures are burnt and annihilated," These words
are extremely recondite. Whosoever does not grasp
the meaning intended, we must [elucidate further
and] expound [for him] the saying of * 4lx ibni Abx
Jalib (may God honour his countenance!):
"Ma ra’aytu shay9an ilia wa ra’aytu’Llaha 
fxhi."
that is:
"There is nothing that I see except that 
I see God within it,"
And the Messenger of God (nay God bless him and give
him peace!) says:
"Man nazara ila shay’in wa lam yara*Llaha 
fxhi fahuwa batilun."
that is:
"Whosoever sees a thing and does not see 
God within it is vain."
(34) For this reason the People of the Path say that
the Essence of God embraces all creation. The Doctors
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of Theologyj the People of the Path, the Scholastic 
Theologians and the Philosophers are all in agreement 
in asserting that none nay reach the Innermost Essence 
of God the Glorious and Exalted* However, it is 
possible to draw analogies concerning It according 
to our powers [of comprehension]• But God knows 
best I
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Babu*l-khamis fl bay an ta.jalliyati dhati 
[9l-]barl la1ala.
Chaptor Five 
On an exposition of the Manifestation of 
the Pure Essence of God Most Exalted.
(35) Know that the Innermost Essence of the Truth, 
Glorious and Exalted is called by [15] the People 
of the Path 'indeterminacy.1 It is called indeterminacy 
because our intelligence and skill in verbal exposition, 
knowledge and gnosis, are unable to reach It. Let 
alone our knowledge and gnosis, even the Prophets 
and the Saints are struck with awe of It. Hence 
the Prophet (God bless him and give him peace I) says: 
"Subkanaka na 'arafnaka faaqqa ma'rifatika."
that is:
"Glory be to TheeJ we cannot really know 
Thee."
And the Prophet (God bless him and give him peace I) 
says further:
"Tafakkaru fl khalqi’Llahi wa
— i m i m ^ M i 'i i r i I I .  Iir— M — w —     n J *   
la tafakkaru fl dhati’Llah."
that is:
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"Contemplate upon God's creation, 
and not upon God's Essence*"
This is why the People of the Path call this [Essence]
indeterminate, meaning: non-manifest*
(36) The first [stage of] determinacy is fourfold: 
Knowledge, Being, Bight and Light* All these four 
are called the 'first determination*, for by virtue
of Knowledge, the Knower and the Known become manifest 
by virture of Being, That which causes to be and That 
which becomes are manifest; by virtue of Sight, the 
Seer and the Seen are manifest; by virtue of Light, 
the Illuminator and the Illuminated are manifest.
All these - the Knower and the Known, the First and 
the Last, the Outwardly Manifest and Inwardly Hidden - 
acquire their Names in [the stage of] the first 
determination.
(37) The Known is caTLed by the People of the Path
the Fixed Essences. Some call it the Cognitive Forms, 
some the Reality of Things, and others call It the 
Relational Spirit* All these are the 'second deter­
mination. '
The human spirit, the animal spirit and the 
vegetal spirit are the 'third determination.1
(38) The 'fourth' and 'fifth' determinations are
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determinations ad inf ini t mi, encompassing the realm 
of physical things in its entirety, comprising the 
whole Universe and all created things [therein]•
(39) Determinations never cease to occur and are without 
limit; hut Knowledge, Being, Sight and Light [16] 
are never separate from then all, for without these 
four, the Possessor of these determinations would 
find Self-Determination impossible* This is why the 
People of the Path say that the being of the entire 
Universe is the Being of God. The world's being, 
though perceived as existing nevertheless does not 
possess existence, for it derives its existence fron 
the Determinate Being. Our lack of awareness makes 
us believe that the world has being.
(4-0) The first determination nay be called [both] 
Transcendent One (afcad) or Immanent One (wajiid).
When we regard the Essence by Itself it is called 
Transcendent One, but when we regard the Essence 
together with all Its Attributes and Names then It 
is called Immanent One for the Transcendent One is 
the Immanent One [insofar as It] sustains the Universe 
from its beginning to Its end.
(41) The first determination is likened by the People 
of the Path to an ocean. When the ocean heaves it is
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called 'waves' - that is, when the Knower gazes upon 
Hinself, the Known cones forth fron Him. When the ocean 
blows forth it is called vapours - that is, individual 
spirits together with the Relational Spirit form in 
all the Fixed Essences* When the vapours gather in 
the sky they are called clouds - that is, the Poten­
tialities of Things gathered in the Fixed Essences 
ready to burst forth. When the clouds burst into 
drops from the sky it is called rain - that is the 
Relational Spirit together with the Fixed Essences 
come forth at the command of the Greative Word "Bel"
(and it becomes) taking a variety of forms. When 
the rain falls on the earth it is called water flowing 
in rivers - that is, when the Relational Spirit, 
the Original Potentialities and the Fixed Essences 
"flow” under [the command of] the Creative Word 
"Bel" (and it becomes) they are called "rivers”
When the rivers flow back to the ocean, they become 
ocean [once again], but that Ocean is Most Pure.
Although the Waves ebb [17] and flow the Ocean does 
not shrink or grow vaster,-^^3 for It is the Purest 
of the pure.
1823. Cp. Lawa*ih, p. 4-3.
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(42) As God the Exalted says:
- - 1824-Kullu shay’in halikun ilia watjhahu.
that is:
Everything perishes except His Face.
That is to say, His Being (Existence), That forever 
!is!, that which is other than It forever 'is1 not, 
for to the People of the Path it is only that which 
'is1 that becomes existing; that which is 'is' not 
cannot become existing. By this is meant that God 
the Glorious and Exalted is Necessary Being, Self- 
Sub si stent, and does not depend for His Existence 
upon any other* Possible Being is dependent [for 
its existence] upon It [i.e. Necessary Being]. Since 
Possible Being is dependent [for it existence] upon 
It, it does not exist in reality. The Doctors of 
Theology say that the World is brought forth into 
existence by Him from non-existence; after He has 
brought it forth into existence He then causes its 
non-existence.-^^5 peoppe 0 $ the Path say that
If this were so then God the Exalted is capricious, 
or limited [in power]. To us, that which is non .-
1824-. Qur’an,_28:88.
1825* Of. Tahafut al-Tahafut, pp. 77-78 foil., and
T53.
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existent can never 1*000110 existent; [conversely]
1826that which exists will never cease to exist*
It is only that existence which is formal [i.e. mater­
ial] that is annihilated, the ideal [i.e. non-mater­
ial] is not annihilated. Just as one who is dead; 
his outward manifestation perishes, hut his inward 
hiddenness does not perish, for as God Host Exalted 
says:
Wa la taqulu linan yuqtalu fi sablli’Llahi
H H — iW l l W i — —  llll 1 I wn  111 ' ffi I I If I I I      I W W W W * i * P i l i l » l  III d ll     l i .i i l> p i M w ^ * > l ilililH l lr t » I I W M l ^ n i  I H 'm ~
amwatun hal abya’un wa lakin la tash*urun.
that is:
And speak not of those who are slain 
in Allah’s way as dead. Way, they are 
alive, but you perceive not.
(4*3) Similarly, it is the same with regard to everything;
their origin is fron God, their return is to God -
and not [that their origin is] from non-existence
returning to non-existence! As God the Exalted says:
Innana anruhu idha arada shay’an an ^ ■ 1" __ 
yaqula lahu kun fa yakun.
1826. Of. Asrar, p. 16* It is clear that the ’non- 
existence1 meant by the Doctors of Theology 
here is identical with 'nothing'*
1827. Qur’an, 2:154*.
1828. Ibid., 36:82.
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that is:
Verily His command, when He intends 
anything, is to say to it "Be thou!" - 
and it becomes.
According to the People of the Path the meaning 
conveyed in [the word] lahu (i.e. to it) presupposes 
existence of the thing referred to, henceGod Host 
Exalted says lahu to it. If [18] the thing is non­
existent God will not say lahu to it. Another point 
is that the People of the Path say that God Host 
Exalted is Eternal and Knowing; and since He is Knowing, 
it follows that the Known in His Knowledge must be 
existent. That which He creates ’before1 or 1 after 
which we see, all cone from the Known. This being 
the case, the [logical] judgment is that He causes 
a thing's existence from existence, and not that He 
causes its existence from non-existence, for what 
we call 'existence' is the being of His Predispositions. 
As God the Exalted says:
-  -  18^ 50Kullu yawmin huwa fi shanin. ^
that is:
Every moment Ho is in some state.
1829* Bee above, note 
1 8 3 0 . Ibid., 55:2tTT””
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(4-4-) 0 Seeker! , the Existential Mode of God the Glor­
ious and Exalted is like that of an Infinite Ocean; 
the Universe together with all its parts within this 
Ocean is like a tiny bubble. And what is a nere nan 
within that bubble? - nothing!, that is, it is none 
other than as God Most Exalted says:
Kullu nan ’alayha fanin 
wgi yabqa watjhu rabbika 
dhu’l-tjalali wa’ 1-ikrani.^
that is:
Every one on it passes away -
And there endures forever the E a c e ^ ^
of thy Lord, the Lord of Glory and Honour.
(4-5) 0 Seeker!, this world is like a wave, God’s
Existential Mode is the Ocean, though waves and
Ocean are distinct, yet in reality the waves are
not distinct fron the ocean. It is as God Most
Exalted says:
-  -  18^ 55Ehalaqa Adana 'ala suratihi.
that is:
He created Hdan in His Image.
According to the Doctors of Theology the meaning
1 8 3 1 * Ibid., 55:26-27.
1832. IJamzah translates wa,jli as Dhat (Essence). 
1833* In the Holy Tradition.
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•underlying the words 'his inage1 is that God created
Zdan in Idan's inage. However, according to the
People of the Path [the neaning underlying those
words is that] God created ndan in the Inage of the
Creator. But this Tradition is nost recondite and
the pundits are unable to give a [satisfactory]
interpretation of it. The Messenger of God (nay
God bless hin and give hin peace I) says:
nInna*Llahu [19] Ta'ala khalaqa Idana 
fala gurati*l-rafrnani.n
that is:
"God created Sdan in the Inage of 
the Merciful” - 1854
for the Merciful is like the ocean and Sdarn a bubble
[in Its waves]. The Messenger of God (nay God bless
hin and give hin peace I) says:
"Man farafa nafsahu fa qad 'arafa rabbahu."
that Is:
"Whosoever knows his Self knows his Lord." 
This Tradition is also an allusion to the analogy of 
the ocean and the bubble. Whosoever conprehends the
1834. Cf. Mishkat al-Anwar (in Gairdner's^translation), 
pp. 85, 115, 134-36; Kinlya-i-Sa'adat, pp. 31-38.
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meaning of this expression comprehends the Manifes­
tations of the Essence of the Truth, Glorious and 
Exalted* Discourses on the Manifestations [of God] 
are many and impossible to set on paper* All that 
which has been said in this book is merely a summary. 
Whosoever loves God must seek [Him] also through 
devotional service. But God alone knows best!
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Babu9l-sadis fi bayan sifati[’Llahi] 
Sublianahu wa la1 ala •
On an exposition of the Attributes of 
God the Glorious and Exalted.
(46) Know that the Attributes of God that are eter­
nally together with Him are seven: the first is
Life, the second Knowledge, the third Will, the 
fourth Power, the fifth Speech, the sixth Hearing,
the seventh Sight. God is eternally together with
18^ 56all these seven Attributes. If these seven
Attributes are not [eternally] together, then He is 
deficient, for to the People of the Path the Attributes 
are the Very Essence. Por example, Life: it is
the Essence that, [by virtue of Life] is called 
Living; Knowledge: it is the Essence that, by virtue
of Knowledge, is called Knowing; Will: it is the
Essence that, by virtue of Will, is called Willing. 
Similarly with all the Attributes ad infinitum. The 
Doctors of Theology say that the Attributes are 
neither the Very Essence nor other than the Essence,
1835• Of. Asrar, pp. 19? 23-24.
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as the Irian al-Ghazzall (God be well pleased with
him!) says:
”Sifatu*Llahi laysat 1ayna’l-dhati 
wa la ghayra siwahu dha’l-infigali.
that is:
"The Attributes of God are neither the Very 
Essence
Nor [20] other than He endowed with separation.”
(47) The Attributes of the Truth Most Glorious and
Exalted are Perfect. Under this [Divine Perfection]
cone Divine Majesty and Divine Beauty, for the
manifestation of the entire Universe comes under
Divine Majesty and Divine Beauty. All that which
is good cones fron the Attributes of Beauty, all
18J7* In a m. s. in the British Museum, Arabic Catalogue 
No. DU'CCLXXXI (unnembered and not entered in the 
list), Harley Or. 5^90, the verse appears in 
full (pp. 354v.-355r.) as part of a complete 
work, with commentaries in Persian. There 
the verse reads:
gifatu*Llahi laysat 'ayna dhatin 
Wa la ghay?Ei" siwahu dlq'a inf1sal 
gTf at "ill fdhat'i" w ^ ’^af'^ al'i" frurran 
Qadinatun ii£LSuaatuvl~zawal.
The Attributes of God are neither Very
Essence
Nor an other than He endowed with separation. 
The Attributes of the Essence and of the Acts
all of then ~
Are eternal, preserved fron evanescence.
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that which is evil cones fron the Attributes of 
Majesty; unbelief is fron Majesty, belief is fron 
Beauty; Heaven is fron Beauty, Hell is fron Majesty; 
wrath is fron Majesty, nercy is fron Beauty.*^^8
(48) The Essence is All-Pervasive; It pervades Majesty 
[the evil] as well as Beauty [the good], for Majesty 
and Beauty are Its Attributes* There are occasions 
when Beauty is transformed into Majesty, and [conversely] 
Majesty transforned into Beauty, The Devil was first 
fron Beauty but he was later transforned into Majestyi^^
It is these Attributes that change. The Essence
G-lorious and Exalted is exempt fron change; as water 
becomes waves, it is the waves that change, water 
renains unchanged, forever clear and pure, formless
and colourless. All forms and colours cone fron His 
Majesty and His Beauty.
(49) The People of the Path question the Doctors of
Theology: "God creates the believer and He also
creates the unbeliever; why does He not create then 
all to be the sane? To the believer He bestows faith
1838. Of. Asrar, pp. 38-40, 44-45*
1839. See MathnawiL, Book II, pp. 356-357. Also
Nicholson* s The idea of personality in gufism,
op. cit. pp. 31-53. —  “
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and knowledge of Himself, to the unbeliever He gives 
infidelity and polytheisn; after having given then 
faith and infidelity He then grants Heaven to the 
believer and Hell to the unbeliever - to both ever­
lasting [reward and punishment]. Since He is called 
Just, [how is it admissible that He does this?”].
The Doctors of Theology say: ”[Iie does so] because
He does whatever He desires." The People of the Path 
say: "If He does whatever He desires, then He is unjust,
for He could have willed that the unbelievers become 
believers, and yet He causes then to be unbelievers 
and having caused then to be unbelievers [21] He 
then casts then into everlasting Hell without any 
mercy - how then can He be called Just?".
(50) The Doctors of Theology say; "The analogy is 
like one who owns many goats; some are slaughtered 
by him, then skinned, then boiled, then roasted and 
pierced with skewers. It is he who owns then, and 
they are not the possession of other people. If they 
are other people!s possession, and they are slaughtered 
by him, then he is unjust; but if he slaughters his 
own possession he is not unjust." The People of the 
Path say: "How listen to our explanation. The
Essence of G-od is Eternal; the Potentialities of all
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the creatures in His Knowledge are also eternal. 
Whatever God the Glorious and Exalted creates He 
creates in conformity with the [nature of] the 
Potentialities. Since the Potentialities of all 
helievers cone fron [His Attributes of] Divine Beauty, 
the Potentialities of all 'unbelievers cone fron [the 
Attributes of] Divine Majesty - for Bea\ity represents 
the Gracious One, and Majesty represents the Irre­
sistible One - hence God the Glorious and Exalted 
brings forth by His Acts fron the Gracious One, the 
strengthened [in faith]; fron the Irresistible One, 
the submissive [to deviation fron what is right]•
Since His Hanes are One Who gives Strength and One 
Who Subdues, He causes then to enter [Heaven and]
Hell according to the Law of their Potentialities, 
for Heaven is fron the Gracious One, Hell fron the
Irresistible One; God returns each to his own place
~ . . 18AOof origin.
(5D As regards nan and angels and the jinn whon 
God commands to perform acts of devotion, although 
they perform acts of devotion, yet the grace is fron 
Him; the power of volitive movement is fron Him;
18AO. Cf. Lawa* ip., pp. AA-A5.
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the strength is  fron  Hin and love is  fron  H in . Since 
He sees th a t th e ir  P o te n t ia lit ie s  are fron  b e l ie f ,  
and fron  the Hanes Gracious One and One Who gives 
Strength, He connands then to perforn  acts o f devotion. 
A fte r  they have performed acts of devotion He then 
causes then to enter Heaven. As fo r those who are 
unbelievers, He grants then the power to commit s ins, 
to oppose b e l ie f ;  and He puts hatred in  th e ir  hearts  
so th a t they nay not have fa i th .  Since He sees th a t  
th e ir  P o te n t ia lit ie s  are fron  the Names [22] I r r e ­
s is t ib le  One and One Who Subdues Ho connands then 
to commit acts o f s in , and He then causes then to 
enter H e ll .  This is  what Is  meant by Just, and th is  
is  not in ju s t ic e , fo r  He does not change th e ir  
respective destiny.
(52) The Messenger o f God (nay God bless h in  and
give h in  peace I) says r ig h t ly :
"La ta taharraka  dharratun i l i a  h i  
id h n i5 L I ah. "
th a t i s :
"Not one single atom moves except 
by God's permission."
And the Messenger of God (nay God bless h in  and give
h in  peace 1) says:
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"K hayrih i wa s h a rr ih i n in a ’L la h i T a *a la . M
that is:
" Its  good and i t s  e v i l  are fro n  God."
Though, everything is  fro n  H in, yet [ i t  cones to pass] 
in  accordance w ith  the nature o f the P o te n t ia lit ie s  
of the Known w ith in  His Knowledge, fo r  the P o te n tia l­
i t ie s  o f the Known are the nany and variegated  Pre­
d ispositions o f His Essence. But His Essence is  
not nany -  I t  is  pure fron  a l l  P red isposition  and 
conception." The Doctors of Theology say: " I f
th is  is  so then W ill and Power are useless, as things  
cone to ho by v ir tu e  of the Law o f th e ir  P o te n t ia l i t ie s ,  
and not by v ir tu e  o f W ill and Power." The People 
of the Path say: "W ill and Power are ever-present -
th e ir  existence is  e te rn a l -  but His W ill and Power 
work in  accordance w ith  the P o te n t ia lit ie s  o f the 
Known, fo r  the P o te n t ia lit ie s  o f the Known are His 
P red ispositions. I f  He changes then then His Greatness 
perishes, fo r  His Greatness is  His P erfec tio n  -  and 
th is  cannot be a lte re d . I f  He changes [H is Greatness] 
then His P erfec tio n  perishes.
(53 ) The analogy is  likened to a person w ith  a b e au ti­
fu l  face. He nakes a lte ra tio n s  upon h is  beauty by 
v irtu e  o f h is  w i l l  and power; th a t is ,  he perfects
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his eyebrows, or stra ightens his nose, or le v e ls  
his lip s  ~ a l l  th is  he does in  accordance w ith  
wisdom. I f  [ th is  is  done] w ithout wisdon h is p erfec tio n  
is  destroyed. Another analogy is  l ik e  the king who 
is  complete in  power. He can e ffe c t changes in  h is  
power; he can transform the elephant in to  a horse, 
or the horse in to  an elephant; or he can transform  
the goat in to  a dog, or the dog in to  a goat. [2J]
But he refuses to e ffe c t changes in  h is  power [ in  
the manner described], since i f  he e ffe c ts  such 
changes h is p e rfe c tio n  is  destroyed. I t  were as though 
what already is  is  not yet p erfec t -  and only ju s t 
now th a t he w il ls  to b ring  fo rth  h is  p e rfe c tio n  and 
power. Comprehend th is  w e llIu
(54) I t  is  incumbent upon us to have fa i th  in  [the  
existence o f] His P red ispositions, A ttr ib u te s , Acts, 
and a llus ions  re fe r r in g  to Hin such as Heaven and 
H e ll ,  the torment in  the grave the to rtu re s  o f H e ll 
and Reckoning on the Bay o f Resurrection. Although 
a l l  these possess no re a l existence, i t  is  incumbent 
upon us to have fa i th  in  th e i r ie a l i t y .  Whosoever 
deviates from b e l ie f  in  these, his place is  w ith  
Majesty and the I r r e s is t ib le  One, and he w i l l  reap 
the punishments, and he becomes an unbeliever -  God
7 3 4
preserve us fron such.* But whosoever has faith in 
these, he is a believer and his place is with Beauty 
and the Gracious One and the One Who gives Strength. 
But God knows besti
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Bab’l-sabi1 fi bayani’l-’Ishq wa’l-Shukr.
Chapter Seven 
On an exposition of Love and Gratitude
(55 ) Know that Love ranks highest among all the nohle 
184-1ranks, for Love cann&t be achieved by personal
endeavour except through the grace of God the 
_ _ . 1842Exalted. The sign appertaining to those who
love is the fearlessness of death. If one fears 
death then one is not in love, for death is the 
desire of those who love. As the Messenger of God 
(may God bless him and give him peace’) says:
’Man mat a mina’l-fishqi faqad mata shahldan. ”
that is:
’Whosoever dies of excessive love has died 
a martyr's death.”
The Messenger of God (may God bless him and give him
peace!) says:
1841. Cp. Abu Sa’Id ibn Abl’l-Khayr:
”In search of martyrdom the Ghazls go 
To fight Faith’s battles: do they then
not know
That martyred lovers higher rank, as slain 
by hand of Friend, and not by hand of Foe?" 
(Literary history of Persia, vol. II, p. -264, (5 ) -
1842. Cf, §u^wirT, Kaa^T^aTIRaEy^, pp. 304-313*
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1 Nan 1 ashiq a wa 'ushiqa fa mat a mina’l- 
Ishqi fa qad mat a sb.ab.Idan. "
fiMrrrffiinilkurnTM-wmi ■imai.mg nfdrfiiiirnfc  ..  nimw ■ f i  in hi.m  i n w M w m ^ i u m  miiim
that is:
"Whosoever loves passionately and truly 
anddies of that love, verily he has died 
a martyr1s death."
And the People of the Path say:
"Al-'ishqu 'aduwwu’l-1aqli".
that is:
"Love is the foe of Reason" 
because reason desires life, love desires death;
[24] reason desires the hoarding of wealth, love 
desires the casting away of wealth; reason desires 
to become king and minister, love desires to become 
poor; reason desires physical well-being, love desires 
infirmity; reason desires worldly loftiness, love 
desires lowliness; reason desires being well fed, 
love desires hunger; reason desires a high position, 
love desires a low position - this is the reason why 
the People of the Path say: 'Love is the foe of
Reason.1 As in the case of a person who wishes to do 
battle with a hundred men, reason cautions him: Do
1843. Reason here means discursive knowledge; it does 
not refer to the intellect.
not f ig h t  them, you are one and they ard many, how 
can you f ig h t  them?; but Love w i l l  urge him: You
must not fe a r anyone! As God the Exalted says:
Idha (i a ’ a arialuhum la  yas ta ’khiruna
- — - 1844sa'atan  wa la  yastaqdimun.
th a t is :
And when th e ir  term comes, they  
cannot remain behind the le a s t  
w h ile , nor can they precede ( i t ) ,
(56) The reason why they [ i . e .  the lovers o f God]
desire death is  because the Messenger o f God (may
God bless him and give him peace) says:
"Al~mawtu cj is r u ’ l~ b.ablbi j ig  h ab lb in . "
th a t is :
"Death is  the bridge th a t un ites the lover  
w ith  the Beloved,"
And the Messenger o f God (may God bless him and give
him peace!) says fu rth e r:
"Mutu qabla an tamutu. "
th a t i  s :
"Die before you die,"
Eurthermore God the Exalted says:
1844. Qur’an, 7:34,
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Qul in  kanat lakumu’ l-dih?u?l-a k h ira tu  
'in d a ’L la h i k h a lisatan min dun i?l-n a s i  
fa  tamannu*1-mawta in  kuntum sa d iq ln * '^ ^
that is:
Say (0 Muhammad): I f  the abode o f the
H ereafter w ith A llah  is  s p e c ia lly  fo r  you 
to the exclusion o f the people, then request 
death i f  you are t r u th fu l.
(57) The meaning o f [seeking] death is  not committing 
suicide w ith  weapon or poison; [253 the meaning of 
death here is  to surrender one1s s e lf  absolutely  to 
God through t a j r ld  and t a f r ld . Taj r id  and ta f r ld  
mean 'disentanglem ent1 and 'is o la t io n ' resp ec tive ly  -  
th a t is ,  disentaglement from home, wealth and compan­
ionship w ith kings and m in isters; and is o la tio n  from 
the company of men. T a jr id  is  disentanglement from 
s e lf  and t a f r ld  is  is o la tio n  w ith God -  th a t is ,  the 
negation o f s e lf  and the a ffirm a tio n  o f God. This 
is  indeed the r e a l i t y  [underlying the meaning] of 
[the words]: 'There is  no god hut God, One, without 
p artn er, fo r  by 'p a rtn er' to God the Glorious
and Exalted is  p rec ise ly  meant one's s e lf .  When one
184-5• Ib id . , 2:94-. 
184-6. Qur *'an 6:163.
y jg
is disentangled from self, one is isolated, and after 
being isolated one attains to love and intoxication.
The lover who has attained isolation from self is not 
afraid of tigers (one who is under the sway of reason 
is afraid of tigers), elephants, snakes and the fire 
(only one who is swayed by reason is afraid of all 
these). This is why the People of the Path say:
'Reason is the foe of Love.'
(56) One who is enamoured of G-od does not fear Hell,
184-7nor hopes for Paradise. God alone is his sole desire. ( 
If one possesses such qualities one is then truly 
enamoured of God, But if one does not possess such 
qualities, one is still merely enamoured of rice and 
not GodI One who is enamoured of God is not conscious 
of his self, how can such a one be conscious of wealth 
and food?
(59) As for those who could not contain the secret 
of their love and are wont to burst forth - like the 
Mawlana of Rum who exclaimed:
184-7» Cj>. Rabi'ah al-'Adawiyyah and 'Abdu’ l-L a h  Angarl, 
in  Nicholson, R .A ,, Mystics o f Islam , London,
1965± Chapter IV ,
As ]Jafiz would say:
Ror him pure Love is  only known 
Who leaves both worlds fo r  God alone.
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"Han khuda ami Man khuda am !
Han khuda am! "
that is:
" I am God! I  am God! I  am God!” -  
such exclamations or utterances are provoked "by 
in to x ic a tio n  and not by th e ir  hearts ' d es ire . Simi­
la r ly ,  i t  is  the same in  the case o f Shaykh [26]
Mansur a l -g a l la j  who u ttered : " I am the Truth!"
We must not im ita te  th e ir  utterances fo r  we are not 
in  the s ta te  of being overwhelmed (by love) [maghluhu’ l  
h a l ] . But i f  we are t ru ly  enamoured and in to x ica ted  -  
not being able any more to contain our secrets -
whatever we say o f such utterances w i l l  not be s in fu l.
Comprehend th is  w e ll!
(60) This book o f seven chapters is  composed by
*■ r — t- “i 184-8Darwish ^amzah [5’ansuri] as an Adornment fo r
Lovers in  order th a t servants of God may not fin d
d i f f ic u l t y  in  seeking knowledge, fo r  in  th is  book
184-9is  elucidated J exce llen t knowledge and works.
(61) There is  nothing amiss [ in  the book]. But 
whosoever transcribes [o r makes copies of] th is  book,
D848. Darwish, Persian fo r  an ascetic § u fl -  one who 
goesHbegging from door to door.
184-9* L i te r a l ly :  mentioned.
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l e t  him v e r ify  them twice or th r ic e , so th a t the 
le t te rs  and the sentences may not exceed or f a l l  
short [o f my in te n tio n s ]* Should they exceed or 
f a l l  short, then the meanings perish .
God knows best I 
f in is
The date o f completion o f copying th is  “book f a l ls  on 
the forenoon of Tuesday the 9th o f Rajah in  the  
Year o f the f l ig h t  o f the Prophet (may God bless him 
and give him peace J) One Thousand One Hundred and 
S ixteen. God knows b e s t i ^ ^
1850. This is  the note_of the copyist, who completed 
copying the Sharab on the forenoon (duT^a) of 
6th November~T70^ 7 th is  being the equivalent 
C h ris tian  date of the Muslim one given above, 
fo r  the conversion of Muslim and C h ris tian  dates 
consult G.S.P. freem an-G renville1s usefu l book 
The Muslim and C h ris tian  calenders, Oxford 
Hiii’versTty PresnT^LonSnnT^l9£>3
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CHAPTEK XII.
The Adept
■by
§amzah Fangurr 
[Leiden Text Cod. Or. 7291 ( I I I ) ]
[110] In  the Name o f God, the In f in i t e ly
Good, the Ever M e rc ifu l. 
Praise be to God,
The Lord of the Worlds.
And r ig h t recompense be
Upon those who are God-fearing
And sa lu tations  be upon His Messenger
Muhammad,
And h is Followers a l l .
(1 ) Know, 0 Seeker, th a t the Messenger o f God (may
God bless him and give him peace!) says:
"Man nazara i l a  shay*in  wa lam y a ra ’Llaha  
fT.hi fa  huwa bafri lu n . "
th a t is :
"Whosoever sees a th ing  and does not see 
God w ith in  i t ,  he is  w orth less." [ I l l ]
'A l l  (may God be w e ll pleased w ith  h im !) says:
"M a[ra]»aytu shay*an i l i a  wa r a ’ a y tu ’Llaha
f i h i . "
th a t i s :
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"I see no thing except that I see God within
it."
The Prophet (may God bless him and give him peaceJ) 
says:
"Man 1 arafa nafsalru fa qad 1 araf a rabbahu. "
that is:
"He who knows his self knows his Lord."
(2) The meaning of knowing his Lord and knowing his
self is this: the Self of the Hidden Treasure is
[none other than] his self, and every thing is in
God's Knowledge. Like the seed and the tree; the
tree in that one seed, although not seen, yet exists
within the seed. Shaykh Jun[ay]d (may God be well
pleased with himl) says:
"Kana’Llahu wa lam yakun ma'ahu shay’un 
[Buwa’]1-ana kama kana."
that is:
"God was, and there was not with Him any 
thing, [He] is now as He was then."
This is the reason why 'All (may God be well pleased
with himl) says:
''Mii ra’aytu shay*an ilia wa ra’ar/tu’Llaha
flhi."
(3) But do not see [in this expression something] 
analogous to wet cloth and water for the cloth is
distinct fron the water [saturating it]* God Most 
Glorious and Exalted is pure from such similitude!
But if [the relationship is] likened to that of the 
sea and its waves, it is permissible - as the verse 
says:
"Fa’l-babru bahrun ’ala ma kana fl qidami 
inna’l-bawaditha amwatjun wa anharu 
la yabcjibannaka as[h]kalun tushakiluha 
’an man tashakkala flha fahiya astaru* M
that is;
’’The sea is the sea, as it was before,
18*51The ’new’  ^ are waves and rivers;
Let not forms that resemble them veil thee, [112] 
For the shapes they form are but veils*"
But [the waves] exist together with the eternal sea*
As the hemistich [says];
[Darya kuhan chu bar zand maw 31 nu 
Maw.jish khwanand u dar haqlqat daryast] ^
[that is:]
The sea is eternal; when it heaves 
It is called 'waves1 - but in reality
they are the sea* ~
for sea and waves are one* As God Most Exalted says:
1851* I*e* events; produced; creation* 
1852* Bee text note H460*
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Wa’Llahu bikulli shay’ in muh.lt * -^53
that is:
God embraces every thing.
The Messenger of God (may God bless him and give him 
peace I) says:
1 Ana mina * L1ahi wa ’ 1 ~ * al amu minni. "
that is:
I am from God; the world is from me."
Like the sun and its light and its heat; their names
are three, their reality is one. It is as the
symbolic allusion of the Messenger of God (may God 
bless him and give him peace!):
"Man 'arafa nafsahu fa gad ’arafa rabbahu."
that is:
"Whosoever knows his self knows his Lord."
(4) His self, although it has acquired name and
form, in its reality has no form and name. It is 
just as the reflection in the mirror; it has form 
and name, [but it has no reality]. As the Prophet 
(may God bless him and give him peace!) says: 
"Al-mu*minu mir*atu’l-mu’min."
that is:
1855* Qur’an 4-1:54.
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"The Faithful is a mirror unto the faithful*” 
The meaning [of Faithful here] refers to God's Name
IQ 54
Mu * min.  ^ Hence His slave from among the elect
is also called Mu*min, Such being the case, he is 
together with his Lord, for the slave is not separate 
from his Lord and the Lord is not separate from His 
slave.
(5) As God Most Exalted says:
Wa huwa ma1 akum aynaraa kuntum.
that is:
He is with you wherever you may be.
And [113] further God Most Exalted says;
Thalathatin ilia huwa rabi'uhum wa la 
khamsatin ilia huwa sadisuhum wa la 
adna min dhalika wa la akthara ilia 
huvir a ma 'ahum. ^ 5  & " ~
that is:
[There is no secret counsel between] three 
but He is the fourth of them, nor between 
five but He is the sixth of them, nor 
between less than that nor more but He is 
with them wheresoever they are*
As God says:
1854. Of. Qur’an 59:23* 
1855* Qur’an 57:4.
1856* Qur’an 58:7 •
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Wa natinu aqrabu ilayhi nin liabli’ l-warld.
n n  i iI m h i i  ,m f  iihihi *  ■w i i w i i f i i i m  ■ mu tmlIIiimu mi—
that is:
We are nearer to him than his neck veins,
(6) Harken, 0 Seeker I - He is with you^ ^  [means
that He is] neither outside nor inside nor above nor
below nor to the left nor to the right - [He is free]
from six directions. As God Most Exalted says:
Wa huwa’l~awwahu wa’1-akhiru wa’I-gahiru 
wa’1-batinu. ^
that is:
He is the First and the Last and the 
Outwardly Manifest and the Inwardly Hidden,
Further, it is like the analogy of a tree - an orange
*i Q£ir\
tree or any other tree. Its leaves are different, 
its branches are different, its flowers are different 
its fruits are different, its roots are different.
In reality all these are none other than the orange. 
Though its names and forms and colours are variegated, 
[its] reality is one. Such being the case, it is most 
desired that all gnostics know God Most Exalted
1857. Qur’an 50:15*
1858. I.e. Wa huwa ma’akum ... (Qur’an 57:4-).
1859. ^ur’” 577T:----“ -----
1860. I.e. leaves, branches, flowers, fruits, roots 
are each of then different in their outward 
appearances fron the other.
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according to tho symbolic allusion of the Messenger 
of God (God bless hin and give hin peace!): Man
1arafa nafsahu fa qad !arafa rabbahu as mentioned 
before,
(7) The saying of the Messenger of God [114-3 [men­
tioned before] must be understood as a symbolic 
expression. Although from the point of view of the 
Law the forms of phenomena are varied, yet from the 
point of view of the Truth they are one. As the 
Lam1at says:
C Yarl daram ki tjism~u-tjan gurat ust 
Chi tjism u chi ,jan jjumlah .jihan gurat ust 
Har surat khub u ma!na paklzah 
Kandar nazr man ayad an gurat ust]
that is;
I have a beloved whose form is body and soul, 
What is body, what is soul? - the sum of the
world is his form;
All beautiful forms and pure meanings - 
All things that come to your sight - these
too are none but his form.
As [God] Most Exalted says:
Fa aynama tuwallu fa thamma waejhu*Llah,
1861. See text note 1M-7 q- „
1862. Qur’an 2:X09.
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that is:
Wheresoever you may turn there is the
Essence of God.
The analogy is like milk and butter; their names are
two, but their reality is one. In the final analysis
the milk disappears [when it is] churned - the butter
alone remains.
(8) There is no such thing as transformation,
as the Messenger of God (God bless him and give him
peace!) says:
"Man 1arafa nafsahu bi*l-fana7i fa qad 
1arafa rabbahu bi’l-baqa’i.u
that is:
"Whosoever knows his self through 
extinction he then knows his Lord through 
subsistence in Him (and he is one with 
his Lord)."
It is just as knowing [the relation between] the 
spirit and the body; [the spirit] neither pervades 
the body nor is within the body nor outside the body*
1863. Sekali sekali tiada bertukar* This conveys
the meanilig tliat the creature does not undergo 
a transformation to Creator - there is no 
transformation of nature. Man as such is Man 
and God is God; only when Man realizes his true 
self through gnosis, he then knows that he is 
one with God.
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Such is the case with God; [he is] neither upon the 
Universe nor within the Universe nor outside the 
Universe, The analogy is like unto the gen of a 
ring and its brilliance; its brilliance is neither 
within the gen nor outside the gen,
(9) Hence 'All (may God be well pleased with him!) 
says:
"Ha ra’aytu shay’an ilia wa ra’aytu’Llaha
fIhi*"
that is:
"I see nothing but that [1153 I see God
within it*"
Mansur gallaj too, from excessive love, utters:
"Ana? l-gaqp,!"
that is:
" I am the Truth!"
Ba Yazld too utters in the same vein:
"Subfcanl ma a'gama sha’nli"
that is:
"Glory be to me - how great is my glory!" 
Shaykh Junayd Baghdadi also utters:
"Laysa fl jubbatl siwa’Llahl"
that is:
"There is none in my cloak other than God!"
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Sayyid Naslnl^^also utters:
"Inal ana? LI ah.!1
that is:
"Verily I am God!"
Has'udI also utters in Persian:
"Anchih haraan dhat hud 
baz haman dliat shud."
that is:
"God's Essence Eternal is my essence now."^^
And the Hawlana of Rum says:
"When the world was not, I was;
When Adam was not, I was;
When nothing was yet existent, I was,
1 Qaa
loving my own eternity."
Bee text note 14-80.
The literal translation of Mas'udl's words is this 
"That which was the Very Essence, has now again 
hecome the Very Essence,"
The text omits the Persian verse, and I have 
not been able to obtain it from the Javanese 
text as the text is obscure. I have not been 
able to trace the original Persian, but most 
probably the verse in question is the same one 
rendered by Ha&land Davis:
"I was on that day when the Names were not,
Nor any sign of existence endowed with name,
By me Names and Named were brought to view 
On the day when there^was not "1^ and "Weri" 
(The Persian mystics, Jalalu’d-Dln Rumi, London,
iW T p . 52). '— * ~— — ------ -
1864-.
1865.
1866.
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And the Sulfan of the Lovers, Shaykh 'All Abu’l-
Wafa*1^ ^  says:
T'Kullu*l~wu;judi wu;juduhu la tushrikanna
bihi? 1 "-nil ah
Fa idlia nagarta lahu hilii fa
fa la
s.jud hunaka
junah
that is:
you
The Gulshan says:
"Every heing is His Being; do not make a
partner between Him and the beautiful*
If you see Him through Him, then prostrate
yourself there and no sin will be upon 
,,1868
"0 Musulmani if you only knew what idols are, 
You would assuredly know that the true path 
is to worship idols*
If the Polytheist only knew his idols truly,
1867* A disciple of 'Umar ibnu*l-Fari£, the renowned
Arab mystic poet. See Brockelmann, C., Geschichte 
der Arabischen Litteratur, Leiden, 1898-1942\
GAli II, 120, and! S ll, p* 14-9(11)*
1868* I*e. 'If you see Him in the beautiful through 
His Sight then you may prostrate yourself 
before the beautiful one and no sin will be 
upon you for doing so.1
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How would he [116] becone erroneous in 
his religion?^k9
(10) For this reason Shaykh ' Aynu’l-Qu£at 
worshipping a dog, says: "Hadha rabbi" - that is:
"This is my Lord!" - for he does not see the dog, 
it is only his Lord that he sees. It is just as a 
person looking into a mirx'or; only the face reflected 
therein is seen by him, the mirror vanishes from his 
sight, for the World [, like the mirror] to his 
sight is like unto a reflection, it possesses form, 
but has no reality. The attribute related of the 
Truth Most Exalted is not the attribute related of 
ourselves because we see [Ilin] with a veiled seeing*
As the Messenger of God (may God bless him and give 
him peace I) says: "Man 'arafa nafsahu fa qad 'arafa
rabbahu," - and this is to be understood as a symbolic 
allusion. In reality He is the One Who is Known, 
and He is the One Who knows.
1869* See Shabistarx, p. 84:
If tlie Musulman but knew what is faith,
He would see that faith is idol-worship.
If the polytheist only knew what idols are, 
How would he be wrong in his religion?
The Persian text is on p. 51i lines 5-6.
1870. GAL. S I ± gp. 674-675(18): !AynuTl-Qu^at
al-Hamadani.
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(11) As the Messenger of God (nay God bless bin and 
give him peace!) says:
MMan 1 arafa’Llaha frnla lisanuChu] . u
that is:
"Whosoever knows God his tongue becomes 
drawn out."^^
At first one begins by "understanding "whosoever knows
his self"; after attaining to "knows his Lord," then
there is only His Self [and one is not there at all]•
The Prophet of God also said:
"Man 'arafa’Llaha kalla lisanuChu]."
that is:
"Whosoever knows God, his tongue becomes 
exhausted" (meaning: speech becomes
impossible).
(12) Similarly, what Shaykh Mu^yl’l-Din fArabI (may
God sanctify his secret!) says is an allusion to
"whosoever knows his self knows his Lord." Verse
"Al-haqqu 1 aynu* l~khalqi in kunta dha ' ayni 
wa’I-khalqu 1aynu?l-haqqi in kunta dha Taqli 
wa in kunta dha faynin wa *aqlin fi na tara 
fa huwa !aynu shay’in waliadin flhi ilia
bi’l-shakli,"
[117] that is, the real meaning of what Mu^ iyx ’ 1-Din
1871. I»£* exhausted in its attempt to describe.
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says refers to the being of His slave:
"If you have eyes, the creatures (slaves)
are God's manifestation;
If you have intelligence, everything you
see is God's Being.
[And if you have eyes and intelligence in
what you see,
Then He is the Being of one thing in Him, 
with the exception of forms]
As God Most Exalted says:
Wa huwa ma'akum aynama kuntuno ^ ^
that is:
And He is with you wherever you may be. 
Eurther, the saying of Shaykh Mu£tyl51-Din ibn 'ArabI - 
Verse:
"Kunna frurufCan] 'aliyatin lam nu[n]qal 
Muta!alliqatin bi *1-dari 1ala*1-qulal.
Kuntu ana [anta] fihi wa nahnu anta [wa
anta] huwa
1872. Hamzah here is not translating the verse,
but interpreting it. Literally the verse means: 
The Truth is the Being of Creation - if you 
have eyes [to see];
And Creation is the Being of the Truth - 
if you have intelligence [to perceive]. 
laid if you have eyes and intelligence in 
what you see,
Then [you will see that] He is the Being 
of one thing in Him with the exception of 
forms.
1873# Qur’an 57:A.
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Fa’l-kullu fl huwa huwa fa* s*al !an man
wagal .rT
that is:
"We were Lofty Letters unmoved
Attached to our Abode in the Mountain Peak
I was You within It, and We were You, and
You were He
Everything is in 'He is He' - ask of those
*1874 in union*. " r
(13) 0 Seeker! - to know [the meaning of] "whosoever
knows his self ..." is not to know the heart and 
lungs, and it is not to know the limbs. The meaning 
of "whosoever knows his self ..." is this: that his
being and the Being of his Lord is one and the same.
As Shaykh [Junayd] Baghda[di] (God's mercy be upon
him!) says:
"Lawnu’l-ma’i lawnu ina’ihi."^75
that is:
"The colour of the water is the colour of 
the vessel containing it."
And it is as the verse in the Lam1 at:
"Laqad batanta fa lam taghar li dhl bagari 
Wa kayfa yudraku man bi’l-'ayni mustatiru.
1874** Op, Shabistarl, pp. 29-32; 45-47. 
1875* <3f« Lama i at, p. 334*
1876. Lamafat, Lam'at XIII, p. 343*
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that is:
"Thou art hidden and art not manifest to 
those possessed of sight,
And how can He Who is veiled by His Being
[118] be seen?"
Further Shaykh Mu£yl’1-Din says:
"In ruktu bitalabihi lam yanqadi safari 
In ;ji’tu [ila] hadrihi wahishta fi bajri 
La ana [a]rahu wa la yanfakku min bagarl 
Wa fi gLamiri wa la yalqahu fi 'umrl •"
that is:
"If I go seeking Him my journey would
not end,
If I approach His Presence, He escapes
me;
I see Him not, and yet He is never out
of my sight 
And He is in my self, and yet my sight
meets Him not in my life."
For this reason Shaykh Jun[ay]d (Godfs mercy be upon
him!) says:
"Wujuduka dhanbun la yuqasu bihi dhanbun
that is:
Cakbaru] .
"Thy existence is a sin with which no sin 
can be compared."
1877. Of. Kashf al-Mafrjub, p. 297.
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(14-) When you [still think that you] are one being 
and the Truth Most Exalted is another being, then 
it follows that you are a "partner unto Him, " for the
Truth Most Exalted is "waticia.hu la sharlka lahu"^^^^ ~
meaning: "there is no partner unto Him" and this
means that there is no other Being than That of the
Truth Most Exalted, like the analogy of the sea and
its waves. As God Most Exalted says:
Fa aynama tuwallu fa thamma wajhu’Llah.^ -^9
that is:
[Wheresoever ye turn your face there is] 
the Essence of God.
And Mawlana !Abdu’l-Ragman Jami (God!s mercy be upon
himj) says: Verse:
"Ham sayah u ham nishln u ham rahu hamah ust
— —* «•■ 1 ftftO
[Par dalaq, gada u[dar]atlas shahi hamah ust]
Par anchuman farq nihan khanah u jam1[hamah
ust]
Bi’Llahi hamah ust thumma bi’Llahi hamah
that is:
1878. Qur’an 6:163.
1879. Qur’an 2:109.
1880. Nothin the text, see text, p. 118, and notes tSQg^
1881. bawa’ ih, p. 25. The Persian text is mis sing.
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nIn neighbour, friend and travelling companion
- all is He,
In the veils of beggars and in the robes of 
kings - all is He [119]9
In union and in separation, in the cell of 
seclusion and in the house of congregation - 
all is He,
By God all is He, by God all indeed is 
He i"1882
(15) The analogy is like a seed within which is a
tree complete* At first there is only that one
seed, but after the tree had grown out of it, the
seed vanishes - only the tree is seen. [The tree grows]
having different colours and is [productive of]
varying tastes, yet originally it grows out of that
one seed. As God Host Exalted says:
... Yusqa bi ma’in wabidin wa nufaddilu
ba!j.aha !ala ba'din fl? l~ukuli.^'^^
that is:
... they are watered with one water; and
We make some of them to excel others in
fruit.
The analogy is like rain water in a growth of plant.
1882. Eor Whinfield's translation of the text see 
above p. 759 snd note 14*5 
1885* Qur’an 15:4-. See also Asrar, p.550335; 
Sharab, p.i6CGs5«.
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It is the water that permeates all and has varying
tastes; in lemon, sour; in sugar-cane, sweet; in
the marnbu plant, hitter; each to its own taste* But
the real essence of all these [tastes] is the water*
Another analogy is like the sun and its rays* If
it shines upon flowers and scandalwood the rays do
not partake of the fragrance* If it were to shine
1 884-upon foul things, the same would he the case*
Do not entertain douht in this matter, for doubt 
is a veil*
(16) Since He is present both in the theatre of
manifestation of Majesty as well as in the theatre
of manifestation of Beauty, His Name is then the
Perfect One* The Name One Who gives Strength, the
Name Graceful One; [the Name One Who Subdues and]
the Name Irresistable One each is not separate [from
the theatres of manifestation] . "Polytheism"^^
too is a theatre of His manifestation. As Shah .
Ni'matu’Llah (may God sanctify his secret!) says:
[120] Pa’aytu?Llaha fi 1aynl bi Taynihi 
Wa * aynl 1aynuhu faPngur hi faynihi
1884-. Of. Lawa*ih , p* 36. See also above, p. 37• 
1885* PolylTheTsm here to he taken in the mystical 
sense.
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gablbI 'inda ghayrx ghayru 1aynl 
Wa 1 indl 1 aynuhu min haythu 1 aynihi.1t
that is:
”1 see God in my being through His Bight, 
My being is His Being, see with His Bight; 
My Beloved is, from the point of view of
that which is other than me, is other than
my being,
And from my point of view His Being and 
my being are one.r' ^ ^
Such, then, the true understanding of '’whosoever
knows his self knows his Lord” is the beginning
[of man’s ascent to God],
(17) God the Glorious and Exalted says:
— — —« 1 O O O
Wa'Llahu khalaqakum wa ma ta’malun.
that is:
God Glorious and Exalted creates you and 
what you do,
God Glorious and Exalted says further:
Ma min dabbatin ilia huwa akhidhun
1836. Shah Ni’matu'Llah, Divan (op, cit.), p. 604.
In gamzali's texts the last worH"~T aynihi reads:
* aynl,
1887* The 'last line of the verse is not translated
literally by gamzah. But the meaning is main­
tained in the manner meant by the author,
1888. Qur'an 57:94.
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bi nasiyatiha inna rabbi 'ala girafrin 
mustaqlm .
that is:
There is no living creature hut He grasps 
it by its forelock. Surely my Lord is on 
the right path.*^^
Furthermore the Prophet (may G-od bless him and give
him peace!) says:
”La hawla wa la quwwata ilia bi’Llahi 
’ 1-1 ayliyyi ’ 1-1 aglm. "l5 >^1
that is:
1892nThere is no majesty J and there is no 
might save in God, the Exalted, the Great.”
And the Prophet (may God bless him and give him peace!)
says further:
"La tatabarraka dharratun ilia bi idhni’Llah.1
that is:
Not one single atom moves except by God's 
will."18,55
[And the Prophet (may God bless him and give him
1889. Qur’an 11:56*
1890. Por a mystical interpretation of this verse, 
see Burckhardt, p.S3,
1891. Qur ’ ah‘T8:'W.
1892. See note >
1893. The word gerak: volitive movement, here means 
will.
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peace I) says further:]
"Iihayrihi wa sharrihi mina’Llahi ta'ala•"
that is:
"The good and the evil come from God Most
Exalted.”
As God [121] Most Exalted says;
—  —  _  _  _  _ 189A
Wa ma tasha’una ilia an yasha’a’Llah. y
that is:
And none wills except by God's will.
(18) All these proofs [from the Qur’an and the 
Traditions serve as symbolic allusions to [the meaning 
of] "Whosoever knows his self knows his Lord”.
Apart from this there is no other [symbolic allusion 
that they refer to]. Bhaykh Mu^yl’l-Dln ibmu’l- 
'Arabl (may God sanctify his mighty secretI) says:
Verse:
"garamun 'ala’l-'ushshaqi an yashhadu’l-siwa
idha kana wajhu’l-haq.qi [bi’l-nuri] sha'sha'a 
ma dha aqulu wa ant a wahduka lam yaku 
ahadun siwaka fa id a siwaka fa ka’l-haba.”
that is:
"It is forbidden to the Lovers to see other 
than He,
1894• Qur’an 76:30; 81:29.
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When the Being of the (Truth shines with a 
light resplendent;
What do I say, Thou being One, there is none 
other than Theei
And what is other than Thee but are as dust 
that rise and disappear? " ^ ^ 5
As G-od Most Exalted says:
Kullu yawmin huwa fi sha’n .
that is:
Every day He is in some state of activity.
(19) That is to say, His external manifestations
are many [but the Essence is not many] and is not
subject to change, for
Huwa’l-awwalu wa’l-akhiru wa’l-zahiru 
wa’l-batinu.
that is:
He is the Eirst and the Last, the Outwardly 
Manifest and the Inwardly Hidden
His Eirstness is unknown, His Lastness is endless,
His Outward Manifestness is most concealed, and His
Inward Hiddenness is unattainable; He sees Himself
through Himself, He sees Himself through His Essence,
1895* I unable to trace this. Probably from the 
Diwan,
1896. Qur* an 55:29*
1897. Qur’an 57:3*
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His Attributes, His Acts and His Effects, Though 
in name they are four, yet in reality they are one.
As Shaykh [122] Mu£yi’1-Din says:
nTatjalll hi dhatihi fi dhatihi.n
that is:
"He reveals Himself through His Essence 
to His Essence."
Furthermore Imam Muhammad Ghazzall (God's mercy "be
upon himj) says:
"In 'alam azust beust hal ki hamah ust."
that is:
"The world is from Him, it is of Him - 
nay, He indeed is all."
Quoted from the Klmiya-iASa1adat;
"Guft Ba Yazld: "Wujuduna minhu wa
quwwamuna hihi la far q.un baynl wa
hayna rabbi ilia hi hadha*l~martabatayn."-^^8
that is: [Ba Yazld said]:
"Our heing is from Him and our power is of 
Him; there is no distinction between me and 
my Lord except for these two degrees."
1898. Both this passage and the one Immediately preceding 
come from Ghazzall's Kimiya -i-Sa'adat, but I 
have not succeeded^iniracing_tl'iem. Uompare 
with Abu Bakr Warraq in Lama1 at, p. 348.
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Such is the symbolic expression of [the words]: 
"Whosoever knows his self knows his Lord."
(20) God, Glorious and Exalted, is without ’place' 
and without ’similitude1. How can 'place' be 
ascribed to Him when nothing exists apart from 
Him? What of 'place', 'similitude1, 'colour'?
The slave too must be without 'place', without 
similitude', without six directions, f QT 
slave's attributes are his Lord's; the desired meaning 
being that he will then arrive at [the state described 
as] o-
"Idha tamma’l-faqru fa huwa*LIaliu 
11 shuhu bi ' I shi * LI ah7" ~
that is:
"When poverty is perfect it is God indeed,
He [i.e. who is in the state of poverty] 
lives by God's Life.
As Mawlana 'Abdu’l-Ragman Jami (may God’s mercy be
upon him!) says:
["Bas bi rangist yari dilkhwah ay dil 
Qani' nashawl barangi na gah ay dil 
Agal in hamah rangaha azan birangist
1899. dimensions of space-time: front, behind,
above, below, left and right.
££• IAuap,'at, p. 352.
that is
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Man afrsanu gibghatan mina*Llahi ay dil,n]^901
"The Loved One is quite colourless,-^ *902
0 heart;
Be not engrossed with colours, then, 0
heart;
All colours come from what is colourless,
And 'who can dye so well as God’,-*-903 q
heart* "^ 904-
(21) That is to say [123] its origin is without 
colour and without form. All forms that can he 
perceived and discoursed upon are, from the point 
of view of analogy, created* Whosoever worships 
created things such as the dead, semen,-*-905 .^e 
heart and lungs, he is a polytheist for all these 
are as idols. Whosoever worships idols, he is an 
unbeliever - may God preserve us from such! But 
God knows best!
(22) Such being the case, how is it that it is 
permissible to consider [the relationship between
1901. Nothin the text. See 3716(2), p. 77? and 
Law a 9ih, Persian text, p.' 17*
1902. GdldurTess: blrangl, absence of visible or 
knowable qualities.
1903. Qur^an 2:138.
-**904. LawaPih, p. 13* The English translation is
1905. See Kramer (op* cit.) on mani. p. 102; also 
Wilkinson: maniEam.
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God and man] on tlae analogy of the sea and its waves?
As the verse says:
Fa fawwal 'alayhi la siwahu fa ’aynama 
tuwallu fa thaiama watjhu[ ’Llahi laysa
The meaning is that the colour of the glass and the 
colour of the wine is the same thing; similarly the 
colour of the wine and the colour of the glass is the
1906. Lacunae follows. See 5716(2), pp. 79-84*9 and 
explanation in the Introduction, pp. 569-377 
ahove. The words in sqixare 'Brackets are found 
in the Javanese text.
1907. Not in the text, but in), pp. 84-85•
^ee Lama1 at, Lam!at V, p Asrar, p. 56.
mubarqa!an]
[Rely on Him! there is no other than He. 
And wheresoever you turn there is the Face 
of God unveiled] ...
(23)*.* [Raqqu*l-zujatju wa raqati*l~khamru
Fatashabaha wa tashakula’l-amru
Fa ka’annama qadabun wa la khamru]
Fa ka’annama khamrun wa la qadabu
[that is:
_ 1908The glass is thin and the wine is clear], ' 
Their resemblance is indistinguishable;
As if it were wine without a cup,
And as if it were a cup without wine.
1908. Of. ZsrarT^P*
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same, and they cannot he distinguished* As the
Lam* at says:
”Al~*aynu wahidatun wa*l~]yukmu mukhtalifun 
Wa dhaka sirran li ahli’l-’ilmi yankashifun.
that is:
’’The essence is one, its colours [i.e. 
visible and knowable qualities] are many, 
This secret can be practised only by those 
who know.”^ 10
As the distich says:
’’Ma’shuq, u ’ishq u ’ashiq har sih yakyast
In ja
Chun wagalCdar na-gunjad hijran chi kar
dirad].:1911
that is:
’Beloved and Love and Lover, the three of 
them are in fact one.
When union is not there, what business is 
there for separation?”
(24-) Why is it that the nature of union and separation
is said to require two entities? In point of fact,
to the Knower, reality cannot be two. Just as the
1909. Lama1 at, Lam’at, XI, p. 34-1.
1910. IpimzaKTs translation is not literal, but the 
meaning is maintained. Literally the second 
line reads: ’And this sedret is openly revealed
to the People of Knowledge.”
1911. See Asrar, p. 28; Lama1 at, Lam’at II, p. 331.
1909
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waves and the ocean are one and the same, it is only
to outward perception that they appear as two, hut
they neither are united nor are they separated; each
is neither within nor [124] outside the other,
"Qala*l-ghawthu*l-a * zam ayyi salatin 
afflalu 'indaka ya rabbi gala*Llahu ta'ala 
§alatu*l~ladhl laysa flha siwa*l wa*l- 
musallx gha* ihun 1 anha.,f
that is:
1912Said the Great Succor: y "Which prayer is 
most incumbent for You , 0 my Lord?"
God Most Exalted said: "That prayer in
which there is no 'other' than Me and from 
which the one who prays is completely 
extinct, J,1913
It is clear [from this that] the Truth is both the
One Who is worshipped and the One Who Worships. As
- - 1914the Doctors among the §ufis ' say:
'Ma 'arafa*Llahu illa*Llah
1912. A1-Ghawth al-A'gam: the Great Succor is the 
§ufi_title givenTo Shaykh 'Abdu’l-Qadir al- 
Jaylanl, the founder of the Qadiriyyah Order 
(561/1166}.
1913. See Ghazzall on fana *, Lawa’ib, Appendix III. 
See also Lama'at, p. 342.
1914. Masha»i k h pjural of Shaykh: spiritual guide 
among the §ufls who were also generally the 
writers on doctrine.
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ma ya1lamu?Llahu ilia * LI ah 
ma yara’hlahu illa’hlah. ’
that is:
'None has gnosis of God hut God 
none knows God hut God 
none sees God hut God,1
And it is as Mawlana fAbdu? 1-Ral^man JamI says:
Hamchunin wagil nash[as]tah pech yarl ml 
kunad an ha.jr nalahai zar ta shuwad mah.jub 
u mahrum az wagl waqif an har ran.j u malal •
that is:
"The person whos is in union is like one 
who sits [in sorrow];
he tells his companion ahout his separation 
and his sighs and his tears until he becomes 
deprived from union,
he ceases [to he in union] because of his 
separation and because of his being full 
of grief.-^lp 
-rlQl6It is as Shibli y says - verse:
1915- The Persian conveys the meaning interpreted by 
gamzah: "The one who is in union is like one 
who sits before a companion lamenting and weeping 
about his separation until he becomes veiled and 
deprived from union, and remains in separation 
bearing the burden of grief and remorse,"
1916, Abu Bakr Shibli, the famous pupil of Junayd.
See Tadhkirat, etc.
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"I i m a n l ^ ^  kadafad'un sakinat~^~^ fi’l-llmi 
in liiya [fahat] mala’at
aw ^ s akat at mat at mina? I - ghammi, "-1*921
that is:
111 an like a frog that lives in the sea; 
if she opens her mouth the water will 
fill her; and if she shuts her mouth she 
will die of grief," [125]
(25) The symbolic allusion from Shaykh Safdu’l-Dln: **-922
1 if one still seeks one will not achieve, [and if one
still] looks one will not see1, is because our
endeavour is like the wind at sea. When the wind
1925ceases then the waves return to their origin, ' ^
As God Most Exalted says:
Ya ayyatuha* 1-nafsu’ 1-mutma’innatu ir.ji*! 
ila rabbiki ra&iyatan mardiyyatan fa’dkhull
The text has: ana.
The text has: yaskunu.
The text is corrupt: 'aqaha,
The text has: wa in.
See Lama’at, Lamiat XXVIII, p. 361, See also 
KalahadhT, “p Arberry has_given an English
translation of the verse in KalabadhI (loc. git,) 
Now praised be God, that"like a frog am I 
Whose sustenance the watery deeps supply 
It opens its mouth, and straightway it is
filled;
It holds its peace, and must in sorrow die.
Sa*du’1-Din Mahmud Shabistarl (720/1320), the 
author of the Gulshan-i-Raz.
Of. Shabistarly,ppu 129^ 32.
1917.
1918. 
1919- 
1920. 
1921.
1922.
1923.
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fi 1ibadl wa’dkhull ,jannati
that is:
0 soul that art at rest,
Return to thy Lord, well-pleased, well
pleasing.
So enter among My servants, 
And enter My Garden1
1925The meaning contained herein is that its J y coming
is from the sea, and its return will he also to the
that is:
'The Paradise of Ascetics is houris and
couches;
the Paradise of Lovers is the state of
TtI was a hidden treasure*'1
(26) Therein is the Abode of LoversJ They neither 
hope for Heaven nor fear Hell; for to the Lovers 
who are united [to the Beloved], the word jannat 
that is mentioned in the verse fa ’ dkhuli fI 'ihadl
1924• Qur’an 89:27-30.
1925- ’Its' refers to 'wave' or 'drop' an analogy 
refering to the soul or self.
sea *
1Jnnnatu’1-gahidina hurun wa qusurun 
jannatu’l-1ashiqxna fi mahalli kuntu
refers to the return to the state
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of f,I was a hidden treasure". Furthermore as the 
People of Allah say:
Man 1arafa’Llahu fa huwa mushrikun
that is:
Whosoever knows God becomes a polytheist.-*-926 
And again: ***92?
"Al-faqiru la yahta.ju* ila’Llah. »^928
[that is:
"One in the state of poverty stands in no
need of God."]
And again:
"Al-faqlru suwadu’l-watjhi fl’l-darayn. ”-^29
that is:
"The one who is in the state of poverty, 
his face is blackened in both worlds. l,^ 930
And again - verse:
"Ana’l-gharlqu [126] bi bahri ma lahu tarafun
 .. .  .. . . . . . . .  m at    I  . . . . . . .   n iiibiw— h . m itrntm •  ■ i » » w i>iiim i w ^ i ii ii  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  i *  w —
Ghib tu f xhi 1 ani ’ 1 ~wi ,j dani wa’1-f adan. "
1926. See below, note 194*2.
1927. See text, note 1578 : wa lahu aydan.
1928. See Lama1 at^Lara! at XX,
1929* Loc, cftT
1930. The meaning: the present world and the Hereafter
is of no concern to him; God alone is his sole 
desire. See Lama1 at, pp. 352-353> for exposition. 
1931 • 1 have not been~aBTe to trace this verse.
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that is:
And again
th a t is :
tTI  am drowned in  the sea th a t has no shore;
I  disappear in  i t  and am conscious o f n e ith e r  
'■being' nor 'n o n -b e in g "
-  verse:
"RaddadtanI bayna’ l-m an iyya ti wa’ -muna 
wa jama' ta n l bayna * 1 -1in a y a ti wa* 1 - ' ina  
wa akhadhta n l [m innl] l i  dhatika f a ’ r ta q ltu  
limustawa la  ant a f i h i  wa la  ana, sr
I  have returned from desiring  and the desired  
O bject,
And am united  from being between the Giver 
o f Grace and the one who is  graced,
And I  have returned from 'me* unto Your 
Very Essence; the three are one:
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1QZOThere is  no ’Thou' in  I t  nor ’ I 1, y
Furthermore Shaykh 'A'Jrfcar (may God be w ell-p leased
w ith  him !) says:
[Baz ba'de dar tamasha fr&rab 
tan farudandi farigfo az talab]1955
—B—i ■———W II I— I,HI JII"pW»P* W > h l»*> I J« l«» MI PH
th a t i s :
Some from among them returned, a f te r  
beholding, leaping fo r  joy; th e ir  souls 
have been given release from seeking*
And again -  verse:
1932. I have not been able to trace this verse, but 
jgamzal^ 's interpretation of the verse is clear* 
Literally the verse means:
You brought me back from between Death 
and the desired Object,
And You united me [from being] between 
[Your] Providence and the need fo r  [ i * e .  
submission to ] i t ,
And You took me from my s e lf  unto Your 
Very Essence and I  am ra ised  up 
To Your le v e l;  there is  no 'Thou1 in  I t  
nor ’ I f ,
The f i r s t  two lin e s  of the verse are the prob­
lem atic  ones as there is  a p lay  o f meanings 
in  the words maniyyah and muna, and *inayah
™  I t  Itltg  , " I,1" 1 1 " ,........... ...... .and 1 m a , which a rea e n v e d . in  each case from 
the same ro o t, In  IJamzah ’ s in te rp re ta tio n  
o f the th ird  lin e  where he says "the three  
are one” he means by "th ree” Buwa, Ant a and 
Ana: He, Thou and I .
1953. 5716(2), p. 91.
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- iq^ zl -1'Waraq sukhtah u qalain bashkun siyahi
zlr dan dliarkas
Hamln din u qiisgati 1 ishq ust ki dar daftar 
nala me-kunjad. "
that is
"The paper is burnt, the pen is broken and 
the ink spilled and the breath is drawn out. 
Such is the disposition and the tale of the 
Lover, which cannot be contained in books,u
And again:
(According to Shah M'matu’Llah1s verse:)
["ffalab afdat iradat wa bila wujud hijab ast 
wajdan muh.al namnayi waqrub wa khiyal 
hudur ghurur nafsah du dur du dur,»]1936
that is:
Seeking is a foe and desire is vain and 
existence becomes a veil, ecstacy [or the 
finding of the One] cannot be attained 
[if] it requires nearness with an 'other', 
and the thought of one who is 'present1 - 
all these are deceptions of the self and 
bring one further away [from the Truth],
(27) Such is the ultimate goal! This is what is
1934. Text corrupt: shuql,
1935- I have not been able to trace this verse.
1936. I have not been able to trace this verse and
it is impossible to reproduce it correctly
here as it is incomplete.
7 7 8
called: "Pa»1-fana 1 ani’1-fana ghayata’ 1-fana. *-*-937 
[1371 This goal can he called the World of Divinity, 
or union, or effacement. Hence Shah Mil B a r i  z l ' * "  9 58 
says:
"Bar dar dar’l-fana’i kardam sujud 
Sar bar awardam nara ru’I numud."
that is:
"I prostrate myself before the Door of 
the World of Annihilation,
I raise my head: 'Show me, Lord, Thy
Countenance1."1939
According to the expression of the people of Pasai:
'If one is not kufr, one will not meet with kufu* -
that is, by kufr is meant in Malay "covered": if
one is not covered, one will not "meet" with kufu’ -
that is to say ["equal"]. The meaning of equal is
'there is nothing higher than it', meaning: one
becomes as one was originally, as when in the state
of "I was a hidden treasure", together with one's
Lord. The analogy is like the seed in which the
1937* "Por annihilation from annihilation is the final 
goal of annihilation" - Ghazzall.
1938. Bee above ^ note is9o-
1939* The Persian of the second line reads: "I
raised ny head, He showed me His Countenance."
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tree resides; although outwardly the tree is not
194-0perceived, its reality is one with the seed* J 
For this reason Mansur [al-gallaj] says; "I am the 
Truth!” ■» and some say: "Verily I am God! " for
their [phenomenal] self^^ is no longer "seen" by 
them.
(28) This is what is meant by
"Idha tamma’1-faqru fa huwa’Llah"
meaning;
"When poverty is perfect it is God indeed" 
Thus God, Glorious and Exalted says in the Holy 
Tradition:
Nawmu’l-faqiru nawml [wa] 
ukulu’l-~faqlru ukull 
wa sharabu*l-»faqiru sharabl.
that is:
The sleep of the poor is My sleep [and] 
the food of the poor is My food and 
the drink of the poor is My drink#
And furthermore God Most Exalted says [in the Holy
tradition]:
Al-insanu sirrl wa ana sirruhu wa sifatuhu.
1940. Cp. Shabistari's analogy of the tree, Shabistarl,
p. 37. *
1941. I.£. existence (or being; adanya).
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[128] that is:
Man is My secret and I am his Secret and 
his [true] Mature,
Uways al-Qaranl says:
"Al-faqlru bayatuhu bi bayati ’Llahi 
wa ’Ishuhu hi ,Ishi[,Llah]
that is:
The life of the poor is by God’s Life and 
his sustenance is by God’s Sustenance.
It is as the saying of all the Shaykhs:
* Man ’arafa’Llahu fahuwa mushrikun 
wa man ’arafa nafsahu fa huwa kafirun.'
that is:
'Whosoever knows God is a polytheist 
and whosoever knows his self is an 
unbeliever. ■ 1942
As Shaykh Mu^yl51-Lln ibn 'Arab! says:
_ -19 zix
"Al-raa ’rifatu bijabun lahu wa lawla  ^  ^
wu,i udu * 1 -kawnayn lag ahara * 1 - ’ aynu. ”
1942. I.e. : he who knows God is a ’’polytheistM since
knowing implies the knower and the Knoira. Hence 
ma1 rifah is a veil (bi jab); he who knows his 
self is an ’’unbeliever^Because knowing his 
self to be his Lord, the Slave is non-existent.
1945. The sequence in the text is incorrect: wa lahu
lawla. Bee note#above,pp. $7 Q92) 3 166Ct432L
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that is:
1 Gnosis is a veil unto Hin, and were it 
not for the existence of the two worlds 
the Essence would he manifest.1
(29) Since seeking and gnosis and passionate love
and attachment, all of them, pertain to the creaturely
nature, when all these are absent in him, then he
is annihilated. Since his essence and his qualities
are attributes related only to God Glorious and
Exalted, when he is annihilated, slavehood, like
the wave, returns to the Sea. This is the meaning
of ’Return thou to thy origin! ’ (irji’I 11a aglihi) ; ^ ^
[and also the meaning of 'Verily we are from God and
surely to Him we will return (inna li’hlahi wa inna
ilayhi ratji 1 un)] ;-*-94-5 an(^  -^e meaning of ’everything
perishes except His Race’ (kullu shay5in halikun ilia
wajhahu)1^6 j_s also that; and the meaning of ’kullu
man ’alayha fanin wa yabqa wa(jhu rabbika dhu’l-tjalali 
- 1947wa’l-ikram' J f -  that is: Everything in it perishes,
and there remains the Essence of they Lord [129]
194-4-• Qur’an 89:28. 
194-5. Qur’an 2:156. 
194-6. Qur’an 28:88. 
194-7. Qur’an 55:26-27.
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the Lord of Majesty and Honour - is also that,
(30) If one is still conscious of one's feeling and 
thinking and sensuality, then one is still in the 
dual state, in the same manner as contemplation 
implies duality: when there is still one who
contemplates, what is contemplated must [exist];
in the like manner feeling implies the thing felt 
and the one who feels; and similarly the one who 
thinks implies the thing thought. All these are 
ascribed to a nature in the state of duality, just 
as the wave as wave and the sea as sea, the wave 
not yet merged in the sea; [when wave and sea have 
become one,] there is no "meeting" and there is no 
"seeing," This is what is meant in the expressions: 
"When poverty is perfect it is God indeed," and "One 
in the state of poverty stands in 110 need of God." 
What is meant here is nothing but annihilation from 
the very state of annihilation. But one in the 
state of annihilation - should one be conscious of 
it - then one is not yet annihilated, for one is 
still conscious of one's annihilation. In that 
case duality still holds sway over him.
(31) As Shaykh 'A*£far says:
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"Rahi wisali dost kase raygan nadld 
Zn-kas ki dldah bar du jilian dar miyan
nadld. ♦"
that is:
"No one has seen the path of union with 
the Friend for nothing,
He who has seen [that path] has not seen
1948the two worlds between*" y
Furthermore, Shaykh 'A'f'far (God's mercy be upon
him!) says:
"Tu [mabash] aglan kamali In [1503 ast
u bas
Tu du ru Icam shor wigal In [ast] u bas."
that is:
"Ho not be at all - this alone is perfection* 
Ho not be two-faced - this alone is union*" -
for the meaning of "united" excludes the notion of
"two". That is to say, when doubt and certainty
have vanished from him, then he is 'united'. This
is called 'ilmu*l-yaqln, that is, to know with
certainty; and 1aynu»1-yagin, that is, to see with
certainty; and baqqu*1-yaqin, that is, to be truly
1948. I have to thank Professor Arberry of Pembroke 
College, Cambridge, for his help in clarifying 
this verse and the one following*
784-
certain certain that his existence and the
194-9Existence of his Lord is but one* ' ' His origin 
is one and the same and his return will be to the 
One - that is, ’return thou to thy origin* (irji'1 
ila aglihi);"^^ and this is the meaning of "when 
poverty is perfect it is God indeed." But God 
knows best!
The book [entitled Huntahx]^951 ^ Q 
completed, AmenJ
194-9. Of. fAJfar and the allegory of the moths,
note _ * Eor an illuminating account of
the §uf‘i concept of certainty, see Siraj Ed- 
Din’s The book of certainty, London, 1952. 
1950. Qur,an“W?3B.
3-951 • 5716(2), p. 100.
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Passages of texts quoted in Chapter 
I from an anonymous Malay work of 
the 17th* Century (Marsden Collection 
no. 1164*8, Library, S.O * A * S • , University 
of London) rendered into ronanized 
Malay.
(i)
[108] Bab ini pada menyatakan peri mengenal 
Allah dan mengenal diri seperti sabda Rasulu’Llali 
(galla’Llahu falayhi wa sallamI): uMan 'arafa nafsahu
faqad 'arafa rabbahu;n ertinya: "Barangsiapa mengenal
dirinya, naka sanya mengenal Tuhannya" - kerana 
wujud Tuhannya dengan wuqud dirinya ini esa jua.
Maka erti sebenar-benar pengenal akan diri itu [109] 
dikenalinya adanya tatakala lagi dalam !ilmu Allah 
itu; ya’nl bahwa dikenalnya dirinya maflum Allah 
yang dalam 1ilmuUya. Apabila dikenalnya dirinya 
bahwa ia ma’lum Allah itu ~ maka ina'lum Allah itu 
netiasa wa§il dengan 1 ilmu [Allah], dan filmu Allah 
itu netiasa wasil dengan wuqud Allah - nischaya 
diperolehnyalali nisbat daripada Allah [110] dan 
dikenalnyalah jalan keesaannya dengan Allah Sub^anahu 
wa Tafala. Seperti firman Allah la'ala; Wa fl
787
-  -  1952anfusikum afa la tubgirun; ortinya: Dalam diri
kamu jua - maka ’ngapa kamu tiada nelihat Dia? Kata
Shaykh ]Jamzah:
Kenali dirimu., hai anak jamui 
Jangan luga akan diri kamu*
'Ilmu Tpnqiqat yogya^kau raiau*^
Supaya terkenal a'la adamu.
[111] Ya'nl jika demikian, hendaklah bagi barangsiapa
menchari 'ilmu ma'rifat Allah [supaya mengetahui]
tetaplah ia dalam sebenar-benar dirinya itu, dan
kembali diri yang gahir ini pun kepada sebenar-benar
diri yang bat in itu jua. Kata Shaykh IJamzah:
Jika sungguli kamu sekalian Jalibun*
Kepada Kuntu Kanzan pergi raji'un.
Dengan kaqlqat diri yogya 'ashiaun - 
Inilah ma'na galatihim d a ’imun.
[112] Maka barangsiapa mengenal Allah dan mengenal 
dirinya seperti yang tersebut ini, nischaya orang 
itulah yang beroleh 'ilmu ma'rifat Allah yang 
sempurna turun-temurun daripada NabI Muhammad Rasulu’- 
Llah (galla’Llahu 'alayhi wa sallam!) seperti yang 
tersebut itu. Wa’Llahu a'laml
1952. Qur’an 51:21.
1953. Cf. 3374, p. 11.
Up. p. 52; Qur’ an 70:23.
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(ii)
Bab pada nenyatakan datang diri kita daripada
Allah Sublianalau wa Ta’ala dan kembalinya pun kepadaNya
jua [113] seperti firman Allah Taala: Qul kullun min
1 indi’Llah*^^ ertinya: Katakan olehmu (ya Muhammad)
sekaliannya daripada Allah jua. Ban firnan Allah 
Ta'ala: Ya ayyatuha’l-nafsu’l-mutma’innatu irni!I
11 r II M hil^TW lrii ■.iTf ■ > —  n  11 n mrii— i— ■ n w i f X W l N  ih^ wi ■ w m n —  i.mh w i i  w ii[i»n«mnn 9 i iiwni « m  — — w w p w i t  ■«! m  — w i w w i m  A n r | n f n i i ) i — i
* - 1956ila rabbiki; ertinya: Hai nafsu jnu£ma5-innah,
kembali engkau kepada Tuhanmu. Yafni bahwa sanya 
hendaklah kita ketahui bahwa diri kita yang ^ahir ini 
[11A] pun datangnya daripada diri kita yang bafin 
dalam 1ilnu Allah yang tiada bercherai dengan 
'ilmuHya itu jua. Ban hendaklah kita ketahui bahwa 
diri kita yang gahir ini pun kembalinya kepada diri 
kita yang ba£in itu jua. Tetapi pada ta£Lqxqnya, 
datang pun tiada, kembali pun tiada* Adapun yang 
dikatakan datang C96] *^ 5^7 aaripa<ia Umpah wujud
ma^ Lj jua kepada ' alam mumkinat ini, kerana wujud 
mumkinat ini daripada mazhar $aqq Sub^ianahu wa
1955* Qur’an A:78.
1956. Qur’an 89:27-28.
1957* Ms. pages 96 and 95 should in fact read 115 
and 116 respectively. There is an error in 
the ms. binding which effects the pagination.
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Ta'ala pada kedua 'alan g;stair [dan] ba£in ini,
kerana bahwa sanya bagi segala 'alan numlcinat ini,
tiada baginya wujud dan tiada berpenguasa. Maka
yang tiada baginya wujud dan yang tiada [95]
berpenguasa itu musta^ll1^ 8 adanya dapat berdiri
sendirinya, kerana bahwa sanya ia itu sehingga beroleh
sambutan jua. Kata Bhaykh §anzah:
'Ilnu ini daripada sidang 'allamah,
Dengan rupa diri lawan beramah;
Jalan ma'rifat Allah akan^manah-manah, 
Barangsiapa menghadap ustadh dimanakan
saiah?1959
(iii)
• [1173 Maka barangsiapa mengetahui perkataan
yang tersebut ini nischaya diketahuinyalah datangnya 
daripada Allah dan kembalinya pun kepadaNya, dan 
nischaya dikenalnyalah wujud dirinya [118] yang 
zahir ini tiada lain daripada wujud Allah yang 
tetap dengan dia sifat 'ilmu itu. Maka sifat 
'ilmuNya itu tetap dengan dia ma'lumNya yang didalam 
'ilmuNya itu. Maka gifatnya yang zahir ini pun 
tiada lain daripada sifatnya yang batin itu, dan 
fi'ilnya yang zahir ini pun tiada lain daripada
1958. Text corrupt: rnuhil.
1959. C£. 2016, p. 49r ~
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£i 1 ilnya yang batin itu, kerana yang gahir [1193 
ini pun menyatakan sifatnya yang ba£in itu jua.
Jika demikian, bahwa sanya sewujudlah baginya dan 
se$ifatlah ia dan sefi'illah ia dengan Allah Sub^anahu
wa Ta'ala, Tuhan yang Mahabesar kebesaranffya, dan
- 1960yang Mahatinggi ketinggianNya itu. Wa’Llahu a*lam. '
i960, 11648, pp. 108-119,
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Appendix II.
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Passages of texts quoted in Chapter 
II from Ranlrl1s Tibyan fl Ma'rifati’l- 
Adyan (Cod, Or* 32^1, ETBraxyl- University 
of Leiden) rendered into romanized Malay*
(i)
Ketiga ta’ifah daripada MagusI itu bernama 
Sumaniyyah. Adalah mereka itu menyembali tiap-tiap 
chahaya daripada mata liari dan bulan dan bintang 
dan api dan barang sebagainya* Seperti katanya 
adalah sekalian chahaya itu daripada suatu chahaya 
gua dahulu daripada digadikan Allah segala makhluq 
(iaitu: 1arsh, dan law^ i, dan tuguh petala langit).
Maka tatakala digadikan Allah Ta’ala segala perkara 
itu, gadi bercherailah segala chahaya itu; iaitu pada 
penglihat mata gua, tetapi pada ^.aqiqatnya sekalian 
chahaya itu suatu guas iaitulah Nur Allah* Derai-
kianlah i'tiqad ^amzah Fan^url* Katanya dalam kitab
-  -  n- 1961Asraru»1-*Arifxn bahwa chahaya yang pertama-tama
cherai daripada Dhat Allah itu Nur Muhammad* Maka
daripada perkataan ini chondereng kepada madhhab
Tanasukiyyah, dan serupa dengan kata Palasifah bahwa
!961. 7291(1)«
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adalah IJaqq Ta’ala itu suatu jawhar yang baslt.
Dan denikian lagi i'tiqad Wathaniyyah yang daripada 
qaum Barahinah dan Saniyyah yang mengediani negeri 
Tubbat. Dan seperti i ’tiqad qaum ljululiyyah y021© 
mengediami negeri Halwaniyyah dan benua Hindustan, 
Demikianlah i’tiqad nereka itu,^^
(ii)
Katanya bahwa segala arwaii dan segala sesuatu 
itu daripada suku-suku Allah dari kerana Ia berbuat 
dan nenjadikan segala suatu, Maka perbuatanHya dan 
yang demikiannya itu jadi daripada api, dan kembali 
pula kepadanya jua. Maka segala makhluqat itu suku- 
suku daripada Allah. Inilah nadhhab IJanzah Bangurl 
dan Shamsu’l»Dln al-Bimatranl yang £alalat keduanya. 
Dan lagi kata setengah daripada qaum Tanasukhiyyah 
bahwa takwln dan mukawwan, -^65 ^an fa' jl^ ^  dan 
maf1ul suatu jua. Dan demikianlah madhhab Jamzah 
Fansurl dan Shamsu’1-Dxn al-Sumatranx kata na’nawiyyah 
daripada qaum Tanasukhiyyah jua: bahwa Allah Ta’ala
£ulul dengan DhatNya pada segala suatu yang keli- 
hatan.^965
1$62. libyan, pp. 17-18.
198J. The text reads mukawwin. 
1964. Text reads: taTTTT7“™
1985* Tibyan, pp. 2S-27.
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(iii)
[973 Maka sekarang kunyatakan pula kepadanu 
setengah daripada i'tiqad qawm Wujudiyyah yang 
dibawah angin; iaitu [Wujudiyyah] § am 2s ah Fan^url 
dan Shamsu’1-Din al~Suma£ra’I, dan segala yang 
mengikut keduanya* Kata IJamzah Fansurl dalam 
kitabnya yang bernama M u n t a h l , “^ ^6 pada merechanakan 
sabda Nab I "man 'arafa nafsahu faqad 'arafa rabbahu” - 
’’Barangsiapa mengenal dirinya, bahwa sanya ia mengenal 
Tuhannya” - ”• •• erti mengenal Tuhannya dan mengenal 
dirinya; ya’nl diri fkuntu kanban nakhfiyyan1[itu] 
dirinya, dan semesta sekalian dalam 'alam [itu]
Allah,” (Tamthll) seperti biji dan puhunnya dalam 
biji itu lengkap sorta dalam biji itu* Maka nyatalah 
daripada perkataan Wujudiyyah itu bahwa serwa semesta 
f alam sekalian ada lengkap berwutjud didalam $aqq 
la'ala. Maka keluarlah 'alan daripadaNya seperti 
puhon kayu keluar daripada bitji. Maka i'tiqad yang 
demikian itu kufr*"^^
(iv)
Dan lagi pula katanya: "Jangan dinisbatkan
1966* 7291 (III). 
1967* l^Ey'anT^P* 97*
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[dirimu] Iiaqq Ta'ala seperti kain basali dengan air,
kerana kain lain air lain. Allah Sub^anahu wa Ta'ala
munazzall daripada demikian ditamthllkanj Jika
ditanthllkan seperti laut dan ornbak harus. Jangan 
1968mendindingi dikau dengan segala rupa yang 
nenyerupakan diriNya, kerana segala rupa itu terdinding 
Allah [983 Ta'ala daripadanya. Tetapi berserta dengan 
laut qadlm; ya'nl laut qadlm itu apabila berpalu 
baharu onbak namanya dikata - tetapi pada ^.aqlqat 
laut jua, kerana onbak dan laut esa jua, tiada dua." 
Maka nyatalah daripada ini wujud Allah dan wujud 
nakhluq suatu jua. Maka i'tiqad yang denikian itu 
kufr.1969
O)
Dan lagi pula katanya tamthll seperti matahari 
dengan chahayanya dengan panasnya; namanya tiga, 
rupanya tiga, ^aqlqatnya suatu jua. Maka i'tiqad 
ini seperti i'tiqad Na^ara bahwa wujud itu tiga; 
pertama wujud Bapa, kedua wujud Ibu, ketiga wujud 
Anak - sungguh pun tiga nama tetapi pada ^.aqaqatnya 
suatu wujud jua. Hai segala yang ber*InanJ -
1968. Text_corrupt.
1969. Tibyan, pp. 97-98.
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libatlab i'tiqad dan perkataan yang semata-mata kufr 
seperti i'tiqad qawn Falasifab yang telab tersebut 
itu.1^ ^
(ri)
Dan lagi katanya: "Hai Jalib, nengetahui 'man
'arafa nafsabu faqad 'arafa rabbahu1 bukan nengenal 
jantung dan paru-paru, bukan kaki-tangan. Ma'na 
man 'arafa nafsahu: adanya dan ada Tubanya esa jua."
Maka i'tiqad yang demikian itu kufr, kerana ittil^ad 
gaqq Ta'ala dengan makbluq. Maliasucbi lagi mahatinggi 
gaqq Ta'ala daripada kata kafir yang demikian itui^^
(vii)
Dan lagi pula katanya tamtbllnya [993 seperti 
air bujan didalam sebuab tanaman. Air itu jua lengkap 
pada sekalian tanaman itu, [Ber]bagai-bagai rasanya; 
pada limau masam, pada tebu nanis, pada manbu pabit - 
masing-nasing menbawa rasanya, Tetapi ^aqlqatnya 
air itu jua pada sekalian itu, Maka i'tiqad yang 
demikian kufr, kerana dii'tiqadkannya makbluq dengan 
$aqq Ta'ala nesra seperti mesra air dengan bumi.
1970, Ibid, p. 98.
1971- Loc, cit,
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Mahasuchi Ta’ala daripada kata kafir ituj*^^
(viii)
Dan lagi pula katanya: "Kulihat Allah pada
keadaanku dengan keadaanHya. Bermula: keadaanku
itu pun keadaanKya. Maka kulihatpun dengan pe£ng]lihat 
daripadaNya." Maka i’tiqad yang demikian [itu] 
kufr, kerana dijadikan wujudnya dan ^ifatnya yang 
£adith keduanya itu hersuatu dengan wujud Allah dan
- -r 197^^ifatNya yang qadim.
(ix)
Don lagi pula katanya pada merechanakan firman 
Allah Ta1ala: * Kullu yawmin huwa fl sha7 n '^97^ _ 
ya’nl pada ^ahirnya jua berbagai-bagai dan berubah- 
ubah, kerana Ia: huwa’l-awwalu wa*l-akhiru wa*l-
zahiru wa*1-batinu;^ ^^^ ya’nl awwalCNya] tiada 
ketahuan akhirNya tiada berkesudahan gahirNya amat 
nyata batinNya tiada kodapatan; nemandang diriKya 
dengan diriNya melihat dirltTya dengan dhatNya dengan 
sifatNya dengan af’alKya dengan atharNya - sungguh 
pun namanya empat ^.aqiqatnya esa [100] jua. Maka
1972. Ibid, pp. 98-99.
1973. TEI3, p. 99. 
1974* Qur *"an 55:29.
1975. Ibid, 57:3.
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i ' t iq a d  yang dcnikian i t u  k u fr , kerana dijadikannya
-  -  1976Khalxq dengan makbluq bersuatu. (
(x)
Dan la g i pula katanya; "Pada jah irn ya  jua  
nakhluq, te ta p i padaTj«3$[qatnya A lla h ."  In i la h  i ' t iq a d  
qawm It t ih a d iy y a h .
Dan la g i pula katanya: "Pada ^.aqlqatnya ja h ir
dengan majiharnya tia d a  bercbera i. Adapun segala 
kata i t u  pun pertama mengetahui n a 'r i f a t  A llah  jua . 
Adapun kesudah-sudahan m a 'r ifa t  i t u  " ta ta k a la  datanglab 
kepada lj.ad fa q lr  babwa ia la b  A lla li"  . Apa ertinya?  
S ep erti la u t dan ombak dan angin ta ta k a la  b ertiu p  
angin ombak tim bul daripadanya; j ik a  barat angin
ombak pulang kepada a^alnya. In i la b  ma'na i r tj i ' i
-  1977 -i l a  agl i h i . J(( Maka i ' t iq a d  yang demikian i t u  k u fr ,
kerana te la h  nyatalab kesalabannya*"^^^
(x i )
Dan la g i pula katanya tam th ll makbluq dengan 
Kbaliq s ep erti b i j i  dengan pub^n. kayu dalamnya; 
sunggub pun giahirnya dua k e lib a ta n , ^.aqiqatnya esa 
jua . Sebab in i la b  Mansur g a l la j  mengatakan "Ana’ l -
1976. Tibyan, pp. 99-100.
1977. Qur an 89:28.
1978. Tibyan, p. 180.
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ffaqq I " , setengah nengatakan "Ana3LIahi ” , kerana dhatnya 
tiada kelihatan dilihatnya. Lagi orti "idha tanna11~ 
faqru fa huwa’Llah1'"^^ ertinya: ’’faqlr itu tiada
sesuatupun baginya.” Maka i’tiqad yang demikian itu 
kufr, kerana [101] telah nyatalah ba^il i 1 tiqadnya,*^^
(xii)
Dan lagi pula katanya "kata orang Pasai jika 
tiada kufr tiada bertenu dengan kufu”, [kupho]^^ 
pada bahasa Jawi 'tertutup', [jika tiada tertutup] 
tiada bertenu dengan kufr, ya’rtl: pada; erti pada
itu [iaitu] tiada lagi diatasnya, ya’ni menjadi 
seperti tatakala dal an kuntu kanzan makhfiyyan.
Hai segala Ahlu’l-Iman! - lihatlah kepada Zindlq; 
dithabitkannya akan IJaqq fa’ala kufu’, iaitu: 
sebangsa, lagi diketahuinya pada ^aliirnya bahwa sanya 
i ’tiqad yang demikian itu kufr; naka dii'tiqadkannya 
jua i ’tiqad yang bafil itu serta katanya bahwa 
i ' tiqad yang demikian itu pada ’ ilmu bajin taw^id 
yang kamil. Denikianlah katanya dalan kitab 
Muntahl.^^
1979* See £x) above,
1980. Tibyan, pp. 100-101.
1961* Kupho is the Achehnese form of kufu*. 
1982. Libyan, p. 101.
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(xiii)
Shah dan. Lagi pula i’tiqad qawn Qadariyyah. 
Dan katanya "bahwa adalah $aqq Ta’ala nenyuruhkan dan 
nemilikkan [or memikulkan]*^83 segaqa pekerjaan hanba 
itu kepada hamba jua. Maka hambalah nenjadikan 
segala perbuatan, tetapi dinyatakan Allah akan segala 
hanbaDya amr dan nahl. Maka tiada harus akan Allah 
menjadikan segala perbuatan hambaNya dengan iradatNya, 
dan mashiyyatNya, dan qa^ La’Nya, dan qadarDya. Maka 
i ’tiqad yang demikian itu kufr kerana nereka itu 
menyabitkan ada yang nenjadikan [sesuatu] lain 
daripada Allah, Dan setengah daripada mereka itu 
i’tiqadnya [ne] mungkirkan^^* gifat Allah. Maka 
i ’tiqad yang demikian itu kufr. Dan setengah daripada 
mereka itu i’tiqadnya bahwa Qur’an itu makhluq,
Maka i’tiqad yang demikian itu kufr; seperti sabda 
NabI (^alla’Llahu ’alayhi wa sallaml): "Man qala’l-
qur’anu makhluqun fahuwa kafirun"'*'^  ^- ya’nl 
"Barangsiapa mengatakan Qur’an itu makhluq, maka ia 
itu kafir." Demikian lagi i'tiqad Ijlanzah Pan^url
1983- The text looks ambiguous: Memilikkan preferred. 
198A* The text is corrupt.
1985• Cf• Taftazanl, p. 62.
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dalan kitab yang bernana Asraru’l-fArifIn; katanya
- - 1986Qur’an yang dibawa Jibra’xl itu dapat dikata nakhluq.
(xiv)
Kesepuluh qawn Jahmiyyah [itu] Lafjiyyah nananya. 
Adalah i'tiqad nereka itu dan katanya yang melafagkan 
dan yang dilafa^kan itu sana ked&unya; ya'nl Qur’an 
itu kalan Allah., yang melafagkan - ertinya kalan 
yang dibacha itu - bukan lea lam Allah, Inilah i'tiqad 
Wujudiyyah IJanzah Fansurl. Katanya dalam kitab 
Asraru’1-1ArifIn bahwa kalan Allah yang dibawa 
Jibra’xl itu dapat dikata akan dia nakhluq, Maka 
i'tiqad yang denikian itu kufr, kerana firman Allah
la'ala: (Inna anzalnahu) Qur’anan 'Arabiyyan [ghayra]
*r 1987 -rdhx 'iwajin y { » ya'nx; 'Bahwa sanya Kami turunkan
Qur’an dibawa Jibra’xl dengan bahasa 'Arab bukannya 
ia makhluq. • -*-988
(xv)
Kesem[b]ilan qawn Jahmiyyah [itu] Zanadiqiyyah
^986, Tibyan, pp, 70-71•
1987* Qur^an 39:28, The words I have put in brackets 
actually do not appear in the Quranic text, The 
word in square brackets has been omitted in 
Ranxrx's text.
1988. For the Jahmiyyah, cf. Watt, pp. 99-104, and
see E.I. articles Djahn and Djahmxya. libyan,
p. 77.
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namanya. Adalah i’tiqad nereka itu dan katanya bahwa 
’alam itu qadim dan na'dun itu suatu jua; dan Allah 
Ta’ala tiada ma'dum. Maka inilali i’tiqad ]Jamzah 
Fan^url dan Shansu’l-Dln al-Sunatranl dan segala 
yang mengikut keduanya. Maka i'tiqad yang denikian 
itu kufr kerana firman Allah Ta'ala: 'Wa’hlahu
khaliqu kulli shay ’ i n - ya’nl: 'Allah jua
yang menjadikan segala sesuatu.’
Shahdan. Adalah segala Ahlu’1-Sunnah wa’l- 
Jama'ah ittifaq mengatakan barangsiapa mengi’tiqadkan 
bahwa ma’dum itu suatu shay’ maka ia itu kafir.
Merelca itulah yang bernama A^abu’l-Hayula; ertinya, 
yang mengi1tiqadkan a ’yanu’l-thabitah itu ada 
berwujud. -^ 990
1989. Qur’an 13:18; 39:62. 
3*990. libyan, pp. 76-77.
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Appendix III
M——l-MftiliWumtfJHIItM
Passages of texts quoted in Chapter 
III from Ranlrl's Jawahir u »1 - 1T3F1 urn 
fl Kasb.fi?1-Ma11 uia~THarsden Collection 
no, 12151/ Lib r ary, S,0.A.S., University 
of London; rendered into romanized Malay.
Dan lagi pula kata Shaykh ITuru’l-Din [J6] 'Abdu’l-
Ra^ Liaan Jaml (qaddasa*Llahu sirrahul) dal am kitab
Lawa1 iii ^ ^  bahwa:
gaqlqatu’l-Ijtaqa’iq itu-iaitu wujud §aqq Ta'ala -
ialah ^aqlqat segala ashya* ♦ Maka adalah la pada
l^ add DhatNya Esa, sekali-kali tiada berbilang, tetapi
i'tibar segala tajalliNya dan ta'ayyunUya Jua berbilang
martabatnya (ya'ni tajalliyat dan ta'ayyunat jua yang
berbilang), iaitu daripada segala jawhar yang majbu1
dan segala afra<J. yang Jabi1* (Maka Dliat §aqq Ta'ala
itu Esa jua, sekali-kali tiada berbanyak dan berbilang;
hanya sanya yang berbanyak dan berbilang itu segala
jawhar dan a'ra^ L jua - ialah yang Melihatan).
Maka Dhat Allah yang Esa itu, daripada fihaq
i'tibar tajarrud dan i^laq daripada ta'ayyunat dan
taqayyidat dinamai $aqq, dan daripada fihaq i'tibar
berbilang dan berbanyak segala majhar dan ta'ayyunat
1991. Text corrupt: Lawa*i,j
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yang kelihatan itu dinanai khalq dan 'alan. Maka 
'alam itu giahir IJaqq Ta'ala (ya'ni magdiarNya) dan 
gaqq Ta'ala itu bafin 'alan (ya'ni nenpahirkan dia). 
Maka 'alam itu, dahulu daripada jahirnya, 'ayn IJaqq 
Ta'ala (ya'ni ma'lunNya pada diriNya akan diriNya 
dalam diriNya), dan 3Jaqq Ta'ala, kemudian daripada 
gahir 'alan itu, 'ayn 'alam (ya'ni menyatakan 'alam)* 
Maka nyatalah pada l^aqlqat IJaqq Ta'ala jua yang Esa 
lagi Wujud (dan segala ma siwa’Llah itu
sekali-kali tiada berwujud .^aqiql, hanya wujud 
majazi dan $illi jua). Maka adalah. gjuhur dan bu£un, 
awwaliyyat dan ’akhiriyyat dan segala i'tibarNya 
bagiNya jua. Ialah Awwal dan ’Zkhir, £ahir dan 
Ba^in.^-^
1992* 12151> pp. 55-36; Lawa’ih, pp. 41-42*
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Appendix IV
Passages of texts quoted in Chapters 
II and VI from Eanirl's S/ucjejatu’ 1- 
§iddlq li daf'i ’1-Zindiq (Maxwell 
CoII5oHo5~no7T7r^ Royal Asiatic
Society, London) rendered into romanized 
Malay*
(i)
Wujud itu iaitu dhat - ya’ni keadaan sesuatu 
shay’ ,-1993 Naka dhat1^ ^  itu ada kalanya kelihatan 
dengan mata kepala seperti 'alan, dan ada kalanya 
tiada kelihatan dengan mata kepala, tetapi menyabitkan 
dia"^^ fSLQ.l dan shara', atau kashf*®^ dan dhawq* 
la itulah wujud Allah*1997
1993* Eanirl's note: Ertinya: diri sesuatu*
1994* Eanirl’s note: Ya'ni iaitu .^u^ Lur 'abd senantiasa 
dengan ingat akan $aqq Ta'ala seperti dirasainya 
segala asrar Allah*
1995* Eanirl's note: Ya'ni firman Allah^dan Tjadith
Easulu’Llah dan ijina'segala 'Llama'.
1990. Ranlri's note: Ya'ni iaitu diperoleh 'abd
daripada segala tajalll IJaqq 
Ta'ala; iaitu menushahadahkan 
IJaqq Ta'ala dengan 
anugerah daripada £taqq Ta'ala 
dan diperoleh 'abd 
beberapa asrar, iaitulah fa’- 
idah tajalll dan kashf*
1997. P. 5.
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(ii)
Kata Mutakallimln wujud itu dua perkara: pert ana
wujud Allah., Ice dua wujud ’alan. Maka wujud Allah, itu 
watjibu9 1 -wu jud lagi qa’im sendirinya, dan wujud ’alan 
itu nunkinu’1 -wujud - ya’ni: dijadikan $aqq la’ala
daripada 'adan lcepada wujud kliari.il: lagi ia qa’im
M W H M M M M m  'J|'  MMJUaini Tin I fc LM< lu h j» t IIW I I  . I     iM -'tnT fW M  * “ *"'
dengan IJaqq Ta'ala. Maka jadilah T^aqiqat keduanya 
berlain-lainan; ya'ni keadaan keduanya itu berlain- 
lainan kerana IJaqq Ta’ala itu qadim lagi nenjadikan, 
dan 'alan itu mufodath lagi dijadikan. Maka nyatalah 
pada ig-fcilalp. mereka itu hahwa wujud itu dua perkara: 
suatu wujud fraqlqi; kedua wujud majazi. Maka wujud 
majazi itu milik hagi wujud haqlql.^^
(iii)
Adapun pada ig'fila^ . kani baliwa wujud itu esa
jua; iaitulah dhat Allah Ta'ala. Dan ’alan itu tiada
berwujud dan tiada layak dinamai akan dia dengan nama
wujud kerana ia ’ adamu’ 1 -naiad. Maka apabila adalah
'alan itu 1adamu’1-nahd dan wujud §aqq Ta’ala itu
1999wujudu’1-mafc-d, naka manatah jadi sewujud 1adamu'1-
majid dengan wu j udu ’ 1 -nabd? Hanya sanya adalah ’alan
1998. Loc^ . cat.
1999* Eaniri"*s' note: Ya' ill senata-nata wujud £aqlql.
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itu maghar dan gill; milik bagi IJaqq Ta’ala - ya’ni 
tempat nyata IJaqq Ta'ala dan bayang-bayang^^ 
seperti upama rupa yang kelihatan dalan chermin bidal 
tamthll, $aqq Ta’ala itu upama yang memilik chermin 
dan ’alam itu upana rupa yang kelihatan dalamnya.
Maka wujud IJaqq Ta’ala dengan ’alam berlainan pun 
tiada dan bersuatu pun tiada, kerana berlainannya 
dan ber suatu itu menghendaki dua wujud nustaqill^~^ 
sendirinya. Maka apabila adalah wujud Allahjua yang 
esa, dan ’alam itu tiada berwujud, naka tiadalah 
jadi berlain-lainan. Daripada kerana inilah kami 
kata wujud Allah dengan’alan esa. likalau ada ’alan 
itu mawjud kelihatan sekalipun tetapi tiada kebilangan
« •  -  ~ r  t  2002wujudnya dari kerana ia tiada berwujud haqiqi.
(iv)
Adapun pendapat Ahlu’l«§ufl itu pun dengan dalll 
'aql dan naql jua, lagi ditambah pula kashf dan 
dhawq.^^^ Maka ditilik nereka itu dengan mata hatinya 
dan dirasanya dengan perasaannya bahwa wujud itu esa 
jua - iaitulah wujud Allah yang tiada kelihatan dengan
2000. The text is corrupt.
2001. Ranlrl’s note: Upana yang menilik chermin dan
’alam itu.
2002. Ibid., p. A.
2003. Tex“b is corrupt: zawq.
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mata kepada dalon Daru’1-Dunya ini; dan yang kelihatan 
dengan mata kepala itu iaitu 'alan yang tiada berwujud 
seperti wujud Allah* Maka wujud 'alan itu wujud 
majazi lagi nuqayyad - gill - dan milik bagi wujud 
Allah. Maka akan fill itu tiada dapat dikata akan 
dia wujud, dan tiada dapat dikata akan dia 'adam 
mu'flaq; dari kerana qika dikata akan dia wujud, 
sekutulah ia dengan wujud Allah; dan jika dikata 
akan dia 'adam muflaq, naka 'adam itu tiada ada 
sesuatu shay’ jua pun, dan 'alam itu ada ia kelihatan* 
Maka hyatalah 'alan itu maghar wujud 3Jaqq Ta'ala*
Maka nishah antara wujud Allah dan 'alam itu bersuatu 
pun tiada dan berlainan pun tiada kerana 'alam itu 
maghar dan milik bagi §aqq Ta'ala.^^
O)
Kata Wujudiyyah yang mulT^id bahwa wujud itu esa; 
iaitulah wujud Allah. Maka wujud Allah yang Esa 
itu tiada ada ia mawjud nustaqill sendirinya yang 
dapat dibezakan melainkan dalam kandungan sekalian 
makhluqat jua* Maka adalah makhluqat itu wujud 
Allah, dan wujud Allah itu wujud makhluqat. Maka 
'alam itu Allah dan Allah itu 'alam. Bahwa sanya
2G0A. Ibid*, p. 6.
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adalali nereka itu menyabitkan wujud Allah yang Esa 
itu dalan segala makhluqat, serta katanya tiada 
mawjud hanya Allah.
(vi)
Maka nyatalah pada i§*{;ilag Ahlu5l~$ufl bahwa 
wujud dan gaqlqat itu esa jua pada ma'nanya; iaitulah 
Dhat gaqq Ta1 ala. Maka murad daripada gaqlqat pada 
igtilalj. Ahlu5l-§ufl itu iaitu: Al-gaqlqatu ma bihi5!-
shay5 u huwa huwa. Ertinya: Yang haqlqat itu suatu
shay* yang dengan dia [jadi] shay5 itu - ia ia (yafnl 
barang suatu shay5 yang jadi ia daripada suatu shay5. 
Maka suatu shay5 itu haqlqat - upama gaqlqat periuk 
itu kisaran^0^  dan haqlqat perahu itu tukang. Dan 
murad dai'ipada gaqxqat pada ig^ila^L Man*£iqiyyln^^ 
itu iaitu: Al-haqxqatu na yakunu5l-shay5u bihi
ka5l-bayawani51-natiqi bi5l-nisbati ila51-insan.
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Ertinya: Yang haqlqat itu be,rang sesuatu shay5 yang
dengan dia ia, seperti gayawan nafiq dengan nisbah 
kepada ins an (ya'ni h.aqiqat insan itu hidup yang 
berkata-kata). Maka nyatalah pada is^ilag
2005* guj j ah, pp, 9-10.
2006. lexr"corrupt: kisawan.
2007. The text reading Man^Tqln.
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poos fMantiqiyyrn gaqxqat so suatu shay’ itu diri 
sosuatu shay’. Maka ikhtilaf ikhtiyar Mutakallinin 
dan Ahlu’l-§ufl pada nenyaMtkan wujud Allah dengan 
wujud 'alam itu ikhtilaf laf^I jua, bukan ma'nawl; 
seperti kata orang 'lima belas* dengan ’tengah dua
pulul-11. Maka pada na'nanya sana jua, dan pada
2009lafa^nya berlain-lainan. ^
(vii)
POI0 —Maka berhimpunlah sekalian Ahlu’l-§ufl dan
segala Mutakallinin mengatakan: 11A1 - 1 alamu hi janl' i
ajza’ihi a'ragun wa’l-na'rugu huwa’Llahu" - ya’ni:
"Yang ’alan dengan segala suku-sukunya [itu] beberapa
'ara£, dan na'rug itu iaitu gaqq Ta'ala." Maka murad
daripada ' arad itu pada is^ ilaljL nereka Itu: "Al-
— — — 2011 *»•'ara&u la yabqa zamanayn" - ya'ni: "Yang 'araj
itu tiada ia kekal pada dua masa." Dan murad
daripada ma'ruj itu iaitu wujud Allah yang azall
lagi abadl. Ialah yang qa’in sendiriNya dan Ialah
2008* Text reads: Man^iqln.
2009. gujjah, pp* 6^77
2010. Text' “reads: berhimpunkan*
2011. Ranlrl' s_note”oiT^ tHe nargin says:
Ya'ni adalah 'ara$L itu berubah-ubah lagi 
bergantiganti dan hilang* Maka datang 
yang ganti sebagainya pada tiap-tiap nafas 
dan ketika.
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-  201^yang nengqiyankan  ^bagi lainnya. Maka tiadalah 
dinanai akan 'alam itu dengan nana wujud; hanya sanya 
adalala dinanai akan dia dengan nama ^alalat^"^ dan 
la shay’, ba£il dan khayali dan sarabi dan jilli 
jua*
Maka apabila adalah £al 'Sian itu denikian - 
ya'ni tiadalah kebilangan keadaannya itu jikalau 
kelihatan pada penglihat mata sekalipun - maka tiadalah 
menduai wujud IJaqq Ta'ala. Sebab inilah kata nereka 
itu bahwa Ijtaqq Ta'ala dengan 'alan itu esa. Bukan 
maqfsud nereka itu bahwa *alam^01^ dengan gaqq Ta'ala 
sewjud dan bersuatu. Kerana itulah kata nereka itu
bahwa $aqq Ta'ala dengan 'alan berlainan pun tiada
dan hersuatu pun tiada, kerana berlainannya dan ber- 
suatunya itu. menghendaki dua itfujud. Hanya sanya 
adalah ia nilik bagi $aqq Ta'ala.^^
2012. Text corrupt: peqiyamkan.
2013. Text corrupt: dalaiatl
2014. Eanirl's note orfTIae^  margin says: ^
Ya'ni sebab dinanai akan 'alan^itu la 
shay’kerana ia tiada shay’ haqiqi pada 
tiap-tiap nafsu’l-amr dirinya,_tetapi adalah 
shay’ pada fihaq. dijadikan Allah akan dia.
2015. IJuj j ah, pp. 21-22.
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(viii)
Kata -fa’ifall lalasifah bahwa wujud Allah dan 
•alan keduanya qadlm kerana [8] ia ter'bit daripada
wujud Allah dengan ta’thlrnya, tiada dengan ikhtiyar
— — 2016 $aqq Ta’ala; seperti keluar panas natahari daripada
dhat natahari. Maka tiadalah kuasa natahari menahani
panasnya; selana ada natahari adalah panasnya.
Denikian lagi selana ada Dhat Allah adalah ’alan;
tiada bercherai dan tiada tanggal daripada Dhat Allah>
daripada azal datang kepada abad berhubung dan bertenu
selana-lananya, Dan lagi pula katanya bahwa Allah
Ta’ala tiada kuasa atas segala sesuatu9 dan tiada
kuasa Ia nenjadikan sesuatu yang lain daripada [yang]
sudah keluar daripadaNya. Dan tiada Ia berkuasa
- 2017pada nengubahkan ’alan yang sudah ada ini. f
2016. Ranlrl’s note:
Ya’ni9 keluar ’alan daripada Dhat dengan 
kuasa dirinya, tiada dengan dijadikan 
$aqq Ta’ala akan dia.
2017* gujjah, pp. 7-8.
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Appendix V
Passages of texts quoted in Chapter 
III from ganzah's Sha'irs (Cod, Or.
2016, Cod. Or. 337^T^od7 Or. 3372,
Library, University of Leiden) 
rendered into ronanized Malay.
(i)
On the Fixed Essences.
Aho segala kamu yang bernama taulanl 
Tuntut mafrifat pada nengonal a'yan 
Kerana disana sekalian *arifan 
Barang katanya setengah dengan firman.
A'yan t habit ah bukankah shu’un dliatiyyah? 
Mengapa pulang dikata wujud 'ilmiyyahl 
Latakala awwal baharu muqabalah 
Olehnya janggal sebab lagi montah*
A'yan thabitah bukankah £award?
Mengapa pulang dikata sifat wahyl!
Latakala awwal baharu taf^Il ' ilnl 
Olehnya janggal tiada nengetahui.
A'yan thabitah bukankah nahi^yat al»nnmkinat? 
Mengapa pulang dikata nusta^Lilat 
Latakala awwal telah bernama na'lumat 
Olehnya janggal tiada nendapat.
A'yan thabitah bukankah nakhluq?
Mengapa pulang dikata ma'shuqi 
Tatakala awwal baharu masbuq 
Olehnya janggal lalu tafaruq.
A'yan thabitah bukankah mir’at?
Mengapa pulang dikata 'adamiyyat!
Tatakala awwal bernama ^uruf 'aliyat 
Olehnya janggal nenjadi gLalalat.
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A ’yan thabitah bukankah 1 alan?
Mengapa pulang dikata 'adanl 
Tatakala awwal telah sudah mutalazan 
Olehnya janggal penglihatnya kelan.
A'yan thabitah bukankah.'ashiq?
Mengapa pulang dikata KhaliqJ 
Tatakala awwal baharu nutala^iiq 
Olehnya janggal lalu nufariq.
A'yan thabitah bukankah na^lun?
Mengapa pulang dikata na’dumj 
Tatakala awwal telah sudah tormaqsun 
Olehnya j&nggal tiada nafhun.
A'yan thabitah bukankah faqlr?
Mengapa pulang dikata anlrl 
Tatakala awwal baharu I3.a3.ir 
Olehnya janggal nenjadi khasir,
A'yan thabitah bukankah ja’izu’1-wujud?
Mengapa pulang dikata mumtani1u^l-wujud1 
Tatakala awwal telah sudah mawjud 
Olehnya janggal men jadi juT^ ud,
A'yan thabitah bukankah sh’un thubutl?
Mengapa pulang dikata 'adan na^ uJLli 
Tatakala awwal sudah mujnail 
Olehnya janggal nenjadi Mu't&zill.
A'yan thabitah bukankah 'adan_munkin?
Mengapa pulang dikata ’adan sakinl 
Tatakala awwal telah nenjadi chermin 
Olehnya janggal lalu ngerin.
1Adan nunkin awwalnya na1 dun 
Disana f&qir sekalian antun
Didalan 1ilnu sekaliannya na'lun  ^ 2018
Itulah murad wa huwa na'akun aynana kuntun.
2018. 2016. pp. 33-35. Qur’an 57:4.
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(ii)
On the Descent of the Absolute
Ta'ayyun awwal wujud yang jani'x 
Pertana disana nyata Rub i3.ei.fi 
Senesta 'alan sana lagi ijnalx 
Itulali bernana Jjaqxqat Mul#iannad al-Nabx.
Ta'ayyun than! wujud yang^tanyxzx 
Disana terperi sekalian ruhx 
Senesta 'alan sana tafgll yang nujmalx 
Itulah bernana l^ iaqxqat insanx.
Ta'ayyun thalith wujud yang nufa^galx 
Iaitulah anugoraha daripada karunia llahx 
Senesta 'alan sana_taf§xl fi'lx 
Itulah bernana a'yan kharijx.
Rahasia ini yogya diketahui 
Pada kit a sekalian yang nenuntuti 
Denikianlah kelakuaimya tanazzul dan taraqql 
Dari sanalab kita sekalian nenjadi.
Pada kunliinya itu belun berketahuan 
Denikianlah nartabat agal pernulaan 
Bernana wa^dat tatakala zanan 
Itulah 'Ashiq $ifat menyatakan.
Wa^dat itulah bernana Kanal Dhat I 
Menyatakan sana Rul^  Mujjannad al-Habi 
Tatakala itu bernana Ru^ . 13-afx 
Itulah makota Qurayshx dan 'Arabl.
Va^dat itulah gifat yang Keesaan 
Menberikan wujud pada sekalian insan 
Mul^I^lya lengkap pada sekalian^zanan 
Olelmya itulah tiada Ia bernakan.
Wahdat itulah yang pertana nyata 
Didalanl?ya mawjud sekalian rata 
Mul^x^Nya lengkap pada sekalian anggota 
Denikianlah unpana chaliaya dan pernata.
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Wa^ .&at itulah. bernana Kunlii Sifat 
Tiada borcherai dengan i^laq Al^adiyyat 
Tanzlh dan tashbxh disana na’iyyat 
Denikianlah sekarang gahir [28] pada
taf ayyunat♦
WaT^ dat itulah bernana bayang-bayang 
Disana nyata Wayang dan Dalang 
Nu^IJNya lengkap pada sekalian padang 
Mushahadat disana jangan kepalang.
Wal^ dat itulah yang pert ana awwal 
Ijnal dan tafgxl sana nujnal 
Mu^I^ya lengkap pada sekalian af'al 
Itulah nartabat ugul dan agal*
Wa^dat itulah yang pertana_tanazzul 
Ijnal dan tafgxl sana naqbul 
Mu^iIfNya lengkap pada sekalian naf ful 
Itulah IJaqxqat Junjungan Rasul,
WaTji&at itulah yang pertana^tajalll 
Tiada. bercherai dengan Wujud Mujlaqi 
Ijnal dan tafgll didalan 'ilni _ ^
Itulah nartabat kejadian Ru£l I$Lafx.
WaTjLdat itulah yang pertana taqayyid p019 
Disana idafat lan yulasl dan lan yalid y  
Pada sekalian ta'ayyun jangan £au ^aqlld 
Mangkanya sanpai bernana tajrxd*
Wal^dat itulah gif at yang talahuq 
Tanzlh dan tashbxh sana oluk 
Mu^I’JNya nyata tatakala nasuk 
Itulah pertenuan Khaliq dan nakhluq*
Walgdat itulah gif at yang talazun 
Tanzxh dan tashbxh sana nalzun 
MulgxJNya longap pada sekalian na'lun 
Itulah pertenuan Qasin dan liaqsun*
2019, Qur’an 112:3*
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WaT^ dat itulah gif at ,yang taqarun 
Tanzlli dan taslibili sana naqrun 
Mul^ I^ lTya lengkap pada sekalian nudabbirun. 
Itulah nurad: Wa f 1 anfusikuxi » a fa la
tffisj^ run. 2020
2020, 2016, pp. 27-28* Qur’an 51:21.
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(iii)
On the Conpassionato
lull an kit a yang bernana Qadln
Pada sclcalian nakhluq terlalu karln
TandaHya qadir lagi dan l a^kln
Nengadikan 'alan daripada al-Ragman al-Rahim.
RaTjnan itulah. yang bornana £ifat 
Tiada bcrcherai dengan kunhi Dhat 
Dhat disana perhinpunan sekalian_'ibarat 
Itulah l^aqlqat yang bernana na'lunat.
Raljnan itulah yang bernana wujud 
Keadaan Tuhan^yang sedia na'bud_ 
ICenyataan^Islan Nagrani dan Yahud 
Dari Hainan itulah sekalian nawjud.
Ma'bud itulah terlalu bayan _ 2021
Pada kedua 'alan kullu yawnin huwa fl shan 
Ayat ini daripada SuFa^ a’l-Hainan 
Sekalian 'alan disana ^ayran.
Ma'bud itulah yang bornana lj.aqlq 
Sekalian 'alan didalarmya gharlq 
Olehnya itulah sekalian farlq 
Pada kunhinya Itu tiada bcrbleh farlq#
IJaqlqat itulah terlalh ' ayan 
Pada rupa kita sekalian insan 
Aynana tuwallu suatu bur^Lan 
fa thaniia wajliu?Llah2022 pada sekalian
nakan.
Insan itu terlalu 'all
IJaqiqatnya Hainan yang Malia Baji
Ahsanu taqwinin2025 itu rabbani
Akan kenyataan Tuhan yang bernana SubhanI.
2021. Qur’an 55:29.
2022. Ibid., 2:109.
2025. TEia., 95:4-.
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Sub^anl Itulali terlalu ' ajlb 
Daripada babii? I-warId2024 pun ia qarxb 
Indali sekalT qafjr"dan’^klia ■fib 
Denikian hanpir tiada beroleh na§Ib.
Aho segala kita yang^' astiiql 
Ingatkan na'na insanx 
Jika sungguli ongkau bangs a ruhanl 
Jadikan dirinu akan rupa Sulfanl.
Kenal dirinu hai anak ’ alini 
Supaya engkau nontiasa salin _
Dengan dirinu itu yogya kau qa’in 
Itulali T^cTqxqat galat dan sa’in.
Dirinu itu bernana khalll 
TlacLa berclierai denganrabb [al-]Jalil 
Jika nafna dirinu dapat akan^dalll 
IIada bergulia nadhhob dan sabll *
Kul lu nan 1 al aylia ^ fan^  ^ ^ ayat nin Rabbibi 
Heiiyafakan na * na irjl' I  ila agl i b j 2026 
Akan ins an yang bcroleli tawfxqi 
Bupaya karan didalan sirru sirribi.
Situlali wujud sekalian funun_
Tinggallah engkau daripada nal wa’l-banun 
Engkaulali j_asliiq terlalu junun_ _ 2027
Inna li?Llabi wa inna ilaybi raji'un. '
2024. Ibid., 50:16.
2025. 55:26.
2026. TBTct., 89:28.
2027. T C T d . , 2:156. 5574, pp. 15-14.
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(iv)
On the Spirit
(a)
Unggas itu yang ariat bur^iana 
Manny a nontiasa didalan astana 
[393 ..tenpatnya bernain dibukit (fur Slna 
Ma;jnun Si Layla adalah disana-
Unggas itu bukannya nuri 
Berbunyi ia__sedekala liari 
Bernain tanasha^pada sekalian negeri 
Denikianlah nurad al~insanu sirrx-
Unggas itu bukannya balan 
Nentiasa berbunyi siang dan nalan_ 
Tenpatnya bernain pada sekalian 'alan 
Disanalali tanasha nelihat ragan.
Unggas itu tahu berkata-kata 
Sarangnya dipadang rata
Tenpatnya bernain pada sekelian angguuta 
Ada yang borsalahan, ada yang sekata*
Unggas itu terlalu indah 
Olehnya banyak ragan dan ulah 
Tenpatnya bernain [didalan] Ka'bah 
Pada bukit 'Arafat kesudahan nushahadah*
Unggas itu bukannya nerak 
Nentiasa bernain didalan shurga 
Kenyataan nu1 jizat ixLdur dan jaga- 
Itulah wujud neliputi rongga.
Unggas itu terlalu pingai 
Nentiasa nain dalan naligai 
Rupanya elok senpurna bisai 
Menyanarkan diri pada sekalian sakai.
Unggas itu bukannya gagak 
Bunyinya tcrlalu_sangat galalc
Tenpatnya tanasha pada sekalian awak 
Itulah wujud nenyatahan kehendak-
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Unggas itu bukannya bayan 
Nentiasa berbunyi pada sekalian a'yan 
'Tenpatnya tanasha pada sekalian kawan 
Itulah wujud nenyatakan kolakuan.
Unggas itu bukannya burung 
Nentiasa berbunyi didalan tanglung 
Tenpatnya tanasha pada sekalian lurung 
Itulah wujud nenyatakan friilung.
Unggas itu b^onny^ Baghdadi 
Nentiasa berbunyi didalan jasadi 
Tenpatnya tanasha [40] pada sekalian fu’adi 
Itulah wujud nenyatakan fahdi.
Unggas itu^yang weruh ongasnu 
Nentiasa ’ashiq tiada kala jenu 
Henjadi dagang lagi ia janu pnpg 
Itulah wujud nenyatakan 1 ilnu,
(b)
Jayru’l-'uryanl unggas sul^anl 
Bangsanya Nur^1-Rahnani 
Tasbil^nya Allah Sub^ani 
Gala dan nabok akan Rabbani.
Unggas itu 'uerlalu pingai 
Warnanya terlalu bisai 
Runahnya tiada [69] berbidai 
Duduknya da’in dibalik tirai,
Putihnya terlalu suchi 
Olehnya itu bernana_rub-i 
Millatnya terlalu £ufi 
Hagb^-^nya bersurat Hufx.
1Arsh Allah akan pangkalannya 
Habib Allah akan taulannya 
Bayt Allah akan sangkarannya 
Hengadap Tuhan dengan sopannya*
2028. 2016> pp. 39-40.
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§uflnya bukannya kain 
Pi ’ 1 -Makkah da7 in b ernain 
'Ilnunya ^ahir dan ba^in 
Menyenbah Allah terlalu rajin*
Kitab Allah dipersandangnya 
Ghayb Allah akan pandangnya 
’Alan Lahut akan kandangnya 
Pada da’irah Huwa tonpat pandangnya,
Dhikr Allah kiri kanannya 
Fikir Allah rupa badannya 
Shurbat tawT^ Id akan ninuxmya 
Da’in bertenu dengan Tuhannya.
Suluhnya terlalu terang 
Harinya tiada berpetang 
Jalannya terlalu hening 
Barang nendapat dia terlalu menang,
Chahayanya tiada berha’il 
Bayna7 LIah dan bayna *1- 1 anil 
Shari*atnya terlalu kanil 
Barang yang nungkir nenjadi jahil.
Jika kau dapat a^al 1 ilnunya 
Engkaulah yang tertahunya 
'Alan nin engkau yang punya 
Disana-sini engkau sukunya*
'Ilnunya tiada berbagai-bagai 
Far^lunya yogya kau pakai 
Tinggalkan ibu dan bapai 
Menyenbah Tuhan jangan kau lalai.
1Ilnunya 'ilnu yang pertana 
Madlihabnya nadhhab bernana 
Chahayanya chahaya yang lanap^pq 
Kedalan shurga bersana-sana* *
2029. Ibid*, pp. 68-69.
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(c)
Tayru ’ 1~ ’ uryani unggas ruhani_
Didalan kandang hacjLrat rahnani 
Warnanya pingai rupanya $afi 
Tenpatnya Knrsi yang naha 1 all.
Sungguh pun ^uryan bukannya gila 
Mengaji Qur’an dongan tartila 
Tenpatnya nandi sungai SalsabllapQ™ 
Didalan firdaus ra’su Zanjablla*
(U
Unggas nuri a^alnya ch.ab.aya 
Di array a daj^ in di Kursi Raja 
Daripada nurinya faqir dan kaya 
Monjadi insan, Tuhan dan saya,
Kuntu kanzan agal sarangnya
* A1 an Laliut “nana padangnya 
Terlalu Luas dengan lapangnya 
Itulah kanzan dengan lawangnya.
* Aqlul 1- -gull l nana bulunya 
Qalan al^XTIa nana kukunya 
All ah ~T a ral a akan gurunya 
01oh itulah tiada jodonya,
Jalal dan Janal nana kakinya 
Nuru*1-Awwal_nana j arinya 
LawT^ . al-Ma1j.fug nana hatinja 
Menjadi jawhar dengan ^afinya,
Itulah A^nad awwal NabInya 
Nur Allah^dengan suchinya 
Sekalian1alan panchar daripada nurinya 
Menjadi langit serta buninya*2031
2030. Ibid,y p. 70. 
2031* Ibid.> p. 71.
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Co)
Unggas Pingai terlalu 1ashiq 
Da’in "bernain di KursI Khali q 
Bangsanya RaJjnan yang -fkPiq 
Honjadi sultan terlalu la’iq.
Unggas itu tahu borkata 
Sarangnya dipadang rata 
Akan wujudnya sekalian nata 
Mengenal diri terlalu nyata.
Maspliar Allali akan rupanya 
Asna’ Allah akan nananya 
Hala’ikat akan tenteranya 
Akulah v/agil akan katanya.
Sayapnya bernana Purqan
Tubuhnya bersurat Qur’an
Kakinya gannan dan Hannan
Da’in [733 bertenggcr ditangan Ragman.
Ruli Allah akan nyawanya 
Sirr Allah akan angganya 
Nur Allah narnwnatanya 
Nur Huhannad da’in sortanya.
Liqa Allah nana rishqlnya 
§awt_Allah akan bunyinya 
Ral^nan-Ra^In nana hat inya 
Menyenbah luhan dengan gaflnya.
Buni-langit akan sangkarannya 
Makkah-Madlnah akan pangkalannya 
Bayt Allah nana badannya 
Disana bertenu dengan Tuhannya.
Chahayanya seperti suluh 
Bunyinya seperti guruli 
Hatanya lengkap dengan tubuh 
Bulunya da’in sekalian luruh.
Rupanya akan na^bubnya 
Lakunya akan narghubnya 
Bangsanya akan natlubnya 
Buraq al-Hi'raj akan narkubnya.
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'Ilnu’l-yaqln nana 'ilnunya 
1 Aynu’l*~yaqln basil talronya 
gaqqu ’ 1 -yaqln ale an lakunya 
MuT^annad Nabl asal gurunya.
(Shari' at akan ripinya 
farlqat akan budinya 
gaqlqat akan tirainya 
Ma'rifat yang wa^il akan isinya*
'Alan nasut nana hanbanya 
Perisai nalakut akan katanya 
Duldul jabarut nana kudanya 
Menyerang lahut akan kerjanya.
Dongarkan hai anak j anu, p n y p  
Unggas itu sekalian kanul ^
(f)
Ikan Tunggal^bernana faJLil 
Dengan air da’in ia^wasxl 
'Ishqlnya terlalu kanil_
Didalan Laut tiada bersahil.
Ikan itu terlalu^1 all
[873 Bang sanya Nur al-Ral^nanl
Angganya rupa insanl
Da’in bernain di laut baqi.
Bisni’Llah akan nananya 
Hull Allah akan nyawanya 
Wajh Allah akan nukanya 
Jahir dan ba£in sertanya.
Nur Allah nana bapainya 
Khalaqat Allah akau sakainya 
Ra«ja Sulaynan akan pawainya 
Da’in berbunyi dalan balainya.
2032. Ibid., pp. 72-73•
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Enpat bangs a akan ibunya 
gunnun bi dn;run2033 akan tipunya  
K erja  IT lia li yang d itiru u y a  
Mongenal A ll all dengan bisunya.
Eana’ f  I *  L I ah. akan suchinya 
In n i ana’LIah akan bunyinya 
Menakai dnnya akan rtiginya  
Ra^ikan n a ti da’ in  p u jin ya .
Ia rk u ’ 1 -dunya_ akan 1ab anya 
Mcnuntut dnnya akan naranya 
1 Abdn’ l-¥a^ .id  asal nananya 
La ’ in  nAna ’ 1-Haqq ITl akan katanya.
Kerjanya nabok dan ^ashiq 
1Ilnunya senpurna f a ’ iq  
Menchari a ir  te r la lu  sadiq 
L ida lan  Laut bernana K h aliq .
Ikan i t u  te r la lu  zah ir 
Olehnya da’ in  d idalan  a ir  
Sungguh pun ia  te r la lu  hanyirp0^, 
W asilnya da’ in  d i Laut h a l ir .
2033. Qur’an 2:18; 1?1; 6:39.
2034. Ibid., pp. 86-87.
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(v)
On Gnosis
Abo scgala kita unnat NabII 
Akan na’rifat Allak yogya diketaliui 
Kcrana na'rifat itu pada sekalian wall 
Mulianya sangat terlalu qawx.
Ma'rifat itu yang_tjrlalu qabul 
Dengan Malibubnu da’in bend-oh wusul 
Pakaian Mabbub yang bernana Rasul_ po^S 
(Terlalu jaula daripada gulunan tj aliul. ^
Maraj a ’ l-batprayni yaltaqiyan _ 2036
Bayna buna barzakhun la' yabghiy an.
BaTprayn itu terlalu ' ajlb
Barzakb diantaranya bi Huri ’ l-IJablb
Olebnya zabir terlalu qarlb
ITelibatan jaub pada sekalian [66] gbarxb.
Ba^rayn itulali na’nanya dalan 
Menyatakan pertenuan luban dan ' alan 
Inilab rabasia Nab I  yang Klaatan 
Menyalakan !Asbiq tiada ia padan.
Ba^ irayn itu tiada bertating 
Airnya sucbi terlalu bening 
Bukan dinata bidung dan kening 
Jangan dipandang disana peningl
Erti qaba ciaws ayni aw adna 
Pertenuan banba dan luban yang A'la 
Pada na kadbaba’l-fu’adu na raAS 
1 iada^’TagT l aiii ' ’al a na yura .2(057
2035* Qur’an 33:72.
2036. Ibid., 55:19-20. 
2037* 1513., 53:9, 11-12.
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Qaba^qawsayni itu suatu tantbil 
Ma'nanya 1 all tinbangnya tbaqil 
Ba^irayn clidalamiya senpurns 3 anil 
Orang nengetahui dia terlalu qalll.
Orang qaba qawsayni itu seperti kandang 
Bali diantaranya bukannya benang 
Barzakh nananya disana tcrbentang 
Ketiganya wal^ id yogya kau pandang.
Buban kita itu tiada bornakan 
gabirNya nyata dengan rupa insan 
Man 1 arafa nafsabu suatu burban _ 0038
Fa qad * araf a rabbabu terlalu bayan. ^
 1 > • ***- -fll- r in iw i  h i i i i  t  —fn •^ ■■■111 *  in ■rmm^pn ubii— —
2038* 2016, pp. 65-66. See also ibid., pp. 67-68.
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Appendix VII
Alphabetical Index of the Semantic
■ t—n>—fc^ MCTMfc*«MHriui»Piii i mf mwi  ..■iwwwg.iji.iH   waiiinnm. ■   ...................— ■wun i ■
Vocabulary in gamzah^s mystical system.
Note. Tbe following Index is comprehensive, although 
it is by no means exhaustive. The identification of 
the key words as such has been made possible through 
analysis of the semantic fields evident in the prose 
works here treated, and in comparison with the verses - 
where the same key words play similar roles - the 
former have been the basis for the formulation of 
a semantic 1 system1 in ]Jamzah's writings on mysticism. 
The numerals preceded by the capital letters A, S,
M or SH set against each word refer to the page 
numbers of the various Malay manuscripts: A » Asrar;
® ~ Sharab; ^ = Muntahi and SH - Sha1ir(2Q16).
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f Abd 
'Ibid 
A 1 bud 
Ado.
!Adam (tiada) 
'Adam (al-Ma^gL) 
Af!al (perbuatan)
AT^ ad (esa)
Aljwal C s ing. £ l o . 1  ]  
Ikhir
A 1lam (1ilm)
1 Slam
A67 •
S13.
A29.
A18, A20, A22, A23, A25, 
A26, A28, A30, A31, A32, 
A34, A3G, A37, A38, A39, 
A42, A45, A4G, A47, A49, 
A53, A56, AGO, AG1, AG2, 
AG3, A67, A73;
S2, *5, 37, 310, 813, 316, 
817, 818, 820, S22, 824; 
Mill, M112, M113, Ml14, 
M115* M117, M118, Ml20,
Ml21, Ml22, Ml23, M126, 
M127, Ml28, M129.
Ml 26*
SH35*
A49, A53, A59, A72,
A73, A7G 5
S6, 810, 821, 823;
Ml 21*
A51, BIG, M121* 
(pertinghah)S8*
A23, A28, A46, A52, A55, 
A57, A59, AGO;
811, S113; Ml21*
Ml 24*
A19, A22, A25, A29, A31, 
A35, A39, A40, A4J, A46, 
A47, A49, A50, A52, A53, 
A54, A55, A58, A59, AG1, 
A62, A73, A74;
89, 810, S13, S1G, 818, 
820;
M112, Ml 14, M115, MUG, 
M122, Ml2?, M128, M129.
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•Slam kablr 
'Alam §aghlr 
'A lim
'Alim 
fAliyy
All all
Amana (Iman)
Ar.a (titah)
Anfus [sing* nafs,] (diri) 
Iql (buddi)
'Aqlu’l-Kulll
Aqwal [sing, qawl] (Itata)
AA7.
AA?.
A19 ? A22, A2A, A27, A28,
A35,
A57,
A36, 
A58;
AA1, AA2, AA5,
S15,
M12J
S16,
•
S18, S19;
A18,
A19, 
Ml 20
A27,
A44,
0
A3 2, 
AA8;
A35.
A16 ? A17, A19, A20,
A25,
A21,
A22,
A27,
A23» A2A, A26,
A29, A31, A32, A33,
A34, A35, A36, A37, A38,
A40, AA2, AA3, AAA, AA6,
A47 , AA8, AA9, A50, A51,
A52, A53, A5A, A55, A56,
A58, A60 5 A61, 
A67,
A62, A63,
A64, A65, A68, A69,
A74, A75, A76, A79, A80;
SI, i82, S3, SA , S5, S6,
S7, iSB, S9t 810, Sll, SI
S15, S1A, 815, S16, 817,
SIS,
S24,
819,
S25,
S20, 
S26;
S21, S22,
M110, Mill, M113, M11A, 
M115, Ml16, M117, M118, 
Ml20, Ml21, M122, Ml24, 
M125, Ml27 , Ml28,
S6.
A30, A35, A6A, A80;
S17.
313,
AA1, A62; 823; MU7.
AA1 •
83.
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Arada Cberkchendak) 
Aradna
'Arafa (mengenal)
1Arafna 
* Arsli 
A$al
1Ashaqa 
'As’hiq
A$ll 
Asma9
Zthar [sing. atlaar] 
Awwal
'Ayn [pi* a'yan]
'Ayn al-Yaqln 
A'yan kharijl
A30, A35; 817.
A3 2.
A57, -63, A67;
819, 810;
Mill, M112, M113* M114,
Ml16, M117, Ml20, Ml21,
M122, Ml24, Ml25, M128.
A54, S15.
A22, A39, A47, A53.
A33, A35, A39, A41, A45,
A44, A52, A53, A62, A?2, A77;
817;
M119, Ml23 5 M125, M130.
823.
A28, A56, A57,
S25; M123.
A24, A32, A36,
A43, A45, A53,
Ml28, M130.
A17, A22, A49,
A73* A76.
(bekas) A19, A49, A50,
A53, A59, A72,
Ml 21.
A23, A27, A28,
A46, A52, A55,
M113, Ml21.
A24, A29, A43,
S10, 819;
M116, M117, Ml20, M123, Ml28.
M130.
SH27.
A67, A70;
A37, A38, 
A57;
A59, A72,
A51, A52, 
A73, A76;
A34, A41, 
A59, A60;
A68;
854-
A 1 y anu ’ l~thabitali
a x  Z  ZL Z
1 Azm
B
Baqa’ (kekal)
BaqI (baqa9)
Barzakh
Baglr
Bafin
Bafanta (ba^in)
Bayan (menyatakazi)
Bayyana (nyata)
Bekas (athar)
Berafa*al 
Berabi ('ishq)
Beraliikan
Berakhir
Berawwal
S15, 816.
A39? S21, Ml21. 
A28.
89? S14-; Ml 14-.
A19, A4-5? A4-9*
A4-0.
A18? A24-, A27 ? A33?
A34-, A37l SI9.
A28, A30, A51? A52, A55? 
A58? A59? A62? A69? A74-, 
A80;
S9, S17;
M113? Ml21.
Mil 7.
S3, 86, S8, Sll, S14-,
819, 823.
A4-6 •
A4-9.
A?6, S10.
A28, A4-0, A60, A63 ? A65 ? 
A?2;
SI, S4-, S6, S9? S19? 821, 
S23? 824-, S25? S26;
M115? Ml21, Ml23? Ml25?
Ml26, Ml29.
M115? Ml25*
A25.
A23«
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Berbuddi A69, S25, Ml 17 a
Berikhtlyar Ad-5.
Ber1ilmu A22.
Berkata A50, A3 2, A35. ai7.
Berkawn A27.
Berkehendak (arada) A29, A30, A3 5 9 S17, Ml 21
Bermaf lum Ad-5> A58.
Berma'rifat A16, AGO, A69;
S2, Sd-, S7, S9 , S13 •
Bernama A1G, A18, A19 9 A2A* 9 A 27,
A28, A3 9 ? Ad-O, A48) A51,
A57, A58, A66, A 77;
S1G, S19.
Bernyawa A69 5 Ml 25 •
B e rp eng e t ahuan A57, A38, Ad-3*
Berpenglihat A3 3 *
Berqudrat A31» S10*
Bertemu (wag11) A26 , A28, A55 9 A62, AG 3 9
A66 , A719 A72, A73, A7d-,
Sll; Ml 18 (yulqa), M123*
Ml 27, Ml 29*
Berupa A16, A58, A66, A77;
Sll, Ml 23 •
Bergifat A7G.
Bersuatu A71.
Berwujud A25, n30, A45, AA-6 ? A61,
A67, A76, \ rprp ,
S10, S16, S23*
856
Bu&di ('nql)
Buka (kashf)
A.16, A78; S6, S15, S23, 
824, S25-
A43.
Ch.ab.aya (nur) A19 ? A25, ix41, A43, A44,
A 51 ? A49, A70; S15;
M112 , Ml14, Ml21.
Chahaya Muhammad A41, A42.
D
Dahulu (awwal) A 28, ix45, 449 > M113 •
Dhat A18, A20, A22, A23, .u24,
A25, A26, A28, A31, A3 2,
A3 6 , A3 8, A40, .u42, A45,
A49, A50, A53, A54, A55,
A62, A66, A70, A72, A73 9
A75j A76, A77;
S12, 813, S14, S15, 816,
S18, S19, S20, S21, 822:
Ml 14, M115>, M118, Ml21,
Ml 2 6 (ada) , Ml28.
Diadakan S17, S18.
Diberahikan A28, S23 ? Ml 23 •
Diislamkan A59, S20.
Dijadikan A37, A38, A3 9? A44, A77 3
84, \315, 818, S20, S21 ,
Dikasihi (Tj.ubb) S5 •
l l
V
34, 
48, 
A58, 
A74,
S17, 
Ml 22,
Dikehendaki (khwast) 
Dikeluarkan (kharaja, Ijad) 
Dikenal
A29 •
821.
A21, A29, A55, A63, A71; 
82, M116.
Dikexiali 121.
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Diketabui
Din (Agama)
Dinaflkan
Dinamai
Dinyatakan 
Dinding (foijab)
Diperoleb (wa.jada)
Dirasa
Diri (nafs)
Diri (nafs)
Disembab
Dibakb§I§ikan
Ditiadakan
Dizabirkan
A17, A20, A21, A22, A23»
A60, A61, A62, A68, A71;
M129.
A68, A74.
A74.
A21, A24, A25» A34, A41,
A52, A58, A68, A79;
S3, SW, S15, S16, 818.
A46.
A71, A72, A73, A74, A75 
M112 (aslar), M126, M128.
51.
Ml 29.
A19, A27» A28, A30, A33,
A53, A57, A63, A65, A74;
52, S3, S9, S10, S19;
Mil2, Mill, Ml14, M121, Ml28.
A30, A57, A61, A65, A67,
A68, A70, A71, A73, A74;
35, S6, S9» S10, 813, S16, 
824, 325;
M112.
A67, A69, A70; Ml24.
A40, A47.
S17.
A40.
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E
Esa (a^ iad - Wafrid)
F
Fan
Fana’ (lenyap - tiapus)
Faqir
Fagr
a
Gerak (idhn = hendak)
Ghayb (lenyap)
Ghayr (Allah.)
Guru
H
Haba
Habib (kekasih) 
gadith 
ga£ir 
5 acLrat
A21, A25? A27, A28, A43,
Ad-9, A51, A64, A67 , A70,
A?l, A72, A75;
S4, S10, Sll;
M112, M113, Mild, M117,
Ml20, Ml21, Ml21, Ml27, M130.
S18.
A20, A63j A67j A68, A70,
A71, A72, A73, A77;
S9, Sll;
Mild, Ml26, Ml29*
A39, A63, A6d, A68;
SI S2d*
M125 9 Ml27 9 Ml28, M129*
A68, Ml22, Ml27 , M129, M1J0.
Ml 20.
M116, M119, Ml24, Ml26* 
A23, A55> A67j S19.
A16, SI, S2.
Ml 21.
S24, Ml20.
A30, A35, A37» A45* 
A45, Ml26.
M118.
859
3JakIm
Hapus (f_ana’) 
?aqq
yaqlqat
gaqlqat Muhammad 
yaqlqatu’l-Ashya9 
gaqq al~Yaqin 
yaqqan (Sebenar-benar) 
yaqlqi
Hati (qalb) (dll)
Hawa (hati) nafsu 
yawl
(hidup)
Hendak
A18, A19, A22, A33, A39,
A58, A59.
A20, A6? , A72, A73, A74,
A75» 314.
A75, 314, S19, S20, S26,
M115, M116, Ml18, Ml21,
Ml 24, Ml 27 •
A18, A20, A21, A25, A26,
A33, A38, A40, A47, A48,
A54, A55, A67 j A69, A70,
A61, A75, A76, A77 , A78,
A79? A80;
52, S3, 35, 36, 87, 38, 89, 
818, S25;
M112, M113, Ml14, M116, MU9, 
Ml21, M123, Ml27•
A18, A40, j.i.41, n43 •
S15.
Ml 30.
A67» A76, 815.
A25, A32, A52, A77.
A16, A20, A25, A26,
A62, A65; 32, 84, S9,
821, Ml22.
53, 325 (h. nafsu).
A44, Ml20.
A18, A24, A27, A34,
A41, 819.
A29, A30, A31, A37, A38,
A39, A46, A61, A63, A68,
A70, A75;
SI, 816, S17, S18, S23,
S24;
Ml22, Ml23, Ml28, Ml29.
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Hijab (dinding)
fjikmat
]Juruf
IJuruf ( 'Aliyat)
Huwa
I
Idhn (firman = kehendak;
Ikhtiyar
JIjhti al-Yaqln
Iman
Insan
Iradah
'Ilmu
Isti'dad (asli)
A64, A65, A66, A70, A71, 
A72, A73, A?A, A79;
89;
Ml16, M119, Ml26, M128. 
A22, A3A, A38, A39; S22. 
AA1, 8 26 •
AJ6, M117.
A22, A23 ? AA8, M117.
gerak) AAA, 822, Ml20.
AA5, AA6.
Ml 30.
AAA, SA, 86, S20, 821, S23.
A56, Ml 27 •
A18, A2A, A29, A34, A3 7,
A48, A59, A77;
S19, S22; Ml 26 ft
A18, A2A, A25> A27, A28,
A29, A30, A31, A3 2, A33 ,
A34, A3 5 ? A36, A37, A3 8,
AAO, AA1, A4-2, A4-3, AA5,
,.A6 , A3 2, A59, A76, A79;
SI, 812, S15, S18, 821,
822, 826:
Mill , Ml 23«
, J* 3— , ,.29, A3 2, A3A, A35,
A3 6, A3 7, A38 5 A39, AA3,
AA5, AA6, A53; S16, 821,
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Islam (Muslim)
Islam (din)
'Ishq
Ism
Ithbat (mengesakan) 
'Ibadat
Jadi
Jadikan
Jabbar
Jaliil
Jamal
Jan (nyawa)
Kalam
Kamal
Kamil
416, 420, 421, 437, 438, 
440, 444, ,153, 454, ,159,
.174; S10, 81, 820, 821; 
M U  5.
474.
428, 440, ,171; S23;
Ml 23 , Ml 26, Ml28.
448, 821.
89.
459, 474, 82, 86, S13, S21.
K
419, 424, A 26, A27 ? A30,
432, 434, A3 5, A3 9, A4-2,
449, 465; S16, A17) S22;
Ml16, Ml26.
S6.
,159 -
A18, ,138, 445, 446, 447, 
1,58, 453; S20, S21, 823; 
M119*
,119? ,138, 445, ,148, ,153; 
S20, S21, S23; M119.
,172, Ml 14.
A18, ,127? 431, 432, 434, 
437, 447, 459; S19.
418, 438, 444, 445;
820, S22; MU9-
465, 466, 89.
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Kana (dahulu)
Kan 2 Makhfl
Karim
Kashf
Kashf al-Kashf 
Kasih (fcubb)
Kekasih 
Kata (kalam)
Kawn
Keadaan
Kebaktian
Kehendak
Kekasih. (}j.ubb) 
Kelengkapan (isti1 dad) 
ICemudian (akhir)
Kenal (ma * ri fah)
Kekal (baqa?)
Kelakuan
Kenyataan
Ketahuan
126, 136, 824, Mill, M121. 
129, 130, M125? Ml27.
159.
,',23, 143, 168.
176 •
86, 89.
510.
124, 132, S3.
M128 (kavmayn).
A19, A26, A58, A54, A61;
818; M117, Ml20, Ml21.
S19, Ml24.
A32, A36, A44, A46, A64,
A70; S3, S4, S22, S23, S25; 
Ml 22, Ml 26.
824, Ml14, Ml20, M122, M129. 
A3 5-
A29, -'*49, M113, Ml 21.
A16, A23, A24, A55, A67,
A76; S9, S15 (kenaii).
511, Ml14, Ml28.
A38, A49, A59, A60, A72;
S18, Ml21.
A28, A49, S14, 820, M117.
Ml 21.
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Ketahui 33L6,
S8,
A36, 31, 32, S3, 36,
311, 314-, 319, S23; MHO.
Khadim 33L9, .<.*67, ij-70 *
Khalaqa (khalaqtu) 3,41 , 
S19;
3,42, 3,4-6; SI, S18, 
Ml 20.
Khali 3,19, 3,50.
Khaliq A22, 3,34, 3,35, 3,74; Sll, S14.
Khalq S15, M116.
Kliags M112 •
Khidmat Al 6•
Khuliqa (^ahir) A3 5.
Kua s a (qudr at)> »M)pcn« A31, !\)\
Kujadlkan (khalaqtu) 3,42, i!48, 32.
Kukenal A55. A76, SI5.
Kuxl (jadi) A30 j 
S16,
A52, .’.34-, A59; 
S17.
Kunhi A26, 1A9, A54, A55; SW.
Kuntu Kanzan A70, S2, Mill.
Kuntum (ada) A 5 6 ; 
m i  7
S5, S13, S24-; Mil2,
»
Kursi A22, A39» £53.
Kusembah
L
A29.
Lahut Ml 27 *
Lalu (jadi) A49 •
Latlf S21, 323, M119-
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Law^ i (al-Na^ifuz) 
Lengkap
Lenyap
M
Mabok (maliw)
Ma!dum
Maghlubu ’ l-gal 
Mahabbab (kasib) 
Mabatinggi (aliyy) 
Ma^ikum 
Mabu
Mabw (mabok)
Makbdurn
Makbluq (pi. makbluqat)
Ma1lum (pi. ma1lumat)
Ma1lumat
141, S8.
LI6, LI8, 130, 
150, -51? L61; 
S13? 814, S20; 
M119*
.34, L43,
L33s L49, L54, L55, 167 
L68, L71, L74;
S3, S14, S17, 818;
Ml14, Ml26, Ml28.
175? 179? S25? 826.
SH35.
S26.
L71, Ml28.
144, L48.
LI9, L58, L59.
L73 ? 823•
165? 175? 179? Ml27•
LI9, 166.
L19, L22, 131? -32, 133?
L34, 135? L37 ? A45, L46,
L47, L48, L50, L52, 153? L54,
155? L61, L64, L72, A74;
S4, S10, 811, 813? 814, S21; 
Ml 23*
LI8, LI9? L27? L28, L36,
L41, L42, L43? 145? L57?
L58;
S15, 816, S18.
LI8, L27? L29? L30, L31,
L32, L33, L34, L37? 138, L39?
L41, 143, 145? L54; 822.
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Ma1nawi 
Manusia 
Maqam 
Maqsum 
Ma1rifat
Martabat
Ma’ruf (yang mengenal) 
Ma1sbuq
Mata (1ayn semata)
Mawjud
Ma^bar
Me 1 iputi ( mub.lt) 
Melenyapkan 
Mengadakan (abraza) 
Mengasib (mahabbab) 
Mengbendaki 
Mengeliling (bawl) 
Mengenal
S17.
Ml 28.
A70.
A19, A58.
A16, A17, A23, A26, A50,
A54-, A60, A62 3 A65, AS6 ,
A68, A71, A75, -76, -78,
A79, A80;
51, S2, S3, S9, Sll, S13, 
S15, S20; Ml 28.
M122.
—71 <*
A28, A56, A70, Ml23.
A60, A68, S10*
A31, A33 , A50, S18.
M119.
S12, Mil2.
A67 ♦
A38, S15, S23.
A71, S5.
Ml 26.
Ml 20.
A16, A21, A24-, A57, A63, 
A.68, A71, -76, A78;
52, S9, S10, S19;
Mill, M113, M114, M116, 
M117, Ml24, Ml25, Ml28.
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Mengetahui 121, 122, 143, 
812, 813; Ml14 
Mil?, Ml24.
178;
, Ml16,
Mengesakan 89.
Mengithbatkan 825.
Mendindingi Mill.
Menjadi 119, 126, 129, 
134, 135, 138,<\r"0  ^Cl ~Z A CC■*02, -^ 33,
170, 171, .172, 
817, 820, S23, 
M119, Ml27.
130, 
x^41, 
164, 
173; 
S24,
132, 
148, 
165,
825;
Men(j adikan (khalaqa) 116, 119, 
139, 140, 
154, 158;
A A
144, 
S18,
131, 
147, 
819;
137, 
152, 
Ml 20
Menafikan 174, S25.
Menamai S15.
Merasa M129.
Merasai 814,
Menunjukkan (tajallx- 
menya'taKan)
M122.
Menurutkan (murld) 118, 138, 143.
Menyatakan 117; 81, 
Sll, S14,
83, 86, S8 
819, S23.
,
Menyekut'ukan (shirk) Ml 28 *
Menyemhah 117, 120, 122, 167, 
170; 82, S3; M115, 
Ml 24,
169, 
Ml 23,
Menyerah (tawakkal) S6, 825.
Menyerupai M112.
86?
Men^ahirkan
Mubin
Mu$ill
Mu^dath
Mu^ Il?
Mu1izz
Mumkin al-wujud 
Mu *min
Munkashifun (kasbf)
Muntahl
Muqabalah.
MurId (iradah)
Mushahadah (sliuhud)
Mushrik (menduakan)
Mustatir (istar = dinding)
Muta1ayyin
Mutakallim
Mui^laq
Muwafaqat
Mugahir
C1 ~z0 3
A59, S21, S22.
Sll.
Ml 14.
A59, 321, S23, M119.
S17.
A67, Mil2.
Ml 23.
A73.
Ml 29.
A18, A24, A27 * A29, S19- 
M129.
A57, A67, Ml23 » M125, Ml28. 
M117.
S16.
A24.
A62, A63.
A46, Sll, S21, S22.
A3 5.
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H
Hama (ism - asma’)
Nyata
Hyawa (rub - jan)
Hur (chahaya)
HafI (meniadakan S9)
Hafasu’1-Ragman 
Nafs
Haf s al -Mu^ma ’ innalx
p
Pandang (sliuhud) 
Pengetahuan (1ilm) 
Penglihat (bagar)
Penengar (sami') 
Perbimpunan Segala Buddi 
Perkataan 
Pertama (awwal)
Pertemuan (vmsdl)
R16, A17, A19, A20, A21,
A22, A23 9 A2A, A25? A27?
A33 9 A28 9 A399 AAO, AA1,
AAA, AA7, AA8, A57, A58,
A66, A67, A?0, A77» A78;
S9» 816, S2, S21;
M112, M113, M119, M130.
A16, A22, A27, A28, A29,
A3A, AAO, AA9, A52;
S39 Sll, S15; M113, Ml21,
Ml 2A , Ml 28.
A16, A3A, A35j AA2, A72;
S16, S25; M11A, M126.
AA1, S15, S16, Ml21,
A19, A66, A7A.
AA7.
A57, A639 A65, S6, S10, S19, 
Mill, M112, Ml139 M11A, M116, 
M117, Ml20, Ml21, Ml22, M126.
Ml 25.
A61.
.aAO.
A2A, A25j A77. 
A2A, A77•
AA1.
A3 3.
Ml 21.
Ml 23.
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Qadlm A18, 
A3 2, 
*,47 , 
Sll, 
Ml 12
A23 j A31, 
A35? A37 > 
A48 5
S19, S18, 
, MH5.
Qadir A18, A31.
Aadir A 24, A 27.
Qahhar A59, S21, S22,
Qalam A41.
Qalam (al-A'la) A41.
Qasim A19, 1,58.
Qawl A3 2, A34, A3 5?
Qudrat ii.18,
A59,
A24,
A77,
A31, 
S19,
Quwwat (kuas a) A44, A63 •) S21,
R
Ralp.Im A18,
A59,
A19, 
si, ;
A39,
M110.
Ragman A18, 
A48, 
M H O
A39,
A52,
«
A40, 
A59 ?
Rahmat A40, A47 ? A48,
Rahasia (sirr) A57, Sll, S26,
Rasa A19, 
Ml 23
A53, A66, 
, Ml29.
Raziq A34.
Ruli (pi. arwah - nyawa) A41, A42, Ml 14
A33, A34, 
A38, A46,
S21, S22;
M119.
S16.
A34, A48, 
S22 •
Ml20, Ml22.
A40, A48,
*,46, A47, 
SI, S19,
A52, S10.
Ml 28.
M119,
Ml 21.
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RuIjl Hayojwani 
Ru Ijl I $ a f l  
Ru l^ InsanI 
Ru£ Nabatl 
Rupa (s u ra t)
S15.
A4i ,
S15.
S15*
,118, 
A33, 
A52, 
A63 » 
818, 
M116
S15, 816 .
A19, 
A37, 
A53,
A66,
S19;
A 26, 
x A l , 
A 58, 
A70, 
M112
A27, 
A43, 
A59i 
A77,
129, 
147, 
162 , 
78;
Ml 17 (s h a k l).
M115, Ml14,
Rusum ill 9, A59, A60
8
§ a la t  ( s embahyang) M124 0
§amad 812.
Sami1 A18, A24, A27, A3 2,
A37, 819.
Satu ( afcad -  esa) ji71  , A72.
S eb enarnya ( ^ aq£ ) M115 *
Sekehendak A64, 820.
Bemata (* ayn)
.M tnM M ntH m
A22, A 24, A26, A27 ?
A3 6, A43 ? A53, A70,
S16.
8embah A21, A220
Sempurna (kam il) A16, ,118, A21, A23,
A31, A34, A3 5, A38,
j.a.44 , A55, A60, A65,
A68, A75, A76, A78,
81, i32, 84, 85 , S8,
A 24, 
A39,
A 6 6,
A79;
89, 822.
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S en d iri
Serupa
Sha’ a (hendak)
Shahld
Shakk
Sha’u
Sharlka
S h a rir a t
Shay’ (suatu) [ashya’ p i . ]  
Shirk
Shirk  a l-Khafx  
Shuhud
Shu5an (s in g , sha’n)
§ i f a t
A22, A24, A25, A52, A61, 
464, A67; S4, S16, S17, 
S22, S25; M114, M116.
S4, M l25•
A45.
M129.
451, S6, M119, M130.
475, 818, M115, Ml21 
M118*
A20, A24, 425, A319 A40 5
443, 444, 445, 447, 452,
463, 464, 468, 475, 478,
479, A80;
S2, S3, S4, S3, S6, 37; 
M114.
A26, A28, A29, A30, 432,
435, A48, 450, A61, 469,
478; S I, S4, S12, S14, 
S17; MHO, M i l l ,  M112,
Ml14, Ml16, M l28.
A63, 467, S20, 825, M119
A61.
A19, A61, 462; 815, Ml 29
A19, 
A58, 
S18,
428, 
459, 
S22,
434, 
460, 
S23*
436,
-7 2 ,
449,
478;
A17, 
A24, 
445, 
459, 
S12,
A18, 
427, 
A48,
453,
S16,
419, 
433, 
449,
j-72 ,
B19,
.;j.22 ,
434,,A c;i. x i . )
473,
S20,
423, 
438, 
455, 
476; 
823,
S25; Ml21, M l22, M123, 
Ml27, M l28, M129.
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§irat al-Mustaqim 
Birr (rabasia)
Suatu ( 1 ayn - shay ’ )
§urat (rupa)
Suwari
§uwaru’1-1Ilmiyyah
T
Ta1ayyun 
la'budu
Tafrld (tunggal) 
lahu
Tajalliyat (kenyataan) 
Tajrld (tinggal)
Takhagsus
Takhsls• o
Tanggal
Taqulu
Tariqat
Tasha’a (sha’a)
Tasllm (menyerab diri) 
Tawakkal (menyerah)
Ml 20 .
0,43, 0,56; Sll, M121, 
11123, Ml 27.
Ml 20 *
S18, S19, Ml14,
S17.
S15.
815, SIS,
S3.
S25.
0,19, 423, 0,24, .127, 0,34, 
0,35, 0,49, 0,60, 0,61, 0,65, 
0x67, 471, 0,72; SI, SI9; 
M123, Ml26.
S14, 819; Ml 22.
S25.
0,48.
0,47.
0,73 *
817.
0,78, 0,79, 0,80; 82, S3, 
85, S6, 87.
Ml 21 •
0,74.
S6, 88.
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Tawflq
Terbunyi (bat in  or ma k h fl)
Terdinding  
Tiada ( 1adam)
Tiada nyata 
Tinggal ( t a j r l d )
Titah. ( amr)
Tuhan (Rabb)
Tu^ibbu
Tunggal ( t a f r id )
Ugaliari (rusum)
U 'ra fa
'Usliiqa ( 'is b q )
Wa^ Ldahu 
Watiid (esa)
Vahmx
Wajada (d ipero leb )
U
w
821.
228, 229, 230, 151, 152; 
M113, M117, M119, M121, 
Ml 25.
M118.
167, S17, 318.
815-
825.
130, 135, 159, 817.
116, 
1 2 2 , 
135, 
257, 
265, 
179; 
S19, 
M116, 
Ml 24,
85.
117, 118, 219, 121,
1 2 3 , 1 2 4 , 1 2 8 , 1 2 9 ,
1 4 4 , 1 4 8 , 1 5 4 , 1 5 6 ,
160 * 1 6 1 , 2 6 3 , 1 6 2 ,
1 6 7 , 1 6 8 , 1 7 0 , 1 7 3 ,
82, S8, S10, 814, S18, 
825; M i l l ,  M112, Ml14, 
M117, M l20, M l22,
M125, Ml27, M l28, M130.
149, 39, 325.
159 .
129, 130, 82.
823.
M118.
143, 316, M123 (su atu ). 
125, 152, 161, 162, 177. 
81.
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Wajh (muka -  dlxat)
Wa j  ib  u ’ 1 -■wu j  ud 
Wa^al
V a s il
Wijdan (being opposed to  
not-being ada)
Wisal
Wujud
Wujud Jiaqlql
A50, S10, S l l ,  S I? , S18;
Ml14, M118, Ml21, M125, M l28.
A24, A25, S17.
A28, A37, M117, Ml24,
Ml25, M127.
A20, A69, A70, A71, A?8,
A79; Ml29, Ml30.
Ml 26.
A71, Ml30.
A19, A25, A40, A46, A47,
A52, A53, A55, A56, A58,
A60, A61, A62, A65, A66,
A70; S9, S12, S15, S16,
S17, S18; M115, M118 (ad a), 
M122, M l26, M l28.
A25*
Yabqa (b aq l) kekal 
Ya!budu ( ’ abd)
Yaqln (nyata)
Yawm (h a r i -  sekejap mata)
Yuhyl
Yumlt
gabara (nyata) 
gabir
Z
Ml 28.
S I.
A22, A68, A76, Ml30.
A49, A59.
A34.
A34.
Ml 28.
A25, A28, A30, A35, A42,
A51, A52, A55, A58, A59,
A62, A69, A74, A80; S9,
S17; Ml21, M123, M127.
Zubur A59, Ml21
Anonymous:
a l-B a ly a n i, 1
Fakh.ru’ lADin, 
Fan^uri, 5 :
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